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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON WHISTLEBLOWER
PROTECTION AND THE OFFICE OF SPECIAL
COUNSEL

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31, 1993

House of Representatives,
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service,

Subcommittee on the Civil Service,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:10 a.m., in room
311, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Frank McCloskey (chair-

man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives McCloskey and Morella.
Members also present: Representatives Bishop and Oilman.
Mr. McCloskey. Good morning. I have been informed several

subcommittee members are on their way. Also, we have with us
today Mr. Bishop, who very generously is participating, a member
of the full committee, with a strong awareness in the area; and
hopefully we will have about 2 hours of good testimony coming to

a close about 12 m.
I guess before too long Congresswoman Morella should be here.

I am looking forward to her input today.

I might say we are happy and gratified to be involved in this

area as the chairman of the Civil Service Subcommittee. I think it

is a fascinating and important subject area. I would sincerely com-
mend and request anyone with an interest in any pertinent civil

service issues to get in touch with our subcommittee here in Can-
non, particularly Debbie Kendall, the staff director.

I am relatively new to some of the technicalities in the area of

whistleblowers. I sincerely appreciate the GAO, the various whis-

tleblower and other witnesses that will be testifying today. I do

think before too long, a matter of weeks, no more than a month or

so, we are very likely to have remedial legislation and at least one

more hearing at that time.

The protection of whistleblowers has long been a serious problem

for the Federal Government. The Civil Service Refonn Act of 1978

was expected to provide relief against reprisal for blowing the whis-

tle on mismanagement, waste, fraud, and abuse in the Federal

Government. Unfortunately, the 1978 act was insufficient in pro-

tecting employees, and in 1989, Congress passed the Whistleblower

Protection Act of 1989 to further strengthen and improve the pro-

tections for whistleblowers in the Federal Government. In 1993, as

part of ongoing efforts to improve whistleblower protections. Con-

gress again must examine the process.

(1)



The language and the intent of the Whistleblower Protection Act

of 1989 is clear. It separated the Office of Special Counsel from the

Merit Systems Protection Board and established it as an independ-

ent and distinct agency. In doing so, Congress clearly established

the limits of OSC's duties and responsibilities. The Office of Special

Counsel's powers are confined within boundaries that mandate it:

"Protect employees, especially whistleblowers, from prohibited per-

sonnel practices," and "act in the interest of employees who seek

assistance from the Office." However, it is highly questionable

whether Federal whistleblowers are receiving adequate relief from

the Office of Special Counsel according to the provisions of the

1989 legislation.

Since 1991, the GAO has been conducting an ongoing study for

this subcommittee chaired by my predecessor, Mr. Sikorski. They
have been evaluating the success that whistleblowers have had in

seeking relief from reprisals for blowing the whistle on mismanage-
ment, waste, fraud, and abuse within the Federal Gk)vemment. The
results have been mediocre at best.

In October 1992, the GAO issued its second report on whistle-

blower protection, entitled "Determining Whether Reprisal Oc-

curred Remains Difficult." The charts in the report paint a dismal

picture: The OSC's success in securing relief for whistleblowers has

not improved, despite the fact that the Whistleblower Protection

Act of 1989 lowered the burden of proof for reprisals. The OSC has

shown basically no improvement in achieving relief for whistle-

blowers since the implementation of the act.

The OSC also has the power to seek disciplinary action against

employees who retalitate. However, the GAO found that only once

under the 1989 act did OSC seek disciplinary action between July

1989 and September 1990. Furthermore, the GAO determined that

about one-third of employees appealing to the MSPB after being

turned down at OSC obtained reUef from their agency, either

through settlements or reversals of adverse personnel actions. In

addition, one-third of whistleblowers who went direct to MSPB ob-

tained relief.

The GAO is not alone in its findings regarding OSC's effective-

ness. The Government Accountability Project, a nonpartisan whis-

tleblower support organization, has been monitoring the OSC since

1979. GAP has found that the OSC has at times released informa-

tion on whistleblowers without their consent and that the OSC
often fails to provide protection for whistleblowers who take their

cases to the OSC. In a survey taken by GAP, 31 of 42 whistle-

blowers reported increased harassment after OSC disclosures with

no protection from the OSC against the reprisals.

The whistleblowers we will hear from today tell a compelling

story. Each one of them has served the Federal Government well-
saving millions of dollars and revealing systemic management
problems—but each whistleblower has been to hell and back trying

to maintain their integrity.

One of the most important findings of the GAO is that only 2 of

the 19 Federal agencies notified all of its employees about all their

rights under the Whistleblower Protection Act and the existence of

OSC. This means that only 11 percent of all Federal employees

have knowledge of the resources available to them as whistle-



blowers. While Congress can easily remedy this through legislation,

I find it shocking as to how ill-informed the Federal workforce ap-
pears to be. As the National Performance Review, led by Vice
President Grore, asks Federal employees to come forward and help
reinvent government, they must feel safe to report waste, fraud,

and abuse. President Clinton, as you are aware, is also very con-
cerned.
Federal workers are the key to an effective and efficient Federal

Government. The agencies must change their culture and focus,

and view whistleblowers as a viable way to improve their oper-

ations, not as a threat.

The purpose of this hearing is to examine whistleblower protec-

tion and the OSC, and to determine what needs to be accomplished
in terms of authorizing legislation so that the OSC can serve its

intended purpose. The OSC's current authorization expired at the

end of fiscal year 1992. My predecessor, Representative Gerry Si-

korski, was so concerned about the GAO's findings and the numer-
ous complaints from whistleblowers to his office that he decided not

to report legislation to reauthorize the OSC last Congress.

I welcome all of today's witnesses and look forward to their testi-

mony.
I am very pleased to have my good friend, Connie Morella here.

Congresswoman, do you care to make a statement?
Mrs. Morella. I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman. I really

appreciate the fact you scheduled this meeting on this important

issue of the Whistleblower Protection Act. I do want to add, I look

forward, since this is the first meeting of the subcommittee, to

working with you on the challenges, and there are many challenges

we will face in this session. It should be very productive.

You have a number of witnesses I am looking forward to hearing.

So my observations really are going to be just that, as we begin our

hearing today.

I am pleased at the placement of the witnesses. Too often. Gov-

ernment witnesses they are placed first; and then afterwards, we
never really get the opportunity to hear from them when we need

to. So by placing the special counsel last, I think that she can re-

spond to some of the concerns that our witnesses will be projecting.

Reading the testimony, I do believe there is a real need for edu-

cation. We need to educate our Federal employees about what this

whistleblower protection is. I think there is a need for employees

to be encouraged to report instances of waste, fraud, and abuse,

and for employees to be assured they will be protected.

I think employees also need to be educated that all disclosures

are not protected disclosures, as they very often claim.

Mr. Chairman, you know every plaintiff who takes a case to

court is convinced that that case is going to win on its merits and

that justice will prevail. Sometimes, these people are disappointed

because the evidence just is not there. There is a legal precedent

which disallows winning or there is no cause of action or no juris-

diction. In other words, this gets back to the need for specific edu-

cation on what this act does and does not do.

I think that many people truly believe that they have whistle-

blower's protection and may not be correct. Of course, this is dis-



appointing to the employee. As I indicated earlier, I am looking for-

ward to hearing these witnesses.

I have a bit of concern, though, Mr. Chairman, that there isn't

a single witness that is going to say anything good about the Office

of Special Counsel. My point is, I really want to know. I wonder

if there are any Federal employees that have, in fact, been helped.

What are the pluses of this legislation?

For the sake of fairness, I hope that there will be something in

the record that will talk about the number of cases that perhaps

have been resolved in favor of the employees by the Office of Spe-

cial Counsel.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to state I look forward to

working with you to amend the Whistleblower Protection Act as

necessary. I think we will get a lot of information in this hearing

about what might be necessary. As witnesses have indicated in

their testimony that I perused, there needs to be a better definition

of whistleblower, a better definition of protected disclosure and ex-

tension of protection to employees who do not fall under the Whis-

tleblower Protection Act. We may need to put into the code where

agency responsibilities regarding the WPA lie and that the Office

of Special Counsel is charged with educating the agencies; then to

be sure they know that and have the appropriate support to do

that.
,

I hope this special counsel and her staff will continue to make
strides in making the Office of Special Counsel more effective; and

should they have any concerns, they should be free to share the

concerns with this subcommittee.
Federal employees should know the OSC is supposed to be an ad-

vocate for them; and OSC should be fully aware that they, indeed,

are an advocate for the employees.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to the committee

hearing.
Thank you.

t i.- i

Mr. McCloskey. Thank you, Congresswoman Morella. I think

your point about balance is well taken. I would regret any implica-

tion that the OSC is not staffed by fine and diligent people. Indeed,

in all reports, from our own conversations, I know they have and

will continue to help a lot of people; and hopefully we are going to

improve the process.

I also think—one thing I have done in previous subcommittees

that sometimes gets the dialog going is to have not only the non-

government—the nonagency witnesses first, so to speak, but to mix

it up, to put them on one panel. I don't know if we will do that

today.
There are all sorts of interesting ways to encourage frank dialog.

I will say, as I said to the staff' this morning, just looking at the

witness list today—and I mention there will be subsequent, at least

one major subsequent hearing in this area within 4 to 6 weeks as

we prepare the legislation—I am concerned that we get more of a

balance from various agency employees into the testimony process

very soon.

I understand your concerns there. I have the same concern.

I am pleased to have, again, Mr. Bishop with us today. I welcome

any statement he may care to make.



Mr. Bishop. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I don't have a lot to say. I am just interested in the workings of

this subcommittee. Particularly of interest is the whistleblower leg-

islation. I would like to sit and monitor the proceedings and edu-

cate myself into the workings of our civil service system, the office

of OSC, and just offer whatever help I might in my small way.
Thank you very kindly for allowing me to sit in.

Mr. McCloskey. Thank you, Mr. Bishop.

We are pleased to have with us today Nancy Kingsbury, Director

of the Federal Government Division of the GAO. She tells me has
worked in this field for 12 years.

Ms. Kingsbury. I was at 0PM for 12 years before going to GAO.
Mr. McCloskey. You may want to introduce your associates.

Your formal statement is accepted for the record.

STATEMENT OF NANCY KINGSBURY, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE,
ACCOMPANIED BY RONALD J. CORMIER AND NORMAN A.

STUBENHOFER
Ms. Kingsbury. I should clarify. It was 12 years 8 months ago,

so I know just enough to be dangerous. I have with me Norm
Stubenhofer and Ron Cormier, who have been planning the ongo-

ing work you referred to so generously in your opening statement.

At the risk of being a little redundant with your opening state-

ment, I would like to briefly summarize where our work takes us.

Then we can get on to questions.

As you pointed out, Mr. Chairman, the statutory protection for

whistleblowers was first introduced by the Civil Service Reform Act

of 1978. However, Congress subsequently found the 1978 act was
having little impact on encouraging Federal employees to report

fraud, waste, abuse or misconduct, and protecting those who did.

In an attempt to deal with those reported problems, Congress en-

acted the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 to strengthen and

improve protection for whistleblowers. Among other changes—as

you noted—the act was intended to ease the employee's burden of

proof that the reprisal that they thought they had experienced was

associated with their whistleblowing and allow employees to file

appeals with the Merit System Protection Board if they did not ob-

tain relief with the Office of Special Counsel.

In October 1992, we reported, despite the intended improvements

of the act, employees were finding that proving their cases was as

difficult then as it was before the act was passed. The principal

reason remained the difficulty of demonstrating sufficient evidence

to establish a link between the employee's whistleblowing and the

personnel action that they alleged was a reprisal.

On the positive side, we found allowing employees to file appeals

with MSPB had a measurable impact. As you noted, about a third

of those employees whose cases we reviewed, who appealed to

MSPB after going to OSC for assistance, were getting relief, some-

times through settlements and sometimes through reversals of ac-

tions. „ , . , ,

To refer to your statement, Ms. Morella, we are doing work to

look at those statements and to get information from those employ-



ees about how they felt about the process. Hopefully, within a few
months, we will have further data to get at the issue you raised.

In July 1992, we reported on the results of a Govemmentwide
survey of Federal employees. The survey indicated that most Fed-
eral employees would be willing to report misconduct in the ab-

stract. However, the majority of employees said they had little

knowledge about where to report misconduct or about their right

to protection from reprisal; and response to questions about wheth-
er they would be likely to report misconduct indicated that we have
a long way to go in driving fear out of the Federal workplace.
On a related issue, in March 1993, we reported there were wide

disparities in how the 19 agencies we reviewed had implemented
the whistleblower statutes. Some agencies informed employees
about their whistleblower protection rights, but most agencies had
neither informed employees nor developed policies and procedures
for implementing the 1989 act. In addition, the 19 agencies identi-

fied over 220,000 employees, most of them in the Departments of

Defense and Veterans Affairs, in departments not covered by whis-

tleblower statutes. To address these problems, we continue to rec-

ommend Congress consider amending the whistleblower statutes

with OSC's guidance for carrying out the whistleblower statutes

and to inform employees periodically of their right to protection

from reprisal and where and how to report misconduct.

We also recommend the special counsel, with the agency's assist-

ance, assess whether whistleblower protection coverage needs to be
extended to those positions currently not covered by the statutes

and recommend any coverage changes to Congress.
In concluding, Mr. Chairman, I offer the observation that the

problems we are observing in whistleblower protection, problems
this subcommittee is clearly concerned about, need to be addressed
beyond legislation. If the program is to be successful, agency lead-

ership and support for identifying and correcting abuse and mis-

management is essential and must go beyond rhetoric.

Employees should be encouraged to call improprieties to the at-

tention of management and must be assured such actions will not

result in reprisal. Employees must be reminded of their obligations

to bring such matters to the attention of management in a proper

and responsible mainner and participate with management in re-

solving the identified problems.
Employees may need to recognize the right to be heard is not the

right to prevail; but they should be rewarded, not punished, for

doing their duty as they see it.

With that, I will be happy to take your questions.

Mr. McCloskey. Thank you, Ms. Kingsbury.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Kingsbury follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We are pleased to be here today to take part in the

Subcommittee's hearing on whistleblower protection and the Office

of Special Counsel (OSC). You asked us to summarize our recent

work on whistleblower protection and OSC. Since July 1992, we

have issued reports dealing with federal employees' awareness of

whistleblower protection, the effectiveness of the Whistleblower

Protection Act of 1989, and agencies' implementation of the

whistleblower statutes.

Overall, our work has shown that despite the intent of the 1989

act to strengthen and improve whistleblower protection, employees

are still having difficulty proving their cases. Employees are

not aware of their right to protection, and agencies are not

informing them of this right.

THE PURPOSE OF THE WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT

OF 1989 WAS TO STRENGTHEN PROTECTION OF EMPLOYEES

Statutory protection for whistleblowers was first introduced by

the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-454). However, on

the basis of reports by the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB)

and GAO, as well as OSC's data. Congress subsequently found that

the 1978 act was having little impact on encouraging federal

employees to blow the whistle and protecting whistleblowers. In



1984, for example, MSPB reported that between 1980 and 1983 there

was no measurable progress in overcoming employee reluctance to

reporting fraud, waste, and abuse.' And we reported that, in

fiscal year 1984, OSC closed 99 percent of the whistleblower

reprisal complaints without seeking corrective or disciplinary

action.

^

In an attempt to deal with such reported problems. Congress

enacted the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 (P.L. 101-12) to

strengthen and improve protection for whistleblowers . The act,

among other changes, separated OSC from MSPB and established OSC

as an independent agency. The act expanded OSC's role in

protecting federal employees, especially whistleblowers, from

prohibited personnel practices.

Other changes in the act to help whistleblowers included

-- easing the employee's burden of proof that reprisal for

whistleblowing had occurred, and

-- allowing employees to file appeals with MSPB if they did

not obtain relief through OSC.

^Blowing the Whistle in the Federal Government; A Comparative
Analysis of 1980 and 1983 Survey Findings , U.S. Merit Systems

Protection Board (Washington, D.C.: Oct. 1984).

^Whistleblower Complainants Rarely Qualify for Of fice of the

—

Special Counsel Protection (GAO/GGD-85-53, May 10, 1985).
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EMPLOYEES CONTINUE TO HAVE

DIFFICULTY PROVING REPRISAL

In October 1992, we reported that even though the 1989 act was

intended to strengthen and improve protection for whistleblowers,

employees claiming reprisal for whistleblowing at OSC were

finding that proving their cases was as difficult then as it was

before the act was passed.' The principal reason remained the

lack of sufficient evidence to establish the link between the

employee's whistleblowing and the reprisal.

OSC disagreed with our conclusion that proving reprisal remained

difficult, indicating that employees claiming reprisal under the

1989 act were having greater success than our analysis of OSC's

data indicated. However, we found that although the number of

whistleblower reprisal complaints, corrective and disciplinary

actions, and stays (postponed action) had increased under the

1989 act, the increases were generally proportionate to the

increases in the volume of complaints that had been filed. We

also found that before and after the 1989 act's passage, about

the same percentage (5.8 percent versus 6.3 percent) of reprisal

complaints filed with OSC resulted in some form of corrective

action.

'Whistleblower Protection; Determining Whether Reprisal Occurred

Remains Difficult (GAO/GGD-93-3, Oct. 27, 1992).
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On the positive side, we found that allowing employees to file

appeals with MSPB was having a measurable impact on whistleblower

reprisal cases. About one-third of those employees appealing to

MSPB after going through OSC for assistance were getting relief,

usually through settlements and sometimes through reversals of

adverse personnel actions.

MOST EMPLOYEES DO NOT KNOW HOW THE WHISTLEBLOWER STATUTES

PROTECT THEM, AND AGENCIES ARE NOT INFORMING THEM

In July 1992, we reported on the results of a governmentwide

survey of federal employees.* The survey indicated that most

federal employees would be willing to report misconduct.

However, the majority of employees said that they had little

knowledge about where to report misconduct or about their right

to protection under the law from whistleblower reprisal. Also,

many employees said fear of reprisal for reporting misconduct was

a concern.

On a related issue, in March 1993 we reported that there were

wide disparities in how the 19 agencies we reviewed had

implemented the whistleblower statutes.* Some agencies had

"Whistleblower Protection: Survey of Federal Employees on
Misconduct and Protection From Reprisal (GAO/GGD-92-120FS, July
14, 1992).

^Whistleblower Protection; Agencies' Implementation of the
Whistleblower Statutes Has Been Mixed (GAO/GGD-93-66, Mar. 5,

1993).

4
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informed employees about their whistleblower protection rights,

but most agencies had neither informed their employees nor

developed policies and procedures for implementing the 1989 act.

Under 5 U.S.C. 2 302(c), the head of each department and agency is

responsible for preventing prohibited personnel practices,

including whistleblower reprisal. However, no explicit

requirement exists in the whistleblower statutes (5 U.S.C. 1201

et seq.) for OSC or the agencies to inform employees about their

right to protection from reprisal or where to report misconduct.

OSC, to its credit, has attempted to spread the word about

employees' right to be protected from reprisal. However, as OSC

officials acknowledge, they have had limited success in eliciting

the support of the agencies to inform employees of what their

rights are under the law and how to go about exercising them.

The lack of agency commitment appears to us to be a major problem

in the whistleblower program. If the program is to be

successful, agencies' support for the program is critical.

Employees should be encouraged to call improprieties to the

attention of management and be assured that such actions will not

result in reprisal. All too often in the past, such assurances

have been absent and employees did not know how much agency

support they would receive.
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ALL EMPLOYEES ARE NOT COVERED

UNDER THE WHISTLEBLOWER STATUTES

Our March 1993 report also observed that not all federal

employees were protected against reprisal by the whistleblower

statutes. Congress specifically excluded certain agencies and

employees from certain civil service provisions of Title 5 of the

U.S. Code with the passage of the Civil Service Reform Act of

1978. One of the specific exclusions under Title 5 was

protection against prohibited personnel practices, including

whistleblower reprisal. Additionally, some agencies' enabling

legislation has been interpreted to exclude all or some of their

employees from the civil service provisions of Title 5; as a

result, the employees are not covered under the whistleblower

statutes

.

The 19 agencies in our review identified over 220,000 employees,

most of them in the Departments of Defense and Veterans Affairs,

in positions not covered by the whistleblower statutes. While

some exempt agencies, such as the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation and the Resolution Trust Corporation, offer limited

whistleblower protection, further analysis may be necessary to

clearly identify employees not covered by the whistleblower

statutes and to assess whether further coverage is warranted.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONGRESS AND THE SPECIAL COUNSEL

To address these problems, we recommended in our recently Issued

reports that Congress consider amending the whistleblower

statutes (5 U.S.C. 1201 et sseq.) to require agencies, with OSC ' s

guidance, to develop policies and procedures for carrying out the

provisions of the whistleblower statutes and to inform employees

periodically on their right to protection from reprisal and where

to report misconduct.

We also recommended that the Special Counsel, with agencies'

assistance, assess whether whistleblower protection coverage

needs to be extended to those positions currently not covered by

the whistleblower statutes and recommend any coverage changes to

Congress. OSC officials were in general agreement with our

recommendations to Congress and the Special Counsel.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement on the work we have

done to date. In the future, we will be reporting to the

Subcommittee on the results of an ongoing survey of federal

employees who have sought whistleblower protection from OSC.

I will be pleased to answer any questions you or the members of

the Subcommittee may have.
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CHAIRMAN FRANK MCCLOSKEY
QUESTIONS TO BE SUBMITTED IN WRITING BY GAP

Question :

Ms. Kingsbury, in your testimony, you say that the 1989 act to
strengthen and improve whistleblower protection has not been
successful. Whistleblowers are finding relief at the Merit
Systems Protection Board rather than the OSC, and employees are
still having difficulty proving their case at OSC. The OSC
contends, however, that there is a marked increase in claims that
receive corrective actions and that it's committed to enforcing
the 1989 act. How can you explain this discrepancy?

Answer ;

OSC is correct in that there has been an increase in the number
of corrective actions under the 1989 act. However, as we stated
in our October 1992 report, although the number of whistleblower
complaints, corrective and disciplinary actions, and stays
increased under the 1989 act, the increases were generally
proportion to the increases in the volume of complaints filed.
About the same percentage of reprisal complaints filed with OSC
for periods we studied before and after the 1989 act's passage
resulted in corrective action.

Question ;

Would you please comment on the proposals to eliminate the Office
of Special Counsel?

Answer ;

Work we have performed to date has not led us to believe that the
elimination of OSC is the answer. Rather, we believe the focus
should be on what can be done to improve OSC and protection for
whistleblowers. As we stated in our testimony, we have made
several recommendations directed to federal agencies and OSC to
improve whistleblower protection. These recommended changes and
a continued effort to provide protection for those federal
employees who have suffered reprisals against for whistleblowing
will not only improve the rights of employees but also improve
government

.
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Mr. McCloskey. Mrs. Morella?
Mrs. Morella. I think it is a nice succinct statement you made

with regard to the wonderful work GAO has done in the number
of studies they have done. I am wondering about where should em-
ployees report whistleblowing acts of waste, fraud and abuse?
Ms. Kingsbury. I was startled by the results of the survey that

suggested employees didn't know the answer to that question. The
entire Inspector General network was established for purposes of
investigating these kinds of problems. That is an obvious answer
to that question.
We asked in our survey whether they knew to report it to a

whole variety of places. Their own agency's management; the Gen-
eral Accounting Office has a hot line some people could use; cer-
tainly the Inspector Greneral community.
My sense is that agencies ought to have an established proce-

dure, and it is up to them to set up what they want to do.
Mrs. Morella. So in other words, because they don't have an es-

tablished procedure, employees don't know where to report it. But
as you suggest, they could report it any number of places?
Ms. Kingsbury. That is right.

Mrs. Morella. They are doing it all over the lot, the union, the
agency head?
Ms. Kingsbury. That is right.

Mrs. Morella. It is something that is begging for clarification?
Ms. Kingsbury. Yes. As you said earlier, education. More edu-

cation.

Mrs. Morella. Right.
What about if each agency, after we come to grips with where

the reporting should take place? How it should take place? Perhaps
if there were a pamphlet or something that we could devise—an in-

formation pamphlet. In other words, 'Tour Rights As an Em-
ployee," explaining the whistleblower act?

It seems to me that is a minimal expenditure of money, which
would be worth a great deal in terms of what it would do for the
morale of the employees, too, to know that there is this clarifica-

tion; would you agree?
Ms. Kingsbury. I would agree. When we talked to agencies

about this, it was interesting. Their response was the law didn't re-

quire them to do it, so they didn't do it.

When we talked to OSC, OSC said the law doesn't require us to

make them do it, so we really are not—they do some education
stuff themselves but don't have the resources to do it at the agency
level.

So I would agree, although I don't—my sense is it is a continuing
thing that needs to be done, doing and publishing one brochure,
having it available for new employees is a good first step. Moving
to periodically reinforcing an ongoing agency training program,
that this is part of people's obligation, would be another thing
agencies could do. I think it is going to take time.

Mrs. Morella. It seems in personnel training, that should be
one element of it?

Ms. Kingsbury. Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. Morella. Maybe we can do something with legislation that

would be appropriate.
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Let us see. All employees are not covered. Again, clarification

about who is covered, who is not; and the whole question that you
point out about whether more should be covered who are not cov-

ered is a tremendous discrepancy.

I guess basically what you are saying is it is not working because
no one knows the definitions; nobody knows who is covered; nobody
knows where to report; and the agencies don't seem to truly have
a commitment to it. They have so many other things they are

doing.

OK. I guess that is about all. You have certainly confirmed what
we have felt was the problem and we look forward to getting some
of those statistics about what kinds of cases have been handled.

We did have one hearing of the Federal Advisory Council on Pub-
lic Service. And in public comment, a woman said one of the prob-

lems was that there was no followup to make sure there were no
recriminations against the employee who had filed for whistle-

blower protection. Is that something that you also sense is need-

ed—the followup afterwards? Do you have any idea how it would
be done if you would agree?
Ms. Kingsbury. I haven't thought about how it would be done.

I think part of the difficulty is that both the investigation of an
issue that is brought to management's attention as well as sort of

what happens to the employee can drag out over a number of

years. If you look at some of the cases, I think you may hear some
of those cases this morning. At what point do you follow up; what
form that followup takes is a very difficult thing to actually carry

out.

I think that is part of the problem that the Office of Special

Counsel has. They are operating off file records. They do investiga-

tions. It is not always clear that there is a causal relationship be-

tween something that happens to an employee and something that

they claimed to have blown the whistle about.

As you point out, employees are not well-informed about what
kinds of things are protected and what are not, and what are just

the ordinary—to use an odd sort of phrase—ravages of the work-
place.

Mrs. MORELLA. Maybe this is something we can keep in mind,
and when we hear from the Office of Special Counsel maybe there

will be a suggestion about what can be done. Maybe the employees
who are testifying may.
Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McCloskey. Thank you, Ms. Morella.

Mr. Bishop, welcome again. Care to proceed?

Mr. Bishop. Mr. Chairman, I will pass at this time. I will come
back later. I want to thank you. I read your testimony.

Ms. Kingsbury. Thank you.

Mr. McCloskey. Ms. Kingsbury, obviously the function of the

GAO is to analyze structure and make mathematical judgments as

it affects policy. I think at one or two points, you did use more sub-

jective terms such as attitude or rhetoric.

I am not looking to dump on the OSC—which I think would be
unfair. Is there an attitude problem, as you see it, as far as a de-

sire to defend whistleblowers or zeal for the mission in the OSC?
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Ms. Kingsbury. I don't think I would characterize it that way.
My staff has been interacting with OSC folks now for a number of
years.
We see there a view of a technical, legal view of a job to do. One

of the things I asked them in preparation for this hearing was
whether or not when the 1989 act was passed, they had sensed a
change to mirror the intention of the act in how they interpreted
the legalities of what they were doing.
The answer was "no"; that by and large, there was no guidance,

for example. I would have looked for additional guidance to have
been issued within OSC saying this is how we interpret how our
mission has changed because the Congress has passed this act.

There wasn't any.
As far as we can tell, there was no real discussion of what the

meaning of this new interpretation of the law was supposed to be.
But I don't attribute that to a lack of zeal. I think it is they have

a relatively narrow view of what constitutes a reprisal about which
they have an obligation to protect someone; and what you see in
the cases is that interpretation.

Mr. McCloskey. I was reading some of this material last night,
and was truly amazed at the idea that if you are not in a covered
position or if it is interpreted that your complaint is not on all

fours with the statute, in essence, the system has a right to run
you out of town. You are open game and dead meat, so to speak.

It is amazing that the process allowed that to happen. Can you
comment on that?
Ms. Kingsbury. I have not read that particular statement, be-

cause I only got it this morning. I was a little surprised at the in-

terpretation of there being somehow not coverage if you are in a
position where you are doing policy work or something.
Mr. McCloskey. There is a statutory legislative statement, is

there not, anyone who makes a complaint in good faith, regardless
of the technicalities, should be subjected from reprisal. Somehow
that is not happening?
Ms. Kingsbury. I think that is right. Although some positions in-

herently do not have positions in them. If you are on a temporary
appointment or something like that, it is harder to prove reprisal;

the statute intended to cover it.

Do you want to add an3rthing?
Mr. Cormier. No. I think the point about the—talking about the

gross fraud, waste, and abuse, where it is a little less than that?

Mr. McCloskey. A policy, a managerial problem, whatever.
Ms. Kingsbury. I think that was—in writing it into the statute,

my impression is that was a balancing mechanism.
Mr. McCloskey. The point is that there is a right? Yes or no?
Ms. Kingsbury. Yes.
Mr. McCloskey. The way it is handled in the field, whether

there is a right or not, there is a practice of reprisal against people

whose complaints do not technically fit the statute and, in essence,

there is no redress for them?
Ms. Kingsbury. OSC does take a fairly technical view of defining

who is covered and who is not; that is correct.

Mr. McCloskey. What agencies have the poorest information for

employees regarding the whistleblower process?
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Ms. Kingsbury. We looked at 19 agencies. Only two of them had
an actual program to inform their employees. We didn't distinguish

among the other agencies about how much worse some of them
were.
They simply did not do it. So their employees not surprisingly

were not well-informed.

Mr. McCloskey. Serving on Armed Services, it seems to me,
DOD was mentioned as being low in participation.

Ms. Kingsbury. That is certainly one that has not done any-

thing.

Mr. McCloskey. Anything?
Maybe a subjective question, Ms. Kingsbury. It is amazing to me

there is this variation in compliance and interest in whistle-

blowers—in different agencies, just with information being what it

is in this society, the Federal press, the national press, the daily

press, the media, et cetera, with the union activities.

In essence, don't nearly all Federal employees really know even

if indirectly or by osmosis that they do have a right to whistle-

blower protection? Or may have a right?

Ms. Kingsbury. It is clear from our survey they do get informa-

tion from these other sources; but the more important aspects of

the information, the kind of things that Representative Morella

was referring to, to clearly inform employees about what specific

acts on their part are covered versus what are not, that sort of

thing, there is no systematic way of providing that information out

there.

And a little bit of knowledge can be dangerous. People can infer

from a general right to protection that anything they do is pro-

tected. Consequently, more information about what this law specifi-

cally intends to do would certainly be helpful.

Mr. McCloskey. Have you noticed any problem on the other side

as far as a pattern of abuse, oppression, slander as to people un-

justly and arbitrarily trying to accuse

Ms. Kingsbury. Certainly in our survey, there were a number of

responses to our survey where at the end we said: Do you have any
other comments that were clearly from management officials who,

as they put it, had been the victim of a whistleblower and unfairly

so?

So I think there is some evidence out there that some people feel

that this statute has been abused in the other direction. Whether
the numbers are as great as the people who feel they should be

protected, my sense is that—^we don't have a very good sense of

that. There are clearly people out there who feel the other way.

Mr. McCloskey. Thank you.

I have no further questions.

Mrs. Morella.

Mrs. Morella. I appreciate your generosity, Mr. Chairman.
In reviewing the GAO report, of October 1992, on page 2, it says:

"We did not review the OSC, Office of Special Counsel, and the

Merit System Protection Board files to determine the adequacy of

investigations or the appropriateness of dispositions made by OSC
and MSPB of whistleblower reprisal claims."

I am curious about why didn't GAO review these?
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Ms. Kingsbury. Well, we had been asked specifically just to get
a picture of how many of the complaints went, were disposed of in
a certain way. We were answering that question.
We are looking at some of the—as I mentioned earlier—some of

the cases that went to the MSPB and were settled to see what the
substance of those settlements were and to talk to the employees
involved and find out how they feel about it.

Going beyond that, to be honest with you, I think it is not alto-
gether—excuse me.
Oh, that is right.

I am reminded we did issue a report in 1985, in which we did
look at the substance of the cases and by and large we found at
that time with the cases, that they were handled properly.
To go through that again, at this point, would be an exercise in

substituting our judgment for the agency's about the individual
facts of the case and we didn't think that that was appropriate to
answer the question.
Mrs. MORELLA. You seem to think that was an attitude of ade-

quacy?
Ms. Kingsbury. In 1985, our lawyers did look at the cases. We

could not find any cases at that point that we could raise a ques-
tion had not been handled properly.
These are people who technically are trying to do a good job.

Mrs. MORELLA. I think maybe that should be part of the record
in some way.

I am also curious to know, even though the burden of proof has
been lowered by the enactment of the Whistleblower Protection
Act, the success rate by OSC for the benefit of the employees seems
to be in question; and I am wondering are these Federal managers,
supervisors, agency heads, et cetera, a department not making a
causal connection between the protected disclosure and the person-
nel action?

It seems like we have already said that is true, and how do you
prevent it, if you do believe that is true?
Ms. Kingsbury. In these cases, OSC asks the agency for their

explanation of what happened. The agencies produce explanations,
and the explanations on their face are apparently reasonably plau-

sible.

The difficulty is the direct link. Even with the lesser burden of

proof, it is still a subjective judgment and it is still—if the agency,

for example, argues that, well, we would have taken this action

anyway, for performance reasons, conduct reasons, some other rea-

son, absent some evidence that that is not the case, that there were
a whole series of performance appraisals that countervailed that,

or something else, OSC under its procedures would accept that ar-

gument and fail to find that nexus.
Mrs. MORELLA, The agency heads also have to be educated?

Ms. Kingsbury. Yes. Yes.
Mrs. MORELLA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Kingsbury. I think they have to change the culture so that

the problems that are brought to their attention are seen as oppor-

tunities to improve.
Mrs. MoRELLA. Absolutely.

Thank you.
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Mr. McCloskey. Mr. Bishop.
Mr. Bishop. Let me just ask Ms. Kingsbury, do you perceive the

problem with the management to be one of more esprit de corps be-
tween OSC and the agency people? Is it just sort of a camaraderie,
an esprit de corps because they work for

Ms. Kingsbury. I don't think so. I think it is their rather tech-
nical view of the constraints in the statute and how those are to
be applied that is, quote-unquote, "the problem" in that sense,
rather than their associating themselves with management offi-

cials.

Mr. Bishop. I was going to ask whether or not the association
that they were all management might have some resulting con-
sequences in terms of their more likely being able to find in favor
of management's arguments than necessarily listening to the com-
plaints of the employee?
Ms. Kingsbury. I don't think we see any particular evidence of

that. I think the nature of the statute is such that it is fairly nar-
rowly drawn. That is the way they approach it.

Mr. Bishop. One other problem. Do you think it would enhance
if, perhaps, employee representatives were—served on some kind of
panels with the OSC? In other words, some lay representation?
Some people that participated with the OSC that had the em-

ployees' perspective?
Ms. Kingsbury. Employees can bring representation to this proc-

ess. I am not sure that
Mr. Bishop. I don't mean outside representation. I mean have as

part of the OSC
Ms. Kingsbury. As sort of an advisory function in these cases?
Mr. Bishop. Yes.
Ms. Kingsbury. I really haven't thought about how that would

work.
Mr. Bishop. It is sort of like the oversight that many States,

many agencies has in terms of their oversight boards. They include
lay members on those boards.
Ms. Kjngsbury. I think an advisory committee to the Office of

Special Counsel, which they used to explore interpretations of the
law might be an interesting exercise for them.
Mr. Bishop. I guess what I mean
Ms. Kingsbury. In the individual cases, it strikes me as being

unwieldy.
Mr. Bishop. Investigative teams. It seems to me, employees are

going to get the idea that this is going to be rubber stamped, so
why go through the process.
Ms. Kingsbury. I am not sure that adding additional members

to that team will solve that problem either.

Mr. Bishop. By adding someone to the investigative part of the
team, who has a perspective, in whom the employee might reposit
trust as opposed to having someone from OSC in whom they may
not have trust? I am just throwing that out. If you do not think
that is feasible, I appreciate your comments.
Ms. Kingsbury. It is hard for me to figure out how that would

help the process.

Mr. Bishop. OK.
Mr. McCloskey. Thank you, Mr. Bishop.
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Ms, Kingsbury, I don't think any of us have any further ques-
tions.

Thank you for your work on this.

Thank you for the participation of all three of you. We will be
talking again.

Ms. Kingsbury. We will look forward to bringing our future
work back to your committee.
Mr. McCloskey. Did you have anything you wish to add, please

feel welcome.
Thank you so much.
I see my good friend and colleague Congressman James Bilbray

in the audience. I believe he is here in connection with one of the
witnesses on our next panel.

Jim, please come up.
Mr. van Ee, you were a whistleblower at the EPA; and also Ms.

Marie Ramirez, a whistleblower associated with the Navy; and
Robert Seldon, a lawyer associated with Mr. Gordon Hamel, the
President's Commission on Executive Exchange.
You are all welcome.
Make yourselves comfortable.
Along with Mr. Thomas Day, a whistleblower at the Navy who

is also welcome.
Any formal statements are accepted for the record.

Jim, welcome to you.
I will let you proceed and—as you like, and introduce your good

friend.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES H. BILBRAY, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEVADA

Mr. Bilbray. The reason I am here today is to introduce Mr. Jeff

van Ee, a remarkable young man from my district. I have known
him for many years. Even though Las Vegas is one of the fastest-

growing areas in the Nation, with, roughly, 4,000 newcomers mov-
ing in each month, it retains a small town atmosphere at the core

of life within Las Vegas.
Within the local and active environmental community, Jeff has

been a committed volunteer and a strong advocate of environ-

mental concerns in Las Vegas. His voluntarism provided our com-

munity with true public service.

In addition, I would like to describe the many awards he has re-

ceived over the years: In 1972, he received the U.S. EPA's Gold

Medal for Exceptional Service; in 1974, he received the EPA's
Bronze Medal for Commendable Service; in 1983, he received a

Ivana Wilde Governor's Conservation Award; in 1984, he again re-

ceived the Bronze Medal for Commendable Service from the EPA;
in 1987, he received the friends of the U.N. Environmental Pro-

gram 500 Environmental Achiever Award; in 1990, he received the

U.S. EPA's Special Award for Outstanding Contributions in Plan-

ning and Implementing the 1990 Earth Day; in 1992, the Senator

Harry Reid Earth Day Award.
Over the years, I have watched Mr. van Ee's involvement in the

community and have had grave concern in the fact that Mr. van

Ee has been subject to the Department of Justice IG's attempt to
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file criminal charges against him for participating as a concerned
citizen in a land exchange at Apex, NY.
His concerns were over a bill I was proposing.

I am not here as a Congressman saying he was supporting my
particular bill. I am concerned because he was threatened with
criminal prosecution. In this case, he was testifying about concerns
over my bill.

Mr. van Ee, participated in a meeting as a concerned citizen on
the environment. I am here because I am concerned that our Amer-
ican's freedom of speech is threatened.
He wasn't at a Democratic rally, a Republican rally. Libertarian,

United We Stand. He was there as a concerned citizen coming for-

ward to confess concern about the environmental concerns in that
particular area.

He will testify that what happened, the complaint made by the

Justice Department to the EPA was referred to a special prosecutor
within their Department and asked that Mr. van Ee be charged
with criminal activity. The U.S. attorney refused to bring those
charges.
His record
Mr. McCloskey. Jim, how could they possibly come up with a

charge like that?
Mr. BiLBRAY. We don't understand it at all. Mr. Jeff van Ee will

explain it in length.

I have proposed an amendment to this act, and this is a very
simple amendment which says: "No conduct or disclosure sanc-

tioned under any provision of the Whistleblower Protection Act
shall be subject to prosecution under title 18 of the United States

Code."
The reason is, whistleblowers cannot be sanctioned within the

agency or deprived of their activities, but they can still be charged
with criminal activity for having violated quote-unquote "the Hatch
Act," or something else. I don't know what they were trying to get

at.

Mr. van Ee will bring that up.

I was so concerned because, as far as I know, Mr. van Ee has
never participated in any partisan politics. He is an active member
of several environmental groups which—I may be speaking out of

turn—I think he belongs to the Sierra Club, the Wilderness Soci-

ety, groups like that. I know he goes out and does volunteer work
in areas to protect the environment.
He goes to the mountains and works with volunteer groups. Yet,

for some reason his participation and involvement in a concern re-

garding desert tortoises was considered a violation of his work
ethic; somehow he was to be precluded from community involve-

ment under some law. He was questioning the expenditures of Fed-

eral moneys on a study that he thought was a waste of time, and
a waste of American money. Dollars and no sense.

I am proud to introduce Mr. van Ee to this committee. I want
you to know he is a very well-respected southern Nevadan.

I also want to reiterate that Mr. van Ee in the past has been
known to testify against aspects of my legislation. I am here in

part to emphasize the critical importance of protecting our citizens'

constitutional right and freedom of speech and because I believe on
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the sacred obligation of our citizens to participate in ensuring that
our government is accountable for its actions.

That is the end of my introduction.

If you have questions of me, fine. If not, I will go back to Armed
Services where the Chairman is holding the Committee in session.
Mr. McCloskey. Thank you, Mr. Bilbray. It is always a honor.

You know how I feel about you.
Mr. van Ee, please elaborate on this horrible situation.

STATEMENTS OF JEFF VAN EE, WHISTLEBLOWER, ENVIRON-
MENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY; MARIA RAMIREZ, WHISTLE-
BLOWER, DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY; ROBERT SHELDON,
LAWYER REPRESENTING GORDON HAMEL, WHISTLE-
BLOWER, PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON EXECUTIVE EX-
CHANGE; AND THOMAS DAY, WHISTLEBLOWER, DEPART-
MENT OF THE NAVY
Mr. VAN Ee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am deeply honored by the introduction Congressman Bilbray

gave me.
Congressman Bilbray, like all of you, is very busy working on a

number of pressing issues that our Nation faces. You recognize
your job is not a 9-to-5 job. You spend your time, after hours, work-
ing to protect our environment and making life for all of us better.

Well, I do the same thing.

I find it really distressing—the story that I am about to tell

you—^because I was reprimanded for appearing at a meeting on
January 22, 1990, at which I expressed concerns as a private citi-

zen, not as an employee of EPA, over a $400,000 study of some 11

desert tortoises that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was propos-

ing to move a few thousand feet. They wanted to put radio trans-

mitters on the backs of those tortoises and see how they responded
to this move.

It was a very controversial issue for the community. I thought I

could make a difference. I got involved; and as a consequence, two-

and-a-half months later, after that meeting, I found myself being

the target of an investigation by the EPA inspector general.

In April—^April 5, 1990, I was informed that I was involved in

some sort of conflict of interest and that, on April 6, I was to be

questioned by the EPA inspector general for my conduct at that

meeting.
A conflict of interest for me? I couldn't believe it. This issue had

nothing to do with my job. I am not a tortoise scientist, but I don't

think you have to be a tortoise scientist to ask why we need to put

radio transmitters on the backs of 11 tortoises for a price tag of

$400,000. What were we going to get from that effort?

Well, what I got, in response, was a letter of reprimand saying
"* * * that any further actions on your part, which would con-

stitute an ethical violation, could result in further disciplinary ac-

tion up to and including your removal from Federal service."

What was the crime?
I asked the inspector general, who was questioning me, what the

crime was. Initially, it started out as being some sort of violation

of title 18, section 205, which Congressman Bilbray referred to.

That essentially says that as a Federal employee, you cannot act
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as an attorney or agent and represent anyone involving a court-

martial proceeding, litigation, or even controversy involving the

Federal Government. That was what compelled the EPA inspector

general to take my name, after 2V2 months of investigation, to the

U.S. attorney for criminal prosecution.

Well, I am no attorney. I was not representing anyone at that

meeting but myself. I introduced myself as Jeff van Ee. I signed in

as Jeff van Ee.

Yes, I was involved in controversy involving the Federal Govern-

ment; but it had nothing to do with my job. The Environmental

Protection Agency wasn't involved even remotely in the issue.

I think what EPA has said to me in response to my efforts to

clear my name and clear my record has been incredible. I think it

sends a message to all Federal employees, and to you, that there

are serious problems in the way ethics regulations are being inter-

preted by the government.
Imagine some of the things—just listen to some of the things

EPA said to me. "Appellant has a constitutional right to be a mem-
ber of the Sierra Club." That is what my attorneys with the Gov-

ernment Accountability project asserted. EPA denied that. "Appel-

lant has a constitutional right to be an officer in the Sierra Club."

EPA denied that. One wonders what organizations I can belong

to—that I do have a constitutional right to belong to.

The next statement from the Office of General Counsel of EPA
is even more disturbing. GAP made this assertion: "Appellant has

a Federal statutory right to speak out about suspected violations

of law free from any personnel action by EPA as a result of that

speech." The EPA attorneys denied that.

As this story got more bizarre, and as I continued—as I have

continued for the past 3 years to clarify the issue and to clear my
record—we got another opinion from the Deputy Ethics Officer at

EPA on the interpretation of title 18, section 205. "If an employee

of EPA was an officer in a homeowners' association, she or he

would be prohibited from writing a letter on behalf of the associa-

tion to the U.S. Department of Transportation challenging the

placement of a highway through a neighborhood." That is the sce-

nario. EPA was asked for an opinion. EPA responded by saying

yes, that would be prohibited. That hypothetical case about the

homeowners' association illustrates the scope of 18 U.S.C., section

205, which prohibits Federal employees from acting as agent or at-

torney before any Federal department or agency regarding any par-

ticular matter.
Mr. Chairman, the statements being made by EPA to defend

their actions against me strike many as being unbelievable and un-

constitutional. Not only do I have concerns with the statements

and actions of EPA, but I have very real concerns with the state-

ments and actions of the Office of Special Counsel on the Merit

Systems Protection Board.
I pointed out problems with the study of desert tortoises. I am

a scientist. But you don't have to be a tortoise scientist to ask the

questions I asked.

I have been trained in the scientific method to develop and test

a hypothesis, to ask questions and suggest alternatives. Now sci-

entists will indeed disagree. I recognize that. But free and open dis-
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cussion of differences, I believe, is healthy. Good science and free
speech go together. But my professional reputation has been se-
verely damaged by the actions of the EPA Inspector General.
When we complained to the Office of Special Counsel, under the

Whistleblower Protection Act, that something was wrong here. A
year and a half later, they finally issued their opinion on whether
what I did was incorrect or illegal. That came after we gave up
waiting for them to respond within the 120-day time period that is
required under statute and for them to determine whether I am a
whistleblower. A year and a half later, they finally decided, after
we went to the Merit Systems Protection Board and got a ruling
from an administrative law judge to essentially dismiss our appeal
and to let EPA's actions stand, to let the letter of reprimand stay.
Then, we heard from the Office of Special Counsel; and they found
that it was—that the evidence was inconclusive on who I was rep-
resenting at the meeting, but nevertheless, the actions that EPA
took against me were warranted.

Well, Mr. Chairman, I don't feel that those actions were war-
ranted. I think it sends a signal to all Federal employees that if

they speak up and express their concerns, no matter in what form,
whether it is in work, outside of work, that they could be rep-
rimanded for not speaking the party line.

I believe that real reforms are needed. And I have to say from
my experience on an issue that did not even involve initially the
EPA, I am only led to conclude that if I ever wanted to blow the
whistle on EPA to expose potential fraud, wrongdoing, I will not do
it.

On this issue, the Office of Special Counsel has done nothing.
And the Merit Systems Protection Board to this day, 3 years after
the initial actions were taken against me, has still not given me
a hearing on this issue.

I really appreciate your giving me the opportunity today to have
a hearing and to voice my concerns and my side of the story.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. van Ee follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF Jeff van Ee BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL
SERVICE ON MARCH 31, 1993

Mr. Chairman, I am Jeff van Ee. I have been employed by the Environmental Protection

Agency as an electronics engineer for approximately twenty two years. I have worked in the

Office of Research and Development in the development of monitoring systems and methods for

the measurement of pollutants in our air, water, and soil

.

A long series of events, described in detail later in my testimony, leads me to appear before you

today in a hearing on the reauthorization of the Office of Special Counsel (OSC). While I

welcome the opportunity to share with you my opinions on the OSC, I believe my appearance

before you today on a matter involving tortoises represents a complete breakdown of the

procedures that Congress has established to permit seemingly simple matters to be resolved at

a lower level before they become a major Federal case.

Congress should examine the performance of the OSC and Merit Systems Protection Board

(MSPB) as well as the EPA. I believe my case illustrates serious problems in their interpretation

of laws, regulations, and responsibilities.

Given my experiences, I believe major reforms are needed for the OSC. If major reforms are

not forthcoming, then I believe the OSC should be abolished so that someone like myself can

get the kind of representation that is needed to defend myself and to define where the law rests.

I call upon this committee and Congress to establish safeguards to allow government scientists

to express their personal views. Diversity of opinion and an expression of that opinion is

important for our institutions of science and our democratic government. Vice-President Gore's

call for federal workers and the public to come forward with suggestions on how we can

improve our government, eliminate waste, an improve efficiency will fall upon deaf ears if

federal workers believe they cannot express their opinions openly and honestly. Congress should

encourage our federal workers to become more involved in their communities and in their

government.

1 call upon this committee and Congress to protect federal workers who voice their concerns on

matters involving waste, fraud and abuse of authority from harassment. Congressman Bilbray's

amendment should be passed to prevent our government from using Title 18 Section 205 in ways

it was never intended to be used. Title 18 Section 205 surely was never intended to be used to

curtail federal workers from community service and from voicing their concerns with proposed

actions of their government that are totally unrelated to their employment with the government.

Consider this background information in judging my behavior and the behavior of the EPA,

OSC, and MSPB:

1 have received numerous awards for my work at the EPA and for my community service and

volunteer efforts outside of work in the protection of the environment.
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I testified before the House Public Lands and National Parks Subcommittee and the Senate

Energy & Natural Resources Committee, as a private citizen, on legislation that would authorize

the transfer of public land from the BLM in Nevada to Clark County for the creation of a heavy

industrial site. This legislation was needed to permit an ammonium perchlorate plant to be

moved from populated Henderson, Nevada to a remote area.

The desert tortoise was "emergency listed" as an endangered species and desert tortoises were

found on property identified for the construction of the ammonium perchlorate facility.

The legislative process and an abbreviated environmental assessment process for the proposed

land transfer identified potential problems and mitigation measures for the desert tortoises that

were officially listed as a "threatened" species at the time the public land transfer was being

considered.

President Bush signed into law the legislation on July 31, 1989 which authorized the public land

transfer. I supported the legislation during the legislative process although I had some concerns

with the environmental impacts, particularly impacts to the desert tortoise.

After the law was signed I read in the newspapers of an agreement between Secretary of Interior

Manuel Lujan, the Kerr-McGee Corporation, and the then chairman of the Clark County

Commission that described a $400,000 dollar study of desert tortoises in the heavy industrial

site. I knew nothing of this proposed study, despite my involvement with the issue of desert

tortoises in southern Nevada, so I began to ask questions to anyone who I thought might have

further information.

The more I learned about the proposed study, the more concerned I became. The endangered

desert tortoise was threatening development in southern Nevada and the rapid movement of the

Kerr-McGee facility to Apex, Nevada. Pubhc concerns were intense on both sides of the issue

on whether the tortoise should be listed and what steps were necessary to protect the tortoise.

I learned that the proposed study involved the placement of radio transmitters on the backs of

eleven tortoises and that automatic tracking stations would be constructed to monitor their

movements after they were moved a few thousand feet from the site of the ammonium

perchlorate plant to another area of the heavy industry site. Despite specific, unfunded

mitigation projects having been identified for the tortoise in the legislative process, this study

called for a payment of $400,000 from the Kerr-McGee Corporation to the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service facility in Fort Collins, Colorado to conduct the research. This study, or the

need for this study, had not been identified in the legislative procp <; that led to the transfer of

public land to Kerr-McGee, nor had the study been targeted as a high-priority by tortoise

scientists who were establishing a Habitat Conservation Plan for the species in southern Nevada.

I questioned the wisdom of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service spending $400,000 to equip some

eleven desert tortoises with radio transmitters and build an automatic tracking system to track

the movements of the tortoises after they had been moved a few thousand feet.

The Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund filed a required 60-day notice to sue the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service under the Endangered Species Act. The Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund has

had a long history of involvement with the problems posed by the desert tortoise in the
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southwest.

I believed a lawsuit between the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund would exacerbate problems

in southern Nevada although I believed that there were legal, technical, and political problems

with the proposed study by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. I got involved to see if I could

make a difference.

I was invited by the Sierra Club Legal Defense fund to attend a meeting on January 22, 1990

to see if a settlement could be reached and a lawsuit avoided. I attended the meeting on my own

time. I introduced myself as "Jeff van Ee." I signed in as "Jeff van Ee" with no affiliation

being indicated. I was voicing my own views as a private citizen at the meeting, I was not

empowered to represent anyone but myself.

I said little at the meeting initially; however, as the meeting progressed I began to express my

concerns with the study and the fact that provisions for the desert tortoise in the Apex legislation

were being ignored. During the meeting I tried to see if a compromise agreement could be

achieved. I asked the following questions:

What was the purpose of the study?

Why was it costing so much?

Was it necessary to place radio-transmitters on the backs of eleven tortoises and

to build an automatic tracking system to monitor the movements of the tortoises

after they were moved a few thousand feet into another portion of the industrial

site?

How fast does a tortoise move? Couldn't graduate students be hired locally to monitor

the behavior of the tortoises with painted numbers on the shell?

Was it necessary for fiill funding to finance the study?

Where was the control group?

How much money did the Fish and Wildlife Service really need to conduct the study?

What about the previously specified mitigation measures in the Apex legislation?

One does not have to be a tortoise scientist to ask these basic questions.

The meeting concluded without a settlement. Later, I was informed by the Sierra Club that a

settlement had been reached involving a payment of $225,000 to the Nature Conservancy to

finance acquisition of critical habitat for the tortoise to help ensure the tortoise would remain off

the endangered species list. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service received the remaining money.

While I still questioned the value of the proposed study to the long-term protection of the desert
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tortoise is the southwest, a compromise had been reached and development of the ammonium
perchlorate facility could proceed with assurances that effective measures were being taken to

keep the tortoise off the endangered species list. I felt relieved and pleased that 1 had made a

difference!

On April 5, 1990 1 was informed that EPA's Office of the Inspector General had sought criminal

prosecution of me by the U.S. Attorney in Las Vegas. The U.S. Attorney had declined, but the

following day I was to answer questions. I was informed that I was the target of an

investigation concerning a "conflict of interest." I couldn't believe it. I was asked to provide

my side of the story, and I was anxious to clear up any misunderstandings.

On April 6, 1990 an agent from EPA's IG office in San Francisco interrogated me for two and

a half hours. I had no attorney. The suggestion that I was involved in a "conflict of interest"

was unbelievable. A simple, quick explanation of my actions should resolve the problem. I was

wrong. I should have realized before I met the agent from EPA's IG Office that I was presumed

to be guilty because they had managed within a three month investigation to gather all the

information they needed to approach the U.S. Attorney for criminal prosecution of me before

they had talked to me. I asked the agent what the charges were, and who brought the charges?

Those simple questions were not answered.

A Freedom of Information Act request was filed afterwards by my attorneys with the

Government Accountability Project to determine exactly what the charges were against me.

To this day I am still unsure what "crime" I had committed to require the IG to seek criminal

prosecution of me. Is it the appearance of a conflict of interest? Is it a violation of Title 18

Section 205? You be the judge.

Title 18 Section 205 states:

Whoever, being an officer or employee of the United States . . . otherwise than

in the proper discharge of his official duties ~

(1) acts as an agent or attorney for prosecuting any claim against the United

States, or receives any gratuity, or any share of or interest in any such claim in

consideration of or interest in any such claim in consideration of assistance in the

prosecution of such claim, or

(2) acts as agent or attorney for anyone before any department, agency, court,

court-martial, or officer, or any civil, military, or naval commission in

connection with any civil, military, or naval commission in connection with any

proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other determination, contract,

claim, controversy, charge, accusation, arrest, or other particular matter in which

the United States is a party or has a direct and substantial interest-

Shall be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than two years,

or both.
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What is the crime that I committed?

I am not an attorney. I was not an agent for any party at the meeting other than myself. I did

not identify myself as an EPA employee. My work does not involve tortoises. I am not a

tortoise scientist. My agency, to the best of my knowledge, did not have any involvement with

the issue. I am a researcher. I do not set policies for the EPA. I have never been a member

of the Nature Conservancy. I have been active with the state chapter of the Sierra Club, but 1

was not empowered to represent them. What is the problem?

On August 23, 1990 I received the first, and hopefully the last, reprimand in my career for

having attended the meeting on January 22, 1990, on my own time, and on a subject that had

no relationship with either the EPA or my official duties. The reprimand stated:

Any further actions on your part which would constitute an ethical violation could

result in further disciplinary action up to and including your removal from

Federal Service.

Again, I ask, what wa the crime? I have labored at EPA for many years now under the cloud

that I had committed a serious crime. I could lose my job. My activities in the community have

been severely restricted. A wedge has been driven between my immediate supervisors and

myself as a result of the actions of a few misguided outsiders who sought to cover their tracks

by focusing attention on me and away from a study that had questionable merits. The more I

have sought to clear my record and clarify the government's interpretation of the law and ethics

regulations, the more I am viewed by some at EPA as a misguided crusader and a trouble-

maker. These portrayals are not how I wish to be viewed.

On January 14, 1991, the Government Accountability Project (GAP) filed a complaint with the

OSC. The OSC is required to make a decision within 120 days on whether they would defend

me as a "whistleblower."

On August 27, 1991 a representative of the OSC came to my house to question me. During the

questioning, in which my GAP attorney was present by telephone, the focus was on my
recounting the series of events that led me to the meeting and o.i my relationship to the Sierra

Club. After the formal interview, I asked the agent if he was interested in the potential

problems with the study that concerned me. He said that was not the issue.

On December 23, 1991 GAP and I gave up on OSC and went to the MSPB for relief. My
activities were curtailed in the community as was my involvement in organizations for which I

had a long history of involvement. An administrative law judge in Denver considered the case.

Consider a sampling of the statements that attorneys with EPA's Office of General Counsel made

to my GAP attorneys in the limited discovery process permitted by an administrative law judge

with the MSPB:

GAP: Appellant has a constitutional right to be a member of the Sierra Club.

EPA: Deny
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GAP: Appellant has a constitutional right to be an officer in the Sierra Club.

EPA: Deny

GAP: Appellant has a federal statutory right to speak out about suspected violations of law free

from any personnel action by EPA as a result of that speech.

EPA: Deny

On April 13, 1992 the administrative law judge dismissed my Individual Right of Action appeal

on the grounds that the appeal was "outside the Board's jurisdiction." The judge concluded that

I did "not meet the definition of whisUeblower." He went on to say:

Having carefully reviewed the appellant's statements, I do not believe they

constitute "a disclosure of information which he reasonably believed evidenced

a violation of law, rule or regulation or, . . . gross mismanagement, a gross

waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to

public health or safety."

Rather, they appear to be nothing more than the opinions of a private citizen

regarding the nature of the settlement to be achieved.

The administiative law judge in Denver for the MSPB limited discovery when GAP sought to

buttress my arguments that I was being reprimanded for identifying potential waste and illegal

actions in a study that might have earned the "Golden Fleece" award at an earlier time. The

judge did not allow GAP to question the Department of Justice (DOJ) attorney in Washington,

D.C. who was known to have initiated the investigation of me by the EPA. Had the

administrative law judge allowed GAP to question the DOJ attorney who filed the complaint with

EPA on my attendance at the meeting of January 22, 1990, we might have had an opportunity

to understand why the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was upset with my presence and my

questions. We may never know what the real motives and thinking of the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service and the DOJ attorneys were.

To this day, I believe there was "gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds and an abuse

of authority" with the proposed study. Why were these unprecedented actions taken against me

for expressing my "opinions as a private citizen?" Could it be that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service had spent funds for the study before the written agreement and transfer of funds from

Kerr-McGee had been transferred? This issue came up during at the meeting as I tried to

understand why the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was adamant in obtaining the full $400,000

for their study. As part of the settiement between the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund and the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Service accepted the loss of $225,000 to the Nature

Conservancy. Could this loss of funding have prompted the DOJ attorney to come after me, to

put me on the defensive? I believe my actions and questioning of the study were those of a

"whisUeblower"; certainly, the actions taken against me have similarities to the actions that many

whistieblowers experience after they voice their concerns.

The administrative law judge refused to allow a hearing on the grounds that I was not a

whisUeblower. Of course, he would say that after he had limited discovery. The judge let the
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letter of reprimand stay.

The GAP appealed the decision of the administrative law judge to the full MSPB on May 18,

1992. GAP requested a hearing for me.

There will probably be no further communication from the Board until a final decision

is issued. ... It is the policy of the Board to encourage settlement of appeals before it.

[Letter from the U.S. MSPB to GAP on May 26, 1992]

There has been no communication from the board to date. The letter of reprimand that was

placed in my personnel file for a period of two years has now been removed. Some will argue

that the issue is now moot, but the circumstances that led to the original letter of reprimand

could easily be repeated if someone in the community disliked what I said and complained to

my employer that there appeared to be a conflict of interest.

On September 23, 1992, more than one and a half years later after the original complaint had

been filed by GAP, the OSC issued the attached analysis of my case and sided with the actions

of the EPA. The OSC declined to represent me. Consider these statements from the OSC :

Our investigation did not reveal facts materially different from those contained in

the Investigative Report by the EPA Office of Inspector General . . .

The evidence was inconclusive on whether you appeared at the meeting as a

private citizen or as a representative of the Sierra Club. However, EPA did not

reprimand you for having acted as the Sierra Club's agent, only for having

created the appearance of having acted as its agent.

First Amendment. Similarly, your allegation of a violation of the First

-Amendment was not supported by the evidence adduced in our investigation. . .

EPA did not reprimand you as punishment for the content of your expression.

It reprimanded you because it concluded you created the appearance of having

acted as an agent of the Sierra Club.

Off-Duty Conduct. Finally, we did not find preponderant evidence that your

reprimand violated section 2302 (b) (10), which proscribes discrimination for off-

duty conduct unrelated to work performance. As the reprimand itself stated, the

personnel action was based on EPA's conclusion that your performance as an

employee, albeit off-duty, fell short of the ethical conduct requirements for all

EPA employees.

This opinion came after I was extensively investigated again by the OSC. This opinion came

after an agent with the OSC told me at the conclusion of an interview at my home that he was

not interested in my concerns with the $400,000 tortoise study; instead, he was interested in

knowing exactly who I was representing at the meeting of January 22, 1990 and what was my

involvement with the Sierra Club.
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I rest my case that the OSC and MSPB is failing to serve their clients and the purpose for which
they were created.

Consider also the opinion from the EPA Office of General Counsel and the Deputy Ethics

Official in response to a query from my attorneys with GAP:

GAP: If an EPA employee was an officer in a homeowners association, s/he would be

prohibited from writing a letter on behalf of the association to the U.S.

Department of Transportation challenging or protesting placement of a highway

through a neighborhood.

EPA: This representation is correct. The hypothetical case about the homeowners'

association illustrates the scope of 18 U.S.C. S205, which prohibits Federal

employees from acting as "agent or attorney" before any Federal Department or

agency regarding any "particular matter."

The statements being made by EPA to defend their actions against me strike many people as

being unbelievable and unconstitutional. The EPA fails in their opinions to ask what my duties

are with the EPA and whether my activities, such as being an officer in my homeowners

association, would pose a "true" conflict of interest. Serious, dangerous precedents are being

established for all Federal employees in my case. They cannot go unchallenged.

I am quite concerned about the statements and actions of the EPA, OSC, and MSPB.

I pointed out problems with a study of desert tortoises. I am a scientist. You don't have to be

a tortoise scientist to ask the basic questions I asked of a $400,000 study of some eleven

tortoises.

I have been trained in the scientific method to develop and test a hypothesis, to ask questions,

and to suggest alternatives. Scientists will disagree, but free and open discussion of differences

is healthy. Good science and free speech go together. My professional reputation is determined

largely by how my peers judge the quality of my speech, my thinking, and my writing. A
government that seeks to limit one's speech, one's thinking, and one's writing can be dangerous.

Although I felt that there may have been violations of federal law involved with the proposed

study, I sought to resolve issues that could have lead to the formal filing of a lawsuit by the

Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund on the grounds that there was a violation of the Endangered

Species Act. No lawsuit was formally filed because there was a legal settlement between the

Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. I believed, at the time,

that I had made a major contribution to resolving a difficult issue that threatened further to

divide my community. I never expected to have my name referred to the U.S. Attorney in Las

Vegas for criminal prosecution. 1 never would have believed that my opportunity to clarify the

law, to clear my name, and to restore the damage to my career would lead me today to testify

before you, the Congress, on a matter that should have been resolved a long time ago at a lower

level.

Among the questions I have are: what are the motives of my government in taking such
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aggressive steps to investigate me, impugn my character, refuse to grant me a hearing, and

threaten to dismiss me if I ever violate vague agency ethics standards that are subject to arbitrary

interpretation. A legal opinion from the Congressional Research Service on the interpretation

of Title 18 Section 205 of the U.S. Code would suggest that I did nothing wrong. Any person

with full knowledge of the facts would say that there was no conflict of interest on my part.

(They might find a conflict of interest with those who advocated the $400,000 study, but no one,

especially the OSC, appears interested.) All that I can be charged with is the appearance of a

conflict of interest. "Appearance" to whom? To parties that were adversely affected by my

questions and personal involvement to an issue that threatened to divide my community, i.e. the

designation of the desert tortoise as an endangered species and its preservation? To the person

with full knowledge of the facts, is the "charge" of an "appearance" of a conflict of interest"

justification for the actions, or inactions, in my case?

Those who advocate avoiding the "appearance" of a conflict of interest will frequently argue that

the best thing to do, if there is any doubt, is to avoid the situation. Do nothing. Don't get

involved. That's safe. I agree that doing nothing and saying nothing is the safest course, but

is this really the message we want to deliver to our federal workers?

There are those who will argue that we must maintain the public's faith in our government and

our federal workers to make objective decisions and to not use their jobs for personal or

financial gain. They will say that we must avoid the "appearance" of a conflict of interest even

if we begin to erode the rights of the workers to freely speak their minds and to freely associate

with people. That is the price that federal workers must pay if we are to maintain faith in our

government.

I believe there is an alternate view. The price that we pay for a government and for federal

workers that are not free to express themselves and to associate freely with their neighbors,

friends and colleagues is the loss of faith in what our government tells us. This is just as

dangerous as the loss of faith if we believe our government and our federal workers are not

capable of making objective decisions and are profiting personally, unfairly and financially from

their jobs.

Either viewpoint leads to a disturbing loss of faith in our democratic institutions among the

people that are served by our government. I am certainly most supportive of maintaining the

faith of our people in our government. I would not be v/orking for this government if I felt

differently. What bothers me most is that we appear to have one, or perhaps a few people, who

are judging what is acceptable and ethical behavior. I find their decisions on what constitutes

the "appearance" of a conflict of interest to be arbitrary and capricious. I would much rather

be judged by my peers, and by people with full knowledge of the facts, than be judged by people

who have shown no interest in reviewing the motives of those who brought these serious charges

against me.

1 am receiving contradictory messages from my government. President Bush issued an executive

order on November 5, 1992 encouraging federal workers to become active in their communities.

President Bush recognized points of light throughout America. I have long aspired to be a point

of light and a dedicated servant to the public. However, in light of the statements and actions
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made by my government, with respect to my involvement in working out a solution to the

problems posed by the listing of the desert tortoise as a threatened or endangered species, I can

only conclude that I should be a member of politically-correct organizations and keep out of

controversial issues where my government is involved. I find this hard to accept.

Approximately eighty six percent of Nevada is owned by the Federal government. When I go

to Lake Mead, I am on lands managed by the National Park Service. When 1 go to the forested

mountains above Las Vegas, I am on lands managed by the U.S. Forest Service or the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service. When I enjoy the desert wildflowers at this time of year, I am on lands

managed by the Bureau of Land Management. The interpretation by EPA's Deputy Ethics

Official of Title 18 Section 205 in effect makes me a second class citizen of my own community,

my own state, my own country. Worse yet, I may be treated as a criminal!

This year, nearly three years after my affiliation with environmental groups was questioned, in

particular the Sierra Club, I had to complete a new federal form. The Office of Government

Ethics with SF450, the "Executive Branch Confidential Financial Disclosure Report," requires

Federal employees in the position of procuring goods and services to list in Part III: Outside

Positions.

Report any positions, whether or not compensated, which you held outside the

U.S. Government during the reporting period. Positions include but are not

limited to those of an employee, officer, director, trustee, general partner,

proprietor, representative, or consultant of any corporation, firm, partnership, or

other business enterprise or any non-profit organization or educational institution.

Exclude positions with religious, social, fraternal, or political entities of those

solely of an honorary nature.

How am I to fill out this form accurately in light of the opinions I have received on my

involvement in the meeting of January 22, 1990 and my involvement in my homeowners

association? Severe penalties exist if I fail to report my outside positions, but I am permitted

to not report my being an officer in non-profit organizations with "religious, social, fraternal,

or political entities." If I do report my involvement in environmental organizations such as the

Sierra Club, then an ethics official may make the arbitrary decision that there may be an

"appearance of a conflict of interest to someone at some time; therefore, I should avoid the

situation. I should not become actively involved in my community and in organizations,

especially those that are not viewed as being "politically correct." What am I to do? Am I to

become a point of light and perhaps a target of an investigation by the EPA IG, or am I to do

nothing?

I am from a generation that heard John F. Kennedy's call:" Ask not what your country can do

for you, but what you can do for your country." I participated in the first Earth Day and

realized that if you are part of the problem you are part of the solution. 1 believe that one

individual acting alone one can make a difference and that acting together we can change the

world. I believe that protection of our environment extends beyond an eight-to-five job with the

Environmental Protection Agency. We must do whatever we can, whenever we can, wherever

we can to make this world a better place. I believe in our Constitution, but the experiences 1
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relate to you today are a test of my constitution and the Constitution of the United States. I trust

that my most recent experiences in being an active participant in my community and my tale will

not be repeated because I expect the Congress, the courts, and our government to decide what
is right for me and for others.

Congress should examine how Federal agencies are defining "conflicts of interest" and

"appearance" of conflicts of interest. Part III of SF450 needs to be examined in more detail,

and greater clarification is needed on who really needs to provide this information. I believe

the government must first establish the need for this information with respect to a person's

position and duties with the federal government and then require the employee to furnish that

information. The government must identify areas where "conflicts of interest" may arise and

only require that information be provided in those areas. (I don't believe it is necessary to

report being an officer in a homeowners association; however, EPA's strict interpretation of

Title 18 Section 205 would suggest otherwise.) To require all outside activities to be reported,

whether it is pertinent or not, appears to be an invasion of privacy and unconstitutional.

The reason that this situation got out of hand is that the system did not work. The OSC proved

to be worse than useless. OSC conducted an incomplete investigation and failed to contact Jilmost

all of the witnesses provided to them. The interrogation by the OSC investigator made me feel

like OSC wanted to prosecute me rather than protect me. The OSC then sat on the case for over

a year, hoping that it would go away. All the time the case was pending, OSC refused to

enlighten me on its progress, inform me whether it required more information, or let me know
whether it intended to do anything at all.

The MSPB has done little better. I have been waiting three years for a hearing on a reprimand

that itself only had a two-year lifespan.

We need fundamental reform and it should start with these agencies whose mission is to protect

those that propose reform.

What good is a Whistleblower Protection Act if an employee can be jailed for reporting waste?

If a whistleblower is protected from employment discrimination then he should be similarly

protected from criminal prosecution.

Federal workers also need to know that doing good science, asking reasonable questions, and

doing their job of protecting the public and saving tax dollars will be rewarded and not punished.

Above all, federal employees are citizens, too, and they have the right to participate in their

community affairs, belong to local organizations and speak their mind.

Thank you for allowing me to be heard. I would be happy to answer further questions.



ATTACHMENTS TO THE TESTIMONY OF JEFF VAN EE

BEFORE THE

HOUSE CIVIL SERVICE SUBCOMMITTEE

MARCH 31, 1993
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SYSTEMS LABORATORY LAS VEGAS
PO BOX 93478

LAS VEGAS NEVADA 99193 3478
(702/798-2100 FTS 545 2100I

AUG 2 3

SUBJECT:

FROM:

TO:

Official Reprimand

=#Ann M. Pitchford, Chief
Ecosystems Monitoring Program, EAD

J. Jeffrey van Ee, Electronics Engineer
Ecosystems Monitoring Program, EAD

This is a notice that you are officially reprimanded for the
incident described below. An Investigative Report prepared by
the Office of the U.S. EPA Assistant Inspector General for
Investigations has revealed that on January 22, 1990, you
participated in support of the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund
(SCLDF) in a meeting with the U.S. Department of Interior (IX)I)

concerning settlement of a threatened lawsuit by SCLDF against
DOI. You stated to the investigator that participation in the
meeting was as a concerned citizen, but admitted that your
activities in the meeting constituted the appearance of a
conflict of interest. Title 18, United States Code, Section 205,
states that it is a violation of criminal law, a felony, for
Federal employees to represent other entities in actions against
the Federal government. The results of the investigation were
referred to the Office of U.S. Attorney for the District of
Nevada. Prosecution was declined in favor of an appropriate
administrative action by the EPA.

The circumstances which make this reprimand necessary were
discussed with you by me and J. Gareth Pearson, Director of the
Exposure Assessment Research Division, on August 23, 1990. You
may call on me, Gareth, or Robert N. Snelling, the Acting
Laboratory Director and Deputy Ethics Official for EMSL-LV, for
any ethics counseling which you may need.

A copy of this letter of reprimand will be filed in your
official personnel folder for a period not to exceed two years.
Any further actions on your part which would constitute an
ethical violation could result in further disciplinary action up
to and including your removal from Federal Service.

You may file a grievance concerning this action with J.
Gareth Pearson, Director, Exposure Assessment Research Division,
within 15 calendar days from receipt of this notice. If you have
not replied by that date, you cannot grieve the reprimand. The
instructions for filing a grievance are contained in the attached
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EPA Grievance Procedure. If you have any questions regarding
this grievance procedure, please contact Sheron E. Johnson, Human
Resources Office at Las Vegas, extension 2413.

Attachment: EPA Grievance Procedures

cc: Robert N. Snelling, ODC
J. Gareth Pearson, EAD
Sheron E. Johnson, HRO
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

/ WASHINGTON, DC. 20460

APR I7I99I

OFFCEOF
GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. Richard E. Condit
Government Accountability Project
25 E Street, N.W. , Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20001

Subject: Your Inquiry on Behalf of Jeff van Ee

[>ear Mr. Condit:

In your letter of April 5, 1991, you asked two questions
about my talk in Las Vegas on February 7 about the conflict of
interest laws and other ethical standards which apply to EPA
employees. You stated that your inquiry was on behalf of Jeff
van Se, an employee in the EPA Las Vegas Laboratory.

Mr. van Ee's first concern was as follows:

First, I understand that you stated that EPA
employees could not be officers in an environmental
organization. If this is a correct representation of
your statement, I would appreciate it if you would
provide me with a legal basis (including citations to
statutes and regulations) for this statement.

EPA employees are not necessarily barred from serving as
officers of an environmental organization or any other
organization which has financial or advocacy interests in EPA
decisions. Such activities can nonetheless create serious
conflict of interest concerns if the EPA employee or anyone who
reports to the employee takes part in EPA matters in which the
organization advocates a particular course of action. Of
course, 18 U.S. C. §208 (a) bars employees from participating in
matters which affect the financial interests of organizations
in which they are officers. The enclosed copy of EPA Ethics
Advisory 89-19, "Holding Office in Organizations," discusses
this question more fully.

Mr. van Ee's second concern was as follows:

Second, in the meeting you related a hypothetical
example concerning an employee being an officer in a
homeowners association. As I understand it, the
hypothetical was related as follows. If an EPA
employee was an officer in a homeowners association,
s/he would be prohibited from writing a letter on
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behalf of the association to the U.S. Department of
Transportation challenging or protesting placement of
a highway through a neighborhood. Again, if this
representation of what you said is correct, I request
that you provide a legal basis for your statement.

This representation is correct. The hypothetical case
about the homeowners' association illustrates the scope of
18 U.S.C. §205, which prohibits Federal employees from acting
as "agent or attorney" before any Federal department or agency
regarding any "particular matter." The term "particular
matter" includes a policy or rulemaking which is directed at
a distinct class or group (such as a particular industry or a
group of homeowners) as well as a matter which adjudicates
the rights of specific parties (such as a permit, enforcement
action or lawsuit) . The restriction applies whether the
representation is paid or unpaid. Pages 12 through 14 of
the enclosed "Guidance on Ethics and Conflicts of Interest"
(February 1984) discuss 18 U.S.C. §205 in greater detail.
A copy is also enclosed of Appendix A to Subpart A of our
regulations at 40 C.F.R. Part 3, which also discusses
18 U.S.C. §205

I trust that the foregoing discussion and the enclosed
materials are responsive to Mr. van Ee's inquiry.

Sincerely,

Donnell Nantkes, Attorney
Grants, Contracts and General

Law Division (LE-132G)
Alternate Agency Ethics Official

Enclosures

cc: Office of Government Ethicss
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OWITBD STATES MBRIT SYSTKKS PROTBCTIOM BOARD
DBMVBK RBOIOMAL OmCB

JBrTRBY VAN BB,

Appallant,

V.

BMVIROMMBMTAL PROTBCTIOM AGENCY,

Agancy.

MBPB Doekat Mo.
DB1221920161W1

APPELLANT'S FIRST REOOBST FOR ADMISSIOMS

Appellant Jeffrey van Ee requests that the Agency respond to

the admissions listed below separately and completely in writing,

under oath or affirmation. Please deliver the responses to the

Government Accountability Project at 810 First Street, NW, Suite

630, Washington, DC, 20002-3633, on February 19, 1992. When

preparing your responses please repeat the admission, then

provide your response to the admission directly below it.

1. The January 22, 1990 meeting involving officials from U.S.

Department of Interior (DOI) , Fish and Wildlife Service (F&WS)

,

Department of Justice (DOJ) , Kerr McGee Corporation (Kerr McGee)

,

Desert Tortoise Help (DTH) , Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund

(SCLDF) , Appellant, and others^ was not held before any

department, agency, court, or civil commission.

' Hereinafter Appellant will simply refer to this meeting as
the "January 22 meeting."
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2. The EPA Inspector General (EPA-IG) investigated the

Appellant because Michele Kuruc, a representative of the DOI at

the January 22 meeting, alleged that he had represented the

Sierra Club at the meeting.

3. The January 22 meeting was not presided over by a judicial,

administrative, or quasi-judicial official.

4. At the time of the January 22 meeting the SCLDF had not

filed suit against the United States over the issues that were

the subject of the meeting.

5. To date, the SCLDF has not filed suit over the issues that

were the subject of the January 22 meeting.

6. Appellant obtained no personal benefit from his

participation in the January 2 2 meeting.

7. The EPA had no official role in the issues discussed at the

January 22 meeting.

8. Appellant was not a client of the SCLDF at the time of the

January 22 meeting.

9. Appellant is not an attorney.

10. As a result of an agreement between the SCLDF, Kerr McGee,

FW&S, and the Nature Conservancy the F&WS received over $200,000

less than Kerr McGee had originally agreed to provide for a

desert tortoise study.

11. Appellant was not an officer in charge of any litigation,

litigation decision-making, or planned litigation for the SCLDF,

Sierra Club, or any chapter of the Sierra Club during the period

December 1, 1989 through February 8, 1990.
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12. The EPA-IG investigation of Appellant did not establish that

he obtained any personal benefit as a result of his role in the

January 22 meeting.

13. Appellant has a constitutional right to be an officer in the

Sierra Club.

14. The EPA-IG investigation of Appellant was caused by

complaints and/or allegations made by Ron Marlow.

15. At the January 22 meeting Appellant pointed out that the

Bureau of Land Management was not accelerating completion of the

desert tortoise recovery plan as required by the Nevada Land

Transfer and Authorization Act.

16. The EPA-IG investigation did not establish that Appellant

had legal authority to control the actions of SCLDF attorneys.

17. At the January 22 meeting Appellant pointed out that the

Bureau of Land Management was not taXing soil samples of

alternate sites for desert tortoises as required by the Nevada

Land Transfer and Authorization Act.

18. The EPA-IG investigation of Appellant was caused by

complaints and/or allegations made by an employee of the DOT.

19. Appellant has a federal statutory right to speak out about

suspected violations of law free from any personnel action by EPA

as a result of that speech.

20. At the conclusion of the January 22 meeting no agreement had

been reached between the SCLDF and other organizations present at

the meeting.
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21. The EPA-IG investigation of Appellant was caused by

complaints and/or allegations made by an employee of the OOJ.

22. At the January 22 meeting Appellant pointed out that the DOI

was not evaluating alternate habitats for desert tortoises as

required by law.

23. At the time of the January 22 meeting officials from the

F&WS had already spent some funds provided by Kerr McGee for a

study of desert tortoises in the area of the Apex site.

24. Appellant has a constitutional right to be a member of the

Sierra Club.

25. The EPA-IG investigation of Appellant was caused by

complaints and/or allegations made by an employee of Kerr McGee.

26. Appellant has a constitutional right to speak out about

suspected violations of law free from any personnel action by EPA

as a result of that speech.

27. EPA has issued a reprimand to the Appellant based upon the

concerns and statements of officials from the Kerr McGee, F&WS,

and DOJ who attended the January 22 meeting.

28. The EPA-IG investigation of Appellant was caused by

complaints and/or allegations made by an employee of the F&WS.

Sincerely,

Richard Condit, Esq. \
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Donald G. /Aplin, Esq.

Counsel for Jeffrey van Ee
Government Accountability Project
810 First Street, N.E., Suite 630
Washington, DC 20002

Voice: (202) 408-0034
Fax: (202) 408-9855

January 24, 1992.
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UNITED STATES MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD
DENVER REGIONAL OFFICE

JEFFREY VAN EE,
Appellant,

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
Agency.

MSPB Docket No.
DE1221920161W1

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY'S RESPONSE TO
APPELLANT'S REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) , through its

attorneys, hereby responds to the numbered paragraphs of

Appellant's First Request for Admissions as follows:

1. Deny.

2. Deny.

3 . Deny

.

4. Admit, except to aver that at the time of the January

22, 1990 meeting, the SCLDF had filed a letter of intent to sue,

dated December 22, 1989, which letter speaks for itself, over the

issues that were the subject of the January 22, 1990 meeting.

5. The Agency is without knowledge or information

sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the statement set

forth in this paragraph of Appellant's Request for Admissions.

6. The Agency is without knowledge or information

sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the statement set

forth in this paragraph of Appellant's Request for Admissions.

7. Admit.
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8. The Agency is without knowledge or information

sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the statement set

forth in this paragraph of Appellant's Request for Admissions.

However, Mr. Laurens Silver, an SCLDF atorney, stated at the

January 22, 1990 meeting that Mr. Van Ee was his client.

9. The Agency is without knowledge or information

sufficient to forn a belief as to the truth of the statement set

forth in this paragraph of Appellant's Request for Admissions.

10. A Settlement Agreement dated February 8, 1990, which

agreement speaks for itself, was entered into among SCLDF, Kerr

McGee, the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) , and the Nature

Conservancy. The Agreement reflects the final decision in regard

to the desert tortoise study.

11. The Agency is without knowledge or information

sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the statement set

forth in this paragraph of Appellant's Request for Admissions.

12. The Office of Inspector General's Report speaks for

itself.

13. Deny.

14. Deny.

15. Deny.

16. The Office of Inspector General's Report speaks for

itself.

17. Deny.

18. Deny.

19. Deny.
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20. Deny.

21. Deny.

22. Deny.

23. Deny.

24. Deny.

25. Deny.

26. Deny.

27. Deny.

28. Deny.

Except to the extent expressly admitted or qualified above,

the Agency denies each and every statement in Appellant's request

for admissions.

Respectfully submitted.

-^Joanne M. Hogan^
Attorney/Advisor
U.S. E.P.A.
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460
(202) 260-6149
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD

DENVER REGIONAL OFFICE

JEFFREY VAN EE,
Appellant,

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

,

Agency

.

DOCKET NUMBER
DE1221920161W1

DATE: |tPR 13 ^9^

Donald G. Aplin . Esquire, and Richard Condit , Esquire,
Government Accountability Project, Washington, D.C., for
the appellant.

Joanne M. Hoaan . Esquire, Washington, D.C., for the agency.

BEFORE

Steven L. Chaffin
Administrative Judge

INITIAL DECISION

INTRODUCTION

The appellant has filed an Individual Right of Action (IRA)

appeal seeking Board review of a reprimand issued to him by the

agency on August 23, 1990.^ See Appeal Record, Tab 1; see also 5

C.F.R. § 1209.5. In support of the motion, the appellant asserts

that he made a protected disclosure and that this disclosure was

a contributing factor in the issuance of the reprimand. See Id.

1 On December 26, 1991, the appellant also requested that the
Board stay the reprimand. This request for a stay was denied on
January 13, 1992. See DE1221920161S1.
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that the U.S. Attorney issue an indictment against the appellant

for violating 18 U.S.C. § 205. This section of the Federal

criminal code makes it a felony for a Federal employee to

represent other entities in actions against the Federal

government

.

The U.S. Attorney subsequently declined such prosecution.

However, on August 23, 19S0, based on the initial complaint from

the Department of Justice, and the evidence it had developed in

its investigation, the agency reprimanded the appellant for

engaging in activity which gave the appearance of a conflict of

interest. It is that reprimand which is the subject of this

motion for a stay.

In January 1991, the appellant filed a complaint with the

Office of Special Counsel. See Case File DE1221920161S1, Tab 1.

However, as of October 29, 1991, OSC had not completed action on

the matter. See Id. And, the appellant has submitted no evidence

to show that OSC has completed its review as of this date.

Nonetheless, the appellant is entitled to pursue this Individual

Right of Action appeal with the Board because more than 120 days

had passed since he filed his complaint with OSC. See 5 C.F.R.

§ 1209.5(a) (2) (1991)

.

Applicable law

In order to establish a claim of retaliation for

whistleblowing, the appellant must show that he made a protected

disclosure which he reasonably believed to be true, and that the

protected disclosure was a "contributing factor" in the agency's

decision to effect the personnel actions. See 5 U.S.C.

§ 1221(e)(1); Christopher v. Defense Logistics Agency, 44

M.S.P.R. 264, 271 (1990); Gergick v. General Services

Administration, 43 M.S.P.R. 651, 569 (1990). Should the

appellant make these showings, then the burden shifts to the

agency to show, by clear and convincing evidence, that it would

have taken the same personnel action notwithstanding the

protected disclosure. See Id.
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agency here, his comments were- within the "give and take"

framework of settlement discussions. See Appeal Record, Tab 28.

Accordingly, I find that the appellant has failed to show that

his "disclosures" during the cited settlement conference meet the

legal definition of "whistleblower.

"

Absent the claim of retaliation for whistleblowing, the

appellant's reprimand must stand alone. And, I can find no

statute or regulation which would grant the Board authority to

review the issuance of a reprimand. See Weber v. Department of

the Army, 45 M.S.P.R. 406 (1990) (jurisdiction of the Board is

limited to those matters over which it has been granted

jurisdiction by statute or regulation) .

The appellant ^s claim that the aaencv has committed a prohibited

personnel practice is not properly before the Board

The appellant alleges that the agency has violated his First

Amendment rights to free speech and, thus, has committed a

prohibited personnel practice. However, absent an otherwise

appealable matter, the Board will not consider an allegation that

a prohibited personnel practice has occurred. See Wein v.

Department of the Navy, 37 M.S.P.R. 379, 380 (1988); Wren v.

Department of the Army, 2 M.S.P.R. 1, 2 (1980), aff'd sub. nom.

,

Wren v. Merit Systems Protection Board, 681 F.2d 867, 875 (D.C.

Cir. 1982) . That is, because the appellant is not entitled to

appeal his reprimand, he is not entitled tp Board review of his

claim that the reprimand constituted a prohibited personnel

practice.

DECISION

The appeal is DISMISSED.

FOR THE BOARD:
Steven L. Chaff in
Administrative Judge
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You may not file your petition with the court before this

decision becomes final. To be timely, your petition must be

received by the court no later than 30 calendar days after the

date this initial decision becomes final.

The agency or intervener may file a petition for review of

this initial decision in accordance with the Board's regulations.
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U.S. MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD
Waahinglon. DC 20419

Clark of the Board

Notice to:

Mr. Donald G. Alpin, Esq.
Government Accountability Project
810 First Street, N.E., Suite 630
Washington, D.C. 20002

Re: Jeffrey Van Ee v.
Environmental Protection Agency
Docket No. DE-1221-92-0161-W-1

We have received your petition for review. The other
parties are informed by this Notice that they may respond or
file a cross petition for review within 25 days after the
filing date of the petition for review. If a cross petition
is filed, any response must be filed within 25 days after
the date of the filing of the cross petition. The filing
date is the date the document is postmarked or the date it
is received by the Office of the Clerk of the Board if it is
hand delivered or sent by facsimile. The filing date in
this case was May 18, 1992.

The record will close when the period for filing the
response to the petition for review or any cross petition
for review has passed. Once the record is closed,
additional submissions will be considered only if a showing
is made that the submissions are new and material evidence
that were not available before the record closed. 5 C.F.R.
S 1201.114(i) .

It is the duty of each party to notify the Board and each
other in writing of any changes in representation and/or
address. There will probably be no further communication
from the Board until a final decision is issued.

It is the policy of the Board to encourage settlement of
appeals before it. An appeal may be settled by the parties
at any time. If the parties settle this appeal and agree in
writing to enter the settlement agreement into the record,
the Board will retain the authority to enforce its terms.
If the parties do not enter the agreement into the record,
the Board will have no enforcement author ityj

MAY 2 6 1992

(Date)

^1#^
^I^''

-Dm BtaaaUonul o( Ih* U S CoraUtuuan 17)7 1M7
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Jeffrey Van Ee

Environmental Protection Agency

Docket No. DE-1221-92-0161-W-1

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing document was
sent by regular mail this date to each of the following:

APPELLANT

Mr. Jeffrey Van Ee
2092 Heritage Oaks
Las Vegas, NV 89119

APPELLANT'S REPRESENTATIVE (S)

Mr. Donald G. Alpin, ESQ
Government Accountability Project
810 First Street, N.E., Suite 63
Washington, DC 20002

Mr. Richard Condit, ESQ
Government Accountability Project
810 First Street, N.E., Suite 630
Washington, DC 20002

AGENCY'S REPRESENTATIVE (S)

Ms. Joanne M. Hogan, ESQ
Mail Code LE-132G
Office Of General Counsel
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20460

OTHER

Marjorie Marks
U.S. Office Of Personnel Management
Employee Relations Division
1900 E Street, N.W., Room 7412
Washington, DC 20415

MAY 2 6 1992
Dated:

Washington, DC
obert E. Taylor f [^

Robert
Clerk Of The Board
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!,!S?^«K U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1120V*rmont Av*nua.. N.W.. Suit* 1100

Washington. DC 2000S-3S61

*>-«» <*

September 23, 1992

Mr. Jeffrey van Ee

2092 Heritage Oaks
Las Vegas, NV 89119

Re: OSC File No. MA-91-0451

Dear Mr. van Ee:

This letter is to inform you that the Office of Special Counsel

(OSC) has completed an investigation of your January 1991 complaint of

prohibited personnel practice challenging a reprimand by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Based on the results of our

investigation we have concluded that there is insufficient evidence that

the reprimand was a prohibited personnel practice. 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b).

Our investigation did not reveal facts materially different from

those contained in the Investigative Report by the EPA Office of

Inspector General, which you submitted with your OSC complaint.

Essentially, the OSC investigation confirmed that EPA reprimanded you

for creating the appearance of acting as an agent for the Sierra Club

during a January 1990 settlement meeting between the Sierra Club, the

federal government, and other interested parties. The investigation

confirmed that you actively participated in the meeting, advocated on

behalf of positions being taken by the Sierra Club, advocated against

positions taken by representatives of the federal government, and

consulted with Sierra Club attorneys before, during and after the

meeting on issues material to the Sierra Club's interests. These

circumstances created the appearance that you acted as an agent on

behalf of the Sierra Club.

The evidence was inconclusive on whether you appeared at the

meeting as a private citizen or as a representative of the Sierra Club.

However, EPA did not reprimand you for having acted as the Sierra Club's

agent, only for having created the appearance of having acted as its

agent. Therefore, your good faith intentions, however innocent they may

have been, were not determinative of whether you created an appearance

of being an agent. The OSC investigation did not obtain preponderant

evidence to rebut EPA's implicit finding that you did create the
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U.S. Office of Special Counsel

appearance of acting on the Sierra Club's behalf to influence an agency
of the federal government.

Turning to the specifics of your OSC complaint, we made the
following determinations.

Whistleblower Reprisal . You alleged that the reprimand violated
section 2302(b)(8) of the Whistleblower Protection Act. This provision
protects qualified disclosures of information from becoming a basis for

a personnel action. To the extent that you provided information at the

meeting which you reasonably believed disclosed evidence of a violation
of law, that information was protected by statute. 5 U.S.C. §
2302(b)(8). The investigation indicated, however, that the EPA's

decision to reprimand you was not based, in whole or in part, on whether
or not you made protected disclosures. The evidence showed that EPA

reprimanded you solely for creating the appearance of acting as an agent

for the Sierra Club. This decision focused on the totality of
circumstances surrounding your participation in the settlement meeting,

not on any alleged violations you may have disclosed at the meeting. If

anything, our investigation revealed that your supervisors were
personally sympathetic to the preservation of the desert tortoise, a

position which you and the Sierra Club advanced at the meeting. The

decision to reprimand you was not caused by any protected disclosures

you may have made.

First Amendment . Similarly, your allegation of a violation of the

first amendment was not supported by the evidence adduced in our

investigation. The investigation showed that EPA's reprimand was

content neutral. EPA did not reprimand you as punishment for the

content of your expression. It reprimanded you because it concluded you

created the appearance of having acted as an agent of the Sierra Club.

Therefore, we did not find preponderant evidence that the reprimand

violated the first amendment as protected by section 2302(b) (11).

5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(ll) (prohibiting violation of laws directly

concerning merit system principles).

Off-Duty Conduct . Finally, we did not find preponderant evidence

that your reprimand violated section 2302(b)(10), which proscribes

discrimination for off-duty conduct unrelated to work performance. As

the reprimand itself stated, the personnel action was based on EPA's

conclusion that your performance as an employee, albeit off-duty, fell

short of the ethical conduct requirements for all EPA employees. Thus,

although based on off-duty conduct, the personnel action related to your

duty as an employee to refrain from such conduct, on and off-duty.

For these reasons, we are declining to take corrective action on

your behalf. In reaching this decision, we are aware that you

challenged the validity of the reprimand before the U.S. Merit Systems

Protection Board. See Van Ee v. E.P.A. . Doc. No. DE1221920I61S1

(M.S.P.B. Apr. 13, 1992) (initial dec). We are also aware that an

initial decision of the Board determined that you did not engage in

protected whistleblowing under 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8) and that your
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U.S. Office of Special Counsel

attorneys are challenging this decision in further proceedings with the

Board.

Sincerely,

^, f^JL.^^-^

William E. Reukauf
Associate Special Counsel

for Prosecution

Richard Condit, Esq.

Donald G. Aplin, Esq.

Government Accountability Project

25 E Street, N.W., Suite 700

Washington, D.C. 20001
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Presidential Documents

Title 3—

The President

Executive Order 12820 of November 5, 1992

Facilitating Federal Employees' Farticlpalion b Conunimity
Service Activities

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of
the United States of America, including Public Law 101-610. as amended, and
in order to ensure that the Federal Government encourages its employeec'
participation in community service, it is hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. Charge to the Cabinet and Members of the Executive Branch
Departments and Agencies.

(a) The head of each Executive department and agency shall encourage
agency employees to participate voluntarily in direct and consequential com-
munity service. Community service participation may include, among other
things, participation in programs, activities and initiatives designed to address
problems such as drug abuse, crime, homelessness, illiteracy, AIDS, teenage
pregnancy, and hunger, and problems associated with low-income housing,
education, health care and the environraenL The White House Office of
National Service and the Commission on National and Community Service
shall serve as a resource to provide information and support.

(b) The head of each Executive department and agency shall designate a
senior official of his or her department or agency to provide leadership in and
support for the Federal commitment to community service through employee
awareness and participation within his or her department and agency. The
senior official shall report to his or her department or agency head to ensure
that community service activities receive a high level of visibility and promo-
tion.

(c) The head of each Executive department and agency shall designate ar

existing office in his or her department or agency to perform the functioni

listed below. The office shall serve as the Office of Community Service anc

will be responsible for

(1] Providing information to employees of the department or agency
concerning community service opportunities:

(2) Working with the White House Office of National Service and the

Office of Personnel Management to consider any appropriate changes
in department or agency policies or practices that would encourage

employee participation in community service activities: and

(3) Acting as a liaison vtrith the White House Office of National

Service and the Commission on National and Community Service.

Sec. 2. Administrative Provisions.

The White House Office of National Service and the Commission on National

and Community Service shall provide such information with respect to com-
munity service programs and activities and such advice and assistance as

may be required by the departments and agencies for the purpose of carrying

out their functions under this order.
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Sec 3. Reporting Provisions.

The head of each Executive department or agency, or his or her designee shall
submit an annual report on the actions the department or agency has taken to
encourage its employees to participate in community service to the While
House Office of National Ser\ice not later than December 30 each year.

<^So<;3___ ^CP l/V2^^Cy._

THE WHITE HOUSE,
November 5. 1992.
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Congressional Research Service • The Library of Congress • Washington. D.C. 20540

June 30, 1992

TO House Committee on Energy and Commerce; Subcommittee

on Investigations

Attention: Debrt Jacobson

PROM American Law Division

SUBJECT Meaning of Prohibition on Acting as "Agent or Attorney" for

Another in a Matter Before the Government

This memorandum is submitted in response to the subcommittee's request,

as discusssd with Debra Jacobson, for a legal analysis of the restriction of 18

U.S.C. } 205, concerning whether that conflict of interest provision would bar

a fbderal employee from appearing before a federal agency as a private citizen

to present his or her own views on a matter before that agency, or would bar a

federal employes from providing uncompensated technical assistance or expertise

to an outside, private group at that group's meeting with a federal agency

concerning a matter which was before that federal agency or department.

Under the sUtutory provision at 18 U.S.C. } 205, federal employees are (1)

not permitted to act as "agent or attorney" for prosecuting a claim against the

govemmsnt, or to receive any interest or payment from such a claim for

"assistance" in prosecuting that claim;' and (2) are not allowed to "act as agent

or attorney" for anyone before a federal agency In a matter in which the United

States is party or has a direct and substantial interest.'

While the first restriction at i 205(a)(1) may cover receiving payment for

a potentially wide range of "assistance" in the prosecution of a "claim" against

the United States Government, the second limitation on uncompensated activity

is much narrower. This second clause of the statute, at i 206(a)(2), which does

in fact reach even uncompensated activity, narrowly proscribes only the action

' 18 U.3.C. { 206(sXl), providts p»nalti«s for »n ofTioer or employe of th» gov«mm«nt who

"sea ss sgent or attorney for prowcutlng any claim againit th« United StatM, or nniv any

gratuity, or any shars of or intarssti in any aueh daim, in eoniid»r«tlon of auiatanc* in ih«

proeseution of luoh claim ....

'

' IS U.3. C. I 205(a)(2), provide pwultjes for an oSBen or employ** of the UnitW 3uui who

•acts as agsnt or atwmay for anyona Utat* any d^partrnwit. agwuiy. court, oourt-murtial, offlear,

or civil, military, or naval eommisoon in coanaction with any eovar^l matur in which tha Umt«l

States is a party or hai a diract or tubatantial intamt ..

.'
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of acting at "agent or attornty" for anyont b«fort tht govarnmant In mattar in
which tha govarnmant ij a party or is interested.

When a federal employee is not being compensated for outside activity, tha
statute thus applies only to representational-type of activity as an 'agtnt or
attorney' for another before the government. If a federal employee appears
before a federal agency in an Individual capacity, as a concerned citizen, to

present hia or her own views, and not to present or argue the position of, or on
behalf of, an outside party or entity, then such 'self-representation" has long
been found not to be prohibited by the statutory provision.'

In addition to not being applicable to appearances before the government
on one's own behalf, the statute does not bar uncompensated 'assistance' to

outside parties in matters befbre the government, when such assistance doss not

take the form of representation as another's 'agent or attorney.' The second

clause of tha statute at 18 U.S.C. i 206(a)(2), reaches uncompensated activity

only when one acta as "agent or attorney' for someone before the government,

•nd does not by its terms include the broader activity of providing

uncompensated technical or even legal "assistance', advice, or consultation to an
outside party on a matter before the government. The required narrow
construction of the prohibition on the uncompensated activity of acting as

'agent or attorney' in i 205(a)(2), as opposed to the broader 'assistance'

prohibition regarding 'claims" when compensation is involved as set out in I

206(r)(1), wa« explained by Professor Manning in his oft-cited treatise on federal

conflict of interest laws:

In this respect Section 205 is much narrower where no compensation

is involved, since the employee is not guilty of the o^enss unless he

actually acta as agent or attorney. ... The employee is thus free to

engage in other kinds of assistance so long as he is not compensated.^

Tha Office of Legal Counsel of the Department of Justice has thus advised

Assistant United Statas Attorneys that they may be plaintiffs in a class action

law suit against a client/federal agency, and that they may provide legal

asaistanee in the case, as long as they do not act as "agent or attorney" for the

class, and aa long as they do not receive compensation for their legal assistance

to the plaintifft. The OX.C. opinion stated that the Assistant United States

Attorneys, who are plaintiffs against the Office of Personnel Management (an

* Offlc of Oov«mni»nt Ethics, Advisory Opinion No. 83 X 2, Jantiaiy 31, 1988, in Tht

Informal Aduiteiy Utttrw a>%d Aftmoronda and FomMl Opinion$ ofth* UniWi Statu Offic* of

Goutmmtnt Ethie*, 1979-1988 (1089) th«rtln*fUr OOS Aduiiory L»U*r» and OptnioniJ, at 363.

354: "Howrvtr, th» »Utut» i« und»ntood not to pr»v«nt a Ttdtttl «nploy««'« r»pr«i«nUtion of

hun»«lf brfor* »n «gKiey or a court. St Copt. Tyitr'$ MoHon, 18 Ct. CI. 25 (1883), wh«r« ths

court indieatwl that prMludlng «ueh pre M r*prM«nUtion b«far* * F*d«r&l agency would raiM a

coMtitutional olsaetion. Bn aUo 18 Op. Att'y 0«>. 478 (1880); M Op. Att'y Ota. 482 (1878).-

* Manning. Ftdirai CmfUet of Inttrut Law, at 84 (Harvard Univerti^ Prwa 1984).

Ck>mp«naatad "r»pr»Mnt«tional i»vic«a" aa ag»nt or attomay "or otharwiaa" to outalda parties

noAuni by fadwal amploy^w bafora fadaral aganolas sra *«pr«ialy prohibit*! by 18 U.S.C. I 20S.
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ag«ney that thoaa attorntya raprttant in other legal matteri), may not act aa

'agents or attorney* for the elau*, but may auUt ^e plaintifTb aa long at fuoh

government lawyen 'refViee any compensation for a«ei(ting in the lawiuit'.'

The legislative history of the statutory provision, substantially amended

and recodified in 1962, ie not precise as to the definition of "agent or attome/;

nor specific on the precise distinctions between permitted uncompensated

"assistance" in a matter before the government, versus prohibited representation

of someone as their "agent or attorney" in such matter. Some legislative history

in the report on ths legislation may seemingly imply s broad application of the

language of the statutory restriction since, as noted in the House Report on the

amendment and recodification of } 206: "There is a clear pubic interest in

preventing government employees from allying themselves actively with private

parties in the multitude of matteri and proceedings in which, although they may

not be claims against the United States, ths Government has a direct and

substantial Interest."* Although this statement may seemingly indicate a broad

purpose of the restrictions, the application of the actual prohibition was clearly

limited to one who allies him or herself with a private party in an outside

matter for compensation, and to one who represents another, even without

compensation, in the capacity of an 'agent or attorney".^

Clearly, 'aiding and assisting' someone in a matter before the federal

government was not intended to be prohibited by the statute when no

compensation is received. A ban on such assistance was considered, but mjected

by Congress becauee it would be overly broad, and would reach situations where

there was no real conflict of interest or harm to the government. As noted in

the House Report:

The reason for limiting the disqualification to acting as attorney

or agent is that the inclusion of the term "wds or assists' would permit

a broad construction embracing conduct not involving a real conflict

of interest. However, acting aa attorney or agent, which would afford

the opportunity for the use of official influence, would continue to be

prohibited.*

* S OXC. 74, 75 (198U.

* K.R. Rpt. No 74S, 87th Cong., Ut S«e*. 9 (1961).

^ Th« Committse report thus wmi on to «cpUia la ths nwt -afne* that: "Aeeordingly. the

bill »dditioti«]ly prohibiM offleeie sad employ^ of ths Oovsramsat from eetlaf as •««»* "^

attornty for snyons before s F«<Ur*l agtaey or a court in eonnectlon with any matter in which

the Unitod Sutw has > dirtct uid lubstsntisl int«r««U.' Id. at 9>10.

* «. »t 21
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Wh«n the statutt b«ri one from acting a* an 'attorney", it ii fairly clear
what conduct i« prohibited.* However, when the etatute prohibit! one from
acting ai an "agent" for another, there ii lets epecificity aa to the conduct
prohibited.

An early ease arising out of this statute dealt with representations that
were made by two persons, one a federal employee and the other a private
eitiaen, who called federal executive agencies from the office of the Speaker of
the House of Representatives to exert pressure upon those officials on behalf of
outside interests fVom whom compensation had allegedly been received by at

least the private citizen involved. Although the federal employee was eventually

acquitted of the conspiracy and conflict of interest charges under 18 U.S.C. i

206, the court in United Statei v. Sweig,^" had sustained the original

indictment of the federal employee for that conflict of interest charge by denying
the defendant's argument that the deflnition of the term "agent" had to be
confined to the narrow common law notion of "agency". The court refrained

from trying to define the terra "agent", leaving to the jury and trial court to

determine the issue on the facts of the case presented, but did note that the
statute seemed to indicate a "wider meaning" of the term "agent' than merely its

common law meaning of one who is smpowered to "affect the legal relations" of

another." Apparently, by the outcome of the case, however, the Jury did not
believe from the facta presented that the representations and telephone calls

made by the congressional employee on behalf of outside parties necessarily

In the hearlagi on the itatuto, en* govemmsnt offleial in th* exMutive branch etutienad

•fsinat ui ovsrly bre«d mttrpretation of th« law which would prohibit govammant amployee*

«ueh u lawTara ttom appaaring bafora tha govarmnant on behalf of outiida poups, such aa

•nnronmantal group*, whara thara waa no raal eon/Uct or harm ce tha govsrsmant. Tha
Sacratary of tha Intarior, Oaorga Abbot axplainad:

The prohibition in prepeaad taction 305 raapaoting mattar* othar than riaima appear*

to ua to hava too bread a raach and would maka aetivitia* in which thara waa no raal

conflict of int«r*«t a orimlnal ofbnaa. If, and thia ia certainly a homaly example, if an
ampleya* of tha Poat OfBca Dapartmant ia an ardant conaarvadonift and a mambar
of tha Ixaak Walton Laagua, w* would aaa no IxnproprlaQr in hia aaiiating gratia ta tha

praaanution of tha Laagua'a viawt on a mattar under tha juriadietion of tha Flah and

WUdlifa Sarviea. Ftdmral Conflict oflnttntt ttgUlation: Hiaiing$ B*fbrt Ou Antitrutt

Subccmmittt* of tht Cemmititt on lAa Judiciary, Houn of Rtprtttntahvit, 86th

CongraM, 2d Saaaion 290 (1960).

At laaat ona lagaj eommantator haa notad, howavtr, in "''""g for pro bo7u> t^fcaptions to the

law for fadaral a:toretyt, that if tha araploya* in tha hypothatieai in quaation war* an attorney

and wara rapraaanting pro bono tha Laagua in tha mattar by hia 'praaantation of tha Laagua'*

viawa", that fSSk condurt may violate tha atatuta »v4n if no harm, conflict nor any impropriety

is apparant on tha fkca of tha conduct. EUfant, Carolyn. 'Whan Halping Othar* II a Cruna:

Saction 205'a Saatrietion on Pro Bono Hapraaantatlon by Federal Attomaya", 3 Gaorratoun

Journal ofttgal Ethla 719, 734 (1660). Such coneama ara particularly ralavant to on* who ia

an Bttomay, or to ona who otharwiaa is authorliad to ipaalc (br, rapreaent and praaanc argunaata

for an outaida group, rathar than amployaaa who maraly provida taohnical aaaistanca or npartia*

to aueh groupa in tha mattar bafbr* tha agency.

" 318 F. Supp. 114« (D.N.V. 1670)

" 316 F. Supp. at 1156-1157.
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conitltuud th« criminal conduct of acting aa tht "agent' for th« privata party
outaide of the scope of the employee's ofHolal duties.'*

It may be noted that the common dictionary deflnition of the term "agant",

as opposed to the legal, common law notion of an "agency" relationship, includes

"one who acte for or in the place of another by authority fVom him as: a
representative, emissary, or ofQoial of a government."" Thus, the broader,

common meaning of the term "agent" appears to encompass the notion of one
who is authorized to speak for or on behalf of another, and acta in that

representative capacity by presenting the arguments, views, or position of the

other person, even if such 'agent" is not nscessarily empowered to legally bind
the "principal".

Even in the broadest meaning of the term "agent", however, it is clear that

not all appearances, presentations or "representations' before federal agencies

by a federal employee with or on behalf of an outside group would be, or are

intended to be, prohibited by the statute at { 206(b)(2) as acting as an 'agent'

for the outside group. It is instructive to note in this regard the difTerence in

the language between 18 U.S.C, § 205(a)(2), and the language of 18 U.S.C i

207(b)(1), the so-called "revolving door" law, prior to its amendment in 1989.

While section 205(a)(2) narrowly prohibits action as "agent or attorney", section

207 extended to one who acts as "agent or attorney, or otherwise rtprtaenU"

another in a particular matter. As noted by the United States Court of Appeals,

Congress added the phrase 'or otherwise represents' speciflcally to broaden the

restriction of the revolving door law away from activities which may have

narrowly encompassed only professional advocacy activities (acting as "agent or

attorney"), to encompass 'appearances in any professional capacity, whether at

attorney, consultant, expert witness, or otherwise."^ Section 206, however, i>

more narrowly applicable only to acting as "agent or attorney", and does not

encompass one who merely 'otherwise represents" another, nor does it

encompass one who "aids or assists" another even by way of "personal presence"

before the government.'*

^ Nou, Waihington Pe*t, July 10, 1970, p. Al; F»bru«ry 25, 1870, p. AlO.

'* Wtbtltr'i Sao ColUgiau Dictionary, (1977).

'* Onittd StoMi V. Coltman, SOS F.2d 474, 479^80 (3rd Cir. 1989). eitin( H.R. Conftrtne*

lUport No. 98-175S, 9Sth CoBf,, 2d Ssttioa 74 (1978). Th« court (bund that Coleman's

'•ppttranoM* b«for« tht Int4m*l Rawnu* Scrvie* with a elitat, svtn U thay did not eenstituw

setinfM '»fMLt or attorney" for th* elitnt, did eonitltuu 'otharwiM rsprtsMitinf" that p*rson by

way of partiotpatias in an agency procatdlnf.

" Not* prevtaionf of 18 U.S.C. I 207(b)(U) (1982 Cod* (d.), prior to Affltndmtnt in 1989. and

p*eific«lly th* discussion of th* rattrietien on on* who 'lidat ... or usisU' by wsy of 'personal

prsMOc*' (I 207(b)(ii}), M di«tingulah*d from on* setinf u 's(*nt or attomty" or oth*rwii*

r«pr***ntinf another (| 207{bXl)), in To Ssrv* VWrt Hoiun Rtport ofthe Fmidtnt't Cemmifion
on Ttdtml Sthict Law Rtfbrm, at 7a>74 (March 1989).
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Thvre Is thus a civar statutory difTannct recognized by tha courts between
mare 'representations' or appearances for or on behalf of another before an
agtncy on the one hand, and acting as "agent or attorney" for that outside party,

on ths other. When an employee appears without eompansation before a federal

agency and acts as an expert, a consultant, or a technical advisor for or on
behalf of an outside party, providing the employee's own expert opinions and
views, and is not acting to represent nor advocate the views and arguments of
tha other party, then under ths interpretations, rulings and intsnt of the
statuts, that employee might not be acting in a representational capacity as the
"agent or attorney" for the outside party.'*

The pertinent restriction in i 206(a)(2) on acting as "agent or attorney"

appears to be upon professional advocacy for and professional representation of

another to an agency, particularly in a matter in which the agtncy and that

private, outside party may have an adveraarid type of relationship or at least

a divergence or difference of interests. '^ In an opinion ft>om the Office of Legal

Counsel of the Department of Justice, the O.L.C. told the Environmental
Protection Agency tha.' an employee of £PA may appear before EPA on behalf

of an outside party as long as the employee does not have "dealings with the

government in an adversary context •• that is, any contacts about a matter in

which the Government and the party on whose behalf the employee is acting

hav« inconsistent or potentially inconsistent interests." The opinion noted that,

clearly: "A federal employee can, while acting on behalf of another party, have
purely ministerial contacts with a federal agency without violating } 203 or i
205." The O.L.C. opinion cited an earlier opinion from that office which it

decided, under another conflict of interest provision of law, that a "delivery or

flimishing of scientific data to a Government agency on behalf of a contractor"

was not acting as an 'agent" for that private contractor.'*

In sum, a federal employee may appear as a private citizen before a federal

agency to express or argus his or her own views and opinions on a matter. Even
if an employee is deemed to "represent" him or herself before the agency, such

telf-represantation has long been found to be necessarily excluded from the

prohibition. In a similar fashion and for similar rsasons, the acting as an "Agent

or attomejr" for a family member before the government, as well as for oneself,

is expressly exempt by the provisions of the law.'*

V oompansaud, hew*v*r, thii eonduot may traplieat* th* broada^ ban on r«pra9antationai

'MrvicM randand" to anothar bafor* a fadaral aganey in 18 U.S.CT) 203, which is aot oarrowly

eonftnad to anting as "agant or attorna/' as it { 205.

'^ 4B O.L.C. 498 (1980).

'• 2 O.L.C. 813. at 317 (1978).

" 18 U.S.C. 1 206(a). Ona lagal eomiaanuter has aotad that tha esamptien is to pravant tha

application of tha 'OrwalUsa notion that govtmmant might oompal Its amployaas b^ criminal

tanetien to abandon thatr partonal (kmily obligations In tha nama of serving ths sUte.' 3

Gtergtloun Journal ofLigal Sthiei, »upn at 732.
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Undar tha ttatuta and it* coniiatant intarpratatiom, if uneompantatad

aatiBtance is providad by a fadaral amployaa to an outaida party, even by tha way
of an 'appearance" before a federal agency, thii doti not necessarily mean in all

caaes that a prohibited act of acting as an "agent or attorney" for that party haa

occurred within } 206(a)(2). This would particularly be the ease, and greater

latitude would apparently be given to employees, in matters before tha

government where the outaide party and the government are not in an

advaraarial poaition. In any event, a federal employee may provide technical

"aasistanca' and expartiae to an outaida party in a matter before the government,

and may deliver or fbmiah to a federal agency such information on behalf of an

outaide private party, without neceaaarily being considered the "agent or

attornay* for the outaide party. In such a caaa, the employee ia not conaidered

to be acting in a professional representational role aa an "agent", nor in a

professional advocacy role aa an attorney, but ia rather providing 'aid or

aasistance' to the outside group in an appearance. An employee in this instance

would be acting more in the nature of an uncompensated technical conaultant

or expert in "aaaisting^ the ouUide party, and although conformity with

regulations of one's agency on outside activities and general standards o£-.

conduct may be required^, such conduct has been found not to rise to the level

of a criminal violation of federal statutory law under 18 U.S.C. $ 205.^'

In DtMarriaa v. United States tha court disagreed with the Government's

argument that a Veteran'a Administration doctor could not provide expert

testimony in a claim against tha United States because of 18 U.S.C. § 205 and/or

other ethical reatraints. The court noted that i 205 was adopted to "prevent

federal employtas from using private government information" to assist persons

having claima and other matters before the (government, but did not restrict a

doctor from giving her expert opinion on a matter before the government for an

outside party. The court found that acting as an expert was not like "legal

representation" by an attorney nor like other "advocacy", but rather involved

giving an "objective evaluation" by the employes, and thus no inherent conflict

arose batwaan tha du^ owed the government and the duty owed tha outaide

party aa might for an "attorney or agent" or other fiduciary.**

Jack Maskell

Legislative Attorney

*" Neu that ntw prepoMd r*gul«tion« of the Offlc* of Oovarnm*nt Ethics Btight bv ftdsral

•mploy«««, boyond th« r*juir«m«nt» of 16 U.S.C. 206 or § 203, from Uing tzp*rt witnt«s«a for

outsid* pwrtiM in c*rt<ui nutt*n In which the Unit«d SUCM is murMt«d. Sm prepoeed

regulation* »t 5e F«d«MJ lUfUwr 3S811. July 23. 1991, propos«d 5 CJ.R. } 2935.808. An •«rU«r

OGE Opinion 83 X 1, J»nuM7 27, 1983, found th«t «uch mptrt t«stimony »«»iMt ths United

SUtM would not vioUt« 18 U S C. i 20S (citing to M«y 13, 1976 UtUr ruUnt from Actlnf Attomsy

G«n«r«l to th» N»tion«l 8ci»nc« Foundation), but could b* d»«m«d or found •inaompatibU" with

on«'i f«d»r»l •mploym«nt undtr g«a*rtl •thical ctindird* of tn »g«ncy If th« ttfilmony adversely

aiTtctwl th* tmploy«r/Unit*d Stat** Oovtmmtnt't inUrcsts in tht mattar.

*' DtMarrias v. United Slattt. 713 F. Supp. 346 (D.9.D. 1989).

" Id. at 348.
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Mr. McCloskey. Thank you.
Mr. van Ee, is that right?

Mr. VAN Ee. Yes.
Mr. McCloskey. I might say we will hear from everyone on the

panel and then have specific and general questions and discussion.
How about Marie Ramirez.
Ms. Ramirez. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee,

thank you for this opportunity to testify.

I regret my testimony today does not bring good news. I am here
as living proof that the whistleblower legislation Congress worked
so hard to create has been sabotaged by the very executive agency
sworn to uphold and implement it—^the Office of Special Counsel.
As absurd as this may sound, those of us who have had the gross

misfortune of relying upon the OSC know it to be a certain truth.
In my own case, I have won 10 times before multiple Federal and
State agencies, including victories at the Merit Systems Protection
Board.
These victories were despite the OSC and certainly not because

of it.

To fully understand just how bad OSC's performance has been on
my case and the cases of numerous former coworkers, it helps to
learn the astounding history of my former employer. This history
began long before I became a Federal employee in 1983.

I was hired then by a small Navy command known as
NAVELEX, an organization then and until this very day plagued
by mammoth problems of corruption, mismanagement, and waste.
Recently, the Navy concocted a new name to erase the deplorable
images associated with the name NAVELEX. The employees have
been instructed to call it the N-I-S-E or NISE Command.
The state of affairs at the NISE Command is practically incom-

prehensible. For example:
For the last 25 years, the command has forced its employees to

work in an archaic set of aircraft manufacturing hangars built
prior to World War II. This facility, known as Air Force Plant 19,
has been determined to be one of America's most toxic work sites.

Many plant employees and their families have sued for permanent
illness and even death. To overcome the expert testimony of lead-
ing physicians certifying these grave dangers, the command hired
a veterinarian from Calcutta; and based on that horse sense, plant
workers continue to get seriously ill and die.

To literately add insult to injury, the NISE Command paid a ex-

orbitant rent to a defense contractor in order to stay on the same
property, even though it was actually owned by the U.S. Govern-
ment. This preposterous arrangement has also been going on for 25
years. And incidentally, in exchange for this exorbitant rent, the
defense contractor refuses to tell the military what chemicals they
are using that are poisoning plant workers.
Meanwhile, since 1980, alone, the NISE Command has also man-

aged to lose over 2,000 secret and top secret documents detailing

some of this Nation's most sensitive military matters. The com-
mand argues they are not necessarily lost; it is just that no one
knows where they are. No one was disciplined for these outrageous
security breaches, while I on the other hand, was fired for being
a pregnant whistleblower.
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The NISE Command has been involved in hundreds of millions

of dollars of contract fraud.

Likewise, the NISE Command has the worst EEO record in the
Navy, with the possible exception of the Tailhook Society. Things
got so bad at one point, its black employees boycotted Black His-
tory Month functions because of the command's cavalier disregard
for antidiscrimination laws.

It should come as no surprise, then, that in an environment like

this it was fertile ground for whistleblowers. The most famous of

all has unquestionably been Lawrence Timothy Reid who received

the highly prized Cavallo Foundation Award for Moral Courage in

Government in 1989.
His 1987 Senate testimony provided compelling insight into the

overwhelming odds and hardships facing people who dare to tell

the truth about those who use government for their own ambitions.
Amazingly, immediately following Mr. Reid's testimony in the Sen-
ate, the OSC gave the green light to the NISE Command to indefi-

nitely suspend him from Government.
The MSPB overruled the OSC's support of this unlawful suspen-

sion and placed Mr. Reid back in Federal employment. But inevi-

tably, his life, career, and family have all been utterly devastated.

By no means, however, have all Navy managers participated in

whistleblower reprisal. In fact, five supervisors of Mr. Reid alone
have filed formal complaints for having been persecuted by upper
echelons of the Navy for refusing to take illegal actions against Mr,
Reid.

In a vintage OSC maneuver, though, the special counsel decided
it was "not clear whether Congress intended to protect supervisors
who refused to take illegal actions against whistleblowers" and uni-

laterally rejected each and every one of these supervisors' com-
plaints. This incredible ruling shows OSC's distain, not only for

whistleblower laws and the U.S. Congress, but for the American
taxpayers who pay their salaries.

In regards to my own case, I have provided a written statement
detailing the many times that Federal and State agencies have
overruled the OSC and found in my favor.

One extremely significant ruling came from the MSPB who ruled

that the NISE Command's illegal termination of me in 1988 con-

stituted pregnancy discrimination and was in retaliation for my
EEO involvement and whistleblowing.
The MSPB stated unequivocally "this was not a close case." The

evidence was overwhelming; even Inspector Clouseau could have
solved it. But the OSC had rejected me then and on every other

occasion—at least one dozen times during the past 5 years.

The OSC's failure to take any preventative, disciplinary, or cor-

rective actions in any matter pertaining to me or any other agency
whistleblower has only encouraged wrongdoing agency officials fur-

ther. As a result, I have been run through a gauntlet of escalating

retaliation. I have now been fired a second time, solely because I

am unable to work in the intolerable conditions the agency imposed
on me, conditions that the Department of Labor confirmed. I can-

not begin to describe how absolutely devastating this entire ordeal

has been on every aspect of my life.
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No matter how artfully the OSC tries to paint the picture, their
record is absolutely deplorable. Instead of protecting Federal em-
ployees, they join agencies in piling on after the whistle is blown,
but it is the public interest that is being penalized.

I believe that the OSC should be abolished. It is time for Con-
gress to close the doors on the OSC, before the OSC can close the
doors on any more whistleblowers. Their very name frightens po-

tential whistleblowers from coming forward, thus depriving Ameri-
cans of the information necessary to fix our Government.

It is unrealistic to think that the present OSC staff could ever
be rehabilitated. I believe the Whistleblower Protection Act is fun-

damentally sound except there is always an extremely great risk

the office shall remain a politically, rather than patriotically, moti-

vated organization.
It cannot rightfully be overlooked or excused that OSC has taken

no part at all in damming the endless stream of scandals that has
weakened our Nation's very security. Where has the OSC been?
They most assuredly have not been on the front pages for prevent-
ing these scandals.

I wholeheartedly believe Federal employees should be permitted
to elect their own special counsel. In this way, we are sure to get

a national hero instead of the national disgrace we now have.

I hope that my testimony today has been of some help. I stand
ready to assist you in any way possible and also, even though she
is not present at the moment, I would like to give a special thanks
to Congresswoman Schroeder for all her past efforts on my behalf.

Thank you.
I would also like to request my written testimony, statement be

inserted in the record.

Mr. McCloskey. Thank you.
We will be back with questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Ramirez follows:]
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Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for the honor of allowing me to share with you my

experiences with the Office of Special Counsel (OSC), which spans

a several year period beginning in 1988 (before the Whistleblower

Protection Act of 1989) and continuing until the present. I

regret that my testimony today does not bring good news. I am a

former Federal employee who is living proof that the

whistleblower legislation that Congress worked so hard to create

has not reformed the OSC. The OSC has failed in its mission; it

is as ineffective now as it was prior to the passage of the

Whistleblower Protection Act, and for this reason the OSC should

be abolished.

My encounters with the OSC are in relation to unlawful

actions and retaliations taken against me at a Navy sub-agency

known as the Naval Electronic Systems Engineering Center

(NAVELEX), San Diego - a relatively small agency, approximately

600 people, with a disproportionately high number of problems.

After graduating with a degree in electrical engineering in

1983, I went to work for NAVELEX in Vallejo, California. In 1985

I transferred to its sister activity known as NAVELEX, San Diego,

where I worked as a GS-12 electronics engineer and served as the

Technical Manager of a multi-million dollar Navy program.

Because my work was exemplary, I received many commendations and

was nominated for the prestigious Women's Executive Leadership

Program.

Unfortunately, prior to my transfer to NAVELEX San Diego, I

was not warned that the agency was plagued by mammoth problems of
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corruption, mismanagement and waste. Just some of the numerous

and enormous problems at NAVELEX San Diego are acknowledged in,

and evidenced by a statement the agency's highest civilian.

Executive Director John F. MacDonald, and the agency's commanding

officer wrote and signed that verifies that the agency is rife

with:

"vmethical and improper personnel practices . .

.

caus[ing] mistrust ... [and] persist[ing] to this day
... 13 years ... of very poor management . . . outmoded
thinking and superceded rules . . . good 'ol boy [and]
merit[less] process[es] ... lack of morale and a higher
than normal incidence of grievances and EEO
complaints." (Exhibit 1)

A far more scathing report by leading consultant William

Ewald, hired by the Department of Defense, documents the working

conditions at NAVELEX to be a "scandal". (Exhibit 1)

In early 1988, when I was pregnant with my first and only

child. Executive Director John F. MacDonald pressured my first-

line supervisor to persuade me to drop an Equal Employment

Opportunity (EEO) complaint I had filed. The agency had already

been found guilty of sex discrimination against me previously,

and I was subjected to severe retaliations by the agency's

highest officials for having pursued that EEO complaint,

necessitating a second complaint based on the subsequent unlawful

reprisals. My supervisor in turn threatened my career, as is

documented by a Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) judge.

(Exhibit 2, MSPB decision dated June 21, 1989, page 17)

In July, 1988, I contacted the OSC, Members of Congress and

other government agencies to report extensive fraud, waste, and
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abuses of authority at NAVELEX that had come to my attention and

to request that the agency be investigated and reviewed by an

independent authority in a complete audit of all major command

operations

.

This fraud, waste and abuse involved gross violations of

federal procurement, safety and security laws at my work

facility, including (but not limited to):

* more than two thousand (at one time) missing secret and
top secret documents (for which not one person has ever
been disciplined);

* PCB and other chemical contaminations , health and
safety problems (for which the EPA confirmed record
violations in PCB mishandling, and other government
agencies have confirmed numerous violations);

* hundreds of millions of dollars of contract fraud;

* leasing contract scandal , whereby NAVELEX has paid an
exorbitant rent to a defense contractor in order to
stay on the same property, known as Air Force Plant 19,
even though it was actually owned by the U.S.
government and provided rent-free to the defense
contractor;

* attempted misappropriation of funds in violation of
criminal statutes; and

* lack of accountability of wrongdoing officials,
whistleblower retaliations, debilitating working
conditions, and EEO and personnel problems so bad that
the black employees boycotted Black History Month
functions in protest.

By letter dated August 15, 1988, after a perfunctory

investigation, the OSC responded that they "found no evidence" of

any "prohibited personnel practice or any other violation within

cur investigative jurisdiction" and closed their file. (Exhibit

3) Approximately one month later, and right after the birth of

my son, my supervisor, emboldened by OSC's inaction, proposed my
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removal from Federal service. Prior to the removal becoming

effective, I appealed to the OSC and requested they stay the

illegal adverse action. In addition, Members of Congress made

appeals on my behalf - Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder wrote

several letters to the Secretary of the Navy, and others

contacted the OSC. The OSC incorrectly ruled in their September

26 , 1988 letter that there was "no evidence of a prohibited

personnel practice . . . [and] no factual basis to support a motive

of reprisal . . . Accordingly, we have closed our file on this

matter." (Exhibit 3)

NAVELEX then fired me in retaliation for my EEO involvement

and my whistleblowing , as later ruled by the MSPB. Not

coincidentally, the day NAVELEX officials selected to force me

from the premises was the very day employees had planned to throw

me a baby shower, thereby ruining those plans. Many employees

protested the removal action directly to the Commanding Officer;

they were informed by the Captain that I had "broken the law."

This removal action had a devastating impact on my life and on my

entire family; besides being a new mother, I was also the sole

support of my family. The agency took away from me far more than

any legal decision in my favor could ever give back. For one, it

completely ruined the joys of motherhood for me.

About that time, Executive Director MacDonald had

discussions with agency supervisors regarding both me and

Lawrence Timothy Reid, a co-worker who had worked on the same

Navy program as I did, for which I was assigned as his project
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manager. Mr. Reid, who is a nationally known whlstleblower

,

provided key testimony before Congress in 1987 that led to the

passage of the Whlstleblower Protection Act of 1989 suid the

abolishment of the OSC as a sub-agency of the MSPB. For his

efforts, including his whistleblowing on contract fraud that

saved the United States Government an estimated $200 million

dollars, Mr. Reid was honored with the prestigious Cavallo Prize

in 1989.

Mr. MacDonald stated to more than one supervisor at the

agency that he considered me to be whlstleblower Tim Reid's

"apprentice". He also indicated that "there isn't going to be

any negotiation on [mine] or Reid's cases. If I don't fire Tim,

[a high-level official at the Space and Naval Warfare System

Command, NAVELEX's parent activity] has threatened to shove their

god damned fist down my throat and rip out my f ing balls."

One reprisal taken against both myself and Mr. Reid that

involved Mr. MacDonald and the Captain occurred before we were

both fired. Around the spring of 1988, the agency's morale eind

recreation committee sponsored a command-wide election in which

my coworkers voted me the winner of the honorary position of

"Executive Director of the Day". Mr. Reid won for the position

"Captain of the Day". However, when the Captain and Mr.

MacDonald learned who had won, they refused to uphold the

conditions of the election, which also reguired them to trade

jobs with the winners for the day. Further, the Captain referred

to all the employees who had voted for us as "those bastards."

-5-
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I appealed the unlawful termination to the MSPB, who

subsequently overruled the OSC overwhelmingly with their finding

that I was illegally fired and that it constituted disparate

treatment on the basis of sex (pregnancy) and retaliation for my

EEO involvement and whistleblowing. (Exhibit 2) Significantly,

I prevailed on whistleblower retaliation under the old, weaker

whistleblower laws (prior to the effective date of the

Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 ) , when the higher burden of

proof was on me. The MSPB judge had indicated early on in that

case that the agency was "hiding the ball" because they had

withheld key medical evidence, and in his ruling he stated that:

"The agency failed to sustain its cheurge by a
significctnt margin. This was not a close case."

In spite of all this, including it being one of the

strongest decisions ever issued against any government agency,

Mr. MacDonald stated that "The judge's decision is nothing but a

load of dog shit." This statement caused me to conclude that the

reprisals would continue, despite the MSPB ruling in my favor.

So I petitioned the OSC to seek disciplinary action against my

supervisors in order to make the retaliations stop.

Despite the MSPB's ruling in my favor, the OSC took no

action on my petition to discipline any of the wrongdoing agency

officials. In fact, these same officials were actually rewarded

for their unlawful behavior with large cash awards and

promotions. This fueled wrongdoing agency officials - who

already believe that they are above the law and untouchable -

providing them the impetus to continue their illegal reprisals.
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The agency then refused to comply with the MSPB's orders

regarding payment of my attorneys' fees, necessitating another

MSPB decision - this one awarding my attorneys' fees totaling

more than $35,000. This second MSPB decision in my favor

reiterated the findings in the earlier decision that "the agency

committed a prohibited personnel practice" against me and that I

was a "victim of reprisal" for my having filed an EEO complaint

and for my whistleblowing activities.

Thinking that the OSC may have reformed after the public

outcry leading to the uneinimous passage of the Whistleblower

Protection Act of 1989, I petitioned OSC to prevent more

reciarring reprisals taken against me by the agency. However, the

OSC rejected me every time. As explained in the paragraphs

below, the State of California, the Department of Labor, and the

Equal Employment Opportvmity Commission (EEOC) disagreed with the

OSC and took actions to protect my benefits that the agency had

opposed.

Soon after the MSPB ordered the agency to pay more than

$35,000 in attorney's fees, the agency made attempts to recoup

unemployment benefits I had received when unlawfully terminated,

even for a period of time in which I had received no back pay.

During the course of those events, the agency knowingly provided

false and misleading information both in writing and at an oral

hearing before an administrative law judge. The State of

California Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board was not deceived

by the agency and they ruled in my favor, stating that it would
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be against law, "equity and good conscience" to recoup those

funds.

I provided substantiating documentation pertaining to and

demonstrating the agency's wrongdoings in this matter to the OSC

and also requested a stay of any further agency appeal. The OSC

refused to help me once again because they "found insufficient

evidence of any prohibited personnel practices or other

violations warranting further inquiry by this Office." They

further stated "An appeal does not constitute a personnel action

within the meaning of the statute . . . Consequently, this matter

is not within our investigative jurisdiction . . . and [we] have

closed our file on this matter." (Exhibit 3)

Without any bona fide reason whatsoever, the agency then

appealed the State of California's decision. Subsequently, the

State ruled fully in my favor once again, stating "... we adopt

the administrative law judge's reasons for decision and concur in

the results reached ... We concur with the administrative law

judge that it would be against equity and good conscience to

require repayment."

The agency's lawyer who testified under oath at the State of

California hearing. Attorney Linda Bithell Oliver, committed

outright perjury during the hearing. For instance, despite the

fact that she was the attorney who represented the agency in

their losing defense before the MSPB and was obviously aware of

the MSPB's decision, she denied that I was fired for retaliatory

reasons. A complaint against Attorney Oliver is still pending
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with the State Bar of California (after approximately 3 years of

investigation) on dozens of charges of unethical and

unprofessional conduct - including the perjury mentioned above,

as well as many aspects of deceit and improper conduct in her

representation of the agency in their losing defense before the

MSPB, her physical assault of me after losing before the MSPB,

her attempts to discredit witnesses and coerce other witnesses

into providing false testimony, her involvement in providing an

altered SF-171 application for employment (of co-worker Lawrence

Timothy Reid) to the MSPB and other government agencies to give a

false impression that Mr. Reid had lied about his educational

backgrovind (this at a time just prior to when Mr. Reid was to

testify on my case before the MSPB), and much, much more. For

just one example of her improper conduct, included at Exhibit 1

is a copy of a sexually coercive love note she delivered to an

attorney who was preparing a lawsuit on behalf of agency

supervisor Alton Bennett that named her as a defendant.

Moreover, I have provided the OSC with extensive evidence of

unethical and improper conduct by other agency attorneys,

substemtiating that these lawyers are not representing the best

interests of the government, but instead protecting wrongdoing

officials. For an illustration of unprofessional and very

bizarre behavior exhibited by one agency attorney, Kevin J.

Keefe, please see the threatening and menacing "doodle" he has

acknowledged drawing in relation to whistleblower Tim Reid's case

before the MSPB. (Exhibit 1)
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I provided information and evidence regarding Attorney

Oliver's and Attorney Keefe's misconduct to the OSC on multiple

occasions. However, the Special Counsel informed me that they

"have no authority to investigate * unethical and highly

unprofessional conduct' on the part of a government attorney" and

on at least one occasion returned ny submissions to ae! (Exhibit

3)

The agency's bad faith and wrongdoing is further evidenced

by the agency's improper termination of the processing of EEO

complaints I was forced to file because of the agency's unlawful

actions, discriminatory treatment and retaliations towards me.

Although I provided this and other relevant information to the

OSC, they have repeatedly turned me down: "It is the general

policy of the Special Covinsel not to take action on such

allegations of discrimination ... we found no evidence of any

other prohibited personnel practice or any other violation within

our investigative jurisdiction [and] have closed our file in this

matter." (Exhibit 3)

The EEOC ruled in my favor twice on one complaint, because

after the first decision in my favor, the agency did not comply

with the Commission's orders to process the complaint, and

instead rejected the complaint for a second time. (They have

just recently rejected this seime complaint for a tliird time.)

The Commission's rulings included the following noteworthy

finding:

"A review of the record reveals that the agency's
decision to terminate the processing of appellant's
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allegat:ions was premature. ... Accordingly, the
agency's decision to terminate the processing of
appellcint's allegations for failure to prosecute was
improper .

"

Other correspondence from the EEOC documents the agency's

repeated refusal to comply with the EEOC's direct orders to them.

For just one example, the EEOC's letter dated September 30, 1992

states unequivocally that:

"The Commission's decision on the above captioned case
required full implementation of the order therein and
submission of a compliance report within a specific
time frame. The Commission's decision on this matter
is final and the corrective action ordered is
mandatory. This office has made several attempts in
writing emd by telephone requesting your agency to
implement the corrective action and to submit the
report on the actions taken. ... we have not received
the requested information."

Because of the extreme pressures that have been put on me,

the Department of Labor has ruled that conditions of my

employment were made so intolerable and unbearable that it would

be unhealthful for me to work there.

In July 1990, I informed the OSC of the highest agency

official's announcement that he had been directed to do whatever

it takes and spend whatever amount of money, no matter how much,

to make sure that these people [myself and other agency

whistleblowers ] don't sustain their charges or win their cases

against the agency. At the same time, I notified the OSC of

Executive Director MacDonald's statement that the agency has

finally been able to find a judge at the MSPB "who will rule in

the agency's favor on all of these cases." However, the OSC took

no action to investigate this or the significant other
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infotTnation I provided them.

Mr. MacDonald further indicated to more than one supervisor

at the agency, in relation to another employee's case, that "This

black judge [Judge Liggett of the MSPB] isn't going to put up

with or fall for the bull shit the judge did on the Ramirez

case." But perhaps most significant of all, Mr. MacDonald has

stated clear intentions that "[I]f these MSPB judges don't agree

with us, we'll keep swinging at them [referring to me and Tim

Reid] until we find judges that do, just like we did in [another

employee's] case."

Mr. MacDonald 's statements cited herein - all provided to

the OSC, most already testified to under oath by witnesses, and

all of them well known to the agency - have been described as

merely "feisty argot" by agency representatives in a feeble

attempt to diminish their impact. Besides exposing his vinlawful

motivations and retaliatory intentions, Mr. MacDonald's penchant

for colorful language also betrays his discriminatory feelings

towards those of other nationalities. For example, he has

acknowledged making a derogatory statement towards individuals of

Middle Eastern descent. The inappropriate statement was along

the lines of: "As long as there are Ragheads in the world,

NAVELEX will always have plenty of work."

Now, Mr. MacDonald has lived up to his threats to "keep

swinging" at me. He himself proposed my removal from Federal

Service. Had the OSC done their job, I would not now be having

to defend myself against another unlawfully motivated removal
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action. By making an example of me, the agency hopes to chill

other employees from coming forth when they have knowledge of

discrimination, fraud, waste, or abuses of authority.

The official who effected the second removal proposed by Mr.

MacDonald is the commanding officer of the agency. Captain Peter

S. Pierpont. Captain Pierpont's reputation for retaliating

against civilian whistleblowers preceded him from his previous

post, where he terminated an employee who had criticized Captain

Pierpont's disparaging reference to employees as "civilian

weenies". As a result, the Federal Labor Relations Authority

found sufficient evidence to support the charges and required a

Notice be posted to all employees. (Exhibit 1)

Although I have contacted the OSC on several occasions

seeking their help and a stay of this second removal action, they

have repeatedly refused to help me. In their first response they

stated, "We have found insufficient evidence of any prohibited

personnel practices or other violations warranting further

inquiry by this Office . . . even if your disclosure was a

contributing factor in the decision to propose your removal, we

believe that the agency could clearly demonstrate that it would

have proposed the same action in the absence of your protected

disclosure ... we have determined not to seek a stay of your

removal and we are closing our file in this matter." (Exhibit 3)

When I requested the OSC reconsider their decision based on

new and material evidence of the agency's fraudulent predating of

the effective date of the removal, they "declined to reopen this
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file" on the determination that "the matter you have raised is

not within the jurisdiction of this agency or within the

definition of a prohibited personnel practice, which generally

requires a personnel action ." (Exhibit 3, emphasis added) Even

if true, this statement highlights one critical problem with the

OSC - their failure to recognize that unlawful retaliations and

reprisals against employees take many forms, and are frequently

not accompanied by a specific "personnel action." I have cited

numerous examples in this testimony alone for which no personnel

action was issued.

I contacted the OSC yet a third time on this matter, but was

told in no uncertain terms that "we will not intervene in your

present appeal before the Merit Systems Protection Board."

(Exhibit 3) This case is still pending before the regional MSPB.

Since the time he proposed the second unlawful removal

against me, Mr. MacDonald has retired, reportedly allowed to do

so one year early. After being intimately involved in all the

matters I have reported herein, Mr. MacDonald has retired only to

become a contractor who regularly lobbies the agency. Not only

is the legality of this highly questionable, but it presents a

poor appearance from an ethical standpoint. Now the government

is essentially paying him twice.

I have had at least one dozen matters closed by the OSC

(nine (9) of these were after the WPA of 1989), including stay

requests, requests for reconsideration. Freedom of Information

Act (FOIA) and Privacy Act requests, investigatory and other
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requests. (Exhibit 3) Not once was I ever informed of

preliminary results of the OSC's review before it made a final

decision. Contrary to the provisions of the Whistleblower

Protection Act, I was never provided a meaningful summary of the

facts; their responses were inadequate and ignored the vast

majority of information I had provided them.

In an effort to make sense of the OSC's refusals to help me,

I made multiple requests under FOIA and the Privacy Act. The OSC

has repeatedly refused me a right to review the case files upon

which they based their rulings, hiding behind provisions of the

FOIA and the Privacy Act that I believe are non-applicable. Nor

have they complied, on at least one occasion, with Freedom of

Information Act regulations requiring a response to information

requests within ten days.

From the very limited information I was able to obtain from

the OSC, in the form of a redacted memoremdum, it was clear that

agency officials, especially agency attorney L. B. Oliver, had

provided quite a number of untruthful and misleading statements

regarding me, my character, and the circumstances surrounding the

first illegal removal action. However, the OSC never allowed me

to respond to the accuracy of any information provided by the

agency or provide evidence that would have contradicted the

agency's version; the OSC accepted what the agency said at face

value. Moreover, the OSC's failure to provide me this

information is interfering with an official investigation

concerning charges before the California State Bar that Ms.
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Oliver provided false information to the OSC.

And in regards to the extremely limited information the OSC

did provide me, they made it clear that I was not really entitled

to it; apparently they were just doing me a favor: "The above-

mentioned redacted closure memorandum was released to you so that

you might have a better understanding of the information gathered

during the investigation. This release was entirely

discretionary, as OSC was not obliged to release any of this

material." (original emphasis. Exhibit 3)

It is clear from my case alone that the agency has failed in

their efforts to fool many different government and state

agencies, although they have spent exorbitant amounts of taxpayer

dollars trying. However, mauiy other agency employees have also

prevailed before multiple government agencies, including the

Merit Systems Protection Board, the Department of Labor, and the

Equal Opportunity Commission. The OSC is the only consistent

exception, repeatedly endorsing whatever the employing agency

says.

Although I had repeatedly requested the OSC to contact a

number of these and other witnesses - many of whom have filed

charges about the exact same things and involving the exact same

people - they have not done so. Several of these witnesses are

agency supervisors, all involved with supervising whistleblowers

,

who have blown the whistle themselves on the agency's conspiracy

to retaliate against anyone who dares to report any wrongdoing,

and the OSC's cavalier attitude and implicit support of the
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agency's unlawful actions. These supervisors who have come forth

with the truth about reprisals against whistleblowers include

Alton Bennett, Roger McLaughlin, and Ernest Bellantoni. Other

whistleblowers, including Lawrence Reid, Charles Jarrold, and

Larry Guillory have also made appeals and reported wrongdoing to

the OSC, all to no avail.

Particularly noteworthy is the case of Charles Jarrold, who

is one of the original whistleblowers at NAVELEX. Mr. Jarrold

has a sterling background. A graduate of Harvard, he served in

the U.S. Supreme Allied Command in World War II, at the office

headquarters of General Dwight D. Eisenhower. After the war, he

became an outstanding engineer and is the creator of an

electronic invention still preserved in the Smithsonian

Institution. Later he earned em advanced degree in government

acquisition and logistics. Notwithstanding these distinguished

credentials, the Navy fired Mr. Jarrold after he discovered and

reported fraud on defense contracts.

This firing even preceded the existence of the OSC; the

Civil Service Commission recognized the injustice, and reinstated

Mr. Jarrold, but NAVELEX continued their reprisals until he could

no longer tolerate it. The OSC, then in place, totally rejected

all of his petitions. He eventually petitioned the Department of

Labor to review his case. Labor ruled that his working

conditions were totally unbearable. What ties Mr. Jarrold 's case

integrally to mine is that one of the supervisors whom Mr.

Jarrold has charged with committing retaliation during those
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years, William Clawson, is the very same supervisor who effected

the decision to fire me in 1988, and who is severely castigated

throughout the HSPB decision. (Exhibit 2)

In the case of Alton Bennett, he testified under oath before

the MSPB that he was under duress for testifying because of

pressures put on him by agency officials, including Attorney

Oliver. Agency officials wanted him to provide untruthful

testimony favorable to the agency. He testified that Attorney

Oliver told him, "Too bad you're a good supervisor, you're

shooting yourself in the foot." And Mr. MacDonald encouraged Mr.

Bennett to "be a team player" and "play ball." Mr. Bennett's

situation in regards to me and the retaliation he and the other

honest supervisors mentioned above have suffered as Mr. Reid's

supervisor demonstrates that there needs to be explicit

protections for a "protector of a whistleblower.

"

As for the agency, NAVELEX San Diego has been allegedly

"closed" by Presidential order. What has occurred in actuality,

however, is that the Navy has simply "reorganized" and provided

NAVELEX San Diego with a new name to protect the guilty. They

are now known as the "Naval Command, Control and Oceem

Surveillance Center (NCCOSC), ISE West Coast Division", or "NISE

West" for short. Although the agency has changed names, it is

the very same agency; the Navy has simply concocted a new name to

try to erase the deplorable images that are associated with the

name NAVELEX San Diego. The agency is not as "nice" as the

pleasant-sounding acronym the Navy has devised. It is located in

-18-
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the exact same place, with the same wrongdoing agency officials

still working there. In fact, with the reorganization, many of

the wrongdoing officials have actually been promoted. And

vinfortvinately, things have just not changed - the conditions are

still hostile and people are still being tormented.

Had the OSC done its job in the first place and stayed the

first illegal removal action, much of what I have described in

this testimony might never have occurred or have been necessary.

I cannot possibly begin to describe to you in these limited pages

how absolutely devastating this ordeal has been on my career, my

marriage, my health and my family.

All told, I have now prevailed on ten (10) separate

occasions before multiple Federal eind State agencies, despite the

OSC, not because of them in any way. I have gone to great

extremes to work with the OSC, and have quite probably provided

them at least a couple thousand pages of substantiating

documentation throughout the past several years. As proven by

the numerous federal and state government decisions in my favor,

the OSC has continually erred on my case. When all is said and

done, the OSC had closed all of my complaints without any

preventive, corrective or disciplinary actions whatsoever.

In conclusion, the OSC did not help me prior to the WPA of

1989, nor afterwards. I have observed absolutely no change for

the better in the Special Counsel as a result of the

Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989. It is now time for

Congress to close the OSC's doors, before the OSC can close the

-19-
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doors on any more whlstleblowers .

EXHIBITS:
1 Various relevant documents, including:

a) Statement written and signed by the Executive Director
and Commanding Officer about NAVELEX San Diego, that
verifies numerous problems at the agency

b) Sexually coercive Love Note agency attorney Linda
Oliver delivered to an opposing attorney at a time when
he was preparing a lawsuit naming her as a defendant

c) Menacing and threatening "Doodle" agency attorney Kevin
Keefe acknowledged drawing and sending to an agency
whistleblower

d) News article entitled, "Letter of Apology Becomes Navy
Engineer's Dismissal"

e) News article entitled, "Board upholds employee's right
to criticize the boss"

f) "Notice" ordered posted by the Federal Labor Relations
Authority

g) "Total Quality Management (TQM) Observations and
Recommendations ; NAVELEX San Diego , " Final report by
Department of Defense consultant William Ewald

h) "Total Quality Management Assessment; Naval Electronic
Systems Engineering Center , " Draft report by Department
of Defense consultant William Ewald

2 Merit Systems Protection Board Decision dated June 21, 1989

3 Various Correspondence from the Office of Special Coxinsel
(one dozen letters)

-20-
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NAVAL ELZCZROKIC SYSTZKS CZNTER

BACKGROUND: Our Center, cilled fJAVZLEX., is coming out of a

period of very poor management- For the 13 years ending about
Jaa 86, the corainand was run by a civilian and a series of C.O.s
who never spoke to each other. The CO. allowed the civilian
head to run the supervisor selection process and supervisors
were selected by the "good 'ol boy" process based on what they
did for the head civilian, not on merit. Unethical amd
improper personnel practices during this period caused mistrust
of management by the worJcing staff. This persists to this day,
although many gains have been made. The process of
resurrecting the faith of the wor)iing staff in management has
been the full time job of the present Executive Director, who
arrived in Jan 86, and the present and just departed C.O.s. '

It is our belief that one way to regain trust is to give some
authority to improve processes to the employees performing
•chose processes. This concept, which must be executed as a

cultural change in the way things have been previously done, is
called Total Quality Management (TQM), and his been promoted
from as high as the President. It is a way of establishing
efficiencies in process by allowing the working level to have a

strong say in how they do their j obs

.

OBJECTIVZ: Our objective then, is to implement the principals
of TQM in this organization wiihin current budge-s , and see
positive results in improved processes , as measured by
processing time reductions and saved costs, within one year. A
more significant objective is the restoration of zhe faith of
our people in the honesty and integrity of management. It is
significant to note that the product of the orgar-isation has
always been superb. The only symptom of the problem I cite is
a lack of morale and a higher than normal incidence of
grievances and £20 complfiln"::s . ^.-

I belive many of o\ir processes are driven by outmoded thinJiing
and superceded rules. Some efficiency enhancing improvements
can be made here. If the workers get to suggest and implement
the changes, we will realize a win-win situation.

A graduate student could:

1.
2.

Study selected processes for improvement.
Interview employees to determine best process
improvement candidates for study.
Discuss ways of implementing TQM wich supervisors and

working staff.
Help facilitate Process Action Teams (PAT).
Work with management in selecting best approaches for

gran ismlsmentation. \ /^

a6a
Icanmaihdiiig Offi^
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I h«r«by certify that a copy of the foregoing Compliance
Report was sent this 1st day of November, 1989:

via Overnight Mail:

Philip Amaudo
Administrative Judge
Merit Systems Protection Board
525 Market Street, Suite 2800
San Francisco, California 94105

via Registered Mail, Return Receipt Requested:

Lawrence T. Reid, Jr.
P.O. Box 14
San Oiego, California 92101

E KZVIIf J'. KB^]DATE KEVIIf J'. KB?FE
Assistant Counsel
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Letter ofApology Becomes
Navy Engineers Dismissal
By Redrigo Loxo

Greg Schwei was ofTended, to

say the least, at a luncheon Tor

employees of the Naval Elec-
tronics Systems Engineering
Center in Vallejo. Calif.

Schwei, an engineer, was pre-
•ent when CapL Peter Pierpont,
former commanding ofTicer of
the center, referred to employ-
ees as "civilian weenies."
"He stopped, almost to lay,

'Oops, I said something I

shouldn't have said,' but he
went on," Schwei recalled.

A member of the Internation-
al Federation of Professional
and Technical Engineers,
Schwei sent a letter to Pierpont
on union stationery asking for
ao apolo^.

Instead, Schwei says, he was
called in by his supervisor and
told he was no longer needed at
the center.

The Federal Labor Relations
Authority's regional director in

San Francisco, Calif, recently
found sufficient evidence to
proceed with a complaint filed

by Schwei and the union.
Capt. Pierpont told Federal

Times that he used the term "ci-

vilian weenies" during the
award luncheon, but he denies
that he ever took any action
against Schwei.
That comment was common

Jargon around the command,"

Pierpont said. "But I also Ulk
about the military weenies.
That particular expression was
not meant to offend anyone."
Pierpont said he meant no

harm and is disappointed that
someone thought the comment
was insulting.

"In my view. It was not taken
inappropriately by the employ-
ees of my command. In retro-
spect, could I have done better,
yes."
FLRA ofHcials say the naval

systems center has agreed to a
settlement: posting a notice that
says the center will not act
against employees who excer-
cise rights protected by labor
statutes.

Mae Brewer, executive assis-

tant to the new commanding of-

ficer at the center, said the
agency would not comment
The FLRA did not ask the na-

val center to reinstate Schwei
because his regular assignment
is at Mare Island Naval Ship-
yard. Schwei was at the center
on temporary assignment but
never on the naval center
payroll.

"Because of a budget crunch
and shortage of work at the
shipyard they were loaning peo-
ple out to other areas," Schwei
said. He was about halfway
through his assignment at the

Sm EnginMr, Nig* 24
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naval center when they dis-
missed him.
Schwei said that until he sent

the letter everything had been
going well at the center. He had
travel orders in process to go to
Laconia, N.H. for a couple of
days to inspect a vendor supply-
ing equipment to the naval sys-

tems center. That trip never
went through.
Schwei's assignment ended

the day he sent the letter to
PierponL "That afternoon I was
told, 'Goodbye,' '* Schwei says.

"One of the supervisors in the
chain of command said I was
doing a good job but my services
were no longer needed."
Ram Ramanujam, director of

the International Federation of
Professional and Technical En-
gineers Local 25, says Schwei
was not the only one offended
by Pierpont's alleged com-
ments.

"It's not very unusual," Ra-
manujam says. "Disrespect to-

ward civilians comes out in dif-

ferent forms. There is really no
reason for that It's not going to
motivate anyone."
Schwei's letter, written on

union stationery, said, "Your
disparagement of civilians in
your command does not reflect

well upon the naval service nor

add to their morale in what
must be trying times.**

The settlement notice to be
put up by the naval center says
the agency will not end the as-

signment ofSchwei or any other
employee who engages in pro-
tected union activity.

Schwei believes he has been
vindicated, even if it means los-

ing the opportunity for employ-
ment with the center.
Pierpont says he will not cen-

sor his comments in the fUture.
"I would never intend to make
an inappropriate comment," he
says. "On the other hand, I want
to be free and open with my
people. If I make an error once
in a while, I'll have to take the
beat for it"
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Board upholds employee's^^^
right to criticize the boss ^ t!

By JaeqiMln« Qintoy
ThTiM l lfid stiW wTiief

VALLEJO - The Federal La-

bor Relations Board in San Fran-
cisco has sided with a local labor

imioo in protecting an employ-
ee's right to criticize superiors,

even when the boas happens to be

a ranking military officer.

The International Federation

at Professional and Technical

Engineers (IFPTE) Tiled a com-
plaint with the labor board in

June, claiming that one of its

members had been dismissed

from his job tor criticizing Capt.

Peter Pierpont, former com-
manding officer of the Naval
Electronics Systems Engineer-

ing Center at Mare Island.

During a shif^ard meeting in

Bfay, Picnont allegedly referred

to some 01 the shipyard's work-

en as "dvilian weenies."
Greg Schwei, an engineer

who had been anigned to a lao-

day )ob at NAVELEX, dnTM
and signed a letter criticiang

Pierpoot's "disparaging" atti-

tude toward his non-uniformed
persoond.

The day Pierpont received^
the letter. Schwei was dismiased

.

from his asaignment. a job tblii-

afforded him training in a new
field, according to Bruce Holden!.
president of IFPTE, Local 25:

"•

"I was . . . called into the"
boas' office and (tokl) that, al-

though I had done a good job, fhy
services were no koger oeetted

and I was being terminated."
Schwei said.

But Pierpont, who was trans-

ferred and is now commander of

the NAVELEX facility in San
Diego, said Schwei "never
worked for NAVELEX, VaUejo."

He was there as a temporary em-
ployee on one of the many jobs

that NAVELEX has the shipyard
do, Pierpont said. ^ .,

Although he couldn't remem:
her when Schwei s assignment,

conchided, Pierpont said his dis-

missal was not a reprisal. - •

The reference to "civilian

weenies" may have been inapt

profriate, Pierpont said, but. "'it

IS actually a term of endearment

that's used widely throughout

the command. It certainly

wasn't meant to be offensive."
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NOTICE TO

ALL EMPLOYEES
POSTED PURSUANT TO A SEHLEMENT AGREEMENT

APPROVED BY A REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF THE

FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

WE WILL NOT end the detail of Gregory Schwei, or any other
employee who is on assignment from Mare Island Naval Shipyard to
the Naval Electronic Systems Engineering Center (NAVELEX)

,

because the employee has engaged in protected union activities.

WE WILL NOT in any like or related manner, interfere with,
restrain or coerce our employees in the exercise of their rights
assured by the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations
Statute.

Naval Electronic Systems Engineering
Center
/ali<jT>>v California

^AAv\

TMIlTlS AM OFFCUi MTKI

THIS wna MUST remain fOSTU fw M consKyrrv! mis nut "mi oati of postiko.

AND MUST MOT K. ALTWED, OfFACED OA COVtREO V UTI OTMEA HAnHIAL.

Ftdtral Labor Rdttloni Auchorltjr. Sao FraBcKco Rt|loa,

fOl rurktt Strttt, Suit* 220, San Franelseo, CaUforola

Fhona: (415) 744-4000 or FTS 4J4-4000.

Case No. 9-CA-10445
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TQM 0B2ERVAT10HS AND RICOMMIIIDATIONS
NAVELEX SAN DIICO

Wllllu n. Ewald .

Vestlnshouse Electric Corporation

Ttn-Boniimon
'

' y .

This report is based on an analysis of the results of two site visit^

conducted in Februarv and May, 1989. The first site visit consisted of a

number of struct'jred interviews vi.*h a cross section of the senior manatemenc

within NAVXLZX San Diego; the second focused en a much nore comprehensive

analysis of the TQM barriers within each Departaent through the use of the

Nominal Group Technique. The report is divided into two sections: Profile of

Concerns; and Reconaendations.

P^QFTLE or COflCE^riS

There are at least eight different sub cultures operating at NAVELEX San

Diego, each corresponding to the various departments and support units. Any

organisational effort to address quality issues should recognise the

differsTices inherent in these separate cultures. Specific initiatives should

therefore be tsiiored to the needs of each.

The following observations apply across the entire Command, and are

sufficiently important to require the attention of the Commanding Officer,

Ssecutive Director, and other principals. Specific Department initiatives

have not been included except as they nay be relevant to other operations

within the Commani. These issues were generated by carrying out a cluster

analysis of the UCT results. The analysis produced a ranJcing as follows:

• Leadership and Management Issues (525 total points) This category is

clearly the nost important perceived source of inefficiency affecting

the quality of RAVEIXX services and products. Items in this categor/

ranged from poor leadership at the top to lack of authority for

Division Heads.

• Human Reseurse Issues (34* total points) This category was a clear

second prioriry. Items included lack of training, recruitment

issues, perforaaree assessment deficiencies, and position management.

• Planninc Issues (209 total points) This categor/ was a clear third

priority. Iteas include lacli of clarity on charter and mission,

absence of a strategic plan, crisis aoda thinjcing, and poor

utiJ.i2itioa of resources. ,

• Coni-.:r.icat-on Issues (16* points) This category horizontal as well

as vertical cosBuuni cat ions, feedback norms, and communication with

oucside sources.

• Wtsgellar.enua Other Issues (106-143 points) A last set of categories

were clustered together. These included equipment, contract
*- processes, facilities, sponsor issues, morale, customer relations,

ind Interr.al processes.
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On the basis of this analysis, which Is rcaarkably consistent with the
interview findin<s of the first site visit, five sicnlficant areas need your
attention. These arc described below in order of importance.

1. Wo Tr\ie Corporate Team

This observation is based on a nvsnber of different but related data
bases. There seems to be an almost tiniversal perception that the Board of
Directors is not operatinc as a corporate decision makinc body. Most of the
power resides with the Commanding Officer, and there is a question about the
leadership capabilities of many of the senior nanasers. Politics appear to
still be alive and well among the principals. There are significant trust
issues among the principals; and many of the managers openly admit they look
to the interests of their own Departments before they consider their
"corporate" responsibilities.

Participative management appears to be the exception. There is a general
sense among many employees that the senior management is seriously lacking in

leadership and management skills. There is a serious disconnect between the
support and technical codes. Many technical codes believe that Command is not
interested in their work or their problems. Other cited indications of absent
leadership include Inattention to an adequate planning process, little
accountability for poor performance, and not enough aggressive marketing of
sponsors and SPAWARS.

2. Lack of Management Skills

Closely related to the above issue is a general sense that RAVTLEX
managers need a lot more development in management skills. There were
numerous NCT items that catalogued concerns over supervisor skills, poor or
non existent planning skills, motivation and morale problems, poor performance
appraisals, communication disconnects between managers and employees (and with
other managers), technical deficiencies, and lack of loyalty to subordinates.
These concerns were aimed at all management levels of RAVELCC. It is

interesting to note that there is a general impression at each level that the
other levels are less competent. There was little or no critical self
assessment by respondents. This speaks to a culture which reinforces
criticism of others, and which frowns on constructive self analysis.

3. Human Resource Issues

The technical expertise of RAVELEX employees is very, very good. Tet,
morale is very very low. Morale of most engineers and technical personnel is.

based on working in an environnent that has certain characteristics. These
include working for people who respect your -Vills and a: ilities, recognition
for good work, a chance to develop skills a.;d creativity, working for

efficient managers, and feeling well informed. These conditions are often not

present in the working environment of many Departments and Divisions. There
are frequent references to the lack of accountability (for good or bad work),

little value attached to the inputs of subordinates, over emphasis on
inspection and micro management, and little opportunity for meaningful
development opportunities. The physical environment is severely lacking, and
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In BOBC cases, Is a scandal. Many technical people believe there is a

disproportionate esiphasls on upr.radln« the bulldlnc contalnlnt Adalnlstratlon
and support functions.

The overridint impression is a feellnt of tnpotency to chance the current
state of affairs. Although many are able to cite problens, fewer appeared to
have the motivation to commit energy to solutions. The-most frequently cited
reason was a belief that nothing would get done, that senior management would
pay lip service to the concept of change, and that there were too many risks
involved with leading a change process. All are self fulfilling prophecies
that result In nc progress.

4. Planning Concerns

The Command does not have a strategic plan. The Coonand Plan is widely
interpreted by the Support Departments as an attempt by the Beard of Directors
to micro manage their operations. Many Departments do not have a charter or

good understanding of their mission and lack strategic directions as well.

There does not seem to be a concern over Work Force 2000 issues, and little
strategic human resource planning was fotsid. Attention to 'market niches"
within SPAWARS has received little attention despite the increased competition
for work. Other sponsors are seriously thinking of pulling back some work,

and contingency plans have not been formulated, nany managers report they are

in a crisis, reactive mode of management rather than anticipating trends. The

conventional wisdom today is that managers will constantly be facing changes

Imposed from external sources. Without a robust planning process, the Command

will be unable to make informed decisions about the uncertainties that lie

ahead.

5. Communica tion Problems

This continues to be a major concern of employees at WAVELEX. Disconnects

occur throughout the Command and appear to be based on a lack of respect, a

discounting of the motives and abilities of others, real cultural and work

ethic differences among Departments, distrust of higher levels of management,

and inability or unwillingness to be assertive in stating one's posi^tion.

There is very little direct confrontation at HAVELEX when people are

frustrated or concerned. Instead, they vent their feelings to others and ve*y

little energy is directed toward the source of their concern. Because of

this, adversary positions often emerge between Individuals, between, levels of

management, and between Departments without very much being done to improve

the situation. Everyone seems to talk about the issue, but little gets done

to solve it.

KECOMMEWDATIOWS

The first TQM assessment .eport (Febri-ary, 1989) contained a number rt

specific recommendations for Command action. The MCT results from the second

Site visit eonfira and support these recommendations. As examples, team

building is still seriously needed among the Board of Directors, and at other

levels of the Cowoand. A local, trusted consultant should be employed to move

this effort forward. Management training needs to be provided to all Tivlsion

Heads a.Td first level supervisors. Leadership training is needed by Department
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and DlviBlon Heads. Thert vert aany mort recomcndatlona In Cht report vhlch
should be considered.

This report contains specific TQM recommendations. Many are xmder active
consideration by Conoand.

1. Establish a TQM Principal

This person should have a hlch position of power within the orcanlzatlon,
have the respect of peers and subordinates, and be «otivated about the
responsibilities of the assignment. The person should report directly to the
Executive Director. The initial thinking of the Convnand is that the TQtl

responsibility will be a collateral duty of the 09B position, and will be
piloted for a specified time period after which an evaluation of the effort
will be made. This Is the best approach for NAVtLEX San Diego. It will also
provide an easy vehicle for institutionali:ln( the process if it is deemed
successful.

The TQM principal should review the findings of the first two site visits

and determine which issues can be addressed with some measure of success. The

priority issues listed in this report are significant challenges that will
take some time to demonstrate progress. The recommendation is that the

principal select two of these challenging issues and develop a long term

strategy for solving them. It will be equally important to select other, less

challenging issues which have a high probability of early success. Resolution
of these issues will establish a track record of success that will provide a

clear signal to the Command chat the TQM approach can work.

2. Establish an Advisory Board

The TQM Principal should be stsisced by an advisory board consisting of a

cross section of respected NAVELEX professionals. This board would serve as a

forum for discussing issues for consideration, recommended approaches, success

criteria, and which resources of the Command should be dedicated to the

problem. These resources could be project implementation teams that «ork on a

specific issue until resolution and then disband, a reserved pool of dollars
(an excellent start would be i7S-100 thousand) for funding innovative high
payoff projects suggested by any Department, and outside consultants who could

provide technical assistance on any number of issues. The Board would rotate

every two to three years to Insure continuity. Scaggei-ed terms should also be

implemented. Service on Che Board should be a career enhancer within Che

Command

.

3. Demand SPABWARS TOM Leadershla

Many TQM problems within the Command have external sources that need the

attention of higher authority. Problems with RAVCOMP and RAVSUP are two very

powerful examples. SPAKWARS needs to take an aggressive posture to relieve

the pressures that come from excessive regulations, instructions, and

inspections. This will be no easy problem to solve, but SPAWARS needs to be

making a good faith effort to address them. There are other areas that are

directly within the control of SPAWARS, an example being increased funding for

automated >quipment (including CAD/CAM). Modeling leadership behavior in the
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fora of aeclona that assist the field aetlTlties will bt the best sl(n that
SPAWARS Is serious about TQtt. RAVILIX San Dleto should Join the other field
activities In heldlnc the parent orsanlzatton accountable for practlclni TQH
principles. One slsnlflcaot area would be protection from the IC process as
NAVTLIX San Dlefo nanasers ensa^ed in the TQM process. The first step In any
TQIi effort Is to be absolutely honest about the problea areas within the

activity. In an Inspection environment, manacers will 'be unlikely to be very
open about their problems for fear of the IG consequences.

A. pcvel«?p i Sunciic Pl«n

There are a number of stratesle Issues that need to be seriously
considered by HAVELEX San Dleto. These Include the followint:

• WorV feree issues . These issues will be the drivint force for

continued technical quality over the next 10 years. In order to

sur-'ive and prosper, NAVIL£X managers will have to take an activist

role In recruiting and retaining competent professionals. The

changing nature of work, shifting labor force composition, and

emerging biotech implications must be factored into current decision

making if NAVZIXX San Diego is to shape its own future rather than

having this future imposed upon it.

• Faeilirles issues . Everyone is aware of the substandard working

conditions for most of NAVZLEX employees. Although some progress has

been made in this area, much more needs to be done about the aging

physical plant and the colocation problems. The strategic plan (vi:>r

a more aggressive niLCOH effort) needs to address this issue.

• Infomatlon resource management issues . The information resource

management (IRM) system is not effective and has serious

deficiencies. The Wang system is obsolete. CAD/CAM capabilities

should be much stronger. This problem is not specific to NAVELZX San

Diego, but to all of the field activities as well. A concerted

effort by all of the activities (coordinated by San Diego) could have

an iapac't .on SPAWARS in a way that could not be generated ^y a single

activity. There may also be additional candidate efforts for

collaboration with the other field activities.

• Work balance Issues . The issue of work balance is relevant within

HAVILK San Diego, and betveea San Diego and the other field

activities. There is also concern from some Departments that their

work may be eliminated in favor of inhouse sponsor assignments. In

looking' to the nest century, what areas of work are expected to gro<

(systems work), and which are expected to remain steady or decline?

These questions need to be answered and have enormous resource^

planning impllc'tions.

• Dual it? and productivity issues . There are a number of issues that

fall into this category and all need to be considered in a strategic

planning effort. Examples include: KA'.tLEX San Diego needs a

corporate strategy for keeping engineers and technical personnel

•. current with t.\t latest technologies; Systems (especially internal
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•upport) need to b« uptraded and aadc aerc rcapenslvt to the
epcratlnc units; quality failure* and duplications of tffort need to
be documented and action plans developed; Morale and Botivation
issues need to be addressed.

S. Establish a Leadership and Hanatement Deyelopment Program

Many of tht issues raised in the RCT sessions can be traced to less than
effective manacement and leadership practices. The interriew results from the
first site visit also supported this observation. Several R«vy facilities
have developed a comprehensive approach to bulldint a stronger (roup of
managers and leaders (and technical skills as veil). This approach includes a

range of strategies and interventions. Perhaps the most appropriate program
that would be applicable to NAVELEX San Diego can be found at the Naval
Surface Warfare Center (Contact Person: Ms Sue Clancy 301-394-3820). This
program model could be adapted to RAVTLEX San Diego with a modest investment
of resources. The RAVILEX Personnel Officer is most familiar with this
program and could serve as a useful resource person in facilitating an

appropriate design.

Surnmarv

There are a lot of positive conditions and efforts underway at RAVELEX San
Diego to improve the quality and productivity of services. This report would
be remiss is such a reference was omitted. The purpose of this report is not

to document these successes, but rather, to build a roadaap for possible TQM
efforts by Command. Priority areas have been identified and several
recommendations presented. The TQM Principal and Command should consider

these recommendations and select those that make the most sense for RAVILEX
San Diego at this time. These decisions should be eommimicated throughout the

Command and then acted upon. Cofflmitaent to the TQM process will be generated
only if the employees have tancible evidence that Command is serious about the

effort. But there is so doubt that if this evidence is forthcoming, the

employees will actively support it.
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;TOTftTM ^^^A^aa-^l^KjLca^^^

William M. Ewald
Institute for Resource Development

This report is based on a site visit conducted at the Naval Electronic
Systems Engineering Center (NAVELEX) , San Diego by an outside consultant
during the week of 12-16 December, 1988. The content of the report is based
on a series of structured intervievs with most of the principals and a

representative sample of Division Heads. These interviews were augmented by
a review of several documents and memoranda including the Command Flan,
customer feedback summaries, internal memoranda concerning the activities of
the Work Analysis and Resource Allocation Committee, and other relevant
material. A tour of the main facility also provided some insights.

The remainder of the report is organized into four sections. Each
contains one of the critical elements necessary for a total quality effort.
These elements were drawn from the experience of Westinghouse, IBM, 3M, and

other U.S. companies engaged in serious quality improvement efforts. They
have also been used by the General Accoimting Office in several General
Management Reviews of such agencies 'as the IRS and the GSA. The four
elements include:

ijjtanBffirapP3r»prR.»;s*'This element'^Addresses the extent to which
"'KA,"7ELE3?^isnr"B±ego-ts~satisfying' internal and external customers
through meeting their requirements lOOZ of the time.

^
a^ait'etrieTlff -Leage i ahi'tr^ This element encompasses four critical
^mt%-Mmm trZr*fti-\mA^iifl^:i mp^nvi w g the quality culture, planning,
eomnnmications , and accuntability

^^amnf. ''5e3oiLr"de"'3beeelleriee?'?Thi3 element contains three critical
sub'areas^"^iifcttnti3ig^fehe^areas of participation, training, and

motivation

• f^roatiet. MS Jrpceay "LfadersMrit 7This area focuses on four critical

subareis*'iffeXa'drng products/services, processes/procedures,
information systems, and suppliers/contractors.

The analysis of RAVELEX contains the p3 iiicipal flnf'ings and observations

In each of these areas, and recommendations based on the findings. The

analyses are designed to serve as a starting point for consideration by the

Commanding Officer and the Technical Director, and then discussions among
all Oepartm.ent Heads at RAVELEX San Diego.
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(^ypiorgTt: Q^ISmnaiU::!
Thla aleaenc addrtaaes a Dumber of crldcal themes, each Imporcanc to

eatabllahlns a strong base of customer support, loyalty, and Inveatmeat In
BAVELXX San Diego. Three Important customer baaea were Identified:

External Cuatomera . For the most part, this group consists of the fleet
receipients of services and products from NAVELZX San Diego.

Internal Cuatomera . This group is really represented by the technical
codes within RAVEUCX San Diego. The support code is the madn source.. af j^j

services to the technical codes. ~

Soensora/SPAWARs . Most of the dollar support flows through either of
these two groups. Although not strictly defined as a customer, the
needs and expectations of these two groups are equally Important as the
other two.

External Cuatomera

The universal perception among KAVH.EX San Diego nanagera ia that fleet
support has always heen strong as measured by the responsiveness of service
delivery. At least one operation is viewed by the Commander as "world
class" in performance. However, when the Commander asked his senior
managers to rate their Department and the Command on customer service,
several interesting findings resu],ted:

• The managers tended to rate their own Department's emphasis on Che
customer higher than the emphasla ohr-euacomers In the Command as a

whole . Even though their ratings were liigher,. the average for all
Departments (76 out of 100 points) indicates there are''po-Kntial
areas for improvement. Unfortunately, the informal survey did not
isolate- which areas needed improvement. This informal survey
should be followed with, a more thorough, discussion among. the senior
managers on areas that require attention." 'Ftosr'the'-cohs^i^ant
discussions witli managers, several promising areas appear to be:

1. Establishing more formal, regular contact with customers on a

face to face basis rather than relying on the current customer
feedback survey which produces a 29X return, and not always by
the key person who received the service or is using the

product. It ia recommended that NAVELEX San Diego strive to

r<>'*<'ive lOOX f^.edback from customers, and not always' after ^ the
SM^vica has been rendered. It would be wise to have regular
eonnnmlcation with the customers to determine how well the

equipment/sys tea is functioning, anticipated design changes
for enhancements, potential support system or techni cal
probleaa, and recommendations for improvements in service.
This kind of information should be routinely solicited from
•11 customers. Current feedback indicates that 91X of the
CQStomers who respond feel the service was good to excellent.
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The remaining 9X (H-9) feel the services were less valuable.
RAVELEX San Dleso should strive to Isolate the reasoas for thf
lower ratines, Initiate corrections, and strive for a looz
good to excellent rating in the future.

2. The customer interface should he -used to seek ways in vhteh
WAVELEX San Dieeo can enhance its service base . These regular
contacts will provide RAVDLEX San Diego with other benefits,
specifically, adding value in the form of proactive technical
advice for improved operations, and an advance warning on
strategic technical and design issues that will enable RAVXLEX
San Diego to position itself in the near term to meet long
term emerging fleet needs.

3. Taolatlng and removing Internal support barriers that prevent
technical codes from being as responsive as they might
otherwise be. It is fair to say that all technical codes have
serious concerns about the responsiveness of the staff codes.
The lower rating of customer orientation for the command is,

in some way, attributable to the lowered confidence by the

technical codes oin the ability of the support codes to get

the Job done in a timely manner. Although the support codes

also have legitimate concerns about the technical code inputs

or requests for service, the Command should accelerate efforts

CO steamline the support services (e.g., ordering, receiving,

and tracking of siaterials; eliminating excessive instructions).

The Commanding Officer and the Technical Director tended to rate

the Command commitment to customers' about the same as the

Department Heads indicating' a good '^bnsesus on this important

area. *Tt agree that customer relations are improving.

The Commanding Officer and the Technical Director should consider

eliminating the apparent duplications that exist in some of the

suppport functions and the depot. Although there may be good

reasons for the redundancies, these do not facilitate good customer

relations (e.g., confusion on point of contact and accountability).

5?W5CTrs«af!^rT?sw>«*ap-

"—
'35BarwwF»?mf«sti5atfe»s^E»R»iaB»KTae3r
-'^^^' |--rr-iirfn I 1 - . '_ 1 -. ~

-^r» T

disfunctlonal systeua aha^behaVlu I pai^fcmy Jiit—produce dupllcatlon7'

overlap, and delay* in. service; and constant strain between the technical

codes and the support codes. The technical codes believe they get their job

don* in spits of ^"^^ srapport system, not becanse of it.
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The Incemal cuatomer lasut tppears to b« ona of the moat aarloua

it3_>njr."~ V-

_ ... _^_.. .. . ^ CooimanTVf
Tht currenT^l~yejpVrtaeat*ffe"ad»ncnseveral -of-'MaFtey managera are maJcin*^
headway In aolYlng many of the moat preaaing needa, but ao much more needa
to be done. It la recommended that the primary dlaconnecta vlthln the
aupport functions at RAVZLZX San Olego be Identified, and that Command
provide the 01 Department Head and hla key Dlvlalon Heada with the
wherewithal! to attack and eliminate theae dlaconencta or Inefflclenclea.
Travel, AD?, and the material system are good first candldatea for
consideration.

The Command Plan Is widely viewed as an 01 Improvement plan that
Initially may have been designed to attack aupport function dlaconnecta, but
it la perceived as not realistic, achievable, very micromanagement in
orientation, and it is not taken aerloualy becauae there are no conaequences
about what is or is not done. The charge of siicromanagement may be due to a

slowing down affect because many of the more' serious action items have
already been completed (although most Department Heads would disagree with
this). Providing a more rigorous accountability mechanism into asslgooenta
within tha Command Plan would be a positive atep.

Many support services do not come from vltliin HAVELEX San Diego, but
from other commands and activities. Providers of these aupport aervlcea are
viewed mora often as obstructionists to getting a Job done rather than
facilitators whose primary Inte'rest la to walk the technical employee
through a bureaucratic maze most efficiently. In order to address theae
types of disconnects, the Commanding. Officer.-and Technical Director need to

gain some consensus among their peers about the. locations and impact of poor
service, the needed solutions, and the required resources to solve the
problems. SPAWASs will then have to play a major role in engineering the
system to be more responsive.

Finally, there needs to be improvements In internal service, regardless
of the source. Examples include the many iterations of briefs, short lead
times for the support services to comple te actions, and lack of
responsiveness to requests for feedback. TjAJX..sre;iJYnBL65mja^og-..* .g'°J;P"tJJ-B''-ha.L

'
-^

^WBBB^Sp53KBfef*g£-Stfcgi^"*ccessl:o ."JnfgrM tloaj^.i^ffn^Li ?i'c a'cf6"it"Pu—

.

Lon' must come' from the
subordinates .the

kinds of behaviors they wish to see.

Sponsors

Ccnerally, HAVELEX San Diego gets high marks for attempting to maintain
good relations with SFAWASs and sponaora. The Interface between RAVEL£X San
Diego and the aponsors has steadily improved but a lot more needs to be
dona. On as individual program level, the major barrier appears to be the
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.
turn?Ve'l'ye^c"M~^ontInST^,"^enhajices "the""o'p'pdrtxiiiities 'for* T^~'~

~ ^
-^

Bdsunderstanaiggsf "aniiF'eTevatei the travel' budget because or' the Increase of
trlps^'cack 't'o-'Wasfiin«ton, D.C. SPAWARS also has to take a more aggressive
role In representing the field activities across a broad spectrum of
concerns ranging from MTP to incrased funds for technical modernization.
This leadership must be forthcoming If the field activities are to believe
SFAWASS is serious about total quality management.

^A^F^^TVlM^^g^^i
From an objective outside perspective, there seens to be no doubt that

the Commanding Officer and Technical Director are serious about improving
the total quality of NAVELEX San Diego. They are open to changes that make
sense for the Command, are villing to take risks to improve operations, and
are non defensive about problems. Since coming on board, the entire
complexion of HAVELEX San Diego has improved.'.. They have made some tough
decisions, instituted some needed reforms and 'improvements , and have
demanded more accountability.

takes
EHoweyezj -3aoat.Jttanagerg jiafe TStkeptltal 'jQ>oar,'tlig;,fe£raTr;sf This skepticism
es a number of forms: "

-' -^'-«^--±---.^-^-•=—^-= - .- ^

Belief that the Commanding Officer is the driving force for quality
improvements, vith some uncertainty about the support from the

Technical Director. ,Jhis condition could be easily solved by
alloving the Technical -Director to take more of a lead in promoting
quality. This vill become more critical when the current
Commanding Officer is transferred to. another duty station.

^aeaclxmar'«:fecigt^.'tae;^iapg^e3. 'Of xha 'Coman^ng^pfiX^r--aBnd .the'
^^ _ ^

'<niSgS&'*Wo-.XBn]^<Myfjyh«ze^a..&/rn«»r*Xly.g^^

This skepticism is a natural by product of any change efforts in which

the work environment is undergoing revision. Leadership in this context is

lonely. "Tie skepticism should disappear as the Commanding Officer (and 'his

relie?) and the Technical Director hold firm on moving the organization to a

higher plane of qva^lity.

Aside from these general remarks, four specific areas of leadership will

he addressed within the element of leadership. These include culture,

planning, communications, and accountability.
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Culfurt

Moving NAVELEX S«n Oleso to a hijher plane of qua i l ty^epresenta «

algnlficant culcura ehan<a for the orgamlzAClon. ^Tl, "r

e

iaon*l;I

«

^. ea

c

ima.t
e~

1>

^

^^«e 20JS.Vaf_tbff- y«*'"i.'

)
C|X^^*nMe> - fo^HAVEIXS.'Saiu'j)ieio a^

fedHMcfeT^^^tSao'ejfatad 'v^cE'aXtnfuheeioni^'rPiia-TepraaeagT'TT^
'y^'A'HWTyf35P^E5?^ja'miia!afj anJ~r? STJcceaSful") will result "ln" a' "najbr chaaje

*ia' 'Ul«*'8*rture of NAVniX^an Diego.

Culture change associated with improved quality within an organization .^,

comes about only when certain conditions are present. Examples include: - i^'i*

• The leadership shapes a vlalon about the future of the organization
with respect to quality and strategic directions (more. on this in

the next section)

.

• Improvements come through encouraging efforts along the critical
paths of the organization (Departments at KAVILEX San Diego), not
with legislated, standard changes across all functions. A valid
approach in one Department will not necessarily be the case in

another. •. --,. '':r-"n :'l

• Senior management models the behavior change it wishes to see in

subordinates. This means the Commanding Officer and Technical
Director (and shortly, Department Heads) must select areas with
high visibility in which to demonstrate meaningful and sustained
commitment to the quality effort. This will require some rlslc

taxing on their part, including pushing authority, power, and

accountability to the lowesc appropriate levels of the command.

Commitment can taJce a nissber of forms.; including selecting a quality
* principal' who vlll have the authority, responsibility, and^ budget

to support a sustained effort; SeiegClB^ two or three Ice^^our&a^
^

'

W^f9Kl!^^B^̂ a(t'^BaKlV^'tIIi^r'?ertts*af^klity' seminars "vi th

actions' td"*T>e'*c'a3ten as the worlting output. •*>—-

• A total systems approach must be taJten . with Command resisting the

temptation, for the quick fix or the latest fad. Of particular
concern is the tendency for many navy activities to seize, upon the

Deolng model or some variation, and attempt to "shoe horn" it into

their environments.

These and similar approaches represent a set of values or norms whicU
define more a philosophy taan a aet of specific actions. The actions really
need to be defined at the operational levels. At MAVELZX San Diego, thla
vould be at th« DiTislon Head level.

Planning

It la extremely difficult to plan in the current DOD environment. This
is especially true of the field activities such as KAVELEX San Diego that
must be constantly ready to react to unanticipated demands fo r_3ervice from
th« fleet. Wonetheleas/pU^ELEX. San. . Diego needs a strategic. road map Zhat
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outlines tbe future directions and goals of the organization. With no
direction, there is the real risk, that the individual Departoients will seelc

new bus iness^ln _ a.,2uiph&2ai^ fashion^^that may ndt~ represent the OTerall bestTjy

The first step would be to create a strategic vision of where the
organization should be technically within the next five years. This vision
should result from a collaborative process that includes Department and
Division Beads. If done correctly, the vision should be specific enough to

drive the general marketing activities of the Command while not locking
Department and Division Beads on specific paths that preclude taking
advantage of new opportunities. The strategic vision should be revisited
every six months or so to determine the validity of the direction.

There will probably be some areas that will grow, others that will
remain static, and some that will decline or even may be candidates for

divestiture (perhaps to other field activities^) . RAVELEX San Diego needs to

determine Its niche(s) in the SFAWASs commimity, what internal resources and

assets will be needed to achieve these niches, what changes will be needed
to position the organization to -fulfill the customer demands for services,

and to set in motion the needed decisions and actions to move the

organization in the direction of its vision.

_rgxemtire%t rigoroua aelf Assessment^aboutpthe "cgrrent'sef j

^^^feSaRSaSr^gSSSclSe^^^^Sid^frH^ example of such an
"" ''

^sseSrsm^iyrTrut tt~t'a^nly~a~)rir3t''3tep. The next should be a clear vision

of the strategic directions for -tlie Command, and then a prioritized series

of steps or actions that will move the organization forward. These steps

should also include what will be needed to improve the quality of the

organization. Because RAVZLEX San Diego hasv«o many diverse program areas,

it may be necessary to create a second tier of 'strategic directions at the

Department level. But, this second tier should clearly fit the overall

direction and vision of Che Command.

The- absence of a strategic vision for the organization is a serious

concern that should be addressed within the next six months or so. If

necessary, the new Commander should be involved in the process, perhaps even

before he takes command. This process should be instituted no later than

June or July of 1988.

^^Pj^i!^ipmv?:f'^tgi^^.

^gp&Xen. laibnt the "DepartmenJt. Head
5*S>-;i--

wm-T P Afc^teSH^^^gpFim^MwarSbte '^iJeparaSit. Heada ' and-'Chamsntfy^ecveeag

•

^e" Ul'Vi'gTbli^fcltla. antLaenioc, management" "and between chfr-supgport and r/

LflM£Jg|P^}ftg*!!ltf
'

]ttaug?igSrafirrg£Sa^^

rjtppe*rairta~resuic!frbm the aggressive ActroUs ~-^
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_amtgg o-r-*xei» tAa.C were seEljnaaT^Ci^^l^^X^r^^t-J-^'^L "j^'-jgiv^ *^^"*y*-^'c'^**cg» V
f gjti.fcllgo^'aa^ liianit) t i oil-- or-'J^h^ta.tr»^q^ioiT^lrt^p»£^~¥li^'^^jLci£ona have

'•

' «elliflC"El'''lIiB"?oIiuullllf'J3lf<!eit"l"oiia amon* senior marraglTrJ^

'?ES£'Ta~ir^a«ieiaji^^PXft3 3 foD- tha t the Command ing Officer andthtT?^
it-pix^e^Tjr tfia^r<i^^^~t'&.e~manager3^4r_e leas thiiirvy

lea.'~l¥T3"""tIie'Ir'3Cxoa8'l)ell'5y'that'~clie 'majority are "-

-

worRIrLi'Iiard and performing well. They frequently cite the reaarlta

of the Coounandlng Officer when he first caae on board. The

perserreratlon of these feeling over a period of several years

Indicates that a communication barrier exists between these

managers and Command.

fr^iri>L'tsr^j)>t^^^iqiate thac-^lj^ or- act participative mana_^.ement^^
'

'^il gill!"6Te'^""grfses-'a,C any'o^, 6i'e*"l£v
'
el3^

"'?IH&re'are'refereacea that uj!,

i«g^^awByiw»pfe^^ji\a/egg»gg5$^gggggf;«^
'

^ ^aiBW^^'L"'MaL'"gm"lU'y^ Helda- ara V>

'!^gt^8il'!f'^ffl'3Sfett Cfcif '.^^AiChotig5'^t&gTfe- 'appears to be encouragement

of lively debate attiie Board of Directors meetings, the decisions

are almost always the Commandliig Officer's or the Technical

Director's call. As an example ofthi_s__cpnditlQar-nepart.ment_Heads_

make frequent references to the'TackjoC feedhftA- aad., fallow ?ixrough_r^

'on the recommendations of the Worlrtbar'Anaiysis Committee.

\r-.-r-rf-.\'
''7

?eople_ac(a»uacabjt^»^ii.Ih">fa-,*rcr fclso " ;*

^.J»'g^f.^_» <T.nfff"rrnTi^n<?'"lQ«^

Even if all of tJja above perceptions are Inaccurate, the fact that they

are so strong and persist at all l_eve^3 of themanagerial^chain indicates

>),i, > g:ssa;;<i>»^i:a^:aiut. tmat:: tasuas' ire" caci'c*! -concerns . it number of

recommendations are in order.

• The Command should embark on a series of team building efforts

beginning with the senior managers. These team building efforts

should probably occur after the new Commanding Officer is brought

JtCTKL , -. , - - -.

7?"Jkrt"%'^cll*"probiean but*th"e=Su..'rterfC~(iammar line Officer and

Technical Director has an opportunity to shape the profile of the

Banagcmene ttaa prior to the new Commanding Officer.

Ih,« teaa building efforts should be imbedded in a problem solving

forom that addresses jierioua comm'ana issu^a .aneh «a UTe ^ \^

icTclopBcnbfif jk. aez&teglc-xtitfififc.":.I earn
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building is most successful when it is supporting real time issues
tlist concern everybody.

Team building should also occur at the Department levels as veil
including some forum for bringing the support and technical codes

together to str&teglze about streamling the support functions.

The roles, responsibilities, and authority of each level of the

managerial chain sho\ild be clearly delineated. The recomfflendaclon

is that power and authority should be pushed down to the lowest

acceptable level vithin the organinzation. For the most part, this

should be at the Division Bead level. Along with this authority

should come a strong accountability system (more about this next).

Continue the Command all hands meetings with the Technical Director

taking more of an open profile. Perhaps these meetings should be

at the Department level rather than for the entire command to

facilitate more of an exchange of concerns and ideas. Any concerns

that are raised should be addressed promptly at the session or in

writing soon thereafter.

?Spponq^fla?gir^t^'af^ ^ ^

«^^ce*^io^favorli^myjiaiaWllJe^'^^ajid:. sloppy or poor r^

'^^:S9^SSl^£i,'^^'isirE~f&rt^^F'^i'Tt^^V^^' t^ "linked to a poor 'tmderstanding of

''r^?i''^S:rtsponsmiiti es , part -associated with the poor condition of

communications, and part in the poor execution of the personnel reviews.

However, not enough direct evidence was generated during the site visit to

determine how pervasive or critical this proiiLem really is.

'€lflfeifgj5a?ng-'iquia»tlsi^^1SBi^^ issue was ranked very

lo<^^<^*tfepfft5ent
'

geadFg^'£-tnfforgxi'gurvgy'>_lh.a.^
very concerned about this i3sne.'(^'TTgo roTi3^'iTlt irmaIyevlev.o£..thft award r

;p«fotnAa£«rdffeff<i2UtIcite^s6me~*pierrefi'rtnequitie3 aX' alT'lev^s-. .. If- y- ^

•mSSggrg-TlareilivI uye'grgmeve^ ^rewarded <

consistent with their performance, then a quality culutre will not be

possible. '•,'

Clearly, more study is needed in this area to gain a more complete

picture of the problem. Perhaps a tiger team of respected managers could be

formed to make recommendations which should be serious ly conalderedby

Commmand . Regardless of the reconmendatio^ns »I;£pllow.«fimigk'OT-^J5£^n£^fem^

_Tn7r"^-^"-^^^^ "'"^ " ^" '*--*.-f^"-"^^'——
-

-

HOMAH PSSOUBCZ gTCCT LEHCE

The strongest positive *t HAVELEX San Diego is the technical expertise

of the employees. - They know their particular mission, enjoy and tak,e^rlde

in their work, and strive to produce quality products and «ervlc"»' -,^t*yT^
I^Uiaj-Utf%ei«r»B£g^f?£gggraiixMg^iup

vere'jn^rej^^MIIe^iJt^gana^g^
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'tliear

av3geaTCo C^'jjfl'ui'gTtge-'ayS'ti^Treitia ^XEtrnTf
'i fw ii ii iiMiiiK ni l I I ,._i_> I : "^

Thxt* alefflenca ar« inporcuit for human resource excellenca:
parclclpaclon, cralniivg, and Bocivaclon. These areas were noc addressed ac

the cfflployas level, but more so at the managerial level. More work will
have to be done to determine to what degree employees participate in
decision making (probably very little), what training is available, and the
specific motivational issues that drive their performance. Some statements
can be made in each area based on the Interviews with the managers.

Ther e appears to b«^little_p«ticipatlva^ management pra'ctlcei at.-all ^/
^^vti^j^^t the command. "^Partlclp'atfve-manag'ement requires 'appropriate
inpuitsT u^d at times, consensus on Issues that Impact affected
subordinates. It is not a democratic, voting process. Managers are_st^_ll_

accountable for thelrjdkC3J.ogjjjp_matter_hog^theY arrive at them ._ 'There is f
aisg^ V'<

^i^tf'iCTJtferETlTftjyJij'fcf^^ O r>n> r "man a ? pmjin c jpractfc?'?' T

mligrefflenaIatoTY^^»'ii^fmMQaat«£:itk^

Training of first level supervisors (Division Heads) in leadership and

management practices would be a' good 'Investment. There are a number of

these programs available. The Personnel Management Specialist at the

Coomiand is avara of a number of these, which. can be tailored to fit the

environment, norms, and values of riAVIL£^ Sarrjiego. In concert with this

upgrade in training, there needs to be a 'shift in the way Department Heads

support their supervisors. By giving them more authority, power, and
accountability (after training), these first line managers will be In a

better position to be effective than they have eve been.

Training

Part of this issue was discussed above. There has been an effort In the

last several years to increase the training opporturltles within the
Command. Most of this, training appears to be technically based. There
needs to be a balance between technical, skill base training and management
and systems Improvement training. Many large, forward thinking
organizations routinely devote about 5-lOZ of their budgets to training.^
The figures for RAVZLEX San Diego are lo.e this high oecause of budget
constainta. WitMn the constraints of this reality, efforts should be made
to Increase training in the areas of management, leadership, and
organizational effectiveness.

Morale i"s improving at HAVELEX San Dlego, but trZat. nee'tfs-7t.o-be.,dane-i,^

<ttfyg:"-' BWfc-Bg»'tf.ftquen&.-j,eieiftUL ejJ lit-^ia<:::reja^ V"*^ '

"

"Jl'li e IBMii Cflcy
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{flanig-exi^TParticuicrly th» Dlytaiog^H frada."-. The Boelvatlon' as»oelAt«d~ vith. -/

S&atf^eoi^u Jl^ Jrejxiua>£|vor]c =yi th. Riry -*ctl'''iti«« •": Tli* Coniiidiat" -=*

'Wr-ftcer^*ir~execut'ed •ome basic ImprovemMits, but they are far from'
enoush. The contlned inactivity of SPAWASa to supporting a better
vorlcing enTiroTimpnt for the managers and employees of this coounand

rit- ^Inexcusable. .^

The equipment at HAVZLSX San Diego is first generation, at best.
This is particularly true of the CAD equipment. Also the multiple
locations of command lead to a number of inefficiencies.

The regulations, bureacracy, instructions, and guidance from other
activities need to be steamlined.

-"" - "" SpecifIc'nrr«^r^gy,»ijiBt»^eiatM?f^jij»jj;:.^jjiy^^

SPAWASs needs to become aggressive in supporting efforts that reduce the

environmental burdens on the employees of RAVELEX San Diego. A number of

recommendations should be developed by all of the field activities, because

the problems appear to be consistent' for all. For RAVELEX San Diego, the

major priority needs to be relocating the activity or pushing the MILCOR

process very strongly. Equipment upgrades ai^_ a close second priority. At

least a million dollars in authorization ^neecU to be made in this area.

PRODPCT AND PROCESS LEADERSHIP

There are four areas that fall within this category: products and

services; processes and procedures; information systems; and suppliers or

contractors. Each vill be addressed below.

Products and Services /

This is a strong area for the command. RAVELEX San Diego has a deserved

reputation for providing excellent service and products to tUe fleet. This

reputation is based on the dedication and energies of the command employees

who place a high value on quality of worlc. Many work on their own time to

get the Job done. There is less of a reputation for internal services and

products. References to this problem have been made a number of times in

this report. Most of the support code personnel wish to do a good lo'j, b'Jt

are hampered by many of the same conditions that impact the technical

codes. Because they are so locked into their systems (regulations,

instructions, etc), there is less freedom to improvise as is the case for

the technical personnel.
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^ .CT>»Jprocuremeat^ . . A more r 1 go fouis~ analysis'
ii?e(A^o"T>nn«cle In tSi3~irer7-''The recommendacloa la to bring in a,

induserial aystuns expert who can quantify the aourcea of inefficiency that
are under tha control o. f_Cominar\d. create coat/benefits analysis, and make
recommendations, '^^'rs^y** 'jSeaqiiimir ref^fencjQrjr^ " " r.

"^TiygCMrTflMBBIgg^^~Ba.avforif^'ac'^rfS ejr'^T?? *a ome?t]rup^oct iiu>nflgg'S^'an(CytTl£^'

"

,-lJMrtfeWilWtff "̂t>'mASJat!P'^BFS3^r|-*yb CommandT-_~-^

P^ THfyvtj-«jj^irL>^g-~T»rg-^p^?^^;-a?r;tiiv'^^ command^. ^ large part of the
prJbrenr-app'eaTy*Cff*^'^^e ^^-nabfTt^-of - the^urrent aupport manager to

generate an AOP plan that oakea aenae for RAVSixX San Diego. There appears
to be an unwlllingneas or inability of aenlor managers to hold thia person
accountable. If he is unwilling or unable to produce on thia rery important

lasue, then appropriate action ia needed. Information systems are vital to

p«iffTg^a:fcit\4,^4<.i - iWfc
JW

Thia area received little attention in the alte visit. Not enough tiae

was available to conduct a rigorous analysis js.f the quality of contractors,
vendors, and other ruppllera. There ver« some' references_to contractor
performance, but not enough to produce a valid analyaia. - Mofer'ne"eda\^o'be ~-^
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INITIAL DECISION

INTRODUCTION

The appellant timely appealed her removal from the position

Electronics Engineer, GS-12 , effective November 19, 1988.^ Board

jurisdiction over this appeal is based on 5 U.S.C. §§ 7511, 7512,

and 7701. For the reasons set forth below, the agency action is

REVERSED.

^ The appellant's earlier filed appeal was dismissed without
prejudice for good cause, and she refiled in a timely manner.
Ramirez v. Department of the Savy, MSPB Docket No. SF07528910139
(Initial Decision, Feb. 14, 1989).
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ANALYSIS AND FTYtDlpQS

The appellant was charged with excessive unauthorized

absence (AWOL) of 13 work days, and having 'deliberately and,

willfully refused* to provide information ordered by her

supervisor.

Background

The appellant came to work at the agency activity in

September 1985. In October 1986, she filed an Equal Employment

Opportunity (EEO) complaint regarding her non-promotion and a

claim of reprisal for 'whistleblowing* and EEO activities. In

1987, she was promoted to the GS-12 level, retroactive to April

1986. She filed a second EEO complaint in July 1988.

In July 1988, the appellant requested sick leave for her

medical condition which she described on the leave application

form. Standard Form (SF)-171, as follows: 'Sickness due to

stressful work environment-See Doctor's notes.' The appended

notes included statements from her treating physician and

acupuncturist which explained the noted statement. The physician

stated that he had been treating the appellant during her

pregnancy, and 'Due to complications of her pregnancy, I have

advised her to discontinue her regular employment as of 7/9/88.

If you have any questions, please feel free to call.'

The acupuncturist noted he had been treating the appellant

'since May 9 for neuromuscular tension that is related to her job

stress. Specifically, the emotional environment created at her

work place creates an on-going source of tension and stress.

During her pregnancy, with the increased musculoskeletal loading,

these neuromuscular tension patterns have been amplified.'

In the absence of her first level supervisor, Thomas Dodson,

the appellant's second level supervisor, William Clawson,

approved these leave requests up to iSeptember 2, 1988. The

appellant delivered her child, her first, on August 7, 1988, and

several days later Dodson directed her to provide certain

documents to support any leave requests beyond September 2

.
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During July and August 1988, the appellant was examined by

the physician who treated her during her pregnancy, an

acupuncturist and psychologist. She recjuested that these

specialists provide her agency with written information on her

condition, and they did. The psychologist's statement, dated

September 15, was provided to Dodson on Septemb'^r 16, 1988.

On September 22, 1988, Dodson issued &. proposal to remove

her from the service based on the two cited charges. He also

noted that the agency had originally granted her leave request on

the basis of applications supported by treating physician and

acupuncturist, and concluded that these related only to her

pregnancy. Dodson pointed out that he had directed the appellant

to provide 'acceptable medical evidence' by September 16, to

support her request for continued leave beyond the September 2

date, and that he did not find the information submitted on her

behalf by her psychologist. Dr. David Jacobs, to be sufficient to

support her request.

In the notice of proposed removal, Dodson explained his

reasons for rejecting the appellant's leave request extension as

follows: 'The letter you delivered on the afternoon of 16

September 1988, seems to suggest that your psychologist is

writing a report about an illness not related to your pregnancy.

I have thus concluded that you have nothing further to present

regarding your pregnancy or complications related to your

pregnancy and that any further information you may jjresent has no

relationship to reasons for which sick leave was earlier

granted.'

Dr. Jacobs' letter of September 15, 1988, explained that he

had been treating the appellant for 'work-related stress

problems.' It noted that the appellant had asked him to provide

information to support her leave request because she was on

unauthorized leave status. Dr. Jacobs explained that he was

preparing a report 'detailing this case for submittal to the

appropriate agency.' He added that in 'the short time

available,' he was not able to provide a report, however, he

would do so as soon as possible. In closing, he stated that 'the
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potential adversarial relationship' between the agency and the

appellant 'may add considerably to her stress." He also

volunteered to answer any (juestions that agency officials might

have on this matter.

On October 10, 1988, Dr. Jacobs provided Dodson a summary of

his report in the format required by Dodson 's notice of propos'^d

removal. Specifically, Dr. Jacob.- included the following: an

assessment of current clinical status and future treatment plans

;

a diagnosis; an estimate of expected recovery date; and narrative

explanations of how the illness incapacitated the appellant for

her duties or any type of work. Dr. Jacobs also sent a copy of

his October 4 report, filed with the Office of Workers'

Compensation Programs (OWCP) on behalf of the appellant and her

claim of on the job injury. Dr. Jacobs fully set forth the basis

for his diagnosis and conclusions; his five page report discussed

his examinations and the three tests that he had administered as

well as his interviews with the appellant. He concluded that the

appellant had been totally disabled from performing her duties

for the period of time at issue, September to October 1988,

because of stress and depression brought on by work conditions.

Despite the fact that this material was reviewed by agency

officials, Clawson issued a final decision on October 24, 1988,

removing the appellant.

Failure to follow a proper order

The preponderant evidence does not wdstain the charge that

the appellant 'deliberately and willfully refused to provide the

information' rec[uested by the agency. The information requested

was identified in the proposal notice as 'administratively

acceptable medical documentation' containing responses to the

subject areas identified in Dr. Jacobs' response of October 10.

First, to the extent this charge is merely a conclusion that

the appellant failed to support her leave request by providing

the administratively acceptable documentation required by the

agency, it is simply a repetition of the second charge of

excessive unauthorized zibsence (AWOL) . An agency may not

compound the charges by describing the same conduct under another
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charge. See Southers v. Veterans Administration, 813 F.2d 1223

(Fed. Cir. 1987).

To the extent that the charge is not cumulative, the agency

was required to establish the appellant intentionally refused to

file the required information. The testimonies of Dr. Jacobs and

the appellant, as well as the documentary eviden.:e, establish

that the appellant attv"^pted to file, and to have Dr. Jacobs

file, the appropriate responses. In any case, responses were

filed, although the agency did not find them 'administratively

acceptable.*

The appellant explained, and Dr. Jacobs corroborated, that

she had been under stress at her agency for some time, but the

stress intensified during her pregnancy in late June 1988. She

requested leave, as verified by her SF-171's, and visited Dr.

Jacobs for treatment on July 28, 1988. She saw him again on

August 1 and 3 and submitted to a series of tests.

After she had taken these tests, but before Dr. Jacobs had

received the results, Dodson directed her to provide responses in

the format noted above. The appellant repeatedly urged Dr.

Jacobs to send a response to the agency which would fully explain

her condition. She described the urgency of her situation, given

Dodson' s warnings of disciplinary action if she failed to meet

the agency's requirements.

Dr. Jacobs did provide the September 15 letter, as noted.

At the Board hearing, he conv^.icingly explained that the testing

service had been particularly slow in furnishing the results of

the appellant's, as well as other, tests during this time and he

was unable to respond more fully without the test results.

Additionally, I find that the appellant's testimony as to her

attempt to respond was credible. She attempted to submit the

information required; certainly, she did not intentionally,

willfully and deliberately refuse to provide the information.

in this vein, I have also considered the preponderant

evidence which establishes that the appellant was suffering from

stress; this was fully corroborated by the testimonies of the

expert witnesses, as discussed below. Further, considering that

I
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Dodson's directive was imposed within a short tine of the birth

of her first child, and under threat of disciplinary action, the
appellant's request to her psychologist' should have been
sufficient evidence that she was attempting to comply. Even if

she could not force Dr. Jacobs to write a report before he was

ready, the appellant still prevailed or him to furnish a letter

with an exp'anation and then she personally delivered it to

Dodson. Moreover, Dr. Jacobs indicated in the letter that he was

available to discuss the circumstances of the matter with agency

officials. The officials did not avail themselves of this offer.

Indeed, at no time did the officials attempt to learn of the

appellant's condition directly from any of her treating

specialists, all of whom offered to provide any needed

information. With the exception of her physician, who treated

her for the pregnancy, all provided written statements

identifying her condition of stress.

The appellant also made certain that her psychologist filed

the October 4 and October 10 statements. Her physician also

filed a further statement of her condition on October 11, 1988.

While the latter did not address the stress condition, it was

plainly procured by the appellant in an attempt to comply with

the agency directive. Under these circumstances, I find that the

agency has not established that the appellant 'deliberately

refused to provide* the requested information. The charge is not

sustained.

AWOL

The appellant was charged with 13 work days of AWOL from

September 2 through September 22, 1988. At the time the

appellant had exhausted her sick leave, but had sufficient annual

leave to cover the time period at issue. She had requested

advance sick leave as early as July 1988. She testified that she

also requested to use annual leave from Dodson in September, but

he told her she would remain in an AWOL status. The record

further reflects that while the appellant was granted sick leave

for the entire period from July to September 2, after her

accumulated sick leave was exhausted, sometime in late July, the
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agency applied the appellant's annual leave to the remaining

period.

In order to support a charge of excessive unauthorized

absence, when the agency has denied requested sick, and annual

leave, the agency must establish that its denial of the requested

leave was not unreasonable unrer the circumstances. See BeasJey

V. "Apartment of the Navy, 33 M.S.P.R. 631 (1987). Further, the

Board may consider evidence of the employee's mental condition

even if it is introduced for the first time at the Board hearing.

See Zeiss v. Veterans Administration, 8 M.S.P.R 15 (1981). In

this matter, all evidence concerning the appellant's condition

was available to the agency except a psychiatric report filed in

March 1989, by Dr. Cannell. I have found that report to be

relevant and material evidence supporting the appellant's leave

request, but even in its absence, I find that the agency's denial

of leave was unreasonable.

Initially, Dodson contended in the proposal notice that the

appellant had not raised the complaint of stress earlier and that

her leave had only been approved because of her pregnancy. As

discussed above, the documentary evidence alone refutes this

assertion. The documentary evidence established that the

appellant raised this matter on several occasions. First, she

stated the basis for her initially approved leave as "sicJcness

due to stressful work environment." The acupuncturist's note

referred uo the subject, at length.^

She also filed a request for advanced sick leave with the

agency Commanding Officer (CO), Captain Howard, on July 26, 1988.

In this letter, she claimed that 'duo to continual stress' she

was unable to work and fearful for the health of her unborn

2 I note that the agency did not explicitly reject the

information provided by this trained practitioner. It has simply
ignored his conclusions without any explanation or justification.
I find no basis to ignore his conclusions, particularly in the

absence of any contradictory evidence, and in light of all the

other corroborating evidence. However, even if no weight were
given to his conclusions, his discussion of the very subject

raised by the appellant in her SF-171, at least, put the agency

on notice that the claim of stress was being made.
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child. She referred to the two letters from her treating

specialists, her physician and acupuncturist, and claimed that

she now realized that she was suffering from serious work-related

stress. Further, the appellant was highly credible when

testifying about the onset of her stress, as early as June 1988.

She averred that sh'; had informed Dodson of this condition. She

noted that she had tried to explain this to Dodson on June 28,

but he had reacted in a manner which merely increased her fears.

According to the appellant, it was this exchange with Dodson

which precipitated her visit to her physician, and when she

explained to him her work stress, he wrote the letter to the

agency recommending that she be granted leave.

These documents support her testimony, which I find to be

credible based on its internal consistency, corroboration with

documents, and the appellant's demeanor. See Hillen v.

Department of the Army, 35 M.S.P.R. 453 (1987). In contrast,

given this record, I do not find credible or reasonable the

contention of agency officials that they were unaware that the

appellant had requested leave based on her claim of stress due to

the work environment. The claim by these officials that they

relied on her physician's statement, which did not specify

stress, but emphasized pregnancy, is not credible or reasonable

since the appellant plainly identified stress on the approved SF-

17l's, her acupuncture identified it several times in his

appended statement, and the appellant specifically complained of

stress in writing to the CO in July.

Thus, Dodson 's contentions in the proposal notice that the

appellant was raising a new reason for leave is contradicted by

the preponderant evidence of record. The appellant had amply

identified her contentions of the stress claim. Indeed, the

original SF-171's unecpiivocally identified stress as the basis

for her claim, not pregnancy. In any case, the appellant was

entitled to request sick leave for reasons of stress, even if she

had never previously raised the matter.

In sum, in light of the documentary evidence, including the

appellant's noted written and filed claims of stress and the
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reports filed by the identified practitioners, I find her claim

of illness due to stress to be credible.

These reports were further enhanced by the credible

testimony of Drs. Jacobs and Cannell at the Board hearing. Dr.

Jacobs established his expertise as a certified practicing

psychologist since 1974, who was treating the appellant at the

time of her alleged incapacity. He confirmed her contentions and

credibly explained his findings. He interviewed the appellant

for several hours during several sessions on July 28, August l

and 3, and later on October 7, 12, and 24. He gave her three

diagnostic tests and concluded that she was suffering from

moderate depression' and 'a very high level of stress' as of

August 3.

In response to the careful cross-examination of the agency

representative. Dr. Jacobs justified his findings of Depressive

Neurosis (I.e., Dysthymia) and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

(PTSD) . I have noted the probing examination about the PTSD

diagnosis, and the difference between a single episode and

accumulated incidents. The distinction was explained by Dr.

Jacobs so as to establish a reasonable basis for his conclusion.

However, the most important and dispositive point, is that the

appellant was, in fact, suffering from a disabling 'stress"

condition, whether it was caused by an accumulation of incidents

or by a single episode.

Dr. Jacobs concluded that the appellant was 'in crisis" on

July 28, but he did not determine the onset date since he had not

seen her earlier. Further, by October she was out of the crisis,

but still experiencing some depression. Dr. Jacobs credibly

explained his conclusion that the test results accurately

reflected the appellant's condition, and not biased by any

intentional distortions induced by the appellant. He also

concluded that the appellant's pregnancy was not the source of

the stress causing the diagnosed condition.

Dr. Cannell provided a 20-page report to the OWCP and the

agency in March 1989. The report was based on 3 hours of

interviews and testing. Dr. Cannell is a Psychiatrist and
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Diplomat of the American Board of Psychiatry since 1978. He Is a

member of the California Society of Industrial Medicine and

Surgery and has B.A. and M.D. degrees. He has been licensed to

practice medicine in California since 1977. I found him to

qualify as an expert witness on the basis of his )cnowledge,

skill, experience, training and education.

Dr. Cannell testified that the appellant was suffering fr 'ti

•significant depression' during the period at issue. He found

that she had suffered 'cumulative emotional trauma' as a result

of work conditions from 1986 up to the time at issue. In his

opinion, she was not fit for duty during the period from

September 2 through September 22, 1988. He found her still to be

suffering from 'residual depression without significant

amelioration.' In summary, he concluded that the appellant

suffered from 'Major Depression, Single Episode, Moderate (DSM-

III-R 296.22) ; and Psychological Factors Affecting Physical

Condition (DSM-III-R 316.00).'

He explained his conclusions fully in the report and at the

Board hearing. Although his findings are based on interviews and

tests subsequent to the event, the are entirely consistent with,

and corroborate, the findings of her psychologist. Dr. Jacobs,

who treated her at the time. They are further supported by his

findings that the appellant's premorbid history was free of any

evidence of the diagnosed conditions prior to the identified

period of work-related trauma. He explained how the objective

symptoms exhibited by the appellant, fidgeting, irritability,

nervousness, hesitancy, difficulty concentrating, hesitant

thought processes, and over-controlled emotional expression were

related to his diagnosis, and consistent with her test results.

Further, he justified his conclusion that the appellant was

providing trustworthy, not feigned information and was not

delusional. In short, he was confident that the appellant had

not faked her diagnosed condition.

Lastly, he pointed out that in his experience, lay persons

do not necessarily observe the relevant symptoms to form a basis

for an opinion, even a non-expert one, on such a condition as
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stress. This may seen to be an obvious point, however, the

appellant's supervisors repeatedly referred to their conclusions

that the appellant did not appear to be under stress at the tine

of her leave in July.

The direct response to this is they were not the best

witnesses, in these circunstances, the qualified specialists

were. The agency produced no expert testinony which c-ntradicted

the appellant's expert witnesses. It had the authority to

request that the appellant to take a fitness for duty exanination

if it did not agree with the diagnoses and infomation provided,

and did not do so. Resort to outside experts would appear to

have been appropriate in light of the cumulative weight of the

evidence presented by the appellant.

Additionally, agency officials never contacted any of the

specialists that treated the appellant, although each invited the

supervisors to do so. Keeping in nind the nature of the

appellant's clain, an injury which is not readily discernible

such as a broken finger or foot, the failure to nake personal

inquiry, was not reasonable.

Moreover, the appellant produced a co-worker, T. Reid, who

testified that he had publicly noted at meetings, without

contradiction, that the appellant was exhibiting signs of stress,

such as an inability to concentrate.

I have also considered the reasons advanced by Clawson for

his decision not to accept the diagnosis of stress sufficie-.c to

grant leave for the period in question. Initially, Clawson

relies for his personal conclusions on his observations of the

appellant prior to her departure on leave in J-ine. Needless to

say, such an opinion, even if otherwise sound at the tine, which

is not conceded, is not necessarily reliable several months

later. Particularly, in this case, where the appellant's

personal life was effected and she attributed sone of her

difficulties to Dodson's actions which occurred after July.

Concerning specific arguments advanced by Clawson in his

March 1989 statenent, these are addressed by the testinony of Dr.

Jacobs at the Board hearing. There is no reason to believe that
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they could not also have been addressed by Or. Jacobs if the

supervisors had merely taken advantage of Dr. Jacobs' offer and

simply contacted him. Then, the questions that Clawson raised

(e.g., what was the period of disability?) or the conclusions he

made (e.g., the ailment seemed to improve without treatment)

could have been promptly addressed and answered. The specialists

identified the period and noted that tht source of the stress

having been removed, the stress diminished.

Further, Clawson based his rejection of the

medical/psychological opinions on his own alleged expert

)cnowledge, and his disagreement with the appellant's rendition of

the facts to her treating specialists. For example, Clawson did

not accept the stress diagnosis because he felt that the stress

was not of sufficient duration. In the opinion of the experts,

the duration was sufficient to ma)ce a diagnosis. Thus, Clawson 's

opinion was founded on an unreasonable assumption. Moreover,

Clawson asserted a particular expertise based on his 'scientific

training' as an Engineer. He opined that the psychological

reports were not entitled to weight to the extent that they

purported to describe and diagnose conditions existing at an

earlier time. Again, the best evidence on this was the testimony

and reports supplied by the experts. They routinely perform

these diagnoses.*^

Finally, Clawson flatly disagreed with the rendition of

circumstances which the appellant provided, to thts specialists and

on which, in part, they based their conclusions. Since, Clawson

could not agree with the appellant's 'facts,' he could not accept

the psychiatric and psychological diagnoses.

This is erroneous and unreasonable to the following extent:

the experts relied on more than just her rendition of facts.

They based their diagnosis on test results, as well as objective

^ Indeed, it is axiomatic that expert witnesses and evaluators,

including Engineers, frequently provide their opinions and

conclusions on the subject of their expertise, after the event at

issue, on the basis of observations made after the event or even

on the basis of assumptions and hypotheticals.
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observations of the appellant, and her description of her

feelings and the difficulties in her personal life. Considering

Clawson's lack of expert knowledge on this subject, he could not

reasonably be expected to evaluate such matters.

Moreover, he was disagreeing with her versions of facts of

which she, at least, had personal knowledge. To the extent that

he considered any circumstanc-*-; and 'facts' other than those of

which he had similar personal, first-hand knowledge, his was

merely an opinion.

Given Clawson's fixed opinions and personal versions of

events, and considering the seriousness of the issue, it would

not have been unreasonable to have another person make this

decision.

As Drs. Cannell and Jacobs explained, they concluded that

her version was essentially not feigned or false. On the other

hand, to the extent that her rendition was erroneous. Dr. Cannell

explained that this could be evidence of delusional thinking and

indicate a grave condition. In any case, further investigation

was justified under these circumstances.

Considering the nature of the claimed condition, and that

the appellant had already used several weeks of sick and annual

leave from July to September 2, on the stated basis of her

claimed 'sickness due to stressful work environment,' failure to

take any steps in these circumstances was not reasonable.

Given these circumstances, the period of 13 days at issue,

the appellant's annual leave balance which exceeded that period,

and the cited diagnoses and testimony by the appellant, I find

the agency has failed to establish that its denial of leave was

reasonable.

I have also considered the appellant's contentions that the

agency was required by its regulations to put her on restricted

leave, as a leave abuser, before taking action. (See Exhibit

EE.) This is not patent from the doctiment, and single instances

of prolonged absence would appear to be appropriately addressed

by the agency in the absence of such a letter. On the other

hand, the agency could have waited until the appellant returned
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to duty, and presented her excuses, before proposing her removal.

This would have been consistent with federal governnent policy

providing for warnings.

Similarly, the agency did not establish that her presence

was required at work due to requirements of the service. Her

project had been reassigned months earlier and vas being properly

handled, without th": use of overtime, by her successors. Thus it

could have granted the appellant annual leave for this period, in

accordance with agency regulations, and thus have avoided this

action.

Affirmative Defense

The appellant raised several contentions. She has the

burden of proof on these issues. See 5 C.F.R. § 1201.56.

Disparate treatment on the basis of sex (pregnancy)

The appellant contends that her request for advance sick

leave during her pregnancy was denied, although other pregnant

women were granted such leave. To the extent that this

allegation refers to any period after September 2, when her leave

expired, it is not supported by the record evidence. The

appellant only requested leave after that date on the basis of

her stress condition, and the agency denied it for reasons

already noted. When the agency granted other pregnant woman

advance leave, the basis of their requests was a pregnant

condition. This evidence does not establish a disparity based on

her condition.

On the other hand, concerning the period from July to

September 1988, although the appellant requested advance sick

leave, it was not granted. The appellant's annual leave account

was debited after all of her accumulated sick leave was

exhausted. The evidence established that other pregnant women

were granted advance sick leave including one who received

approximately 240 hours and another 215 hours. This established

a prima facie case of disparity

If there existed any basis for treating the appellant

differently than the other pregnant woman under these

circumstances, the .agency did not meet its burden to establish a
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legitimate reason for its denial of her request. See Woody v.

General Services Administration, 6 M.S.P.R. 486, 488(1981).

I find, therefore, that he appellant has established this

contention by preponderant evidence.

Discrimination on the basis of a handicapping condition

The appellant contends that she was a handicapped person

entitled to 'reasonable accommodation* {i.e., absence) during the

September 2 through September 22 period, based on her temporary

disability caused by stress. The appellant has not established a

prima facie case of discrimination. To the extent that the

condition was a transitory illness which had no permanent effect

on her health, it is not a substantial limiting impairment or

handicapping condition within the meaning of the regulations.

See 29 C.F.R. S 1613.702(a); and Stevens v. Stubbs , 576 F.Supp.

1409 (N.D. GA 1983); see also Stalkfleet v. United States Postal

Service, 6 M.S.P.R. 637, 647 (1981); and Peru v. Department of

Justice, 22 M.S.P.R. 52, 54 (1984).

Reprisal for 'whistleblowing" activities and EEO complaint

filing.

In order to establish reprisal, the appellant must meet the

test set forth in Ireland v. Department of Health and Human

Services, 34 M.S.P.R. 614 (1987) ; see also Warren v. Department

of the Aimy, 804 F.2d 654 (Fed. Cir. 1986). I find that she has

done so. The appellant demonstrated that she was involved in the

identified acti-ities and was subjected to adverse action. She

filed two EEO complaints and had allegations against agency

officials, including Dodson and Clawson, of waste and abuse of

authority. These allegations came to the attention of the

supervisors that took the removal action, Dodson and Clawson.

The remaining issue is whether she established a causal

connection. As the Board held in Bodinus v. Department of the

Treasury, 7 M.S.P.R. 536, 541 (1981), aff'd 785 F.2d 323 (Fed.

Cir. 1985) , this connection 'in almost situations, will

necessarily have to be inferred from circumstantial evidence.'

As in Bodinus, I find that the evidence of causal connection

is established by the temporal sequence of the chain of events
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proceeding the appellant's removal, the failure to sustain the

action, and the evident lack of reasonableness in taking the

severe action against the appellant with' such alacrity and

without appropriate investigation.

Initially, I found that the appellant presented sufficient

evidence of a condition c£ stress to put the agency on notice to

inquire further. Instead of doing so, however, her supervisor

promptly dispatched a proposal to remove her. In this proposal,

he virtually informed her that it was unnecessary to reply since

he could conceive of no basis on which her response would be

accepted. This was stated in the excerpt from the proposal

notice at paragraph 7, page 3 and is cited above at page 3.

The agency failed to sustain its charge by a significant

margin. This was not a close case. The appellant provided

abundant evidence that she had claimed stress at the onset of her

leave, yet agency officials denied it.

In addition to not sustaining any of its charges, the agency

referred to other matters in the proposal and decision letters

which also indicate a retaliatory motive. For example, Clawson

cited the appellant's alleged uncooperative attitude and her

alleged unsubstantiated and 'malicious* claims against him as

reasons supporting her removal. Since these were raised in the

decision, the appellant did not have an opportunity to respond

earlier. Additionally, there are references to the appellant's

•del^oerate and willful refusal' to provide the requested

information. Given the evidence that the appellant made

significant efforts to have her physicians provide responses,

this contention is not merely unsupported, it is unreasonable.

In a nemorandum of October 19, 1988, prior to his decision,

Clawson explained his reasons for taking the removal action.

Among these were other matters not set forth in the charges, that

is, that the appellant had accused him of -impaired judgement'

^ Dodson stated, 'I have thus concluded that you have nothing

further to present. . .and that further information you may present

has no relationship to reasons for which sick leave was earlier

granted .
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and an 'egregious EEO record.' There is no record of any prior

discipline based on these incidents. Thus, the supervisor's

decision to remove the appellant was made on the basis of issues

to which she had not responded. This also established how his

personal motivations affected the decision to a significant

degree, and cau.'.ed him to decide against the appellant.

Dodson and the appellant both testified that he had warned

her that filing EEO complaints against the agency could hurt her

career. Since she had already prevailed on her EEO complaint

about the promotion, this warning apparently included even those

EEO complaints which the agency had already found to be

justifiable.

I have also considered that the apppellant received a letter

of caution from the CO for her written remarks that he had

exhibited "blatant disregard' for the health of the employees.

The evidence, including the testimonies of the appellant and the

CO, did not establish that his response was undeserved or

inappropriate under the circumstances. The appellant did more

than identify a safety 'problem.' She alleged that the CO was

derelict in his duties. She was cautioned for that, not for

having filed a complaint about safety.

Having found that the appellant has shown that retaliation

was a significant factor in the removal action, I have considered

whether the agency established by a preponderant evidence that it

would have taken the action absent a retaliatory motive. No

basis for such a finding has been established.

Accordingly, I find the evidence does not establish that the

agency would have taken the removal action, even in the absence

of a retaliatory motive.

Summary

The agency failed to sustain its charges by preponderant

evidence. The appellant established by preponderant evidence her

contentions of retaliation and disparate treatment on the basis

^ I find no basis to establish whether the retaliatory motive
emanated from the EEO or Vfhistleblowing activities.
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contentions of retaliation and disparate treatment on the basis

of her sex (pregnancy condition) , but she did not establish her

claim of discrimination on the basis of handicap.

DECISION

The agency's action is REVERSED.

ORDER

The agency is ORDERED to cancel the removal and to

retroactively restore appellant effective November 19. 1988.

This action must be accomplished no later than 20 calendar days

after the date this initial decision becomes final.

The agency is also ORDERED to issue a check to appellant for

the appropriate amount of back pay, with interest, and benefits

in accordance with the Office of Personnel Management's

regulations no later than 60 calendar days after the date this

initial decision becomes final. Appellant is ORDERED to

cooperate in good faith with the agency's efforts to compute the

amount of back pay and benefits due and to provide all necessary

information requested by. the agency in furtherance of compliance.

If there is a dispute about the amount of back pay due, the

agency is ORDERED to issue a check to appellant for the

undisputed amount no later than 60 calendar days after the date

this initial decision becomes final. Appellant may then file a

petition for enforcement with this office concerning the disputed

amount

.

The agency is further ORDERED to inform appellant in writing

of all actions taken to comply with the Board's Order and the

date on which it believes it has fully complied. If not

notified, appellant should ask the agency about its intentions.

FOR THE BOARD:
Philip Q/. Srnaudo
Administrative Judge
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MOTICB TO APPELLXMT

This initial decision will become final on July 26. 1989 .

unless a petition for review is filed by that date or the Board

reopens the case on its own notion. This is an important date

because it is the last day on which you can file a petition for

review with the Board. The date on which the initial decision

becomes final also controls when you can file a petitio.
.

for

review with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) or

with a federal court. The paragraphs that follow tell you how

and when to file with the Board, the EEOC, or the federal courts.

These instructions are important because if you wish to file a

petition, you must file it within the proper time period.

BOARD REVIEW

You may request Board review of this initial decision by

filing a petition for review. Your petition for review must

state your objections to the initial decision, supported by

references to applicable laws, regulations, and the record. You

must file your petition with:

The Clerk of the Board
Merit Systems Protection Board

1120 Vermont Avenue, NW, , Suite 802
Washington, DC 20419

Your petition must be postmarked or hand-delivered no later than

the date this initial decision becomes final. If you fail to

provide a statement with your petition that you have either

mailed or hand-delivered a copy of your petition to the agency,

your petition will be rejected and returned to you.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION REVIEW

If you disagree with the Board's final decision on

discrimination, you may obtain further administrative review by

filing a petition with the EEOC no later than 30 calendar days

after the date this initial decision becomes final. The address

of the EEOC is:
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Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Office of Review and Appeals

P. O. Box 19848
Washington, b.C. 20036'

JUDICIAL REVIEW

If you do not want to file a petition with the EEOC, you

may ask for judicial review of both discrimination and

nondiscrimination issues by filing a petition with the

appropriate United States District Court no later than 3

calendar days after the date this initial decision becomes final.

If you choose not to contest the Board's decision on

discrimination, you may ask for judicial review of the

nondiscrimination issues by filing a petition with:

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit
717 Madison Place, NW.
Washington, DC 20439

You may not file your petition with the court of appeals before

this decision becomes final. To be timely, your petition must be

received by the court of appeals no later than 30 calendar days

after the date this initial decision becomes final.

ATTORNEY FEES

If no petition for review is filed, you may ask for the

payment of attorney fees by filing a motion with this office no

later than 20 calendar days after the date this initi«il decision

becomes final. Any such motion must be prepared in accordance

with the provisions of 5 U.S.C. § 7701(g), 5 C.F.R. § 1201.37(a),

and applicable case law.

ENFORCEMENT

If, after the agency has informed you that it has complied

with this decision, you believe that there has not been full

compliance, you may ask the Board to enforce its decision by

filing a motion with this office no later than 30 calendar days

after the date of the agency's notification of compliance.
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MOTICE TO AGENCY/IWTERVENOR

The agency or intervenor nay file a petition for review of

this initial decision in accordance with the Board's regulations.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that the attached Document (s) was (were) sent by

regular mail this day to each of the following:

Appellant

Marie R. l<amirez
3734 Belford
San Diego, CA 92111

Appellant's Representative

Sean T. O'Bryan, Esquire
Harrigan, Ruff, Ryder & Sbardellati
1855 First Avenue, Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92101-2614

Aoencv's Representative

Linda B. Oliver
Department of the Navy
Naval Electronics Center
P.O. Box 80337
San Diego, CA 92138

Qt^er

Mr. Timothy M. Dirks
U.S. Office of Personnel Management
Employee Relati-- s Division
1900 "E" Street, NW., Room 7623
Washington, DC 2 0415

Date: June 21, 1989
Gong

Legal Clerk
Diane S. Gong ^
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U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1 120 Vtrmont Avtnu*., N.W., Suit* 1 100

Washington. O.C 20005-3561

July 27, 1992

Ms. Marie R. Ramirez
3734 Bel ford Street
San Diego, CA 92111

Re: OSC File No. MA 92 0133

Dear Ms. Ramirez:

We received your letter dated July 8, 1992, requesting that the

Office of Special Counsel intervene on your behalf in a case you have

pending before the Merit Systems Protection Board. As you know, we have
telephoned you on several occasions to discuss this matter with you, but

you were unavailable.

We have reviewed our file concerning your previous complaint to

this office about your proposed removal. Our review of the file does
not provide any basis upon which we could intervene in your present

appeal. We terminated our investigation into your complaint and by

letter dated December 2, 1991, informed you of the reasons for our

action. You requested that we reconsider our decision and by letter

dated January 21, 1992, we notified you that we would not reopen this

file.

Accordingly, we will not intervene in your present appeal before
the Merit Systems Protection Board.

Leonard M. Dribinsky
Deputy Associate Special Counsel

for Prosecution

LMD/lmd
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l!3^<*^ U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL^ '^ 1120V«rmontAv«nu«.,N.W., Suit* 1100

Wathington, DC. 20005-3Sei

January 21, 1992

Ms, Marie R. Ramierz
3734 Bel ford Street
San Diego, CA 92111

Re: OSC File No. MA-92-0133
Request for Reconsideration

Dear Ms. Ramierz:

This letter will respond to your request for reconsideration of

the decision of the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) to close the above-

captioned file. The OSC closure letter informed you that we found

Insufficient evidence of any prohibited personnel practices or other

violations warranting further inquiry by this office.

We have now completed a review of the file and your recent

submission, and conclude that you have not presented any new information

or evidence that would justify a reopening of this closed matter. You

have not submitted evidence of any new personnel action, or any other

substantial new evidence not previously reviewed by this office.

Further, you have not presented any new evidence of a violation of law,

rule or regulation. The thrust of your request for reconsideration

appears to be that the agency fraudulently predated the effective date

of your removal in order to gain more time to respond to your appeal

before the Merit Systems Protection Board. However, as you noted, the

agency claimed an error on their part when they rescinded the initial

decision letter and made your removal effective January 11, 1992. The

matter you have raised is not within the jurisdiction of this agency or

within the definition of a prohibited personnel practice, which

generally requires a personnel action. 5 U.S.C. § 2302.

It is noted that your Freedom Of Information request was responded

to by this office on January 15, 1992.

Accordingly, we are declining to reopen this file. This i-. the

final decision of the Office of Special Counsel in this matter and there

is no further appeal available to you within this agency.

Sincerely,

\illiam E. Reukauf
'^

Associate Special Counsel

for Prosecution

WER:CAM/cam
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ij^^r^ U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1120 Vermont Avenue., N.W , Suite 1100

Washington, DC 20005-3561

January 15, 1992

Ms. Marie Ramirez
3734 Bel ford Street
San Diego, CA 92111

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request; OSC File No. <A-92-0133

Dear Ms. Ramirez:

This responds to your requests under the Freedom of Information

Act (FOIA) and Privacy Act. You requested "copies of all of the

investigative record, correspondence, note, memos, telephone

conversation records, legal opinions, pertinent regulations-especially

any which were utilized in determining if a prohibited personnel

practice has occurred-and any other documentation in which [your] name

is mentioned or not which concerns [you], whether [your] name was

explicitly mentioned or not, especially communications of any form

between OSC and other government agencies, including NAVELEX San Diego."

Your requests have been carefully reviewed and considered. The

above-captioned file contains, a memorandum written by the assigned

examiner of the Complaints Examining Unit, 2 telephone conference

memoranda, 7 internal computer profiles, 4 matter reporting forms, 3

routing and transmittal slips and several letters that we exchanged.

With respect to your request under the Privacy Act, the Privacy Act

allows an agency to exempt a system of records from its access

provisions if the system of records consists of investigatory material

compiled for law enforcement purposes. See 5 U.S.C. 552a(k)(2). The

Office of Special Counsel has exempted its complaint files as allowed by

section 552a(k)(2). See 5 C.F.R. § 1830.5 Therefore, your request will

be processed under the FOIA. With respect to your request for the

regulations used in determining the disposition of your complaint, the

FOIA concerns the release of existing documents; it does not require us

to answer questions posed in FOIA requests. See Zemanskv v.

Environmental Protection Aaencv . 767 F.2d 569, 574 (9th Cir. 1985).

The memoranda are protected from disclosure under exemption 5 of

the FOIA as they would not be available to a party, other than a agency

in litigation with OSC, due to the attorney work product privilege.

This means that the above-mentioned memoranda were prepared at the

direction of an attorney, for the attorney's review. Moreover, the

above memoranda are intra- agency materials were are protected from

disclosure under OSC's pre-decisional , deliberative process privilege.

Your request is therefore, denied with respect to the above-mentioned

memoranda pursuant to FOIA exemption 5. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5).

Furthermore, the above memoranda are protected from disclosure under
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FOIA exemption 7 because they were compiled for a law enforcement
purpose, and because disclosure could be expected to result in an
unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of the witnesses or other
Individuals named therein. This denial ensures that in the future, a

witness will feel free to speak candidly to an OSC investigator.
Therefore, your request is denied pursuant to FOIA exemption 7. See 5

U.S.C. § 552(b)(7).

Moreover, the computer profiles, matter reporting forms, and
routing and transmittal slips are being withheld under exemptions 2 and

7, because they relate solely to the internal practices and procedures
of our agency and are of no interest to the public, or to protect the
privacy of the witnesses or other individuals named therein.

The remaining documents in the file were either sent to you by us

or you sent to us, and we assume that you do not want duplicate copies.
If you do, please inform us.

If you are dissatisfied with the above decision, you must appeal,

in writing, within 30 days, to William E. Reukauf, Associate Special
Counsel for Prosecution, at the above address.

Sincerely,

Robert D. L'Heureux
Associate Special Counsel

for Investigation
RDLH:ral
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U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1120 Vermont Avenue., N.W., Suite 1100

Viashington, O.C. <.000o-336i

PC' 2 1991

Ms. Marie R. Ramirez
3734 Bel ford Street
San Diego, Calif. 92111

Re: OSC File No. MA-92-0133

Dear Ms. Ramirez:

This is in response to your complaint to the Office of Special

Counsel in which you allege that Mr. John MacOonald, who is your third

level supervisor, issued a notice of a proposal to remove you because of

a protected disclosure that you made, and because of a complaint of

discrimination that you filed. Further, you ask that this Office seek a

stay of the removal that has been proposed.

The Office of Special Counsel is authorized to investigate

allegations of activities prohibited by civil service law, rule, or
? .. . L-L-i-j 1 *.. c II c r cc 101^

of any prohibited pers

further inquiry by this Office.

It is a prohibited personnel practice to take or fail to take, or

to threaten to take or fail to take, a personnel action with respect to

any employee or applicant for employment because of a disclosure of

information by an employee or applicant for employment which the

employee or applicant reasonably believes evidences a violation of law,

rule, or regulation or gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an

abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public

health or safety. 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8) (as amended, 1989). The

elements of proof necessary to establish a violation of (b)(8) are: (1)

a protected disclosure of information was made; (2) the agency officials

exercising personnel authority had knowledge of the disclosure and of

the identity of the employee making the disclosure; and (3) the

protected disclosure was a contributing factor in the personnel action

or threat of a personnel action. Geraick v. General Services

Administration . Merit Systems Protection Board, 43 M.S.P.R. 651 (1990).

However, corrective action may not be ordered if the agency demonstrates

by "clear and convincing evidence" that it would have taken the same
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Ms. Marie R. Ramirez

Page 2

personnel action in the absence of such disclosure. 5 U.S.C.

§ 1214(b)(4)(B).

It appears that you made a protected disclosure on June 20, 1988,

when you told Mr. Jim Jacket of the Naval Investigative Service about a

possible misappropriation of funds. Further, Mr. MacDonald, who

proposed your removal on October 9, 1991, may have had knowledge of this

disclosure, since he testified at the Merit Systems Protection Board

hearing on your appeal of a prior removal action where you raised the

issue of reprisal for whistleblowing and apparently discussed your

disclosures. However, we found.no facts indicating that there was a

connection between the disclosure and the proposal to remove you, and

the length of time, i.e., over three years, between the disclosure and

the proposal makes any such connection appear unlikely. Further, we

note that your removal was proposed because medical documentation and

Office of Workers Compensation (OWCP) dptprminations indicated that you

could not return to work at the agency, from whom you have been on leave

without pay (LWOP) while receiving workers compensation since September

23, 1990. By your own admission, you have not reported to work since

September 1989. Accordingly, even if your disclosure was a contributing

factor in the decision to propose your removal, we believe the agency

could clearly demonstrate that it would have proposed the same action in

the absence of your protected disclosure. Therefore, we would not be

able to prove before the Merit Systems Protection Board that a violation

of 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8) has occurred.

Reprisal for filing an EEO complaint is a prohibited personnel

practice within the investigative jurisdiction of the Office of Special

Counsel. 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(9)- It is also a violation of the EEO laws

and thus subject to a discrimination complaint itself. However, it was

not intended that this Office duplicate or bypass the procedures

established in the agencies and the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission for resolving such discrimination complaints. Therefore, it

is the general policy of the Special Counsel not to take action on such

allegations of discrimination; they are more appropriately resolved

through the EEO process. 5 C.F.R. § 1810.1. In light of the information

you have provided, we find no reason to depart from our policy in this

matter. Thus, we will take no further action concerning your
allegations of discrimination.

Accordingly, we have determined not to seek a stay of your removal

and we are closing our file in this matter. However, because you

alleged a violation of 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8), you may have a right to

seek corrective action from the Merit Systems Protection Board under the

provisions of 5 U.S.C. §§ 1214(a)(3) and 1221. You may file a request

for corrective action within 65 days of the date of this letter. The

Merit System Protection Board regulations concerning rights to file an

individual right of action with the Board can be found at 5 C.F.R. Parts

1201-1206 and 1209.
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Ms. Marie R. Ramirez
Page 3

This letter should not be construed as an adjudication of any
matter you have pending or plan to file under any administrative appeals
procedure.

Drfibinsky

Deputy Assoc/ate Special Counsel
for Prosecution

LMD:RBE:JJC\jjc
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•-•S^o, U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1120 Vermont Av«nu*., N W.. Suit* 1100

Watftinglon, DC 2OOO5-3S01

July 16, 1991

Ms. Marie R. Ramirez
3734 Bel ford Street
San Diego, CA 92111

Re: Freedom of Information Act Appeal; OSC File Nos. 10-8-01267.
20-8-00030. 12-8-71131 & MA-90-1304

This responds to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Appeal.

On March 6, 1989, we received your request for documents from OSC File

Nos. 10-8-01267, 20-8-00030 & 12-8-71131. On March 9, Robert D.

L'Heureux denied your request under exemptions 5 and 7 of the FOIA.

See 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5) & (7). V On January 8, 1991, we received a

request from you for the contents of OSC File No. MA-90-1304. On

January 10, Mr. L'Heureux denied your request under exemptions 2, 5 & 7

of the FOIA.

You have appealed Mr. L'Heureux's latest decision, and are now

seeking certain documents from all of the above referenced files. V
You assert that since Mr. L'Heureux had previously released a redacted

copy of the above-mentioned closure memorandum, you are now entitled to

any investigative reports in the above files. Moreover, you also claim

that you need the requested documents to use in your appeal to the

Merit Systems Protection Board. Further, you assert that exemption 7

is inapplicable because (1) the investigations of all of the above

matters have been closed; (2) that the witnesses' privacy could not be

invaded, since you identified certain of them to the OSC investigators;

(3) you have not requested the names of any witnesses who have a bona

fide right to confidentiality and (4) that you have not requested the

disclosure of any "genuinely confidential" OSC investigative techniques

or guidelines. In addition, you claim that since our investigations of

ycur complaints have been inadequate, our releasing the requested

documents could "[restore] ...the faith... and morale... of [your

V Mr. L'Heureux released a redacted portion of the closure

memorandum in OSC File No. 10-8-01267. He also informed you that you

could appeal his decision, but, that you must do so within thirty days.

2/ You state that you do not want any documents that are

privileged, classified as predecisional or deliberative, that are draft

or are inter or intra-agency memoranda; nor are you seeking any

documents that are related to OSC's "internal rules and practices."
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agency's employees]... In the honesty and Integrity of [their

managers]." Furthermore, you state that we did not respond to your

request for documents under the Privacy Act. Finally, you request that

we respond "to the remaining issues and requests which [you] have

before ...OSC."

It appears that your appeal of Mr. L'Heureux's denials concerning

OSC File Nos. 10-8-01267, 20-8-00030 and 12-8-71131, are untimely. Our

regulations only allow a thirty day period in which to appeal an

initial decision made by Mr. L'Heureux. Your appeal, however, has been

filed about two years after the deadline had expired. Thus, we will

not accept your appeal concerning the three above-referenced files. We

are, however, accepting your appeal concerning OSC File No. MA-90-1304.

With respect to ycur questions about the "issues and requests"

contained in the complaints you have filed with us, the FOIA does not

require us to answer questions posed in FOIA requests. See Zemanskv v.

Environmental Protection Agency . 767 F.2d 569, 574 {9th Cir. 1985).

Furthermore, it is well settled, that the purpose for which records are

sought has no bearing upon the merits of the request. United States v.

Weber Aircraft Corp. . 465 U.S. 792, 801-02, 104 S.Ct. 1488, 1494

(1984). Therefore, neither any appeal you have filed with the Board,

nor your perceptions concerning the alleged inadequacy of our

investigation, would affect the release of any document contained in

the above files. In addition, the above-mentioned redacted closure

memorandum was released to you so that you might have a better

understanding of the information gathered during the investigation.

This release was entirely discretionary, as OSC was not obliged to

release an^ of this material. Martin v. Office of the Special Counsel .

819 F. 2d 1181 (D.C. Cir. 1987); Government Accountability Project v.

Office of the Special Counsel . No. 87-0235, slip op. at 9-10 {D.D.C.

Feb 19, 1988). Accordingly, Mr. L'Heureux's subsequent withholding of

the remainder of the memorandum under exemptions 5 and 7 was consistent

with the law.

Moreover, the Privacy Act allows an agency to exempt a system of

records from its access provision if the system of records consists of

investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes. See 5

U.S.C. § 552a(k)(2). The Office of Special counsel has exempted its

complaint files as allowed by section (k)(2). Accordingly, access to

OSC complaint files is controlled by the FOIA. The redacted portions

of the Closure Memorandum and memoranda of telephone conversations were

properly withheld under exemption 5 of the FOIA as attorney work

product and as material evidencing the pre-decisional and deliberative

process of OSC. Martin v. Office of the Special Counsel . 819 F. 2d at

1187. Moreover, none of the above documents represent the final

opinion of this agency, and each was prepared by an attorney and under

the supervision of an another attorney. Additionally, the withholding

of documents under exemption 5 does not have any time limitations. Miy

V. Department of the Air Force . 777 F. 2d 1012, 1014-15 (5th Cir.
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1985). Finally, routing slips, computer profiles and similar material
were properly withheld under exemptions 2 and 7 of FOIA.

The remaining documents in the file were written by you,
addressed to you, or sent to you by us, and we assume you do not want
copies.

If you are dissatisfied with this decision, you have the right to
seek de novo review of the matter by filing a complaint in an
appropriate United States District Court. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(b).

Sincerely,

'A
William E. Reukauf
Associate Special Counsel

for Prosecution
WER:RAL/ral
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U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1 120 Vermont Avenue ,

N.W
, Suite 1100

Washington, DC. 20005-3561

M/i? 199!

Ms. Marie R. Ramirez
3734 Bel ford Street
San Diego, CA 92111

Re: QSC File No: MA-91-0665

Dear Ms. Ramirez:

This letter refers to your recent letter to the Office of

Special Counsel. You allege that you have been subjected to

discrimination.

The Office of the Special Counsel is authorized by the Civil

Service Reform Act of 1978 to investigate allegations of prohibited

personnel practices and activities prohibited by civil service law,

rule or regulation. 5 U.S.C. §1214{a) (1) (A) , 1216(a) and §2302(b).

Your allegation of discrimination is of a prohibited personnel practice

within the investigative jurisdiction of the Office of the Special

Counsel. 5 U.S.C. §2302(b)(l). However, it was not intended that this

office duplicate or bypass the procedures established in the agencies

and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission for resolving such

discrimination complaints. Therefore, it is the general policy of the

Special Counsel not to take action on such allegations of

discrimination; they are more appropriately resolved through the EEO

process. 5 C.F.R. §1810.1. In light of the information you have pro-

vided, we found no evidence of any other prohibited personnel practice

or any other violation within our investigative jurisdiction.

Accordingly we have closed our file in this matter.

If we misconstrued your allegation, an:' you are in fact alleging 2

prohibited personnel practice defined at 5 U.S.C. §2302(b) in addition

to or other than discrimination, you may contact us to request that we

reconsider our determination. This letter should not be construed as

an adjudication of any matter you may have pending or plan to file

under any administrative appeal.

Siacerely, ^ (^ /

Ralph 8. Eddy
Assistant Special Counsel

Complaints Examining Unit

RBE/mlm
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U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1120 Varmont Av«nu« , N.W., Suit* 1100

Washington, DC 20005-3561

January 10, 1991

Ms. Marie R. Ramirez
3734 Bel ford Street
San Diego, CA 92111

RE: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request;
OSC File No. MA-90-1304

Dear Mr. Ramirez:

This will respond to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

request relating to the captioned Office of Special Counsel (OSC)

file, received here on January 8, 1991. A determination was made in

regard to your request within ten working days of receipt, as required

by the FOIA. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(A).

You requested access to the entire file. We will treat your
request as applicable to all file documents except for the OSC closure

letter, other correspondence between OSC and youfself, documents which

you provided to OSC, or documents which you already have, such as

documents which appear in your own Official Personnel Folder (OPF).

Other than the documents mentioned above, the file you have

requested contains the following categories of documents: (1) attorney

work product such as memoranda generated by the Complaints Examining

Unit (2) telephone conference memoranda and (3) internal OSC computer

data sheets and transmittal forms. Your request is denied for the

reasons stated below.

Not all information contained in agency records is available to a

FOIA "requester .'.s a matter of right. The FOIA contains many

exemptions that may apply in a particular case, some of which protect

important governmental interests. Most 'of the documents contained in

the OSC investigation files, including the report of investigation, and

prosecution recommendation, witness statements, telephone conference

memoranda, investigator's notes, summaries of interviews,

correspondence, and memoranda generated by the Complaints Examining

Unit are protected from disclosure under FOIA exemption 5, because they

contain inter-agency or intra-agency memoranda or letters which would

not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation

with the agency, due to the attorney work product privilege and the

pre-decisional , deliberative process privilege. 5 U.S.C. §552 (b)(5).

NLRB V. Sears Roebuck & Co. . 421 U.S. 132 (1975); Rpttv L. Martin v.

OSC, 819 F.2d 1181 (D.C. Cir.1987); Government Accountability Pro.iect

V. OSC . CA. No. 87-0235 (D.D.C. 1988). Thus, your request is denied
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Ms. Marie R. Ramirez
Page Two

with respect to all of the documents mentioned above pursuant to FOIA
exemption 5.

Internal OSC routing and transmittal documents, and computer
coding sheets and profiles are related solely to the internal rules and

practices of the agency and thus are protected from release by FOIA
exemption 2. 5 U.S.C. § 552 (b){2).

In addition, OSC file documents are also generally protected from

disclosure under FOIA Exemption 7 because they were "compiled for law

enforcement purposes" and because disclosure of such documents could
reasonably be expected to result in (1) interference with law

enforcement proceedings (2) an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy

of the complainant, the witnesses, or other persons named in witness
testimony, (3) disclosure of the identity of a confidential source, or

(4) disclosure of investigative techniques or guidelines. 5 U.S.C. §

552 {b)(7); See John Doe Agency and John Doe Government Agency v. John

Doe Corporation . No. 88-1083, _U.S._ (Decided December 11, 1989).

Thus, your request is also denied generally pursuant to FOIA exemption

7.

Should you wish to appeal this decision, yo'j must do so in writing
within thirty (30) days to William E. Reukauf, Associate Special

Counsel for Prosecution, at the address listed above. 5 C.F.R. §

1260.5.

Sincerely,

Robert D. L'Heureux
Associate Special Counsel
for Investigation

RDL/JMM
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L*S^o. U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1120 Vermont A««nu»., N W., Suit* 1100

WMhington, DC 20005-3561

AUG 8 1990

Mrs. Marie R. Ramirez
3734 Bel ford Street
San Diego, California 92111

Re: OSC File No. MA-90-1304

Dear Mrs Ramirez:

This is in response to your complaint against the Naval Electronic
Systems Engineering Center in San Diego, California. You alleged that

the agency was attempting to recover an overpayment of unemployment
compensation benefits in reprisal for your previous whistleblowing
activities and appeals to the Merit Systems Protection Board. You

requested that the Office of Special Counsel stay the agency from
appealing the July 12, 1990, decision of an Administrative Law Judge
with the California Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board.

The Office of Special Counsel is authorized to investigate
allegations of prohibited personnel practices and activities prohibited
by civil service law, rule, or regulation. 5 U.S.C. §§1214{a){l)(A),
1216(a) and 2302(b). We have carefully considered the information you
provided. However, we have found insufficient evidence of any
prohibited personnel practices or other violations warranting further
inquiry by this Office.

Under the provisions, of 5 U.S.C. §1214 the Special Counsel has the

authority to seek a stay from the Merit Systems Protection Poard where
there are reasonable grounds to believe that a prohibited personnel
action was, or is about to be taken. An appeal, however, does not

constitute a personnel action within the meaning of the statute.
Additionally, the Special Counsel does not have the authority to stay

the agency from appealing a determination to the California
Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board. Consequently, the matter is not

within our Investigative jurisdiction and we have no basis to request a

stay.
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U.S. Office of Special Counsel

Marie R. Ramirez
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Accordingly, we plan no further action on your complaint and have
closed our file on this matter. This letter should not be construed as
an adjudication of any matter you have pending or plan to file under
any administrative appeals procedure.

Leonard M. Dribinsky
Deputy Associate SJpecial Counsel

for Prosecution

LMD:RBE:CGM/cm
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U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1120 Vermont Avenue, N.W , Suite 1 100

Washington, DC 20005

MAY I (990

Marie R. Ramirez

3734 Bel ford Street

San Diego, California 92111

Dear Ms. Ramirez:

This is in reference to your letter with attachments dated April

21, 1990, concerning the conduct of attorney Linda B. Oliver.

The Office of Special Counsel is authorized by the Civil Service

Reform Act to investigate allegations of prohibited personnel practices

and activities prohibited by civil service law, rule or regulation. 5

U.S.C. §§1214{a)(l){A), 1216(a) and 2302(b). However, we have no

authority to investigate "unethical and highly unprofessional conduct"

on the part of a government attorney.

Accordingly we have no authority to be of help to you in this

matter. We are returning your submission to you for your further use.

Sincerely,

Ralph B. Eddy
Chief
Complaints Examining Unit

Enclosures

RBE:re
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OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL COUNSEL
U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board

March 9, 1989
1 1 20 V*rmonl Avtnu*. N W . 5<jit<

Wisnington. DC 20005

Ms. Marie R. Ramirez
3734 Bel ford Street

San Diego, California 92111

RE: Freedoin of Information Act (FOIAl Request;

nSC File Nos. 10-8-01267-.20-8-00030; 12-8-71131

Dear Ms. Ramirez:

This will respond to your recent FOIA request relating to the

captioned Office of the Special Counsel (OSC) files.

Not all information contained in agency records is available to a

FOIA requester as a matter of right. .The FOIA contains many exemptions

that may apply in a particular case. For example, OSC files are

generally privileged from disclosure under FOIA exemptions 5 and 7

because they contain attorney work product prepared in anticipation of

litigation and because disclosure of such files could result in an

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 5 U.S.C. §552(b)(5) and

(b)(7)(C); Betty L. Martin v. OSC . 819 F.2d 1181 (D.C. Cir. 1987);

Government Accountability Project v. OSC , C.A. No. 87-0235 JHP (D.D.C.

1988).

However, to the extent not incompatible with the Privacy Act, an

agency has the discretion to waive the privileges and exemptions to

which it is entitled under the law. We do so in this matter in regard

to the factual portion of the closure memorandum in regard to OSC file

number 10-8-01267, and a copy of that document is enclosed. All other

documents in the files requested are privileged pursuant to the FOIA

exemptions cited above, i.e. 5 and 7. id.

You may appeal this decision in writing within thirty (30) days to

William E. Reukauf, Associate Special Counsel for Prosecution, at the

address listed above. 5 C.F.R. §1260.5.

Sincerely,

Robert D. L'Heureux
Associate Special Counsel

for Investigation

RDHL:JMMJR:jmmjr
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OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL COUNSEL &^^^
U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board ^V^*^

SEP 2f

1120 Vtrmonl Av«nu«. N W
,
Suite 1

'

WMhington. C 20005

Mrs. Marie R. Ramirez

3734 Bel ford Street

San Diego, California 92111

Re: OSC File No. 10-8-01267

Dear Mrs. Ramirez:

We have completed our review and consideration of the complaint

you submitted to this office. You alleged that officials of your Naval

facility had retaliated against you for your disclosures of misappro-

priation of funds by your immediate supervisors by denying you further

sick leave. You requested that the Office of the Special Counsel stay

the agency proposal to place you in an Absent Without Leave (AWOL)

status.

The Office of the Special Counsel is authorized by the Civil

Service Reform Act to investigate allegations of prohibited personnel

practices and certain activities prohibited by civil service law, rule

or regulation. 5 U.S.C. §§1206(a)
,
(e) and 2302(b). Reprisal for

making protected disclosures concerning misuse of funds, mismanagement,

or abuse of authority is a prohibited personnel practice under certain

circumstances. We have very carefully considered the information you

have provided and we have made further inquiry from your agency.

However, we have concluded that there is no evidence of a prohibited

personnel practice. It appeared that the agency request to ycu for a

formal request for leave supported by an adequate medical statement

concerning your condition to support your use of sick leave is appro-

priate and in regulatory compliance. We found no factual basis to

support a motive of reprisal as the cause of the agency withholding of

approved leave.

In the absence of reasonable grounds to believe that a prohibited

personnel practice had occurred, we have no basis on which to request a

stay of the agency decision to consider you AWOL until it receives

appropriate documentation concerning your leave, from you. We find no

appropriate basis for our further action. Accordingly, we have closed
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our file on this matter. This letter should not be construed as an

adjudication of any matter you may have pending or plan to file under
any administrative appeal.

Leonard H. pfiblinsky
Assistant Special Counsel

for Prosecution

LMD:RBE:EO
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OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL COUNSEL

U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board
AUG I 5 1388

1120 VlrmomAvtnua.NW. Suit! 1100

W«tMnB»n. DC 20005Mrs. Marie R. Ramirez
3734 Bel ford Street

San Diego, California 92111

Re: OSC File No. 20-8-00030

Dear Mrs. Ramirez:

This letter refers to your recent complaint to the Office of the

Special Counsel. You alleged that you have been subjected to

discrimination.

The Office of the Special Counsel is authorized by the Civil

Service Reform Act of 1978 to investigate allegations of prohibited

personnel practices and activites prohibited by civil service law, rule

or regulation. 5 U.S.C. §1206{a), (e), and §2302(b). Your allegation of

discrimination is of a prohibited personnel practice within the

investigative jurisdiction of the Office of the Special Counsel. 5

U.S.C. §2302(b)(l). However, it was not intended that this office

duplicate or bypass the procedures established in the agencies and the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission for resolving such

discrimination complaints. Therefore, it is the general policy of the

Special Counsel not to take action on such allegations of

discrimination; they are more appropriately resolved through the EEO

process. 5 C.F.R. §1251.3. In light of the information you have pro-

vided, we find no reason to depart from our policy in this matter.

Accordingly, we will take no further action with respect to your alle-

gation of discrimination. Further, we found no evidence of any other

prohibited personnel practice or any other violation within our

investigative jurisdiction. We are, therefore, closing our file in this

matter.

If we have misconstrued your allegation, and you are in fact

alleging a prohibited personnel practice defined at 5 U.S.C. §2302(b)

in addition to or other than discrimination, you may contact us to

request that we reconsider our determination. This letter should not be

construed as an adjudication of any matter you may have pending or

plan to file under any administrative appeal.

Sincerely,

Ralph B. Eddy

Chief
Complaints Examining Unit

RBE/re
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Mr. McCloskey. Mr. Robert Seldon.

Mr. Seldon. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, good
morning. I am Robert Seldon, an attorney engaged in the private
practice of law. I head the litigation department of a moderate-
sized law firm headquartered in Washington, DC.
Most of my work today centers around complex commercial liti-

gation and bankruptcies generally arising from disputed and failed

real estate transactions. With the exception of one or two particular

agencies, I do not have a great deal of contact with the Federal
Government, much less day-to-day contact with the federal bu-
reaucracy.
But in a "previous life," I spent the better part of 9 years with

the Civil Division of the Office of the U.S. Attorney for the District

of Columbia. The Civil Division is devoted to representing agencies

and officials of the executive branch in civil litigation before the

Federal courts in this jurisdiction. Much of that time, I also had
supervisory responsibility over the major personnel and EEO litiga-

tion in which our office participated.

In that position, I gained considerable expertise in the extensive

body of Federal civil service law. I also learned first hand of the

terrible power which senior level political appointees can exert over

honest, hard-working career civil servants in an effort to coerce

them into covering up and distorting the truth about controversial

Federal programs. I myself refused a direct order from the head of

an agency to file a false affidavit in a highly publicized and con-

troversial case which I had been defending for several years. In

doing so, I risked my career and professional standing when that

agency's demand was supported by senior officials at the Depart-

ment of Justice, who in turn, insisted that I be disciplined for "in-

subordination."
Given my experience and expertise, it was only natural for col-

leagues to refer like-minded people when I got into practice. One
of my more controversial cases was on behalf of Crordon Hamel, for-

merly the Director for Executive Placement for the President's

Commission on Executive Exchange. That assignment gave me con-

siderable familiarity with OSC and the Whistleblower Protection

Act. I am sorry to report, despite the passage of the Whistleblower

Protection Act, there is still no effective protection for the Federal

employee who blows the whistle on fraud, waste and abuse at his

agency nor any real redress through the Federal courts.

Even worse, the Office of Special Counsel remains a determined

enemy to the Federal employee who dares to exercise his first

amendment rights.

Given the importance to our country of the right of free speech,

our present treatment of Federal employees who blow the whistle

is disgraceful and deserves our heritage as a nation of outspoken

individuals. There is no better testimony to this sad state of affairs

than the saga of Gordon Hamel.
I was first introduced to Mr. Hamel in the late spring of 1990

by a judge who was a mutual acquaintance of ours. I didn't know
anything about him except he had a little trouble with his super-

visors and I agreed to meet him on my own time to see if I could

give him P's and Q's about how to get by.
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I didn't need to spend much time with Mr. Hamel before I knew
his problems went far beyond having a few difficulties and a little

friction with his supervisor.

Almost from the moment of his appointment to the President's

Commission on Executive Exchange in late 1989, Mr. Hamel
learned his agency, which is supposed to be facilitating exchange
of executives between the Federal and private sector, served as lit-

tle more than a clearinghouse for illegal political favors. An inves-

tigation of the Comptroller General, undertaken as a result of Mr.
Hamel's disclosures, eventually confirmed that as much as 25 per-

cent of the PCEE's budget was expended improperly.

The Office of Personnel Management, which served as the over-

sight body over the PCEE, concluded its wide-ranging political pa-

tronage included an improper attempt to purchase gold jewelry for

PCEE participants; an attempt to inflate European travel by
$40,000 to a noncompetitive sole-source procurement; as well as

the refund of $18,000 improperly to the Pepsi-Cola Corp. through
the Overseas Private Investment Corporation.
These were all the subjects of protected disclosures made by Mr.

Hamel beginning in February of 1990 and continuing to the date
that agency closed, first to supervisors, and then to 0PM, and fi-

nally to the U.S. Congress. Not surprisingly, these disclosures did

not endear Mr. Hamel to his supervisors.

They responded first by ignoring him, then isolating him, and
then incredibly enough removing him from his office under armed
guard, which in hearings before the Congress was described as a
monstrous act, sending a monstrous message to hundreds of thou-

sands of other public servants.

Ultimately that agency could only be satisfied when it proposed
to remove Mr. Hamel on trumped-up and undocumented charges of

insubordination, charges of sexual misconduct, charges Mr. Hamel
was eventually cleared of.

All the while during this odyssey which took the two of us to-

gether the better part of a year, OSC watched and it watched and
it watched.

I presented an initial request for collective action to the OSC on
behalf of Mr. Hamel at the end of July 1990 after the PCEE for-

mally stripped him of many of his duties and didn't hear anything
back from them promptly at that point in time.

Mistakenly believing though that 0PM might be of assistance in

this matter, we notified the director of 0PM who already issued a
report supporting Mr. Hamel's charges, he was going to the OSC
and looking for the protection of law.

The Director of 0PM immediately notified the Executive Director

of the President's Commission on Executive Exchange. The Direc-

tor of 0PM commenced an inspector general investigation of Mr.
Hamel and 2 days later, the Executive Director of the PCEE had
Mr. Hamel escorted from his office under armed guard. This man
is a white collar civil servant of the U.S. Government. He was es-

corted—he is a law-abiding citizen. He was escorted from his office

in this Nation's Capital under armed guard.
The Executive Director of the PCEE later testified she did this

because Mr. Hamel's antics or insubordination—if you will—were
escalating during the last 10 days of July 1990. The OSC inves-
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tigated this and confirmed Mr. Hamel had been out on sick leave
during those days and that the Executive Director was unquestion-
ably lying and that office never did anything.
This man was removed under armed guard fi-om his office, right

here 15 blocks away, across the street fi-om the White House. There
is no provision under Federal civil service law for putting somebody
on indefinite leave. So I then filed a request for a stay with the Of-

fice of Special Counsel and solicited their help in going before the
Merit Systems Protection Board. They didn't do a thing.

Mr. Hamel languished with no ftirther word from his agency on
illegal enforced leave through the entire fall of 1990 until the U.S.

Congress Subcommittee on Employment and Housing of the Com-
mittee on Government Operations scheduled a hearing. That sub-

committee staff asked the PCEE about Mr. Hamel's situation and
got no answers.
Their stonewalling was finally more than the committee chair-

man could tolerate. He wrote and advised them they would be sub-

poenaed to testify publicly. The next day the PCEE issued a formal

notice proposing Mr. Hamel's removal on charges of misconduct.

The notice of proposed removal was hand delivered to me by the

Justice Department, which eventually assigned three Justice De-
partment staff attorneys to engineer and litigate Mr. Hamel's re-

moval from the Federal service.

On November 10, I wrote to the special counsel herself to renew
the request of Mr. Hamel for a stay. I never heard back from her

except for a phone call saying they were looking into it. Fearing for

the loss of Mr. Hamel's job and his reputation and his house with

the 120 statutory day waiting period having expired, we filed an
individual right of action appeal before the MSPB. It was plainly

the right for him to do it. He had now waited 4 months at home
with no income, no work, no job.

The MSPB sua sponte dismissed his appeal declining to exercise

jurisdiction. In the beginning of 1991, I was then joined by Tom
Devine as co-counsel, with the Government Accountability Project,

I believe its director. He took the initiative on January 18. It is

now 6 months; this man is sitting at home doing nothing.

He said a strong initiative by OSC is overdue. He didn't hear

anything in January. He wrote in February. We then got a note

back from one of the senior officials of OSC on February 20, 1991.

It said, "It appears you are vigorously pursuing Mr. Hamel's inter-

ests before the board. Therefore, intervention does not appear nec-

essary."

I don't know what anyone could have meant by that. OSC didn't

have a job to do, if some good lawyers or public interest group gave

its efforts pro bono, I suppose that disserves their mission. It didn't

demonstrate a real commitment by them to protect this man's first

amendment rights. We then went back and filed a second appeal

with the MSPB, got it to take jurisdiction, and subpoenaed PCEE's

records. They said they would not give us the records. We wanted

them because we figured if the OSC wasn't going to go, we would

hke to know what they had been told under oath in private inter-

views.
They wouldn't give it to us. The PCEE moved ahead and one of

the three Justice Department attorneys assigned to the case said
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the reason it was moving ahead was that Mr. Hamel appealed to

the MSPB.
A Httle more needs to be said about the efforts of the Justice De-

partment in this case. They filed false statements knowing them to

be false by a woman who claimed to have been sexually harassed

by Mr. Hamel; and, in fact, that woman later gave an affidavit she

had already told the Justice Department Mr. Hamel had never har-

assed her or behaved in any manner other than as a perfect gen-

tleman.
They filed an affidavit on behalf of the general counsel of OPM.

He later had to withdraw that under oath.

They filed an affidavit trying to prove Mr. Hamel was not a whis-

tleblower by the personnel list at OPM. He withdrew that under

oath. The record developed before the MSPB documented the Exec-

utive Director of the PCEE was frequently intoxicated on the job,

which led to her outrage with Mr. Hamel. She fabricated the rea-

sons for removing Mr. Hamel from his office under armed guard,

and that the Deputy Director of OPM lied to the press to cover this

up.
The final straw in this happened on the morning of May 2, 1991,

when the Committee on Government Operations announced it was
reconvening hearings into Mr. Hamel's case.

Two hours later, the President of the United States issued an ex-

ecutive order abolishing the PCEE. He did that despite the fact he

had just submitted a budget for 1992.

Pursuant to that, the Justice Department closed their investiga-

tion. The MSPB did the same and filed a document with the Board

stating, "We have been informed by the Office of Special Counsel

that they have undertaken these steps"—of closing Mr. Hamel's in-

vestigation because "they believe Mr. Hamel's appeal is moot."

That disclosure is a violation itself of the Whistleblower Protec-

tion Act and one undertaken by the Justice Department in this

case. At this point Mr. Hamel, Mr. Devine, and I had a difficult sit-

uation to face. We couldn't go on fighting. I was taking this case

pro bono at that point in time. The MSPB was not anxious to hear

the case. It had no jurisdiction over the White House. It had to re-

group.
We had to content ourselves with essentially trying to recoup our

fees which is ultimately still in litigation; has not yet been success-

ful.

I would say in closing only that the Office of Special Counsel is

not an effective tool or representative of the Federal employee who
exercises his first amendment rights. It needs to be made an inde-

pendent prosecutorial body like GAO or independent counsels who
investigate the executive branch. Someone deeply committed to the

first amendment needs to be in charge of that office.

The special counsel ought to be made to come before you regu-

larly and say exactly what they have done.

Finally, the original jurisdiction over these cases ought to be re-

turned to Federal district courts so alone among the citizenry of the

United States, the Federal employee is not denied the true protec-

tion of the Constitution of the United States when he exercises first

amendment rights.

Thank you very much.
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[The prepared statement of Robert C. Seldon follows:]

Prepared Statement of Robert C. Seldon

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, good morning.
My name is Robert C. Seldon. I am an attorney engaged in the private practice

of law. I head the litigation department of a moderate-size firm headquailered in

Washington, DC.
Most of my work today centers around complex commercial litigation and bank-

ruptcies generally arising from disputed and failed real estate transactions. With
the exception of one or two particular agencies, I do not have a great deal of contact

with the Federal Government, much less day-to-day contact with the Federal bu-

reaucracy.
But in a previous life, I spent the better part of 9 years with the Civil Division

of the Office of the U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia. That Civil Division

is devoted to representing agencies and officials of the executive branch in civil liti-

gation before the Federal courts in this jurisdiction. Much of that time, 1 also had
supervisory responsibility over the major personnel and EEO litigation in which our

office participated.

In tJiat position, I gained considerable expertise in the extensive body of Federal

civil service law. I also learned first hand of the terrible power which senior level

political appointees can exert over honest, hard-working career civil servants in an
effort to coerce them into covering up and distorting the truth about controversial

Federsd programs. I myself refused a direct order from the head of an agency to file

a false affidavit in a highly publicized and controversial case which I had been de-

fending for several years. In doing so, I risked my career and professional standing

when that agencys demand was supported by senior officials at the Department of

justice, who in turn insisted that I be disciplined for insubordination.

That experience taught me that the Federal employee who stands up to be count-

ed does so alone, that Federal law offers little protection to the whistleblower, and
that access to the Federal courts—which is generously available when redress of

first amendment rights are involved generally—is virtually nonexistent for the Fed-

eral employee.
Given my experience and my expertise, it has only been natural for former col-

leagues to refer me like-minded types—career civil servants obstinate enough to

refuse direct, unlawful orders from their superiors—in my practice today. One of my
more controversial cases was on behalf of Gordon Hamel, the Director for Executive

Placement for the President's Commission on Executive Exchange. That case gave

me an intimate familiarity with the workings of the Office of Special Counsel, the

Whistleblower Protection Act, and the remedies provided by the WPA.
I am extremely sorry to report that despite the passage of the WPA, there is still

no effective protection for the Federal employee who blows the whistle on fraud,

waste, and abuse at his agency nor any real redress through the Federal courts.

Even worse, the Office of Special Counsel remains a significant obstacle—indeed, a

determined enemy—to the Federal employee who dares exercise his first amend-

ment rights. Given the importance to this county and our government of the right

of free speech, our present treatment of whistleblowing Federal employees is dis-

graceful and disserves our heritage as a nation of outspoken individuals.

There is no better testimony to this sad state of affairs than the saga of Gordon

Hamel.
I was first introduced to Mr. Hamel in the late spring of 1990 by a judge with

whom we were mutually acquainted. I knew very Uttle about Mr. Hamel except that

he was having some trouble with his supervisors and needed some guidance. I

agreed to meet with him on my own time to provide some advice as I generally do

to Federal employees, upon whom I do not lightly inflict my hourly corporate rates.

I did not need very much time with Mr. Hamel to appreciate that his problems

went far beyond having some trouble with a supervisor and why that was so.

Almost from the moment of his appointment to the President's Commission on Ex-

ecutive Exchange in late 1989, Mr. Hamel learned that his agency—which was de-

signed to facilitate the exchange of executives between the executive branch and pri-

vate corporations to broaden their experience—served as little more than a clearing-

house for illegal political favors. An investigation by the Comptroller General under-

taken as a result of Mr. Hamel's disclosures eventually confirmed that as much as

25 percent of the PCEE's budget was expended improperly. The Office of Personnel

Management, which served as the oversight body over the PCEE, concluded that the

PCEE^s wide-ranging pohtical patronage included an improper attempt to purchase

gold jewelry for PCEE program participants and an attempt to inflate PCEE Euro-

pean travel by $40,000 through a noncompetitive award in a sole source procure-
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ment. 0PM also documented that the PCEE orchestrated the improper refund of

$18,000 to Pepsi-Cola through the Overseas Private Investment Corporation.
These activities and others were all the subjects of protected disclosures made by

Mr. Hamel between February 1990 and May 1991, first to his supervisors and then
to 0PM, and OSC, and eventually the U.S. Congress.
Not surprisingly, Mr. Hamel's superiors did not appreciate his revealing the work-

ings of their little political machine. Never mind Uiat their activities were plainly

unlawful. Never mind that Mr. Hamel raised his concerns through channels before
blowing the whistle. And never mind that both the Comptroller General and 0PM
found that Mr. Hamel's charges were correct. The senior executives of the PCEE re-

sponded first by ignoring Mr. Hamel, then by isolating him, then by escorting him
from office under armed guard, and finally by proposing his removal on tnunped
up and undocumented charges of insubordination and verbal sexual misconduct

—

charges that Mr. Hamel was eventually cleared of.

All the while, OSC watched. And watched. And watched.
I presented an initial request for corrective action to OSC on behalf of Mr. Hamel

on July 31, 1990, after the PCEE formally stripped him of many of his most signifi-

cant duties and ordered him to have no further contact with 0PM. The PCEE took
these retaliatory measures after the legal counsel to the Director of 0PM had issued
a formal report confirming Mr. Hamel's charges that his agency was routinely act-

ing without regard to Federal law and the Director herself had issued a written di-

rective to the PCEE's Executive Director to change the agency's personnel, procure-
ment, and other practices.

Mistakenly believing that OPM would be prepared to assist in Mr. Hamel's pro-

tection, we wrote and notified the Director of OPM of our filing with OSC. The Di-

rector responded by immediately conveying this information to the Executive Direc-
tor of the PCEE and requesting that the Inspector General of OPM investigate Mr.
Hamel.
Not to be outdone, 2 days later, the Executive Director of the PCEE had Mr.

Hamel escorted from his office under armed guard, an act which the Congress itself

described as "send[ing] a monstrous message to hundreds of thousands of public em-
ployees * * *." The PCEE then placed Mr. Hamel on enforced, involuntary leave
and left him in that status for a year.

There is no provision under Federal personnel law for putting someone on indefi-

nite involuntary leave and so, on August 3, 1991, we filed a request for a stay with
OSC, bringing them up to date on the escalating retaliation. They didn't exactly ring
our phones off" the hook, so I took the initiative to contact OSC and spoke with a
person on its intake staff. Not long afterward, I received a letter advising me that
OSC did not believe that Mr. Hamel's case warranted moving for a stay before the
Merit Systems Protection Board. Mr. Hamel then had no choice but to await the
expiration of a 120-day statutory waiting period before he could proceed on his own.
Mr. Hamel languished with no fiirther word from his agency—no charges, no re-

turn date—^through the fall of 1990, when he brought his predicament to the atten-

tion of the Subcommittee on Employment and Housing of the Committee on Govern-
ment Operations. The subcommittee scheduled a hearing for December 10, 1990.

The PCEE stonewalled the subcommittee and refiised to answer staff inquiries

about Mr. Hamel's status. On November 28, 1990, the chairman wrote to the Execu-
tive Director of the PCEE and advised her that she would be subpoenaed to attend
the public hearing unless she would meet informally with staff beforehand and an-
swer their questions.

The next day, the PCEE issued a formal notice proposing Mr. Hamel's removal
on charges of misconduct which, as I mentioned before, were ultimately vacated.

The notice of proposed removal was hand delivered to me by the Justice Department
which assigned three staff attorneys to engineer and litigate Mr. Hamel's removal
from the service.

On November 30, 1990, I wrote to the Special Counsel herself "to renew the re-

quest of Gordon Hamel for a stay under the Whistleblower Protection Act" and in

the hope to hear from [her] in the immediate future * * *." OSC took no action

before tne scheduled hearing, despite what I understand was some firm prompting
from the subcommittee's staff.

Fearing for the loss of Mr. Hamel's ^ob, his reputation, and his home, on Decem-
ber 18, 1990, we filed an individual right of action appeal with the Merit Systems
Protection Board. Incredibly enough, the MSPB issue an order sua sponte question-

ing its jurisdiction over the case. After 2 months of briefing, which included a mo-
tion for interlocutory certification, the MSPB ruled that it did in fact have jurisdic-

tion over the case. Remarkably, it declined to exercise jurisdiction for another 60
days.
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Mr. Hamel clung to the hope that OSC would soon intervene—particularly since

we had heard through back channels the staffs off-the-record opinion that this was
the worst case of retaliation that they had ever investigated and that their report
was finished—but that office remained silent. First on January 18, 1991, and again
on February 8, 1991, Tom Devine of the Government Accountability Project (who
had since joined me as co-counsel) wrote OSC and stated: "A strong OSC initiative

on this case is overdue. Mr. Hamel and all counsel are at your disposal * * *. We
believe that notification to [the MSPB] of your intent to intervene * * * w^ould be
timely and effective."

We finally heard back fitjm the Deputy of OSC on February 20, 1991, in a letter

which astonishingly stated: "[I]t appears that you are vigorously pursuing Mr.
Hamel's interests oefore the Board. Tnerefore, our intervention does not appear nec-

essary." On April 1, 1991, we filed Mr. Hamel's second appeal with the MSPB and
forced it to take jurisdiction. When OSC still had not taken any action several

weeks later, we noted the deposition of the custodian of their investigative records.

The Deputy of OSC wrote to advise us that "the OSC will not appear for the
deposition * * *."

Once Mr. Hamel noted his second appeal, the PCEE moved ahead with the re-

moval proceeding. In the words of the lead Justice Department representative in a
conference with the MSPB, it did so because Mr. Hamel exercised nis protected ap-

peal rights.

A little more needs to be said about the actions of the Justice Department in this

case and the other representatives of the PCEE in order to fully understand what
Mr. Hamel was up against, including the complicity of OSC to thwart his appeal
rights.

In an effort to prove its case, the Justice Department submitted evidence that Mr.
Hamel—whose record prior to his appointment with the PCEE was unblemished-
had harassed a female employee at his previous agency. Nothing that the affidavit

in question was offered by a supposed witness to the incident in question, Tom
Devine and I tracked the victim down in St. Louis, only to be informed that the Jus-

tice Department had spoken with her about this matter and that she had emressly
advised them that Mr. Hamel had never harassed her. She offiered an affidavit to

this effect which we provided to the MSPB and OSC as well, one which expressed

her justifiable outrage about the Justice Department.
This particular affidavit was hardly the only bit of fraudulent evidence knowingly

procured by DOJ in its effort to secure Mr. Hamel's removal. The General CouncU
of 0PM, who had offered an affidavit as part of the agency's response to the MSPB
appeal in an effort to deny Mr. Hamel's status as a whistleblower, later recanted

on the record of his deposition. So did the personnel list assigned to process Mr.
Hamel's removal, who provided an affidavit that Mr. Hamel had supposely been the

subject of a counseling memorandum before he made protected disclosures. The
record eventually developed before the MSPB also documented that the Executive

Director of the PCEE, who was frequently intoxicated on the job, fabricated the rea-

sons for removing Mr. Hamel ftx)m his office under armed guard, and the Deputy
Director of 0PM lied to the press about Mr. Hamel's status as a whistleblower in

an attempt to discourage the media from reporting about his case.

After the better part of a year in the starting gate, our appeal on Mr. Hamel's

behalf finally seemed to be getting underway. The MSPB had finally been forced to

accept jurisdiction, discovery was underway, and witness by witness, each person

who had offered an affidavit for the PCEE recanted. In short, the case against Mr.

Hamel was coming apart at the seams.
On the morning of May 2, 1991, the Committee on (Jovemment Operations an-

nounced publicly that it was reconvening hearings into Mr. Hamel's status and

fraud, waste, and abuse at the PCEE. Two hours later, in what was the most aston-

ishing example of one upsmanship that I have ever witnessed, the President issued

Executive Order 12760 and abolished the PCEE. He took this action even though

the agency's budget for the upcoming fiscal cycle had already been submitted to

Congress. Budget of the U.S. Government: Fiscal Year 1992, 102d Cong., 1st Sess.,

H. Doc. 102-03 at part 4-1044, 1047 & part 8-49.

On cue, OSC—whose investigation had been concluded for months—responded by

promptly closing its case without issuing a final report. The following week, the Jus-

tice Department moved the MSPB to do the same. The MSPB advised the parties

that the case would remain open until all challenged personnel actions were vitiated

which, the presiding judge added in an aside that would unfortunately never become

true, would perfect Mr. Hamel's right to recoup his not inconsiderable attorney fees.

Several days later, 0PM canceled all challenged personnel actions and, with his

record cleared, Mr. Hamel was able to secure employment with another Federal

agency.
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The parties then engaged in a furious exchange of briefs on the issue of the

mootness of the MSPB appeal. On May 16, 1991, the Justice Department filed

OSC's letter closing out its investigation with the MSPB and advised: "We have
been informed by the Office of Special Counsel that they have taken these steps be-

cause * * * they believe Mr. Hamel's appeal is moot. These disclosures by OSC
and DOJ, which I believe greatly prejudiced Mr. Hamel's appeal, were a gross and
intentional deviation from the the WPA's confidentiality provisions which precluded

the OSC from revealing the results of its investigation and prohibit every party from
introducing the results of OSC investigations into the record of other proceedings.

And shortly thereafter, the MSPB dismissed the appeal finding that it had become
moot.
At this point, Tom Devine, Mr. Hamel, and I had a difficult problem to face. The

issuance of the Executive order essentially deprived the MSPB of jurisdiction to con-

sider the gravest violation of Mr. Hamel's first amendment rights. And while the

prospect of tilting at the White House windmill was tempting, I was pressured by
the fact tiiat Mr. Hamel's cause had long since become a pro bono project. We de-

cided, therefore, to accept the merits of the MSPB's decision, move to recoup Mr.
Hamel's attorneys' fees, and then consider further action.

The petition to recoup Mr. Hamel's fees, however, was not filed with a Judge ap-

pointed for life under Article III of the Constitution, but rather a medium level ad-

ministrative judge of the MSPB. Seeing what had happened to the PCEE, the judge
reversed his previous comments and denied our fee petition. We sought review be-

fore the full Board which, in a lone line order, also denied Mr. Hamel s fee petition.

A subsequent appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit generated

a short per curiam opinion affirming the MSPB's decision. We have since filed for

rehearing, and I have promised Mr. Hamel that I will take his case to the Supreme
Court if he will pay the out-of-pocket ejcpenses.

Although I am glad that we were able to preserve Mr. Hamel's reputation and
salvage his career, the lessons that we learned from this enterprise are that the

lengths to which agencies will go to cover up retaliation against whistleblowers has
not abated despite the passage of the WPA, OSC will not tackle really difficult polit-

ical cases regardless of the evidence, the MSPB will be extremely unwilling to exer-

cise its jurisdiction and will be relieved to dismiss an individual right of action ap-

peal, and the Federal district courts—^which are the real guardians of last resort of

the Constitution—are not open to a Federal employee who exercises his first amend-
ment right of free speech to improve our government.

Despite this experience, I nonetheless believe that the existing system could be
made workable.
As a first step, the Office of Special Counsel must be reorganized and made into

a truly independent investigatory and prosecutorial body, much like GAO or the

independent counsels who are appointed to investigate suspected crimes in the exec-

utive branch.
As a second step, someone who is deeply committed to the first amendment needs

to be put in charge of that office.

Third, the special counsel should be made to appear regularly before Congress
and assure this body that the mission of that agency—rather than covering up for

the retaliation against whistleblowers—is being discharged effectively.

And finally, original jurisdiction to hear these vital first amendment cases should

be returned to the Federal district courts from the MSPB, which has expertise in

personnel matters, and the Federal circuit, which primarily hears Grovemment con-

tract disputes and tax cases.

With changes such as these, I do believe that no civil servant need go through
an experience like Mr. Hamel's again, one which included being reinoved from his

office under armed guard, languishing on indefinite leave, and living under the

cloud from unsubstantiated charges of Qie most insidious misconduct imaginable.

Mr. McCloskey. Mr. Thomas Day, whistleblower, U.S. Navy.
Mr. Day. Mr. Chairman, thank you for this invitation to testify

on the subject of whistleblower protections and the Office of Special

Counsel.
I am here as a spokesman for the Whistleblowers' Alliance. We

are a new membership organization specifically established for

whistleblowers by whistleblowers with the hope that, through our
collective resources, we will be able to assist each other in ways
other organizations do not. A primary objective will be an attempt
to assist in locating alternative employment for whistleblowers so
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they can deal more effectively with the other issues that will

confront them. The subcommittee is encouraged to provide my ad-

dress to interested parties.

I am here to make it clear that the position of all but one of the
whistleblowers I have talked to in the last 3 years is that the OSC
should be closed and its functions—not its personnel—transferred

elsewhere.
The Whistleblowers' Alliance is supportive of the President's ef-

forts to eliminate waste, fraud, and abuse in government. However,
because of the repeated failures of the OSC and the absence of

meaningful protections for whistleblowers, we are reluctantly

pleading with this committee and the leadership of this country to

stop encouraging individuals to report waste in government until

there is evidence of genuine change.

We hope that this will be a short-term request while we work to-

gether to fmd a solution to the problems of whistleblowing. In the

meantime, we ask the elimination of the OSC be the first step to

show change has indeed come to Washington.
I think it is important to represent the views of the loan dis-

senter who felt problems in the OSC could be solved by placing

whistleblowers in an oversight capacity within the OSC. In fairness

to this individual, I have considered a number of applications of his

ideas and mine. I have considered using the OSC as a place to lo-

cate the special projects unit to assist in job transition for whistle-

blowers. I even considered submitting my own 171 along with a

proposal to implement this idea.

However, these ideas came to an immediate halt when I saw the

statement of the special counsel submitted for this hearing. With-

out comment, I remain firm in asserting the OSC should be closed

without further discussions of the allusions it has accomplished

anything other than bringing suffering and misery to many Federal

employees.
Like any other whistleblower, I would like to have the time to

tell my entire story. Instead, I have provided a condensed version

for the record of this hearing. It details how I became a whistle-

blower when I reported nearly $1.5 billion of padding in the budg-

ets of the cruise missiles.

I have provide it so you have some means of measuring the OSC
conclusion that I did not have adequate reason to believe a viola-

tion of rules, regulations, or laws had occurred. This is only one ex-

ample of the poor performance of OSC in doing their job. I would

suggest another measure of that failure is the Navy's admission

that I had made a protected disclosure. I was able to reach a settle-

ment with the Navy last week.

What kind of contribution to the Federal Treasury can be made

by whistleblowers? Last November, Congressman Howard Berman

of California remarked that the accumulated savings from whistle-

blower lawsuits brought under the False Claims Act was nearing

$1 billion. Putting this in perspective, the handful of Federal em-

ployees who formed the Whistleblowers' Alliance represent between

$5 and $6 billion in potential savings. Five times the amount

salvaged from all contractors under the False Claims Act.

Contemplate the collective impact of other whistleblowers. At

last count, I was told there are 400 whistleblower cases filed with
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the Justice Department. My records show there have been nearly
1,200 cases filed with the Merit Systems Protection Board in the
last few years alleging whistleblower retaliation. I was told the av-

erage number of calls to the hot line is 1,000 a month. Add to this

number the whistleblowers in State and local governments and
those in the private sector. This is a valuable resource for saving
dollars.

Each person represents a resource for saving lives, for improving
the quality of the workplace; and they are the impetus for change
brought before this legislature.

In my opinion, it is not the act of reporting a violation that
makes one a whistleblower. It is the endurance to tolerate the
abuse of maladjusted management. These managers boast of their

ability to break the law and conceal these violations. If we walk
away from these hearings with anjrthing new, I think it should be
the beginning of a means to identify and separate maladjusted
managers from well-intentioned management.

I would suggest it is these maladjusted managers who are the
real culprits of whistleblowing.
The concept is so basic it should be a matter of accepted common

sense. The OSC's response in my own case indicates a disturbing
absence of this awareness. I find it difficult to describe in polite

terms the OSC's conclusions that suggested that I did not have a
reasonable belief because I was unable to convince my managers of
their wrongdoing. Whistleblowing exists because someone some-
where has a reason to think managers at various levels of the orga-

nizational chart are participating in violations of the law.

The OSC merely asks the fleeing bank robber if there is a hold-

up. When they are assured everything is fine, they fly down the
street to the ringing of another bank alarm.

If the OSC conclusion was applied as a legal precedent, the only
way a person could go forward was if they could convince their

managers they were wrong in the first place. There can be no ex-

cuse for this level of incompetence and unfortunately this is institu-

tional and not individual.

My case is not unique. I have heard stories about the OSC for

years. For years I attempted to argue against those who argued the

OSC was worthless. I was warned repeatedly by prominent law-

yers, former defendants, congressional staffers and by employees of

whistleblower institutions the OSC was a joke. They were right.

Not only has the OSC failed for years, the entire investigative

process is so lengthy and flawed that I cannot counsel anyone to

take the career-ending risk of becoming a whistleblower.
I have done the best I could to bring a specific incident to the

attention of officials who could have taken appropriate actions that
might have saved each taxpayer less than $6. For attempting to

save each of you $6, I have lost more than a year's salary, jeopard-

ized my house, my children's college education, and my health. For
similar amounts and for much less, many others like Ed Block,

Dennis Olivares, Ralph Strand, David Black, and numerous others

have taken similar risks on behalf of the American taxpayer.

Regardless of who asked, without adequate protections, and ag-

gressive support for these protections, the sacrifice is appropriately

shared by all Americans through higher taxes.
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The current protections are certainly well-intended but they are
so seriously flawed in their application that they are in need of an
overhaul. I have suggested an emphasis on securing whistle-
blowers' incomes through job transfers as an alternative instead of
the lengthy litigation in already over burdened courts.

I am committed to improvements necessary to enhance protec-
tions for all whistleblowers so we continue the efforts to eliminate
waste in Government. I know the real work of this committee will

be legislative initiatives that will come later. The Whistleblowers'
Alliance and I are willing to help in any way we can.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you again for

your time and patience.

Mr. McCloskey. Thank you, Mr. Day.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Day follows:]
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The following Statement is submitted to the Honorable Frank McCloskey, Chairman of the House

Subcomomittee on Civil Service, March 31, 1993.

STATEMENT

My name is Thomas Franklin Day, II. In October of 1989, 1 became a whistleblower when I dis-

closed approximately 1.5 billion dollars of padding in the budgets of the Navy's Tomahawk Cruise

Missile. I am here today on my own behalf and as a spokesman for the Whistleblowers Alliance.

It is our opinion that the OSC has failed so miserably in its mission to provide protection to whis-

deblowers that it should be abolished.

The Whistleblowers Alliance has been formed as a membership organization to provide a forum

for whistleblowers where we can compare the similarities of our experiences and apply what we

learn to assist ourselves and others in similar situations. A major emphasis of this organization

will be to assist whistleblowers in obtaining alternative employment when this becomes necessary

due to threats of retaliation. In this regard, we will be working with government and corporate

entities to educate these officials about the benefits offered by the employment of a whisUeblower.

We hope that, by working with noted professionals in the field of behavioral studies, we can draw

attention to the problem of maladjusted management behavior. By focusing on this very small

segment of management and identifying this behavior characteristic as the genuine problem in

whistieblowing, we can improve the plight of the whisUeblower and help employers identify po-

tential problem areas in their own management structiue.

It is our observation that the reporting of problems within organizations is a common occurrence.

In most instances, management responds immediately to correct deficiencies without any retali-

ation. It is common for the person who reports the problem to be recognized for their contribu-

tion and they inay even receive an award. Unfortunately, the whisUeblower has allowed this small
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group of dysfunctional managers to define whistleblowcrs as excessively moral do-gooders who

are not team players. We dispute this characterization as much as we dispute the generalization

that all management is corrupt Whistleblowcrs are average citizens who happen to find them-

selves confronted by circumstances that jeopardize the public well-being.

We are here today to implement the process of change. Hopefully, that change will improve the

life of the whistleblower, the quality of government, and its ability to provide for the pubbc good.

As whistleblowcrs we are exceedingly aware of the need for an organization like the OSC.

However, it has been clear for years that the OSC has not lived up to its expectations and patch-

work changes have failed to correct the problem. It is our experience that no whistleblower can

rely on this organization for an effective investigation of whistleblower disclosures nor can we

entrust our careers to the inept investigation of the numerous acts of retaliation. Unfortunately,

we do not believe that tweaking the system with legislative reforms or replacing key personnel

will be sufficient to bring about the changes that would alter a history of horror stories.

By our actions we have demonstrated our willingness to take the risks associated with the disclo-

sure of waste, fraud or abuse. We strongly support the President, the Vice-president, and the

Congress in their collective efforts to eliminate waste in government. However, we have found

the system to be so grossly inadequate that anyone who is discovered to have attempted to report

wrongdoing runs the risk that they will be subjected to retaliation that could result in the termina-

tion of their career. Too many historical cases show that the burden that falls on these people ex-

ceeds the level of reasonable sacrifice for one's country. So long as the entrenched system re-

mains in place, we have reluctantiy arrived at the conclusion that it is better for the whistleblower

to keep their mouth shut and allow the entire country to bear the burden of corruption through

higher taxes and increased spending. For these reasons, we cannot condone a continuation of the

hotline reporting except in those cases where the matter is life threatening. It is with a sense of

the reality of the current system and with the greatest reluctance that we ask that all efforts to en-
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courage the reporting of anything other than a life threatening violation of rules, regulations, or

laws be suspended.

It is our position that the Office of Special Counsel epitomizes the failures of the existing system

and that only through the aboUshment of this organization can we know that meaningful change is

underway. We expect to participate to the fullest extent by offering our own recommendations

for improving the system, but we are so adamant in our opposition to the OSC that we will view

any efforts to continue this organization as a vote to abandon change and as a vote to continue the

status quo of corruption in Washington.

In the November 1992, issue of Across the Board, U.S. Rep. Howard L. Herman of California

indicated that the total amount of money salvaged for the U.S. Treasury through the whistie-

blower lawsuits brought under the False Claims Act was nearing one billion dollars. In compari-

son, the current or former federal employees who gathered to form the Whistleblowers Alliance

represent a potential saving to the government of between five and six billion dollars. The dozens

of other federal employees whom I have talked with over the last three and one half years could

add tens of billions to these numbers if they felt that they could tell their stories without jeopardiz-

ing their careers.

I cannot guarantee that they will be protected and 1 have advised each of them to seek employ-

ment elsewhere or to keep their mouths shut. Through the telling of this story, I would hope that

as Members of Congress you might see that there is substance to the allegations of budget pad-

ding and that your efforts to strengthen the whistleblower protection laws or in the process of

budget reform, you would afford these other individuals in the budget community the opportunity

to add their billions of dollars back into the federal coffers.
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My own case before the Merit System Protection Board was settled on March 15, 1993, after the

first witness. I managed to get the Navy to increase its settlement offer and thereby concluded the

adverse personnel matter before the Board. At the request of the Navy, the agreement has been

sealed under terms that would permit its release to a government investigation and it is my under-

standing that this would include an inquiry by this Committee. While I believe that the settlement

was in my best interest, it serves to demonstrate the deplorable reality of what waits for most of

those who step forward to report violations of rules, regulations or laws.

To understand why we whistleblowers are so strongly opposed to the continuation of the OSC, it

is necessary to understand the credibility of our disclosures and to see the proliferation of retali-

ation to which a whisdeblower is subjected. Only by seeing for yourselves that credible allega-

tions are being ignored by the OSC and only by getting a glimpse of the retaliation that is heaped

upon the whistleblower will you begin to grasp the degree of the problem that exists within the

OSC.

In order to focus on the failures of the OSC, I have provide to the Committee a copy of the letter

I received from the OSC dated 20 October 1992 [Tab 4]. It was immediately apparent to me that

the OSC grossly erred in its determination that my complaint is based on "grievances filed with

the agency." My complaint pertains to the cumulative acts of retaliation that stemmed from my

disclosures, not from the OSC conclusion that the action was directiy attributed to my filing of

grievances of my performance appraisal. 1 continue to contend that my appraisal was merely one

of many acts of retaliation.

In this letter, the OSC states;

"We have completed our legal review of the evidence obtained pursuant to our investiga-

tion of your complaint. As explained below, we have determined that no further action by

OSC is warranted Since \ou y^ere. never able to adequately defend \our cost esii-

mates to either vnur supervixnrs nr to independent auditors, the aeency yyould have a
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xtrong argument that your belief was not reasonable and ther^ore your disclosures were

unprotected. ... the personnel actions would have been taken for the efficiency of the

service even in the absence of your disclosures." [Emphasis added].

Had I been more financially solvent or had I a higher level of confidence in the Merit System

Protection Board (MSPB), I might have continued the hearing. Instead, I felt that in the interest

of getting on with my life that it was better to put these issues behind me. If this committee

would like me to address the details of the allegations and my defenses at another time, I would

be please to do so. However, I would prefer to take the time to focus on the matter that made me

a whistleblower ad allow you to judge the OSC on their ability to determine whether or not a dis-

closure reasonably evidences a violation of rules, regulations, or laws.

Having listened to the accounts of a number of whistleblowers and read many others, I am aware

that it is a difficult task to shift through unfamiliar technical data. I am also aware that manage-

ment is well versed in plausible justifications of events or charges and that it would be easy to

jump to the conclusions of guilt based on a one-time reading of management's accounts of inci-

dents that have transpired.

Regardless of the difficulty, the employees of the OSC are there by choice and through this

choice, they can be held accountable for their work product. It would seem that this staff desires

to pursue the easier route of conducting a few interviews and siding with management then to ex-

pend the back and forth sweat that is required to get beyond surface allegations and into the

genuine merit of a case. It was my experience and I have seen it reflected in other whistleblower

stories that the OSC is not interested in anything other than finding a legitimate excuse to close

the case. Better yet, there is a significant degree of encouragement not to open a case with the

OSC in the first place. When I first called the OSC, I was asked whether another agency was

looking into the matter. Since the matter was already with the Inspector General (IG), the OSC

deferred to the IG. As I became more aware of the incidents of retaliation, I called again and I
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was advised that the best thing was to seek employment elsewhere. Actually, I tried to do this,

but a freeze was in effect and 1 could not move.

For a while, I thought that maybe the OSC did not have sufficient resources to do the job. The

overworked underpaid federal agency routine. Instead of coming here to complain about the lack

of funding, it seems that the Special Counsel thinks that everything is working just fine and that

the office is fulfUling its stated objective. There seems to be a slight discrepancy here with the

impression I was given. I was told of delay after delay because the case examiner had too many

other things to take care of first. It would seem that management is non-existent since in the

process of assigning and administering cases the person working on my case became pregnant and

could not complete the work before she left on maternity leave.

After receiving the first Notice of Proposed Termination, I filed an action with the OSC on April

16, 1991, [Tab 250]. Virtually nothing was done about my allegations or about the adverse per-

sonnel action except to provide me with the letter dated May 2, 1991, [Tab 251]. The emphasis

on the ability to file with the Merit System Protection Board after 120 days seems to be an excuse

by the OSC to do nothing and hope that the matter will go away. Give the OSC even the slightest

reason to think tiiat the individual will be terminated, and they are no longer interested in your

case. Follow through is not a watchword of the OSC either. Ninety days after I filed the second

letter with them, an OSC investigator met with me in December of 1991, examined only a small

portion of my records. His promise to return was never fulfilled.

Please permit me to tell you my story. When I went to work for the Joint Cruise Missile Program

Office (JCMPO) in July of 1984, 1 was hired because of my diverse background estimating vari-

ous products and services and because I was computer literate. Incidentally, the JCMPO has

transitioned through several names since then and may be identified by any of the following ab-

breviations; CMPO, CMP, PDA, PDA- 14, or PEO. At the time the office used a mainft^me com-
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puter model to produce its budget estiinates. I was intrigued by the unused micro computer and a

program called 1-2-3. I began to monopolize the machine by building spreadsheets to model pro-

posals and then converted portions of the mainframe model to the PC.

By the time I was moved to the position of platform integrator where I was responsible for op-

erating the model that accumulated the component estimates into a single budget estimate, I had

mastered 1-2-3 and had moved my work into the integrated spreadsheet program Symphony by

Lotus Development. In late 1985 1 proposed moving the estimating model from the mainframe

onto the PC. Management agreed and by June of 1986 the task had been accomplished.

As the program progressed, there were modifications to the model to accommodate a continually

changing environment that was commonplace in a high technology weapon system. In late 1986,

a process referred to as "breakback" was implemented to move the government out of the direct

procurement of component systems and allow the prime contractors to purchase this hardware

directly. This included the procurement of the engine and various other subsystems.

This required the continuation of estimating separate systems and then adding the resulting cost

prediction to the AUR line on the budget exhibits. AUR is an abbreviation for All-Up-Round and

refers to the assembled missile. In mid to late 1988, 1 was tasked to update the computer model

to accommodate new information from the AUR competition. This alteration of the computer

model was seen and reviewed by management

In November of 1988, two co-workers and I relocated to the offices of AIR-524. My work load

diminished substantially. However, I had been asked to reconcile some problems that were

tiiought to be in the computer model. Specifically, tiie 1989 column of the budgets produced a

surplus of eighty million dollars and there was no readily available explanation for this surplus.
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The ability to reconcile the model was made more difficult because the CMP was refusing to pro-

vide infonnation about their management reserve. 1 searched for this error, but to no avail.

Then in September of 1989, 1 thought that 1 discovered the error and that it was not a surplus but

an indication from the model that the CMP might actually need additional funding. I reported this

finding immediately to my supervisor and went to work to reexamine the problem area in the

model. My initial reaction was premature. I discovered that the real problem, and the reason for

the 89 surplus, was that the computer model that had been designed to add component costs to

the AUR was still doing so. It was not just a surplus in 89, it was a case of double adding all of

the component costs from breakback into the AUR line for 90-94.

It was this computer error that I brought to the initial attention of my supervisors, Mr. William

Stranges (AIR-52444) and Ms. Noreen Bryan (AlR-524), not "my own estimate" of the

Tomahawk costs. It was this information that I was being told to keep quiet about. I attempted

to meet with the appropriate persons in the CMP to discuss this matter prior to their presentation

of the budget to the OSD Comptroller. As the budget hearing drew closer and closer 1 became

more concerned that hundreds of millions of dollars were being added to the budgets and that

neither my supervisors nor the CMP personnel were doing anything about it

My concerns began to expand to more than just the obvious computer error. Since 1 had con-

structed the computer model, I had also collected information from my managers to support the

numbers in the model. As the estimator for the engine, I knew that the cost of the fuel was

mathematically included in the engine estimate. 1 also knew that I was directed to maintain the

fiiel estimate on the budget because, "Nobody asked question about this line in the budget and it

helped provide some management reserve." Similarly 1 knew that the this was the case with the

Payload line and that the numbers for this item were not based on fact, but on a number that no-

body would ask questions about this line either. After years of operating the model and watching
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money moving from one area to the other, I knew how the exceptional perfonnance of the pro-

gram was creating a growing surplus and that these moneys were being moved into the support

line items. Finally, because I had incorporated the actual contract into the model, 1 knew that the

amount being represented as a contract actual was not the actual contract value. The amount of

this surplus money exceeded my limits of proper budgeting and it was clear to noe that the

amounts being represented and the manner that they were being represented constituted what 1

believed to be a fraudulent representation.

My supervisory chain was shown the computer printouts and they were told what was going on.

Their response was to threaten adverse personnel actions if I went forward. The idea of being

fired was not a thrill. I had never expected to become a whisdeblower and had given no attention

to the supposed protections afforded to whisdeblowers. I had just refinanced my house after a

very litigated divorce and the last thing I wanted was to get fired. Nevertheless, I elected to go

forward. When 1 informed one of my supervisors of this fact, the threats were repeated, but my

choice had been made.

My objective was to do my job and to see to it that senior managers had reliable information upon

which to base their decisions. Clearly, the CMP budgets were out of control and clearly there was

no indication that AIR-524 was going to be independent with regard to cost or budget. AIR-524

is the Cost Analysis Division of the Naval Air Systems Command. Thinking that something

would happen and that someone would be interested, I proceeded to produce an estimate that at-

tempted to disclose the full amount of the padding in the budgets. Hindsight indicates that man-

agement sought to draw attention to "my estimate" and not to the reasons why tiiat estimate was

produced in the first place.

The OSC investigator was provided this information and we were to get more into this detail

upon his return. Perhaps the technical details of cost estimating were too difficult for him or for
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one of the OSC attorneys, perhaps it was easier to close the case on "clear and convincing" per-

sonnel issues; but, in any event, the OSC's conclusion is that I did not have reasonable belief.

The Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) IG had this infonnation as did the Navy IG, the

DoD IG, the DoD Office of the Comptroller, the Naval Audit Service (NAS), the Navy

Investigative Service (NIS), the General Accounting Office (GAO). None of them directed their

attention to the stated disclosures, instead they all focus on differences of estimating techniques.

The GAO went a step further and concluded that the NAS had followed "standard acceptable

auditing procedures" even though they had not obtained the documentation for the alleged excuse

for the inflation of the 89 AUR.

As Members of Congress, listen the rest of this story and answer a few questions for me. Did I

have reasonable belief? Is it reasonable to believe that there should be a level of accuracy in

budget submittals? Does Congress want to spend countless hours shifting through budget line

after budget line just to try to determine where the fat is? Does Congress want persons like my-

self to come forward or would Congress prefer that persons like myself surrender to memos like

the one I received shcntly after my disclosures [Tabs 204 and 211]?

I have attempted to do a job that was required as part of my performance plan. For this I have

been humiliated repeatedly. Over the years, I have come into contact with scores of others in

similar positions of financial responsibility. At one time, the accumulated stories amounted to

nearly one-hundred billion dollars annually in various schemes to inflate budget submittals. I have

been criticized for my refusal to pwovide additional details on who, where, and how this is being

done. However, after my experience with the existing system of Whisdeblower Protection, there

is no way that 1 would jeopardize anyone else's career. 1 hold that it is a matter of individual

choice to step forward, and I hold that under the existing system, stepping forward is too likely to

10
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be a career ending decision that is not worth the sacrifice that is heaped upon the whistlebiowcr

and his or her family. A few success stories do not outweigh the abundance of careers in ruin.

The following is an abbreviated chronology of events. Under threat of retaliation from my super-

visors, I made my first disclosure to the DoD Office of the Comptroller in October of 1989, alleg-

ing that the 1989 contract value for the AUR as shown on the budget submittal [Tab 184] was in-

flated by more than one-hundred million dollars, that the fuel and payload lines as shown on the

budget submittals were false and were already included in the in estimated costs for the engine

and the AUR, and that the support costs were substantially inflated with management reserves.

The PDA Business Manger (PDA-14B) responded to the DoD Comptroller's office by stating that

the amount shown was a "contract actual" and used reports from the in-house accounting system

to support this assertion. I later learned that the OSD analyst had been shown a report that ag-

gregated the contracts with the support costs such that she was convinced that the amount shown

was a contract actual. To the best of my knowledge she never actually examined the contracts to

ascertain the authenticity ofmy allegations. My own records that included these documents were

trashed at the direction of my supervisor in early 1991. Nevertheless, documents shows that there

was an immediate effort to convince senior officials that there was no credibility to my assertions.

See paragraph 3 of King's memo to Willingham [Tab 163] that indicates that there had been a re-

view by unnamed Tomahawk personnel and that it did not merit further consideration.

Immediately after my disclosure I was threatened again by my supervisory chain with adverse

personnel actions and this was followed by a telephone call from PDA-14B. He informed me that

he would have me fired. There were some initial acts of retaliation, but they quickly subsided

fi-om active retaliation to passive retaliation once the supervisors were made aware that their ac-

tions violated the Merit System Principles.
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Within days of the first disclosure, I had a meeting with inspectors from the NAVAIR Office of

the Inspector General. The inspector from this office recommended using the suggestion program

to generate a written response from management to my specific allegations. I complied with this

suggestion and submitted the them within one week ofmy disclosure. See the support documen-

tation that was provided to Senator John Wamer of Virginia in May of 1990 [Tab 67].

In November of 1989, a team of past and current supervisors was appointed to refute my allega-

tions [Tab 206]. I was given an abbreviated and misleading briefing of this group's findings in

January of 1990, that suggested that the report would substantiate my allegations. I was specifi-

cally barred from seeing the briefing and was not included in the meetings that followed where

these supervisors briefed senior management in February of 1990. I can only assume that these

individuals were well satisfied that they had provided a plausible response that was accepted by

senior management and they felt that the matter was closed.

I met with the staff of Congressman Frank Wolf of Virginia in May of 1990, but since the House

had concluded it's Armed Services Appropriations hearings and 1 was referred to Senator

Warner's office and wrote to him in May of 1990 [Tab 67]. When it appeared that I might be

called as a wimess in the Senate hearings I informed my supervisors who then took steps to pre-

pare a response. It was not until March 9, 1993, when documents were produced through dis-

covery, that I learned of these actions and it is clear from careful examination of these documents

that these mangers were already engaged in the process of distorting the factual basis of my dis-

closure and of their own involvement in ensuing retaliation. [Tabs 167, 168, and 169].

Pertaining to the Prince memo [Tab 167], 1 can only wonder if the notifications of various legisla-

tive affairs offices had anything to do with the fact that I never was called to testified. Please be-

come aware of the references to "my estimate" in this memo and in the others that will follow.

This will become increasing important as the emphasis is placed on a difference of estimating
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techniques and not on the disclosure of the improprieties in the budgets. The handwritten memo

in the bottom quadrant was supposedly written much later than the date of the memo.

Referring to the Ms. Bryan memo of May 23, 1990 [Tab 168], Ms. Bryan was my third level su-

pervisor and it was she who first threatened me in October of 1989. You should also be aware

that in the meeting with her she was specifically shown and told about the inflation of the 1989

AUR, the error in the computer model, the fuel line, the payload line, and the inflation of the sup-

port costs. Now, she is representing that it was a problem with my own estimate and at the time

of this meeting, they disagreed with what I told them. There was no disagreement in that meeting

with my conclusions or assertions. There was only a concern that I would carry the matter out-

side the organization. In fact, they had nothing to disagree with until after they performed their

own "independent evaluation". The note at the bottom indicates that the DoD analyst did not ac-

cept my assertions but fails to indicate that the analyst had already been provided with inaccurate

information by the Tomahawk Office.

In the memo of May 25, 1990, we are dealing with a comparative analysis between two different

estimates without addressing the justifications for the existence of my estimate in the first place.

Now there is an assertion that these people recommended that I support the Navy budget and that

I ignored this directive. There was never a recommendation that I support the Navy's budget and

now for the first time there is an indication that in the review of the program that the last two

years of the procurement were canceled. Why do you suppose?

I was never provided specific details as to the reasons for the canceUation or for the means by

which this was accomplished; but I would like to know more. However, based on this comment I

will disclose here and now that I was making additional waves about the Tomahawk budget with

regard to the variant mix (the number and type of missile). In other words, why was it being

shown that the Navy was going to purchase a variant that had been banned by treaty? The
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Tomahawk is a strategic weapon and I did have to have some discretion in what I could discuss.

This memo goes on to suggest that a review of my "estimate" identified significant discrepancies

in his methods resulting in inaccurate outcomes. Please note that the NAVAIR Office of Counsel

has been involved and has provided advice pertaining to my whistleblower status.

We are here to talk about the Office of Special Counsel that is supposed to well versed in the

matters of whistleblowing. If the NAVAIR counsel knows that I have made a protected disclo-

sure in May of 1990, why is it that the OSC is replying in October of 1992, that I did not have

reasonable belief that my disclosures evidenced gross mismanagement and a violation of rules,

regulations and law? Do they have any idea what 1 8 U.S.C. § 1001 is? While I'm on the subject

of the NAVAIR Office of Counsel, let me ask a few more questions for the Comminee to ponder.

Why is it that lawyers hired to serve the public are more interested in protecting the agency and

agency management more so than protecting the interests of the public? Why is it that these law-

yers are allowed to pursue a whistleblower with a vengeance without ever attempting to deter-

mine whether or not the whistleblower's allegations are correct and that there have been violations

of law? Why is it that the Navy refused to acknowledge that I had made a protected disclosure

imtil the very last minute in the MSPB hearing?

I suppose that because they had claimed that they had briefed me, that in June of 1990, 1 received

a more complete briefing as to their findings [Tab 15]. I can only say that I was appalled at the

findings contained in this briefing. When I asked specific questions of the briefing party, I re-

ceived a non-committal reply and a shrug of the shoulders that suggested that the evaluators were

willing to accept an accusation of negligence as a defense for a poorly done job. Nevertheless, I

was now even more aware of what was being told to senior management and that this was the

first time that I was aware of my supervisors probable complicity in a deliberate attempt to con-

ceal the budget padding.
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Let me take the time to provide sotne histOTical background and an examination of key pages in

this briefing beginning with the hand numbered page 15-2. The members of this team are all cur-

rent or former supervisors. Mr. Ron Rosenthal was my second line supervisor at the time of the

merger of the JCMPO with NAVAIR. At the time of our merger, the JCMPO estimators under

the direction of Mr. Michael Joy briefed the Director of AIR-524. Mr. Rosenthal was present at

this meeting and from the outset, it was apparent that he was upset that his other missile programs

did not have the funding levels enjoyed by the cruise missile. Furthermore, it was apparent that

his missile programs were being subjected to conditions of competition and performance that

were modeled after the success of the Tomahawk and he was very resentful of this fact. It was

Mr. Rosenthal who fought tooth and nails to have the cost analysts relocated to the AIR-5244 of-

fice spaces where he could personally oversee a more "independent" examination of the

Tomahawk estimating process. Mr. Stranges was my first line supervisor and had been briefed on

more than one occasion about the Tomahawk budgeting process, the computer model, and was

the person who I had gone to immediately and reported the computer error, etc. Mr. David

Burgess (AIR-5244) was my second line supervisor and had also been briefed along with Mr.

Stranges.

Tum to page 15-5 and ask why does this teams approach begin with 1990 when one ofmy major

disclosures pertained to the 1989 AUR contract line.

Page 15-15 becomes a key page to understanding a number of issues and to understanding why I

am here today. This graph shows the declining costs of the AUR from 1981 through 1989 and an

increase in cost in 1990. Please note the percentages of decrease in cost from one year to the next

and see that the most conservative percentage decrease for any year was the eight percent de-

crease between the years 1987 and 1988. That percentage is actually just slighdy less than eight

percent and is the amount that I applied as a step function in my own analysis.
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Looking at this page, a normal question is why was there an increase in 1990. I asked Mr.

Stranges this question, keeping in mind that Mr. Stranges is the head of the Cniise Missile

Estimating Branch within AIR-524 and has been in that position for more than two years when he

was asked the question. His first response was that, "He did not know." Later he stated that it

was because the contractors had bid too low in the previous year and had increased their prices.

Is this imporont? You bet, unless you are prone to accept plausible answers. I would suggest

that Mr. Stranges knew or at the very least he should have known the answer to this question

either by his position or by his involvement with the so called independent study.

The contractors had not raised their prices; certain contracts were suspiciously awarded to the

high bidders with "plausible" justifications. Those justifications do not hold water when you be-

come aware of the entire story. For details ask for information about the award of the engine

contracts. Could it be that in order to justify higher budget submittals that an entire plant was

closed and people were thrown out on the streets. Ask the people who live in Gainsville, Georgia

how they feel about losing their jobs to support the higher budget submittals and jobs of people

living in Washington, DC. Who has lost jobs in your own districts and why?

Glance at page 15-17 and flip immediately to page 15-18. The data being chaned is the actual

program history for the cruise missile. It is this data that produces a learning curve with a slope

of 91 for 81-86 and it is this data that produces a slope of 60 for the years 86-90 and that is true

even with the increase in cost for 1990.

Turn to page 15-20. A straight line projection is a way of saying that there is no expected im-

provement in cost for the remaining life of the program. This statement is suggesting that a pro-

gram that has experienced one of the best performance records of any weapon system is suddenly

going to stop improving. Is that reasonable? Has anything been left out? Yes, you are not being

told that under consideration and possibly under contract, was a Value Engineering Change
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Proposal (VECP) from one of the contractors. This amounts to an additional saving of 120 mil-

lion dollars in addition to the one-hundred and sixty million dollars acknowledged by the

Independent Cost Team. Knowing this, PDA- 14 does not want to reflect it in the budget

Flip to page 15-21. First, notice that the fuel and payload lines are merely accepted as through-

puts without any documentation as fact Next look at the very last line, Procurement

Support/Fleet Support - throughput from cognizant PDA codes. I would like them to provide

the throughputs and the codes who provided them. In the years that I operated the computer

model, the changes to these lines were directed by my immediate supervisors depending on

whether there were increases or decreases to the management reserve levels. It was not infre-

quent for me to be told to balance it any way I wanted, just as long as it looked good. An exami-

nation of the backed up versions of this computer model will reveal one instance where there was

an attempt to incorporate authentic throughputs — the effort was abandoned.

On page 15-25, note the conclusion about a straight line projection and note the problem with the

incorrect inflation indices; but pay particular attention to the level of management reserve. Ill tell

you why to remember this number later in this presentation.

Beginning with page 15-27 we are looking at the independent team's assessment of my own analy-

sis. To begin with, ifmy use of the 1989 pricing curves for the AUR was reasonable, why isn't

the matter of the inflation of the 1989 AUR line addressed? I modeled the competition for the

following year by lowering the high bid contractor to a position that I have found to be an histori-

cal difference between competitors. The adjustment is made to one vendor and in one year only.

The eight percent annual decrease is referred to as a step function in cost predictions based on

learning curves. It is necessary to distinguish between a pricing curve and a learning curve since

both would appear to be the same thing. A learning curve can be used to predict costs over any
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quantity while a pricing curve is applicable to only one year. The reason is that overhead costs

that are provided in a pricing curve format have extremely steep slopes so that these costs arc

spread very quickly over the initial quantities of the procurement and have minimal impaa as the

quantities of the procurement increase. In order to apply a learning curve to a subsequent year's

procurement, it is necessary to apply a step function. The amount of the step in this case was the

minimal improvement experienced by the program in any of its previous years of production.

That brings nne to the next statement by my supervisors who determine this to be a slope of 60

while holding that the lowest historical rate was 80. I wonder whether they were looking at the

PDA data or whether this chart was based on other missile history. It is obviously flawed by the

data in their own report. These are my bosses and they are certainly entitled to their conclusions.

Page 15-28 gets more disturbing. If I had not briefed these individuals myself, I could understand

some misconceptions about what was being done in the area of support costs. Support costs are

frequendy referred to as "level of effort" types of work meaning that they are not subject to fluc-

tuations in the quantity of the weapon being purchased. As discrete estimates - that is their

words not mine - these numbers should not experience significant change. These people knew

that I had rebased my estimate to a prior estimate simply to adjust the years beginning in 1990 to

a known level of effort in order to eliminate the budget padding in these lines. They then suggest

that there is no historical support for a step down from one year to the next Once again they

have left the listener with the false impression of the analytics that were applied.

Skipping forward to page 15-31 we begin the portion of the brief that addresses the estimate by

this group of independent minded bureaucrats. Supposedly based on more current contracts, this

group decides to rely on 1990 contract prices. Let me remind you that at least one of these con-

tracts was not awarded to the lowest bidder and that it has been runKned that this is tnie for other

contracts also. Right off the bat, they fall back to old history by adopting a 91 slope. Why have
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they then selected a slope of 100 for one of the missile variants? Neither of these decisions is

supportable under accepted cost estimating techniques and certainly neither would have been

applied as acceptable if this had been done by a contractor in support of higher prices to the gov-

ernment. They have never provided any suppon for these decisions, but one would have to ask

whether the result is closer to the PDA's slope of 100 or to my slope based on historical actuals?

Then ask which one would be more likely to maintain a higher budget submittal. Management re-

serve is assessed at two percent and not the eight point three percent seen earlier.

Knowing what has been going on with the support costs, this team decides to adopt the PDA es-

timates without question and without the slightest shred of documentation to support the numbers

in the program's estimate. Insufficient time? I was given a matter of days to produce a document

and this group has been at it for three months and they claim that this is insufficient tinw. Ehd I

mention that they had all the help they could use from one of their contractors and were using

additional office staff' on this task at the same time. The only person who was "unavailable" was,

me. The OSC couldn't possibly conclude that this was retaliation could they?

Okay, move on to page 15-36. Yes, I would have to agree that the complexity of the cruise mis-

sile makes the task difficult, but the ability of the computer model would have overcome these

difficulties if they had been interested in working with the model.

The word competition has crept into the discussion on a number of pages, but here it is being

shuffled aside because it is supposedly lost among other factors. Here is an escape clause, if I

ever saw one; "Because of uncertainty of data, accuracy of forecasts are suspect." Here is the

conclusion that contradicted what I had been told in January of 1990. The Independent Team

"supports PDA's budget estimate."

19
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Now wc get to the nitty gritty. "-- AIR-52442Fs (that's me) budget estimate is analyticaOy un-

supportaWe." Which pan? Am I unsupportable on one-hundred million dollar inflation of the

AUR? No. Has it been addressed in this estimate? Did this team address in any portion of their

findings the fuel line or the payload line? No, these were accepted again without any documenta-

tion as program office throughputs on page 15-21. Ditto for the support costs.

After all has been said and done, this independent team suggests that the PDA has overstated tficir

requirement by 161 million dollars over a four year period. Now keep in mind that they have not

given any consideradon to the 120 million dollar VECP and that they have simply accepted the

Tomahawk's throughputs as verbatim without documentation. They also know that the

Tomahawk office has inflated the 89 AUR line by inflating the unit costs for each variant and has

used these inflated costs to predict future costs as well.

Could it be that I have been right all along? Would it appear to you or to any American taxpayer

sitting in a jury box that there has been an effon to conceal the truth from senior management that

includes the President and the Congress? What about that 8.3 percent rate of management re-

serve? Please turn to page 170-4 of Tab 170. After a long explanation that supposedly indicates

how erroneous I have been for years, the official position is that, "Because the Tomaliawk pro-

gram uses fixed (an interesting use of the word) price competitive contracts, and the production

program is mature, the Tomahawk program budget contains NO management reserve NOR engi-

neering change order estimate." It is their statement, not mine. The PDA budgets contain NO re-

serves; not two percent, not eight point three percent - NONE!

These people thought they had destroyed all of the evidence. They thought they controlled the

only copies of the computer models. They were wrong. The printouts fix>m those models will

show years of management reserves that amount to several hundred million dollars. You can ac-

cept or reject my analysis that aggregates the amount to neariy 1 .5 billion dollars. It is the tax

20
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dollars of your constituents and it is being hidden from your view. WiU you tinker with the OSC

or will you abolish it? Do you want to hear from people like me or should we zip our lips? 1 am

here to assert that I have been correct and that this has been a case of credible whistleblowing and

subsequent retaliation. I am here with the hope that you will take the necessary action to alter this

system so that others will not have to experience similar hardships.

This committee should not ignore the conclusions of the other investigative bodies in its efforts to

refwrn the whistleblowing process. Most were sidetracked into a belief that it was merely a dif-

ference of estimating techniques. Most never even looked at the details of the allegations, but

were lead to believe that it was nothing more that an errant employee who was about to be termi-

nated The FOIA response from NAVAIR pertaining to the NIS indicates that the only documen-

tation obtained from NAVAIR pertained to the allegations and adverse action [Tab 137).

The unofficial response by PDA-14B to the beneficial suggestions provides more clarity into the

manner that people are easily mislead [Tab 166]. My submission of beneficial suggestions came

at the advice of the NAVAIR IG inspectors and it is well known among whistleblowers that these

beneficial suggestions are a means to generate a written response from management with regard

to our allegations. Would you be inclined to do much of an investigation if you were lead to be-

lieve that I had inflated my cost estimate simply so that I could turn around and file a beneficial

suggestion that I might get paid for?

No, let me rephrase the question in a slightiy different way. Would you allow me to inflate my

budgets and submit them to successive levels of management who can then inflate them a lit .

more? I think that the Members of Congress have enough to deal with without having to spend

countiess hours digging into every line of every program to determine whether or not you have

been provided an inflated budget or whether it is a reliable document upon which you can base the

financial decisions of this country.
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Did the OSC read this briefing? Did they understand it? Does it in anyway support their conclu-

sion that because I didn't convince my supervisors that there was a problem that I have failed to

make a protected discovery? Do we really want to risk the careers of anyone on the proven in-

ability's of the OSC? Not in my opinion, and I certainly hope that we are moving to a position of

agreement that substantial change is necessary.

Let me get back to a chronological review. My annual performance appraisal with a rating of

fully satisfactory was in August of 1990. Senator Wamer response to my May letter came in

September of 1990 and provided NAS the means to become more fully involved in the audit

process. Following their briefings to senior management and in the absence of any direct testi-

mony about this issue to Congress, my managers remained confident that the matter had blown

over. They were not at all happy with the discovery that Senator Wamer was involved; and at

this point, the acts of reprisal intensified.

As the result of the retaliation, I wrote to President Bush in September of 1990. This resulted in a

directive to the DoD Office of the Inspector General to investigate the allegations of reprisal.

Believing that the investigations by the auditors and by the IG would be sufficient to conclude the

matter and because of the continuing retaliation, in early October of 1990, 1 requested and re-

ceived a transfer with the expectation that I could get on with my career. 1 soon discovered the

long arm of management and found myself under a continual watchful eye for anything that might

be used to support disciplinary action. Because of friends, 1 became aware of the enthusiastic "we

got him now ' incidents were being telephoned right back to my previous supervisory chain.

In late November or early December I received a verbal briefing from the auditors. I was told that

because 1 did not have an advanced degree and that the persons from the Naval Center for Cost

Analysis had their doctorates, that they were obviously more credible than I was. I would suggest
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that this was the total depth of the review of "various assumptions and analyses" that was done by

these auditors. The auditors told me that they were told by PDA- 14B that the inflation of the

1989 AUR contract line in the budgets had been directed by a senior pentagon official. The

auditors made no effort to obtain documentation in suppon of this allegation that was particularly

unsettling since this excuse conflicted with the earlier excuse that the contract line was not in-

flated at all. It wasn't until March of 1991, that NAS finally issued a letter response to Senator

Warner [Tab 69].

The auditor's were also briefed on the specifics of my allegations. Do you see any of them ad-

dressed here or do you see similarities between the Independent Team approach and this other

"Navy" response. After viewing "the various assumptions and analyses" why do you think dicy

reached their conclusion? It's your money and it's your choice. Do you want persons like myself

to come forward and attempt to tell you what is happening? Do you want us to risk our careers

so that you can save a few bucks of your own?

If management's position or the auditors' conclusions were accepted as valid, is the amount of u.e

overstatement important? Has there been any benefit from my disclosures? Is one-hundred and

sixty million dollars substantial enough to be a credible whistleblower? How can we rely on a

system that says on the one hand that reasonable believe is sufficient, while on the other hand the

persons who are supposedly there to provide a safety net for whistleblowers cannot even conclude

that a protected disclosure has occurred?

In December of 1990, 1 was transferred back to my original office. When I was detailed to the

Navy Yard, I was at first given the impression that my computer and my files would be transferred

with me so that I could support the woric of the auditors. This did not happen and after I returned

to AIR-524, 1 found my files scattered around the office. I believe that it was in January when I

found two co-workers trashing these files at the direction ofmy immediate supervisor. I went to
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the IG investigator and told him, but he said he was too busy to get involved. As a result, impor-

tant documentation was lost.

The continuing incidents of reprisal eventually lead to the receipt of my first notice of termination

in April of 1991. At that time, I was placed on administrative leave with pay. I replied to the

proposed termination within the fifteen day limit and remained at home.

In June of 1991, the DoD IG issued its report finding that I had been the victim of retaliation and

recommending disciplinary action for the individuals involved [Tab 173]. Documentation indi-

cates that the report was in the hands of NAVAIR personnel in early July of 1991

.

Documentation also indicates that the designated deciding official for the April Notice of

Termination was refusing to issue a ruling [Tab 177]. Please note some discrepancies in this

document. I received the notice of the cancellation of the April termination at the same time I re-

ceived the second Notice of Termination in August. I have to wonder if the decision to cancel the

earlier termination was made on or about the date indicated. If so, it would add credibility to my

assertion that the means by which the August Notice was delivered was a deliberate attempt to

conceal this second notice. Also, if you will look at the top of the IG report [Tab 173] you will

see that NAVAIR had this report on July 9, not July 24.

I am aware of the interest of certain Members of Congress in the various IG offices. I went to the

IG and saw them sit by and do nothing as my files were trashed. I saw the investigators firom the

DoD IG issue a report that found that 1 had been subjected to retaliation and recommended dis-

ciplinary action. Let me take a moment to give credit where credit is due. I did not agree with all

of the findings of the DoD IG, but at least I did see an above average effort extended by Ms.

Maicia Campbell and I do applaud her efforts. However, early in this entire episode of events, I

had overheard Mr. Burgess and Mr. Stranges commenting to another person in the office that

they had the support of senior management and that they didn't have to worry. I wasn't sure
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whether it applied to the briefing or to the retaliation, but take a look at two other documents

[Tab 175 and 176]. Why bother with an IG if they aren't going to do their jobs or if when they

do, their findings are ignored?

In August of 1991, 1 received a package from NAVAIR. On the top of the file folder was a letter

canceling the April notice of termination. Following the IG's report, the package appeared to be

nothing more than the cancellation with the attached file as nothing more than a cleansing of the

record. I did not detect the new Notice of Termination concealed inside the folder. Because I

failed to respond, the newly designated official, who was not provided any information about my

whistleblowing, read the file and determined that I should be terminated from federal service.

I first learned ofmy pending termination when I was called in mid September 1991, by a friend

who asked me why I was being fired. Documents show that the grapevine knew of my termina-

tion long before I received notification on September 19, 1991. 1 immediately contacted the OSC

[Tab 257] and file an appeal with the MSPB. The MSPB ruled that because I had first contacted

the OSC that it lacked jurisdiction and the matter was left in the hands of the OSC. The OSC

denied my stay request and said they would be getting back to me. In mid to late December of

1991, ninety days after I filed, I had my first and only meeting with an OSC investigator.

My correspondence with the White House prompted the reexamination of the auditors' findings in

October of 1991. At about the same time and following conversations with the fraud unit of the

GAO, it was determined that in order to avoid a duplication of effon that it was best for me to

proceed through the NIS with regard to an examination of the issue of fraud. I met with an in-

vestigator in January of 1992, at which time she looked at the available information and told me

that it did appear that federal statute 18 U.S.C. § 1001 had been violated. Later, when I met with

this person, her manager, and a representative from the NIS Office of Counsel, I was told that this

fraud stature was "antiquated law" and that, "The Navy would not prosecute the Navy."
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Between November of 1991, and January of 1992, 1 had several telephone conversations with a

contact at NAS who was indicating that there was merit to my reasons for requesting the reopen-

ing of their audit. Suddenly in mid January there was another sudden reversal and in late February

of 1992, the NAS issued a written report that essentially maintained their original position that the

dispute was merely a difference of estimating techniques and that there was only a slight discrep-

ancy of 160 million dollars in the PDA budgets [Tab 73].

I continued to receive periodic letters from the OSC saying that they were still looking into the

matter. Repeatedly I was told thai it would be a matter of weeks. Weeks stretched into months.

In July of 1992 I was told that the decision had been made but that the official letter was moving

through the chain and that since it was summer and some of the people had vacation plans it was

uncertain when the letter would actually get out the door. In October of 1992, eighteen months

from my first filing with the OSC, I received the final determination by the OSC. I filed with the

MSPB and as I indicated, 1 have settled the case.

Is it appropriate to focus on the OSC as the place to begin the alteration of a system that is not

working? The OSC said that I did not have a reasonable basis for my allegations and therefore I

did not qualify as having made a protected disclosure. The Navy subsequently argued to support

this position, but reluctantly later stipulated as a part of the record that I had niade a protected

disclosure. Where was the OSC then? Where are they now? Ironically, because of my settle-

ment, I am still a federal employee. I am in the status of administrative leave with pay, but that

will not last for long.

If this body wishes to encourage persons to come forward, then they must have the confidence

that doing so will not jeopardize their careers. If the OSC is not capable of investigating the mer-

its of a disclosure, how can they be relied upon to make a reasonable determination as to whether
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or not the whistleblower has been subjected to retaliation? In my opinion, they have failed miser-

ably on all counts and should be abandoned in favor of alternative solutions.

What was the position of the OSC? They had the IG's repon. The IG conducted in-depth inter-

views under oath. The OSC showed up once and seemed disinterested. The IG contacted wit-

nesses who could speak on my behalf, the OSC didn't contact one person until after they had al-

ready issued the letter that was supposedly waiting for a signature. The IG was receptive, inter-

ested and attentive. The OSC couldn't care less.

It is my opinion that the priority of protections should be in protecting the whistleblower's income

not in protecting his or her job. I believe this can best be done by making available a variety of

preferential personnel services designed to facilitate the transition of the whisUeblower to another

position. I think that the decision to transfer should be at the discretion of the whistieblower, but

I do feel that once there is a suspicion of retaliation that the whistieblower should be moved even

if it is not their choice to do so.

I would suggest a number of special project units within organizations such as the FBI, the GAO,

OPM or even within the office of an IG. I would suggest that these uiuts be capable of conduct-

ing the investigation of whistieblower allegations and should be in the position to involve the

whistieblower in the investigation as much as possible. Transfer to one of these units would be a

detail assignment such that the whisUeblowers slot is held vacant until the conclusion of the in-

vestigation at which time it can be a choice to return to the office or to be given the opportunity

to transition to another position.

Organizational behavior is well ingrained into an office environment Even though the whistie-

blower has drawn attention to one specific violation, there are likely to be other alterations in tiie

office environment tiiat will be subjected to change because of tiie whistieblower's activities.
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There is likely to be some resentment if this is the case, and it may not be in the whistleblowcrs

best interest to return to a specific job.

In a legal system that is getting jammed with new cases everyday, I see a tremendous advantage

to everyone concerned if the route of choice is to transition to an alternative position in order to

avoid retaliation. In cases where it may be necessary to maintain the whistleblower in their posi-

tion for purposes of assisting the investigation, it should be abundantly clear that the person is

likely to be subjected to retaliation and is likely to fall victim to abuse. A clean slate and a transi-

tion when it is appropriate is the best solution in my opinion.

I would not ignore the changes to the litigation process that should be considered even if the idea

of job transition becomes a reality. There may still be occasions when the judicial approach may

be desirable. There is a need to impose penalty on the perpetrators of retaliation or on abusive

managers. It must be an avenue accessible to the employee and one that they can initiate if senior

management does not take the anticipated or desired action. The whistleblower has taken these

actions in the best interest of the public good and it should be the public that has the opportunity

to detemiine the merit of the whistleblowcrs allegations. Access to a jury is the most important

aspea of our judicial system and it should be this system that is accessible to the whistleblower.

It should not be the exclusive jurisdiction of the MSPB that has evolved as a system primarily in-

tended to protect management from the errant employee.

Retaliation is so detestable that there should be only one penalty - termination. Allowing a lesser

penalty for someone who has attempted to generate an adverse personnel action against a whis-

tleblower would imply that it is not a big deal and would only serve to encourage others to give it

a try. One only has to examine this case to see what happens to the Bureaucratic Bully - they get

promoted. The authority to impose penalty must co-exist with the authority to investigate oth-

erwise, why waste tax dollars on the investigation in the first place.
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It seems to me that whistleblowers can quickly identify with another whistleblower in a way that

is not typical of the reception we receive from others who have not experience a similar situation.

Perhaps it is the level of experience that comes with the task similar to the experience that comes

with any other job. I do know that regardless of the level of exjjerience possessed by the investi-

gators I have met, their ability to relate to the whistleblower is not equal to that which I have seen

between whistleblowers.

There is another aspect of whistleblowing that I had not expected. We seem to be magnets for

others who have a story to tell. Perhaps because we have taken the risk, perhaps it is simply a

matter of j)ersonalities; but regardless we are a resource for those who are genuinely interested in

weeding out corruption whether it is in government or in the private sector. I suspect that the

whistleblower is a prime candidate for seminars on detecting and reporting waste, &aud or abuse.

Once these people can be convinced that the system has changed for the better, I bebevc that they

will be a tremendous resource for improving the system for all concerned.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to address this Committee. I hope that I have been

of assistance to you and the committee in determining the course of action that is under consid-

eration. I do ask that you take the steps to abolish the OSC as one indication, to status quo

Washington, that change is indeed here.

Respectfully submitted.

Thomas Franklin Day, U
704 Fall Place

Hemdon, Virginia 22070

703/435-0446
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SUPPORTING EXHIBITS TO THE
TESTIMONY OF

THOMAS FRANKLIN DAY II

BEFORE THE
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL SERVICE

CONGRESSMAN FRANK McCLOSKEY, CHAIRMAN

OVERSIGHT HEARING
ON WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION AND
THE OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL

MARCH 31, 1993
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;^3^X%. us. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1730 M SMM, N.W.. SuHt 300

WMhIngtan. D.C. 20036-4806

October 20, 1992

Mr. Thonas F. Day II

704 Fall Place
Herndon, Virginia 22070

Re: OSC File No. MA-91-0833

Dear Mr. Day:

This letter is a final response to the complaint you filed with
the Office of Special Counsel (OSC). You alleged that you were charged
with absence without leave, issued letters of caution and reprimand,
suspended for 10 days, and issued a performance improvement plan and
removed from your position with the Naval Air Systems because of your
disclosures. You also alleged that these personnel actions resulted
from grievances which you filed with the agency. Your disclosures
involved your allegations that $1.4 billion of excess funds were
contained in the budget estimate for the Cruise Missile Program for the
1990 through 1994 fiscal years. You made disclosures concerning these
alleged budget overestimates to your supervisors, the Office of
Secretary of Defense, the Inspectors General of the Naval Air Systems
Command, the Department of Defense, and Senator John Warner. We have
completed our legal review of the evidence obtained pursuant to our
investigation of your complaint. As explained below, we have determined
that no further action by OSC is warranted.

Your grievance activity would be protected under 5 U.S.C.
§ 2302(b)(9). The evidence showed that agency officials knew of your
October 1990 grievances regarding your performance appraisal rating and
the letter of reprimand. However, we found no evidence connecting the
personnel actions at issue to the filing of your grievances. Thus, the
evidence showed that your grievances were not a motivating factor in the
personnel actions taken.

For protection under S U.S.C.§ 2302 (b)(8), an employee must
reasonably believe his disclosures evidence a violation of a law, rule,
or regulation, or gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse
of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health and
safety. Since you were never able to adequately defend your cost
estimates to either your supervisors or to independent auditors, the
agency would have a strong argument that your belief was not reasonable
and therefore your disclosures were unprotected. Even if the Merit
Systems Protection Board were to find that your disclosures were
protected and contributed to the personnel actions taken, we believe
that the agency could prove by clear and convincing evidence that,
because of your neglect of duty and your threatening and disruptive
conduct, the personnel actions would have been taken for the efficiency
of the service even in the absence of your disclosures. Accordingly, we

^-/
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ThoMs F. 0«y II

OSC File No. NA-91-0833

would be unable to prove a violation of the Whistleblower Protection
Act. Thus, Me are closing our file In this matter with no further
action.

Since you have alleged reprisal for whistlebl owing under 5 U.S.C
§ 2302(b)(8), you will receive a letter from OSC which will explain your
right to seek corrective action before the Merit Systems Protection
Board.

Sincerely,

/-..'. ^^^~.- ' ^-^^ '-__

William E. Reukauf
Associate Special Counsel

for Prosectlon
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THOMAS F. DAY
704 FALL PLACE

HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
H 703/435-0446
W 202/692-91B2

May B, 1990

Sanator John W. Warnsr
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-4601

ATTNt Mr. Grayson Winterling
SUBJi Cruise Missile Budget

Dear Sir;

This letter will provide you with speci'fic information in
support o-f my decision to provide information to the Congress O'f

the United States pertaining to the budget practices oi the
Navy's Cruise Missile Office during my five and one-half year
tenure as a Cost Analyst for that program. It should be apparent
that I am not providing this information in an official capacity
and that although I am providing this information to you prior to
informing my superiors of my intentions, it is my expectation to
provide a similar letter to each person in my chain of command in
a timely fashion. The primary reason for approaching you at this
time is to ascertain the time table within which I must work and
to identify the key players who should receive this information.

In October of 1989, my analysis of the WPN funding for the
Cruise Missile Program (CMP) showed a surplus of *1.15 billion
for the government fiscal years of 1990-94. This surplus was
over and above a management reserve of seven percent of total
hardware which I had retained in the CMP budget projection.
Included in that seven percent was the funding for the "Fuel" and
"Payload" as shown on the accompanying budget exhibit.

I reported my findings to my immediate supervisors and
attended the meeting where the CMP budget was presented to the
OSD Budget Office. It became apparent that there was no
incentive on the part of my management and obviously not on the
part of the CMP to address the surplus funds or to even make
mention of their possible existence. When I informed my
superiors that I was prepared to take independent steps to inform
the OSD Budget Office of the surplus, I was advised to take no
action whatsoever and I was told repeatedly that I could expect a
variety of job actions and disciplinary steps if I proceeded. It
was quite clear that if I proceeded, that efforts would be
undertake to have me fired.
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During th» pravtou* ••v«r»l y»«r», I had b*»n wngul-fBd in •

p«r»onal Bituation in which I had strugglsd v»ry hard to pr»»»rve

ownership o* my home. Suddenly I wa« faced with the di'f-ficult

choice o* proceeding with actions which could coet me my job

thereby losing the -financial means to maintain my house. For me,

the choice between material possessions and personal integrity

has always -favored the choice to maintain my own integrity and

that was the choice I made when I informed my superiors o-f my

decision to proceed to the Pentagon. Again I was told to expect

immediate repercussions, but my decision was -firm.

Almost immediately, my superiors began their own

"independent" e-fforts to analyse the cost o-f the cruise missile.

It was apparent that the desired intent o-f the studies was to

demonstrate that I was incorrect in my conclusions in a

deliberate attempt to support the threatened job actions. My

awareness o-f those estimates is limited since I have never been

-fully in-formed as to the conclusions, however, everything that I

have seen regarding those studies and other related studies
continues to support my own conclusions o-f surplus -funding.

The occupational hazard of every cost analyst is that we
must proceed with the full knowledge that we are "always" wrong
in our assessment of cost. We are always wrong because we are
either too high in our determination of cost (a situation which
rarely attracts much attention), or we »re too low in our
estimate in which case everyone quickly points the finger of

responsibility at the cost analyst as the culprit for budget
short falls. On those rare occasions when we happen to be right
on the money, we Tm obviously wrong since, "nobody can be that
good." An occupational hazard.

It is necessary for any cost analyst to proceed on the basis
that "I am right until I am proved to be wrong". So far, no
person has provided information to "prove me wrong". In response
to requests by some to allow sufficient time for others to do
their job, I have allowed more than six months which is
considerably more time than a cost analyst is typically given to
perform a similar analysis. I have seen nothing other than what
I would characterize as foot dragging and I see no reason to
delay my actions any longer.

Several days after I reported my findings to the DSD Budget
Office, I went to the NAVAIR Inspector General and provided
similar information. At that time 1 was told about the
regulations which »rs intended to protect "whistle blowers".
Although there have been acts of reprisal, I am not aware of any
disciplinary actions taken against anyone.

In one of my meetings with the IG, it was stated that I

consider submitting my surplus allegations under the Suggestion
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Program. Four ••parat* suggMtlona totalling approximately 1.4

billion dollar* in »aving» to tha govarnmant and totalling

approKimataly 6.9 million dollar* in aNarda payable undar tha

program to myaaW wara aubmittad. Thay wara promptly I oat in tha

mill. By working with tha paraonnal in tha NAVAIR auggaation

O'f-fica, the auggaation* were reaubmitted and placed back in the

treadmill ior analyei*. I am aware that they have been routed

and re-routed and I am aware o-f a preliminary -finding, but I have

not been o-f-ficially informed of that deciaion.

A* the reault of my going to the NAVAIR IB, I am aware that

the matter ha* been brought to the attention of the NAVY IG and I

*u»pect that peraona in the DoD IG were at least informed. 1 am

also aware that the Naval Audit Service ha* been asked to look at

the CMP budget proce** and that as a result of that examination

it is my understanding that there ia a de*ire to proceed with an

expanded financial audit of the Cruiae Miesile Program. I am not

aware of any apecific per»on* in my chain of command above the

NAVAIR level who might be aware of my actions.

I do not think that it should be overlooked that while the

issue that I have addressed is the surplus funding of a strategic

weapon system, that the organizations that should be able to

examine *uch allegations are substantially under staffed and over

burdened with work to be done. I will also acknowledge that

while the apparent speed for completing the examination of the

facts of this matter may appear to me to be "foot dragging", that

the delays may be attributable to the allocation of limited

resources. I will leave it to others to determine which of the

two views is most appropriate given the presumed degree of

importance of this matter.

During my tenure with the Cruise Miasile Office, I deeigned

and operated a Symphony apreadsheet model which was used to

formulate the WPN Budget submittal. Portions of that model were

constructed by direction from my superiors to "hide" management
rm^mrwe in either the hardware element* of the eetimate or in the

"Government In-hou«e" line of the aupport cost*. The model alao

gave these managers the opportunity to see their reserve funds

and to make their own allocation of these dollar* to other areas
of support in the form of "Thruputs". I am aware that the
practice of hiding these reserve fund* exieted in the mainframe
model which wa* the predece**or to the epreadaheet model.

Pereons in the CMP Budget Office frequently referred to

themselves as "professional liars" alluding to their ability to

convince other* in and out of the CMP office that the budget
estimates were factual. The confidence of theae pereon* wa* *uch

that on at least one occasion, one of these persons told an

auditor with the GAO that there was BO million dollar* of *urplu*

in one particular year and dared him to find it.
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On occasion* I w«« abl* to watch the process by which this
"convincing" occurred and I watched with a degree o+ •frequency as

those who disagreed with the CMP Budget 0-f-fice were subjected to

demeaning personal attacks. Because O'f the complexity of the

Cruise Missile, the multiple variants O'f the missile, and the

limited and o-ften distorted •financial in^formation that was made
available to others pertaining to the CMP budget; it was not

di^f'ficult to convince higher o-f^ficials that it was the CMP
insiders who really understood the costs o-f the Cruise Missile
and that those who sought to cut •funding -for the missile were
"incompetent" or "attempting to scuttle the program". I was
around these "pro^f essional liars" •for too long not to expect and

to anticipate that I too would be subjected to personal attack.

I suspect that during the examination o^f my allegations o^f

surplus -funding that I have been accused o-f acting to undermine
the program. As a point o^f perspective consider this application
o^f the surplus •funding and the way that it is "not" spent. The
operation o^f the computer model required changes to the Missile
Allocation Schedule (MAS) which is the schedule o^f the various
missile variants to be built. Within speci^fic direction as to
overall quantities and within the stated dollar constraints, I am
the one who made the determination o-f that specific variant mix

with only an in^frequent alteration by others. At times during
the operation ©•f the model and not documented to a speci^fic

incident, I have been aware o-f surplus -funds and I have also been
aware o-f the "pro-f essional liars" position that the program
o-f -f ice was "cut to the bone" and that "we could not build any
more missiles". Once a determination had been made by higher
authority regarding the availability o-f -funds, the "liar" could
not go back and say that there were -funds to build more missiles.
Ue could have built more missiles.

Certainly the military situation has changed dramatically in

recent times, but those changes have not eliminated the need for
a national de-fense. Had the need arisen in the past or i-f the
need were to arise in the -future to use this missile, ask
yoursel-f whether or not the national de-fense has been served by
not building missiles and ask yoursel-f whether this decision is

best le-ft to "pro-f essional liars" or whether it should be left to
other informed persons in the organizational structure.

There is another factor of the Cruise Missile to be
considered and that is the "re-manufacturing" of the older
missiles to accommodate the recent enhancements to performance.
Are persons in higher office being told the truth or are they
merely being lead along the path by "professional liars".
Several years ago it became apparent that there was insufficient
funding in the OttS accounts to perform the recertif ication of the
missiles. Modifications to the missile were implemented to
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•xtand the racartif ication cycl* in an miiort to Allaviat* som*
o^ the funding difficulties. When thmrm m«s still insufficiant
'funding 'for the recerti'f ication and modi 'fi cat ion to the (nissiles,
other avenues were explored. Sell the "others" on the idea that
the modifications air9 really so dramatic that we should
"re-manufacture" the missile became the acceptable avenue.

Use the surplus in MPN to 'fund the shortfall in the O&S.
Mhat difference does it make? The difference is whether or not
the people in the appropriate positions of decision making tirm

being afforded the opportunity to make the decision that is
rightfully theirs or whether this decision authority is being
usurped by the "professional liar".

It is a frequent criticism of "whistle blowers" that they
are merely opportunists out to make it at the taxpayers expense.
Considering the amounts of money involved, it is not unexpected
that some might feel that this is opportunism at a very high
level. Pause and put the matter in the perspective of the
popular concept of Value Engineering (VECP) in the cost savings
arena. Mhile I was more directly involved with CMP, a proposal
was received from one of the contractors that amounted to *120
million dollars in proposed savings. If implemented, the
contractor would have been paid *60 million dollars for improving
their portion of the missile — half of the expected savings.

I do not know the final determination of savings, but the
idea was implemented. Their risk was only a few million
corporate dollars and they were reimbursed for those out of
pocket expenses, my risk was virtually everything I owned. If it
turns out that I am correct in all of my analysis, I would have
saved the government ten times the amount of the VECP and my
reward would be approximately the same as the amount of the
corporate risk. I can understand the resentment based on the
fact that they didn't do it first, and I can understand the
resentment because it does not reflect well on the ability of
some managers; but I cannot accept the label of opportunist.

It was another frequent statement around the CMP Budget
Office that they lived by the "Golden Rule" — "he who controls
the gold, rules". To my knowledge there are no instances where
persons have directly pocketed any of the surplus funds as was
the case in the "111 Winds" investigation. One response that I

have heard alluding to the fact that these surplus funds are
spent within the project is by my estimation a naive view of
power brokering under the auspices of the "golden rule". This
brokering of funds permits the maintenance of personal pyramids
of power, prestige and personnel. There are certainly
appropriate applications of the rule whan it is applied by
persons at the top of an organization, it is not appropriate when
it is applied from a lesser position.
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P»r «on« who r*pr«s*nt th»m««lv»« as "prof •••tonal Xi«r«"
will •v«ntu«lly h«v» to •f«c» th» con«»quenc» o-f th»ir action*.
Perhaps it is time for som* o-f tho»» paybacks, p»rhap« I am wrong
in which case I am pr»par»d to d*al with my arror. I will
support th» application o-f the "goldan rul«" from the top of thi

various pyramids of an organizational structure but no longer
from the level of "professional liars" who dispense the gold in

accordance to what kind of trade can be made.

It is necessary in my opinion for a cost analyst to maintain
a posture of independence and personal integrity even If those
views do not coincide with the views of superiors. I cannot
concur with those who would suggest that it is my job to "agr«*"
with program offices. It is acceptable to be wrong, it is not
acceptable simply to agree. When I submit to "agreeing" with
program offices, then my credibility as an analyst and the
credibility of every analyst is diminished. It is not long
before agreeing becomes the accepted priority of business in

order to comply with the principle of the "golden rule" and to
obtain funding for personnel or computers necessary to perform a

diminished task.

Several weeks ago I was informed that it had been determined
that NAVAIR S244 would no longer support the Cruise Missile
Program and that my duties would be reassigned accordingly. At

the same time, I was told that "the system owed me nothing". I

will leave it up to others to determine what the system owes me,

but I have made my decision that some people within the system no
longer are due anything from me either. It is the system itself
and others in higher positions within that system that I owe much
more than a continued silence of personal security.

Since I am not aware to what levels of management this
matter has been addressed, I am requesting the opportunity to
inform my entire chain of command of these actions prior to any
further distribution of this information outside your office. I

suspect that there will be some who have no knowledge- of these
events and I would not consider it to be professionally
acceptable to assume that they knew or should have known about
these matters. I would anticipate that this could be
accomplished in a very short period of time. Beyond that, I will
be available to proceed in whatever manner you deem appropriate.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas F. Day
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THOMAS F. DAY
COST ANALYST — GM13
217-46-2198
NAVAIR 52442F
692-9182

SUBMITTAL OF SUGGESTED SAVINGS BY
THE ELIMINATION OF FUEL "SLUSH FUND'
FROM THE CRUISE MISSILE BUDGET.

The problem which is addressed by this suggestion is the
manner by which substantial funds have been hidden in the Cruise
Missile budget for a period of years. Funds which can be loosely
identified as management reserve but which in fact have provided
sn e>;cessive "slush fund" for use by the program office. Thr
specific funds referenced by this suggestion are represented on
the program's F'12 as "Fuel" and are relied upon by higher
authorities as a true representation of past and future costs for
this item. Since these funds have been identified as an
essential portion of the weapon system, they have gone forward in
the budget process virtually unchallenged by all levels of
authority outside of the program office. Therefore these funds
represent a sizable source of funds that can be e'.ipended in a
manner other than that for which they have been represented.

My suggestion is to eliminate the excess funds from this
line item for amounts which were not actually spent on the "Fuel"
i- both the prior years (FY80-FYB7) and future years (FY88-FY94).

Based on the historical data for years FYB0-FYB7, the
ma::imum savings for this period would be »12,250,000. Based on
thr most current documents from the program office, the maximum
amoui-.t of savings for the years FY88-FY94 would be «35, 120,000
for a combined savings to the government of 47,370,000 in then
yrar dollars. An audit of Cruise Missile Contracts will be
necessary to determine the actual expenditures for any "fuel"
which was not already included in one of the other. contracts.

I understand that the acceptance of a cash award for the use
of this suggestion by the United States Government shall not form
the basis of a further claim of any nature upon the United States
by me, my heirs, or assigns.

Signature tt Date

Title of Suggestion: ELIMINATION OF EXCESS "FUEL" FUNDS

Pagr 1 of 1
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THOMAS F. DAY
COST ANALYST — GM13
217-46-2198
NAVAIR 52442F
692-9182

SUBMITTAL OF SUGGESTED SAVINGS BY
THE ELIMINATION OF PAYLOAD "SLUSH FUND"
FROM THE CRUISE MISSILE BUDGET,

The problem which is addressed by this suggestion is the
manner by which substantial funds have been hidden in the Cruise
Missile budget for a period of years. Funds which can be loosely
identified as management reserve but which in fact hpve provided
an excessive "slush fund" for use by the program office. The
sppcific funds referenced by this suggestion sre represented on
thp program's P12 as "F'ayload" and are relied upon by higher
authorities as a true representation of past and future costs for
this item. Since these funds have been identified as an
essential portion of the weapon system, they have gone forward in

the budget process virtually unchallenged by all levels of
authority outside of the program office. Therefore these funds
represent a sirable source of funds that can be expended in a

manner other than that for which they have been represented.

My suggestion is to eliminate the excess funds from this
line item for amounts which were not actually spent on the
"Piiyload" in both the prior years (FYB0-FYB7) and future years
(FY3B-FY94)

.

Based on the historical data for years FY80-FYS7 , the
m^::imum savings for this period would be $14,033, 000. Based on
thf most current documents from the program office, the ma;;imum .

amount of savings for the years FYBB-FY94 would be *29,615,000
for a combined savings to the government of 43,648,000 in then
year dollars. An audit of Cruise Missile Contracts will be
nrcessary to determine the actual expenditures for any "payload"
which was not already included in one of the other contracts.

I understand that the acceptance of a cash award for the use
of this suggestion by the United States Government shall not form
the basis of a further claim of any nature upon the United States
by me, my heirs, or assigns.

Signature *' Date

Tit!:: of Suggestion: ELIMINATION OF EXCESS "PAYLOAD" FUNDS

P?,c;r- 3 p* 1
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' MAMBeFSOOGESTER(S)(*B«.>>l.iiiI.i>

A/^iyA'/e

POSITION TITLE t GRADE loi mlliurr rmk/rmlel

s.yi V V y '-^

sociALSii uniiYNO

7' /' V/,

V7

/ (WE) UNDERSTAND thai ihe acctpianct of a cash award for ihe use of this suggestion

by Ihe United Stales Covtmmeni shall notform Ihe basis ofafurther claim ofany

nature upon the United States by me (us), my (our) heirs, or assigns.

DATEHtCEIVED

cm 7 ' /

SIGNATURE AND DATE SUGGESTION NUMBER

Describe In Ihrtt stpvale paragrvphs (I) Ihe problem. diffKully, or circumstances thai prompted you lo submit this suggestion: (21 the suggested change;

(3) wAtTTmd how It can be vjnt >•*«/ U wUI occatnpUtK end how U will benefit the Naiy/Coiemment in terms oftangible savings, ifpossible.

7F-(? QifT/^cnfO.

Note -Ifyou Heedutoietfet.
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THOMAS F, Dr:Y

COST ANALYST — GMIT.

217-46-219B
NAVAIR 52442F
692-9182

SUBMITTAL OF SUGGESTED SAVINGS BY
THE ELIMINATION OF FY89 AUR "SLUSH FUND"
FROM THE CRUISE MISSILE BUDGET.

Thp problem which is addressed by this suggestion is

manner by which substantial funds have been hiddc?n in the

Missile budget for a period of years. Funds which can be

identified a? management reserve but which in fact have pr

an e::ceEsive "slush fund" for use by the program office,

tpr'cifir funds referenced by this suggestion are represent
the program's PI 2 as a portion of the "AUR" and sre relied

by higher authorities as a true representation of past and

costs for this item. Since these funds have been identifi

ari esiKpntic-il portion of the weapon system, they have gone

in the budget process virtually unchallenged by all levels

authority outside of the program office. Therefore these

represent a sirsble source of funds that can be e;:pended i

mcTrner other th^-in that for which they have been represente

My suggestion is to eliminate the excess funds from this

line item for amounts which were not actually spent on the "AUR"

an FVB9.

Bjv^ed on copies of the actual contracts for the two vendorD,

the actual cost for this line item should be the sum of the

McDr-nnell Douglas contract N00019-B8-C-r.l38 ( *256 , 181 , 519) and

th( i-^pneral Dynamics contract N00019-88-C--137 ( »175,935 , 11^ ) for

it Irt^J of *432, 116,633. The program's most recent budget
riornments indicr->te a cost of «56? , 555 , 000 . The difference
between the program office's stated value and the actual
contracts is a ma::imum savings to the government in the amount of

*137,')"R,367.

I understand that the acceptance of a cash award for the use

of this suggestion by the United States Government shall not form

the basis of a further claim of any nature upon the United States

by me, my heirs, or assigns.

the
Cruise
loo^el

V

ovidfd
The
ed or.

upon
future

ed as
f orwi^rd
of
funds
n a

d.

?iqip.?ture ?- Date

Tjtl'.- c' Suggprtxor, : ELIMINATION OF EXCESS "AUR" FUNDS

Pc-u! 1 r.f 1 .

<^fe
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AV£NDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OP CONTRACT }

COM f66M*ilsutbav

DEPARTKEUT OF THE BAVt

Naval Mr Syatta* Coanaad
Va*hlfigCon. D.C. 20361
MR-217im Mra. C Blair Colliaa

Tel ephone; Araa Cad« 202, 692-561*

«. N*Mt ANO *66*iss o# coNT*A4t6t </»•.. •»*(. ««Mif>. f •••• •«< ur ctii

McDonnell doogias corporation
McDonnell Douglai Missile Systens Coapan;

Post Office Box 516

St. Louis. Missouri 63166

N00019-89-PR-90693 |

i. *&MINItftkl6 kv d/clM' (MA '•»> (

I 1 !

cooc N68693

See Section C of the Contract

cool 69236 IfACiLiTvcooe 28861

tA.AMtNOMtnf 6' tdtlClTATlON I.O.

•eTESTioTimrarnr

lOA. l>l6bl#ICATl6N C* dONT«ACTA3«OI

N0OOi9-88-C-3128

loa. bAf(o («(x /rzM jx

See Block 14

n THIS ITEM ONLV APPLIES TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICITATIONS

J Th« iDox AumetfW •elciution i> wntnotd Mw lortr » I«m1« TX* how •«0 daii •ein.d lor '•wst ot 0«jn L_-

-tltn mun Ktr».IM9l r«t«l o< tf.it wntnflmw.. O'O' » t«. hoor »«J «.» ISKilMl i« »• I01.e.»l«>« 0» •> .<T»'«>«1. 6y ont o< IM <0.10«.n« ".l^odt

ntf. pr9«<e«d ••C" t«f»flr»m C l«Ilf m»»tl rtltrt'Kt tO

I ACCbuNTINd ANb A»*ll6»*IATION DATA (It •^»lurt4l

See Appropriation Data Sheet Attached Hereto

13 THIS ITEM APPLIES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS/ORDERS.
'

IT MODIFIES THE CONTRACT/ORDER NO AS DESCRIBED in iTEM U
^. I a T».sc>-AN6c6«6ta .$ 'Sime omtuANT fo: n».c.f> ..woniyiTHi chance sct >obth .w item ;. ahi madux ^-t.^.j"-

TOACT 0«0C« NO. IN iTtM IBA.VI

• TMt ASOvr NUMSraCO CONTHACT/0«oe» U MOO>rieO to •I'tSCT •;« »OM>'1'»T«ATiv€ CmanCII («« «• ««.«• i» »r.i«» olt

•*»Twn«ll»o J.H.'lcjStT rOaT- IN iTtM I«. »vH$UANT TO THt AUT»0«lTV 0» >A ««3.mi»).

e. THIl »U*»'.£»«NTAL AG4».tMtNf IS tNTiatO INTO •U«»UANT TO AOT»«0«ITr OF:

O. OTMC* liMtily i>M Of m««nc«Da« «< •anani*)

. IMPORTANT. ContriciOf @ $ noT. D > f«quir«a to tiy ihii decumeni and fitufn - copit* 10 »ht muing office

M~beicBTrF7oNT>V TkStrNbMTN r>ii55i»iCATiON (St»u«< *ii vc/'ocasit Ataduifi. .•«««ia»<»i.«h«o«.<«o«i>«i.«»i««i m»iif •.««'• .'••«••..

See Attached

I'O.-aia ri.,.,B. (II M.mi tod COfWti*ni •! IfW •OC»m«l>l ••ftrtxCM .« Il«ll> tA •> lOA. •> ntaltlon CI>*»«M. r.m*.>>t »»«fi«»*M •"•

fftA NAMf ANi f iflI 6* e6NtfcACt'NO OfXit." '^y
UA. NAMC ANO TITUI O' ^lONt* 'Tr*" •» »"«;

r»s~coNnfAcT557o?TTao5~

r5'f<*<rb^ or##rton •i«ihnnjr4 r« «iMi

j»c bAr* iiANUliii. uNif16 itAfU 6' AMl»idA
67-/^

NSN '••0-01!53 1070
$T*N0*BO FORM M i«tv
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oeotiol M9. t ll0001»-«*-VR-*OC»3

Oontxaot Mo.t M>001»-M-O-S12«

Urn
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AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT
J

4. M6uillTI6^/«uieMAU MO. <•£ II.MftiUf

mi Of lAcu

1 I 5

i. AlitN6Ult»T/U6e,i>itAf la*. w6. L ippierivt b«Ti

"*

"

: oooe
DEPAKOtEHT OF THK MtTT
NAVAL ADt STSTSIS COMUND
WASHIIIGIOII. D.C. 20361-2170

Ant-21711C MR. C. FUESEL

300013-

GENEKAL DTHAMICS CORPOIUTIOH
CONVAIK DIVISIOH
P.O. Box 8S3S7
5001 Kaarny Tllla load
San Diago, CA 92138

KtT. tmitmd iir ctCi

COOf

SEE SECTIOM C OP THE OOMTIACT

14170
[FACILITY C00£

M.Ck*TU(UjrTUil(

loA. MbifitAtifiM 6# U>NT*ACT/o*6t*
no.

N0O019-88-C-3137

ite.6Af(b(tfl/fUi«j

070488

11. THIS ITEM ONLY APPLIES TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICITATIONS

I I T>« atov* nun>t»r«d tolicimion It VTwndK) ot tann in lam M. Th* hour tnt dtn vaeifM (or nonpf •• Oftar* LJ I L—l • noi •«'

0«tf I muft artnowlKj^ r«»iot of tt« «ri»n<J»T«nl prior le «<• hour and da» »«ifl«d In «« lOlidBtion or irwndod. by ana of «<• follo««i>>» mmtio*;

to) Bv comoiaitn* \mn 8 and 15. and .ai-mm* eopi« of th. amandmant Ibl Bt a<*n«.fadgjn« -^tolfV^^JT^I^jri";^ f^iS'^?^
tubnimo or kl By rcarata laii^ » talawam «»^* ineludat a rafaranea to »>a iol«itat.or and amarOmont nomOan. FAILURE OF YOO" ACKNOWLEDO-
MEKI.T TO BE RECEIVED AT THE PLACE DESIGNATED FOR THE RECEIPT OF OFFERS PRIOR TO THE MOUR AND DATE SPECIFIED MAY RESULT

IN REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER If fry nriua ol gii» arranBrnani you daaira tt e^ar>ga an oflar ,*l^^*^y*^'J*^^gyyj^ ^m?l 5LJ!«S*"
'"

lanar. promdad aach lair^nrTi or lanar makaa
^'^' "'"' **"* - --—

-

—

•

nfarvnca to 9» lelieiation ma tfiit amandnwn. and ia noaiMd pr«r id tfia ocanmg hour and dan »acifi«

It. A£e6uNVi»ii AND AP»Ad**iATi6Ne>«TA <;/>.«.M^>

SEE ATTACHED

13 THIS ITEM APPLIES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS/ORDERS.
IT MODIFIES THE CONTRACT/ORDER NO. AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 14.

tn Ia. TMii CMANd^ 6r6I* li isiuto K;fc»uAwt f6 : i*»»c</> a.«w.«i») fnt CMAwo<i i«f P6*tw ih itiw u Am wAot m tmc con.
-SU TRACT OROCR NO. IN ITCM IDA.

ASOvr NUMKRCD CONTRACT/OROIR IS MODIFIED TO RCFLtCT TMC AOMINISTRATIVf CMANOKl (mitl m cAsifaa to »a»m« altlf.

Wnanea «a». rK ; SCT FORTH IN ITCM 14. PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY OF PAR •I.IU)*).

C. txiS 4u*»LtMtNTAt. A4*«fMtNY IS tNY««<6 InYO »U*»UANT TO AUTHORITY OFi

O. OTHER iSptcify r>f or aiadtnradaii m>4 wAorto;

X H-21, "Exerr.lae of Option Itcaa", and H-43, "Kaprlclng of APR CLPIa"

E. IMPORTANT: Co«itr»cior LJ i» twtD Lxl It required to sign l^l documant and r«ium '' 1

laTMsckiPtibN of' AMfNb«iENf/iiil6bi#itAViAN fOraaniiaJ kt UcfcOsa Watfin*. MAidiiu MUKia(iaM<OT*«<

coQiw 10 th* iauing offict

I aaWaat awiav3

SEE ATTACHED

Cacaei at ateyiaa« harain. all larm ana conoitioni at li>a •ocamant rataraiKad In Ham tA or lOA. al Karat«<*m wamal. ramama anumiaa and in tMi fwca
trto a'tacl. * ^
liA. NAM< An6 tifUE 6f SidNtfc ffyx »r,n,U JliA. NAklt AN6 fiTlI 4# tONTRACTlNO OFPIC*" rT»». ar »~t,

». cONTikActoA/o*Fth6* Iisc 6Ay< lidNto

ftifiariMV o/patMn a«tltonM4 to ailni

1*4. uNitlft iTAfUV AUWtdA ItdbATt SldNfb

tTANOARO PORMM (RCV. IM)>
Riaioitad D» 0»A
FAR (41 CFR) »J4i
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ODntzvct No. tN00019-««-C-3U7
ODntrol No. tN0001»-t»-I«-»0C91

4. mis acdlficirtdon inanaam tlw flxa tixai prln of Oontnet No.
H00019-«8-C-3137 by $13,231,377.00 trca $162,703,737.00 to $179,935, U4. 00.

5. Dcoqpt as aodlfiad hn:«in, all othar taraa and ocnliticna of Oontxaet No.
N00019-88-O3137 raialn xnAargaA.

(̂pl'2X
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POSITION TIILEtORAUC for aiMl«riMi/>wrJ IsOCIAI. SECURITV NO

OnOANIZATION(VMiyaoMn <l«l

(Ul^jr^tA S^ J ^ .'/.

/ (WE) USDEKSTAND Ihml Iht acctplana of * cash award Jor ihe usr oj Ihii suttaiion

bf Ihe UmiudSuia Oovtmmttilsltatt notform the basis ofafurihtr claim ofany

nanin upon Iht UmlttdSuua by me (ust, mf (our) heirs, or assigns.

DATE RECEIVED

SIONAnMCANOOATt
_ ^

fiTi Enr AimnEKTmM ' J r /

SKINATURE AND DATE SUOOESTION NUMBER

tlTLEOFSUOOEmON ' )

'. vr A'/^-
Docrlbt In Ikrm ipente immfllhl (I) Iht probkm. difflaillT. or cirnmsloncn ihcl promplid rou (o jwNml ihis syaalion. (2) iht nigtued chantt.

(J) whtrf an*hawHem benm*. whm h wm actamflliK an* how U will bmtfii iheNny/Co^emmm in lermt of untiblt tmimv. Ifposubk.

pe^ /a7//J«^/v^i?.

Note -1/fan net*mensfate. tanHmie anMfmwHMtml.

m
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THOMAS F. DAY
COST ANALYST — GM13
217-46-2196
NAVAIR 52442F
692-9182

SUBMITTAL OF SUGGESTED SAVINGS BY THE ELIMINATION OF EXCESSIVE
RESERVES FROM THE CRUISE MISSILE BUDGET.

The problem which is addressed by this suggestion is the
manner by which substantial funds have been hidden in the Cruisp
Missile budget for a period of years. Funds which can be loosely
identified as management reserve but which in fact have and
continue to provided an excessive "slush fund" for use by the
program office. The specific funds referenced by tl-us sogapstion
arc represented on the program's P12 as a combination of tiardiA.^-»re

and support cost-; for the years FY90-FY94 which are rplicd L'.pc>n

by higher authorities as a true representation of past and future
costs for the Cruise Missile.

My sugaesticn is to eliminate the excess funds from the
ant ic ipjited budget by a detailed analysis of the difference;;
bfrtwr?en the Progiam Office's requested budget and the independent
estimate which ha^ been included with this suggestion.

Based on a simple comparison of the t\-;c positions-, with the
Prcgram Office estimating the future co^A as *3 ,26?,9B0, 000 and

the independent estimate representing the future cost as
?2 , 120, "',3ri , 000 for a difference and potential savingr to the
g.ivi.?rnmt.'nt of 1,149,645,000. It is e;;pected that further
arialysis of this information and future events will result in an

ac.tL;al savings between these two positions. The amount of the
artnd] savings would he the difference between the Program
C'-ff > c :-' s most currently available position and the future actuals
c>t ct-mputed on a yearly basis and review.

I understand that the acceptance of a cash award for the use
of this suggestion by the United States Government shal 1 not form
the basis of a further claim of any nature upon the United States
by me, my heirs, or assigns.

Bjgnat'.ire ?< Date

Title of Suggestion: ELIMINATION OF EXCESSIVE RESERVE FUNDS.

Paae 1 of 1.
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JOHM WAMNR

iVICMl COMMTTU ON MMC
Bnittd States Senate

May 21, 1991
{TOMCSA^IH r*** ••>-««*•

Mr. Tom Day
704 Fall Place
Herndon, Virginia 22070

Dear Hr. Day:

I ant writing regarding the concerns you have with the U.S.

Navy's Cruise Hissile budget estimates.

In accordance with your request, 1 have enclosed a copy of

the response I received from thp Auditor General of the Navy

regarding this matter. I trust this information is of

assistance.

With kind regards, I am

Sincerely,

'- ' John Warner

aw:rb
Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
AUDITOM aKNCHAL OF TNt NAVY

•••I COkUMSIA PIKC
NOOM aOC*. NASSir •UILOINO
fALkS CHURCM. VA. aao4r*o«o

i mtni acraa Ta

7 Mar 91

Th* Honorabl* John Ham«r
Unit*d States Sanata
Haahington, D.C. 20510

Daar Sanator Hamar:

Tba Naval Audit Sarvlca has coaplated your reqpiested revlaw
and avaluation of Mr. Thonas Day's allagad hidden costs in the
Cruise Missile budget estinates.

The priaary differences between Mr. Day's budget estimates
and the Cruise Missile program office's budget estimates were in
the techniques and assumptions used in projections of future
missile costs. Review of historical data reveals shows that from
1986 to 1990 missile costs reduced significantly. According to
NAVAIR's Cost Analysis Division the pricing curve during this
period showed a 60 percent slope; i.e., the price reduced 40
percent every time the purchased quantity doubled. Mr. Day
predicted that prices would continue to drop similarly in fiscal
years 1990 through 1994. He predicted an 8 percent per year
reduction (which equates to a 60 percent slope) . An August 1989
study by the Naval Center for Cost Analysis assumes a
historically based slope of 89 percent. The Cruise Missile
program office's October 1989 budget estimates, including
estimates in the FY 1991/1992 budget, did not account for any
slope, in fiscal years 1990 through 1994

.

At a later point in time, using the Naval Center for Cost
Analysis study, NAVAIR conducted an independent evaluation of the
Cruise Missile program office's budget projections and determined
that budget projections for fiscal years 1990 through 1994 were
overstated by at least $161 million (5 percent of the total
program) . Therefore, Mr. Day's allegation of overstated budget
projections at that time was partially substantiated, but not to
the $1.4 billion computed using his assumptions.

After reviewing the various assumptions and analyses, we
concluded that the Naval Center for Cost Analysis approach
appeared to be the most acceptable basis for determining future
missile costs. He then applied the Naval Center for Cost
Analysis computed 89 percent slope to the program office's
current budget estimates for fiscal years 1992 through 1995. The
differences between our computations and the current budget
estimates, including estimates in the FY 1992/1993 budget, are
not considered significant.
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H« discussed ths results of our findings with ths Cruise
Missile ProgrsB Executive Officer end with Mr. Day. At this tine
we do not plan any further review of this subject.

Sincerely,

RiVhARO L. SHAFFER
I Q

Copy to:
UNSECNAV

69-3
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FEB-27-92TW) 8:03 NftVftUDSVCSE FftX NO. 8044648087 P. 01

DCrARTMENT OP THC NAVY
AwoiToa •CNiftAk or tmc mavt

••« cobUMaiA riKc ••»' '••
MOOM SOaS. MASair •UlkOINO ik^a/si nA<«
fAixs enuncM va. aa»4i-«e«« vaao/»i-ogoj

t2-00S9
S«r C-1/0U5
3« F«b 93

rroBt Auditor C«n«ral of th* Wavy
To: Mhlt* Rou*« Liaison Oftie*

Subj: BODCET ESTIKATBS FOR THE TOMAHAWK CRUISE KtSSZLB
(037-S-93)

H*ti (a) SBCNAvmST 7S10.7E, "DopartBMit Of tb« Navy Xntamal
Audit"

1. intrfldwctian

a. On 6 Saptaabar 1990, Senator John Warner raquaatad tha
Mavy'a Chlaf of Lagislatlva Affairs to raviaw tha Navy's budgat
sstiaatas for the cruise aissile pro^raa. Tha Chief of
Legislative Affairs forwarded Senator Warner's request to the
Haval Audit Service. He reviewed tha Coxaandar, Vaval Air
Systems Coaoaand's (KAVAIR) support for the cruise missile
program budget. On 7 March 1991, we Informed Senator Warner
thet the cruise missile budget estlaates for FV 1992 through
FY 1995 were not significantly overstated.

b. In September 1991, your office forwerded to us
additional information regarding the Teaahawk Cruise Missile
Frograa budget. During October and Mevaaber 1991, we revisited
the issue.

2. Obi actIves . The objective of our first review (91-0062)
was to determine the accuracy of cost estlaates supporting
budget requests for the cruise alssile prograa. The objective
of our second review (93-0059) was to review the decuaentation
provided and determine if the Navy could lapreva the budget
cstiaating preeedures.

3. Scope and Methodology

a. During our first review, we assessed the support for
NAVAIR's FY 1990 through FY 1994 budgst estlaates totaling
$3.3 billion. As part of our review, we loo)ced at past
contract prices to determine the reasonableness of future
•Btiastes. We interviewed personnel in NAVAZR's Cruise Missile
Office and HAVAZR'a Cost Analysis Division. We reviewed a
study of cruise alssile budget estlaates performed by the Cost

FAX TRANSMITTAL i..,^. 3

tie. Bathjan oa>-3|r* Fete Day (C-1)

'flRnascVHQ
IT,

•-«•••»•«• ••-•••

—

ssBsraBssnsmSfBSi
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ra-27-92THU 8=03 NAVftUDSVCSE FftX NO. 8044648087 P. 02

Subjt BUDGET ESTIMATSS PCS TKK TOHABAHX OttTISB MISSZLS
(037-S-92)

Analy»la Division In January 1990. Mm contacted paraonnal at
tba Naval cantar for Coat Analyaia to obtain Inroraatlon on
laarninff eurvas «ta«d In projactlng futuro ooata of cruisa
miaailas. wa tiian appliad an talatorically baaad laarning curva
to tha currant budgat to dataralna If tha budgat vaa
evaratatad. This raviaw was cenductad during Oetebar and
ovaabar 1»»0.

b. Our aubaa^ant raviaw of tha crulaa Mlasila budgat
Issua eccurrad during Octobar and Movaabar 1*91 . Wa aat
jointly with officials from tba NAVAZK Cruisa Kissila Oftica,
tha MAVAZli Cost Analysis Division, tha Naval Cantar for Cost
Analyaia, and tha Canaral Accounting Offlea. M» raviawad tha
Information from your offica regarding budgat astiaating
procaduras

.

c. Oua to tha liaitad scopa of our raviaw, wa did not
avaluata tha internal control systaaa, or follev-up en any
prior audits in this area, with thaaa axeaptiens, tha reviews
were conducted in accordance with generally accepted govcrnaent
auditing stAndards.

S. -—Tin' "^ Audit aaaulta

a. He found that NAVAIK'a initial budgat astiaates aada in
19t» for n 1990 through PY 1994 were overstated beeauaa
available historical data was not used to project future
aissile costs. Me also looked at NAVAZR's budget estiaates for
FY 1993 through FY 1995 and concluded that tha estiaates were
net aignifieantly overstated.

(1) A review of historical data shoved that froa 1996
to 1990 aissile costs decreased significantly. According to
KAVAXK's Cost Analyais Division the pricing curve during this
period showed a CO percent slope; i.e., the price reduced
40 percent every tiae the purchased quantity doubled. However,
the PY I991/199a cruise aissile budget did not account for any
slope in PY 1990 through PY 1994 budgat astiaates. KAVAZR
conducted an independent evaluation of tha Cruisa Missils
Office's budget projections and daterained that budget
projections for PY 1990 through PY 1994 were overstated by
•l«l aillien (• percent of the total program). Bowever, during
the budget review proceae, aiasile quantities were reduced and
the ceaptreller of tha Navy changed tha budget control totals.
Accordingly. NAVjoit redueed the aissile budget projections.
NAVAn never received the $161 million in the eversteted
FY 1991/1993 budget.

^3-Z
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iB-27-92 TWJ 8:04 NAVAUDSVCSE FAX NO. 8044648087

Subjs BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR THE TOMAHAWK CRUXSE MISSILE
(037-S-92)

(3) After r«vl«win9 various •••uaptiena «nd analys**,
w« concluded that the Maval Center tor Coat Analyale' approach
(using an historically Isased slope of 19 percent) appesrcd to
be the Bost acceptable basis for deteraining future aissile
costs. W* applied the (9 percent slope to the cruise aissile's
current budget estimates for rt 1992 through FY 1995. The
differences between our coaputations and the budget estiaates
were not considered significant.

b. In reviewing the Information provided by your office,
we noted several references to hew Total Quality Leadership
(TQL) will iBpact future aissils costs and «fhy it should be
ussd to predict those costs. We could not find a practical way
to finitely predict the results of TQL.

c. Based on our initial audit efforts, and discussions
with NAVAIR and the Maval Center for Cost Analysis regarding
the inforaatlon received from your office, we oeuld not find
practical way to significantly iisprove N^AlR's estiaating
techniques for tbs cruise issile budget.

Copy to:
UNSECMAV
CNO (OP-09B)
KAVCOHPT (NCB-A-1) (5 copies)
KAVCOMPT (NCB-53)
NAVCOHPT (HCB-L) (2 copies)
NAVINSCCN (KIG-03)
MIS (Code 20FW)
MAVAIR (AIR-OOC, AIR-XC, AIR-534)
NAVCOSTCEN
AIG/APO, DOD
AIC/AUDIT (APTS), DOD (3 copies)
Air Force Audit Agency (DO)
U.S. Arsy Audit Agency (SAAG-PRP-R)
Defense Logistic Studies Inforaatlon Exchange (DLSIE)
HAVAODSVCMQ (AUD-111) (3S copies)
MAVAUOSVCNB (3 copies)
NAVADDSVCAP (3 copies)
MAVAUDSVCWEST (3 copies)
MAVAUOSVCSE (10 copies)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL Ain •VSTEMS COUHk.HO f̂f/J^~^7J

NAVAL Ain SvaTIMS COMMAND HEAOOUAMTERS
WASMINOTON. OC tOSCI ~OfO0

Mr. Thomas F. Day
704 Fall Place
Herndon, VA 22070

Dear Mr. Day:

5720
AIR-09J3/FD:9200743
18 February 1993

f^lSfD)

The following information is provided as our final response to your
May 15, 1992, Freedom of Information Act' request for a copy of the
Naval Investigative Service report of investigation identified as
"I/Improprieties Within the Cruise Missile Progreun Office" and
related supporting documents.

I have completed ray review of the documents that the Naval
Investigative Service referred to me for action in determining
releasaibility. I have found that none of the referred documents
are responsive to your May 15th request but, rather, deal with the
termination of your employment and/or any alleged reprisals for
whistleblowing. None of the referred documents in any way relate
to the Investigation concerning the alleged Cruise Missile Program
Office improprieties.

Because we are unable to provide responsive records, you may
consider this an adverse determination of your request that may
appealed, in writing, to the following Secretary of the Navy's
designee: General Counsel, Department of the Navy, Washington, DC
20360-3110

Such an appeal must be received in that office within 60 days
from the date of this correspondence and a copy of this letter
should be attached. The letter of appeal and its envelope should
both bear the notation, "Freedom of Information Act Appeal."

I am the official responsible for this adverse determination.

CAPT, JifGC, USN
By direction of
the Conmander

Copy to:
COMMANDER
NAVAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE COMMAND
(ATTN INFORMATION & PRIVACY COORDINATOR)
HEADQUARTERS
WASHINGTON DC 20388

5 U.S.C.S. S 552 (1989).
/S7-/
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OCPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
MAVAL AIH »T«T«t«» COMMAND

NAVAL AIM •Y»T«M» COMMAND MI»0OUA«TI««
WASHINGTON. DC aOSCI

2201 .....^.Mr....

Ser AIR-5241/239
03 Jan 90

MEMORANDDM

From:
To:

AIR-524
Distribution

Subj: RELEASE OF COST ESTIMATES BY AIR-524 PERSONNEL

1. It i« the policy of AIR-524 not to release cost estimates to
requestors outside NAVAIR without program office approval.
Because AIR-524 represents a central focal point for all
estimates, it is common for us to receive requests directly from
an outside source. This allows the requestor to go to a single
source to receive multiple estimates. However, it also puts the
burden on us to ensure that the program offices are involved and
concur with our response. On rare occasions this has not happened
due to miscommunications between the program office and our
office.

2. Effective with this memo, all analysts in AIR-524 are required
to obtain the initials of a designated representative within the
program office, preferably the BFM, on all estimates released to a
source outside NAVAIR. Initials are not required for the normal
budget process within NAVAIR (i.e., initials are not needed for
cost sheets going to AIR-04 during the course of the budget
process) . After obtaining the necessary initials, the
section/branch head will pass the estimate on to the requestor.
Analysts are not to provide estimates to outside sources unless
specifically directed to do so by their supervisor or by the PMA
office.

llOREEN S. BRYAN

^^i^i^du^

V^,X /(,/
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zee-39»d e^zfi S69 ce^ cent ee. a »»u

3-Htx-1993

Tnmi John 0. K1b(, KB-IZl
Tei t«rr«ac« VlUla^»B> AIK-OOC

Sabji N«lt SyatM PtotaetloD Bo*c4'b Orwtt of TboM* P. Day's (Appalliat)

Motion to Coapal tbo Production of Doetatnts

1. X wu tho bad<nt nnnlyat In tho Offico of th« Ooaptrollor of tha Rovy

rMponalblo for tb* Voapens Procunont. Itavy (VPH) appropriation iron Daeaabar

19M to March 1992.

X. VI th ragard to tha proviaiea of docuaanta ralatlag to Itaaa 106 and 107 of

Mr. Day'a appaal, no aucb docuMUta of any kind axiat vitbln this organisation.

Mo natarlal vaa avar praaantad to so about Mr. Day's allofatlon of

lapropriatlaa in Tooahavk bud<atia«, nor vara any altamativa coat astiaatint

ncthodologlaa forvardad to tha Kavy Coaptrollar aa part of tbalr budgat

aubalssiona othar than tboaa aupportad by tbe Tomahavk bualnasa aanagar.

3. X do raeaXl a aingla talapbona convaraloa aftar tba Octobar 1989 Secretary

of Dafanaa (Coaptrollar) bndgat raviav baaring (at irtileh Mr. Day vaa praaant)

vltb tba Toaahavk bualnaaa aanagar, Mr. Bovard Burlay, In vhlcb ba refaranead

Mr. Day' a allagationa, netad tbagr had baan ravlavad by ToaahaiA prograa

paraaaaal and did sot aarit furtbar coaaldaration.

^.^

/fcJ
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7000

S«r PDA14-B/99
13 Mar 90

MEMORANIXJM

From: PDA14-B

To: AIR-7113H

Subj: BENEFICIAL SOGCESTIOHS OTJMBERED 90-16 THROUGH 90-19

1. Th«s« BuggMtiona hav* b««n raviawad aa a group and the

following avaluation and racomaandation aa to thair dispoaition is

providad.

2. In tha firat placa, all of thaaa auggaations ara clearly within

tha raaponaibilitlaa of tha individual 'a job. Mr. Day was assigned

the responaibility of ertiaating tha future year coats for the

Tomahawk All Op Round (AOR) , aa wall aa integrating the eatimatas

of othara into a total Tomahavk P-12 (Budget Exhibit) , when he waa

aaaigned to POA-14. With his reaaaignaant to AIR-524, he continued

to have tha same rasponsibilitias. Mr Day's allegation that the

eatimatea ara too high can only be an indictment of his own

estimating ability, since be was responsible for preparing those

estimates which ha now criticizaa.

3. As a matter of general comaant it would not aaam appropriate

that suggestions of this nature would even have bean paaaed along

for review. As a matter of precedent, these types of suggestions,

relating to estiaating and the budgeting process, would not seea to

fall under tha intent of tha suggestion prograa. By accepting this

type of suggestion, the next step is to open the door for budget

reviewers to subait suggestions and expect cash awards for budget

reductions

.

4. As a furthar point for your consideration, you should ba aware

that the independent estiaata Mr. Day speaks of was an eatiaata

that ha hiasalf prepared, using quaationabla assuaptions, that he

took to the OSO budget reviawar on 20 October 1989, daapita being

advised by his aanagaaant chain in AIR-524, that this would not be

prudent action. As a result of Mr. Day's allegations to the OSO

Comptroller, and tha Navy IG, AIR-S24 coaaiasionad an independent

as«aasaent, trttich waa recently concluded under the leadership of

1^'^'^ ^h^^^'
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Subj: BENEFICIAL SUGGESTIONS NOMBEREO 90-16 TKROOCH 90-19

Mr. Ron Rosenthal. Tbia taaa concludad that vhlla the Prograa
Offica aatiaata waa conaarvatlva, Mr. Oay'a aatlaata, which forma
tha baaia of tha auggaationa, waa analytically unaupportabla. Aa
praaantad in tha briafing of thair aaaaaaaant to tha Oiractor, POA-

14, tha thraa poaitlona ara auanarizad balow (TY$ in M, Fy90-94):

Mr. Day'a Eatiaata 2236.8

POA-14 3272.3
Indapandant aaaaaaaant 3110.1

Tha auggaationa that Mr. Day haa aubaittad ara baaad on tha aaaa
lack of information aa hla aatimata and ara maraly anothar avanua
to attaapt to gat whatavar viaibillty ha can.

5. In concluaion, it ia ay opinion that thaaa auggaationa ara
without marit and ahould not ba adoptad. If thay ara in anyway
adoptad, coat aatiaators would ba taaptad to first ovaraatiaata «

prograa, than undaraatiaata tha aaaa prograa and collact a

parcantaga of tha diffaranca. Thla is aaaantially Mr. Day'a claim
on all thraa of thaaa actiona.

OlbWARD E. hurley/ JR.

Copy to:

PDA14-01

/(.{.. i
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7^^
O -701^^^-y^ft^

5720
ATB-OTD
22 (ta7 1990

Treat AXR^TTD
To: AIR-00/09/0T ^ , _

P!D(CU) f^J s/ftjfo-g*!^

Sutoj: StIIPIDa VOR SAC ON 24 MY 1990 OS CRDZSE KIS8II£ COST STIMAnS

1

.

I Ml glvm A hMtO* up that Mr. ThooM Mjr, trea AIR-524, 1* sch»lul».i to

brltf ttw SAC on Thur»la3r, 24 Mi7 1990. regarding hia poaltlon that th« Navy
has ovar astlaatad tha prograa coat of tha erulaa Bisaila by 816.

2. At this tlaa, I have baan unabla to coitflra tha briaflng or the
ccoBlttaa. I have alerted both the Conittee Ilalaon Office (NAV0OKP7) uii
01/.

3. If such a briefins tekea placet I reccoBervl that P20(CU) public afftalre

atatf prepare a eoatln«incy etateoant along vlth anticipated queetlona and
anawara for uae In reaponillng to aeila querlee that aay be expected.

Very l eapectfully,

(kmAxi PriBoa

W
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fi 1/v

23 Nay 1990

PURPOSE

BACK6R0WD

L
Noretn S. Bryin , j^^ ,

AIR-524, 692-3836 A^ J^
tt u.„ man < ,0

POTFHTIAI AnVFRSE BUDGET TFSTIMOWY OH TOMAHAWKrUl

This is to infom you of the potential of adverse testimony

to Congress by Tho«as Day AIR-52442F regarding his/cost

estiaate of the Towhawk prograa.

Nr. Day developed an estlMte $1B *iiit^m (FY90-a4) than the

PHA estinate last fall and has been presenting it outside

the chain of co«and to OSO, NAVAIR IG. and Na/y Audit
ji* Service since that ti»e. At the tiae of thesi actions his

,^ N^i^ ttf^ anaqeaent reviewed his position, disagreed/and recoamended

^i::?^ >^ .-^ Tinwt eireuavent the chain of c oiwand . He ignored this
^^tjo direction with his presentation to the OSD budget analyste
^ ^ ut&Wth his presentation to »^ the Inspector General oT

NAVAIR has made hiaself a whistle-blower and coaes under S

U.S.C. 2302 protections. This activity took place between

October and Oeceabcr of 1989. Naval Audit Service initiated

an investigation in January which is ongoing.

QlSUSSifiH

ACTION

Yesterday Hr. Day inforaed his supervisor that he had

arranged through either Rep. Molf or Sen. Warner to give

testiaony to Congress on his assertions. This claim has not

been verified, but based on his past behavior there Is a

good possibility it could be valid. Based on advice froa

counsel, his aanageaent has refrained froa taking any

disciplinary action due to his whist^e-blowir status, but do

not agree with his position after doing an independent

evaluation. 1^ Congressional and Public Affairs Office has

notified the Navy Office of Ltglslatlvi Affairs of this

potential action.

Inforaatlon only.

In the revi«M procemm the OSD analyst dieeBuwtai his assertions and
arrived at an independent judgaent, reflected in PBD 123, that a deMnttard

adjustMent o* only *S6.S aiUion to the Navy's estiaate was required to
properly price the prograa irom FV 1990 through FY 1994.

/fa?

ft>Wv.v«-«.v i i\
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UiCUlSSIIl

2S May 1990

POTEWTTAL ADVgBSE BUDCIT TE3TIMQKY ON TOMAHAWK fU)

pnaPQSE This la to infona you of tba potantial of advaraa
taatinony to Congraaa by Thoaaa Day AIR-52442P
ra9ardln9 hia coat aatlnata of tha Tonahawlc
program.

BAgKeROOWP

DISCUSSTOM

ACTIOH

Mr. Day davalopad an aatiaata $1B lovar (ry90-94)
than tha PMA aatlmata laat fall and haa praaantad
It outalda tha chain of coannand to OSD, and to tha
NAVAZS IS. At tha tlaa of thaaa actiona hla
nanagaaant ravlavad hla poaltion, dlaagraad, and
racoomandad ha aupport tha Navy budgat. Ka Ignorad
thia diraction with a praaantatlon to tha 080
budgat analyat. Tha OSD analyat did not agraa with
tha aaaartiona and, on indapandant avaluation
raflactad in PBD-123, mada a downward adjuatmant of
S56.5M (2.2%) to tha Navy propoaal for FY 91-94.
Subaaquantly, tha prograa waa raatructurad for tha
Praaidantial aubait cancalling tha laat two yaara
of proouraaant and raducing tha total aaount
$850M. With hia praaantation to tha Inapaetor
Canaral of MAVAZR ha haa aada hiaaalf t

whiatla-blowar and coaaa undar 5 U.S.C. .302
protaetiona. Thia activity took plaea batwaan
Octobar and Dacaabar of 1989. Naval Audit Sarvica
haa baan infomad by NAVAZR ZG.

Tuaaday Mr. Day inforaad hia auparvlaor that ha had
arrangad through aithar Rap. Wolf or San. Wamar to
giva taatiaeny to Congraaa on hia aaaartiona.
Today Mr. Day Indicatad ha waa working with "aoaa
Rapublican ataffara for tha Sanata Appropriationa
Coaaittaa" who ara axpacting to hava hio taatify in
a futura cloaad aaaaion. Thia claia haa not baan
variflad, but baaad on hia paat bahavior thara ia a
good poaaibility it oould ba valid. An indapandant
avaluation of Mr. Day 'a aatiaata idantifiad
aignifloant diacrapanciaa in hia nathoda raaulting
in inacourata outeeaaa. Baaad en advlea froa
counaal, aanagaaant haa rafrainad frea taking any
diaeiplinary action dua to hia wfaiatla-blowar
atatua. NAVAZIt Congraaaional and Public Affalra
Offiea haa notlfiad tha Navy Offiea of Lagialativa
Affaira of thia potantial action.

Znferaation only.

illlliiSSIFi

Afi_nrki n
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FOR
CmSEMISSMSPROJECT

AND
UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLESJOINTPROJECT

FACSIMILE MESSAGE

FROM: Assistant PEO for Business and Finance APEO(CU)-B

OFFICEPHONE: (703) 693-4200 AUTOVON222-4200

FACSIMILE: f703j 746-5645 AHTOVON286-5645

From: H. Hurley

To: Ron WiUiams (804-464-8288; FAX 804-464-8087)

Subj : Comments on Tom Day letter

Ron... Your comments are a pretty concise encapsulation of what I think the

Navy position should be. I find no errors of fact, nor do I have any

problem with your conclusions. I've constructed below a rather

rambling essay which might give you some insight into our thoughts on

what is now called the "Day Affair" right out of a John LaCarre novel.

It might be helpful.
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From: R Huriey

To: Ron WiUiams

Comments on Tom Day letter

Page(l)

Mr. Day speculates "excessive management reserves total $30B aimually"

are totally hidden from senior management and are "essential to the process

of preventing outsiders from knowing just how many problems arc

encountered in the administration of complex weapons proc\irements..."

There is no evidence that Mr. Day had access to other DoD project

budgets other than his assigned program, the 'I'omahawk Weapons

Procurement, Navy budget Therefore his allegations of excessive

management reserves within DoD are a speculation on his part.

Each weapon system budget is reviewed by a series of budget analysts

at the service comptroller level and the OSD Comptroller level. These

analysts are not associated in any way with the programs being reviewed.

Congressional stafEs and the GAO also review these budgets. Major

program budgets are reviewed by independent service cost analysts such as

the Navy Center for Cost Analysis as well as the OSD Cost Analysis

Improvement Group. Where questions of impropriety are raised, as with Mr.

Day's earlier accusations, the service audit group examines the data. In the

case of Tomahawk, the budget in question was reviewed by the Navy

Comptroller, OSD Comptroller, Center for Navy Cost Analysis, Naval Air

Systems Command Cost Analysis Division, the OSD Cost Analysis

Improvement Group, the General Accounting Office, and the Navy Audit

Service. None of these agencies could substantiate Mr. Day's claim.

Furthermore, each individual funding action was reviewed and approved by

the Naval Air systems Commander Comptroller, an organization indep>endent

from the program office.

Mr. Day has not substantiated his accusation by analyzing the budget

estimate he reviles to the resulting competitive contracts. His former

supervisors continually asked for this reconciliation of him, a task he refused

to accomplish.

PAGE 2
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Mr. Day alleges that the management reserves are doled out to favor

or disfavor individuals or activities in order for the manager to maintain a

power base which further bloats an already over staffed bureaucracy. Mr.

Day further states that the "more serious flaw in the system as it exists is the

absence of controls on the expenditure of those reserves ..."

While this may be a politically popular opinion, and perhaps firmly

believed by Mr. Day, he offers no analysis nor evidence to support his claim.

Each and every funding transaction is reviewed by a comptroller

employee, independent of the program office, for two determinations. Firstly,

a determination is made as to whether the activity being funded does not

violate authorization and appropriation statutes in compliance with 31 USC

1301a. Secondly a determination is made as to whether funds are indeed

available for the activity in accordance with 31 USC 1517. The Navy has

firmly separated the requirements function (program office), the comptroller

function (funding approval) the contracting function, and the paying

function. These controls are in place to ensure that the expenditure of funds

is in accordance with statute and policy.

The use of the so-called fifty/fifty split is a widely accepted

government and industry estimating methodology in cases of competition

where the estimator, unable to predict the outcome of a competition some

two years in advance of the event, chooses a methodology that is neither

overly pessimistic nor overly optimistic. A review of the Tomahawk

competition history shows that the keen rivalry between the companies has

brought the cost of the missile down by 66%; Each year a new estimate is

prepared based on the previous years' competition results. When Mr. Day

was the estimator on the program, early in the competition, he used the 50/50

split methodology. However, in the past three years, a composite average

estimate is now used on the program which is somewhat more refined and

optimistic than the 50/50 split used. The 50/50 split methodology was

reviewed by the OSD CAIG and not found lacking at the time.

Mr. Day's complaint that management reserves are "hidden" from

view and spent primarily to enhance bureaucratic power deserves an

explanation. When Mr. Day first constructed a computer model for the joint

Sea Launched (Navy) and Ground Launched (Air Force) Cruise Missile

projects, management first instructed him to adopt the Air Force format (AF

Form 1537) which shows management reserve as a separate item. However,
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at some later date, OSD Comptroller instructed all services to use the OSD
budget format (P-12), which has any and all contingency estimates, estimates

for engineering changes, and uncertainties distributed into the particular item

supported. For example, any estimate for engineering change orders for the

missile would be rolled up into the missile stub item, rather than lumped in

with other such items into one "Engineering Change Order" line. In order to

make this transition from the one form to the other (AF Form 1S37 to P-12),

management instructed Mr. Day to add an algorithm which spread the

Engineering Change Order line across the elements which it supported

thereby producing a P-12. Mr. Day apparently has construed that as "hiding"

and has further concluded that this distribution of costs is being used for

other than what the DoD requests authorization and appropriation, and

further extends this logic to $30 billions across the entire defense budget.

The Tomahawk program ofBce (and all program offices contributing to the

Defense budget) annually supplies Navy and OSD Comptroller the details of

each and every estimate including reserves for imcertainties, risk, change

orders and other estimating factors used in preparing the budget such as

learning curves, uncertainties, past historical data and contract experience.

Most estimating manuals in industry and government ~AFM 2-2 is an

example — give instructions to the estimator as to what factors should be

applied at which stage of any program. Because the Tomahawk program

uses fixed price competitive contracts, and the production program is mature,

the Tomahawk program budget contains NO management reserve NOR
engineering change order estimate.

Page 5/6

Mr Day apparently doesn't understand the very nature of a learning

curve, the learning, or more properly, the improvement curve has been used

since their discovery sixty years ago, to predict improvements in pricing

because of improvements in the manufacturing process, the learning or

improvement curve is a mathematical formula for predicting the most

probable future cost based on a specific entities past performance. The
principles of Total Quality Management with their emphasis on statistical

process control (SPC) are not inconsistent with learning curve theory. As a

matter of fact, they are complimentary. Statistical Process Control, a major

subset of Total Quality Management is a system of measurements which can

be used for constructing improvement curves.
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Page7/B

Mr. Day's suggestions the Department of Defense return to his computer

model constriicted in Symphony, a Lotus Corporation product, would be a

step backwards. Lotus has discontinued the product. His suggestions about

linking spreadsheets have been common practise for the past five years. The
system he proposes of prioritized funding has been in existence in the

Tomahawk and other programs for as many as ten years. Program office

personnel are convinced his new ideas are reiterations of systems he

experienced in his work for the Joint Crtiise Missile Project Office and the

naval Air Systems Command. His suggested position of a "Micro Budget

Administrator" is a description of three positions in the Cruise Missile

created by management in 198L He woiiced physically near the incumbents

of these positions during his employment in the office. Program office

personnel suggest his ideas are again descriptions of positions he was
exposed to during his employment with Navy. While his suggestions are

laudable, they are somewhat dated by today's technology and expertise in

Navy program offices.
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JUL
9

-3. 12.36 FROM N«uy-oaC-CP-5

StOLOOOOOlSO 'UM 17, 1991

WHISTLEBLOWgR BCTWlgAL AOAIHat
AM EMpIoYKB 6# HXVAL AIK aYSTEWS OOMMAKD

X. INTRODOCTIOW

By latter dat»d Septsffibar 21, 1990. Mr. Jay S. Bybaa,
Asvoclata counsal to tha Pcaildant, rafarrad to tha Znapactor
Canaral. oacartmant of Dafanaa (DoO)/ correapondanea to tha
Praaldant and to his offlca frora Nr. Thomaa P. Day, a coat
analyat with tha Kaval Air Syitanta Cotmand (MAVAZR). Zn hlf
Saptambar ao. 1990 lattara, Mr. Day alXagad that axceaa fundi
wara ragularly hlddan* in tha budgat aatimata for tha Kavy
Cmlta Miaalla, and that ha bad auffarad raprliala for raporting
tha allagad impropriatlaa.

Wa did not Invastlgata tha allagad budoat Inpropridtlaa
bacausa th^ Maval Audit Sarvlca had aubataatlatad that tha
Octobar 1969 budgat projactlons for tha Cnilaa Miaalla wara ovar-
atated by at least $161 millloA (5 pareant of tha total program).
Tha Naval Audit Sarvlca concludad that tha dlffarancaa batwaaa
the Crulaa Miaalla Program Office and Mr. Day's astlmatas and tha
currant Crulaa Hlasila budget eatlmata, including estimates in

tha fiacal year 1993/1993 budgat, ware not aivnificant. After
Interviewing Mr. Day, howavar, «a identified the following for
Investigation

(

e certain threata that personnel actions would be
' taken for disclosing the alleged budget exeeaae*}

o e March 1990 change in work assignffleat;

e performance rating of rully Successful for the
period July 1, 19B* to June JO, 1990; x

e a decision that Mr. 0«y could no longer work at benui

but nust spend hla work dey lo the offieo;

e charges of 11. B hours abaeat without leave during tb*
week of Saptamber 17 through 31, 1990; and,

e letters of reprimand and caution, both dated
September 37, 1990.

XZ. BACKCTOOWP

Mr. Day Is e GN-13 cost analyst for the Cruise/Aatl-thlP
Missile Section, Unmanned vehicle Cost etloatlng Branoh, OBst
Analysis Division of KAVAZm. Ha was responslbla for prevldiag
future budget estimates for tha Crulsa Miaslle rreorsn.
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Thr«« MAVAXJt official! »««r« dlr«cUy Involved In th»

•llefl«<l r»prlf«l •ctlonti Mt. Hor««n 8. Bryan, Director. Cott
AAilysii Division: Mr. oavid Burgaaa, Head. Unmannad Vahlcla ceat
Batlmatlng Branch; and Mr. Wllllan F. Btrangaa, Haad. Cruiaa/
Antl-ShlD Mlaalla Section. Onnannad vehicle Coat latlraating

Branch. Coat Analysia Divialon (Mr. Daya Innediate cuparvlser).

The Program Executive Office of the Cruiae MisBlles Project

•nd unmanned Xerlal vehiclee Joint Project, HAVAIB. ia reapon-

Blblo for preparing the Cruiae MiaatXe budoet eatlnate and nay

obtain asslatance from the Coat Analyala plvlaloo. The budoet
eatimete ia submitted through Kovy channela to the Comptroller,

Office of the Secretary of oefenae (090).

On October IB, 19B9, Mr. Day met with Mr. Btrangea,

Ma. Bryan, and Ml. Bryan 'a deputy, Mr. Joaaph Gugllemvllo.
During the maetlng. Mr. Day atated that ha waa aolng to report
to tha Comptroller, 080, that the October 1989 budget estimate
prepared by the progrsra Executive Offics for the Cruisa Miaalle
Project and unmanned Aerial vehiclea Joint Project was more than

|1 billion in exceaa of mlssloa raqulraments.

Mr. Say made hia disclosure to the 080 on October 30,
19*9. On October 33, 1919, Mr. Day reported his ooncerna about
the budget eatinate to the znapector General of the NAVAZB. On
May 8, 1990, Mr. Day wrote a letter to Senator John Warner lA

which he raited hla concerns about the Cruiaa Mlaslle budget.

on September 20, 1990. Mr. Day received a Fully Buceessfvll

rating on a performance appraisal for the period July 1, IBB* to

June So, 1990. Mr. Day was charged 11.1 houre ebsenc with leave
(0 nonpay statua) durlafl the vaei of Beptewber 17 through Bl,

1990 b«cause bo waa late for work and left the office during the-

work day without approval. Oa September 37. 1990, Mr. Day
received letters of caution and reprimand for the 11. B hours of
absent without leave. Mr. Day alleged that all of theae actlooB
were reprisal for hla protected disclosures.

2IZ, SCOPE

section a30a(b) of Titl* 5, OnitM States Cede (U.I.C.),
provides that Individuals who h«v« the authority to take,
reconmend, or approve personn«l actions shall not take, fail to
take, threaten to take, or threaten to fail to take a perseonel
action agelost an enployea beeeuae of any disclosure of infeme-
tion which that employee reaaooably believes •vidences « viola-
tion of law. rule or reflulatioa, or fross iaaeaaganeat, a gross
waate of funda, an abuse of authority, or a subatantial ead
Bpecific danger to public health or safety.

FOR orrzcxAXi on oklt
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xn contldarlng allagatient of raprlaal, tha following aca

addraised

i

o Did tha complainant tnaka a dlacloauca pretaetad by

atatuta?

o Subsequantly, waa an unfavorabla paraonnal action

taken or thraatanad to ba taJcan or itas a favorabla

action withhold or thraatanad to ba withhald?

o Did tha official raapontlbla for teklnfl or
withholding tha partonnol action know about tha
protactad dlacloaura?

o Doaa tha avldanca aatabllah that tha paraonnal action
would hava baan taken if tha protected dlacloaura had

not bean nada?

We conducted an on-alta inquiry that included taking awom,
tap«-tacordad testln«ny and reviewing pertinent documenta,

IV. nwoiwos

Did the complainant make a dlscloaure protected bv atatue?

Mr. Dayia (ctelfter 16, ItIS dlacloaura to the comptroller, 080,

hla October 2), 1969 dlacloaura to the Xnvpeetor General, NAVAZX,

and hit May S, 1990 letter to senator Warner ware diacloffuret

protected Vy atatuta.

subaequentlv, waa an unfavorable peraonnal action taken or

thraatanad to be taken or waa a favorapie action witnneiq or

threaVaned to be wlthheld> We found ttoat untavorable peraonnal
action* were taken againat Mr. Day aubaaquent to hlf
disdoauree.

Mr. Day alleged that during the October l», 19tff neeting,

M*. sryaa told hint that If he reported that the Crulte Niialle
budget eatlmate wae la exceae of mlaalen requiranaata to the
Conptroller, OSD, he could expect dlaelpllaary action would be
taken againat hlia. Ma. Bryan teatlfied that aha told Mr. Day
ha ahould be concerned about disciplinary action If he took his

concerns about the Cruise Missile budget eutaide the ehala of
comand before giving the chain an opportunity to resolve then.

Mr. Straages teatlfied that Ms. Bryaa told Mr. pay that if^he
elected to go outalde the chela of eenmand to the Office of the

Secretary of Defense, dlselpllnary actloa would be taken agaiaat

him.

Mr. Day alleged that, at about the sane tlate m the aeetlag
with Ma. Bryia, Mr" Cugllemello ead Mr. Btraages, Mr'-WO^Jf* •
Hurley, Director, Buaineas aad rinaaclal M^«»««>^t_?if^'2i"**'
Program executive Office for the Cxulae Missiles Project end

unotanned Aerial vehicles Joint Project* told bin duriag a

roR orrzczxL un ant
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t«l«phen« cenv«r««tlen that h* would •• that ha waa firad for
taking tha budgat Infonnatlon to tha Comptrollar. osd.
Mr. Hurlay acknowladgad that ha told Mr. Oay that he would
suggaat to Mr. Day 'a managars that ha ba firad.

Slnca March 1990< Mr. Day haa baan aaalgnad to dutlaa othar
than coat aatlmatlng for tha Crulaa Mlaalla Project.

On September 30, 1990 Mr. Day received a fMlly Suceaaaful
parfomance rating on hla appralaal for the period July l, I9ai
through June 30, 1990. Mr. Day elainad that hla parformanc*
deserved an Outstanding rating.

Mr. Day alleged that for about three years prior to hla
disclosures to the Comptroller. OSD, and the Znapector General,
KAVAXR, he was pernitted to regularly apend part of hla work day
working at home, but that after his dlaclosuras, he was no longer
permitted to work at home. Hia supervisors deny that they had
authorised Mr. Day to work at home.

On September 17. 1990, Mr. Day was counselled by
Mr. Stranges end Mr. Burgess concerning his hours of work. H«
was directed to be in the office from aoo a.m. until 5 too p.«.
and to adhere to Kavy leave policies. He was also counselled enSeptember 19, end 20, 1990 concerning his hours of work. Mr. say
was charged 11. S hours absent without leave during the week of
September 17 through 31, 1990 because he was late for work and
left the office during the work day without approval.

On September 37, 1990 Mr. Day received a latter of
caution concerning hla attendance and • letter of reprimand fordisobedience to constituted authority, unauthorised poasesslet.
of official documents, and 11.5 hours of absent without leave.* •

The change In work assignmeot, Septafflber 1990 Fully
Succeasful parfornance appraisal, change la place of eBploymaat
and resulting absent without leave charges, and letters of
caution and reprimand constitute perseiut«l actions as defined in
Section 33031a) (3) (A) of Title s, o.s.c. Slnea the threats by
Ms. iryan and Mr. Hurley occurred prior to Mr. Dey's disclosures,
they are not considered reprisals under Section 3303 of Title »,O'S.c. They will be discussed later la the report.

>id the official resooDid the official responsible for taking or withholding the
personneTTcUens knew about the aroiected*^dIaelosureV*Wel5Sg
Lnat the oizXcXals who took the personnel actions knew that
Mr. Day had made the protected disclosures.

undisputed testimony established that Mr. Oay Inferned
?£;.®J5*?9*"' **'' '^y«» «* •*»• ouglienello on October 19,
19B9 that he was going to make e protected dleclosure to the

rQK omczAi. un onlt
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Comptrollar, OSD. Mr. Day alto Informed Mr. Itrangaa in aarly
Movembar lt«> that ha had pceaantad hla allagations to tha
Inspector Canoral, MAVAIR.

Doaa tha avidanea aatabllah that tha paraonnal actlont
would hava b«en taken If tha pcotactad dlaeloaura had not baan
made ? Wa found that unfavorable parconnal action* vara takan
EaSiusa of Mr. Day' a protacted diacloauraa. Wa also found that •

changa in work aasignmant and tha Fully auccaaaful parfonnanca
rating wara not dua to raprlaal.

Changa in work atalgnwant

Mr. Day baa not worked ea tha Crulao Mlsaila budget
eatlmate* alnce approximately March 1990. Mr. Itrangaa teatlfled
that the office's Involvement with the crulaa Mlaelle budget bad
been declining alnce aarly October 1989. Ke aaid that with the
exception of aome minor aaalatanca on a negotlatlna proposal, no
reerobar of hla staff has worked on the Crulae Mlislle Program
alnce March 1990. Although Mr. Day alleged that hla work
asalgnnant was changed In reprisal for hla dlaeloaura to the
Comptroller, OSQ, Ms. Bryan, Mr. Burgeaa and Mr. Strangea all
testified that the Cnilsa Missile Project and Unmanned Aerial
Vahlelaa Joint Project Office had not req>iaated assistance in
coat estlinatlng, the support Hr. Day had provided. They also
testified that, because of tha age of the Cruiea Missile and the
rrocurameat biatory available on the cost of the program, budget
aformatlon was eaaily obtainable. Accordingly, there was no

longer e need for their office's—and Mr. say'e—more
sophisticated estimating techniques.

We concluded that there was no evideaee that the chaage in
Mr. Day's work assignment was in reprisal fee bit disclosure to .

the ConptroUer, OSD, and tha Znspector Ceaeral, KAVAIS.

The Saptembee 1990 Fully Sueceesful oerfonnaneaf appraisal

Mr. Day alleged that he should have received an Outstandiag
performance appraisal for the period July 1, 19$9 to June SO,
1990. Re alleged that he did not receive aa Outstanding retlAg
because of reprisal. The only reason Mr. Say presented to
support his allegatiea that be ahould have eecelvad an Outetead*
ing rating was that he believed the work he did on tha Crulaa
Misaile budget eatlmate, ehowing that the budoet waa |1 bllllea
in exeeaa of missioa requirements, constituted Outstaadiof
performanea.

Mr. strangea and Kr. aucgeas dissaraed that Mr. Oay'a
budget eatlmate demonetratad a blllian dollar •xemmm. Tbay
teatlfled that he did net apply generally accepted eatimatiaa
techniques in developing hla estimeta. Mr. turgesa said that
Mr. Day made InaufficieAt uee of the Crulaa Nisslla proeurasieat
history ead overly relied oa bia ewa judgaaat.

F0« OFFXCZAI. OCB OMtf
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Althwjgh the M«v«l Audit S«rwle« concluded that the

October 1919 Cruise Mliille budget eitimete vai overeteted, it

wee unable to (confirm Mr. Day'a alleoatlon that the eatlinate wee

II billion in ttxceaa of nlsalon raquirementa.

Mr. Burgee* end Mr. Strangea alee teattfied that evea if

his eetimate was accurate, that alone would not narrant an
Outstanding appraisal. Mr. Burgeaa testified that ha believed
the Fully Bucceeaful appraiaal waa overly g«narouB since Mr. Day

had contributed very little to the work of the Division.

Mr. Btranges also rated Mr. Day' a performance iMlly
successful for the period December 11, X9BS to June 30, 1919.

The evidence indicated that Mr. Day's supervisors viewed
his cruise Misalle budget estimate as inaccurate. They certainly
did not believe it warranted an Outatandlng rating. Mr. Day was
rated Fully fluccasaful on aach of the alx elements of bis
perfomance standards.

Me concluded that Mr. Day's September 1990 performance
rating would have been Fully SuecesszUl even if be had not nade

« diielosures to the Conptroller, 08D, end the Inspector General,
XAVAZS.

Change in place of duty and resulting absent without leave
eharoeJT letter of caution and letter of reprimand

Mr. Day alleged that for aeme years, he had frequently
worked at home during duty hours. Be said that It was bis habit
to begin work at home on his personal conputar, perhaps as early
es'SiSO a.m.. end come to his office when he reached an eppro-
prlate stopping point. He said that he frequently arrived at bis^
office at tiSO a.m., filO a.m. or lOtOO a.m. Ha stated that be
frequently left his office for extended periods and left his
office before the end of his duty day to perform work At hone on
hie eonputer. Re acknowledged that ne never received formal
approval for that arrangement but testified that his supervisors
ware well aware of the praetie*. Re maintained that his super-
visors' direction to apend the entire work day in bis office or
to obtain prior approval for leaving the office was in reprisal
for his disclosures concerning the Cruise Missile budget.

on September 17, 1990, Mr. strange* and Mr. Burgess
counselled Mr. Day concerning hi* hour* of work. They directed
him to be in the office from St 30 a.m. to BiOO p.m. and to adhere
to Navy leave pollcie*. Ka wa* alac couxuielled en September 19,
and ao, 1990 concerning hie hour* of work. Mr. Day was charged
ll.s hours absent without leave during the week of September 17
through ai, 1990 because he wa* lete for work and left the office
during the work day without approval. On September 27, 1990, fee

received a letter of caution ceneerniag hi* ettendance and a
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l«tt»r of r.prlmand for -dltobtdUne* to con«titute4 authority

,

uMuthorU«a po8«o««ion of official docuioMti, tnd 11.5 bourt of

kbaont without leavo.*

Kc. Strangat and Mr. Buraata danlad thay pamlttad Mr. Dav

to work at homaT Thay ataartad ha waa navat glvan approval to So

80. Tha avidanco indicated that, at laaat alnca oocambar 19«I

whan Mr. Day movad into tha aama offlea apaca af Mr. Strarvaaa,

Mr. stranflai knew Mr. Day frequently cama Into tha office lata,

left th« office during the day for extended perloda and left work

b"orith. end of hla'duty day. >««^- «»kj"i","" ^^J^ ^- ^^^
no action to require Mr. Day to apend the f«ll work day In the

office prior to September 1990. K* acknowledged that Mr. Day had

told him he was working at horn but be eeld that he had aaaa no

evidence of tha work.

The evidence Indicated that Mr. Day wa« not present in

hla office during tha porioda he waa charged abaent without

leave. The actione taken for hla absences, i.e., the cbargas

of abaent without leave and the lettara of caution and reprimand,

are not unusual for euch absences. However, we found it unusual
that after Mr. Day waa permitted to come and go a* he pleaaed
for almost two years, be was--wlthln a vary short period of
time—charged absent without leave and Issued lettera of caution

and reprimand. Tha evidence Indicated that less harah actloo,

aueh as requiring Mr. Day to take annual leave for hla absences,

was not considered. Management's auddaa shift froa its several

years of tolerance, if not tacit approval, of Mr. Day's practlcet

to intolerance of those practieea came immediately after
senator Warner wrote to the Kavy regarding Mr. Day's allegation.

On September C, 1990, Senator Warner wrote to the Kaval
Office of Legislative Affairs concerning Mr. Day's alleaatlons :

about the Cruise Miasil* budget. Senator Warner identified
Mr. Day as the source of the allegation. Based oa Mr. Stranges*
memoranduma for the file and testimony, we concluded that, prior

to taking the ections at ieaua, ha and Mr. Burgess knew about
senator Warner's letter concerning Mr. Day's allegationa end that

the Naval Audit Service was conducting review of the Cruiae
Missile budget estinat*.

Both Mr. Burgess and Mr. strangas testified that thay bad

not acted regarding Mr. Day's absences before September beeause
they were busy with other matters. Mr. Burgess offered thraj
office memoranduma to damonatrate that it was the policy of the

organisation to require employees to spend tha work day in the
office.

we do not accept the cxplanatlea that Mr. strangas and
Mr. Burgess were toe busy to direct Mr. Day to apend the work
day in the office and to require him to use annual leave for bis

T0> omczA& ufi OMur
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?hS^iS22^.1iJt lA Au~5t XJ»0 eonc.ralng . !•« th.n Fully

KSSbSrJiM SStll liJtimbTr'T^Jo. Mr. 8tr«vg.. eompl.t.ly

fliXd to e"ry out hl« mipmtvimoty r««ponflbilitlo«.

SJ^iuSoSSbicSJ. Mr. D.y'. wporvlfor In J«»«ry mo.)

tMponitblllty by nit r.5«irin9 hH« to work a fVill day.

Althouah Mr. D«y'« original dl«clo»ur«« woro mado olmoat •

yaar prior tSthaabiJnt wltRout laava charga. and tha l>«u*nea

of tho lattara of caution and taprlmand. Sanator Marnar-a lattar

and tha Maval Audit Sarvlc. daciilon to ravlaw tha crulaa Mlaalla

bCdgS aatl^at. S^Lrrad Ju.t .hortly bafora tha •etlona. M.

f^ that tha action takaa to ra(iulra Mr. Day to ba In tha

offica from 8:30 a.m. to $»oo p.*. and tha raaulting action*

bacaua* h« did not confor«-tha abaant without laava cbargai and

tha laauane* of tha lattar* of caution and raprlmand--w*ta rapri-

aal for Mr? Say 'a dlaeloauraa conearnlng tha Crulaa Mlaalla

bSdgat to tha fcoinptroUer, 080, tha Zaa|actor Canaral, KAVAIB

and sanater warnart

wa note that tha Saptanbar 37, X99e lattar of raprlmand

contalnad tha charga of unauthorlaad peiaaaalaa of official

dISiUSS, a» -all\. tha abaant "AtgSt laava chargatdlacuatad

abova. Tha charga lavolvad • Saptambac ai, l9»o Ineldant whara.

Mr! Siy rafuiad to rallnqulih aoaa tiM h««t»^!*fft,»«'; «*f*2?V
ordaraa bli to do fo. rSa avldanea Indieatad that ineldaot did

occur but wa do not find It tufflclant to warxant ratalnlag tha

raprlmand.

Thy thraata bv Ma. Brvai^ and Mr. Burlav

Aa atatad abova. Ma. Bryan taatlflad that aha told Mr. 0«{
during tha Octobar 1», i»8» Mating, that ha ahould b* eencornad
about dlaelpllnary action If ha took bla eonearn* ragardlno tha

Crulaa Mlaalla budgat aatlmata eutalda tha chain of eoanand
bafora ha gava hla auparvlaers a eh«»ea to addraaa than.

Mr. strangaa taatlflad that Ms. Iryao told Mr. Day that If h*

^Thay did not conault tha apaelallat ceoearalag Mr. Oay'a

attandanea until Baptaabar 1190.
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elected to t«k» his consent about th« Crut«« Mlaills budgat
•tiinat* csutald* tha chain of coawand, dlsclpllaary action woa
rasult. m fact. Mr. Stctngaa conaultad an Empioyaa salatlona
flpaclallat and logal adviaor about tha poaitblllty of taking
dlaelpllnary action for Inaubordlnatlon in conjunction with

Mr. Day taking hli ccncorna cegardina tha Crulaa Nlaalla budgat

aatlmats to OSD. Ho waa advlsad that auch action would b«

inapproptlata. w* concludod that Ma. Bryan thraatan^ Mr. Bay

ilth dliciPllnary action If ho dlaeloaod hli allagatlon* of
axcssaoa In tha Crulaa Mlaalla budgat aatlmata to tha

Comptrellar, OSD.

Mould

Mr. Kurlay taatlflad that, shortly boforo Mc. Day nada hla

dlacloauraa to the Comptroller, 080, ha told Mr. Day that ha «aa

oolng to racoiwiand to Mr. Day 'a auparvlaora that bo ba fired. Xa

said that ha bad no choice but to make auch a raeommandatlon
bacauaa Mr. Day took tha "technically Incorcect" budgat aatlmtte

to 08D without authority and outalde the chain of comttand. we

concluded that Mr. Hurley threatened Mr. Day If he dlaclpted hla

alleoatlona of excesaes In the crulaa Mlaalla budget to tha

Comptroller, OSD.

Although threata of dlaelpllnary action that occur prior

to a protected disclosure era not reprisal, Ms. Bryan's threat

claarly violated Section 2102(b) (•) of Title 8, U.8.C., which

Srohlblte tha threat of personnel actions because of pretaetod
Isclosures. Arguably, Mr. Hurley's threat may not violate tha

statute slnea he has no authority to take disciplinary aetloa
agalnet Mr. Day. Since he occupies a position of Influence
within the organliatlon, hie threat wa» eleerly Uiproper.

Ma. Bryan's end Mr. Hurley 'a statementa to Mr. Day were Intended

to inhibit Mr. Day's right to brUg allegations of violation of
laws end regulations, gross mismanagement, arose waste of funds,

'

abuse of authority and substantial and speelfle danger to publie

health and safety to appropriate authorities.

V. eowcLosiows

We concluded that theMerch 1990 ehanao la work asslgoneat
and tha September 1990 Fully Successful performance rating were
not taken In reprisal and would have been eccompllshed absent

Mr. Day's dlaelesurea.

we concluded thet the charge of ll.S hours of Absent

without leave end the September 27. 1990 letters of csutlon aad

reprimand were reprisal for Hr. Dsy's disclosures.

we concluded that NT. Stranges end Kr. Buraees did not

adegustely fulfill their supervisory respoBsibilitios.

We concluded thst the threats of diseipllasey octioa made

by Ms. Bryan and Mr. Hurley were improper.
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W» rttcMMMnd th*t th» Saer«t«cy of tha tfavyi

Tak« approprlata dlieipXlnary aetlen a^tlBst H>. tryan and
Mr. Huclay for thrcataning advaraa action In ratallatloa for
lawful conRwnicatlon with an appropriata official.

Knauro that managamant official* ara awara that thcaata of
atfvaraa action becauaa of protactad diaeloauraa are prohibltad by
atatuta.

Taka appropriate ditcipllaary aaalnat Mr. Burgaaa and
Hr. Strangaa foe failing to fulfill thair auparviaory raaponai-
bilitisa and repriaing againat Hr. Day bacauaa of hi* protected
diseloaurea.

change the charge of 11. S hour* of abaant without leave
during the weak of September 17 through 21, 1990 to annual leave
and cancel the September 21, 1990 lettera of caution and
reprimand

.
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To: Naval Inspector General (NIG-12)
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Ref: (a) NAVINSGEN Itr 5370 Ser 01/2161 of 24 Jul 91

End: (1) NAVAIR Memo, 5370 Ser AIR-05A of 21 Oct 91

1. Enclosure (1) is provided in response to reference (a).

D. C. LAGERVELD
By direction

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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HEHORANOUH

From: AIR-05A
To: AIR-09G

Subj: DAY, THOMAS; ALLEGED REPRISAL FOR WHISTLEBLOWING

Ref: (a) AIR-09G memo 5370/190-160 Ser AIR-09G1/509 of 8 Aug 91

(b) DODIG Report of Investigation of 17 Jun 91; Whistleblower Reprisal

Against an Employee of the NAVAIRSYSCOM

1. Reference (a) requested a review and respond to the Department of Defense

Inspector General (DODIG) report on allegations of whistleblower reprisal

against Mr. Thomas Day. I have carefully examined the findings of the DODIG

report, reference (b), and independently examined the circumstances pertaining

to the issues raised in reference (b). Based on this examination, an

assessment of the reference (b) findings and our response are provided below.

2. The DODIG investigation focused on four actions (or sets of actions)

alleged by Mr. Day to be reprisals for his reporting of alleged improprieties

in the budget for the Navy Cruise Missile Programs are contained in Part IV of

reference (b). We agree, as advised by reference (b), that Mr. Day did make

disclosures of his concerns about improprieties in the Cruise Missile Program

budget to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) on 20 October 1989, to

the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) Inspector General on 23 October 1989

and to the office of Senator John Warner in May 1990. Additionally, we do not

disagree that Mr. Day's disclosures became known to Mr. Day's supervisors and

that personnel actions have been taken against Mr. Day in the time following
his disclosures. The specific DODIG findings in the allegations of reprisal

are addressed below in the order in which they are addressed in Part IV of

reference (b).

a. Change in work assignment . We agree with the DODIG finding that the

change in Mr. Day's work assignment was associated with reduced demand from
the Cruise Missile Project Office for assistance from the Cost Analysis
Division (AIR-524) and was not in reprisal for his disclosures.

b. The September 1990 Fully Successful performance appraisal . We agree
with the DODIG finding that there is no evidence to support Mr. Day's
allegation that his performance warranted an Outstanding rating. Further, the
Fully Successful rating assigned by his supervisor for the period 1 July 1989
to 30 June 1990 was the same rating assigned to Mr. Day in the prior
performance period ending 30 June 1989 prior to his disclosures. There is no
basis to attribute Mr. Day's rating to reprisal. Indeed, based on Mr. Day's
sparse work product, the benefit of any doubt concerning his performance
appears to have been weighed in Mr. Day's favor.
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c. Chinoe in olacg of duty and resulting absent without leave charges.

letter of caution and l etter of reprimand. The DODIG report notes that

Mr. Day alleged that for some years, he had frequently worked at home during

duty hours beginning work early and then arriving at his office later In the

morning, frequently leaving his office for extended periods and leaving before

the end of the duty day to again work at home. The report also notes that Mr.

Day acknowledged he had not received formal approval to work at home but

indicated his supervisors were "well aware" of the practice. We agree with

the general sense of the DODIG findings that Mr. Stranges was aware at some

level that Mr. Day did, in fact, sometimes have atypical office work hours,

and that Mr. Day had on occasion indicated that he spent time working at

home. As "a matter of perspective, Mr. Stranges took over as section head at a

time of some management turnover within the cost analysis organization

including vacancies at the Branch and Division level and had a staff in his

section including many relatively inexperienced people. Mr. Stranges workload

was quite high and he struggled to satisfy high pressure demands on his

section. Mr. Stranges did not specifically focus on Mr. Day's attendance

behavior and did not explicitly track Mr. Day's attendance in a manner to

Independently quantify his actual off ce hours. This would not be unusual for

professional employees with a need to routinely be away from their Immediate

office space. In this context, the term 'well aware" as used by Mr. Day to

suggest a recognized de facto arrangement is an overstatement of the degree of

awareness and acknowledgment by his supervisors of Mr. Day's attendance

pattern.

Mr. Day physically relocated from the Joint Cruise Missile Program

Office (JCMPO) to AIR-524 spaces in the December 1988 time period. There was

a general sense that the people being transferred from the JCMPO were not

pleased and there was not firm supervisory oversight established of the new
arrivals in light of overall workload priorities and the long standing direct
support relationship these new people already had with the JCMPO staff.

During the time of relocation to AIR-524 spaces, Mr. Day was in the midst of a

very intense divorce action (based on his own exclamations in the office) and

he was given approval for substantial leave. In combination with the fact
that 6M-13 level analysts typically spend considerable time out of their
immediate office spaces gathering data and coordinating with the program
office they are supporting, the absence of Mr. Day at any given time did not

initially register as a high visibility supervisory issue.

With the passage of time, including the assignment of Mr. Day to new
tasks, the sparseness of Mr. Day's work product became increasingly
apparent. On 17 September 1990, Mr. Burgess (Branch Head) and Mr. Stranges
met with Mr. Day to review the status of Mr. Day's assigned work (during which
Mr. Day failed to produce any evidence of progress) and to counsel him on
office attendance and attention to his assignments. He was directed to be in

the office from 0830 to 1700, and to comply with standard Navy leave

policies. He was counseled again on 19 and 20 September 1990 concerning his

attendance. Notwithstanding the counseling, Mr. Day did not follow direction
and he was charged with 11.5 hours absent without leave (AWOL) during the week
of 17 through 21 September 1990. There is no contention that Mr. Day was, in

fact, absent from the office during hours he was charged AWOL.
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The OOOIG report finds the 11.5 hours of AWOL and subsequent Issuance

on 27 Septenber of a Letter of Caution on his attendance and a Letter of

Repnrnand for 'disobedience to constituted authority, unauthorized possession

of official documents and 11.5 hours of absent without leave" to be

reprisal. The DODIG report reasons that management's "sudden shift" from

several years of tolerance of Mr. Day's behavior to intolerance.. .came

immediately after Senator Warner wrote to the Navy regarding Mr. Day's

allegation.

The motive ascribed to management actions in the DODIG report is

purely speculative with no substantiating basis. In fact, final performance

ratings for the prior performance year were being provided to employees during

September and the organization was in the midst of an effective freeze on

hiring, both serving to amplify sensitivity to the importance of securing the

best possible performance from all employees in the face of overall staffing

deficiencies. Against this backdrop, Mr. Day's performance and attendance

drew attention. Mr. Day simply had to comply with normal requirements of

attendance and leave imposed on every employee. He specifically and overtly

chose not to comply despite being directed to do so (and refused in some

instances to even reveal his whereabouts to his supervisors) and was

subsequently charged as AWOL. During one of the absences, Mr. Day attended a

computer show without first requesting permission or even informing his

supervisor. Whereas a more lenient approach such as charging Mr. Day annual

leave may have been taken by some managers, the action taken by Mr. Stranges

with the professional advice of Navy CCPO staff was a reasonable exercise of

management judgment in dealing with a difficult employee problem. Such

actions including Letters of Caution have, in fact, been a rather typical

response to employee attendance problems in the belief that rapid, firm

measures are most effective when confronting the issue.

Regarding the letter of reprimand issued to Mr. Day, the DODIG finds

the incident of removing and copying time sheets from the office to be

insufficient to warrant retaining the reprimand. A review of the incident, in

fact, indicates that Mr. Day not only removed the time sheets to which he had

no entitlement (as Mr. Stranges was advised by CCPO staff) but perhaps more
importantly was disruptive and openly disobedient to his supervisor who

specifically directed Mr. Day not to take the time sheets. While recognizing
judgments of different supervisors may differ in dealing with such an

incident, the circumstances of the incident support the Letter of Reprimand as

a reasonable exercise of management judgment. We find no evidence of reprisal

in these actions taken against Mr. Day.

We note the original disclosures were made nearly a year earlier and

there is no indication of any actions in the interim that could be construed
as reprisal. Further, the DODIG report offers no evidence (or underlying
basis to support Its supposition) nor is there any other evidence that Senator
Warner's letter posed a "perceived personal threat" to Mr. Day's supervisors

that would trigger a reaction. (As a matter of interest, the NAVAIR IG had

previously corresponded with the Naval Audit Service concerning a review of

Mr. Day's allegations about the Cruise Missile budget.) The preponderance of

evidence indicates that Mr. Day's own behavior in matters entirely within his

control and totally unrelated to his disclosures gave impetus to the actions

taken against him.

/
'^-
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We do igree, however, that earlier supervisory attentiveness to Mr.

Day's attendance pattern would be in keeping with expected supervisory
standards.

d. The Threats bv Ms. Brvan . Ms. Bryan acknowledges that she did. in

fact, tell Mr. Day during the 19 October 1989 meeting that he should be

concerned about disciplinary action if he took his concerns about the Cruise

Missile budget outside the chain of coimand before giving his supervisory

chain an opportunity to examine his concerns.

As a matter of perspective, Ms. Bryan had been selected from a

position outside the Naval Air Systems Command and appointed as Director of

the Cost Analysis Division on 24 September 1989 and physically reported to

NAVAIR on 16 October 1989. The 19 October 1989 meeting occurred on the fourth

day after Ms. Bryan had taken over the Division. As a new supervisor, she was

greatly concerned that Mr. Day would go forward immediately with serious

allegations without even allowing an opportunity for professional review of

his concerns. Ms. Bryan, who had substantial experience and recognition as a

cost analyst, came to the issue without bias and simply wanted an opportunity

to ascertain the substantive character of Mr. Day's concerns. Mr. Day offered

no compelling reason why a brief delay of several days to allow for an

examination of his concerns would be detrimental.

Ms. Bryan's admonition to Mr. Day was an expression of concern and

guidance to one of her employees that Mr. Day should consider that

disciplinary action might be the outcome of his immediately going forward

without providing for a professional examination of his findings. Although
the exact wording of Ms. Bryan's admonition is not a matter of literal record,

the sense of other participants in the 19 October meeting indicates that the

subject of disciplinary action was a very brief element of a meeting of
approximately an hour duration. There is no evidence that Ms. Bryan acted
with malice nor did she take subsequent disciplinary action. However, we

agree that viewed starkly against the provisions of the governing statute,

(Section 2302(b)(8) of Title 5 U.S.C. prohibiting the threat of personnel
actions because of protected disclosures) Ms. Bryan's admonition (which
occurred prior to actual c.sclosure with a designated agency) was not
appropriate even though she did not intend it as a personal threat, but rather
an expression of a possible outcome. Faced with a first time experience in

dealing with such an issue, Ms. Bryan responded to Mr. Day with what seemed to
her as a manager to be reasonable advice to an employee. This may be
understood in the context of Mr. Day first bringing the issue to Ms. Bryan at
a 5 p.m. meeting on 19 October with an intent to go forward immediately the
next morning. She did not have knowledge of the governing statute as amended
to guide her response. Ms. Bryan did subsequently make inquiries about her
responsibility and proper response to such circumstances.

3. Our response to the D0DI6 recommendations found in Section VI of reference
(b) follows:

a. DODIG report recommendation: "Take appropriate disciplinary action,

against Ms. Bryan for threatening adverse action in retaliation for lawful

communication with an appropriate official."
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NAVAIR : While Ms. Bryan's admonition of Mr. Day (which occurred prior

to the actual disclosure) was not appropriate, Ms. Bryan was not acting with

malice, was not acting to conceal information, was not acting to protect her

personal interests and did not, in fact, pursue any disciplinary action. Ms.

Bryan's remarks stemmed from a lack of instruction in the proper response to

an employee who intends to make a protected disclosure. Ms. Bryan has been

instructed in the provisions of the applicable statutes.

b. DODIG report recomnendation: "Ensure that management officials are

aware that threats of adverse action because of protected disclosures are

prohibited by statute."

NAVAIR : We agree with this recommendation and will take action to

instruct our management officials appropriately.

c. DODIG report recommendation: "Take appropriate disciplinary action

against Mr. Burgess and Mr. Stranges for failing to fulfill their supervisory

responsibilities and reprising against Mr. Day because of his protected

disclosures."

NAVAIR : We do not agree (see paragraph 2.c. above) that Mr. Burgess

and Mr. Stranges took reprisal against Mr. Day and therefore no disciplinary

action is warranted. We do agree that Mr. Stranges, as first line supervisor
for Mr. Day, should have been more attentive to Mr. Day's attendance pattern

and work habits. We believe there were mitigating circumstances as described
in paragraph 2.c. Mr. Stranges will be instructed in supervisory
responsibilities through appropriate training.

d. DODIG report recommendation: "Change the charge of II. 5 hours of AWOL

during the week of 17 through 21 September 1990 to annual leave and cancel the

27 September 1990 letters of caution and reprimand."

NAVAIR : For reasons described in paragraph 2.C., we do not concur
that rescinding the action is warranted.

\l6ry respectfully

Q^
A. R. SOMOROFF
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I PECTOR GENERAL
Dt^ABTMCNT OF OtftMSt
400 AMMT NAVY DRIVC

ARLINGTON. VIROINIA 22203 2684

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

JUN 17 1991

SUBJECT: whistleblower Reprisal Against an Employee of Naval Air
Systems Command

We recently completed an investigation into allegations that
Mr. Thomas Day, a Naval Air Systems Command employee, suffered
reprisal for disclosures concerning the Cruise Missile budget
estimate which he made to the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
the Inspector General of the Naval Air Systems Comir.and and
Senator John Warner.

We found that the action taken to require Mr. Day to be :n

his office from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and the subsequent actions
taken because he did not conform, i.e., absent without leave
charges and issuance of letters of caution and reprimand, were
reprisal for his disclosures. Additionally, we found that
Mr. Day was improperly threatened with disciplinary action if he
made a disclosure to the Office of the Secretary of Defense, we
recommend corrective action. We concluded that Mr. Day's March
1990 change in work assignment and a September 1990 appraisal,
which evaluated his performance as Fully Successful, were nci in
reprisal for his disclosures.

The report of investigation is enclosed for your review and
comment. We would appreciate a response within 60 days. If you
have any questions, please contact me or Ms. Marcia Campbell,
Office of the Assistant Inspector General for Departmental
Inquiries, at (703) 697-6660.

Susai) J. Crawforq
Inspector General

Enclosure
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DEPAimiBKT OF THE NAW
Program Encutfv* Ofllcar

OuiM MissilM Praltet jnd

UnmaniMd tmm ViMcin JoM Pratwt

WaaMngtan. OC 209*1-1014

jN««.r«fefiTO

5041
Ser PEO(CU)/2C6
13 Nov =2

FOR OFFICIAI. USE ONLY

Froa: Prograa Executive Officer, Cruise Missiles Project and
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Joint Project

To: Naval Inspector General (NIG-12)

Subj: DOD IG Investigation; Mhistleblower Reprisal Against An
Employee of Naval Air Systems command

Ref: (a) DODIG Reoort of Investigation S90600000150 of
17 Jun 91

1. Reference (a), received on 12 Nov 91, requested ay review and

response reaarding allegations of whistleblower reprisal ty an

employee of'PEO(Cn). I have reviewed the conclusions of

reference (a) and have i-dependently reviewed additional facts
relating to the allegations contained therein.

2. In pertinent part, reference (a) concludes that Mr. Howard

Hurley, Assistant PEO For Business and Financial Management
(APE0?CU)-3) , threatened the subject employee that he would
recommend termination of his employment if the employee disclosed
his budget estimate outside the chain of command without
authority. Reference (a) concedes that Mr. Hurley's "t.hreat**

does not violate the Act because "he has no authority to take
disciplinary action" However, it concludes that the "threat was
clearly improper" because Mr. Hurley "occupies a position of
influence within the organization."

2. The Whistleblower Protection Act applies only t= an employee
"who has authority to taJce, direct others to take, raccamend, cr
approve any personnel action." 5 USC 2302(b). Mr. Hurley was
not in the suo^ect employee's supervisory chain of command and,
therefore , had no authority to act in any way on a personnel
action involving the employee. Accordingly, I do not agree t.*iat

disciplinary action against Mr. Hurley is warranted.
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SUbj: 000 IC Xnvastigation; Whlstlcblovar Reprisal Agaiast An
EaployM of Naval Air Syataaa Coaaand

4. I do mgnm, howwvar, with thm raport's racoBaandation that
anagaaant officials should ba awara of tha protacciona affordad
•aployaaa undar tha Hhistlat)low«r Protaction Act. My ravisw of
this aattar disclosad that tha Navy offars no training whatsoavar
for its aanagars and suparvisors in this araa. In ordar to avoid
avan tha appaaranca of iapropriaty in tha futura, I will snsura
that PZO(CD) managars tmd suparvisors ara trainad or counsalad in

tha raquiraaants of tha statuta.

JJ^/^
G.r.A.

FOR omtrAL USE ONLY
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(10] From; DAN BLALOCK at PEOCUI 12/9/91 9:44AM (3460 bytes: 66 In)

o: DENNIS L. KLINE

OCT. HOWARD E. HURLEY
Subject: Sutus or PertODoel Actions on Day

Message Contents

Denny:

I spoke with Terry Willingham, the OOC CPL guru who

was involved in much of the 524 action on Day, and he

confirmed that Day is now removed from NAVAIR employment,

effective 19 Sep 91. Below is a rough chronology of when

things happened, but some explanation is necessary first.

When the first Proposed Removal was issued. Day responded to

it within the req'd 10 days but also went to the Office of

Special Counsel to claim reprisal for protected conduct

(under Whistleblower Protection Act). Apparently OSC never

took any action on his claim. In the meantime, the DOD IG

Report came out and NAVAIR decided to reconsider the removal

action format because of the findings of the DOD IG Rpt.

Moreover, Day had been sent home on Admin Leave because he

was so disruptive in the office and the Deciding Official

(AIR OSA) was refusing to act on the proposed removal.

Consequently a second Notice of Proposed Removal was issued

with a new Deciding Official (AIR OS) and OS approved the

removal. Day went to the MSPB for a Stay of the Removal on

the grounds it was reprisal for WPA protected activities.

NAVAIR Moved to Dismiss the Request for Stay on the grounds

that MSPB lacks jurisdiction to hear WPA matters. MSPB

granted the dismissal, but transferred it over to OSC, which

has refused to stay the removal but has not yet issued its

recommendation order. Day can still appeal his removal to

the MSPB and argue on the merits of the removal grounds, but

not allege the WPA as a defense. I understand that the

grounds for removal included insubordination, disrespectfull

conduct, threatening a supervisor, disruptive behavior,

conducting a personal business on Govt time, and

unauthorized disclosure of acquisition information. Here is

the chronology of events as I know them now:

DATE EVENT

27 Feb 91 Supervisor issues letter to Day on

unacceptable behavior.

S Apr 91 First Notice Prop Removal
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17 Jun 91 DOD IG Rpt iuued on APA

•llegations.

m Jul 91 First Notice Prop Removtl

ctncelled.

24 Jul 91 Navy IC forwards DOD IC Rpt to

NAVAIR.

g Aug 91 Second Prop Removal issued.

12 Sep 91 Deciding Official approves

19 Sep 91 Day's removal effective

18 Oct 91 Day's Req for Stay to MSPB

22 Oct 91 NAVAIR response to DOD IG

30 Oct 91 MSPB dismisses Day's Stay Req.

12 Nov 91 PEO(CU) receives DOD IG Rpt

20 Nov 91 PEO(CU) response to DOD IG
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ri^AR'MENT OF THE NAVY
NAVkl. AID STrnTtMS COMMAND

MAVAl AIR STSTCMt COMMAND M£AOOUA»TI«» »«.»..€»« t»

WASHIMOTON. OC lOtd 9730
Ser AIR-Cr7D/9ADM-073
13 Nov 89

Free: Comnander, 9aval Air Systems Coomand

g-jbj: PRCfVTDING INTORKATION TO CONGRESS

1

.

Tl e Secretary of the Navy recently reemphasized the Navy policy re^u-ding

the n -ed for all Navy officials and personnel to adhere to established

Depar' mental procedures vhen dealing with the Congress. As available funding

for defense programs becomes increasingly constrained, and competition for

funding among programs becomes more intense, it is absolutely critical that

the Dejartment of the Navy speak with a sijigle voice when commimicating with

the Congress. This requires careful, consistent coordination in providing

information to the Ccngreas.

2. The following categories of information are of particular concern:

a. Information provided to a committee of Congress or to committee

staff, regardless of the nature of the information.

b. Information provided to a member of Congress or a member's personal

staff regarding a matter of committee interest or a matter pending in the

Congress.

c. Information relating to the Department's views on proposed
legislation, or concerning program issues relating to the Department's budget

request.

d. Information involving a matter of Navy or Marine Corps policy.

e. Information concerning arjy issue which is, or is likely to become, a
catter of public or congressional interest.

It is imperative that aich information be released throu^ or coordinated with
the Office of Legislative Affairs, or in the case of information for the
ajpropriations committees, with the Office of the Comptroller.

3. KAVAIR'S Congressional and Public Affairs Office (AIR-07D) is responsible

for coordinating commonications with the Congress and for assuring that
appropriate DoD and Navy officials are kept informed. Therefore, information
regarding NAVAIR's programs shall be provided to the Congress only through, or

in coordination with AIR-07D. AIR-07D will ensure that the information is
provided to Congress either throu^ or after proper coordination with the
Chief of Naval Operations and the Office of Legislative Affairs or the Office
of the Comptroller, as appropriate.
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g.ibj: HWVIDING IKTORMATION TO CXDNGRESS

4. Please ensure that all personnel, especially those who are likely to have
official contact with the Cwigress, are aware of, and adhere to, this policy.

Distribution:
avDL: IKA1A (Deputy Coomanders, NAVAIR Acquisition Executive and Deputy
Connander for Operations, Assistant Commanders, Comptroller, Comniand Special
Assistants, Program Directors, Designated Program Managers, Directorate
Directors, and Office and Division Directors)
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^L25?

— -. "NftJ 'V'^ DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
^ iCvl* V' 1 NAVAL Am »VSTXMS COMMAND

NAVAL Am CVSTEMS COMMAND HCAOOUANTCItS
WtlinNOTOK DC lOMI M KOI-T MCtK TO

S«r AIR-524/103
16 Nov 89

ySMORANDUM

From: AIR-524
To: T«ain Menbcrs

Subj: INDEPENDENT COST EVAUJATION OF JOINT CRUISE MISSILE

1. The Joint Cruise Missile Progran has procured 1895 production
missiles between FV81 and FYe9. The last 5 annual buys have been
competitively procured from General Dynamics and McDonnell
Douglas. For Fy90 to FY94 a total of 2000 missiles is planned to
be procured using the same competitive procurement strategy.

2. Based on divergent cost estimates developed by the program
office and the AIR-524 cost analyst, this office has established
an independent team to determine the major sources of the
difference and to develop an independent cost estimate. The team
will be chaired by Mr. R. Rosenthal, PMA-201A. Team members will
be Mr. W. Stranges and Mr. D. Knorr. Expected completion date is

15 January 1990 with a summary briefing to this office and
PDA-14. Documentation of the estimate will be completed by 30

January.

lf,vu^ J^^i^f^
PDA-lf*'

^ NoeenSBryan

AIR-52
I'MiAnai/sttOivBion
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FILE COPY

OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL COUNSEL
U.S. Merit Systems Protectkxi Board

1120 Vtcmont Ayimv. N W. SulM 1100

Waitangton, D.C. 20005

REPORT OF PROHIBITED PERSONNEL PRACTICE

OR OTHER PROHIBrrED ACTIVITY

(Please print or type and complete aJl items. Enter "N/A" (not applicable) or "Unknown" where

appropriate.)

NAME OF rnMPIJMNANT: "V^C/^AS Fra^KCI«o '^PV ZEt

POSITION TITLE, SERIES AND GRADE: CoajT/ZacT "PRlce/ca&T AWAi.Yir //OZ,

Con. \-^

AGENCY: X>SPT o^ THfi- ^^Mf

AGENCY ADDRESS: u;*iKifcJ<iTo4j T><u Slo3t/

HOME OR MAILING ADDRESS: "70*4 Fai-u 'Pt-^tC.

TELEPHONE NUMBER: (Home) (70^ *^3r-OV</fe

(Office) ( )

IF SUBMITTED BY OTHER THAN COMPLAINANT, PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

Name & Title of Submitter

Address:

Telephone Ntimnber ( )

1. WHAT IS THE EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE COMPLAINANT: (Check aU appUcable

items. More than one item may apply.)

a. ( ) Applicant for federal employment

b. ( ) Competitive Service

( ) Temporary appointment

( ) Term appointment

( y/^) Career or Career Conditional appointment

( ) Probationary period

c. Excepted Servire

( ) Schedule A
( ) Schedules

( ) Schedule C

( )VADMS
f ) Postal Service

)VRA

) Natioital Guard Technician

) Noiuppropriated Fund

)TVA

) Other (specify):

PORMOSC-U
ISS. October 1986

QSO'
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hi*. uj[^i

d. Senior Executive Service. Suncrgrade. or f.vwutivc Level

( ) Career SES

( ) Noncareer SES

( ) Career GS- 16. 17 or 18

( ) Noncareer GS-16, 17 or 18

( ) Executive Level V or above (Career)

( ) Elxecutive Level V or above (Noncareer)

( ) Presidential Appointee Confirmed by the Senate

e. Other

( ) Civil Service Annuitant

( ) Former Civil Service employee

( ) CompeUtrve Service

( ) Excepted Service

( )SES

( ) Other (specify):

( ) Military officer or enlisted person

( ) Not known

2. IFTHE PERSON AFFECTED BYA PROHIBITED PERSONNEL PRACTICE IS OTHER THAN

THE COMPLAINANT,WHAT ISTHE EMPLOYMENTSTATUSOFTHE PERSON AFFECTED?

(See Items 1a - I.e. above for appropriate employment status descriptors.)

3. WHO TOOK OR IS TAKING THE ILLEGAL ACTION AND WHAT IS HIS OR HER EMPLOY-

MENT STATUS? (See Items lA- I.e. above for appropriate employment status descriptors.)

a. Name & Title: MR 1>AUiJi e. -SuRfeeaS , n

b. Employment Status: (Zr\ft.^^P.

4. WIUT SPECinCALLY IS THE PROHIBITED PERSONNEL PRACTICE OR OTHER

PROHIBITED ACnvrrY BEING REPORTED? (If known, please sUte the law, rule or

regulation that you bebeve appUes.) S" U .S .C. & i2&°3. 'PWKiftiTfijS

5. IF A PROHIBITED PERSONNEL PRACTICE UNDER 5 U5.C. § 2302 IS BEING REPORTED,

WHAT IS THE PERSONNEL ACTION TAKEN, ORDERED TO BE TAKEN, RECOMMENDED

OR APPROX'ED (OR NOJ TAKEN) IN VIOLATION OF THE LAW?

fRo po&exi ^e.hto 1/A.t^
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6. WHAT FACTS EVIDENCETHE COMMISSION OR OCCURRENCE OFTHE ILLEGALACTION

OR ACnVITY DESCRIBED IN ITEM 4. ABOVE? (Be as specific as possible regarding dates,

locations and the identities and positions of all persons named. In particular, identify wimesses

and potential witnesses giving work locations and telephone numbers where possible.

Continue on a separate sheet if you need more writing space. Also, attach any documentary

evidence you may have.)

7. HAS THIS MATTER BEEN APPEALED, GRIEVED OR REPORTED UNDER ANY OTHER

PROCEDURE? IF SO, PLEASE INDICATE WHATACTION OR ACTIONS HAVE BEEN TAKEN.

; X ) No or not applicable.

) Appealed to MSPB on

) Request for reconsideration of MSPB initial decision filed on_

Decision No

) Grievance filed under agency grievance procedure on

) Grievance filed under negotiated grievance procedure on_

) Matter heard by Arbitrator under grievance procedure on_

) Matter is pending arbitration.

) Discrimination complaint filed with agency on

) Agency decision on discrimination complaint appealed to EEOC on_

) Appealed to OPM on

) Unfair Labor Practice (VIP) complaint filed with FLRA General Coui\sel on_

) Suit filed in U.S. Court on.

) Court Name:

) Reported to agency Inspector General on

) Matter reported to Member of Congress on_

Name of Congressman or Senator:

) Other (specify):

Remarks:
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8. DO YOU CONSENT TO THE DISCLOSURE OF YOUR NAME TO OTHERS OUTSIDE THE

OmCE OF THE SPECIAL COUNSEL SHOULD IT BE NECESSARY IN TAKING FURTHER

ACTION ON THIS MATTER?

I, the complainant, consent to the disclosure of my name.

Signature CJ

I, the complainant, do not consent to the disclosure of my name.

Signature

1 certify that the foregoing sutement is true and complete, to the best of my knowledge

and belief. I understand that a false statement or concealment of a material fact is a criminal

offense punishable by a fine of up to $10,000, imprisonment for up to five years, or both. 18

U5.C. § 1001.

Signature:

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

The collection of personal information requested on this Form OSC-11 is necessary to reach

a decision on the course of action to be taken on allegations presented to the Special Couiuel.

Allegatiorxs made to the Special Counsel are voluntary so you are not required to provide any

personal information. Failure to supply the Special Counsel with all the information essential

to determine the extent of investigation or other action required, however, may result in a

decision to take no further action.

Your identity and other personal data will not be disclosed without your permission unless it

is determined that disclosure is necessary in order to carry out the statutory functions of the

Special Couiwel. Information collected will be used in the investigation of your allegation. Some

information may be disclosed if required by the Freedom of liiformation Act (5 U5.C. 562) or

for certain routine uses published by the Special Counsel (44 FR 7263). The Special Counsel

has also published a Disclosure Policy as Appendix 1 to 6 CFR 1261 (See 44 FR 75922).
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THOMAS F. DAY
704 FALL PLACE

HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
703/435-0446

April 16, 1991

Office of Special Counsel
Complaints Examining Unit
1120 Vermont Avenue, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Sirs:

FILE COPY

With the submission of this letter and the accompanying
documentation I am requesting the OSC to intervene on my behalf
to postpone or "stay" any further attempts to remove me from
federal service as has been recommended by my supervisors until
such time that a through and complete investigation of all
matters has been compJeted by all investigating organizations.
You may contact Ms. Marcia Campbell, Department of Defense Office
of the Inspector General at 703/696-6660 for a information
pertaining to the IG's report.

In October of 1989 after more than six years as a senior
cost analyst for the Navy's Cruise Missile Program (CMP) I became
aware that there were substantial surplus funds in the budget for
this program. Over the objections and threats of disciplinary
actions by several of my supervisors, I took this information to
the person from the DoD Office of the Comptroller who had been
holding hearings on the CMP budget. Several days later I

reported the same information to the NAVAIR IG and based on the
recommendation of one of the investigators, I submitted four
suggestions to document the locations of the surplus funds. All
of the suggestions were returned as "unsupported and job related"
thereby denying the allegations of wrong doing.

After communications with Senator Warner and with Mr. Bybee
in the White House Office of Counsel, the Naval Audit Service did
a study of my allegations beginning in September of 1990 and the
DoD IG was tasked to investigate acts of reprisal at about the
same time. The Auditor's report was supposedly completed in late
November or early December of 1990 and although I was verbally
briefed on the findings, the report of the Auditors has not yet
been received by Senator Warner's staff. The IG's report has
been delayed several times.

It is still my contention that my original estimates of
approximately 1.4 billion dollars in surplus funds were far more
accurate than the results of the two studies that I have seen
which have placed the surplus at between 150-200 million dollars.
I do have several concerns about the Auditor's report which I

discussed briefly in a letter to Mr. Rightner from the DoD IG's
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office. However, a major concern is one of alleged criminal
fraud which I believe was perpetrated by several of my
supervisors in the preparation of a report they did. From what I

have been able to learn, none of the investigators has looked
into this matter at all and I would very much like to have this
matter investigated as quickly as possible.

Based on the information that I made available to these
individuals and the level of their expertise there were several
areas of their "independent cost study" that grossly
misrepresented factual information. The persons comprising this
Independent Cost Team (ICT) consisted of my immediate supervisors
and a person who had been one of my previous supervisors; and
they all knew that I had constructed the elaborate computer model
that calculated the costs for the CMP and prepared the budget
reports. In this capacity I had gained far more insight into the
operation of the C^4P budgeting process and that knowledge was
shared with these persons when my job was transferred to NAVAIR'

s

Cost Division by direction of the NAVAIR commander at the time.

These persons knew and had the immediate ability to verify
that: 1) the fuel line in the budget exhibits was virtual fraud
since the cost of the fuel was also estimated as a part of the
engine cost, these individuals simply chose to accept the
explanation from the CMP that the line was a legitimate estimate;
2) the payload line was also false with the cost for payload
included in the line for the All-Up-Round (AUR) , same
determination as in item one by the ICT; 3) the support costs had
been increased substantially with the unseen availability of
management reserve, the ICT was made aware that the basis for my
analysis was a previous base position for support costs with
specific line item analysis supporting each line, the ICT decided
to ignore the support costs altogether in their final report; 4)

the fourth item was an allegation that the actual contract costs
for the FY89 AUR had been inflated by approximately one hundred
million dollars, the ICT did not address this issue either.

Since it was known to these individuals that senior
management would rely on their report as an independent study,
there was significant amount of credibility required of this
report. With my knowledge of the events which transpired and
with a knowledge of the federal statute of fraud, I can reach no
other conclusion other than that of deliberate fraud by these
persons. I can and will provide additional information and data
that can be examined to include the computer files which have
been given to Mr. Richard Appleton an inspector with the NAVAIR
Inspector General's Office.

Initially the CMP claimed that the numbers represented on
the budget for the AUR were correct and provided the DoD Budget
Analyst with support documentation from CMP's own in-house
accounting model (FARs) to support those statements. To arrive
at this number, the support costs that were not a part of the AUR
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contracts were artificially represented as being AUR costs. When
the ICT actually saw the in-house CMP spreadsheet model, it was
very clear that the unit costs for each variant were being
inflated. A subsequent explanation was that this was because an
Undersecretary of Defense had instructed CMP to take a $114
million dollar credit for hardware received from the Air Force as

the result of scrapping missiles in accordance with the Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty. The Naval Audit Service accepted this
explanation as being consistent with standard debit and credit
accounting principles arguing that the net affect was that CMP
did not gain from this transaction.

Accepting this explanation simply provides another manner in

which the budget documents are altered and cannot be relied upon
to represent genuine data. However, from the explanations I have
heard, the letter from the Undersecretary did not specify
continuing these inflated unit costs into the future years as was
done by the CMP. Just a convenient error by very experienced
persons? I was the one who constructed and operated the
"official" CMP cost model at the time that CMP was directed to
take the credit and the modifications to the model did not call
for inflating unit costs. I would not be pressing this issue at
all if I thought that the entire problem was innocent errors.

There is a related matter that must be addressed and that is

the manner in which "management reserve" is hidden in official
budget documents using a variety of measures to include false
line items in the budgets, and the process of adding management
reserve to various lines in the budget. I have taken the
position that while management reserve is a legitimate
requirement, that the process of distorting items in the budget
in the fashion which has been done also constitutes criminal
fraud. It is my assumption that if it is not fraud, then budget
officials within every level of the executive branch are free to
run rampant with budget distortions without repercussions. I

would presume that the budget process would be subjected to a

"buyer beware" approach to any and all funding requests and that
each tier of management would have to question lower level
budgets with increased scrutiny.

It is also my assumption that falsifying the budget
submittals that are relied upon by Congress amounts to lying to
Congress as well. Additionally, it would appear that the reserve
funds which are hidden in this manner are then subject to
distribution at the whim of budget managers thereby usurping the
legitimate power of Congress. Again and again since I took the
steps to blow the whistle, I have spoken with numerous persons
from a variety of offices from several departments of the
government. All of them tell me that, "everyone is doing it" and
in fact a person from the White House called it a "Washington
tradition" . In DoD alone one senior official from the pentagon
who was in the position to offer an educated opinion stated that
these funds could total as much as twenty-five percent of the
total DoD budget because of the manner in which each tier of
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management adds another couple of percentage points of reserve to

their submittals. My experience has been that MR rates are

typically in the range of three to fifteen percent and I have

been using a conservative estimate of seven percent to estimate

these funds in DoD alone at twenty billion dollars annually.

Certainly a significant amount of money of which half is easily

ending up in the "spend it or lose it" coffers to fund the

expenditures some would call "waste, fraud, and abuse".

There was one "gut feeling" aspect of my analysis which was

not received very well by the analytic community of my peers. My

own observations of several of the manufacturing plants indicated

that there was a significant number of "process improvements"

that were causing a more rapid than usual decline in the cost of

the cruise missile. While the "gut feeling" was not a sufficient

label, "continual process improvement" is an acceptable label in

the language of the management philosophy- of Total Quality

Management. This is a new idea in cost analysis with growing

statistical evidence to support the cost benefits of its

application. If it can be demonstrated to be more than a "gut

feeling", this idea of mine can represent additional billions of

dollars in savings for the procurement of future weapons systems.

Needless to say, there have been many people who would be

very happy to see me leave federal service. Since I have not

done so voluntarily, I have been subjected to a steady stream of

harassment that has resulted in a hardening of my own positions.

This escalation of events by supervisors is the direct result of

my "insubordinate whistle blowing" and the subsequent efforts by

these supervisors has been to discredit my analysis and to

abusively use the system itself to facilitate my removal from

federal service. These same distorted events and their

dispicable actions are also directly responsible for any elevated

behavior which I have displayed. Hopefully the IG' s report and

your own will concur with my own feelings on the subject.

The issues of management reserve and process improvement
analysis represent potentially billions of dollars and tens of

thousands of American jobs annually, their impact on the budget
process cannot be ignored much longer. Similarly, the actions
taken against persons who do come forth with substantiated (two

hundred million dollars is still a substantial savings) cannot be

tolerated by the whistle blower or by the system that intends to

offer protection to such persons.

So I am asking for another organization to become involved
and to do the job that is necessary. There is a great deal of

information that can be made available to you and I would be

happy to assist in any fashion that is required.

Sincerely,

Thomas F. Day
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May 2, 1991

Mr. Thomas F. Day
704 Fall Place
Herndon, VA 22070

Re: OSC File No. MA-91-0833

Dear Nr. Day:

This will acknowledge receipt of your cjmplaint. We will contact

you to discuss this matter and to request any additional information

necessary. Please provide your telephone number if you have not

already done so.

If you wish to write to us again concerning this matter, please

include the file number listed above. We can be reached by telephone

at (202) 653-7188 or on our toll-free number at 1-800-872-9855. Your

contact at the Office of Special Counsel is iue M. Romeo.

You have alleged that you are the victim of the prohibited

personnel practice described in 5 U.S.C. § 2J02{b)(8), commonly called

reprisal for whistlebl owing. If the personrsl action you are

complaining of was proposed on or after July 9, 1989, the effective

date of the Whistleblower Protection Act, you should be aware of the

following rights you may have. Employees, former employees, and

applicants for employment, may seek corrective action from the Merit

Systems Protection Board under the provisior.i of 5 U.S.C. §§ 1214(a)(3)

and 1221 (individual right of action) for ary personnel action taken or

proposed to be taken against them because cf their making a protected

disclosure. Such an individual, unless he cr she has filed an appeal

with the Merit Systems Protection Board, must first seek corrective

action from this office, which you have done. The individual may file

a request for corrective action with the Boird within 65 days after the

Special Counsel notifies the individual it has terminated the

investigation into the individual's whistleblower reprisal complaint.

An individual may also file an individual right of action with the

Board after 120 days have elapsed after seeking corrective action from

the Special Counsel if the whistleblower reprisal complaint Is still

pending before the Special Counsel and the ndividual has not been

Informed that the Special Counsel will seek corrective action on behalf

of the individual for the whistleblower repnsal allegation.
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The Merit Systems Protection Board regulations concerning rights

to file a corrective action case with the Board can be found at 55 Fed.

Reg. 28591-28595 (July 12, 1990)(to be codified at 5 C.F.R. Part 1209).

Sincerely,

/Jn) Ralph B. tddy

/ ' Assistant Special Counsel
Complaints Examining Unit
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THOMAS F. DAY
704 FALL PLACE

HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
703/435-0446

September 23, 1991

Mr. Pernell Caple
Office of Special Counsel
Complaints Examining Unit
1120 Vermont Avenue, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

KEF: OSC File No. MA-91-0833

ENCL: (1) Notice of Proposed Removal dated 5 April 91

(2) Cancellation of 5 April Proposal for Removal

(3) Notice of Proposed Removal dated 8 Aug 91

(4) Decision on Proposed Removal dated 12 Sept 91

(5) DoD Inspector General's Report dated 20 Jun 91

(6) Letter to President Bush dated 15 July 91

(7) LCS Cost Analysis memo dated 8 JAN 91

(8) Chapter 23--Merit System Principles (pages

103-107)

Dear Mr. Caple:

Once again I find myself in the position to request that the

Office of Special Counsel take immediate steps to intervene on my

behalf to postpone or "stay" this latest attempt to remove me

from federal service on the basis that this latest adverse
personnel action is a continuation of the acts of reprisal which

have been taken against me over the course of two years since my

original disclosure pertaining to the existence of surplus funds
within the Tomahawk Cruise Missile budgets. These acts of

reprisal are prohibited by the Merit System Principles, and as

you are well aware are specifically aadressed in enclosure eight.

I would suggest that this case is a prime example in support of

the reasons why your Office exists and that my request to stay
this termination is vitally essential to the protection of myself
and others who make the effort to disclose wrongdoing within the
Federal Government.

I will give you my complete assurance that I fully recognize
the seriousness of the allegations which have been made in

support of this decision to remove me; but I will also assure you
that I am not making this request simply to stave off what might
otherwise seem to be a justified personnel action.

The IG's Report, which found that I had been subjected to

acts of reprisal, only addressed actions that had been taken
against me through the middle of September of 1990. It is my

DUPLICATE COPY 1
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firm allegation that all of the incidents referenced in this

effort to remove me were deliberately initiated, provoked, and

escalated by specific individuals within NAVAIR, the Tomahawk

Program Office, and the Consolidated Civilian Personnel Office in

a determined attempt to provide a "justified" grounds for my

removal. I would suggest that any and all of my actions or

reactions be weighed first by the fact that such actions are not

characteristic of my behavior prior to my disclosure and more

importantly with the consideration that I was subjected to a

continual barrage of hostile actions by my supervisors.

The LCS Cost Analysis memo (end: seven) has been provide to

you so that you might contemplate the full impact of the comments

made by this writer in paragraph "g" and to make you aware that

this memo was prepared as a recommendation to AIR-524 (the

organization which I worked for) . Consider for a moment that

this entire Navy organization openly plans for and even prides

itself on its ability to "slam-dunk" Congressional staffers.

Consider that by doing so they effectively "slam-dunk" Members of

Congress, the President of the United States, and every more

senior member of the management chain of command between
themselves and the President. Do you think that they will not

make every effort discredit me in an effort to protect themselves
from the seriousness of the allegations I have made against them?

If they are allowed to get away with this most recent attempt,

then they will have succeed in one small step to "slam-dunk" me;

but they will have also "slam-dunked" you and your Office in the

process

.

I would suggest that this latest attempt to have me removed

is a good example as to the clever means by which these people
have operated. The deciding officer points out in his decision
that I had been sent this second notice by registered mail and

makes it adequately clear that my signature indicates proof of

delivery. A person with any knowledge of the law will quickly
see the "clean hands" with which this deciding officer as acted

because "he received no response from me". There are no "clean

hands" in the matter whatsoever.

It is correct that the package was delivered to me by mail
as stated, but what was not mentioned is the manner in which the
contents of the envelope was prepared for delivery. It is also
important to note that the package was delivered a little over a

month after the issuance of the IG's Report which recommended
disciplinary action against several of my supervisors to include
Mr Burgess (my copy of the report blanked out the specific names
but I believe from the text that Mr Burgess was named and this
seems to be confirmed by comments he has made to other parties
about his concern for a "letter" in his file affecting his own
future career)

.

The package contained a file folder on the face of which was
paper clipped the letter cancelling the April 5th Proposed
Removal. The August 8th Notice of Proposed Removal was

DUPLICATE COPY 2
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inconspicuously placed inside the file folder and for all
intensive purposes the entire package merely appeared to be
nothing more then the return of the support documentation for the
April 5th notice of Proposed Removal. Now it is very obvious
that this was not the case and that is why I am bringing the

matter back to your attention.

In my July letter to the President, I indicated that I was

aware of a continuing hostility within the NAVAIR organization
and I indicated that it if there was a escalation that I would
have no alternative but to respond even more firmly in my pursuit
of criminal indictments through the Judiciary. My efforts have

been directed at supporting the system and strengthening it and

they have continued quietly even while I have been on

administrative leave. Those efforts have been seriously
jeopardized by this latest removal attempt; I cannot and will not

sit by quietly while persons take a direct retaliatory action
that threatens my family while I pursue diligent efforts that
fall well within the scope of my job even if I am working from

home.

To say the least, it came as more than a slight surprise
when I was anticipating a return to work to suddenly discover

that I have been fired. I have reiterated again and again to

various persons that this matter is extremely volatile and that I

can prove beyond any reasonable doubt all that I have alleged.

It continues to be my desire to see the matter handled
responsibly and in its own appropriate time.

Unfortunately, the matter has now been dropped into both of

our laps. For me the only possibility and the best course of

action is to temper the events by asking for the stay of this
termination. To that end, I will work with you or anyone else to

resolve this matter as quickly as possible. If you find that you

are unable to take this requested action I request that I be
notified as quickly as possible to include a telephone response
to be followed by written communication.

Respectfully requested.

Thomas F. Day

DUPLICATE COPY
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Mr. McCloskey. Mr. Oilman, very wonderful to see you here.

Mr. Oilman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to commend you for conducting this hearing. I think

it is timely we did oversight on the Whistleblower Protection Act.

From the testimony we are hearing, it seems a great deal has to

be done to tighten this measure. I welcome the opportunity to par-
ticipate.

Mr. McCloskey. Mrs. Morella.
Mrs. Morella. Thank you. Very volatile testimony. I appreciate

the courage in all of you coming before us to give us cases that
have similarities, and tremendous amount of diversity. I have been
poring through the files here, even in terms of Ms. Ramirez, the
little love note included in your pack of information. Very startling.

I also have, Mr. Chairman, in the audience, Dr. Jamil, a constitu-

ent of mine, who was a whistleblower in the Defense Mapping
Agency.
As retaliation, he lost his security clearance and—^because his job

required security clearance, he was given pencil pushing respon-
sibilities even though he has a Ph.D. in math and computers.
So it demonstrates that you are reflective of a number of people.

I hope not too many, but it sounds like something needs to be done.
I am just going to be very general with you in the interests of

time. I would just ask you—did your agency inform you of the
Whistleblower Protection Act? How did you know about it? How did

you know about the OSC? What do you think we should do as a
subcommittee in proposing legislation to try to remedy some of the
problems you addressed?

I know Ms. Ramirez said abolish the OSC. I know there has been
discussion about time lapses. Mr. van Ee, I still don't understand
the section of the title that you evidently violated. I would like to

look into them. I am sure you cannot either. I am very familiar

with the case of Mr. Hamel, you mentioned, Mr. Seldon. Mr. Day,
I am sad to hear your story, too.

What can we do? Be as succinct as possible? Realizing you have
been through tremendous wrenching situations, what can we do
about it?

Mr. VAN Ee. In response to your question, my problems started

simply enough as being a concerned private citizen and expressing
my personal opinions about this study. I didn't consider, nor would
I have wanted to "blow the whistle." I just wanted to express my
opinions.

I didn't know about the Office of Special Counsel. It was only
after the Oovemment Accountability Project told me that they were
the resource that I could enlist them to support me in trying to

clarify exactly what it was that I did that was so bad.

I have long known, as an employee of the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, the EPA Inspector General is there. An 800 number
has been established if I want to report waste and fraud in my own
agency. I can do it through the Inspector Greneral's office.

In fact, with the recent attention of Congress on matters of con-

tracting in the EPA, that level of interest has been heightened to

where employees are being told to go to the inspector general.

What I find amazing in my case is that the inspector general got

so cranked up on a case, or on a situation, that was outside my
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normal job responsibilities. In fact, when I went through the 2V2
hour interrogation, on short notice with the inspector general, he
asked me if I didn't know how much this study—how much this in-

vestigation of me was costing. You know, why did I do this? I

thought well, why is the EPA Inspector General's office spending
so much time and resources. I didn't ask for the investigation.

I think they can be using their resources in other areas.

When I went to the Office of Special Counsel and filed, with
gap's assistance, the individual right action or appeal, I guess it

is, it seemed like forever before they finally got engaged to look at

this issue. When the agent from San Francisco came out to inter-

view me, at the end of the interview, I said: "Well, aren't you con-
cerned about the—what may have prompted this action against
me?" I mean, why would the EPA Inspector General have gone to

the U.S. Attorney and sought criminal prosecution of me? "Aren't

you concerned about the possible waste and illegal actions I was
exposing?" He said "No." The issue is you, and your affiliation with
the Sierra Club. That is all that we want to look at.

I thought, well, why?
So my experience with the Office of Special Counsel, which is

quite limited, has been really shocking. You know, if I want to re-

port waste and fraud, I would not go to them. I would go to the
inspector general's office, I guess, and give them something more
to do.

Mrs. MORELLA. I will ask this committee to look into why you
cannot be active or be a member of the Sierra Club. I have never
heard of anything like that. I will personally inquire.

Maybe you could give even a brief statement about what we can
do, recognizing your statements are in the record and we will be
studying them further.

Mr. Day. Let me get to an issue I heard you bring about regard-

ing the education of Federal employees. Most whistleblowers I

talked to never expected to become whistleblowers to start with. I

know the information about whistleblowing had come across my
desk in memo form several months, maybe a year before I became
a whistleblower.

It was the kind of thing you do not pay attention to. You don't

expect to do that. I was not aware of those protections when I went
forward. I was informed by the IG those protections were there.

That is when I decided that there was something I could do rath-

er than facing being fired as I had been threatened to be done.

I think there is an educational system there, but basically people

are not going to become aware as to what is available to a whistle-

blower until you become one. I do think whistleblowers themselves

are a tremendous resource. One of the things that happens to whis-

tleblowers is we become magnets to other people who want to tell

us what is going on. I think our level of credibility among other

employees is very high. They know we have taken a risk to come
forward.

I think that whistleblowers are a tremendous resource. The idea

of putting them in the Office of Special Counsel or the office of the

IG's I think are excellent ideas.

I think that the one thing that concerns me most about the Of-

fice of Special Counsel is a lack of a genuine perception that is in-
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terested in the whistleblower themselves. I cannot help but listen

to the stories about how the personnel at the OSC are interested

in doing their jobs, that was not my experience.

I found the OSC was looking for any reason to drop my case

whatsoever. I found that to be true in every case I talked to people

about. There probably are cases where people come forward and

are favorable. I have not found anything favorable about the OSC.

I think that, in terms of suggestions, we need to have it established

that retaliation, when it is found to be in existence, whether by the

IG, or by the OSC, that the penalty is termination.

If you look through the documentation, you find the IG did find

retaliation in my case. Management simply ignored that rec-

ommendation.
I think there are a lot of good ideas out there. I think some of

those ideas ought to be presented to the Office of Special Counsel,

I think the absence of those ideas in the report this morning is

most disturbing to me.
Mr. Seldon. I would give a different spin on the answer. I would

endorse everything that has been said. But rather than reiterate

them, I would say the problem of Federal employees exercising

their first amendment rights is similar to the Federal employee
who seeks to exercise his rights under title VII of the Civil Rights

Act.

No matter how justified the complaint is, how blatant the prob-

lem is, that person is rarely appreciated in his operation. My own
belief is what has made title VII such an effective remedy is that

ultimately the recourse is to the Federal district courts. By those

courts which are fully aware of the tremendous importance of our
constitutional rights being the ultimate deciders of those cases,

being the ultimate place where investigative agencies or offending

officials have to answer for their actions has ultimately made that

whole system workable.
I would wager that, beyond doing whatever is done with OSC

that needs considerable correction that, one change would do a lot

to change the entire system.
Ms. Ramirez. I have a few brief recommendations. One is that

there should be explicit protections for supervisors who refuse to

take illegal retaliations against whistleblowers. There should also

be recognition that many retaliations do not have any personnel ac-

tions attached to them. The OSC has repeatedly rejected many of

my charges of reprisal and retaliation on the basis that because
there is no personnel action that came with it, it cannot be retalia-

tion or reprisal. I believe that the people who charge—the whistle-

blowers who file complaints—should be entitled to the investigative

files. The way it currently is, OSC, refuses to turn over the infor-

mation, any information that the agency has provided to OSC and
does not give the whistleblower a chance to respond to the accuracy
of the information provided or contradict the agency's version.

As it stands, the OSC is protecting the wrongdoing agency offi-

cials by refusing to provide us this file information. And as I said,

I believe the OSC should—I strongly believe the OSC should be
abolished and we should be able to elect our own special counsel.
Mrs. MORELLA. We will bear in mind everything you said and

look forward to continuing to use you as resources.
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Again, I thank you for appearing before us.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McCloskey. Thank you, Ms. Morella, Excellent questioning

on your part.

Mr. Bishop.
Mr. Bishop. Thank you Mr. Chairman. Let me thank all the wit-

nesses, particularly the whistleblowers for your courage in coming
forward. I might particularly ask Mr. Seldon a question that I

posed earlier with regard to esprit de corps and comity of manage-
ment between OSC and the management officials who are often the
respondents in these kinds of complaints. From your observation,

having represented persons in these kinds of matters, do you find

that there is that sort of esprit de corps, comity of management
that they sort of become unofficial conspirators to suppress the

truth in these matters?
Mr. Seldon. My experience is that that is undoubtedly the truth.

We had proof of that when the Justice Department put the conclu-

sions in the record. The disclosure by the OSC, the disclosure by
the Justice Department is plainly against the specific terms of the

Whistleblower Protection Act.

There is no doubt in my mind that that office had considerable

communication of a friendly sort with the very people it was being
charged to investigate.

Mr. Bishop. Do you attribute that to the political nature of the

appointment of the OSC personnel? Do you attribute that to just

happenstance that there is a comity of management views? To
what do you attribute it?

Mr. Seldon. I think those two questions sort of focus on one. Re-

membering the OSC I believe is a presidential appointee, doesn't

come up for congressional approval, if so, it is not the advice and
consent provisions of the Constitution.

The question is why would anyone in the executive branch ap-

point someone who is likely to be an aggressive special counsel any
more than the Attorney General would appoint a top notch pros-

ecutor to investigate himself in other matters. For that reason, we
have the special counsels in the criminal arena. We have all sorts

of other special participants in our Government. People not be-

holden to the people appointing them.
The process now works like other political processes unfortu-

nately which is that at a certain level making waves is not looked

upon as a desirable feature in people. It is not looked at as a desir-

able feature in whistleblowers. It is not looked upon as a special

feature when it is a special counsel.

None of those people came to that job or left that job with an im-

pressive string of credentials of enforcement of first amendment
rights. That is how it is.

Mr. Bishop. It would appear you have sort of the fox guarding

the hen house?
Mr. Seldon. Decidedly so. Decidedly so.

Mr. Bishop. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all I have.

Mr. McCloskey. Thank you, Mr. Bishop.

I will be brief here, given the time.

Mr. Seldon, I understand your concern for first amendment
rights was also very well expressed by Mr. van Ee. You want to
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make a Federal litigation right immediately rather than the

present process. What do you recommend as the present function

of the OSC?
Mr. Seldon. I think first of all, if you left the system where it

is, that office could possibly work. I think the first thing you have

to recognize is that it does not work. Could it work? Yes, it could

work if you had a better appointee there. Maybe not someone ap-

pointed specifically by the executive branch to guard the executive

branch. Maybe it should be an independent agency. Maybe it

should be a legislative branch agency.

Maybe that is the best answer. It doesn't work in that function

now. Offices like that can be turned around, I know. I once worked

for the Civil Aeronautics Board. Our job was to guard against com-

petitive practices. We went for deregulation, change the appoint-

ment process, give it more independence.

Ultimately that office's activities are reviewed day-to-day by the

MSPB. That is where the cases go. That does not work. That body

doesn't deal with the first amendment very much. The EEO process

works because the Federal District Courts oversee EEO.
Mr. McCloskey. Thank you. There is a lot more work here for

all of us. I don't know that this really adds to the policy, but quite

frankly, besides being a legislator, Ms. Ramirez, being a member
of the Armed Services Committee, evidently there are severe prob-

lems at this facility for a long time, at least as you perceive it.

There is no reason to believe you are not sincere in every way.

What is the management problem there? I do not want you to blast

anyone by name, but is it that the top two or three people don't

care? It is reckless? Careless? What is the problem?
Ms. Ramirez. There is just such a—the problems at this agency

are just so enormous that what top management in the Navy has

done is decided that rather than correcting the problems in the

agency, they will—they find it better to quiet the people who report

the problems and are trying to correct them.
The Navy—well, this agency was allegedly closed by presidential

order; but what the Navy has done in actuality is just reorganize

it and give it a new name. They are trying to make it seem like

the problems went away by calling it a new agency.

Mr. McCloskey. I am going to pursue this much further at other

times and in other efforts.

You claimed in your latest problem that you cannot get help from
the OSC because they say no personnel action came with this? I

understand you were fired. That is a personnel action. Would you
please elaborate on this?

Ms. Ramirez. There have been many retaliations and reprisals I

reported to the OSC. They did not contend the second removal it-

self is not a personnel action, but they refused to represent me or

help me on that.

It is interesting to note that I reported
Mr. McCloskey. Do they claim on the merits or did they say

why they are not representing you on your latest efforts?

Ms. Ramirez. I have included their letters, their correspondence
turning me down. There were three different letters in my written
statement. So I would refer to that, so I don't make any mistakes.
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But they have just refused to find that there's any retaliation or

reprisal.

Mr. McCloskey. You say there have been 200, 400 whatever
classified documents lost?

Ms. Ramirez. Over 2,000 at one time.

Mr. McCloskey. 2,000?
What sort of documents?
Ms. Ramirez. Secret, top secret. I don't know what they all were

regarding—which specific programs.
Mr. McCloskey. I see. I have no further questions. Mr. Oilman,

do you have questions?
Mr. Oilman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Some of you suggested abolishing the Office of Special Counsel.

What do you recommend for protection of the whistleblowers if

there is no counsel's office? What would you recommend in its

place?
Mr. Day. I think first of all, you have to understand why we are

asking it be abolished. Secondly, is to take a look at the Office of

the Inspector Oeneral. Those offices are on-site. I think a lot of

what we can do can be moved there. We are not entirely happy
with that as an alternative but if it were a temporary situation, we
would support the IG.

Mr. Oilman. Do all of you feel that way?
Ms. Ramirez. I recommend that we allow Federal employees to

elect our own special counsel.

Mr. Oilman. You would still like a see an Office of Special Coun-
sel?

Ms. Ramirez. Not the Office of Special Counsel that is there now.

Mr. Oilman. You would like to be able to pick your own counsel;

is that what you are saying?
Ms. Ramirez. Yes.
Mr. Oilman. Anyone else want to comment?
Mr. Seldon. I think ultimately this office doesn't do any sort of

job that is credible at the moment. I think the jurisdiction needs

to be changed. Its accountability to Congress needs to be changed.

Its accountability to the Federal courts needs to be changed.

Mr. Oilman. When you did contact the Office of Special Counsel,

was that on a person-to-person basis or did you do it through some-

one else, a third party?
Mr. VAN Ee. I did it through a third party.

Mr. Oilman. How were those arrangements? Were you able to

get satisfactory response with the third party? Who was the third

party?
Mr. VAN Ee. The Oovemment Accountability Project assisted me.

That was a tremendous resource. I found myself getting more as-

sistance from outside Oovemment than from within Oovernment.

Once we filed the complaint with the Office of Special Counsel, all

I got were letters saying, every 30 days or every 90 days, well, we
have your case; we will get around to it at some point.

In the meantime, I am under a cloud. I am suffering. I had no

idea when they were going to get around to it. As it turned out,

it was a year and a hzdf later before they finally issued their opin-

ion.

Mr. Oilman. Did you make direct contact yourself?
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Ms. Ramirez. I made direct contact with them in writing on ap-

proximately, maybe two dozen or more occasions.

Mr GiLMAN. Any direct response that would encourage vou.-'

Ms. Ramirez. I have never had any help from the OSC m any

manner on any matter. Even after the MSPB ruled that I was fired

in retaliation for whistleblowing, the OSC took no action against

any agency manager responsible for that; and as a consequence of

that, that just encouraged the agency official-agency managers to

continue their reprisals, because they knew there was nobody to

Mr. Oilman. Are all of your cases still pending before OSC?
Mr. Day. Mine was settled.

Mr. VAN Ee. I have moved on to the Merit Systems Protection

Board, the full board; and since May of last year, they have been

trying to decide, I guess, whether I even deserve a hearing. I have

no idea when they are going to make that decision—3 years after

the initial problems began.
Ms. Ramirez. I have a recent request in at the ObC tor further

information on my—all the cases that the OSC has turned me
down on. I am waiting for a response on that. ,

, ,

Mr. Seldon. The Office of Special Counsel closed out Mr.

Hamel's case and refused to ever issue a final report. I should say

on the subject of contact with them, we were—we know their inves-

tigation had been completed for 4 or 5 months before the case was
closed. We were advised it was the worst case of retaliation they

ever investigated. They never issued a final report. They wouldn't

act on it. They closed the case and said it was moot.
Mr. Oilman. I want to thank our witnesses for their candid re-

marks. I think it has been very helpful to the committee.
Mr. McCloskey. Thank you very much, Mr. Oilman.
I also want to thank the witnesses for excellent testimony. There

is a lot more we can talk about it. No doubt, we may be talking

again. You can expect some remedial legislation over the next cou-

ple of months. I thank you very much.
Mr. Devine, in all fairness, we do not want to cut anybody off.

Time is of the essence. Your prepared statement will be accepted

for the record. If you would summarize your concerns, and if you

like, introduce your companion.
Mr. Thomas Devine.

STATEMENTS OF THOMAS DEVINE, LEGAL DIRECTOR, AND
JEFF RUCH, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, GOVERNMENT AC-
COUNTABILITY PROJECT
Mr. Devine. Mr. Chairman, I have greatly condensed the pre-

pared statement. With me is Jeff Ruch, GAP's Policy Director.

Last year we reluctantly recommended reauthorizing the Office

of Special Counsel to give its new leader a chance. If anything,

things have deteriorated since. This year, it is time to start giving

the merit system a chance.
Abolish the Office of Special Counsel. Enough is enough.
There is no excuse to continue spending nearly $8 million annu-

ally on an agency that undercuts whistleblowers' attempts to de-

fend the taxpayers. Dollar for dollar, no line item in the budget
does more to perpetuate fraud, waste, and abuse than the funds
given to the Office of Special Counsel.
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This hearing is especially timely since the deficit is a top priority

and the Vice President is leading a higher profile campaign against
waste and fraud. Whistleblowers are the human factor that is the
Achilles' heel of bureaucratic corruption. They have the greatest
untapped potential to realize those goals. Examples are in my writ-

ten testimony. The Office of Special Counsel is the most significant

reason why their potential remains unrealized.

In 1978, Congress created the OSC to protect whistleblowers.

But after an early purge during the Reagan administration of its

previous staff, it disintegrated into a legalized plumbers' unit, the
administration's most effective weapon against dissent, teaming up
with agencies to finish off wounded whistleblowers who sought
help. It has since become known as a Trojan horse and public

enemy No. 1 for whistleblowers.

What they receive is a bureaucratic vehicle to entrap them. In

theory, all that changed was the Whistleblower Protection Act. The
Office didn't get the message. After 4 more years, it still hasn't liti-

gated a hearing to restore a whistleblower's job. In fact, they

haven't in 14 years.

Today's hearing reflects horror stories GAP has been receiving

steadily over the last 12 years. An updated version of 1992's survey

is enclosed. This survey is due to the work of law students from
the D.C. School of Law, whose existence, in large part, is thanks
to the efforts of Congressman Oilman.

If anything, the track record of the Office of Special Counsel is

getting worse. In this year's survey, only 1 out of 21 report the

OSC has enhanced merit system principles; 18 out of 21 believe it

should be abolished, and only one would go back if they had a

choice. The Office did not agree that any of the 18 complainants

in completed cases suffered any prohibitive personnel practices, but

6 out of 13 who sought relief through other channels were more
successful. So much for today's OSC testimony that these employ-

ees were just losers.

Whistleblowers whom the OSC ignores actually are the lucky

ones—10 out of 21 reported that, contrary to law, the OSC makes
unauthorized releases of their evidence and 8 believed the leaks

undercut their rights.

When whistleblowers perceive the special counsel is the agency's

scout for their evidence, the Office has no chance of credibility. The
reason for the continued leaks is no mystery. The Office refuses to

recognize that part of the law.

OSC insists that it has absolute discretion for the conduct of its

investigations and complainants have no rights on the release of

information from an open case.

The conduct of OSC
Mr. McCloskey. I am sorry. Would you repeat that for a mo-

ment? I missed that.

Mr. Devine. The Office of Special Counsel's contention is that

complainants have no rights concerning the release of information

about themselves from open cases. They stated that numerous
times in correspondence to our group when we asserted rights on

behalf of clients. The conduct of OSC investigations also reflects a

law enforcement agency's tradition of arrogantly telling victims

that it doesn't want to Imow about evidence of illegality.
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In the 1993 survey, only 1 out of 21 confirmed the OSC contacted

required witnesses and examined necessary evidence—2 out of 21

felt the OSC worked with them in good faith. Whistleblowers com-

plain to us they feel like rape victims who sought help from a chau-

vinist prosecuting attorney.

A microcosm of OSC's abuses is the case of Aldric Saucier, a

former top star wars scientist. His dissent was reflected in last

year's budget but the agency, the Army, fired him for incompetence
directly for raising these points with which Congress agreed. Last

night, Mr. Saucier signed a settlement agreement, but this reprisal

happy ending is in spite of the OSC rather than because of it.

The OSC assigned investigators to his case who are friends of

Army personnel running the dirty tricks operation. The OSC used
third-degree tactics to try to force a criminal confession from him
on charges unrelated to his proposed termination.

When we learned and protested that the OSC had leaked evi-

dence to his supervisors, the Office closed the case. Through Senate
intervention, the Office agreed to reopen it, but the only possible

conclusion is that OSC investigated Mr. Saucier, instead of repris-

als.

After reopening, the OSC refused to talk with Mr. Saucier. While
interviewing numerous Army witnesses, in over a year, the OSC
did not speak with a single witness proffered by the whistleblower.

When GAP protested, the OSC "categorically denied" these facts

about its effort, but said it wanted any more available evidence.

Amazingly, it then refused to again interview the witnesses or Mr.
Saucier, or help with any settlement negotiations.

The Office remains a threat to whistleblowers rights, rather than
a shield to protect them.
Mr. Chairman, my written testimony has analysis of the Merit

System Protection Board's track record, and we also have a series

of recommendations. I briefly list here five conceptual recommenda-
tions.

The first is to protect whistleblowers against all forms of free

speech discrimination like other employee protection statutes. Ex-
amples of major loopholes include security clearances, psychiatric
fitness for duty examinations, and falsifying personnel records.

The second is to abolish the Office of Special Counsel.
The third is to allow whistleblowers general access to district

court for jury trials. They will always be second-class citizens until

they are tried by a jury of citizens whom they are defending by
risking reprisal to challenge corruption.

Fourth is to allow employees a cause of action for punitive dam-
ages in U.S. District Court against those who take reprisals. Until
that happens, except for going to the special counsel, employees
have no ability to fight back. There is no deterrence because bu-
reaucratic bullies have nothing to lose by attempting retaliation.

The worst that can happen is they will not get away with it.

Finally, break the conflict of interest in which agencies inves-
tigate themselves on whistleblowing disclosures. This is the point
of whistleblowers' risks to achieve change. Inherently, we can't ex-
pect much when agencies serve as their own judges and juries.

In conclusion, whether this act ever creates freedom of dissent
for Federal workers who commit the truth depends upon who has
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more stamina—^bureaucrats who seek to operate in secrecy, or Con-
gress and advocates of the public's right to know.
The best first step to prove Congress is serious is aboUshing the

Office of Special Counsel. Many OSC employees are highly dedi-

cated, but isolated exceptions are no reason to keep spending tax-

payers' money on an agency that consistently undercuts the rights

of the taxpayers' best friends, whistleblowers.

[The prepared statement of Messrs. Devine and Ruch follows:]
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MISTER CHAIRMAN:

Thank you for inviting the testimony of the Government

Accountability Project ("GAP") on implementation of the

Whistleblower Protection Act ("WPA" or "Act"), and the

perfonoance of the Office of Special Counsel ("OSC" or "Office").

My name is Thomas Devine and I serve as GAP'S legal director.

With me is GAP policy director counsel Jeff Ruch. GAP is a

nonprofit, nonpartisan whistleblower support organization. Since

1979 we have been actively monitoring how effectively civil

service reform laws protect freedom of dissent in the executive

branch. From 1985-89 we led the constituency campaign for passage

of the Whistleblower Protection Act. Today's testimony updates

analysis that GAP Policy Director Jeff Ruch and I presented last

May to the Senate Government Affairs Subcommittee on Federal

Services.

The most significant question to begin answering today is

whether the Office of Special Counsel should be reauthorized. One

year ago GAP reluctantly recommended reauthorization to give new

Special counsel Kathleen Koch a chance. During that year the

OSC's performance has not improved. If anything, it has

deteriorated. This year it is time to start giving the merit

system a fair chance: abolish the Office of Special Counsel.

Enough is enough. There is no excuse to continue spending nearly

$8 million annually on an agency that undercuts whistleblowers'

attempts to defend the taxpayers. Dollar for dollar, no line item

in the budget does more to perpetuate fraud, waste and abuse than

funds given to the Office of Special Counsel.
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Today's hearing could not be more timely. The deficit has

become the Administration's top priority, and the Vice President

is leading a high-profile, systematic campaign against waste and

fraud. Whistleblowers are the human factor that is the Achilles

Heel of bureaucratic corruption. They represent the greatest

untapped potential to achieve these goals. Directly or through

counsel, whistleblowers at today's hearing alone have exposed

some $12 billion in government spending that has served the

special interests, rather than the taxpayers. And that is only

the tip of the iceberg.

The legislative mandate for the Whistleblower Protection Act

of 1989 is unsurpassed. Congress seldom passes any significant

law unanimously. This statute received two unanimous votes in

approximately five months. The mandate reflects basic common

sense. Over and over federal whistleblowers have proved two

lessons that every cynic should learn: (1) In a free society,

nothing is more powerful than the truth. (2) One person can make

a difference. Armed with the truth, whistleblowing Davids

repeatedly have exposed and defeated bureaucratic Goliaths who

put politics above the public interest.

Consider a handful of representative examples from our

experience at GAP. Whistleblowers —

* stopped implementation of U.S. Department of Agriculture
plans to gut beef inspection, functionally eliminate border
inspection, and end daily inspection of processed foods, each
which would have made incidents such as the recent Jack in the
Box tragedy — in which over 500 were hospitalized and five
children died from food poisoning — the rule rather than the
exception.
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* provided the evidence sparking court injunctions stopping
incinerators from dumping toxic substances such as dioxin,
arsenic, mercury, chromium, and other heavy metals into the
environment in Arkansas and Ohio, and a 1991 ban on a new South
Carolina incinerator that remains in effect.

* revealed and forced the conversion to coal of a 97%
completed nuclear power plant that had been built with metal from
junkyards being passed off as nuclear grade steel, had massive
falsification of x-rays on safety welds and was compromised by
major portions that had never been inspected.

* exposed and forced the conversion to gas of a nuclear
plant that was being built next to a school directly on top of a
huge underground crater.

* exposed systematic illegality and forced the complete
redoing of the post Three Mile Island cleanup, after proving that
the utility planned to use a polar crane whose brakes and
electrical system had been destroyed to remove the reactor vessel
head — 17 tons of radioactive rubble that could have
retriggered the accident if dropped. Whistleblowers went public
two days before the head lift and stopped it. After numerous
repairs and tests, the crane successfully removed the rubble but
still stuck numerous times, including once for a half hour while
the reactor vessel head was suspended in the air.

* forced the shutdown of a nuclear weapons plant that had
released over 500,000 pounds of radioactive emissions in the
environment around Cincinnati, more than was dropped on
Hiroshima.

* revealed that a Veterans Administration hospital police
chief regularly beat patients, minorities and homeless people
seeking shelter. Tactics included the chief grinding his heels
into a man's groin until the victim admitted the chief was God;
smashing a victim's face into the wall and refusing to allow the
blood to be cleaned up; beating a patient who was on a kidney
dialysis machine; and choking an elderly patient who was strapped
down. Although the whistleblower lost his job, he stopped the
brutality and today is a respected member of the Cincinnati
police force. The former VA police chief now is a convicted
felon.

* exposed the world's most expensive coffee pots, toilet
seats, nuts, bolts, armrests and similar appliances, helping
spark public outrage that curbed blank check military spending
practices at the Pentagon.

* revealed that the Hanford nuclear weapons reservation has
emitted over 400 times more radioactive waste than admitted by
the government and its contractors, totalling at least 44
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billion gallons that have leaked into the air and groundwater,
which feeds into the water supply through the Columbia River. As
one example, a whistleblower proved that more than a million
gallons have leaked from a tank which official records claim has
contained all but 5,000 gallons. These disclosures forced
agreement by Hanford officials to cut radioactive discharges by

60%, literally saving citizens in the Pacific Northwest from four
million gallons of liguid radioactive waste dumped into their
water supply daily.

* forced the recall of paint — exposed to radiation and
contaminated by toxic materials — that should have been waste,
but instead was sold by a nuclear power plant owner to
unsuspecting consumers to use in their homes.

* challenged a blanket gag order. Standard Form 189, that
w^uid have institutionalized prior restraint for nearly three
million employees with security clearances. After 1.7 million
signed the form, one man, Ernie Fitzgerald, just said no. Thanks
to his courage and support from the chair of this subcommittee.
Congress outlawed the prior restraint and the First Amendment has

been saved, for the time being.

* exposed and sparked the felony conviction of an Oklahoma
Census Bureau chief who hired just-graduated high school girls
for administrative work and then assigned them to "date" state
officials at a political convention.

This is only a tiny sample of how whistleblowers have made their

marks as the living histories who refuse to be rewritten.

Dissenters cannot be stereotyped as to motives or accuracy,

but the bottom line is undeniable. Their flow of truth keeps

society from being stagnant. Congress relies on whistleblowers

for oversight. The public relies on them to learn the truth

before an avoidable disaster. Their courage marks the boundary

between federal workers who are public servants, instead of

bureaucrats.

THE OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL

The Office of Special Counsel is the single greatest reason

why the unique human resource potential of whistleblowers remains

4
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unrealized. Congress created the OSC in the Civil Service Reform

Act of 1978 to protect whistleblowers and other victims of merit

system violations. After the 1981 appointment of Special Counsel

Alex Kozinski, however, the agency disintegrated into a legalized

plumbers unit. It became the administration's most effective

weapon against dissent, teaming up with agencies to finish off

wounded whistleblowers who sought help. It since has become known

as a Trojan Horse, as well as Public Enemy Number One for

whistleblowers, a bureaucratic vehicle to entrap them.

In theory, all that changed with the Whistleblower

Protection Act. Congress clarified the Special Counsel's remedial

mission, established careful limits on discretionary authority

that had been abused and gave the OSC increased power to

effectively defend whistleblowers.

Lack of results

Unfortunately, the Office didn't get the message and nothing

significant has changed. Four years after passage of the 1989

Act, the OSC still hasn't litigated a hearing to restore a

whistleblower 's job. This is despite the fact that the Special

Counsel can act under the most sympathetic legal standards in

employment law and received 4 55 whistleblower reprisal

allegations in FY 1991 alone! (OSC Annual Report, p. 12)

Instead of successful legal precedents the OSC's most recent

Annual Report in part reflects false advertising, based on

examples for which GAP has direct experience. To illustrate, the

fourth example of successful corrective action in the Annual
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Report, at 7, involves Don Kern, a temporary employee in the

Forest Service who exposed mismanagement and rigging the computer

program to underestimate by 20% the environmental damage from

clearcutting. This translated directly into allowing 20% more

trees to be cut illegally. The Annual Report summarizes that the

OSC closed Mr. Kern's case as moot after he took another job.

In fact, the OSC dropped the case immediately after Mr. Kern

lost the new temporary appointment due to an injury. He had

called to ask that the Office intensify the investigation about

his prior job, because of his newly unemployed status. The next

thing he knew, the OSC closed the case. Without prior

consultation and an opportunity for comments, as required by 5 USC

1214 (b) (1) (D) (ii) , the Special Counsel also dropped a stay which

had been an effective job insurance policy for Mr. Kern. Further,

in violation of 5 USC 1212(g) an OSC official disclosed extensive

evidence from the closed case file in an attempt to talk GAP out

of representing Mr. Kern because the case was without merit. (We

took the case anyway after learning that the fact summary was

biased and incomplete.) Indeed, the Forest Service agency

representative tried to have the OSC investigative file

introduced into the Whistleblower Protection Act hearing record,

because the Office had made extensive briefings from their file

and assured him there was nothing to worry abcoit. Based on the

OSC briefings, the agency initially refused serious settlement

discussions.

The Annual Report is accurate that the OSC intervened in Mr.
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Kern's, behalf on a legal point, for which he was grateful.

Decisively, however, once Mr. Kern's right to a hearing was

established, contrary to OSC assertions about the merits the

agency's independent review of the evidence convinced it to

settle with him on highly favorable terms.

The only consistent exception to this pattern is the

disclosure unit headed by OSC official Donald Dijulio, charged

with screening and ordering appropriate investigations when

employees reveal government fraud, waste or abuse that affects

public policy, rather than civil service disputes. Despite

statutory weaknesses this unit continues to operate in a

professional and evenhanded manner.

OSC complainants survev

The General Accounting Office ("GAO") survey and testimony

by individuals today reflect the horror stories GAP has been

receiving steadily for over 12 years. At the 1992 Senate hearings

we presented a random survey of 50 intakes who have contacted our

organization. It is enclosed as Exhibit 1. An updated survey of

21 intakes who have contacted GAP since May is enclosed as

Exhibit 2. The track record is not improving. If anything it is

getting worse.

In 1992 only two out of 50 respondents believed the OSC has

enhanced merit system principles. Forty disagreed, and eight did

not have an opinion. Only 10 out of 50 believed the Office should

be re-authorized instead of facing sunset, while 29 thought it

should not receive another chance and 11 did not have an opinion.
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In 1993 only one out of 21 report the OSC has enhanced merit

system principles. Nineteen disagree and one has no opinion.

Eighteen out of 21 believe the Office should be abolished. Only

one out of 21 would go back to the OSC if there were a choice.

In the 1992 survey, out of 38 prohibited personnel practice

complainants, the OSC only agreed with their prohibited personnel

practice allegations twice and obtained relief for neither. Seven

out of thirty four rejects were more successful through other

channels. In the 1993 survey, the OSC did not agree that any of

18 complainants in completed cases had suffered any prohibited

personnel practice. Six out of thirteen who sought relief through

other channels were more successful.

Quite clearly, the Office has not yet closed its credibility

gap. GAP'S clients and the survey illustrate some of the reasons,

summarized below.

* Rewriting the law . The OSC's unnaturally low rate of

finding prohibited personnel practices is not surprising. The

Office of Special Counsel is rewriting the law to erase

whistleblowers' rights. It does not yet accept the language of

the Whistleblower Protection Act. For example, in the Gordon

Hamel case, summarized earlier by Mr. Hamel's lead counsel, the

OSC "overruled" the statutory language holding officials liable

who recommend illegal personnel actions.

The most obvious illustration concerns 5 USC 2302(b)(8),

protects whistleblowers for "any" disclosure of information that

evidences a reasonable belief of illegality or other specified
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misconduct. There are no loopholes, other than those listed in

section 2302(b)(8)(B) for public disclosures if classified data

or information whose release is prohibited by statute.

Nonetheless, various OSC staff have explained that dissent was

not protected whist leblowing because, for example, the employee

was just doing his job. But the job required him to make

whistleblowing disclosures, hardly a sound basis to impose the

"at will" doctrine and deny reprisal protections. The theory that

there is no protection when an employee has to blow the whistle

to do his or her job essentially would leave auditors, inspectors

and investigators defenseless if they tried to enforce the law

against politically powerful wrongdoers. Another OSC loophole is

that the employee was only disagreeing with agency policy. But

agency policy decisions that are illegal, create gross waste,

impose gross mismanagement, or trigger serious public health or

safety hazards are far greater threats to the public than the

misconduct of an individual bureaucrat acting arbitrarily.

Similarly, the OSC only erratically accepts the Act's

jurisdiction. The Office has refused to recognize an illegal

reprisal "threat", even when the agency said the employee would

be more severely disciplined if he continued his dissent. In

another instance the Office refused to consider allegations

challenging a reassignment, denial of training, and discipline

for refusing to obey orders that the employee believed were

illegal.

The Office has rejected reprisal allegations on the basis of

9
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truly astonishing legal theories. In the case of Dwight Welch, an

EPA scientist and president of the local union who later won

complete relief from settling his Merit Systems Protection Board

appeal, OSC found clear and convincing evidence of legitimate,

independent grounds for an alleged whistleblower reprisal. But

the "legitimate, independent ground" actually was another of the

prohibited personnel practice allegations which the Special

Counsel had ignored — an EPA letter charging him with leave for

failing to conduct toxicology reviews that he contended he could

not lawfully perform.

In another instance the Office closed a case, because the

complainant's evidence of illegality was too dispositive. John

Mccormick, the Forest Service's Freedom of Information Act

("FOIA") /Privacy Act coordinator who also ran the whistleblower

desk, alleged arbitrary FOIA withholding when he found a document

whose existence the agency had denied in response to his request.

After waiting a year, the Office discharged its FOIA oversight

duties under 5 USC 1216(a)(3) by explaining that the case was

moot, because Mr. McCormick had the record. The Special Counsel's

role is not to adjudicate whether there is a case or controversy,

but rather whether wrongdoing occurred through "arbitrary and

capricious withholding" of information. This type of legal

reasoning explains the OSC's non-track record as a watchdog of

FOIA abuses.

* Unauthorized releases of information . 5 USC 1212(g) is the

cornerstone of Congress' effort to limit previous OSC abuses such

10
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as leaking whistleblowers' evidence and arguments, as well as

investigating the victim more aggressively than the reprisal and

then providing derogatory information to agency employers.

Whistleblowers complained that the Special Counsel had become an

ex parte discovery source for agencies, undermining the

complainant's case in any future litigation before the Merit

Systems Protection Board ("MSPB" or "Board"). Even good faith

releases of information are among the riskiest decisions for a

lawyer, and Congress determined that it should be the affected

employee's decision whether to take that risk, not the Special

Counsel's.

As a result, the WPA under section 1212(g)(1) the Special

Counsel "may not respond to any inquiry or provide information

concerning any person making an allegation [of prohibited

personnel practice] under section 1214(a)," except pursuant to

the Privacy Act or as required by statute. Section 1212(g)(2)(A)

provides complainants being considered for a personnel action

with even further control for "any matter covered by" the

prohibited personnel practice complaint, overriding the Privacy

Act and conflicting statutes "unless the consent of the

individual as to whom the information pertains is obtained in

advance." Section 1212(g)(2) also allows releases for decisions

whether to grant particularly high level security clearances.

In the 1992 OSC survey, however, 11 out of 38 employees

(29%) reported that the Office released information without their

consent, and seven of the 11 believed the leaks compromised their

11
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rights. In the 199 3 survey 10 out of 21 employees reported the

OSC made unauthorized releases of their evidence, and eight

believed the leaks undercut their rights.

When whistleblowers perceive that the OSC is advertently or

inadvertently acting as the agency's scout for evidence, the

Office has no chance of legitimacy or confidence among those it

is charged with serving. The accurate perception of the OSC as a

free "discovery" tool for agencies is too ingrained to erase.

The reason for continued leaks also is no mystery. Section

.212(g) is another portion of the statute that the OSC has not

yet recognized. In communications with GAP the Office has

insisted that — it still has absolute discretion for the conduct

of its investigations; any other interpretation would paralyse

the OSC from doing its job; and complainants have no rights on

the release of information for an open case.

The OSC's position to date is a legal bluff. The statutory

language and legislative history are clear. The Special Counsel

no longer has a blank check, and reprisal victims no longer are

at the mercy of OSC investigations. Whistleblowers and other

complainants now have minimum rights designed to ensure that if

the OSC does not help them, at least it will not have the lawful

discretion to exacerbate retaliation — deliberately or

unintentionally. This no more prevents the Special Counsel from

being an effective advocate than does the attorney-client

privilege or the Code of Professional Responsibility paralyse

private lawyers from representing their clients. If the OSC

12
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succeeds in imposing this Catch 22 on employees it will be able

to cancel the most significant Whistleblower Protection Act

control on its discretionary authority. A legal memorandum on

this issue, prepared at Ms. Koch's request, is submitted for

Subcommittee files.

* Conduct of Special Counsel investigations . The conduct of

OSC investigations reflects a law enforcement agency's tradition

of arrogantly telling victims it "doesn't want to know" about

evidence of illegality. In the 1992 survey, out of 38 reprisal

complainants, only 21 received required status reports and only

four found the reports to be informative instead of pro-forma.

Only two out of 38 responded that the Office contacted witnesses

and examined necessary evidence identified by the employee. Only

one out of 38 agreed that the Office maintained an effective

working relationship with them when investigating their charges.

In the 1993 survey only five complainants in 18 completed

cases received required status reports, and only one found them

informative. Only one out of 21 can confirm that the OSC has

contacted required witnesses and examined necessary evidence. Two

out of 21 felt the OSC worked with them in good faith.

These results are readily explainable, because the OSC does

not yet accept the premise of a working relationship with alleged

reprisal victims. Whistleblowers have complained to GAP that they

feel like rape victims who seek help from a chauvinist

prosecuting attorney. In our experience, the Office repeatedly

has limited its investigations to interviewing the complainant,

13
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asking selected management targets if the charges are correct,

and then accepting the denials at face value. The OSC has been

far less passive in probing the victims — pounding the table,

interrupting the employee's testimony and making threats such as

"it would be easier for you if you just admitted" to the felony

of making knowingly false statements. Previous testimony by Mr.

Mccormick, the Forest Service whistleblower, to this House

Subcommittee, is instructive:

OSC investigators were very thorough with me. They
did not just interview me. They grilled me for over
9.5 hours in a disrespectful, hostile manner that I

would not have used on any suspect. It appeared they
were trying to break me down, instead of learning the
truth. By contrast, they skipped most of the management
witnesses and were cooperative to a fault with those
they did interview — to the extent that when one
key official passed the buck they did not even ask
whose orders he was just following.

Mr. Mccormick hardly is unfamiliar with professional

investigative practices. He retired in January after 30 years law

enforcement experience, including 20 as a criminal investigator

with the federal government, in a career that included a

commendation from J. Edgar Hoover.

Under these circumstances it is understandable that the

Office misses the most obvious, to an embarrassing extent. For

example, the Special Counsel explained that a U.S. Department of

Agriculture ("USDA") Federal Grain Inspection Service ("FGIS")

manager did not have knowledge of whist leblowing disclosures by

Dr. Clifford Watson, a scientist whose congressional testimony

revealed that the government was shortchanging wheat farmers of

millions of dollars by not properly maintaining measuring

14
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equipment. In fact, the manager was sitting next to Dr. Watson

when he blew the whistle to Congress, and that same manager

responded to numerous congressional inquiries about Dr. Watson's

charges. OSC lacks a record as reliable factfinders, because the

Office has never accepted the premise of a working partnership

with whistleblowers.

* Settlements . One way to stretch scarce investigative

resources is for the OSC to aggressively pursue no-fault

settlements that resolve disputes without resort to prolonged

investigations or litigation. The Board, and Department of Labor

investigators enforcing environmental whistleblower statutes,

have used this tactic with great success. But the OSC flatly

refuses. Although there have been exceptions, as a rule its

position has been that the investigation must be completed and a

decision made that the whistleblower deserves settlement help

from the Special Counsel. If initial, no-fault settlement

initiatives on terms agreed by both adverse parties were the

rule, far more victims of merit system abuses could be served

and needless civil service disputes short-circuited.

Only four out of 3 8 1992 survey respondents reported that

the Office attempted to settle their cases, either formally or

informally. The OSC did not consult with the complainants about

the proposed settlement terms in any of the four cases, and only

one employee agreed with the Special Counsel's settlement

proposal. Four 1993 respondents confirmed OSC settlement efforts,

and only one complainant agreed with the terms.

15
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* closeout letters . Under 5 USC 1214(a)(2) when it closes a

case the OSC must explain its reasons, including a sununary of the

material relevant facts that support and rebut the prohibited

personnel practice charge. In this manner the OSC investigation

at least will serve as a constructive reality check, allowing

those still considering litigation to assess the strengths and

weaknesses of their case.

In the 1992 survey, only one out of the 38 respondents with

reprisal cases agreed the Special Counsel obeyed this portion of

the statute in good faith. The corresponding rate for 199 3 is one

case out of 21 for obeying this legal requirement.

GAP'S review of OSC closeout letters may be helpful. The

closeouts routinely do not mention the issues and key evidence

identified by GAP'S Intake Director during initial telephone

interviews with employees seeking help. Dr. Watson's experience

is instructive. The OSC closeout letter skipped twelve of his

thirteen whistleblowing disclosures and six of the eight

personnel actions for which he alleged whistleblower reprisal. As

long as Special Counsel rulings ignore the issues and evidence in

reprisal complaints, whistleblowers will not have any confidence

in the Office.

A microcosm of OSC's abuse of authority reported in the two

surveys is the case of Aldric Saucier, former chief scientist for

architectures and technology at the Army's Space and Strategic

Defense Command for Star Wars. Mr. Saucier' s dissent was

remarkably effective, sparking oversight that caused $1.6 billion

16
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in cuts from last year's budget proposals and drastic curtailment

of Brilliant Pebbles, the technological spearhead for extending

the Star Wars boondoggle into the next century. Lead private

counsel Robert Honig and GAP also have just completed settlement

negotiations for an agreement that totally satisfies Mr. Saucier.

The reprisal happy ending is in spite of the OSC, rather than

because of the Office.

Last May, GAP testified that after Mr. Saucier protested

OSC's unauthorized leaks to evidence to his supervisors, the

Office closed the case. Through the good offices of Senator

Pryor's Government Affairs Civil Service Subcommittee, in June

the OSC agreed to reopen the investigation and not to disclose

certain sensitive information.

Unfortunately, the only possible conclusion is that the OSC

has used the last nine months to investigate and make a case

against Mr. Saucier instead of against any retaliation by his

supervisors. This violates the cornerstone for responsible

inquiries into charges of whistleblower retaliation, as

summarized by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector

General Guide to Militarv Whistleblower Reprisal Investigations .

("OIG Manual") (IGDC 7050.6 DI September 30, 1992), at 2-2, 27:

"Remember : Investigators are appointed to investigate the

complaint, not the complainant If investigators find

themselves doing this, STOP! The issue is reprisal, not the

character of the military member who alleged reprisal." (Emphasis

in original) This rule is even more applicable for civilian

17
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reprisal investigations.

Saucier' s experience is a case study of backward

factfinding. The OSC literally put Mr. Saucier through the third

degree, trying to bully his confession to spurious charges of

felony misconduct not even raised in the proposed personnel

action. By contrast, in over a year the Office has not discussed

with Mr. Saucier the reasonableness of his whistleblowing

dissent, the explicit, direct grounds for proposing his

termination. The OSC also refused Saucier the opportunity to

provide rebuttal testimony calling obvious bluffs in Army

denials. While interviewing numerous Army witnesses, in over a

year the OSC did not speak with a single witness proffered by

Saucier. The Office flatly refused to interview the only

eyewitness to an alleged physical attack, and numerous others who

offered to point out knowingly false statements by Army

witnesses. Similarly, the Office refused to probe intensive new

investigations of Saucier and a security clearance suspension

based on alleged misconduct for which the case was closed in

1982. These tactics reflect classic reprisal techniques, but the

OSC insisted they are irrelevant.

When GAP protested, the OSC "categorically denied" these

facts about holes in its factfinding effort but said it wanted

any more available evidence. Counsel prepared two memoranda

proffering additional records and witness testimony. Eventually

the OSC told counsel to prepare affidavits and submit them for

the record. In short, negotiating a settlement between bitter

18
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adversaries has proved far easier than convincing the Special

Counsel to receive evidence of retaliation.

These are only a few illustrative lessons to be learned from

GAP'S survey of employees who brought cases to the Special

Counsel. We do not contend that the study meets the

methodological standards for a professional, statistical survey.

But there can be little serious argument with the bottom line.

The Office of Special Counsel does not have legitimacy with

federal employees. Whistleblowers' recent experiences prove it

remains a threat to their rights, rather than a shield to protect

them.

MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD

In some respects it is highly difficult to evaluate whether

the Merit Systems Protection Board has complied with the Act's

revised legal standards on behalf of whist leblowers. The Board's

annual reports do not identify how many times employees have won

or lost on the merits when they raised the whist leblower defense.

The symptoms are not promising, however. In response to FOIA

requests we learned that in the first year the Act became

effective, whistleblowers prevailed on the merits approximately

31% of the time. The second year that percentage dropped to

10.3%, or 16.5% overall. We fear the trend is going down

steadily, as evidenced by Board's FY 1991 Study of Cases Decided,

at 15, which reports the personnel action was reversed in only 5%

of the 22 Individual Right of Action ("IRA") cases that were

adjudicated. That is only one successful whistleblower in a year.
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GAP'S research indicates there have been three successful cases

on the merits in the eighteen months since the end of fiscal

1991. This is still an improvement over the track record before

the Act's passage, when employees only prevailed on the

whistleblower defense four times out of nearly 2,000 cases.

A brief review of MSPB trends reveals the roots of the

problem. Practitioners complain that the Board consistently fails

to enforce discovery rights, and has an aggressive policy to deny

testimony from witnesses essential to prove the elements of a

whistleblower claim.

Further, like the Special Counsel the Board has erased

portions of the legislative history. To illustrate, in Waaner v.

E.p.A . . 51 M.S.P.R. 337 (1991), the Board held that a one month

time lag between protected speech and a challenged performance

appraisal did not support an inference of reprisal because the

appraisal timing was beyond the control of agency supervisors. Of

course, that is always the case. The practical impact is that the

Board erased the legislative history that normally the Act's

prima facie test is satisfied when a personnel action occurs

within the same performance evaluation period as the protected

whistleblowing. (Senate Report, p. 14)

The trend in MSPB decisions is significantly more hostile

for issues such as jurisdictional access to the WPA legal

standards. The Board has taken an activist role in shrinking the

scope of the Act. Like the Special Counsel, MSPB still does not

accept that "any" means "any" under section 2302(b)(8) protection
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for bona fide whistleblowing disclosures. The Board repeatedly

has ruled that if a disclosure of misconduct against the public

is made in the context of a personnel grievance, section

2302(b)(8) does not apply. Fisher v. Department of Defense . 52

M.S.P.R. 470 (1992) (" [0]nly those disclosures made outside

grievance procedures and discrimination complaint processes could

be the basis for the Board's exercise of jurisdiction over these

IRA appeals.") See also Padilla v. Department of the Air Force .

55 M.S.P.R. 540 (1992); Metzenbaum v. Department of Justice . 54

M.S.P.R. 32 (1992); Von Kelsch v. Department of Labor . 51

M.S.P.R. 378 (1991); and Crist v. Department of Navy . 50

M.S.P.R. 35 (1991). As a result, if whistleblowers speak out on

behalf of the public when asserting their own rights, they lose

access to a Board hearing. There is neither a valid statutory nor

public policy basis for this loophole.

Similarly, in Marren v. Department of Justice . 51 M.S.P.R.

632 (1991), the Board held that an employee cannot allege other

prohibited personnel practices when challenging whistleblower

retaliation in an Individual Right of Action. This is

inconsistent with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which

allow diverse claims to be "piggybacked" in order to promote

judicial economy. It also means that, in order to stop all

relevant prohibited personnel practices, a whistleblower must

prevail twice, including through a corrective action by the

Special Counsel on everything except the whistleblower claims. To

say the least, that is a cumbersome long shot.
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This is not to say the Board's decisions have all been one-

sided. For example, the Board held that an employee is protected

by the WPA if faced with a personnel action because of his or her

relationship to a whistleblower. Duda v. Deot. of Veterans

Affairs . 51 M.S.P.R. 44^ (1991). In another decision the Board

ruled that a supervisor's animus against a whistleblower can be

inferred to the subordinate who actually takes the personnel

action. Thompson v. Farm Credit Administration . 51 M.S.P.R. 569

(1991). This precedent precludes bureaucratic bullies from

escaping responsibility by hiding behind hatchetmen.

For nearly a year the Board has been sitting on a

significant petition for review that will determine the scope of

the confidential policy-making exception (5 USC 2302(a)(2)(B))

for protection against prohibited personnel practices. Although

Congress has been clear that the free speech loophole only

applies to political appointees, in Thompson v. Dept. of Justice

(MSPB Docket No. DE1221920182W1) , an administrative judge ruled

that a non-political Justice Department bankruptcy trustee is

excluded from coverage. To add insult to injury, the Attorney

General did not specify that the trustee's job was exempt from

merit system protections as a confidential policy position until

nearly a year after she was terminated.

There is no excuse to permit ex post facto actions by

supervisors to strip employees they have fired of their civil

service system rights. They will never know whether they are

protected by the whistleblower law until it is too late. Under
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those circumstances there is little question that many will

decide silent discretion is the better part of valor, and the

public will remain ignorant of corruption. A congressional amicus

curiae brief filed by the prior chair of this subcommittee and

four other members of Congress is submitted for Subcommittee

files.

On balance, an employee's chances of prevailing under the

whistleblower defense at the M.S.P.B. have improved from the odds

of winning the lottery to losing at Russian Roulette. That's

better, but it is noc good enough.

Unfortunately, that is still better than the chances at the

Federal Circuit Court of Appeals, which has a monopoly of

judicial review for MSPB decisions denying relief against alleged

prohibited personnel practices. Prior to passage of the

Whistleblower Protection Act, the Federal Circuit only reversed

the Board once on the merits. Based on GAP'S research of reported

decisions, that is one more time than since passage of the Act,

despite the more sympathetic legal standards favoring

whist leblowers. For all practical purposes, there is no

meaningful judicial review of adverse Board decisions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Employees' overwhelming lack of confidence in the

Whistleblower Protection Act suggests that certain structural

flaws always will compromise its results. Conceptually,

whistleblowers consistently recommend five steps to create a bona

fide legal system in which federal employees will be freed from
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second class legal status:

* Protect whistleblowers against all forms of free speech
discrimination, like other employee protection statutes .

Currently relief only is available for selected reprisal tactics
in the listed personnel actions of 5 USC 2302(a)(2). For example,
the WPA's Achilles heel occurs when supervisors bypass more
conventional techniques and yank an employee's security
clearance. The merit system vanishes when agencies take these
back door reprisals, and employees essentially are defenseless
against harassment that can end their careers just as surely as a

straightforward termination. To illustrate, after the Army's
effort to fire Mr. Saucier failed, without so much as asking his
side of the story it suspended his clearance based on alleged
misconduct 2 3 years ago which it has been sitting on for eleven
years. Indeed, GAP has received evidence that, among other
misconduct, Army officials removed the closed case cover from a

previous investigation into these charges and forwarded them as

new allegations.

Similarly, the Board has declined jurisdiction to consider
harassment such as ordering mandatory psychiatric fitness for
duty examinations, Caddell v. Dept. of Justice . 52 M.S.P.R. 529

(1993); falsifying personnel records. Slake v. Department of the
Treasury . 53 M.S.P.R. 207 (1992); and falsely evaluating
qualifications for promotion, Kochanoff v. Department of the
Treasury . 54 M.S.P.R. 517.

* Abolish the Office of Special Counsel . To the extent that
the OSC currently serves some meaningful docket control function
and prevents resulting delays, if there is no decision in 120
days allow a passthrough for de novo review at U.S. District
Court — analogous to Equal Employment Opportunity litigation.

* Allow whistleblowers general access to district court for

jury trials . This is the approach in the 1986 False Claims Act
whistleblower protection amendments and the 1991 savings and loan
whist leblower statute. Whistleblowers will not be confident of

justice until they are tried by a jury of the citizens whom they
are defending by risking reprisal to challenge corruption.

* Allow employees a cause of action for punitive damages in

U.S. District Court against those who take reprisals . It would be
helpful even to permit counterclaims for sanctions during
Individual Right of Action appeals. Until that occurs, except for
going to the Special Counsel employees have no ability to take
actions that will deter repeat violations. Managers who retaliate
will have nothing to lose. The worst that can happen is they
won't get away with it. The concept of personal liability must be
extended to OSC employees as well, who otherwise will continuing
having nothing to lose by defying the Act's limits on their
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discretionary authority.

* Break the conflict of interest under section 1213 in which
agencies investigate themselves on whistleblowinq disclosures
after referrals by the Special Counsel . Inevitably, this is only
a reliable channel for agency leadership to learn the facts of
wrongdoing. Inherently, it will never serve as a reliable
mechanism for the public's right to know. Almost everyone pulls
some punches when hitting him or herself. Agency self-
investigations should be supplemented or replaced with an option
for the whistleblower to participate in policy arbitration or to
qualify for a General Accounting Office ("GAO") investigation. To
maintain the process of screening whistleblower charges, the OSC
disclosure unit should be moved to another agency, such as the
Merit Systems Protection Board or the Department of Justice.

In some cases as alternatives to structural reform, certain

minor repairs also can address the most immediate, glaring

problems undercutting the Act's effectiveness:

1) Establish personal accountability .

Congress should require that a mandatory critical element
for all federal officials with supervisory responsibility is
compliance with merit system principles, and explicitly prohibit
performance awards to officials found responsible for directing
or engaging in prohibited personnel practices. This would start
to break the pattern of rewarding agency managers for doing the
dirty work of reprisals.

2) Secure subject matter jurisdiction .

* Congress should explicitly add to the statute a clause
that the forum and context for protected conduct does not matter.
Legislative history can explain that it does not matter whether
whistleblowing occurs in a grievance or a press conference, nor
is it relevant that the employee is doing his job, disagreeing
with policy decisions instead of an individual supervisor or
refusing to compromise scientific integrity, if the information
otherwise qualifies as a protected disclosure.

* Similarly, the subcommittee should act to stop an emerging
merit system threat from the Justice Department and agencies who
use the broad language of 18 USC 205, which requires loyalty to
the United States, to propose prosecution or discipline against
whistleblowers during litigation whose U.S. loyalties are to
citizens rather than a particular government agency. This can be
accomplished by amending section 22302(b)(8) to protect
disclosures unless "specifically" prohibited by law, as under the
FOIA, and by adding a clause that an employee cannot be
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prosecuted for disclosures protected against job reprisal.

* The subcommittee should act to minimize litigation
expenses and enhance judicial economy by authorizing any
prohibited personnel practices to be challenged when an employee
pursues an Individual Right of Action under the Whistleblower
Protection Act.

3) Secure personal jurisdiction .

* As a first priority the subcommittee should expand
jurisdiction to all employees paid with federal funds who perform
government functions and therefore should act as public servants,
including civil service employees of law enforcement and national
security agencies, as well as employees of government
corporations, for example the Legal Services Corporation.

* Equally significant, if necessary the confusion
surrounding the confidential policymakers loophole in section
2302(a)(2)(B) must be eliminated by explicitly adding that the
provision only applies to political appointees. More generally,
agency chiefs should be obligated to provide notice upon hiring
that the merit system and prohibited personnel practices do not
protect any excluded employee.

4) Enhance due process .

* Make the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Federal
Rules of Evidence mandatory for all Merit Systems Protection
Board proceedings. The Board has little credibility with the
practicing bar, because its enforcement of normal discovery rules
and willingness to admit relevant evidence are mere shadows of
the due process rights available in Article III courts. This
proposal also would end the Board's practice of segmenting
related cases.

* Enhance the status of MSPB decisionmakers to
Administrative Law Judges under 5 USC 3105, with corresponding
increases in qualifications requirements. Currently Board
decisions are adjudicated by officials in the hybrid status of
"Administrative Judges," which institutionalizes the Board as a

second class forum for adjudicating merit system disputes. The
reduced status also deprives MSPB adjudicators of potential for
judicial independence under the Administrative Law Judges Corps
Act passed last session by the House Judiciary Committee.

* Provide for recovery of any reasonable direct or indirect
out-of-pocket expenses incurred by employees who prevail at the
Board. This provision was included in S. 2853, which passed the
Senate last session.

* Provide for recovery of attorney fees and costs when an

26
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employee substantially obtains the relief available from an
M.S.P.B. order. Currently, the Board and Federal Circuit have
denied such relief on strained reasoning that successful
settlements were the result of independent factors rather than
Board litigation, even though the relief was institutionalized in
MSPB settlements and at most was a result of the whistleblower's
dissent outside the litigation. In one instance that left a
successful whistleblower with an $80,000 legal fee. The bottom
line is that under current case law, the most effective
whistleblowers may not be able to afford to win.

5) Minimize OSC abuses of discretion .

* If necessary. Congress must act to eliminate any debate
about the OSC's asserted discretion to release the evidence in a
whistleblower's case during or after an investigation. Until that
occurs, every employee who is forced to file first with the OSC
prior to an IRA will be at the Office's mercy and realistically
risk severe compromise of his or her litigation rights.

* Reduce the 12 day mandatory stopoff at the OSC for
certain prohibited personnel practices to 30 days. That is more
than enough time to determine whether a working relationship is
possible. If so, whistleblowers will voluntarily continue the
partnership with the Special Counsel. If not, justice will not be
denied through the delay of 90 days more dead time before the
whistleblower earns access to the Board. The Department of Labor
whistleblower statutes operate under the 3 day schedule for
preliminary investigations before a due process hearing can
occur.

* Add explicit statutory language that OSC employees who
violate the limits of their discretionary authority under Title 5

are acting outside the scope of their employment. This would
subject them to personal liability under constitutional law. One
reason the Whistleblower Protection Act has had a negligible
impact of OSC abuses of discretion is that OSC staff have nothing
to lose by routinely ignoring its provisions.

6) Enhance the quality of OSC protections .

* Require the OSC to seek no-fault settlements as a
mandatory first step before investigating the merits of
prohibited personnel practice complaints. Require complainant
approval of settlement terms before the Office may submit the
agreements for Board resolution. Repeatedly, employees still
report that the OSC resolved their cases over their objections.
They should have control over how and whether disputes central to
their own careers are resolved. In some instances this status quo
scenario can leave a whistleblower in worse shape than if the
Special Counsel had ruled negatively and the complaint blossomed
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into an Individual Right of Action.

* Establish that, with appropriate exceptions, employees
have access to the OSC file on their cases. Releasing
investigative and prosecutive memoranda will circumvent the
Office's unwillingness to explain its decisions. It also will
free more resources to stop prohibited personnel practices, since
the OSC spends an inordinate amount of time denying FOIA/Privacy
Act requests and lawsuits by complainants who want to learn from
the OSC investigation.

* Require the OSC to inform all complainants of their rights
under the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989. Most non-lawyer
employees are not aware of their rights, and the Special Counsel
generally does not tell them.

7) Create meaningful judicial review .

* Restore the "All Circuits" judicial appellate review
available under the Administrative Procedures Act for nearly all
other administrative law decisions, and under the Civil Service
Reform Act prior to 1982. The Federal Circuit is the most hostile
forum in the history of civil service law; a whistleblower'

s

chances of prevailing on the merits are still akin to winning the
lottery. As a result, its monopoly means there is no effective
check on the Merit Systems Protection Board.

CONCLUSION

It is far too early to congratulate ourselves for the WPA's

free speech mandate. The Whistleblower Protection Act is not yet

working as intended, and our work is only beginning. Whether the

Act ever creates freedom of dissent for federal workers who

"commit the truth" depends on who has more stamina — bureaucrats

who seek to operate in secrecy, or Congress and advocates of the

public's right to know.

The failure to eliminate almost instinctual federal

bureaucratic repression in three years is neither surprising nor

discouraging. Desegregation was not achieved three years after

Brown v. Board of Education ; four decades later the struggle
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continues. But the Supreme Court established a solid foundation

of civil rights, and in the WPA Congress established a solid

foundation affirming the right to dissent. Ultimately, the Act's

potential will not be achieved until its implementation is freed

from political control by the administrations against whose

abuses it is designed to safeguard. In short, the WPA's potential

will not be reached until it is enforced by juries instead of

bureaucrats .

The best first step to prove Congress is serious about the

achieving the Whistleblower Protection Act's potential is

abolishing the Office of Special Counsel. After 12 years of

steady abuses, its track record is beyond serious dispute. Of

course there are exceptions to this rule — unimpressive ones

generally involving low political stakes and relatively

insignificant public policy consequences. Similarly, some

individual OSC employees are highly dedicated. But that is not

enough. Isolated exceptions are no reason to keep spending

taxpayer money on an agency that consistently undercuts the

rights the taxpayer's best friends — whistleblowers.
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Mr. McCloskey. Thank you very much.
Not to try to make Hght of anything or to be facetious, I am rel-

atively new to this particular chairmanship and do not know Ms.

Koch very well. I met her once previously. As you know, she is

going to round out the testimony today. So far, she seems relatively

devoid of fangs and of good intentions.

Can you comment on priorities and morale, leadership over

there? Is there any possibility her ability to operate could be under-

mined by Reagan-era civil service appointees who are antithetical

to the concerns of the whistleblowing employee?
Mr. Devine. Mr. Chairman, I think that that is very possible.

Our personal experience has been that Ms. Koch is a very nice per-

son; but in 1981, the staff of the Office of Special Counsel, which

was doing their darndest to carry out their mission and operated

in good faith, was purged by a protegee of Mr. Meese who literally

used the tactics of the Malek manual, the Watergate attempt to

purge the Civil Service System of Democrats, to purge the Office

of Special Counsel of staff who are sympathetic with that agency's

mission. They were replaced by employees who largely are openly

hostile to the agency's mission and remain ingrained in leadership

positions.

As nice as Ms. Koch is, she hasn't done anything to reverse the

practices at that agency; and we have come to the conclusion that,

absent another illegal purge of the incumbent staff who are now
there, the Office is hopeless.

Mr. McCloskey. They must have helped and I am not being ar-

gumentative. We are trying to reach the truth here. We are going

to have at least one more, subsequent hearing or maybe more with

a more diversified set of witnesses. This has not been a happy-talk-

type day for the OSC, but will you agree that they must have
helped someone somewhere along the line? By their own figures

they are resolving cases, helping people?

Mr. Devine. Yes, they have had some examples of success. The
GAO report concludes—study reports they have helped about 5 per-

cent, 6.3 percent of those who sought help. That compares to 5.8

percent before the Whistleblower Protection Act which gave them
the most sympathetic legal standards in the books. That is by their

own definition of helping people.

Many of the success stories actually feel that the victories were
Pyrrhic. There are valid examples at relatively small agencies that

do not have any particular political significance. I worked with

counsel for the National Gallery of Art, an employee there who is

complaining of mismanagement that was certainly significant, but

had little major public policy consequence.

When it comes to the tough cases, though, involving the political

powers that be of an administration, the OSC certainly will not be

there for the employee. Most likely, it will be there backing up
those who have the authority.

Mr. McCloskey. Does someone of your abilities and experience

agree that not everyone has a valid or positively oriented com-
plaint? Can you estimate what overall percentage, or how common
it is the complaints coming to you have no merit whatsoever? No
significant merit?
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Mr. Devine. We feel about a third of the cases that come to our
office are well taken whistleblower complaints. We were encour-
aged by the results of our survey that it is not simply a case of the
law being unable to help whistleblowers, or that these were bad
cases when the Office of Special Counsel turned them down.
Our survey talks about cases where an employee sought relief

elsewhere and then received it. Out of those that were completed,
there were 7 cases out of 20 in last year's survey where the case
was completed and the employee obtained relief That is about a
one-third figure.

This year it is six cases out of nine that have been completed,
the employee actually obtained relief So these are not people who
are just unwilling to be honest about their own mistakes. These are
people who deserve justice and got it elsewhere. But they had to
wait until the Office of Special Counsel was finished with them be-
fore they could actually start doing something genuine.
Mr. McCloskey. You want to disband the Office of Special Coun-

sel, and that idea has been offered previously in the committee; but
what structure would you leave in its place to bring redress and
justice to these very critical areas?

Mr. Devine. I think, in overview, it is significant we are working
with the coalition of public employee unions such as AFGE, good
government groups such as Public Citizen, and professional soci-

eties such as the American Bar Association to come up with the an-
swer to that question.
The only issue on which we were able to achieve an immediate

consensus was that OSC inherently will be part of the problem
rather than a solution. That makes matters worse. It must be abol-

ished.

As far as tentative suggestions to replace it, AFGE suggested
consolidating the administrative personnel agencies—EEOC, griev-

ances, labor-management, and civil service agencies—into one
forum.

In our opinion, the short-term solution is to take some of that $8
million spent on the Office of Special Counsel and use it to increase

the number and quality of administrative judges at the Merit Sys-

tems Protection Board. To the extent OSC offers some kind of dock-

et control screening function, allow a pass-through to U.S. District

Court for jury trials if there are backlogs and delays that prevent

employees from getting speedy decisions.

Mr. McCloskey. How about the question of access and expense
of attorneys? Is that a concern in what you are suggesting?

Mr. Devine. It would be if the employees were getting any sig-

nificant amount of help from OSC now. As it is, the only thing that

happens is they wait 120 days and often times if they are smart,

if they contact our group, we advise them to have counsel before

the OSC to protect themselves.
Even looMng at the special counsel's own statistics, out of some-

thing like 1,891 cases, they obtained 1 formal stay and 11 informal.

That is less than one-half of 1 percent interim relief

By their own way of looking at it, they obtain relief in 95 cases,

about 18 percent, they obtain disciplinary action; that is including

Hatch Act violations, in 13 cases, one-half of 1 percent. We are

spending $8 million, at best, for next to nothing.
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The employees who have any real chance of prevaiHng still have

to hire a lawyer. If you do have delays at the Merit Board because

there is more litigation, the idea of having a pass-through to dis-

trict court if you do not get a speedy decision already has a prece-

dent in the EEOC model. It would provide healthy competition for

Merit Systems Protection Board case law, which deserves its own
hearing, because it has been so hostile.

Mr. McCloskey. Thank you, Mr. Devine.

Mr. Bishop.
Mr. Bishop. I appreciate your testimony, Mr. Devine. I don't

think I have any further questions. I think you were pretty clear.

Mr. McCloskey. Mr. Oilman.
Mr. Oilman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The OAO recommended

increasing employer awareness of the act—employee awareness, ex-

tending its protections to uncovered employees. How do you view

those recommendations?
Mr. RUCH. Mr. Oilman, I am Jeff Ruch. In our written testimony,

we thought those were good recommendations. We listed a number,
even more than the OAO suggested, under a category called minor
repairs.

Federal corporations aren't protected. The security clearance

process is a complete evasion. Employees, even when they contact

the Office of the Special Counsel, aren't informed of their rights or

what is going to happen to their information. And a number of

these sorts of steps, such as telling whistleblowers to call in, what
is going on about their cases, what their options are, don't take a

change in law. They really just take a change in attitude.

Mr. Oilman. Ms. Koch, we will be hearing very shortly. In her

testimony, she presents, of course, a different view with regard to

the successes of the Office. Have you had an opportunity to look

over any of that testimony?
Mr. Devine. Yes, we have, sir. It is very similar to the testimony

we have been reading for the last 12 years from that agency; there

are anecdotal examples of employees who have been helped. And
I worked with counsel for some of those individuals. It is just that

they are the very small exception to an overwhelming rule. They
almost never involve challenging any politically powerful pocket of

corruption in the bureaucracy.
In other words, they reflect tokenism.

Mr. RuCH. I was going to add what struck us about the testi-

mony also was the absence of any suggestion from the special coun-

sel on her views of how the act could be improved. She was open

to suggestion from others, but offered none on her own.

Mr. Oilman. Have you made any direct recommendations to the

Office for improvement?
Mr. Devine. Oh, yes, sir. In fact, in specific contexts, we have

recommended over and over that a constructive first step would be

for them to attempt no-fault settlements of cases that come into

their office, that this is the standard practice at the Department
of Labor which administers a dozen corporate whistleblower protec-

tion statutes. It is very effective for reducing the number of dis-

putes. It is a way to justify their existence, to provide some service.
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Almost always, they have responded, no, we want to first com-
plete an investigation and decide if the employee deserves any sup-
port from our agency in terms of an informal resolution.
Most of those investigations end up being nightmares for the em-

ployees. Occasionally, you do end up getting some sort of resolu-
tion, but the statistics that she presents this morning about success
stories, approximately 5 percent success stories, could skyrocket if
the Office would stop trying to play bureaucratic God and start try-
ing to solve disputes. That would be a real service to the merit sys-
tem.
We are extremely frustrated that they have been close-minded to

that idea.

Mr. Oilman. What has been the average amount of time that an
investigation takes by that office? Are you aware of that?
Mr. Devine. Our survey does cover that, sir. It has gone down

sharply since the Whistleblower Protection Act because after 120
days employees are freed from the Office of Special Counsel. Al-
most all of the cases take at least that long.

Some people who haven't been able to afford private counsel have
had cases languish literally for years there.
Our recommendation there is, if the Office stays in existence, the

mandatory stopover period should be shrunk from 120 to 30 days,
which is the way all of the Department of Labor statutes are. At
that point, if the Office of Special Counsel proved itself to a com-
plainant, the employee would want to keep the case there; but if

they were not doing anything or refused to take any constructive
initiatives, such as attempting resolution, the employee would be
free and able to start defending his or her own rights.

Mr. Oilman. What is the most effective remedy that you would
suggest to this committee in trying to reform the Office of Special
Counsel?
Mr. Devine. I think the most effective remedy for the committee

would be to make a combination of shrinking the mandatory time
down to 30 days; requiring during that 30 days the Office take con-

structive settlement initiatives; and third, to end this problem of

them being a free discovery source for agencies, when they feel it

is necessary to disclose a whistleblower's information to the em-
ployer, that they inform the whistleblower of that risk that they
are about to take. And if the employee does not want to take that

risk, that the employee could then withdraw the case and be free

to pursue it directly before the Merit Board or another forum.

I don't think that that is a real substitute for abolishing the Of-

fice, but if it is going to stay in existence, that would greatly mini-

mize the threat it poses to the merit system.

Mr. Oilman. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McCloskey. Thank you, Mr. Oilman.
Mr. Devine, Mr. Ruch, thank you very much. Your thoughts are

well taken.

Ms. Kathleen Koch, Special Counsel, Office of Special Counsel.
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STATEMENT OF KATHLEEN DAY KOCH, SPECIAL COUNSEL,
U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL, ACCOMPANIED BY WIL-
LIAM REUKAUF, ASSOCIATE SPECIAL COUNSEL FOR PROS-
ECUTION
Ms. Koch. Thank you.

Mr. McCloskey. Good to see you again, Ms. Koch. I know you
have been here for much of the hearing. I don't have to put an elec-

tric sign up as to what the tenor is. I enjoyed our brief association,

but obviously there is manifest unhappiness to the point of hos-

tility.

We are going to have a later hearing, but given the seriousness

of the charges raised, you are last on the agenda. I appreciate your
waiting around. Regardless of my 12:30 appointment, I am not

going to put time limits on you at all. I think you should be allowed

to raise and discuss what you care to.

Your statement is accepted for the record. I would have several

questions. Connie Morella, I know, has several. It may be that

many of those will be submitted to you in writing.

I think you know the concerns. I think you may have ideas for

improvement.
Please proceed as you like.

Ms. Koch. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One wants to open remarks like this by sajdng it is a pleasure

to be here today. After hearing all of the testimony, in spite of how
I feel about the job we do, I feel like I perhaps ought to put the

keys to the Office on the front of the table and simply walk away.
It is not my style to do that. It never has been in any of the jobs

that I have had as a public servant over the past 16 years.

I will summarize my full statement and be pleased to respond to

questions.
With me today is Mr. William Reukauf, Associate Special Coun-

sel for Prosecution at the Office of Special Counsel.

I will focus my testimony on the mission and accomplishments
of OSC, and I will also comment on the GAO report concerning the

implementation of the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989.

First, I would like to congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, on assum-
ing the chairmanship of this subcommittee. I would like to thank
you for your cordiality, and that of your staff, that has been shown
to me. Indeed, I would like to extend my thanks to all of the sub-

committee members and their staffs who have extended to me the

opportunity to meet with them prior to this hearing. I look forward

to working with you to explore any constructive steps that we can
take to better equip OSC to serve Federal employees.

I am fortunate to have had the opportunity for the past 15

months to head an agency that was created for the specific purpose
of assisting those Federal employees who take the courageous step

of '^blowing the whistle" by reporting a violation of law, an instance

of gross waste or mismanagement, or an abuse of authority. If it

were not for OSC, Federal employees would not have a channel
outside their own agencies to make such disclosures, nor would
they have protections against reprisals for whistleblowing.

Can we do better? Of course we can. Since I was appointed spe-

cial counsel, I have taken several steps with the aim of making
OSC a more effective agency for aggrieved Federal employees, and
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I am continuing to explore and implement other changes. We are
working to improve our outreach efforts. Of course, on both of these
fronts, I would welcome any suggestions the committee members
have.

In your letter of invitation you asked me for comments regarding
OSC's experience regarding implementation of the Whistleblower
Protection Act. Although reprisals are relatively few regarding the
number of Federal civilian employees, the OSC regards any re-
prisal for whistleblowing as unacceptable.

Since the enactment of the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989,
OSC has experienced a dramatic increase in the number of new
complaints received. In fiscal year 1990, we received 1,623 com-
plaints. That was a 31 percent increase over the fiscal year 1989
figure. By fiscal year 1992, that number increased again by 17 per-
cent to 1,891 complaints.
Our projection for this fiscal year, based on first quarter figures,

indicates we will be receiving approximately 2,100 new complaints.
This would be a 69 percent increase over the number received in

1990, which was the first full year of operation under the Whistle-
blower Protection Act.

Obviously, the foregoing statistics reflect only the number of
cases referred to us by Federal employees and not success in deal-

ing with meritorious cases.

I forwarded to you last week a prepublication copy of our fiscal

year 1992 annual report, Mr. Chairman. Considering I was ap-
pointed in late December 1991, by the close of fiscal year 1992, I

had not been at OSC for a full year. Notwithstanding my brief ten-

ure, it is with great pride I would like to share with you today
some of the results of fiscal year 1992.

In fiscal year 1992, we obtained 104 separate corrective or favor-

able actions in 95 matters. By comparison, in fiscal year 1991, cor-

rective or favorable actions were obtained in 74 matters. This rep-

resents an improvement of over 27 percent in matters disposed of

favorably.

Other statistics also evidenced a general upward trend in terms
of the number of cases closed by our complaints examining unit.

There was an increase from 1,284 to 1,798 from fiscal year 1991

to fiscal year 1992. This is important because it reflects that we
were more productive and must continue to become more produc-

tive in undertaking the task of reviewing and resolving the cases.

We have also increased the number of cases referred for a field

investigation from 148 in fiscal year 1991 to 270 in fiscal year

1992. That is over an 80 percent increase. This reflects our decision

to always err in favor of the complainant by increasing the number
of matters that are sent for further, careful, in-depth review after

the initial review and analysis by the complaints examining unit.

We saw similar increases in our whistleblower disclosure unit.

During fiscal year 1992, the OSC received and considered 136

matters for possible referral to the agency concerned. That is an in-

crease of 42 percent from the fiscal year 1990 level. I take this as

a positive indication that Federal employees are steadily becoming

more aware of the important protective function that OSC can pro-

vide.
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As I mentioned, Mr. Chairman, I am very proud of our results

in fiscal year 1992. I am not, however, fully satisfied. We can do

better, and it is my goal to do better. As a manager, it is my obliga-

tion to continuously consider new approaches and new ideas which

will help the agency to better fulfill its mission. As I mentioned at

the outset, I am always ready to entertain ideas from the commit-

tee and to work with you in making OSC a champion of the Fed-

eral employee.
Mr. Chairman, there is another issue I would like to discuss with

you that goes to the core of the perception that many persons have
about OSC. As you know. Federal employees who make protected

disclosures cannot be subjected to reprisal in the form of various

personnel actions. The linchpin here is that what constitutes a pro-

tected disclosure is precisely defined by the statute. It must be a

disclosure that the employee reasonably believes evidences a viola-

tion of law, rule, or regulation, or gross mismanagement, gross

waste of funds, abuse of authority or substantial and specific dan-

ger to the public health or safety.

If a wrongdoing is disclosed that does not fall into these cat-

egories, we are simply without authority to do much about it or

protect Federal employee from reprisal for having made such a dis-

closure.

Mr. McCloskey. Ms. Koch, is there not statutory language that

says or requires that if a person acted in good faith, regardless of •

whether there are in these statutory protected classes or in the

areas of protected concern, technically they should not be subject

to reprisal?

I don't know if you were here when I made my opening state-

ment, but to me I just notice you share the concern, I think, from
your statement. But to me that is mind-boggling.

Ms. Koch. There is language in the statute that says the individ-

ual must have a reasonable belief that whatever they are disclosing

is, in fact, material that evidences fraud, waste, abuse, gross

mismanagement
Mr. McCloskey. If they do have that reasonable belief, are they

protected regardless of their statutory class or the type of problem
grieved about?
Ms. Koch. Not necessarily. This—as I explained to you, this is

very much a statute that was crafted with many careful meetings

way back before I was involved in this agency.

There are several steps and thresholds that a person must meet.

It must be a defined protected disclosure. They do not have to be

accurate in their protected disclosure, if they had a reasonable be-

lief. We do not go into finding out if what they said was true or

not. If it was reasonable for them to have that belief and they are

apprised, again they are protected.

Mr. McCloskey. Mr. Reukauf?
Mr. Reukauf. Mr. Chairman, Ms. Koch has been talking about

whistleblower protection and has posited a situation where the em-
ployee purports to make a protected disclosure but it doesn't in fact

rise to the level of protected disclosure. I understand your concern

about that. I do want to point out to you there is another portion

of the Civil Service Reform Act that might come into play here.

That is 5 U.S.C. section 2302(b)(10) which protects employees
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against discrimination for activities or statements unrelated to
their job performance.
So if it were not a protected disclosure under (b)(8) but the em-

ployee was in good faith, it is possible those anti-discrimination
procedures in section 2302(b)(10) might come into play.
Mr. McCloskey. Let's try yes or no. I am not being critical. This

is going to take a lot of work and further review. People can in
good faith make assertions that are not protected and on the record
be subjected to reprisal; in essence, it does occur? Factually speak-
ing, there is no recourse for them?
Mr. Reukauf. If the statement that is made is unprotected by

the first amendment or (b)(8), 2302(b)(8), you have to look at the
facts. If it was libelous or slanderous, perhaps the employee could
be subjected to some kind of disciplinary action. If it is a good faith
statement, what I am saying is I think that that person might be
protected.

Mr. McCloskey. I understand "might be" or the statute would
be construed. In practice, are there people who have made state-
ments for whatever reason in good faith who have been subjected
to reprisal which, in essence, you told them there is nothing he can
do about the reprisal?

Mr. Reukauf. I am not aware of any such case.

Ms. Koch. No. What happens when we get cases, we analyze a
case to determine if, first and foremost, we can present the case as
a (b)(8) violation—a whistleblower case. We always look at a per-

sonnel action to determine if there are other sections of the statute
the person might be protected under.

It might have been a prohibited personnel practice under another
section of the statute. So the file is opened and it is analyzed not
merely for (b)(8), that is whistleblower protection, but for prohib-
ited personnel practices in general, because that is our mandate, is

to uphold the merit system in a broad spectrum of things.

Mr. McCloskey. I am not being argumentative, Ms. Koch. Very
importantly, on the face, page 6 of your testimony, the first two full

paragraphs, it says, "Therefore, for these various reasons"—^you

bring up and you know what you are saying there today
—

"there-

fore, if her superiors ignore her suggestions or take action against

her, OSC may not be able to help her. Now this woman will likely

and understandably feel disillusioned and consider OSC to be un-

sympathetic. Of course, Mr. Chairman, this is not the case."

Ms. Koch. I think you are referring to a hypothetical I included

in my testimony. When this was drafted, it is as if that is the only

thing we could find in this case was whistleblowing or understand-

ing to—^that this person had been reprised against. It is her belief

she had been a whistleblower.
As I said, we analyze real live personnel actions to see if there

is another prohibited personnel action that has been alleged. I

would be happy to discuss this further or respond to a question.

Mr. McCloskey. We can't go on and on about this today. There
are problems here, I think we both agree, don't you think?

Ms. Koch. I have been practicing law for 16 years. There has

never been a meeting I have been to where I haven't learned some-

thing.
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Mr. McCloskey. On the record, your statement would at least

imply that people are left hanging out in this process after having

acted in good faith.

Ms. Koch. They can be.

Mr. McCloskey. OK Thank you.

Please proceed.

Ms. Koch. I think the further comments I want to make fit in

with this frustration that employees feel. Last year we are aware

that an outside organization did a survey of 50 people, had come
to OSC for help; but for one reason or another had not received the

assistance they were hoping for. The results of this survey, which

the compilers themselves have admitted was not scientific, were

that most of these individuals were displeased with OSC's perform-

ance.
Now when you consider who was interviewed for this survey, I

don't find that result surprising. They were not a cross-section of

all the people who came to OSC, many of whom we do help. Rath-

er, they were mostly persons we were unable to help for various

reasons; perhaps there was not a statutorily defined protected dis-

closure, or they had not faced a statutorily defined prohibited per-

sonnel practice; or they had come to us where evidence was lack-

ing.

I can understand the frustration these people must feel. It is.

never easy to be told by those to whom you turn to for help that

there is nothing that can be done. However, I do think it is very

important that the members of this committee put this study in

perspective when attempting to reach a balanced assessment of the

work that we do.

I would also like to make brief comments on the GAO report con-

cerning the manner in which 19 Federal agencies have imple-

mented the whistleblower statute. Their findings indicate that

some agencies are informing employees about their whistleblower

protection rights, but most agencies have neither informed the em-
ployees nor developed policies and procedures to inform employees

about their rights.

Clearly, if Federal workers are not knowledgeable about OSC,
their ability to disclose information and be protected from reprisals

for their disclosures is quite limited. The report also indicated that

not all Federal employees are protected against reprisal. For those

persons, the statutory protections are obviously nonexistent. Those

employees justifiably are troubled by that situation.

The OSC has an active program of its own to educate Federal

employees and managers about prohibited personnel practices and
other matters within our jurisdiction. However, it must be recog-

nized we are a small agency. The need for agencies to conduct edu-

cational programs for their own employees is essential.

In addition, the GAO report addresses the fact that not all Fed-

eral employees are protected, as I mentioned. My personal belief is

that the protection of the Whistleblower Protection Act should be

extended to as many Federal employees as possible. I think this is

a very important issue.

I would welcome the opportunity to work with you and your staff

to address this issue.
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Mr. Chairman, it is clear many challenges lie ahead if we are to

educate all Federal employees about their rights and responsibil-

ities while vigorously pursuing active cases which are brought to

us. However, I do believe that the time for us to move together in

this direction is now.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, as you exercise

your oversight function of the Office of Special Counsel, let me as-

sure you my door will be open to Congress and others who are con-

cerned about our mission. I also would welcome any suggestions

you have concerning better ways of conducting our mission. I feel

very positive about our accomplishments over the past 15 months,
and I look forward to working with all of you.

This concludes my prepared statement.

At this time, I would be pleased to answer any of your questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Koch follows:!
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE KATHLEEN DAY KOCH

SPECIAL COUNSEL,

U.S. OFFICE OF SPECLU:. COUNSEL

BEFORE THE CIVIL SERVICE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE
HOUSE POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE COMMITTEE

MARCH 31, 1993

MR. CHAIRMAN, CONGRESSMAN BURTON, AND MEMBERS OF THE
SUBCOMMITTEE:

I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY TO DISCUSS THE
OFHCE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL AND OSC'S HANDLING OF WHISTLE-
BLOWERS. I HAVE WITH ME WILLIAM REUKAUF, WHO IS THE
ASSOCIATE SPECL\L COUNSEL FOR PROSECUTION. I WILL FOCUS
MY TESTIMONY ON THE MISSION AND ACCOMPUSHMENTS OF OSC. I

WILL ALSO COMMENT ON THE GAO REPORT CONCERNING THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT OF 1989.

FIRST, I WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN,
ON ASSUMING THE CHAIRMANSHIP OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE. I WOULD
ALSO LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR THE CORDLMJTY YOU AND YOUR
STAFF HAVE SHOWN TO ME. I LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH
YOU TO EXPLORE ANY CONSTRUCTIVE STEPS THAT WE CAN TAKE TO
BETTER EQUIP OSC TO SERVE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES.

I AM FORTUNATE TO HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY FOR THE
PAST 16 MONTHS TO HEAD AN AGENCY THAT WAS CREATED FOR THE
SPECIHC PURPOSE OF ASSISTING THOSE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES WHO
TAKE THE COURAGEOUS STEP OF "BLOWING THE WHISTLE" BY
REPORTING A VIOLATION OF LAW, AN INSTANCE OF GROSS WASTE OR
MISMANAGEMENT, OR AN ABUSE OF AUTHORITY. IF IT WERE NOT FOR
OSC, FEDERAL EMPLOYEES WOULD NOT HAVE A CHANNEL OUTSIDE
THEIR OWN AGENCIES TO MAKE SUCH DISCLOSURES, NOR WOULD
THEY HAVE PROTECTIONS AGAINST REPRISALS FOR WHISTLEBLOWING.
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MR. CHAIRMAN, I BELIEVE THAT THE RELATIVELY SMALL
INVESTMENT THAT IS MADE IN OSC IS A VERY SOUND INVESTMENT
WE HAVE A STAFF OF APPROXIMATELY 100 PEOPLE TO SERVE OVER 3
MILUON FEDERAL EMPLOYEES.

CAN WE DO BETTER? OF COURSE WE CAN. SINCE I WAS
APPOINTED SPECL\L COUNSEL, I HAVE TAKEN SEVERAL STEPS WITH
THE AIM OF MAKING OSC A MORE EFFECTIVE AGENCY FOR AGGRIEVED
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES, AND I AM CONTINUING TO EXPLORE AND
IMPLEMENT OTHER CHANGES. ARE WE WORKING TO IMPROVE OUR
OUTREACH EFFORTS? MOST ASSUREDLY, WE ARE. OF COURSE, ON
BOTH OF THESE FRONTS I WOULD WELCOME ANY SUGGESTIONS THE
COMMITTEE MEMBERS HAVE.

THE LEGISLATIVE CHARGE OF OSC

I THINK IT MAY BE BENEHCLM. IF I QUICKLY SUMMARIZE FOR
THE SUBCOMMITTEE THE LEGISLATIVE MISSION OF OSC. THE OFHCE
OF THE SPECIAL COUNSEL WAS ESTABUSHED ON JANUARY 1, 1979,

PURSUANT TO REORGANIZATION PLAN NUMBER 2 OF 1978. THE CIVIL
SERVICE REFORM ACT (CSRA) OF 1978. WHICH CAME INTO EFFECT ON
JANUARY 11, 1979, ENLARGED ITS FUNCTIONS AND POWERS. THE
OFFICE OPERATED AS THE AUTONOMOUS INVESTIGATIVE AND
PROSECUTORIAL ARM OF THE MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD
(MSPB) UNTIL 1989. THE WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT (WPA) OF
1989, WHICH BECAME EFFECTIVE ON JULY 9, 1989, CONVERTED THE
OFHCE OF THE SPECL^L COUNSEL EnTTO AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY
WITHIN THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH, SEPARATE AND APART FROM THE
MSPB.

UNDER THE NEW LAW, OSC RETAINED ITS INVESTIGATION AND
PROSECUTION RESPONSIBIUTIES. HOWEVER, THE WPA SIGNIFICANTLY
EXPANDED (1) THE PROTECTIONS AGAINST REPRISAL FOR THOSE
EMPLOYEES WHO DISCLOSE WRONGDOING IN THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT, AND (2) THE ABILITY OF THE OSC TO ENFORCE THOSE
PROTECTIONS. UNDER THE CSRA, AS AMENDED BY THE WPA, THE
PRINCIPAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OSC ARE-

o THE INVESTIGATION OF ALLEGATIONS OF PROHIBITED
PERSONNEL PRACTICES (INCLUDING REPRISALS FOR
WHISTLEBLOWING), AND THE INITL\TION OF CORRECTIVE
AND DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS WHEN SUCH REMEDLVL
ACTIONS ARE WARRANTED;
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THE INTERPRETATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF THE HATCH
ACT PROVISIONS CONCERNING POUTICAL ACTIVITY BY
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES; AND

o THE PROVISION OF A SECURE CHANNEL THROUGH WHICH A
FEDERAL EMPLOYEE MAY, WITHOUT DISCLOSURE OF HIS

IDENTITY AND WITHOUT FEAR OF RETALL\TION, MAKE
DISCLOSURES OF INFORMATION EVIDENCING VIOLATIONS

OF LAW. RULE OR REGULATION, GROSS WASTE OF FUNDS,

GROSS MISMANAGEMENT. ABUSE OF AUTHORITY. OR A
SUBSTANTIAL AND SPECIHC DANGER TO PUBUC HEALTH
OR SAFETY.

WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION - HOW HAS OSC DONE?

IN YOUR LETTER OF INVITATION. MR CHAIRMAN, YOU ASKED ME
TO PROVIDE COMMENTS REGARDING OSC'S EXPERIENCE

IMPLEMENTING THE WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT. ALTHOUGH
ALLEGATIONS OF REPRISAL FOR WHISTLEBLOWING ARE FEW RELATIVE

TO THE NUMBER OF FEDERAL CIVILL\N EMPLOYEES, THE OSC

REGARDS ANY REPRISAL FOR WHISTLEBLOWING AS UNACCEPTABLE.

THEREFORE, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE WPA, OSC -

(1) TREATS ALLEGATIONS OF REPRISAL FOR WHISTLEBLOWING
AS ITS HIGHEST PRIORITY;

(2) REVIEWS ALLEGATIONS OF REPRISAL FOR
WHISTLEBLOWING INTENSIVELY FOR ANY FEASIBLE

REMEDIAL OR PREVENTIVE ACTION, WHETHER BY MEANS
OF STAYS, CORRECTIVE ACTIONS, OR DISCIPUNARY
ACTIONS; AND

(3) USES EVERY OPPORTUNITY TO PUBUCIZE THE OSC'S

AGGRESSIVE PURSUIT OF CORRECTIVE ACTION
(ESPECIALLY IN WHISTLEBLOWER REPRISAL CASES), BOTH
TO ENCOURAGE OTHER WHISTLEBLOWERS, AND TO AFFIRM

THE EMPHASIS GIVEN TO CORRECTIVE ACTIONS BY THE
OSC.

SINCE THE ENACTMENT OF THE WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION

ACT IN 1989, THE OSC HAS EXPERIENCED A DRAMATIC INCREASE IN

THE NUMBER OF NEW COMPLAINTS IT HAS RECEIVED. IN FY 1990 WE
RECEIVED 1,623 COMPLAINTS, WHICH REPRESENTED A 31% INCREASE

OVER THE FY 1989 FIGURE OF 1,239 COMPLAINTS. BY FY 1992, THAT
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NUMBER HAD INCREASED AGAIN BY 17%, TO 1,891 COMPLAINTS. OUR
PROJECTION FOR THIS FISCAL YEAR, BASED UPON FIRST QUARTER
FIGURES, INDICATES THAT WE WILL BE RECEIVING APPROXIMATELY
2,100 NEW COMPLAINTS. THIS WOULD BE A 69 PERCENT INCREASE
OVER THE NUMBER RECEIVED IN 1990, OUR FIRST FULL YEAR OF
OPERATION UNDER THE WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT.

THE MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE SHOULD ALSO CONSIDER
THAT COMPLAINTS OFTEN CONTAIN SEVERAL ALLEGATIONS OF
DIFFERENT PROHIBITED PERSONNEL PRACTICES. IF VIEWED THIS WAY,
IN FY 1992 WE RECEIVED APPROXIMATELY 3,170 SEPARATE
ALLEGATIONS. THIS YEAR THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ALLEGATIONS WILL
PROBABLY NUMBER APPROXIMATELY 3,400.

MR. CHAIRMAN, OBVIOUSLY THE FOREGOING STATISTICS

REFLECT ONLY THE NUMBER OF CASES REFERRED TO US BY FEDERAL
EMPLOYEES, AND NOT OUR SUCCESS OR LACK THEREOF IN DEAUNG
WITH THE MERITORIOUS CASES AND DISPOSING OF THOSE THAT ARE
NOT MERITORIOUS. I FORWARDED TO YOU LAST WEEK A
PREPUBUCATION COPY OF OUR FY 1992 ANNUAL REPORT, MR.
CHAIRMAN. CONSIDERING THAT I WAS APPOINTED IN LATE DECEMBER
1991, BY THE CLOSE OF FY 1992 I HAD NOT EVEN BEEN AT OSC FOR A
FULL YEAR. NOTWITHSTANDING MY BRIEF TENURE, IT IS WITH GREAT
PRIDE THAT I SHARE WITH YOU THE RESULTS OF FY 1992.

OF PARAMOUNT INTEREST IS THE FACT THAT IN FY 1992 WE
OBTAINED 104 SEPARATE CORRECTIVE OR FAVORABLE ACTIONS IN 95

MATTERS. BY COMPARISON, IN FY 1991, CORRECTIVE OR FAVORABLE
ACTIONS WERE OBTAINED IN 74 MATTERS. THIS REPRESENTS AN
IMPROVEMENT OF OVER 27% IN MATTERS DISPOSED OF FAVORABLY.

OTHER STATISTICS ALSO EVIDENCED A GENERAL UPWARD TREND
INDICATING INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY OF OSC AND AN INCREASED

AWARENESS OF ITS ROLE BY FEDERAL EMPLOYEES. IN TERMS OF THE

NUMBER OF CASES CLOSED BY OUR COMPLAINTS EXAMINING UNIT (ON

THE BASIS OF INITIAL REVIEW AND INQUIRY, SATISFACTORY

RESOLUTION OF AN EMPLOYEE'S COMPLAINT DURING THE INITIAL

REVIEW PROCESS, OR A DETERMINATION THAT THERE WAS
INSUFFICIENT BASIS FOR FURTHER OSC ACTION), THERE WAS AN
INCREASE FROM 1,284 IN FY 1991 TO 1,798 IN FY 1992. THERE WAS ALSO

A SIGNIFICANT JUMP IN THE NUMBER OF HATCH ACT DISCIPLINARY

ACTIONS THAT WE FILED, FROM 5 IN FY 1991 TO 13 IN FY 1992. THIS IS

IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT REFLECTS THAT WE WERE MORE PRODUCTIVE
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IN FY 1992 IN UNDERTAKING THE TASK OF REVIEWING AND RESOLVING

CASES.

WE ALSO INCREASED THE NUMBER OF CASES REFERRED FOR A
FIELD INVESTIGATION FROM 148 TO 270, OVER AN 80% INCREASE. THIS

IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE I BEUEVE THAT IT REFLECTS OUR DECISION

TO ALWAYS ERR IN FAVOR OF THE COMPLAINANT BY INCREASING THE
NUMBER OF MATTERS THAT ARE SENT FOR FURTHER REVIEW AFTER

THE INIITAL REVIEW AND ANALYSIS BY THE CEU.

WE SAW SIMILAR INCREASES IN OUR WHISTLEBLOWER
DISCLOSURE UNIT WHICH, AS YOU KNOW, PROVIDES A SAFE CHANNEL
-^-HROUGH WHICH FEDERAL EMPLOYEES MAY DISCLOSE INFORMATION
EVIDENCING A VIOLATION OF LAW, RULE OR REGULATION, OR GROSS

MISMANAGEMENT, GROSS WASTE OF FUNDS, ABUSE OF AUTHORITY. OR
A SPECinC AND SUBSTANTIAL DANGER TO PUBLIC HEALTH OR SAFETY.

DURING FY 1992, THE OSC RECEIVED AND CONSIDERED 136 MATTERS
FOR POSSIBLE REFERRAL TO THE AGENCY CONCERNED. THAT IS AN
INCREASE OF 42% FROM THE FY 1990 LEVEL OF 96 MATTERS. I TAKE
THIS AS A POSmVE INDICATION THAT FEDERAL EMPLOYEES ARE
STEADILY BECOMING MORE AWARE OF THE IMPORTANT PROTECTIVE

FUNCTION THAT OSC CAN PROVIDE.

AS I MENTIONED MR CHAIRMAN, I AM VERY PROUD OF OUR
RESULTS IN FY 1992. I AM NOT, HOWEVER, FULLY SATISFIED. WE CAN
DO BETTER AND IT IS MY GOAL TO TRY TO DO BETTER. AS A
MANAGER ITIS MY OBUGATION TO CONTINUALLY CONSIDER NEW
APPROACHES AND NEW IDEAS WHICH WILL HELP THE AGENCY TO
BETTER FULFILL ITS MISSION. AS I MENTIONED AT THE OUTSET, I AM
ALWAYS READY TO ENTERTAIN IDEAS FROM THE COMMITTEE AND TO
WORK WITH YOU IN MAKING OSC A CHAMPION OF THE FEDERAL
EMPLOYEE.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THERE IS ANOTHER ISSUE THAT I WOULD LIKE

TO DISCUSS WITH YOU THAT GOES TO THE CORE OF THE PERCEPTION

THAT MANY PERSONS HAVE ABOUT OSC. AS YOU KNOW, FEDERAL
EMPLOYEES WHO MAKE "PROTECTED DISCLOSURES" CANNOT BE

SUBJECTED TO REPRISAL IN THE FORM OF VARIOUS PERSONNEL
ACTIONS. THE LINCHPIN HERE IS THAT WHAT CONSTITUTES A
"PROTECTED DISCLOSURE" IS PRECISELY DEHNED BY STATUTE. IT

MUST BE A DISCLOSURE THAT THE EMPLOYEE REASONABLY BELIEVES

EVIDENCES A VIOLATION OF LAW, RULE, OR REGULATION, OR GROSS
MISMANAGEMENT, A GROSS WASTE OF FUNDS, AN ABUSE OF
AUTHORITY, OR A SUBSTANTIAL AND SPECIFIC DANGER TO PUBUC
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HEALTH OR SAFETY. IF A WRONGDOING IS DISCLOSED THAT DOES NOT
FALL INTO THESE CATEGORIES, WE ARE SIMPLY WITHOUT AUTHORITY
TO DO MUCH ABOUT IT OR TO PROTECT THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEE
FROM REPRISAL FOR HAVING MADE SUCH A DISCLOSURE.

LET ME GIVE YOU AN EXAMPLE. IT IS NOT UNCOMMON FOR AN
EMPLOYEE TO OBSERVE WHAT SHE PERCEIVES TO BE A VERY
INEFFICIENT OR UNPRODUCTIVE PROCESS OR PRACTICE AT THE
AGENCY FOR WHICH SHE WORKS. SHE PROBABLY BELIEVES IT IS

WASTEFUL AND EXPENSIVE AND SHE MAY EVEN HAVE AN EXCELLENT
ALTERNATIVE APPROACH OR SOLUTION. IF SHE REVEALS THIS TO HER
SUPERIORS. TO THE AGENCY IG OR TO OSC, SHE PROBABLY CONSIDERS
HERSELF TO BE A WHISTLEBLOWER AND ENTITLED TO PROTECTION.
SHE CERTAINLY IS MOTIVATED BY AND CONSIDERS HERSELF TO BE
ACTING IN THE INTEREST OF THE GOVERNMENT.

THE PROBLEM ARISES IF, FOR EXAMPLE, THIS IS SIMPLY A
DIFFERENCE IN POLICY OR MANAGEMENT STRATEGY. IN THAT CASE,
THE PRACTICE OR EVENT SHE REPORTED WOULD NOT FALL WITHIN
THE DEHNITION I CITED ABOVE. FURTHERMORE, UNDER THE LAW SHE
WOULD NOT BE A WHISTLEBLOWER AND WOULD NOT BE ENTITLED TO
THE STATUTORY PROTECTION. THEREFORE, IF HER SUPERIORS IGNORE
HER SUGGESTIONS, OR EVEN IF THEY TAKE SOME ACTION AGAINST
HER, OSC MAY NOT BE ABLE TO HELP HER. NOW THIS WOMAN WILL
LIKELY, AND UNDERSTANDABLY, FEEL DISILLUSIONED AND MAY
CONSIDER OSC TO BE UNSYMPATHETIC, UNRESPONSIVE AND
UNCONCERNED. SHE WILL ARGUE THAT SHE IS A WHISTLEBLOWER
AND OSC IGNORED HER. OF COURSE, MR CHAIRMAN, THIS IS JUST NOT
THE CASE.

ON THE OTHER HAND SUPPOSE THE WOMAN IN QUESTION
REVEALED TO HER SUPERVISOR A VIOLATION OF LAW. FOLLOWING
HER DISCLOSURE TO THE SUPERVISOR, SHE IS SUBJECT TO A REPRISAL
AND IS DEMOTED TO A LOWER GRADE, WITHOUT BASIS OR
JUSTIFICATION. THIS IS A CASE WHICH FALLS CLEARLY WITHIN OSC'S
JURISDICTION, AND THE CASE W0L1.D LIKELY RESULT IN A REVERSAL
OF THE ACTION OR SOME OTHER FAVORABLE ACTION.

IN BOTH SITUATIONS, OSC EMPLOYEES CAREFULLY REVIEW THE
FACTS AND ALLEGATIONS, DISCUSS THE ISSUES WITH THE EMPLOYEE
AND WITNESSES AND MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO APPLY OUR STATUTE TO
PROTECT THE INDIVIDUAL. HOWEVER, IN THE FORMER CASE, IT

WOULD BE UNFAIR TO BLAME THE MANY DEDICATED AND HARD
WORKING EMPLOYEES OF OSC FOR THEIR INABILITY TO HELP THIS
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WOMAN THE PROBLEM. OF COURSE. UES IN THE FACT THAT OSC

MUST IMPLEMENT A STATUTE WHICH. NECESSARILY. HAD TO BALANCE
MANY IMPORTANT AND SOMETIMES COMPETING CONCERNS TO
FASHION A DEFINITION OF A PROTECTED DISCLOSURE.

TO TAKE THIS POINT ONE STEP FURTHER. LAST YEAR AN
OUTSIDE ORGANIZATION DID A SURVEY OF 50 PEOPLE WHO HAD COME
TO OSC FOR HELP BUT, FOR ONE REASON OR ANOTHER, HAD NOT
RECEIVED THE ASSISTANCE THEY WERE HOPING FOR. THE RESULTS OF

THIS SURVEY-WfflCH THE COMPILERS THEMSELVES ADMITTED WAS
"NOT SCIENTinC"-WERE THAT MOST OF THESE INDIVIDUALS WERE
DISPLEASED WITH OSC'S PERFORMANCE. NOW, CONSIDERING WHO
WAS INTERVIEWED FOR THIS SURVEY, I DON'T FIND THAT RESULT

SURPRISING. THEY WERE NOT A CROSS-SECTION OF ALL THE PEOPLE

WHO CAME TO OSC-MANY OF WHOM WE DID HELP. RATHER, THEY
WERE ONLY THE PERSONS WE WERE UNABLE TO HELP-THE ONES WHO
HAD NOT MADE A STATUTORILY-DEFINED PROTECTED DISCLOSURE, OR
WHO HAD NOT FACED A STATUTORILY-DEFINED PROHIBITED

PERSONNEL PRACTICE, OR WHO REFERRED A MATTER WHERE
EVIDENCE WAS SIMPLY LACKING.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I CAN UNDERSTAND THE FRUSTRATION THESE

PEOPLE MUST FEEL. IT IS NEVER EASY TO BE TOLD BY THOSE TO
WHOM YOU TURN FOR HELP, THAT THERE IS NOTHING THEY CAN DO
FOR YOU. HOWEVER, I DO THINK IT VERY IMPORTANT THAT THE
MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE PUT THIS STUDY IN PERSPECTIVE WHEN
ATTEMPTING TO REACH A BALANCED ASSESSMENT OF THE WORK THAT
WE DO.

SO HOW DO WE ADDRESS THE PROBLEM OF THE PUBUC
PERCEPTION OF WHO IS A WHISTLEBLOWER AND THE REAUTY OF THE
STATUTORY DEFINITION? WELL, SEVERAL THINGS CAN BE DONE.

FIRST, INCREASED EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS IN THE AGENCIES ABOUT
THE PROTECTION AFFORDED WHISTLEBLOWERS WOULD BE VERY
HELPFUL. I WILL DISCUSS THAT IN MORE DETAIL LATER. IN

ADDITION, THIS PROBLEM MAY ALSO POINT TO THE NEED FOR SOME
SORT OF LEGISLATIVE CHANGES. WITHOUT OFFERING ANY DEFINITIVE

AMENDMENTS AT THIS TIME, LET ME SAY THAT ITIS A SITUATION

THAT I WOULD CERTAINLY BE WILLING TO STUDY WITH THE
COMMITTEE.
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GAP REPORT

I WOULD LIKE TO MAKE SOME BRIEF COMMENTS ON THE GAO
REPORT CONCERNING THE MANNER IN WHICH 19 FEDERAL AGENCIES
HAVE IMPLEMENTED THE WHISTLEBLOWER STATUTE. THEIR FINDINGS
INDICATE THAT SOME AGENCIES ARE INFORMING EMPLOYEES ABOUT
THEIR WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION RIGHTS. BUT MOST AGENCIES
HAVE NHTHER INFORMED THEIR EMPLOYEES NOR DEVELOPED
POUCIES AND PROCEDURES TO INFORM EMPLOYEES ABOUT THEIR
RIGHTS. CLEARLY, IF FEDERAL WORKERS ARE NOT KNOWLEDGEABLE
ABOUT OSC, THEIR ABIUTY TO DISCLOSE INFORMATION AND BE
PROTECTED FROM REPRISALS FOR THEIR DISCLOSURES IS QUITE
LIMITED. THE REPORT ALSO INDICATED THAT NOT ALL FEDERAL
EMPLOYEES ARE PROTECTED AGAINST REPRISAL BY THE
WHISTLEBLOWER STATUTE. FOR THOSE PERSONS, THE STATUTORY
PROTECTIONS ARE OBVIOUSLY NONEXISTENT. THOSE EMPLOYEES
JUSTIFIABLY ARE TROUBLED BY THIS SITUATION.

THE OSC HAS A VERY ACTIVE PROGRAM OF ITS OWN TO
EDUCATE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND MANAGERS ABOUT PROHIBITED
PERSONNEL PRACTICES AND OTHER MATTERS WITHIN THE
JURISDICTION OF THIS AGENCY. APART FROM THE GOAL OF ENSURING
THAT FEDERAL EMPLOYEES ARE FULLY AWARE OF THEIR RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBIUTIES, THIS EDUCATIONAL EFFORT IS INTENDED TO
REDUCE THE INCIDENCE OF PROHIBITED PERSONNEL PRACTICES, AND
OTHER VIOLATIONS, THROUGH GREATER AWARENESS OF THE LAW.
DURING THE LAST YEAR, SEVERAL SENIOR OFFICDVLS AT OSC,
INCLUDING MYSELF, PARTICIPATED IN OVER 50 PROGRAMS AND
CONFERENCES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES. THE PROGRAMS
AND CONFERENCES WERE SPONSORED BY ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS
THE OFHCE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, FEDERAL EMPLOYEE
UNIONS, THE MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD AND OTHER GROUPS
HAVING AN INTEREST IN FEDERAL PERSONNEL AND FRAUD MATTERS.
WE WILL CONTINUE TO UNDERTAKE SUCH EDUCATIONAL AND
OUTREACH EFFORTS. HOWEVER, IT MUST BE RECOGNIZED THAT WE
ARE A SMALL AGENCY. WITH MOST OF OUR RESOURCES DEVOTED TO
INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION, THERE IS A UMIT TO THE EXTENT
TO WHICH WE CAN CONDUCT OUTREACH EFFORTS. THUS, THE NEED
FOR AGENCIES TO CONDUCT EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR THEIR
OWN EMPLOYEES IS ESSENTIAL.

IN ADDITION, THE GAO REPORT ADDRESSES THE FACT THAT NOT
ALL FEDERAL EMPLOYEES ARE PROTECTED AGAINST REPRISAL BY THE
WHISTLEBLOWER STATUTE. MY PERSONAL BELIEF IS THAT THE
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PROTECTION OF THE WPA SHOULD BE EXTENDED TO AS MANY
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AS POSSIBLE. I THINK THIS IS A VERY
IMPORTANT ISSUE AND I WOULD WELCOME THE OPPORTUNITY TO
WORK WITH YOU AND YOUR STAFF TO FURTHER ADDRESS THIS ISSUE.

GAO ALSO RECOMMENDED THAT THE COMMITTEE AMEND THE
WHISTLEBLOWER STATUTES TO REQUIRE AGENCIES, WITH OSC'S
GUIDANCE, TO DEVELOP COMPREHENSIVE USTINGS OF THE FEDERAL
EMPLOYEES WHO ARE NOT COVERED UNDER THE STATUTES. WHILE I

STRONGLY AGREE WFTH THE NEED TO IDENTIFY WHICH FEDERAL
EMPLOYEES ARE COVERED, I DO NOT BEUEVE THAT THIS IS A TASK
WHICH CAN BE UNDERTAKEN BY OSC. BECAUSE SUCH A UST WOULD
CONSTITUTE OSC'S OPINION AS TO THE COVERAGE OF THE CSRA, AS
AMENDED BY THE WPA, IT WOULD FALL WITHIN THE PROHIBITION. AS
YOU KNOW, OSC IS PROHIBITED BY STATUTE FROM ISSUING ADVISORY
OPINIONS OTHER THAN WITH RESPECT TO THE HATCH ACT.

MR. CHAIRMAN, IT IS CLEAR THAT MANY CHALLENGES UE
AHEAD IF WE ARE TO EDUCATE ALL FEDERAL EMPLOYEES ABOUT
THEIR RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBIUTIES WHILE VIGOROUSLY PURSUING
ACTIVE CASES WHICH ARE BROUGHT TO US. HOWEVER, I DO BELIEVE
THAT THE TIME FOR US TO MOVE TOGETHER IN THIS DIRECTION IS

NOW.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, AS YOU
EXERCISE YOUR OVERSIGHT FUNCTION OF OSC, LET ME ASSURE YOU
MY DOOR WILL BE OPEN TO CONGRESS AND OTHERS WHO ARE
CONCERNED ABOUT OSC'S MISSION. I ALSO WOULD WELCOME ANY
SUGGESTIONS YOU HAVE CONCERNING BETTER WAYS OF CONDUCTING
OUR MISSION. I FEEL VERY POSITIVE ABOUT OUR ACCOMPUSHMENTS
OVER THE PAST SIXTEEN MONTHS. AND I LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING
WITH ALL OF YOU. THIS CONCLUDES MY PREPARED STATEMENT. AT
THIS TIME I WOULD BE PLEASED TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS.
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Mr. McCloskey. Thank you very much, Ms. Koch. As you know,
there have been many negative statements about the OSC. I be-
Heve Mr. Devine or someone said, that the OSC still has not liti-

gated a hearing to restore a whistleblower's job. Can you comment
on that?
Ms. Koch. I think I will let my prosecution director discuss that

issue.

Mr. Reukauf. The statute provides that once OSC has completed
its investigation that before any hearing is held before the Merit
Systems Protection Board, the agency must first be notified and
given an opportunity to take corrective action. So our standard op-
erating procedure is when we find that there has been a violation
that we think warrants corrective action, we make a report to the
agency.

Since 1989, I don't know exactly how many corrective actions we
have gotten, but there were 104 in fiscal year 1992. I believe in one
of your questions, you cited 94. There have been several hundred
corrective actions, I think, since the Whistleblower Protection Act.
In not one instance, has the agency declined to take the corrective
action recommended; so the statute worked. There was nothing to
litigate. That is the answer to that question.
Ms. Koch. The number actually is 264 since the enactment of

the whistleblower
Mr. Reukauf, On 264 occasions we reported to the agency we

think there have been problems in personnel actions that should be
corrected. In all 264, the agency agreed with us and we have nego-
tiated a corrective action that has been satisfactory to us and to the
complainant.
Had any one of those 264 declined to take the action that we rec-

ommended, then we would have had the option available to bring
the matter available before the MSPB and have it adjudicated, but
that action was never necessary.
Mr. McCloskey. Ms. Koch, what specific statutory improve-

ments, legislative reform would you encourage us to consider and
implement right now? I believe in your statement, as I remember
reading it last night, you did mention the various agencies which
are not covered in the legislation.

Obviously, whether it is legislatively or administratively, some
concern for education and spreading the word, so to speak, about
the right and the functions of your office.

Specifically, could you list what you recommend to us legisla-

tively?

Ms. Koch. Well, I think it is very valuable that your committee
is looking at coverage of individuals. There are individuals in—cov-

ered under title XXXVIII of the U.S. Code, in VA hospitals who are

not protected by our statute. There are individuals in Government
corporations who are not protected.

Mr. McCloskey. The Postal Service is not covered, I under-

stand?
Ms. Koch. The post office is not covered in certain aspects of

what we do.

Those would be very valuable things to look at by this committee.

Obviously, the agencies who are currently not covered would want
to have an opportunity to comment.
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The question of the issue of employees finding out about their

rights, as GAO pointed out, is a very important issue, an issue that

I am concerned about and very interested in seeking a resolution,

either legislatively or administratively through executive action

and willing to work with either the administration or with the Con-

gress to resolve that issue.

The statute itself, as I mentioned, does present difficulties with

definition. It is a lawyer's statute. I think if we want to make clear

what a person's rights and responsibilities are, it would be valuable

to look at the language one more time and see if we can make clear

what it is we are intending to protect. That would be another area

to address.
Mr. McCloskey. Speaking of lawyers' language, the 1989 act

lowered the evidentiary standard of proof employees are required

to show when a reprisal case, as I recall, to show it is a contribut-

ing factor rather than a significant factor. That has been some
years, I understand.
Has that improved or changed the process any? Has that been

de minimis?
Ms. Koch. I am going to let Mr. Reukauf respond to that, but

if I might comment, from 1989 to the end of 1992 there has been

a fourfold increase in accomplishing corrective actions. It has made
our office more powerful when we go to agencies and say: We have,

obtained this evidence; we think you should correct this problem.

They know that we will be able to prove it in an adjudication.

Mr. Reukauf. I think the diminishment of the burden of proof

was the most significant thing Congress did in the Whistleblower

Protection Act of 1989. I think it has had significant effects. Inci-

dentally, it was the Office of Special Counsel who recommended to

Congress in the mid-1980's that the word "reprisal" be removed
and replaced with a causal standard, with a lower burden of proof

on us and employees.
So I think our ability to get corrective action in whistleblower

cases, along with the settlements we have heard about before the

MSPB, I think that that lowered standard of proof has caused the

agencies to be more willing to settle our cases, our corrective action

cases; and I think it also made the agencies more willing to settle

with employees when they take individual right of action cases be-

fore the board.
So I don't think it was de minimis at all. I think it was a major

improvement.
Mr. McCloskey. It has come up in the testimony this morning

that cases have increased but it is basically 5 percent who come out

with a positive solution. You know, if that is correct and Mr.

Devine mentioned that a third of the cases that they deal with are

spurious or not justified.

Those 5 percent statistics sound problematic.

Ms. Koch. Well, if I might suggest perhaps a more significant

statistic is the fact that we have seen fit to almost double the num-
ber of cases that we get through the intake process and present a

case and do a full-field investigation on.

We get cases, people that come to us just like the GAO does with

their hot line where they are seeking help. In many cases, we are

the wrong place to be. The more publicity we get out that we exist.
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we get some cases where people are looking for the right place. For
some of those numbers, of those 1,891, we are referring people to
other right places. We are not it.

The significant number is that we have increased the full-field
investigations and then of those full-field investigations, it is actu-
ally more than 30 percent where we get corrective action. At least
in 1992 it was. We had 270 full-field investigations and 105 correc-
tive actions.

Every person that comes to us is by statute entitled—we are re-
quired to investigate their matter unless we determine we do not
have jurisdiction. We do that. We do not turn people away. Every
one of those 1,891 people have had their matter reviewed.
Mr. McCloskey. As you know, it has been charged repeatedly

today the OSC is not an open, dynamic, compassionate lot. If any-
thing, you represent the agency and constantly are hostile to the
concerns of the grieving employees.
Obviously there is, as I said, a more diversified hearing with

Federal employees from numerous agencies and various levels of
concern and expertise will be conducted. Usually when you hear
something like that so intently, there is a possibility of a problem.
As you know, I guess Mr. Devine and maybe some others have
mentioned to the committee that—and I am not being partisan, you
know, a political party here.

Since some Reagan era appointees who became civil service pro-
tected who aren't happy to see these folks come in.

Ms. Koch. Well, it is not true that these folks were the func-
tional equivalent of being placed in there in political positions. The
folks that work at this office are career civil servants and care very
deeply about their jobs. They care very deeply about hearings like

this. Perhaps you ought to talk to them.
Mr. Reukauf. May I make a comment on that?
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Devine talked about some kind of purge he

alleged happened in 1981 where a certain group of people were
eliminated from the office and replaced by people that he doesn't
favor.

I wasn't around in 1981; but I can tell you this, several senior
OSC personnel, including my deputy, who is a senior executive, the
chief of the complaints examining unit, one of the two supervisory

personnel specialists in the complaints examining unit, the chief of

the San Francisco field office, and the chief of the Dallas field office

of the Office of Special Counsel have been employed by the special

counsel since before 1981.
Ms. Koch. That is one of those things I have a great deal of dif-

ficulty responding to. I just find support in working with the people

that are sitting at their desks day in and day out dealing with the

Federal employees that come to us for help.

Mr. McCloskey. What do you think are the problematic agencies

to deal with? We heard expressed to us today that the DOD isn't

interested in speaking generically.

Historically, DOD has not been enamored with spreading the

whistleblower gospel, the rights of whistleblowers, and education of

the work force and so forth. Can you comment on that? It might
be to your credit, but do any of these agencies hate to see you com-
ing?
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Ms. Koch. Almost all of them hate to see us coming. In fact, it

is interesting when I am out educating, doing our outreach effort,

if there are managers in the audience, invariably I get hostile ques-

tions for them that we are trying to keep them from doing their

mission or some such discussion.

We believe that we are where we are because whistleblowers are

valuable and that agencies have to finally get it at some point in

time. There are some that are beginning to get it. We feel that our

vigorous enforcement over the years has moved some in the direc-

tion of improvement, improvement in this education function.

I can say that in my tenure, I know of at least one agency that

established an office to provide this education function within its

own internal management because they became aware that they

had too many problems within the agency. That was the Customs
Service.

The reason I am aware that they established their office to begin

to teach their own people about the rights and responsibilities in

the whistleblower area is that they hired one of my staff people to

go do this because they were so concerned that they had too many
cases that they were defending in our office.

Mr. McCloskey. Ms. Morella gave me several questions she

wanted me to ask you. Along with numerous questions from myself

and perhaps others, I think we will submit most of those in writ-

ing.

[The information referred to follows:]
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U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COl'NSEL
1730 M Siri-il. NW.. suiK- :$<)<)

WashiriKion. ».<;. 200.j(j.4.-,o.-;

The Spet iiil Counsel

May 4, 1993

Honorable Frank McCloskey

Chairman

Subcommittee on Civil Service

Committee on Post Office and Civil Service

122 Cannon House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515-6244

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In response to your letter of April 17, 1993, enclosed are my written responses

to your additional questions from your Oversight Hearing on the Office of Special

Counsel. Once again, I want to express my appreciation to you and your staff for the

opportunities to communicate openly on the very serious mission of our office.

My staff and I look forward to continuing this openness and to working closely

with you in the future. Should you have any additional questions please do not hesitate

to call me.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Day Koch

Enclosure
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CHAIRMAN FRANK MCCLOSKEY
QUESTIONS TO BE SUBMITTED IN WRITING
FOR THE OFHCE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL

IT APPEARS THAT EMPLOYEES WHO MAKE WHAT THEY BEUEVE TO BE
DISCLOSURES PROTECTED UNDER SECTION 2302(B)(8)(A) OFTEN TURN OUT
NOT TO BE PROTECTED BECAUSE AFTER THEY BLOW THE WHISTLE, OSC
OR MSPB DETERMINES THEY ARE NOT TO IN "COVERED POSITIONS"
WITHIN THE MEANING OF 2302(A)(2)(B). DO YOU AGREE THAT THIS IS A
PROBLEM, AND DO YOU HAVE ANY SUGGESTIONS AS TO HOW THE
STATUTE COULD BE AMENDED TO BROADEN COVERAGE?

In a very small percentage of complaints to OSC, the matter is closed because the

complaining employee is not in a "covered position." For instance, postal service

employees are not in covered positions, and their complaints of prohibited personnel

practices would have to be summarily closed. While we do not believe that this is a

major problem, I do support the inclusion of Whistleblower Protection for government

corporation employees as found in Senator Levin's bill S.622.

GAO'S OCTOBER 1992 REPORT (GAO/GGD-93--3), PAGE 1 1 , STATES THAT OSC
REPORTED 94 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS OR FAVORABLE DISPOSITIONS UNDER
THE WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT OF 1989 THROUGH JUNE 1992.

HOW MANY DO YOU HAVE TO DATE?

THE SPECIAL COUNSEL USED THE TERM NEGOTIATED CORRECTIVE
ACTION IN HER TESTIMONY BEFORE THE APPROPRIATIONS
SUBCOMMITTEE IN FEBRUARY 1993. IN ITS ANNUAL REPORTS, OSC HAS
USED THE TERMS CORRECTIVE ACTION OR FAVORABLE DISPOSITION.

WHAT IS A NEGOTIATED CORRECTIVE ACTION OR FAVORABLE
DISPOSITION IN COMPARISON TO A CORRECTIVE ACTION?

WHAT IS A CORRECTIVE ACTION? IS THIS THE SAME AS A REVERSAL OF
AN ADVERSE ACTION? UNDER THE 1989 ACT, HOW MANY REVERSALS OF
ADVERSE ACTION HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO GET FOR COMPLAINANTS?

CAN YOU TELL ME THE TYPES OF NEGOTIATED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS OR
FAVORABLE DISPOSITIONS THAT YOU ARE GETTING FOR EMPLOYEES AND
CORRELATE THEM TO THE ADVERSE ACTIONS TAKEN AGAINST THE
EMPLOYEE? DO YOU HAVE THIS INFORMATION READILY AVAILABLE?
CAN YOU PROVIDE THIS SUBCOMMITTEE WITH SUCH INFORMATION?

IN YOUR TESTIMONY, YOU STATE THAT IN FY1992 YOU OBTAINED 104

SEPARATE CORRECTIVE OR FAVORABLE ACTIONS IN 95 MATTERS. HOW
DO THESE ACTIONS RELATE TO THE 3,170 SEPARATE ALLEGATIONS YOU
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REPORTED IN FY1992, OR THE 1,891 COMPLAINTS YOU HANDLED IN
FY1992?

ASSUMING THIS REFERS TO SEPARATE COMPLAINTS, IN YOUR OPINION IS
104 "CORRECTIVE OR FAVORABLE" ACTIONS A GOOD SUCCESS RATE OUT
OF 1,891 COMPLAINTS, WHICH IS ONLY 5.5%. CAN YOU SUGGEST ANY
BENCHMARK AGAINST WHICH OSC'S SUCCESS COULD BE MEASURED?

As of the date of the Special Counsel's testimony before the subcommittee on March 31,
1993, the OSC had obtained 264 corrective actions since the effective date of the

Whistleblower Protection Act. The terms "corrective action," "favorable disposition,"

and "negotiated corrective action" are basically interchangeable. A "corrective action"
involves the reversal of a personnel action which adversely affected the complainant or
similar action acceptable to the complainant. Attached is a recent list of a sample of
corrective actions which we were requested to prepare for the General Accounting
Office. The 104 corrective actions in FY92 were obtained based upon the 1891 separate

complaints. It must be considered that these 1891 complaints included, for example,
cases in which OSC did not even have jurisdiction. Thus, the 104 corrective actions

relate to the total number of complainants who alleged that they were victims of
prohibited personnel practices. Therefore, the rate of "meritorious" complaints of

prohibited personnel practices in FY92 was about 5.5%. By comparison, in past years

we have seen data from the Inspectors General and the GAO hotline which suggest that

a 5.5% rate of meritorious complaints would not be unexpected.

Perhaps a more useful measuring stick of OSC's effectiveness, is to look at OSC's
success rate on cases that are referred for a full field investigation. These are the cases

that are referred to OSC's Investigation Division by the Complaints Examining Unit

because there is sufficient evidence to merit a full case review. Of the 270 cases in FY
1992 that were referred for a full field investigation, OSC obtained corrective action in

104 cases. This represents a success rate of 38.5%.

THE 1989 ACT SUBSTANTIALLY LOWERED THE EVIDENTIARY STANDARD
OF PROOF EMPLOYEES ARE REQUIRED TO SHOW TO WIN A REPRISAL
CASE, FROM SHOWING THAT REPRISAL WAS A MAJOR FACTOR IN A
DISCIPLINARY FACTOR TO SHOWING THAT IT'S A CONTRIBUTING FACTOR .

GIVEN THE 4 YEARS SINCE THE ACT, HAS THIS CHANGE MADE IT EASIER
FOR COMPLAINANTS TO PROVE REPRISAL? IF YES, HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN
WHY THERE APPEARS TO BE NO RELATIVE CHANGE IN THE PERCENTAGE
OF CASES IN WHICH SOME TYPE OF CORRECTIVE ACTION OR FAVORABLE
DISPOSITION IS OBTAINED.

Under the Civil Service Reform Act a complainant (or OSC) had to prove that "reprisal"

was a "significant" factor in a personnel action. Under the WPA a complainant (or OSC)

must prove that the disclosures were a "contributing factor" in causing the personnel

action. While this is a substantial change in the burden of proof, it obviously does not

transform non-meritorious cases into violations of the law. If the evidence in a case
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shows that the agency's personnel action was taken for legitimate reasons, the MSPB and

the courts will not overturn those actions. One possible explanation for why there

appears to be no relative change in the percentage of matters where corrective action was

obtained, is that the change in the law has not appreciably increased the overall

percentage of meritorious complaints to OSC.

The WPA does, however, seem to have increased the total number of complaints and,

as we reported to GAO, it also seems to have increased the number of OSC cases

requiring a full field investigation. As we also pointed out to GAO we have detected a

substantial increase in the number of matters that result in corrective action, after having

been referred for a full field investigation. In fact, these corrective actions have

increased threefold, and since the WPA we have obtained corrective action in more than

one third of the complaints which we determined had facial merit.

We have not done a study to determine which of the matters that were provable under

the WPA would not have been under CSRA. However, we believe that at least some of

the 104 corrective action cases would fit into this category.

4. ANOTHER CHANGE IN THE 1989 ACT WAS ALLOWING EMPLOYEES TO FILE

APPEALS WITH MSPB. IN GAO'S OCTOBER 1992 REPORT (GAO/GGD-9393).

PAGE 15, THIRTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE COMPLAINANTS THAT FIRST

WENT TO OSC WERE EITHER SETTLED OR REVERSED AT MSPB.

WHY ARE SUCH A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF THESE COMPLAINANTS
GETTING REUEF AT MSPB RATHER THAN RECEIVING HELP FROM OSC?

HAS OSC DONE ANY TRACKING OF COMPLAINANTS THAT GO TO MSPB TO
SEE WHY THEY ARE SETTLING THESE CASES AT MSPB?

We do not track matters closed by OSC and later settled before MSPB. We
assume that agencies settle litigation for any number of reasons, and we suspect

that the reduced burden of proof under WPA has led agencies to settle non-

meritorious complaints as nuisance cases as reflected in the settlement statistics

from MSPB. The MSPB has a policy of strongly encouraging all litigants before

it to settle their cases. While this may be appropriate for an adjudicatory agency

like MSPB, it would not be appropriate for OSC to continue to pursue corrective

action in cases which have been positively determined to lack merit. Indeed,

some of the settlements we have seen cannot be described as particularly

favorable to complainants. For example, we have seen cases where the agency

has agreed to withdraw an adverse action to remove an employee for misconduct

in exchange for the employee's resignation with, of course, no concession from

the agency that it's adverse action had been illegitimate.

5. GAO REPORTED IN ITS OCTOBER 1992 REPORT, PAGE 12, THAT OSC HAS
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NOT GONE BEFORE MSPB UNDER THE 1989 ACT TO SEEK CORRECTIVE
ACTION FOR ANY EMPLOYEE AND ONLY ONCE TO SEEK DISCIPLINARY
ACTION AGAINST THE ONE COMMITTING THE REPRISAL.

WHY IS THIS THE CASE WHEN OSC IS NOT GETTING CORRECTIVE ACTION
AND SETTUNG MOST OF THE CASES?

OSC is required by law to report to the relevant agency before commencing corrective

action litigation. If the agency takes corrective action, then there is no need to engage

in litigation before the board. Since the passage of the WPA, OSC has not been required

to petition the board for corrective action because the agencies have acquiesced in all of

OSC's corrective action recommendations. In some cases where OSC believes that

disciplinary action is warranted, we include disciplinary action as part of a negotiated

corrective action.

IN GAO'S OCTOBER 1992, PAGE 11, OSC REPORTED 9 DISCIPUNARY
ACTIONS AGAINST AGENCY OFFICIALS. THIS APPEARS RELATIVELY FEW
COMPARED TO THE NUMBER OF CORRECTIVE ACTIONS. BASED ON THESE
NUMBERS, IT APPEARS THAT THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE REPRISALS

ARE NOT BEING HELD ACCOUNTABLE. ACCORDING TO TESTIMONY
SUBMITTED (SIC) MSPB, TO DATE, OSC HAS ONLY BROUGHT THREE
DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS AGAINST SUPERVISORS SINCE ENACTED (SIC) OF
THE 1989 ACT.

(1) DO YOU HAVE AN EXPLANATION FOR THIS SEEMINGLY SMALL
NUMBER?

(2) IS IT OSC'S POLICY TO SETTLE DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS AS PART OF A
REPRISAL SETTLEMENT?

(3) IS IT OSC'S PRACTICE TO DEFER TO AGENCIES WHEN IT COMES TO

REPRISALS?

(4) WHAT KINDS OF DISCIPUNARY ACTIONS ARE BEING TAKEN AGAINST

THESE INDIVIDUALS?

OSC often seeks to have agencies take disciplinary action against managers who have

committed prohibited personnel practices. This frequently done as part of corrective

action negotiation. Depending on the circumstances the disciplinary action in such a case

would involve, perhaps, a letter of reprimand or a short suspension without pay. OSC

reserves its disciplinary action authority to prosecutions of egregious violations. The

penalties sought in these cases range from lengthy suspensions to demotions from

supervisory positions or to removal from federal employment.
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UNDER 5 use. § 1218, OSC REPORTS ANNUALLY TO CONGRESS. SINCE
OSCS PRIMARY ROLE IS TO PROTECT WHISTLEBLOWERS FROM REPRISAL,

IT CAN PROVIDE A MORE ACCURATE GAUGE OF HOW WELL THOSE
CLAIMING WHISTLEBLOWER REPRISAL ARE FARING IF THERE IS SEPARATE
REPORTING. WOULD OSC BE WILLING TO REPORT WHISTLEBLOWER
REPRISAL COMPLAINT INFORMATION SIMILAR TO HOW GAO REPORTED
OSC DATA ON PAGE 1 1 OF ITS OCTOBER 1992 REPORT?

The OSC provided the information contained in the GAO report of October 1992.

During the close-out discussion, OSC advised GAO that its data format is misleading

because it does not take into account mitigating factors that may ultimately resolve a

reprisal allegation. Consequently, I do not believe that the GAO format would be an

accurate representation of OSC's workload on whistleblower complaints.

In an effort to help the Subcommittee we would be willing to discuss changes in

reporting that would compare results to the number of cases processed.

GAO'S SURVEY WORK HAS SHOWN THAT OVER SEVENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES ARE NOT FAMILIAR WITH, OR HAVE RECEIVED NO
INFORMATION ABOUT, THE WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT OF 1989.

WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE OSC'S ROLE IS OR SHOULD BE, FOR MONITORING
OR OVERSEEING IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WHISTLEBLOWER STATUTE?

IN REGARDS TO THE OUTREACH EFFORT:

(1) HOW DOES OSC PUBLICIZE ITS WHISTLEBLOWER HOTLINE?

Due to the relatively small size of our organization, we rely on our outreach efforts to

advertise the hotline. In addition, we have worked with several departments to provide

information to federal employees on the message part of their leave and earnings

statement.

(2) HOW DO PEOPLE KNOW ABOUT THE HOTLINE IF THEY DON'T EVEN
KNOW ABOUT THEIR RIGHTS UNDER THE 1989 ACT?

Members of my senior staff and I regularly attend numerous outreach opportunities to

educate the federal community about whistleblower rights and protections. We attended

50 such events last year.

I also attend the regular gatherings of the agency inspectors general through the

President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE). In this way I try to keep the IG

community informed about OSC's work.

Again, we are a small agency with limited funds to spend on public information, as most
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of our resources are primarily dedicated to investigation and prosecution of the 2000 or
so complaints we ar already receiving.

(3) IN YOUR TESTIMONY. YOU STATE THAT IN FY 1992 OSC RECEIVED
AND CONSIDERED 136 MATTERS FOR POSSIBLE REFERRAL TO THE AGENCY
CONCERNED. HOW MANY WERE REFERRED? DO YOU KNOW IF ANY
ACTION WAS TAKEN BY AN AGENCY IN RESPONSE?

With respect to the number of cases received and referred in FY 1992, it must be
considered that each and every case is not received, referred, reported on and closed with
results annotated in a given fiscal year. Thus, the 136 cases received and referred in FY
1992 consist of 6 matters on hand at the beginning of the year that were processed along
with the 130 we received and processed. Twelve new matters were pending at the end
of the year. In addition, we can only report results on cases in which we received the

report and closed it out. Of the 10 cases we closed with reports, only 4 were received

and closed during the same fiscal year. Other closed matters were received in FYs 1989-

1991.

During FY 1992, 82 matters were transmitted to the agencies concerned, as

follows:

* 5 pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 1213(c);

* 8 pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 1213(g)(2);

* 69 to the Inspectors General without requiring a report.

During FY 1992, 10 matters were closed based on agency reports during FY 1992, as

follows:

* 7 had some or all allegations substantiated; and
* 9 corrective actions were reported in these 7 cases ranging from

correcting agency policies and procedures to disciplinary action.

IN FEBRUARY 1993, OSC STATED THAT IT HAD PARTICIPATED IN OVER
FIFTY PROGRAMS AND CONFERENCES TO INFORM VARIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS ABOUT THE LAW. IN THESE PROGRAMS, HAVE YOUR
AUDIENCES CONSISTED OF EMPLOYEES OR MANAGEMENT? HAS
INFORMATION FOCUSED ON WHAT AN EMPLOYEE NEEDS TO HAVE IN

ORDER TO PROVE REPRISAL, OR HAS IT FOCUSED ON WHAT THE AGENCIES
MUST DO IN ORDER TO SUSTAIN A CHALLENGE TO ANY PERSONNEL
ACTION THAT THEY MAY TAKE?

Our outreach has included speeches to and meetings with audiences consisting of

employees, managers and unions. The principal focus of these outreach efforts has been

and continues to be to educate people about OSC and its mission. We inform audiences
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of the role of OSC as an independent investigative and prosecutorial agency charged with

protecting employees, former employees, and applicants for employment from prohibited

personnel practices, especially reprisal for whistleblowing.

10. DOES OSC HAVE ANY SPECIFIC INFORMATIONAL PUBLICATIONS THAT
DISCUSS GUIDELINES OR POLICIES THAT COULD HELP FEDERAL
EMPLOYEES DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT THEIR CLAIM OF REPRISAL
MIGHT BE VALID, BEFORE THEY PROCEED WITH THE FORMAL PROCESS OF
REPORTING REPRISAL TO OSC?

We publish and make available a pamphlet that explains the role and protective functions

served by OSC. This pamphlet explains what constitutes "whistleblowing," what are the

eleven statutorily-defined prohibited personnel practices, who is covered, and how and

where to file a complaint. In addition, the pamphlet explains OSC's whistleblower

disclosure function and OSC's Hatch Act advisory and enforcement authority. I am
submitting this publication, entitled "The Role of the Office of Special Counsel," for the

record.

11. SHOULD CONGRESS EXPAND THE COVERAGE OF THE WHISTLEBLOWER
STATUTE TO INCLUDE ALL FEDERAL EMPLOYEES, ESPECIALLY THOSE NOT
COVERED BY use. TITLE 5, FOR EXAMPLE V.A. MEDICAL PERSONNEL?
SHOULD GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS ALSO BE BROUGHT UNDER THE
STATUTE'S PROTECTION?

I support the extension of whistleblower protection to the employees of government

corporations as found in Senator Levin's bill S.622. In addition, there are current

discussions by Secretary Jessie Brown regarding the covering medical personnel and I

am supportive of these efforts.

12. HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN CASES BETWEEN JULY 9, 1989 AND SEPTEMBER 30,

1991 WHERE OSC SAID THAT THERE WAS INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO
PROVE THAT REPRISAL HAD BEEN TAKEN AGAINST A CLAIMANT AND
WHICH WERE LATER SETTLED OR REVERSED BY MSPB?

We have already commented on the settlements before the MSPB in answer to question

4 above. We are aware of a small number of cases where OSC has closed the file and

MSPB has reversed the agency's action. In some of those cases the complainant

produced new evidence of which OSC was unaware. In others, we reviewed our closure

decisions and found the MSPB decisions unpersuasive that a violation had occurred. In

short, we simply disagreed with the MSPB's decision. At any rate, we also believe,

without having conducted a thorough smdy of the matter, that MSPB's decisions on the

merits have coincided with OSC's decisions to close the files in over 95% of the cases

adjudicated by MSPB.
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When a prohibited personnel practice

exists in a federal agency, who can investi-

gate and prosecute?

When a prohibited personnel action has

been or is to be taken, who can file a law-

suit to stop it?

When a federal employee discloses infor-

mation evidencing a violation of law, rule or

regulation, or gross mismanagement, gross

waste, abuse of authority or a danger to

public health or safety who can offer pro-

tection against reprisal?

When federal employees want a secure

channel to report information about wrong-

doing, where can they go?

When federal employees are subjected to

political coercion or have questions about

the law pertaining to political activities, who

can they turn to?

If you answer those questions with,

"The Office of Special Counsel," you

are correct.

The Office Of Special Counsel

Since the Civil Service Reform Act of

1978, tj-ie Office of Special Counsel (OSC)

has been available to protect federal

employees and the merit system in all of

these areas.

With the passage of the Whistleblower

Protection Act of 1989 (Act), the primary

role of the OSC as an independent inves-

tigative and prosecutorial agency is to pro-

tect employees, former employees, and

applicants for employment from prohibited

personnel practices, especially reprisal for

whistleblowing.
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The Role Of The OSC

The OSC has three basic areas of statu-

tory responsibility. They are:

(1) receiving and investigating allegations

of prohibited personnel practices and other

activities prohibited by civil service law, rule

or regulation and, if warranted, initiating cor-

rective or disciplinary action;

(2) providing a secure channel through

which infornnation evidencing a violation of

any law, rule, or regulation, or gross nnis-

nnanagement, a gross waste of funds, an

abuse of authority, or a substantial and spe-

cific danger to public health or safety may

be disclosed without fear of retaliation and

without disclosure of identity except with

the employee's consent;

(3) enforcing the Hatch Act.

OSC investigators may require evidence

from federal employees. All federal employees

are required to testify and agencies must pro-

vide records to the OSC under Civil Service

Rule 5.4. The Special Counsel also has

authority to issue subpoenas for documents

or the attendance and testimony of witnesses.

During an investigation, the OSC may require

employees or other persons to give testimony

under oath, to sign written statements or to

respond formally to written questions.

Whistleblowing

You are "whistleblowing" when you law-

fully disclose information to the Special

Counsel, an Inspector General, agency

officials or others which you reasonably

believe evidences the following types of

wrongdoing:

• a violation of any law, rule or regulation;

or

2
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• gross mismanagement, a gross waste of

funds, an abuse of authority, or a sub-

stantial and specific danger to public

health or safety.

Prohibited Personnel Practices

Under the Civil Service Reform Act, feder-

al agency heads, managers, supervisors

and personnel officials are responsible for

preventing prohibited personnel practices,

including reprisal for whistleblowing, and for

complying with and enforcing civil service

laws, rules and regulations. A personnel

action (such as an appointment, promotion,

reassignment, suspension, etc.) may need

to be involved before there can be a prohib-

ited personnel practice. Federal employees

may file complaints of prohibited personnel

practices with the OSC. The complaints will

be investigated and, if the evidence war-

rants, the violation will be corrected or pros-

ecuted or both.

Under the law, any employee who can

take, direct others to take, recommend or

approve any personnel action may not:

(1) discriminate based on race, color, reli-

gion, sex, national origin, age, handicapping

condition, marital status or political affiliation;

(2) solicit or consider employment rec-

ommendations based on factors other

than personal knowledge of records of job

related abilities or characteristics;

(3) coerce the political activity of any per-

son;

(4) deceive or willfully obstruct any per-

son from competing for employment;

(5) influence any person to withdraw

from competition for any position to

improve or injure the employment
prospects of any other person;

3
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(6) give unauthorized preference or

advantage to any person to improve or

injure the employment prospects of any par-

ticular employee or applicant;

(7) engage in nepotism (hire or promote

or advocate the hiring or promotion of rela-

tives within the same agency component);

(8) take or threaten to take a personnel

action against an employee for any disclo-

sure of information which the employee rea-

sonably believes evidences a violation of

law, rule or regulation, or gross mismanage-

ment, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of

authority, or a substantial and specific dan-

ger to public health or safety;

(9) take or threaten to take a personnel

action against an employee for the exercise

of an appeal right;

(10) discriminate based on personal conduct

which is not adverse to on-the-job perfor-

mance of the employee, applicant or others;

(11) violate any law, rule or regulation

which implements or directly concerns the

merit system principles.

It should be noted that while the OSC is

statutorily authorized to investigate allega-

tions of age, race or sex discrimination, pro-

cedures and facilities for investigating such

complaints have already been established in

the agencies and the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission. To avoid duplicat-

ing those procedures, the OSC will normally

defer a complaint involving discrimination to

those agencies' procedures rather than initi-

ate an independent investigation.

An employee may request the Special

Counsel to seek to postpone or "stay" an

adverse personnel action pending investiga-

tion by the OSC. If the Special Counsel has

reasonable grounds to believe that the pro-

posed action is the result of a prohibited

4
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personnel practice he or she may ask the

Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) to

delay the action until an investigation can be

completed.

The Whistleblower Protection Act of 1 989

provides for a new individual right of action

(IRA) before the MSPB for federal employ-

ees and applicants who allege that they

were subjected to any personnel action

because of whistleblowing. The com-
plainant must first seek corrective action

from the OSC before filing an IRA under the

Act with the MSPB. Procedures for the filing

of an IRA are set forth in MSPB regulations.

Whistleblower Disclosure Channel

The OSC serves as a conduit between a

federal employee whistleblower and the

affected agency by referring information of

wrongdoing to the agency while affording

anonymity to the employee. The OSC is not

authorized to conduct the actual investiga-

tion of whistleblowing disclosures, but may
require the concerned agency to investigate

and report the results of the investigation for

transmittal to the President, Congress, and

the employee.

Hatch Act

The Hatch Act prohibits federal employ-

ees from participating in certain political

activities. Specifically, it prohibits the use of

official authority or influence to interfere with

or affect the result of an election, it also

prohibits taking an active part in political

management or partisan campaigns. The

law does not restrict an employee's right to

vote in any election, or to publicly or private-

ly express opinions, participate in non-parti-

san activities, or petition Congress. State

and local government employees who work

in connection with federal funds are also

5
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subject to some restrictions on political

activity.

If you believe that a violation of the Hatch
Act has occurred, you may file a complaint

with the OSC which will investigate and, if

warranted, prosecute the individual for

breaking the law. The OSC will also give

advisory opinions as to whether or not any

specific political activity an employee wishes

to undertake violates the law. (see "Where
to File")

Who Is Covered

With few exceptions, prohibited personnel

practices apply to federal job applicants or

current or former federal employees in any

agency of the Executive Branch, the Admin-

istrative Office of the U.S. Courts or the

Government Printing Office, but not to

employees in:

• a government corporation;

• the Central Intelligence Agency, Defense

Intelligence Agency, National Security

Agency or certain other intelligence

agencies excluded by the President;

• the General Accounting Office;

• the U.S. Postal Service or Postal Rate

Commission; or

• the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The OSC also investigates and advises

on alleged violations of the Hatch Act gov-

erning political activity of employees in any

agency in the Executive Branch, the U.S.

Postal Service, Postal Rate Commission

and District of Columbia Government.

After An OSC Investigation

Following investigation of an alleged pro-

hibited personnel practice, the Special

Counsel may recommend that an agency
6
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take corrective action if there is reason to

believe that a prohibited personnel practice

has occurred, exists or is to be taken.

If the agency does not take the recom-

mended action after a reasonable period,

the Special Counsel may request the MSPB
to order corrective action. The Special

Counsel may also request the MSPB to

order disciplinary action against an employ-

ee who commits a prohibited personnel

practice or who violates civil service laws,

rules and regulations. The charged employ-

ee's rights in such cases are set forth in the

MSPB regulations. A complaint may be

filed against an employee for knowing and

willful refusal or failure to comply with an

MSPB order.

Following investigation of an alleged viola-

tion of the Hatch Act by a state or local gov-

ernment employee, the Special Counsel

may request that the MSPB order the with-

holding of federal funds from a state or local

agency if:

• the agency has failed to remove an

employee found by the MSPB to have

engaged in prohibited political activity; or

• such employee is re-employed within 1

8

months in a state or local agency of the

same state.

Evidence of a criminal violation which

arises during any investigation will be

referred to the Department of Justice.

How To File A Complaint

Most employees' problems involving

labor relations are resolved within the agen-

cy either through informal discussion with a

supervisor or through established grievance

procedures. Certain matters, such as

adverse personnel actions, may also be

7
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resolved under an appeals procedure where
an appeal right is granted by law or regula-

tion. Employees are encouraged to use
these channels whether or not they also
complain to the OSC. Labor relations prob-

lems do not fall within the jurisdiction of the

OSC, unless prohibited personnel practices

are involved.

Any employee may report an alleged pro-

hibited activity to the OSC without being

represented by an attorney. There is no
time limit on filing a complaint. Although the

OSC cannot give advisory opinions except

in matters involving the Hatch Act, it will

clarify its jurisdictional authority and advise

an employee of information needed for OSC
to take action on a problem. Employees fil-

ing complaints with the OSC are encour-

aged to respond promptly to requests for

additional information in order to expedite

investigations.

Information submitted to the OSC should

be in writing. The OSC will provide com-
plaint forms to employees upon request,

(see "Where to File") At a minimum, the fol-

lowing should be included in the submis-

sion:

• full name, address and phone number at

which the complainant may be reached

for more information, or for notification of

action taken. The identity of the individu-

al will not be revealed without prior con-

sent except in those instances when
immediate action is required to carry out

the responsibilities of the Special Coun-

sel. The office will attempt to contact the

complainant first in such instances.

• the name and address or location of the

federal agency involved, including the

specific office or activity that is the sub-

ject of the complaint.

8
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• the job title, pay grade and employment

status of the employee or employees

affected by the allegedly prohibited

actions.

• an indication whether the information

submitted shows:

• a prohibited personnel practice or

other activity prohibited by civil ser-

vice law, rule or regulation; or

• a violation of other law, rule or regu-

lation; or

• gross mismanagement, a gross

waste of funds, abuse of authority or

a substantial and specific danger to

public health or safety.

• a brief and accurate statement of those

facts believed to provide evidence of

prohibited activity or wrongdoing, and a

concise description of the actions and

events being reported. If the information

concerns a prohibited personnel prac-

tice, indicate the specific personnel

action(s) taken or proposed.

Always indicate:

• the specific actions that show wrong-

doing;

• who was involved in the action;

• when the action was taken, or when the

proposed action is to occur;

• any pertinent documentary evidence or

information currently in possession of

the complainant; and

• whether or not consent is given to dis-

close the identity of the employee filing

the complaint, if this is necessary to take

legal action.

The OSC depends upon complete and

accurate information as a basis for its

actions; therefore, additional information

may be requested from a complainant if the

9
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OSC cannot determine what action is

appropriate or whether the matter falls with-

in its jurisdiction.

Where To File A Complaint

The Complaints Examining Unit (CEU) in

the OSC headquarters office receives,

reviews and evaluates all incoming com-
plaints and refers matters determined to

warrant further investigation to the appropri-

ate investigative office.

All complaints, disclosures and requests

for information should be sent to:

Office of Special Counsel

Complaints Examining Unit

11 20 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Suite 1 100

Washington, D.C. 20005

OSC Telephone Numbers To Note

Complaints (202) or (FTS) 653-7 1 88

Examining Unit

Whistleblower

Hotline (202) or (FTS) 653-91 25

Hatch Act Unit (202) or (FTS) 653-71 43

Public (202) or (FTS) 653-7984

Information

Toll Free 1-800-872-9855

TDD users (202) 653-71 88

This pamphlet is provided as general

information to the public and is not to be

considered a regulatory or legal authority.

December 1990

10

* U, S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1991- 287-925
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13. IN YOUR OPINION, WOULD ANNUAL PUBLICATION OF AGENCY BY AGENCY
STATISTICS ON THE NUMBER OF WHISTLEBLOWER REPRISAL CLAIMS HAVE
ANY IMPACT ON PROTECTING FEDERAL EMPLOYEES FROM REPRISAL?
COULD THIS BE AN INCENTIVE FOR AGENCY HEADS TO BETTER
IMPLEMENT THE WHISTLEBLOWER STATUTE?

I am certainly willing to explore any idea that will assist agency heads in implementing

the Whistleblower Protection Act. However, it is essential that all parties understand

what certain statistics do and do not signify. For example, if we were to report that a

large agency with several thousand employees, had 60 whistleblower complaints, that

number could, but would not necessarily, reflect that the agency is doing a good job in

light of the large size of the workforce. However, a low number could also reflect a

concerted effort by an agency to stifle whistleblowing.

14. IN YOUR TESTIMONY YOU DESCRIBE AN INCREASING NUMBER OF CASES
CLOSED BY YOUR COMPLAINTS EXAMINING UNIT BETWEEN FY 1991 AND
FY 1992 WHICH RAISES A COUPLE OF QUESTIONS:

(1) ARE THESE ALL WHISTLEBLOWER CASES?

(2) YOU REFER TO "SATISFACTORY RESOLUTION OF AN EMPLOYEE'S
COMPLAINT DURING THE INITIAL REVIEW PROCESS" AND DISTINGUISH
THAT FROM "A DETERMINATION THAT THERE WAS INSUFFICIENT BASIS

FOR FURTHER OSC ACTION." WHAT DOES "SATISFACTORY RESOLUTION
OF AN EMPLOYEE'S COMPLAINT MEAN"? AND IS THE TERM
"SATISFACTORY" FROM THE EMPLOYEE'S PERSPECTIVE, OSC'S OR THE
RELEVANT AGENCY'S? DOES THIS REFER TO EXPOSING WASTE, FRAUD
AND ABUSE?

(3) IT DOESN'T SEEM TO ME THAT THE NUMBER OF CASES CLOSED AT
THE INITIAL STAGE IS ANY INDICATION OF SUCCESS, AND I THINK IT

SENDS THE SIGNAL THAT OSC'S MISSION IS TO DISPOSE OF CASES RATHER
THAN TO PROTECT EMPLOYEES. DO YOU AGREE?

(4) YOU TESTIFY 1,798 WERE CLOSED AT THE INITIAL STAGE IN FY 1992.

DOES THIS MEAN THAT OSC CLOSED 95% OF THE 1,891 COMPLAINTS
RECEIVED AT THE INITIAL STAGE?

In my statement, at page 4, I referred to the increasing workload of OSC in genera! and

specifically the Complaints Examining Unit (CEU). The workload I referenced included

all types of allegations of prohibited personnel practices, not only allegations of reprisal

for whistleblowing. My reference to the number of cases closed by CEU was to show

the increased workload and the types of actions taken to close out cases; some were
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closed because CEU was able to obtain the corrective action requested by or acceptable

to the employee, others were closed because CEU was unable to find sufficient evidence

upon which to make a finding that reasonable grounds existed to believe there had been

a prohibited personnel practice. These closures by definition do not include cases

referred for further on-site investigation or referral to the Investigation Division as

whistleblower disclosures. These numbers should not be viewed as an indication of

success; the context in which they were discussed was clearly to show the increasing

workload handled by OSC's staff.

If all the numbers are looked at, and we must recognize that there are overlaps from one

fiscal year to another, during FY 1992 CEU received approximately 1,891 complaints,

referred 270 for further on-site investigation, referred 62 as whistleblower disclosures,

and closed 1798. In other words, CEU took action on 2130 complaints during the fiscal

year, and approximately 13% of those actions involved referrals for additional

investigation of prohibited personnel practices and another 3% were referred to our

Investigation Division as whistleblower disclosures.

15. THE GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABIUTY PROJECT CONDUCTED AN
INFORMAL, NON-SCIENTIFIC SURVEY AND FOUND THAT AFTER A NUMBER
OF WHISTLEBLOWERS WENT TO THE OSC REPRISALS INCREASED
SIGNIFICANTLY. THOSE SAME WHISTLEBLOWERS FELT THAT THE OSC DID

NOTHING ON THEIR BEHALF TO PREVENT REPRISAL. OSC SHOULD NOT
NECESSARILY SPEND ITS TIME PROTECTING THESE EMPLOYEES, BUT
CERTAINLY CONTACTING OSC SHOULD NOT RESULT IN FURTHER
REPRISAL. WOULD YOU PLEASE RESPOND TO THESE FINDINGS?

Without knowing the specifics of these cases, this question is difficult to answer. Since

its inception, OSC has established as a first priority that no complainant or witness would

suffer a reprisal for coming to OSC. In fact, OSC has successfully litigated this point

before the MSPB. Although OSC receives complaints of reprisal from time-to-time

following investigations, the complaints are rare ami are always investigated. There has

been no pattern of reprisal evident in these investigations.

16 AT THE END OF PAGE 7, YOU SAY THAT THERE MAY BE A NEED FOR
LEGISLATIVE CHANGES REGARDING WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION. IAM
CERTAINLY INTERESTED IN ANY SUGGESTIONS THAT YOU MAY HAVE.

WOULD YOU PLEASE ELABORATE?

Some of the areas that I feel would merit Congressional consideration would be in

seeking additional coverage of federal workers who are presently exempt from coverage

as I mentioned in response to question 11 . I am also working with the Executive Office

of the President on additional avenues for agency heads to support outreach efforts to

their employees. I also support the legislative changes that are found in the recently
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introduced Levin bill (S.622). Finally, because of the interpretation given to several

WPA terms by the MSPB I also believe that the definition of whistleblower and the

definitions of prohibited personnel practices should be clarified. I would welcome the

opportunity to work with the Subcommittee on any legislative changes that would better

equip OSC to serve Federal empfoyees.

17. GAP MENTIONS IN ITS TESTIMONY THAT OSC REFUSES TO CONSIDER

NO-FAULT SETTLEMENTS THAT RESOLVE DISPUTES WITHOUT PROLONGED
INVESTIGATIONS OR LITIGATION WITH SOME EXCEPTIONS. WHY IS THAT
THE CASE? DOES THE REFUSAL STEM FROM CONGRESSIONAL MANDATE?

First, it is not exactly clear what GAP means by "no-fault" settlements. We believe that

GAP may be referring to imposing a requirement that OSC begin settlement efforts

without undertaking any investigation of complainants allegations. We believe that it

would be inadvisable for OSC to blindly accept all allegations by all complainants

without some degree of investigation. Having said that, OSC does settle many cases

without prolonged investigations. For example, many cases are settled in the Complaints

Examining Unit with only minimal investigation. Many others are settled at the earliest

stages of our field investigations. Thus, GAP's testimony is incorrect in its suggestion

that OSC needlessly prolongs investigations before proceeding to settlement negotiation.

18. THE NEW PROPOSALS BY PRESIDENT CLINTON TO "REINVENT

GOVERNMENT" AND SEEK ADVICE FROM FEDERAL EMPLOYEES MAY VERY
WELL SET UP A WHOLE NEW GROUP OF WHISTLEBLOWERS. OBVIOUSLY,

THERE IS GOING TO HAVE TO BE A CHANGE OF ATTITUDE BY THE
AGENCIES TO PREVENT REPRISALS AGAINST THESE NEW
WHISTLEBLOWERS. BUT IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE THAT CAN BE DONE
IN THE SHORT TERM? ARE YOU EXPECTING MORE WHISTLEBLOWERS?

I along with the entire OSC staff welcomed the President's initiative for reinventing

government. We feel that OSC can and does play a very important role in affording

federal workers an avenue to report waste and abuse. So strong is our commitment to

help, that I wrote to Vice President Gore's advisor to his working group to suggest the

important role of OSC in this endeavor. I have attached the correspondence and request

that it be a part of the record. I feel it is too early to speculate whether we will

experience an increase of whistleblower cases as a result of the Vice President's

initiative. One important protective measure that has already been mentioned is the

possibility of requiring the agencies to inform federal employees about their rights as

whistleblowers. I will say that regardless of the outcome we stand ready to serve

whatever inquires we may receive.

19 A WHISTLEBLOWER WHO CONTACTED THE SUBCOMMITTEE ADVISED MY
STAFF THAT IN HER DISCUSSIONS WITH OSC STAFF, THEY HAVE STATED

THAT BEING FIRED FROM ONE'S JOB IS NOT CONSIDERED AN ADVERSE
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ACTIN BY OSC. COULD YOU PLEASE COMMENT ABOUT THIS? IS IT TRUE
OR FALSE?

We do not know the complainant to whom you refer regarding this alleged OSC advice.

While it is possible that such a statement was made, it is probable that such a statement

was taken out of context. The term "adverse action" is a term of art in federal personnel

law that is defined in Chapter 75 of title 5, United States Code as suspensions for 14

days or less for purposes of subchapter I of Chapter 75, and removals, suspensions for

more than 14 days, reductions in grade or pay, or furloughs for 30 days or more for

purposes of subchapter II of Chapter 75. This chapter sets out the rights and procedures

for the taking of such actions and the appeal rights of the employees against whom such

actions are taken.

The section of the U.S. Code most relevant to OSC is 5 U.S. C. §2302. That section

defines those actions considered to be prohibited personnel practices that are subject to

OSC investigation. While that list does not include a "removal," it is not, and never has

been, OSC position that removals are not covered. Section 2302(a)(2), which among

other things defines covered personnel actions, lists "an action under chapter 75 of this

title or other disciplinary or corrective action, " and "a decision concerning pay. .

.

" among

other persoimel actions. OSC has always taken the position that a removal fits either or

both of these listed actions and if the employee is otherwise within the protections of

section 2302 (e.g., is or was an employee in a covered position in a covered agency),

his or her removal is within OSC's jurisdiction.

20. FOR THE RECORD, WOULD YOU PLEASE SUBMIT WRITTEN COMMENTS
ABOUT THE SUGGESTIONS OUTLINED IN GAPS TESTIMONY TO
STRENGTHEN THE WPA ASIDE FROM THE FIRST ONE THAT SUGGESTS
ABOUSHING THE OSC?

As we perceive it, GAP has proposed five steps to reform the civil service laws to its

liking. The four proposals on which you requested our comments are discussed below:

A. GAP Proposal : protect whistleblowers from "all forms of free speech

discrimination" in place of the present statutory prohibition on taking "personnel

actions" in reprisal for whistleblowing. (GAP Testimony, p. 24).

OSC Response : OSC believes that the present definition of "personnel action"

in the WPA covers the sorts of workplace actions one would expect to be taken

in reprisal for whistleblowing. As noted in answer to question 16 above we do

not believe the definition of whistleblowing and the definition of prohibited

personnel practices should be clarified as a result of MSPB's interpretations.

However, we do not believe that changing the definition of "any action" would

achieve any worthwhile purpose. The WPA created a set of extraordinary

remedies for those claiming to be the victims of reprisal for whistleblowing. The
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employee actions protected by these remedies were carefully defined and are

considerably different from "free speech." Public employee speech, apart from

WPA protected whistleblowing, is governed by first amendment jurisprudence.

OSC enforces first amendment protection for employee speech under 5 U.S.C.

§ 2302(b)(ll). Here again, the statute requires a "personnel action" for a

violation to exist.

We hasten to point out that the Inspector General Act of 1978, in its anti-reprisal

section, prohibits "any action" from being taken in reprisal for communications

with an Inspector General. 5 U.S.C, App. 3, § 7(c). In OSC's extensive

experience with whistleblower complaints, we have yet to encounter an action

being taken in reprisal in violation of the IG Act which was not also a "personnel

action" in the meaning of the WPA. OSC enforces this provision of the IG Act

as a violation of 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(ll).

Security clearance determinations which GAP discussed in this heading are not

personnel actions and not subject to the MSPB's jurisdiction. A current security

clearance is a qualification to hold certain positions in the federal service; as for

example, bar membership is a qualification for government attorneys. Whether

security clearance determinations should be reviewed by the MSPB is a question

implicating national security issues and the broadest of public policy questions.

This issue should be referred to the Office of Personnel Management and the

Administration for further comment.

GAP Proposal : Allow access to district court for jury trials. (GAP Testimony,

p.24).

OSC Response: This proposal would not only add significantly to a federal court

system already heavily burdened, it could prove to be harmful to whistleblowing

in the federal service, compared to the present administrative scheme.

When a whistleblower comes to OSC, that person receives, at no cost to him, an

expert review of all the allegations made. Where meritorious, the case then

receives, at no cost to complainant, an investigation by skilled and experienced

investigators with the authority and resources to inquire into the entire federal

government. Then, after detailed review of the evidence by attorneys at several

levels, corrective action is obtained voluntarily firom the agency, the case is

prosecuted before the MSPB or the case is closed and the complainant told why.

If a case is closed, the complainant can initiate litigation, including discovery,

before the MSPB, with attorney's fees reimbursed if he prevails.

By comparison, under the GAP proposal, each complainant would have to finance

the expense of litigation and discovery. Furthermore, under the scheme

envisioned by GAP, the subject agency could use several legal privileges, such
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as the attorney work-product privilege, which OSC, as the government itself, can

traverse.

We believe in the efficacy of OSC's services. We are aware of no evidence that

would indicate that by allowing complainants to circumvent the dispute resolution

mechanisms of OSC and the MSPB, more effective protection of whistleblowers

will result.

C. GAP Proposal : Allow employees a cause of action for punitive damages against

those who take reprisals. (GAP Testimony, pp. 24-25).

OSC Response : This proposal, which goes to the very structure of the federal

workforce, should be referred to 0PM and the administration for comment. This

proposal is potentially very destructive of the orderly delivery of government

service. Indeed, because managers and supervisors would be put at risk of

personally defending a lawsuit alleging reprisal with respect to each personnel

action, they might naturally avoid taking or being involved in any such actions.

This would be very harmful to the operations of the federal government because

the primary motivation for managers and supervisors' personnel decisions would

no longer be the good of the agency, but rather would be one of litigation

avoidance.

D. GAP Proposal : Break the conflict of interest under section 1213 in which

agencies investigate themselves on whistleblowing disclosures. (GAP Testimony,

p. 25).

OSC Response : Congress considered many alternatives in 1978, and selected the

present system. Whether a "Super-IG" should be created or some other scheme

should be considered is for the Congress to decide. It is worth noting that the

Inspectors General conduct tens of thousands of investigations and audits annually

with the assistance of federal employees who bring to them allegations of fraud,

waste, and abuse. The benefit of replacing those organizations with some new

entity is not altogether clear. It should also be noted, however, that if an

employee is concerned that the federal government cannot investigate itself, the

matter can always be raised with GAO, which can investigate if it so chooses.

GAP also proposes in this regard that there should be an "option for the

whistleblower to participate in policy, arbitration. .

" (GAP Testimony, p. 25). A

basic tenet of our federal system is that policy is the province of elected and

appointed political officers, not of civil servants. GAP's proposal would be a

major departure from the role accorded civil servants in this country.

Next GAP makes recommendations for amendments to the WPA in seven areas:
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GAP Proposal : Establish personal accountability.

* "Congress should require that a mandatory critical element for all federal

officials with supervisory responsibility is in compliance with merit system

principles, and explicitly prohibit performaiKe awards to officials found

responsible for directing or engaging in prohibited personnel practices.

This would start to break the pattern of rewarding ageiKy managers for

doing the dirty work of reprisals."

OSC Response : GAP proposes legislating the content of employee performance

plans to regulate the commission of prohibited personnel practices as a

performance matter. This belies a misunderstanding that the violation of laws,

such as 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b), is a matter of misconduct, not poor performance.

These violations are severely punishable by the MSPB in disciplinary actions

brought by OSC. OSC has seen no pattern of agencies condoning statutory

violations which would justify legislative involvement with performance

standards.

GAP Proposal : Secure subject matter jurisdiction.

* "Congress should explicitly add to the statute a clause that the forum and

context for protected conduct does not matter. Legislative history can

explain that it does not matter whether whistleblowing occurs in a

grievance or a press conference, nor is it relevant that the employee is

doing his job, disagreeing with policy decisions instead of an individual

supervisor or refusing to compromise scientific integrity, if the

information otherwise qualifies as a protected disclosure.

"

OSC Response : In the first of its proposals under this heading GAP is proposing

a statutory change that has already taken place. The forum and context of a

disclosure is irrelevant if the disclosure otherwise meets the standards of the

statute. On the other hand, disagreeing with a policy decision is not the same as

making a disclosure of information, nor is engaging in a scientific disagreement.

The WPA carefully defmed what kinds of disclosures were to be protected. Mere

policy disagreements, no matter how sincere, are not disclosures and not

protected by the WPA. Policy disagreements, however, may be protected first

amendment speech. In addition, even when such disagreements do not raise first

amendment concerns a mere policy disagreement, without insubordination, or

some extrinsic factor may not be the basis of an adverse personnel action.

* "Similarly, the subcommittee should act to stop an emerging merit system

threat from the Justice Department and agencies who use the broad

language of 18 USC 205, which requires loyalty to the United States, to
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propose prosecution or discipline against whistleblowers during litigation

whose U.S. loyalties are to citizens rather than a particular government

agency. This can be accomplished by amending section 2302(b)(8) to

protect disclosures unless "specifically" prohibited by law, as under the

FOIA, and by adding a clause that an employee cannot be prosecuted for

disclosures protected against job reprisal."

OSC Response : GAP's characterization of 18 U.S.C. § 205 as an "emerging

threat" because it requires employee loyalty to the United States is misleading.

In fact, 18 U.S.C § 205 forbids an employee of the United States from acting as

attorney or agent for anyone prosecuting a claim against the United States. The

Van Ee case, which involves this statute, is unique to its own facts, and we do

not believe that the statute presents any "emerging threat" to whistleblowers. In

fact, the U.S. attorney declined to prosecute Mr. Van Ee under that statute.

Consequently, we do not believe that legislation is necessary.

* "The subcommittee should act to minimize litigation expenses and enhance

judicial economy by authorizing any prohibited personnel practices to be

challenged when an employee pursues an Individual Right of Action under

the Whistleblower Protection Act."

OSC Response : Since OSC does not participate in IRA proceedings before the

MSPB, we have no comment on this proposal, but we do note that this issue was

before Congress during consideration of the Whistleblower Protection Act and

was rejected.

G. GAP Proposal : Secure personal jurisdiction.

* "As a first priority the subcommittee should expand jurisdiction to aU

employees paid with federal funds who perform government functions and

therefore should act as public servants, including civil service employees

of law enforcement and national security agencies, as well as employees

of government corporations, for example the Legal Services Corporation.

"

* "Equally significant, if necessary the confusion surrounding the

confidential policy makers loophole in section 2302(a)(2)(B) must be

eliminated by explicitly adding that the provisions only applies to political

appointees. More generally, agency chiefs should be obligated to provide

notice upon hiring that the merit system and prohibited personnel practices

do not protect any excluded employee."

OSC Response : OSC supports the inclusion of Whistleblower Protection for

government corporations as found in Senator Levin's bill S.622. We have

experienced no difficulties in the application of §2302(a)(2)(B) and do not see the
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need for legislation in this area.

GAP Proposal : Enhance due process.

* "Make the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Federal Rules of

Evidence mandatory for all Merit Systems Protection Board proceedings.

The Board has little credibility with the practicing bar, because its

enforcement of normal discovery rules and willingness to admit relevant

evidence are mere shadows of the due process rights available in Article

III courts. This proposal would end the Board's practice of segmenting

related cases."

* "Enhance the status of MSPB decision makers to Administrative Law

Judges under 5 USC 3105, with corresponding increases in qualifications

requirements. Currently Board decisions are adjudicated by officials in

the hybrid status of "Administrative Judges", which institutionalizes the

Board as a second class forum for adjudicating merit systems disputes.

The reduced status also deprives MSPB adjudicators of potential for

judicial independence under the Administrative Law Judges Corps Act

passed last session by the House Judiciary Committee.

* "Provide for recovery of any reasonable direct or indirect out-of-pocket

expenses incurred by employees who prevail at the Board. This provision

was included in S. 2953, which passed the Senate last session.

* Provide for recovery of attorney fees and costs when an employee

substantially obtains the relief available from an MSPB order. Currently,

the Board and Federal Circuit have denied such relief on strained

reasoning that successful settlements were the result of independent factors

rather than Board litigation, even though the relief was institutionalized in

MSPB settlements and at most was a result of the whistleblower's dissent

outside the litigation. In one instance that left a successful whistleblower

with an $80,000 legal fee. The bottom line is that under current case law,

the most effective whistleblowers may not be able to afford to win.

OSC Response : As before, these proposals concern procedures applicable to

litigants before MSPB and we, therefore, have no comment on this matter.

GAP Proposal : Minimize OSC abuses of discretion.

* "If necessary, Congress must act to eliminate any debate about the OSC's

asserted discretion to release the evidence in a whistleblower's case during

or after an investigation. Until that occurs, every employee who is forced

to file first with the OSC prior to an IRA will be at the Office's mercy
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and realistically risk severe compromise of his or her litigation rights."

QSC Response : This is a false allegation, that GAP continually makes without

any proof. OSC does not assert unfettered discretion to release evidence from its

files. OSC complies with the Whistleblower Protection Act and the Privacy Act,

and other statutes, covering release of information from its files. Moreover, we

do not disclose the contents of our files except in properly conducted

investigations and prosecutions (including negotiations). The complainant's

litigation rights remain intact as a matter of law during and after OSC

investigations.

* "Reduce the 120 day mandatory stopoff at the OSC for certain prohibited

personnel practices to 30 days. This is more than enough time to

determine whether a working relationship is possible. If so,

whistleblowers will voluntarily continue the partnership with the Special

Counsel. If not, justice will not be denied through the delay of 90 days

more dead time before the whistleblower earns access to the Board. The

Department of Labor whistleblower stamtes operate under the 30 day

schedule for preliminary investigations before a due process hearing can

occur."

OSC Response : A 30 day processing time for OSC to complete investigation and

legal review is simply unrealistic. Given present staff resources and the

difficulties inherent in obtaining and reviewing documents and making preliminary

contacts with witnesses, OSC could not make even preliminary decisions as to the

merits of cases in 30 days much less complete field work and legal analysis.

* "Add explicit statutory language that OSC employees who violate the

limits of their discretionary authority under Title 5 are acting outside the

scope of their employment. This would subject them to personal liability

under constitutional law. One reason the Whistleblower Protecuon Act

has had a negligible impact on OSC abuses of discretion is that OSC staff

have nothing to lose by routinely ignoring its provisions."

OSCResponse- GAP has not identified one instance of abuse of discretion by

any OSC employees. I have never had reason to believe that OSC faces any

particular problems in this regard. In any event to subject government

mployees to personal liabUity for the performance of their duues would be an

unprecedented and objectionable departure from the norms of the operauon of the

federal government.

J. GAP Proposal : Enhance the quality of OSC protections.

"Require the OSC to seek no-fault setUements as a mandatory first step
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before investigating the merits of prohibited personnel practice complaints.

Require complainant approval of settlement terms before the Office may

submit the agreements for Board resolution. Repeatedly, employees still

report that the OSC resolved their cases over their objections. They

should have control over how and whether disputes central to their own

careers are resolved. In some instances this status quo scenario can leave

a whistleblower in worse shape than if the Special Counsel had ruled

negatively and the complaint blossomed into an Individual Right of

Action.

"

OSC Response : OSC currently seeks to settle complaints wherever and at

whatever time is feasible. Virtually all of our corrective actions are obtained

through negotiated settlements. As noted earlier, GAP does not explain what it

means by "no-fault settlement". If it means requiring OSC to begin settlement

discussions without any investigation of the validity of a complaint, we believe

the suggestion is inadvisable. OSC does not settle cases without the approval of

the complainant. Furthermore, the exception is in disciplinary action cases

against the law violator where OSC exercises its sole discretion as public

prosecutor. The complainant is not a party to these quasi-criminal proceedings.

* "Require the OSC to inform all complainants of their rights under the

Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989. Most non-lawyer employees are

not aware of their rights, and the Special Counsel generally does not tell

them.

"

* "Establish that, with appropriate exceptions, employees have access to the

OSC file on their cases. Releasing investigative and prosecutive

memoranda will circumvent the Office's unwillingness to explain its

decisions. It also will free more resources to stop prohibited personnel

practices, since the OSC spends an inordinate amount of time denying

FOIA/Privacy Act requests and lawsuits by complainants who want to

learn from the OSC investigation.

"

OSC Response : As to the first point above, GAP is simply wrong. OSC akeady

informs all complainants of their rights under the WPA at several points during

and after the investigation.

As to the second point, OSC does not release its files to either side. Granting

complainants access to OSC files would adversely affect the quality of evidence

now obtained by OSC. OSC, because it is an independent government agency,

can obtain most privileged government information. Also, witnesses speak

candidly to OSC knowing that OSC will not expose them unless necessary to

litigate. Once it becomes known that OSC files are given to complainants, both

agencies and co-workers would restrict what OSC is told. One could well expect
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OSC's internal written communications to be less frank at the same time. Indeed,
the need to protect the frank exchange in internal memoranda has been long
recognized in exception number 5 to FOIA. 5 U.S.C. §552.

Furthermore, if OSC files are given to complainants, the agencies will be able to

discover those files from OSC and the complainant in litigation. I would also

note that OSC spends a relatively small amount of time processing FOIA/Privacy
Act matters.

K. GAP Proposal : Create meaningful judicial review.

* "Restore the "All Circuits" judicial appellate review available under the

Administrative Procedures Act for nearly all other administrative law

decisions, and under the Civil Service Reform Act prior to 1982. The

Federal Circuit is the most hostile forum in the history of civil service

law; a whistleblower's chances of prevailing on the merits are still akin

to winning the lottery. As a result, its monopoly means there is no

effective check on the Merit Systems Protection Board."

OSC Response : OSC has not observed any hostility to whistleblowers on the part

of the Federal Circuit. Nevertheless, OSC takes no position on this proposal as

we do not participate in the judicial review process.

21. I AM ENCOURAGED BY YOUR STATEMENT THAT YOU PERSONALLY
BEUEVE THAT PROTECTION OF THE WPA SHOULD BE EXTENDED TO AS

MANY FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AS POSSIBLE. IF CONGRESS DOES EXTEND
WPA PROTECTION TO ADDITIONAL FEDERAL EMPLOYEES WHO ARE
CURRENTLY EXEMPTED SUCH AS GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS AND VA
MEDICAL PERSONNEL, DO YOU BELIEVE YOU HAVE ADEQUATE
RESOURCES TO ACCOL^NT FOR THE POSSIBILITY OF AN INCREASED

CASELOAD?

At the present time, I am confident that the dedicated staff will be able to serve the

potential increased workload. I would like to have the opportunity to address this

question again should the proposed legislation become law.

22 COULD YOU SUMMARIZE THE CASES OF THE WITNESSES THAT THE

SUBCOMMITTEE HEARD FROM TODAY. HOW DID YOU HANDLE THOSE

CASES AND WHAT WERE YOUR REASONS FOR REACHING YOUR

CONCLUSION?
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SUMMARY OF OSC AND MSPB ACTION
REGARDING COMPLAINT OF J. JEFFREY VAN EE

OSC File No. MA-91-0451

A. FACTS

Complainant, Mr. J. Jeffrey Van Ee, an electronics engineer at the Environmental

Protection Agency's (EPA) Enviroiunental Monitoring Systems Laboratory, in Las Vegas,

Nevada, received a reprimand for violating a criminal conflict of interest statute. Specifically,

he was reprimanded for creating the appearance of acting as an agent for the Sierra Club by

attending and participating in a settlement conference on January 22, 1990, between the Sierra

Club Legal Defense Fund (SCLDF) and representatives of the U.S. Department of Interior

(DOI), Clark County, Nevada, and the Kerr-McGee Corporation concerning the desert tortoise,

an endangered species. The conference concerned SCLDF's threatened lawsuit to block the

transfer of land f¥om the DOI to Clark County for use by Kerr-McGee to construct a rocket fuel

plant under the Nevada Land Transfer and Authorization Act of 1989 (commonly referred to as

the "Apex Project"). Pub. L. 101-67, 103 Stat. 168-174 (1989). SCLDF alleged in a letter to

then-Secretary Lujan that the land transfer violated various provisions of the Endangered Species

Act (ESA) (16 U.S.C. § 1536(b)(4)(B), 1538(a)(1), 1539(a)(2)(A)-(B), 1540).

Although he was an EPA employee, Mr. Van Ee was invited to attend the conference by

the SCLDF, as he was a Sierra Club member. Mr. Van Ee submitted his complaint to OSC on

January 16, 1991, wherein he alleged that his reprimand was in reprisal for statements he made

at the settlement conference alleging that the DOI was in violation of the Nevada Land Transfer

and Authorization Act of 1989.'

' Prior to Mr. Van Ee's filing a complaint with OSC, the case was first referred by an

attendee of the settlement conference to the Office of the U.S. Attorney for the District of

Nevada, which declined criminal prosecution of complainant and referred the matter to the EPA
for administrative action. EPA then reprimanded him as explained above, and Mr. Van Ee filed

his complaint with OSC. EPA's Office of General Counsel (OGC), which acted in an advisory

capacity in the disciplinary action, was unwilling to recommend that EPA take corrective action
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B. OSC's ACTIONS

OSC's investigation did not reveal facts materially different from those contained in the

Investigative Report by the EPA Office of Inspector General. Essentially, the OSC investigation

confirmed that EPA reprimanded Mr. Van Ee for creating the appearance of acting as an agent

for the Sierra Club during the settlement meeting. On this basis, we concluded that there was

insufficient evidence that the reprimand was a prohibited personnel practice.

Generally, our investigation showed that Mr. Van Ee was an active participant at the

meeting. He asked questions and made comments about some of the provisions contained in a

cooperative agreement reached between DOI, Clark County, and Kerr-McGee regarding the

proposed land transfer. His questions and comments centered on the parties' proposed

expenditure of approximately $400,000, which Kerr-McGee agreed to finance, for the study of

the desert tortoises which inhabited the land. In particular, Mr. Van Ee questioned (1) the need

for such an expensive study, (2) the legitimacy of the study's goals and scientific bases, and (3)

its endorsement by DOI without public comment. Mr. Van Ee also expressed his opinion that

the expenditure was inconsistent with the legislative obligations of the Apex Project, with which

he had a working familiarity. He pointed out that the Apex legislation required habitat

acquisition and protection, not study. He also supported the position of the SCLDF that the

$400,000 should be allocated for the acquisition and preservation of a desert tortoise habitat, not

for a study of the tortoise. In addition to advocating against positions taken by representatives

of the federal government, Mr. Van Ee consulted with Sierra Club attorneys before, during and

after the meeting on issues material to the Sierra Club's interests.

The evidence was inconclusive on whether Mr. Van Ee actually appeared at the meeting

as a representative of the Sierra Club. However, since EPA did not reprimand him for having,

in fact, acted as the Sierra Club's agent, but only for having created the appearance of having

acted as its agent, his actual role at that meeting is not determinative.

Turning to the specifics of Mr. Van Ee's complaint, OSC made the following

determinations:

Whistleblower Reprisal . Mr. Van Ee alleged that the reprimand violated Section 2302(b)(8),

which protects qualified disclosures of information from becoming a basis for a personnel action.

To the extent that he provided information at the meeting which he reasonably believed disclosed

evidence of a violation of law, that information was protected by statute, 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8),

and the disclosure could not be a contributing factor in any personnel decision taken against him.

5 U.S.C. § 1214(b)(4)(B)(i). The investigation indicated, however, that EPA's decision to

reprimand him was not based, in whole or in part, on any protected disclosures he may have

made. Rather, EPA reprimanded him solely for creating the appearance of acting as an agent

prior to OSC's investigation.
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for the Sierra Club. In fact, our investigation revealed that his supervisors were personally

sympathetic to the preservation of the desert tortoise, a position which he and the Sierra Club

advanced at the meeting.

First Amendment . OSC also did not find sufficient evidence to support Mr. Van He's

charge that the reprimand violated his First Amendment rights as protected by Section

2302(b)(ll) (prohibiting violation of laws directly concerning merit system principles). Our

investigation showed that EPA did not reprimand him for the content of his expression. It

reprimanded him because it concluded he created the appearance of having acted as an agent of

the Sierra Club.

Off-Dutv Conduct . Finally, we did not find sufficient evidence to support Mr. Van He's

charge that his reprimand violated Section 2302(b)(10), which proscribes discrimination for

off-duty conduct unrelated to work performance. The personnel action was based on EPA's

conclusion that his conduct as an employee, albeit off duty, fell short of the ethical requirements

for EPA employees.

For these reasons, on September 23, 1992, OSC declined to seek corrective action on Mr.

Van Ee's behalf. It should be noted that although no formal advisory opinion has been sought

from the Office of Government Ethics (OGE), early on OSC spoke to OGE Deputy General

Counsel Jane Ley about the Van Ee matter. She indicated that OGE's position would be to

support the reprimand based on the mere appearance of a conflict.

C. MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD ACTION

OSC declined Mr. Van Ee's request for a stay of his reprimand on March 26, 1991. On

December 27, 1991, Mr. Van Ee filed an IRA with the Board challenging the reprimand and

requested a stay. In a January 13, 1992, order denying appellant's stay request. Administrative

Judge Steven Chaffin, of the Board's Denver Regional Office, held that appellant failed to

demonstrate that he was a "whistleblower. " Subsequently, on April 13, 1992, Judge Chaffin

dismissed the complaint for lack of jurisdiction because Mr. Van Ee failed to prove he engaged

in protected activity covered by Section 2302(b)(8). The Judge held that Mr. Van Ee's

statements at the meeting were "nothing more than the opinions of a private citizen regarding

the nature of the settlement." According to the Judge, Mr. Van Ee's statements were only his

"conception of what the law required and the appropriateness of the positions of the parties,

not evidence of a violation of law. He further held that the statements were merely part of the

"give and take" of settlement discussions and not whistleblowing.

Mr. Van Ee subsequently filed a petition for review, which is pending before the Board.
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SUMMARY OF OSC AND MSPB ACTIONS
REGARDING THE COMPLAINT OF GORDON HAMF.I.

OSC File No. MA-90-1348

A. FACTS

Gordon Hamel was the GM-15 Director of Placement for the President's Commission
on Executive Exchange (PCEE), a small agency established by Executive Order to encourage

and facilitate the exchange of federal and private sector executives. In July 1990, Hamel filed

a complaint with the Office of Special Counsel (OSC), alleging that Betty Heitman, Executive

Director of the PCEE, had taken away his duties and responsibilities and had excluded him from

substantive meetings in reprisal for protected whistleblowing. Subsequently, in August 1990,

Heitman placed Hamel on administrative leave based on allegations of misconduct. Hamel
amended the complaint to include the imposition of administrative leave and the denial of

training/education as additional personnel actions taken in reprisal for his protected disclosures.

On September 11, 1990, OSC informed Hamel that OSC would not seek a stay on his behalf.

On November 30, 1990, after the 0PM Inspector General issued a report finding that Hamel's

disclosures and allegations of reprisal were unfounded, Heitman issued a Notice of Proposed

Removal, charging him with improper conduct.

In the fall of 1990, in response to complaints from Hamel, the Employment and Housing

Subcommittee of the House Committee on Government Operations conducted an investigation

into Hamel's allegations of wrongdoing at the PCEE, and on December 10, 1990, Subcommittee

Chairman Tom Lantos held a hearing on the matter. On December 11, 1990, after his testimony

before the Subconnmittee, Patrick McFarland, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)

Inspector General (IG), notified Heitman that the October 1 , 1990, report of investigation issued

by his office was "flawed and incomplete," and that the IG would reopen the investigation. He

also recommended that Hamel's proposed termination be rescinded if the decision was predicated

in any way on the findings in the IG report of investigation. On December 14, 1990, McFarland

informed OSC of his letter to Heitman, and suggested that OSC seek a stay of the proposed

termination action.
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B. OSC's ACTIONS

OSC conducted an extensive investigation and prepared a 97 page Prosecution

Recommendation (PR), dated May 10, 1991, which was subsequently transmitted to

Congressman Lantos. The OSC investigation uncovered evidence that Hamel made disclosures

of information which were protected by the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989, and that

agency officials knew of these disclosures. OSC also found evidence that personnel actions were

taken against him within a relatively short time after his disclosures. Although Hamel denied the

various acts of misconduct with which he was charged, the charges were supported by the

testimony of other witnesses. The record showed that there was a great deal of contradictory

information in that aspect of the investigation, and that credibility determinations would have to

be made in order to resolve the ultimate question of whether or not Hamel 's disclosures caused

these personnel actions.

C. MSPB ACTIONS

On December 18, 1990, Hamel, through his attorney, Robert Seldon, filed an IRA

(independent right of action) with the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB), stating that 120

days had passed since he filed his initial complaint with OSC. The MSPB appeal alleged that

the PCEE had taken four personnel actions against Hamel in reprisal for his whistleblowing: (1)

the issuance of Policy Memorandum 90-1 which Hamel stated withdrew his most significant job

duties, (2) imposition of indefinite administrative leave, (3) denial of education expenses, and

(4) the notice of proposed removal. In a jurisdictional statement submitted on January 4, 1991,

Hamel argued that the Board had jurisdiction over the notice of proposed removal because it was

a "continuing violation" of 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8). On the same date, Seldon notified the Board

that the Government Accountability Project (GAP) was an additional designated representative

of Hamel. On January 18, and again on February 8, 1991, Hamel, through his representatives,

requested that OSC intervene in the MSPB appeal. OSC did not do so.

In a decision issued on January 25, 1991, the MSPB Administrative Judge (AJ), William

Jenkins, ruled that the denial of education expenses and the administrative leave were not

covered personnel actions, the charge that the policy memorandum removed his job duties was

a nonfrivolous allegation, and the notice of proposed removal was not appealable because 120

days had not elapsed since the complaint on that issue had been filed with OSC. On February

14, 1991, the AJ denied a motion for interlocutory appeal on the jurisdiction issues and reversed

his previous determination that the administrative leave was not a covered personnel action.

Then, in the interest of judicial economy, he dismissed the MSPB action without prejudice,

noting that the proposed removal would be subject to the Board's jurisdiction in six weeks (April

1, 1991) and that a hearing on all of the issues at the same time would be more efficient. On

April 1, 1991, Hamel filed an IRA with the Board.

D. CONCLUSION

On May 2, 1991, President Bush issued an executive order abolishing the PCEE.
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Subsequently, the Office of Personnel Management notified Hamel that the various personnel

actions which were pending against him were being rescinded. OSC closed the case on May 15,

1991, based on the fact that the issues were moot because the PCEE no longer existed. On June

10, 1991, MSPB AJ Jenkins issued an initial decision holding that the issue was moot because

the PCEE no longer existed.

SUMMARY OF OSC AND MSPB ACTIONS
REGARDING THE COMPLAINT OF THOMAS F. DAY. U

OSC File No. MA-91-0833

A. FACTS

In his April 1991 OSC complaint. Day alleged that he had been charged with absence

without leave (AWOL), issued letters of caution and reprimand, suspended for 10 days, issued

a performance improvement plan and received a removal proposal because of his disclosures and

his grievance activities. Day's disclosures involved alleged excess funds of $1.4 billion in the

budget estimate for the Cruise Missile Program for the 1990 through 1994 fiscal years. Day

made his disclosures to his supervisors, the Office of Secretary Defense (OSD), the Inspectors

General of the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIRIG) and the Department of Defense

(DODIG), and Senator John Warner.

Day alleged that, in April 1991, as a result of his disclosures, his third level supervisor,

Noreen Bryan, Director, Cost Analysis Division, and the head of another directorate, Howard

Hurley, threatened him with retaliation. Bryan and Hurley admitted that they threatened Day

with disciplinary action in the event that he proceeded with his plan to take his budget estimates

on the Tomahawk Cruise Missile Program to the Navy Comptroller's Office, OSD.

Day also alleged that his first and second level supervisors, William F. Stranges and

David Burgess, retaliated against him by taking the personnel actions at issue. Stranges admitted

that he stated to Day that, as a result of Day's disclosures, disciplinary measures would be

taken, and threatened to enforce the agency's leave policy with regard to Day. Stranges did not

begin to enforce the leave policy until 11 months later, stating that he had other matters that

required his attention until that time. There were no statements of retaliatory animus by Burgess,

who was not an employee of NAVAIR at the time of Day's disclosures. Burgess proposed Day's

termination 18 months after Day's disclosures to OSD.

B. OSC's ACTIONS
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Day requested that OSC seek a stay of the proposed removal action. OSC denied Day's

stay request. OSC held this matter in abeyance pending the outcome of a DODIG investigation

of this matter. In June 1991, the DODIG concluded that the AWOL charge and the letters of

caution and reprimand were reprisal for his disclosures, and that Day was improperly threatened

with disciplinary action if he made a disclosure to OSD. The performance improvement plan

and Day's proposed removal were not investigated by the DODIG.

From June until October 1991, prior to OSC's investigation, OSC attemp'ted to obtain

corrective and disciplinary action for all personnel actions except Day's removal actions. OSC's

position was based on its review of the June 1991 DODIG investigative report and

documentation submitted by Day contesting his proposed removal.

In August 1991, in response to the DODIG report, the original proposed removal was

canceled and a second proposed removal was issued. The August 1991 proposal eliminated all

references to the personnel actions found to be retaliatory by the DODIG, the AWOL charge

and letters of caution and reprimand which were contained in the April 1991 proposal. Day

failed to respond to the agency's August 1991 removal proposal. In September 1991, Day was

removed from his position.

In September 1991, Day filed a request for a stay with OSC challenging his removal. In

October 1991, the OSC directed that an investigation be conducted on all personnel actions and

withdrew its informal request for corrective and disciplinary action for the earlier personnel

actions. Two weeks after OSC received Day's notice of termination and request that OSC seek

a stay of his removal. Day was notified that OSC denied his stay request but would be

conducting an investigation of this matter.

In November 1991, Dr. A.R. Somoroff, Deputy Executive Director for Acquisitions

Management, NAVAIR, responded to NAVAIRIG C. J. Winters' request for the agency's

response to the June 1991 DODIG report. Somoroff s response stated that the letters of caution

and reprimand were appropriate. However, because of the following factors, the agency agreed

to remove both letters from Day's personnel records: 1) perceived prior tolerance of Day's

failure to adhere to a regular work schedule; 2) the short time between Day's counselling

regarding his work schedule and the issuance of the letters; and 3) the agency's fmding that the

letters were redundant to the AWOL charge.

OSC found that it was doubtful that Day was a genuine whistleblower. Because Day was

never able to adequately defend his cost estimates to either his supervisors or to independent

auditors, the agency had a strong argument that Day's belief was not reasonable and, therefore,

his disclosures were unprotected. If the disclosures were deemed unprotected none of the

personnel actions could be illegal reprisal. However, because the DODIG believed the

disclosures were protected and that the letters of reprimand and caution for making the

disclosures were inappropriate, these letters were rescinded by the agency. Thus, there was no

basis for seeking corrective action based on the letters. Moreover, the minor nature of those

actions, along with the problem of proving that Day's disclosures were protected, OSC to the
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conclusion that any fiirther action case by OSC was not warranted. The evidence showed that
the 1 1 .5 hours of AWOL was justified. Thus, OSC determined not to seek corrective action for
the AWOL. especially in light of Day's subsequent termination for:

1) insubordination

2) disrespectful conduct

3) disruptive behavior

4) physically threatening a supervisor

5) conducting personal business on government time

6) inappropriate disclosure of acquisition information

7) violating the Department of Navy Standards of Conduct

8) unacceptable performance.

As for the removal and suspension actions against Day, the problems for OSC in proving
a §2302(b)(8) violation were considerable. First, the more serious personnel actions occurred
from 12-18 months after the purported whistleblowing. Board precedent holds generally that

such a lag time does not create an inference of causation or reprisal. Furthermore, there is

overwhelming evidence that Day was neglecting his duties, abusing the agency leave policies and

engaging in bizarre, threatening and disruptive behavior. Even if OSC could prove that Day's

disclosures were protected and contributed to these later personnel actions, the agency could

prove by clear and convincing evidence that these actions would have been taken for the

efficiency of the service even in the absence of the earlier disclosures.

C. MSPB ACTION

Day filed an individual right of action in this matter with the Board. On March 16,

1993, an administrative judge issued an Initial Decision dismissing Day's action based on a

settlement agreement entered into by the parties. The terms of the agreement have been sealed

but we have been informed that Mr. Day is no longer an employee of the agency.
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SUMMARY OF OSC AND MSPB ACTIONS
REGARDING THE COMPLAINT OF MARIE R. RAMIREZ

OSC File No. 10-8-001267

A. FACTS

In September 1988, Marie R. Ramirez, an electronics engineer, GS-12, complained to

OSC that the Navy refused to advance her sick leave and threatened to place her on AWOL.^

She alleged that these actions were discriminatory and were in reprisal for her protected

disclosures.

Ramirez made an arguably protected disclosure on June 20, 1988, when she told Mr. Jim

Tacket of the Naval Investigative Service about a possible misappropriation of funds, Le^, the

agency overestimated the cost of an air traffic control project and used the money for other

projects. The Service found that the project had been canceled and the excess funds had been

returned to Navy activities participating in the project.

OSC closed the matter because there was no connection between the personnel practices

and any possible protected disclosure and because she did not provide medical documentation

to the agency when requested. Ramirez did not request reconsideration of the closure nor did

she inform OSC that she had been removed.

Subsequently, Ramirez was removed by the Navy on November 19, 1988 for excessive

AWOL (13 work days) and for deliberately and willfully refusing to provide medical information

to her supervisor.

Prior to this complaint, Ramirez had filed two EEO type complaints with OSC; both of

which were deferred to the EEO procedures.
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B. MSPB ACTION

By Initial Decision dated June 21, 1989, an MSPB administrative judge reversed the

agency action. The AJ found that the agency had received Ms. Ramirez's medical
documentation after the proposed removal but before the final removal decision. Additionally,

the AJ found that the agency had acted in reprisal for Ramirez having filed EEO complaints or

having engaged in whistleblowing ("I find no basis to establish whether the retaliatory motive

emanated from the EEO or Whistleblowing activities.") The judge concluded that the reprisal

was established by "the temporal sequence of the chain of events preceding the appellant's

removal, the failure to sustain the action, and the evident lack of reasonableness in taking the

severe action against the appellant with such alacrity and without appropriate investigation.

"

C. CONCLUSION

OSC reviewed the AJ's decision and found it wanting in support for its findings of reprisal

(especially under the then legal standard of "reprisal" requiring an intent to punish or thwart). No further

action was taken.
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SUMMARY OF OSC AND MSPB ACTIONS
REGARDING THE COMPLAINT OF MARIE R. RAMIREZ

OSC FUe No. MA-92-0133

A. FACTS

Mr. Jack MacDonald, the complainant's third level supervisor, issued a notice of a proposal to

remove her for inability to perform the duties of her position, on Oct. 9, 1991. MacDonald may have-

had knowledge of the complainant's 1988 disclosure, because he discussed it at a Merit Systems

Protection Board hearing on her appeal of a previous removal.

B. OSC ACTIONS

OSC's inquiry uncovered no statements of animus against Ramirez. Both the complainant's

medical documentation and OWCP indicated that she could not return to work at the agency. She had

been receiving workers compensation since Sept. 23, 1990, and she admitted that she had not reported

to work since September 1989. Additionally, over three years elapsed between her disclosure and the

issuance of a notice of a proposal to remove her. After the initial decision reversing Ramirez's first

removal, she remmed to work for two months. She then requested and received leave based on her claim

of stress. The OWCP granted her compensation based on its finding that she was disabled from

performing her duties due to her work-related medical condition, i.e., adjustment disorder. As of

December 1992, Ramirez remained on the OWCP rolls. Thus, with the exception of two months,

Ramirez has been on leave of one form or another since September 1988.

C. MSPB ACTION

Ramirez appealed her removal to the MSPB. On December 18, 1992, the appeal was dismissed

on Ramirez's motion pending medical/psychological evaluations and OWCP determinations, to be refiled

no later than May 1, 1993.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
CONGRESSWOMAN CONNIE MORELLA

1. I AM CONCERNED THAT THE EMPLOYEES WHO TESTIFIED ARE UNHAPPY WITH
THE ASSISTANCE THEY RECEIVED FROM THE OSC. DO YOU THINK THAT IF THEY
CAME TO YOUR OFFICE AGAIN, THEIR CASE COULD BE REDEFINED AND THEY
COULD GET ASSISTANCE FROM THE EXPERTS AT OSC TO, AT THE FIRST

INSTANCE, PREPARE A PRIMA FACIE CASE?

One of the primary functions of our Complaints Examining Unit is to carefully interview all

complainants in order to determine if any prohibited personnel practice or other violation within

our jurisdiction has occurred. Such careful discussions with complainants are intended to discover

allegations which were not contained in the original complaint submitted to OSC. We believe that

we have had very good success with this approach; written documents are frequently not inclusive

of all the problems a complainant has encountered. Additionally, we always consider any requests

for reconsideration (RFR), which are not reviewed by the Complaints Examining Unit. They are

considered by another unit within OSC so that a fresh view of the complaint is obtained. Any

complainant who wishes OSC to reconsider our initial conclusions or who wants to present new

information may do so at any time.

2. THE WITNESSES HAVE INDICATED THAT THEY DO NOT UNDERSTAND WHY THE

OSC CHOOSES TO DEFEND THE AGENCIES WHEN IT IS SUPPOSED TO BE AN
INDEPENDENT AGENCY. ARE YOU REALLY INDEPENDENT OR DO YOU NEED A

MODIFICATION IN THE LAW TO ESTABLISH TOTAL INDEPENDENCE?

OSC does not defend the agencies in any cases. OSC conducts independent, objective

investigations to determine if there has been compliance with the law. OSC became an

independent agency in 1989, and we do not believe that any further legislation is necessary in this

area.

3. WHAT IS YOUR TURNOVER RATE FOR CASES?
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All new matters received by OSC are processed by our Complaints Examining Unit and are either

referred for full field investigation or closed. The attached chart, " Average Time to Close

Internal Review Matters," shows the turnover rate for matters closed at this stage over the past

year.

For matters referred for full field investigation, there are two additional stages, the investigation

and the staff attorney analysis after the investigation. The attached charts "Average Time to

Complete Investigations" and "Average Time to Complete Prosecution Decision Process,"

illustrate the additional time required to complete processing at each of those stages over the past

year.

In summary, matters without merit are resolved in less than 60 calendar days on the average,

while matters subject to investigation and legal review are completed on the average in about 240

additional calendar days.

For matters warranting disciplinary action, OSC initiates litigation before the Merit Systems

Protection Board (MSPB) after legal review has been completed. For the 24 disciplinary decisions

issued since passage of the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989, the litigation took an average

of 394 calendar days from initial filing until the final MSPB decision.

EEO AND WfflSTLEBLOWER CASES SEEM TO BE EXTREMELY WELL DOCUMENTED.
DOES THE OSC GO THROUGH ALL THE MATERIALS TO DETERMINE IF THE CASE
FALLS UNDER THE WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT?

The Complaints Examining Unit reviews all information submitted by each complainant. In order

to determine if there has been a violation of the Whistleblower Protection Act. If additional

information is necessary, it is obtained before the disposition of any jurisdictional issue.
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Mr. McCloskey. Ms. Morella asked how much of OSC time is

spent on Hatch Act cases? What is your success rate? Do you an-

ticipate many more Hatch Act cases after the Hatch Act reform is

signed into law? Do you have adequate staffing?

Obviously, you can spin off on what happens with increased
numbers of agencies within your jurisdiction or assignment.
Ms. Koch. Increasing our jurisdiction would put a strain on our

resources right now. The Hatch Act reform, as I understand the
legislation as it exists right now, will continue to have the OSC be
what we are now: the adviser, the enforcer.

Our case load right now within the Federal sector is not particu-

larly significant. We have an advisory capacity. The Hatch Act re-

quires that we advise whomever asks. We tend to do approximately
1,600 advisory opinions a year on the Hatch Act. The prosecutions
are quite labor intensive when they are required.

For the most part, most of our prosecutions have been under the
section of the Hatch Act which covers State and local employees in

federally funded jobs. The Federal employees by and large ask for

our opinion and get our advice and do a good job in their roles of

maintaining their independence.
Mr. McCloskey. With evidently var3ring degrees of compliance in

agencies that are covered, let us get real here. I believe you have
spoken of an informative meeting, in your testimony, about edu-
cational missions of the agency, OSC telling the agency, various
other agencies, about their responsibilities, in essence educating
them.
What have you done with the DOD over the last 4 years? What

has been their response? What happens in these kinds of commu-
nication.

Mr. Reukauf. I don't have the numbers in front of me. We have
gotten a lot of our corrective actions in the Department of Defense.

So we have basically good cooperation with them when we have to

do an investigation, when we find a problem, and we request cor-

rective action.

Of the 264 I talked about earlier, I don't know exactly how many
were in the Defense Department, but there were quite a few of

them. In terms of the Defense Department not informing its em-
ployees about us or about the Whistleblower Protection Act, I really

do not have any knowledge about that.

Mr. McCloskey. Do you go over there and tell them that these
are the obligations? This is the Federal statute?

Ms. Koch. We do attempt to maintain a rather high profile of in-

forming the service agencies; and with the DOD, often it depends
upon which service we are talking about, how much communication
they are willing to receive.

Vigorous enforcement tends to get their attention. The more we
are enforcing, negotiating, informing of what the corrective action

will have to be, the better the attention we get.

Mr. Reukauf. DOD frequently invites us to give talks about our
office. In fact, we have done a couple of overseas presentations to

DOD employees in the last year or so.

So they view us as a resource, I think, to speak, especially to

groups of their attorneys and labor-management specialists, those
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type of employees. I personally have spoken before Navy and Army
and other DOD groups to explain what our function is.

I know Ms. Koch has done the same.
Ms. Koch. I have been invited to speak to Army and Air Force

operations to explain how we will enforce the law and that they
should not attempt to do an end run around us.

Mr. McCloskey. I really do not have too many additional ques-
tions Is there anything else you would like to bring up? We can ob-
viously go on and on today.

Ms. Koch. Well, I am very pleased that you recognize there are
two sides to stories, to issues. I would hope that in the future as
we work together that we will listen to not only those individuals

who are frustrated

Mr. McCloskey. I understand you do have some letters from
people that you helped and are appreciative of that. You may sub-

mit some reasonable number of those for the record.

[The information referred to follows:]
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Department of Energy
Washington. DC 20585

March 5, 1993

Honorable Kathleen Day Koch
United States Special Counsel
Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street, Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20036

HonoreJsle Koch:

I would like to express my appreciation to the Office of Special
Counsel for their assistance in resolving an unfair action teJcen
against me by my second level supervisor. My attempts to resolve
the issue through the normal grievance procedures availeible to
employees of the U.S. Department of Energy were not successful
after the passage of over one year. Upon filing a complaint with
your Office, I was pleasantly surprised at the stark contrast
with the way the complaint was handled and brought to a
satisfactory resolution in a period of approximately two months
from the time the investigation began until I was returned to my
position of record.

I would especially like to commend Mr. Taylor Smith,
Investigation Division, for the outstanding job he performed.
I was particularly impressed by the overall professionalism with
which he performed his duties including the following:
(a) prompt attention, (b) obvious feuniliarity with the case
background when he conducted the interviews, (c) un-prompted
feedback to me on the case progress emd, (d) smooth arremgement
of an aunicable corrective action.

Z learned for the first time how much grief, humiliation, and
worry 2ui employee can go through under such circumstemces.
Mr. Smith clearly understood these feelings and made me feel
comforteible throughout his investigation.

It is most reassuring and comforting to Icnow that the Office of
Special Counsel is availaible and effective as an independent
agency that government employees can turn to when they have
genuinely been adversely treated. Mr. Smith's behavior certainly
reflects upon your agency in a most commendeible manner, and I
hope you will pass along my expression of commendation and
appreciation

.

Respectfully,

H^l^ackson Hale, Director
Systems Engineering and

Program Integration Division,
RW-32
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Ka t h i e Lee Painter
1 Bi rch Hill

Port Alsworlh, Alaska 99653
( 90 7 ) 781-2231

MA-91-0656

March 18, 1993

M.C. Adkins
Inve St i ga t or
U. S. Office of Special Counsel
50 United Nations Plaza. Suite 121
San Francisco. California 94102-4914

Dear Ms. Adkins,

Now that ay case is closed I feel the freedom to thank you for your
assistance, persistence and prof es s iona 1

i

sm regarding My grievance.
I am also greatly thankful for the Office of Special Counsel.
Without this office aaned with a qualified staff where would the
"little" people like myself go for help?

I am sure you are aware of the final settlement and yes this does
help make some of the wrong right, but there will always be

questions and scars. I do regret that I did not receive a letter
of recommendation for future employment from Andy Hutchison. My
obvious concern is that this situation will reflect negatively on

me when I seek future employment. I have worked extremely hard for

25 years only to have someone else's mistakes and misjudgments take

what I have earned away from me. Do you have any suggestions?

Thank you again for your perseverance in rectifying a very
complicated situation. By the way I was looking over a past letter

that I wrote to you and got a chuckle as in my closing I wrote
"respectively" - in courteousy to you. I close. . .

Respec t f u 1 1 y .

KatfKe_ IKa t iVd e Painter

cc: Joe Siegleman
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OEPARTMEN r OF IIFAITIi h. HUMAN SERVICES 3ocHI Securlly AominlstraiK

\r-- i^ January 1-1, 1993

OHlco ol Haarings and Appeals

200 W. Adanis, Room SlO
Chicago, Illinois 60COO
312-886-5552

The Honorable Dan Rostenlcovski

Member, U.S. House of Representatives
2111 Raybum House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-1308

Re: Reoofval of F.J. O'Byme as Hearing Office Chief Administrative
Lav Judge (HOCALJ), Investigation by Office of Special Counsel,
and Reinstatement

Dear Mr. RostenkowsKi

:

Because of the fine vorv of the Office of Special Counsel and In particular
the work of Ann Hunt of Dallas and Joseph Siegelman of San Francisco, I have

been returned to the position as HOCALJ effective March 6, 1992. Mr. Louis
Dioff, Acting Commissioner of the Social Security Administration, had
requeste<i( the investigation' after an inquiry had been made to hira by the
Subcoamittee on Social Sectirity.

Obviously I vould desire that the Office of Special Counsel be fully funded

so that the next goverment oDployee that gets unjustly renoved can have
competent assistance.

Very truly yours,

Francis i^-^'Oymr
Itoarinq Office Chief ALJ at I^argu

cc: Social Security Subccmiltte, Elaine Fultz

Ann Hunt, Dallas,Tx ^^.^
Joscsph Sicgolnan, San Francisco, CA (^^
Office of Special Counsel, Washington, D.C.
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hbrLins

272 Trotting Park Road
Lowell, MA. 01854

October 27, 1991

Cathleen Sadlo
US Office of the Special Counsel
1120 Vermont Ave., N.W., Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

Re: OSC File No. MA-91-0328

Dear Ms. Sadlo

;

In accordance with our prior telephone conversation I have enclosed
a copy of the agreemeTit which was executed on 17 October 1991 and
a copy of my follow-on memo of 21 October 1991 (which clarified
some additional points with regard to that agreement)

.

Please let me extend my sincerest thanks to your entire staff (and
to you, to Mr. Perkins, and to Mr. Hameij in particular) for the
tremendous help and assistance you have all provided throughout
this entire matter. I am grateful for your willingness to
thoroughly and impartially explore all aspects of this difficult
situation and bring it to a just and final conclusion. I do not
believe that this situation would have been justly resolved without
your intervention; and for that intervention I am most thankful.

If I can be of any assistance to you, Mr. Perkins, or Mr. Hamer,
please do not hesitate to call upon me.

Sincerely

,

RODNEY R. MI-NKLEIN
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN HANSCOM AFB MANAGEMENT

AND

MR RODNEY R. MINKLEIN

1. This agreement specifies the terms agreed to by the undersigned parties

relating to the complaint filed with the Office of the Special Counsel, the

grievance regarding the 1990 Performance Appraisal, and the grievance

regarding the 4 March 1991 annotation in Mr Mlnltleln's AF Form 971. Any and

all agreements contained herein are not Intended to conflict with any law or

government-wide regulation. The parties to the above-mentioned matters hereby

agree chac the matters be settled as follows:

a. Maoagemenc agrees to reassign Mr Rodney R. Mlnklein, Supervisory

Management Analyst, GM-343-13, MET 33 (Position Description # 1-22878-0)

to the position of Computer Specialist, GS-334-13, ESD/SCX (Position

Description f 8-26413-0), located at 430 Bedford Road, 3rd floor, Lexington,

MA, effective ie-October 1991.

b. Management agrees to remove Che 4 March 1991 annotation in

Mr Mlnklein' s AF Form 971.

c. Management agrees to change Mr Mlnltleln's 1990 Performance Appraisal

(AF Form 860A) to "Excellent" and raise Appraisal Factors I through 9 in order

to make it the same as his 1989 Performance Appraisal.

d. Mr Mlnklein agrees to withdraw with prejudice the following:

(1) The complaint he filed with the Office of Che Special Counsel

regarding allegations of prohibited personnel practices.

(2) The grievance regarding his 1990 Performance Appraisal.

(3) The grievance regarding Che 4 March 1991 annocacion In his

AF Form 971.

e. The parcies recognize Chat Mr Mlnklein retains the righc, pursuanC Co

law, to file and pursue grievances and complalncs and ocher acclons wlch

respecc Co any fucure Issues.

Management Employee

'l\^^^\^^y yf^^c^A" /^^a/!^ /7^cy',
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98-9S1 Iho Place
A lea, Hawaii 96701

OecMbcr 17, 1991

Hs Jackie Martinez
U. S. Office of Special Counsel
SO United Nations Plaza, Suite 121
San Francisco. California 94102-4914

This letter Is to express ay appreciation for the wirk perforaed by Ms Katryn
Nllllgan In handling my report of prohibited practices (OSC File No. IM-91-1332)

In August 1991, after spending aore than 18 aonths In seeking redress for Mhat I

felt Mere iaproper actions against ae, I subaitted a co^ilalnt to the Office of
Special Counsel In Washington, O.C. After soae prelialnary actions the case Mas
referred to the San Francisco Office for Investigation and 1 Mas Inforaed by Ms
Katryn Nilligan that she Mould be handling ay case as quickly as her Morkload
pemitted.

In mid-Novesber 1991, I aet Mith Hs Nllllgan to clarify the issues, explain the
docuaentation I had presented, and provide additional infonaation to substantiate ay
claias. Initially she aade It a point to clearly ca^>rehend the nature of the

coaplaint and Mas tenacious In forcing ae to substantiate ay position. As the

Investigation approached a conclusion she had clearly denonstrated profess lonallsa,

candor, and a sense of honesty and Integrity such that I had no qualas In

authorizing her negotiate a settlenent In HaMail Mhlle I Mas aMay on a trip In

Baltiaore, Maryland.

I aa grateful because, since January 1990, I have pursued resolution of ay coaplaint

via the established Equal Opportunity coaplaint procedures, U.S. Senators, and the

Army Inspector General. During that tiae I filed six cooplaints. reported
WhistlebloMcr Protection Act violations, and endured nearly tMO years of

aanipulative and bureaucratic delays Mithout any indication that the aatter Mould be

resolved.

Not only did she negotiate a favorable settlenent on ay behalf but she Mas able to

right an injustice against another eaployee. In spite of the constraints of

existing laMs I aa grateful for being an Aaerlcan, and for Hs. Katryn Hllllgan's

Mork In preserving and demonstrating the endurance of our Bill of Rights and the

Constitution of the United States.

yLxr^ ^'^^ ^^'^ ^^ with Sincere Appreciation,

y r . (rrai* K. H./HisegaMa

(J)
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,;,,;r..nry i, 1 !Vi 1 3 FEB "3 W1 01

OFrir;: OF
TH,- r.?-~:!.\. COiifiSEL

ll.irry I aw -II in,j
ojOt S.t. 9Uh Avenue
Portland, on ')7.:65

Jacqueline I. Martinez
Attorney
Olrcctor, San Francisco Field Office
Office of the Special Counsel
SO United Nations Plcza
Suite }?A
San Francisco, CA 51102

RE: Hlchcllc C. Atlkins

Dear Jac(;uclinc,

I w:s surprised and pleased to have the opportunity to meet

with vou durir.g your visit to Port'.iiid with Michelle on January

Z9. 1901 .
'

II seews that people arc quick to report negative experiences,

and arc much slower to pass along the positive experiences that

occur during the difficult tines In their lives. I wanted to

take a moment to let you know what my experience has been while

worUinrj with Michelle.

1" all of my years as a Federal omploycu, NichcUe Is the first

person that I have dealt with that I would rate as a true

.Trofcssional . I l-elirve that the gov.^rf«ir..:nt tould use more

eiitpl"y<'C5 like her.

Again, it was a pleasure to meet with ycu. Thank you for your

r-fforts ill my behalf.

Sincerely, '

n'.iTrv Law-ll mi)"'
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Ms. KCKIH. I would be happy to do that. I have several with me
today. I will submit them with the written questions if you would
like that.

You know, these things come across my desk from time to time.

They are gratifying. They are never about me; they are about the

line attorney or the line investigator who is out there working with

the individual.

Mr. McCloskey. We get letters, also. Every day I get letters that

say I am the most wonderful person since Jesus and Eugene Debs.

Then there is another file that comes in that is less complimentary.

Ms. Koch. Let me add that when the committee has a question

on how we have handled a matter, as you have heard today, there

are privacy concerns about the contents of the files. On the other

hand, if in your oversight function, you should be concerned about

how something has been handled, you may request to see the con-

tents of these files.

We would bring it up for you to take a look at. I would offer that

as an option that you have at any time.

Mr. McCloskey. Just a concluding question that has been float-

ing around in the back of my mind for 15 or 20 minutes. It may
be naive question.

Your duties now under your Hatch Act area are in essence, are

they not, to prosecute Federal employees who violate the Hatch
Act; is that correct?

Ms. Koch. Well, we have double-duty there. We advise, first. We
attempt to let folks know when we are out doing our outreach that

we are there to advise first so we do not have to prosecute.

Mr. McCloskey. Does that cause any kind of symbolic commu-
nications or morale dysfunction? That you are, in essence, in many
ways charged to be a champion of Federal employees and in a very

significant area, of possible complaint? I am not blaming this on

you. You are the prosecutor.

Ms. Koch. We are the prosecutor on Hatch Act violations.

It doesn't happen very often. That is the interesting thing. Fed-

eral employees by and large are not violating the Hatch Act.

So we are not walking into workplaces, prosecuting folks very

often.

Mr. McCloskey. Well, you haven't considered it a major problem

in having those dual hats?

Ms. Koch. I know it requires—it is a heavy work load for a 100-

person agency. But I hadn't considered the difficulties there. We
would never be doing the two different things with the same per-

sonnel.

Mr. McCloskey. I have 20 to 30 further specific questions, Ms.

Koch. Ms. Morella has five or six. We will submit them to you in

writing.

I want to say thank you very much. I appreciate your attendance

and participation at the hearing.

Also, there are other statements for the record, particularly Mr.

Burton's was submitted to me at the beginning of the hearing.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Dan Burton follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Hon. Dan Burton, a Congressman From the State of
Indiana

Mr. Chairman, I would like to congratulate you on your assuming the chairman-
ship of the civil service subcommittee in the 103d Congress. I know that you have
worked very hard in the last few Congresses as chairman of the Postal Operations
and Services Subcommittee. This year the Post Office and Civil Service Committee
consolidated some of its subcommittees, and in doing so, merged the Human Re-
sources and Civil Service Subcommittees together. As the new ranking minority
member on the Civil Service Subcommittee, I look forward to working with you and
my other subcommittee colleagues in the 103d Congress.
Having said all that, let me address the subject before us today, and that is the

protection of whistleblowers in the Federal Government. I believe that Congress has
an obligation to protect whistleblowers from reprisal by their supervisors. Many
cases of waste, fraud, and abuse in the Federal Government would go unreported
and uncorrected were it not for the efforts of whistleblowers. Many of my constitu-
ents have suggested that we provide monetary rewards to encourage Federal em-
ployees to find wavs for their agencies to operate in a more cost-effective manner.
I think this would be a good idea.

I have a couple of concerns regarding today's hearing, however. First, many of to-
day's witnesses will criticize the Office of Special Counsel for what they view as lack
of effectiveness. Regardless of whether these assertions are true, what kind of mes-
sage are we sending to whistleblowers who are afraid of reprisal and need help?
WUl they decide that the Office of Special Counsel can't help them, and not avail
themselves of assistance that is available?

Second, from my review of today's testimony, it appears that none of the specific
individual cases which we will hear about today were satisfactorily resolved by the
Office of Special Counsel. To get a balanced view of the situation, I think we also
need to hear from people who were helped by the Office of Special Counsel and who
feel that the system worked for them.

I look forward to our witnesses' testimony, and to the following discussion.

Mr. McCloskey. Being somewhat new to this, as far as I see it,

there will be corrective legislation coming up in the next month or

two. As I said several times, there will be one further hearing, I

am sure at least with a very diversified set of witnesses. I appre-
ciate all the help I have gotten today.

I am quite frankly, to everyone involved, very open as to what
is the future of the OSC. I just appreciate all your advice and coun-

sel.

One of the things that will carry the day most with me is what
is the opinion of the OSC in the field among the full range, if you
will, of very credible Federal employees. I think they are people I

would listen to very much. I really appreciate all your help today.

The hearing is adjourned.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]

[Additional material received for the record follows:]
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Local 3407
American Federation of Gk>v»rnm«nt Employes
P.O. Box 111, QlenEchoMd. 20812
(202) 227-1008

March 31, 1993

Honorable Congressman Frank McCloskey
Chairman

,

House Subcommittee on civil Service
122 Cannon H.O.B.
Washington, D.C. 20515-6244

Dear Mr. Chairman McCloskey:

I am the President of AFGE Local 3407 and a representative
of Dr. E. A. Jamil. I have been working with the ranking minority
leader of the subcommittee, Honrable Cong resswoman Morella,
regarding Dr. Jamil's case and she had highlighted a report
prepared and submitted by his attorney, Mr. A. J. D. Schmidt, in

a hearing held by this subcommittee on October 5, 1989. Ever
since that hearing, Dr. Jamil and I, have been working vith the
subcommittee's minority professional staff member, Ms. Heea V.

Fales and have been updating the subcommittee about the status of

the case in anticipation of possible action by the subcommittee
to resolve this matter by enacting new legislation. Now we have
been informed about this hearing and I would like to avail this
opportunity by submitting the enclosed material for the record,
to get Congressional help by considering the facts of this case.

Enclosed are the copies of the letters from Dr. Jamil's
attending physicians to the Hon. Congresswoman Morella and to the
OWCP Director which clearly demonstrates the plight of a

whist leblower and how brutally he is being treated by the
government, even today. This situation was apparently created by
an incompetent or irresponsible employee of the OWCP which also
requires your immediate intervention and action before it is too
late.

On my request. Dr. Jamil's attorney has also prepared the
enclosed letter to inform your subcommittee about the current
status of Dr. Jamil's case its devastating effects on other
employees and how the Congress can help these employees to get
out of the dilemma they have been placed in, and how the Congress
or your subcommittee could play a constructive role by conducting
investigation into alleged billions dollars waste, mismanagement,
(see attached list of projects) and cover up, and by enacting
legislation, to remedy the situation. I hope this material will
assist your subcommittee staff members to start the proposed
Congressional action. I will be happy to assist them if they need
more details in this matter. Thank you for your attention and
continuous help in this matter.

Patrick A. Weed
President
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TBE DMA SYSTEMS THAT RESULTED IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS HASTE

1. ELECTRON BEAM RECORDER ( EBR ) FOR THE PHOTO LAH

2. OPTICAL SPECTRUM ANALYZER (OSA)

3. HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY REQUIREMENT SYSTEM (HYSUR) '

4. EATHYMETRIC DATA REDUCTION SYSTEM ( BDRS )

5. TECHNICAL DATA LIBRARY SYSTEM (TDLS)

6. AUTOMATED NAUTICAL CHARTS INFORMATION FILE (ANCIF)

7. GEONAMES SYSTEM

8. SYSTEMS INTEGRATOR WHICH IS ALSO KNOWN AS DATA INTEGRATOR
OR "MARK 85" AND "MARK 90" SYSTEMS

These^are just a few systems out of many other computer
systems at the Defense Mapping Agency that have resulted in

wasting billions of dollars of taxpayers' money. A full
independent investigation, by some experts in computer systems
analysis, into all the systems that were scrapped or shelved
without any reason after spending billions of dollars, can reveal

the mul itibil 1 ion dollars embezzlement, fraud, and waste by the

high level of DMA officials. A list of above systems was given to

the DMA attorneys in thef in ter roga tor ies to answer pertinent
questions but all of thes^ questions were unanswered. This liPt

was also given to the DMA Inspector General a long time ago but

nothing has happend so far. I strongly believe on the basis oC

all the evidence that is discovered by the depositions of the

high level DMA officials in September and October 1988 that the

waste and fraud through computer contracts at the DMA is even

more serious than the Pentagon waste and fraud cases that are

being prosecuted by the U. S. Attorney in Alexandria Va. since

the evidence clearly indicates that at the DMA the high level

officials had been involved in conspiracy, cover up, obstruction

of justice, perjury, and misuse of discretion and national

security to hide their ulterior motives. Even the Security office

and the EEO office had been involved in assisting the high level

officials to cover up their illegal actions. The national

security is being grossly misused as a cover. I strongly believe,

without a high level investigation into this matter the criminals

will remain free, the mockery of justice through misuse of

national security will remain unchecked, and the wastage of tax

payers' money will continue at the DMA.

/ y Va/wv^^
Dr. Basharat A. Jamil
7721 Barnstable Place
Rockville, MD 20855.
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A. J. D. SCHMIDT ••

JOHN P. ROTH • »

CHAKLKl J.CARHOCCIO, JR.'

JOHN r. BRENNAN •••

Schmidt. Roih, Brennan S Carroccio
AlTORNEYS AT LAW

107 WEST JEPftHSON STRf.tT

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND P08S0 APMITTtP Tg

March 29, 1993

Patrick A. Weed
President
Local 3407
American Federation oC Govecnmetit Employees
P.O. Box 111
Glen Echo, MD 20812

Dear Mr. Weed:

In response to your request regarding Dr. B. A. Jamil's

case in view of the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 (VJPA)

and the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) I would like to stato the

following:

If you recall, I had submitted a report on Dr. Jamil's

case for the hearing held on October 5, 1989 to the House

Subcommittee on Civil Service which discussed the misuse of

security clearances and national security criteria, first to get

rid of a whistleblower. Dr. Jamil, and then to cover up, and to

hide all sorts of the allegedly illegal actions of the high level

DoD officials involved, from scrutiny by the Judiciary. Since

then, Dr. Jamil's case has gone through the U.S. Court of Appeals

and certiorari has been denied by the U.S. Supreme Court, all

without allowing him a single chance to present what we suggest

is over-whelming evidence to present his claim before an unbiased

tribunal.
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since the background of this case is very lengthy and it has

previously been submitted to Congress, for your purponos, T will

only briefly mention son.e saliert points in this case whicti T

suggest call for Congress to intervene to resolve this matter.

I. DR^ JAMIL'S CASE IN SOM E ASPECTS IS^ SIMILAR TO TtlE BCCI
SCANDAL AND IN SOME ASPECTS IT IS EVEN WORSE

Just like BCCI case, this case has also been neglected for a

long time. Despite the allegations of conspiracy, and cover up

of possible criminal involvement of high level DoD officials,

which were being exposed by Dr. Jamil's wh i s t 1 eb 1 ow ing , the

scandal behind this case has not been investigated, under the

guise of "National Security". It is time for an appropriate

Congressional committee to get serious in this case and, like

Senator Kerry's committee did in BCCI case, investigate all the

charges, review thousands of pages of untouched evidence and hold

hearings to expose the waste and misuse of billions of taxpayer's

dollars.

I I . THE TACTICS USED TO COVER UP THE ALLEGE D CONSPIRACY AND THE

ALLEGED CRIMINAL ACTS BY THE DOD OFFICIALS ARE BEYOND THE SCOPE
AND MANDATE OF WPA AND CSC REQUIRING NEW LEGISLATION AND MANDATE

TO~ STOP ABUSE AND M ISUSE OF NATIONAL SECURI TY AND SECU RITY
CLEARANCE ABSOLUTE DISCRETION

It is important to know that the DoD officials allegedly

involved in Dr. Jamil's case have been very successfully playing

the security clearance discretion and national security card in

avoiding and evading any investigation under any existing law,

rules, and regulations. They have shown in this case that by

raising the spectre of "National Security" one becomes immune to

any prosecution or even any investigation in the alleged criminal

wrongdoings.
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III. THE WRONG PRECEDENT SET PY DR. JAM IL'S CASE IS ALREAD Y

HURTING AMD IS LIKELY TO HURT THOUSANDS CF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND
POTENTIAL WHISTLEBLOWERS THROUGH IHE MISUS E OF NATIONAL SECURITY

MAKING WPA AND OSC USELESS

How the Judiciary treated Cr. Jamil's case after being

misled by the abuse of National Security claims by the

government, is itself a long story and and T will notdescribe it

here. However, the ability to use and abuse the claim of

National Security to "stonewall" judicial investigation has set a

very dangerous precedent which is being used to get rid of

federal employees and potential whistleblowers.

IV. WHY AND, HOW THE CONGRESS SHOULD I NTERVENE AND HELP RESOLVE
DR. JAMIL'S CASE AND ENACT NEW L EGISLATION BASED ON THE LESSONS
LERANED FROM THIS CASE TO STOP THE ABUSE AND M ISUSE OF SECURITY

CLEARANCE DISCRETICN AS WELL AS THE NATIONAL SECURITY

From the above, it is now obvious why it is imperative that

the Congress intervene in this case, First of all it is extremely

important that one Congressional committee assume the full

responsibility of pursuing and fully investigating this case

vigorously. Since the alleged criminal involvement and misuse of

funds through unnecessary computer contracts given by the high

level DoD officials involved are very similar to the scandal

uncovered in the FBI "111 Wind" operation, it is suggested that

perhaps this part of this case be referred by the Congressional

committee to the FBI 1 for a full investigation. The committee

should also hold hearings after the findings of the investigation

of this case and enact legislation to centralize and streamline

security clearance process as previously suggested with a set of

guidelines that will guarantee to stop the abuse and misuse that

we have witnessed and experienced here in Dr. Jamil's case.
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Congress might also suggest that the rehabilitation plan called

for in various medical reports (one such report is enclosed

herein) should be implemented by DoD, and consider appropriate

reasonable compensation for the damage caused to Dr. Jamil's

health and professional reputation.

I hope this let'ter will help you to have the Congress pursue

this matter vigorously and continuously until it is fully

resolved. If you feel I can further assist in this matter, please

feel free to contact me.

Sincerely yours,

A. J. D. Schmidt

Enclosure: a/s
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A. S. AUHAO, N.D., P.R.C.S.
7610 Carroll Avenue

Suitel 205
Takf)nici, Park, Ml) 20912

(301)891-6160

November 23, 1990.

A. J. D. Schmidt, Esq.
107 W. Jefferson St.
Rockville, MD 20850

Dear Mr. Schmidt:

As^jfou know, I am Dr. Jamil's family physician and he has
been under my regular care ever since some of the high level
officials at his work place. Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) had
made his job environment so full of pressure, stress, and tension
that he developed symptoms of major depression at his job and I

had to advise him to stop going to his job due to its severe
effect on his health. In his last appointment he gave me your
message that^you need a detailed medical report on his current
condition and future prognosis to submit to an appellate court.

I must commend the appellate court judge who has requested this
report, because of his humane approach to this case which should
have been the most important aspect of this case right from the
beginning but unfortunately, it has been ignored the most/ by our

judicial system so far, despite the fact that various reports on
Dr. Jamil's health condition were submitted.

I have been observing the treatment or mistreatment Dr.

Jamil has been subjected to, misusing tlie national security, for

the last five to six years, by the high level officials of the
DMA, first to stop administrative hearing or investigation into

their alleged wrong doings and misconduct pointed out by Dr.

Jamil, to save millions of taxpayers' dollars, and then to

mislead the Judiciary by effectively barring it to hold a trial
to bring all the high level officials involved to justice. This
mistreatment has been so blatant and worse that it constitutes
the intentional infliction of emotional distress. Moreover, this
mistreatment was also diagnosed by al._l the independent
specialists to be the basic cause for his major depression.
Because of the importance and seriousness of this problem and
because of the fact that a great injustice is being done to Dr.

Jamil in the name of national security for the last six years, I

think it is extremely important that I submit my report in detail
with the hope that justice may be done to this case and
consequently, it may gradually help Dr. Jamil to recover from the

major and severe depression.

After a thorough review of Dr. Jamil's medical record,
including the reports from al^l^ the independent specialists,
appointed by the Department of Labor who have examined him time-
to-time, I have the following prognoses:
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_

Dr. Japiil IS suffering with major and severe depressionbecause of on the 30b pressure, stress and tension caused by hisemployer. His condition deteriorated further ever since his hopeto get justice was dashed when the U.S. District Court tried todismiss his case prematurely, by granting the summary judgment,without holding any trial or hearing for national security
reason. This made him more angry and determined to bring all the
DoD officials involved to justice by all means. The anger he has
expressed, though very genuinely, with the way the Judiciary has
been treating this most important and strong case, has aggravated
his depression so much that Dr. Burke Mealy, his therapist, had
to warn him that his almost two years of therapy was not working
any more and he must have to pull himself completely out of the
job related litigation before his therapy and the medication he
was taking would have any chance to work. Under these
circumstances, considering his deteriorating health, I have
recently, referred him to Dr. Linda Frey, a psychiatrist, for
further examination, treatment, and better medication.

It is also noticed that the job related litigation is
affecting him a great deal, even if he is trying hard to stay
away from it as advised earlier. Under these circumstances, after
detailed discussions with Dr. Jamil during various appointments,
I have the following observations and recommendations:

OBSERVATIONS

The extensive record and evidence. Dr. Jamil has discussed
with me during his numerous visits over almost six years clearly
indicate the following facts:

1. Under unbiased and impartial supervisors during the first
five years of Dr. Jamil's stay at the DMA, he was regarded as an
excellent worker who received the "outstansing" performance
and the "Quality Salary Increase" awards. According to his
department chief, he had "unusual talent". He was regrded as a

man of high integrity and highly dedicated and excellent
professional. He had also established a great respect for his
superior professional activities even outside the DMA, and he was
commended by the National Science Foundation for his work on a

computer science project as the Project Director. According to a

letter from his immediate supervisor, on the basis of his
superior education and experience, as compared to other higher
grade workers at the DMA, he deserved much higher grade.

2. Because he had excellent computer systems analysis
background, he was selected as a member of the Technical
Evaluation Team to evaluate and rank the proposals of a

multimillion dollars computer application project called the
"Systems Integrator". It did not take too long for Dr. Jamil to

figure out that- it was one of the kind of projects that were
uncovered by the F.B.I, sting operation called "111 Wind" only
four years later. When he raised his timely voice against the

project and recommended to stop the project, since it was nothing

but almost a billion dollars waste of taxpayers' money, the high
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level officials involved, turtied against him and tried to keep
him quiet. But when he still kept on opposing the project and
continued to express his serious concern with the way thp wtiolo
project was being handled by the high level oCCicials, they
conspired to get rid of him.

3. The way they (high level officials who had conspired)
implemented the conspiracy is a very long story. In short, they
misused the national security excuse, on every step of the way,
to cover up their highly questionable actions in spending a

billion dollars on unnecessary Systems Integrator project. Kvery
attempt of Dr. Jmail by filing complaints and grievances to havo
their actions investigated and to uncover their ulterior motives
and involvement in the project, and have them indicted and
convicted like scores of other DoD officials who have been
indicted and convicted by the F.B.I. "Ill Wind" operation for
similar involvements, was thwarted by the misuse of national
security. So much so that the same officials, to get rid of Dr.
Jamil, a determined whistle-blower, had the security office
revoked Dr. Jamil's security clearance, as planned, with no
reason, over the objections of their own counsel.

4. Despite the fact that Dr. Jamil has very clear and strong
evidence of conspiracy and criminal misconduct of the high level
officials in this episode, the national security excuse has been
used by those officials so successfully that their every criminal
action is so far hidden behind the dark and thick curtain of
national security. First, every adminstrati ve level complaint and
grievance filed was dismissed just by citing national security,
and without any investigation into the fact that how the national
security itself has been misused. Then, the Judiciary did exactly
the same, when Dr. Jmail went to the courts and the MSPB to liave

his day in court. It is indeed mind boggling that after more than
five years of very expensive litigation, our Judiciary so far,
instead of solving the problem has itself become a part of the
problem, by granting the summary judgment, and has sent out a

a wrong but very strong message that if they get you by misusing
the national security, you are doomed since Judiciary will not
look at your evidence no matter how strong it is and it will not
dare to question them no matter how criminal they are.

5. Over the last five to six years. Dr. Jamil has discussed
different aspects of the case with me including the way the MSPB
and the courts have treated his case. It is very surprising that
despite the fact the evidence is so overwhelming to prove
different criminal charges against the high level officials
involved including the misuse of national security, conspiracy,
perjury, cover up and obstruction of justice through misuse of
national security, without using even a single classified
document or compromising with national security, still the courts
absolutely ref4jsed to look at the evidence. I am sorry to say
that sometimes when this litigation was too much for his health,
I had to advise him to stop or postpone participating in the
litigation and gave him my recommendations in writing to postpone
any hearings, still the courts continued the litigation
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ignoring all t)ie evidence and exacerbating liis medical condition.

6, Ever since the court had granted the summary judgmpnt and
the MSPB had refused to hold a hcariiu) ,is rfmandod i.y tho MSI'itU,

Dr. Jamil was naturally outraged to the point that his
depression was turned from worse to worst and the regular therapy
he was getting from Dr. Burke Mealy stopped having little effect
it used to have. Then Dr. Mealy had to give him a "stern warning"
to divorce himself totally from the job related litigation.

7. The facts most frequently mentioned by Dr. Jamil that keep
him genuinely upset and keep on worsenitig his depression are as
follows

:

(i) The high level DoD officials involved in this case wore
first clever enough to conspire to get rid of him using the
safest and the quickest way by having the security officials
revoke his security clearance, which he believes by itself is

illegal since security officials' entire clearing process is

supposed to be independent from any interference from any high
level officials.

(ii) The same officials then used their influence to block
any investigation into all administrative complaints and
grievances filed by Dr. Jamil, citing national security and
effectively avoided gather ing all the evidence timely.

(iii) When he went to the MSPB and the federal court to seek

justice, then they refused to adjudicate perhaps the strongest
case of misuse of national security as a cover to hide their

criminal actions. They threw out the case without even affording

him a chance to introduce the evidence, misled by ttie DoD claim
that the courts has no jurisdiction in this security matter.

(iv) After more than five years of litigation, both the MSPB

and federal court have so much misled by the DoD that they have

failed to understand even the very basic issue of the case, which

simply is that the high level DoD officials have misused the

national security as a cover for their criminal actions and to

adjudicate this issue no security matter and rfo classified
information need to be discussed.

(v) So far the conduct of the Judiciary in this matter has

shown that the national security instead of safeguarding the

national secrets can be successfully and safely used for

safeguarding the criminal actions of the high level DoD officials

without any judicial interference.
(vi) The Judiciary has been putting the cart before the

horse so far by not allowing to present the evidence in this case

and trying to dismiss the case without defining the issues and

examining the evidence and the witnesses.

8. Dr. Jamil had told me that after getting frustrated from

the Judiciary he and his repcor.cntati ve brought this matter to

the attention of the U.S. Congress. The Congress after reviewing
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9. This is also important to note that because of the
nature of Dr. Jamil's case a number of labor organizations
nationwide are taking interest in the outcome of this case. Dr.
Jamil has a baisc financial responsibility of supporting a family
of six with his limited source of workman compensation approved
by the Department of Labor. Apart from this he is under a huge
debt of thousands of dollars of legal expenses for this prolonged
litigation with no end in sight. His apparent inability to pay
back this debt along with the fear of accumulating more legal
debt in future has tremendous pressure on Dr. Jamil that has
contributed to further deterioration of his condition by
worsening his already severe depression. It is also mentioned
with regrets that Dr. Jamil had also requested the federal court
to assign an attorney or pay his attorneys' fees, but was
declined without giving any reason. Furthermore, his continuous
apprehension of losing his most sensitive profession of computer
systems analysis for ever, has had an everlasting effect on his
depression that impedes any hope of recovery. To elaborate
further in this regard, I am attaching my October 13, 1988 note.

10. Considering Dr. Jmail's current condition where under the
circumstances, therapy is not working and medication is not
having as much effect, it is extremely important that he should
be relieved from the tremendous litigation pressure as soon as
possible. Since the court can play an important role to help
relieve most of this pressure and throughout this ordeal, this is
the first time that a court has asked for medical opinion to be
considered in its decision, I have decided to prepare this
somewhat detailed report and based upon my extensive interviews
of Dr. Jamil and review of the documents provided by him I make
the following recommendations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Since al^_l the adm i n i s t a r t i v e level complaints and
grievances filed by Dr. Jamil were blocked by the DoD officials
criminally involved, by misuse of national security, and no
investigation took place, most of the important evidence needed
to bring them to justice is still uncovered. Therefore, it is
essential that first the administrative level complaints and
grievances filed by Dr. Jamil be thoroughly investigated by the
independent investigator appointed by the Congress and the
evidence be established.
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2. The Judi-ciary should postpone any further action in thii
matter until the completion of the Congressional investigation.

4. To alleviate Dr. Jamil from tlie tremendous pressure oC past
nd future legal debt which is one of the major factors for his
ontinuous severe depression, I would suggest two possibilities.COI. w «. .. w V w w -wv..w..%. v.^^ .. v, w W ^ Wil , A TVV^UJ.U o u v^

-J c o (_ L W U p'U & ts X U i A 1 C 1 t? S .

First, just like the DoD is paying all the medical expenses, the
Judiciary should order the DoD to pay all the legal expenses as
well, until this matter is resolved. Secondly, since this case is
of national interest which is likely to help the Congress to
enact new legislation to save billions of dollars in future, the
Congress should appropriate enougli funds through the independent
investigator for payments of all past and future legal expenses
in this matter.

5. Since one of the major factors for Dr. Jamil's continuous
and worsening depression is that he has been forced to stay at
the same grade level again misusing national security, while
according to his first supervisor, a number of employees at his
workplace who were far less educated and experienced have been
routinely promoted to much higher grades, it is essential that
his compensation should be adjusted to the grade level he would
have been based on his background and experience, had he not been
mistreated which according to all the physicians is the only
cause for his major and severe depression.

I sincerely hope that this letter will help you and tlie

appellate court in understanding the agonizing situation Dr.
Jamil has been experiencing since last six years for no fault of
his own which is resulted in loss of his most sensitive
profession of Computer Systems Analysis apart from serious health
problems. I again appreciate the judge who has asked for this
.report on Dr. Jamil's medical condition and hope that he will
help him to get out of this dilemma. If you have any further
question in this regard, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely yours,

.<?
A. Sham 1111 Ahiiiaci

M.D., F.R.C.S.
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A. Shamim Ahmad
M.DF R C S.

II4I2 DeberehDrht

POTOMAC MO 20854

_ Phone (SOI) *'3.9r,l\

T)»{*.

Octctet 13, I9t;b.

TO WHCK IT MAY CONCERN:

I am Dr. Pasharat Janil's Eaniily phyi-.ician and hf had tecr,

under ny constant care ever since he had developed the synFtoms

of he£.6ache, backache, and inscirnia bccauee cf working in an

envircnirent. that was full of severe pressure, stress and tension.

He was al-so exan. inec ty ether specialists. Dr. Mealy, Cr.

Greenvvocd, and Departirent of Labor appointed specialist Cr.

Briar. After exhaustive exan. inaticn it is aiacncscd that he has
been suffering with anxious and major depression due to his work
conditions and env iror.ner t

.

In order to understand Dr. Oanil's acony and prolonged
illness, it is inportant to look at his profile. Accord ing to his
supervisors, he had outstanding jot performance and he had
derronstr ated unusual talent in his profession. He was also
conimenced by the National Science Foundation for his initiative
and the outstanding jot he had done on a coirputer science project
and was awarded international travel grant to con^pletc that
project. Dr. Jamil is a nan of principle and honor. lie never
con;prcir.is6s on principle, instead, he prefers to stand up to the

occasion and fight for the principle, which he die when he was a

men. ber of the Technical Evaluation Team and cppcsed a

ir.ul titr.i 1 1 icn dollars defense project stating it was wastage of

taxpayers' money. By doing so he has suffered a great deal and
his ego has been badly shattered by the highly unusual
and stressful environirent created by the high level LcD
officials. Lue to the litigation he has teen involved in, just
fighting for the principle and trying to save niJlions cf
taxpayers' dollars, his condition has beer, deteriorated. The only
period when he showed sore inprovenent was when I advisee hiir to

try to stay away fron. this litigation and take vacation far away
from this environment. After he can.c tack, it did r'ot take too
long before he went back to the sane depressive syncrcnc. I have
also noticed, when he has to recall the unpleasant and unusual
treatment he had received at his job, his condition gets worse.

Cr. Jamil's treatment as a con.puttr systenis analyst at his
job by his employer is rcitewhat sinilar to a highly talented
surgeon in the Surgery Cepartment of a hospital where he had been
mistreated by the management to the point that hr liad bcff
stoppea to perform surgery and instead, he had been acrigncd to

keep inventory of the ecuipnert and supplies for the sane
department. When he tried to keep in tiuch with what is lately
happening in surgery in order to save h\^ prcfcssicr, he had been

given a written warning to stop it stating it is not job related.
No doubt, this situation would be very frustrating and
detrimental to the surgeon's health anc profesi.ion. In Dr.
Janil's case it was even worse, since his profession if even liorc
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technical in a sense that he had to [ierforn surgery en a variety
of computer sy'stens that require high degree of concentration and
proficiency, for which he had to stciy in touch constantly with
the state of the art de ve lopiren ts in coir.putcr science. In order
to huniliate hiir, all the technical f.rojects were taken away ftcn
hini and were assigned to junior enployces working in the sane
division, and the only pcrrranent project assigned to h i tr was
that of the custodian of the sarr.e division in which he used to
perforn. systens analysis and coirputer applications. Ihen to
humiliate him further the iranagcncnt had suspended his security
clearance and he was given a "pink badge" which is regarded as a
syit'bol of shaire among the fellow enployces since it reflects the
tarnished credibility of the employee. Indeed, anybody going
through this ordeal, just because he had dared to point out to
the irutijr.illion collars waste due to the incoirpetency,
ir.isrranagement, and other personal reasons of the Technical
Director, will go into severe depression and his profession will
be devastated.

The lengthy litigation Dr. Jsiril had teen involved in,
with anxious and major depression, has prolonged his agony and
has also danaged his highly technical, sensitive, and ccrpctative
profession to the point of no return. The question of being
productive in his profession to any degree will core after his
complete recovery from depression which under the ci rcun stances
seem.s nil. Since his prime and the iccst productive time has
already been wasted by keeping him cut of tcuch with his
profession for so itany years, it is not possible tc re-cdu.cate
and re-train him in conputer systens analysis at this rtagc to tr
as productive as he would have been, hiid he teen trtetcd noriially
by his employer. Therefore, it is strongly reconmendec tl.at Dr.
Jamil be given retiren.ent in his nost sophisticated, teclinicol,
and dem^anding profession of computer systems analysis.

For his recovery fron depression, it is extrerrcly
in.portant that he must try tc keep his n ind conplctcly detached
from the bitter experience and irenorics of intentional infliction
of emotional distress by his en.ployer, which he has been unable
to do so far because it was so severe. Moreover, the scars he
has received from the m.i s trca tm.ent of his employer seem to be
permanent since they have made him so angry and revengeful that
he is always preoccupied and obsessed with the litigation against
those high level DcC officials in order to teech then a big
lesson. Therefore, under these circuii stances he will have to be
under constant medical care for indefinite period ot time.

S incerely ,

Dr . A . Shan in Ahnad

cc: Cr. Kcaly
Cc. Greenwood
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A. s. AiiMfti), run., I. II. (..•;

7610 Carroll Av< imc
Suited 205

Takonia Park, ML) 20912
{301 )89I-6160

Marcli 4, 199 3

Director - OWCP
Department of Labor
Division of Federal Employees' Coinpensn t ion

800 North Capitol Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20211

PE: Dr. B. A. Jamil
File # A25-277554

Dear Sir:

We are attending physicians for the above referenced DOI)

employee. He has given us the copies of n iiipiiiorandum to you, anrl

a letter to him, dated February 2, 1993 written by Mr. Kenneth
Moxley, along with the enclosed copy of his response dated
February 17, 1993 to Mr. Moxley. Sint-<' wo have been fully awnm
of the circumstances and con t r i bii t i ii') Inclnrr, or nr. .1 ;iiii i I ' r-

original anxious and sc-vcre dcpi i- : ;; i on .iiiH f \\'- ;;nl).'-.'(ni'' n i

continuous mistreatment by federal officials that has prolunyod
and worsened his depression, it is extremely important that we

bring the following facts to your attention in order to stop tli-.'

continuous badgering of Or, Jamil tliot lias been resulting in

reversing any progress we have been dcrperatoly trying to make to

get him out of the anxious and severe depression.

We are sorry to say that Mr. Moxley's memo to you and his

'letter to Dr. Jamil are the latest exnipplcr of such badgering and

emotional distress that put him on an o motional roller coaster
nullifying instantly, a little bit of luriyrcss we have made, in a

long time, in our efforts to improve his condition to the level
that a rehabilitation process may be started.

We do not know what kind of exporicnco and backgrcjuiid Mr.

Moxley has. But reading his iremo and letter to Dr. Jamil, it '\ r,

clear that he as not at all familiar with the most sensitive
nature of Dr. Jamil's medical condil idii and the wnr.t coiiiplMX

nature of his case. A can^ful rfvir'w nl oni loi.tcrr; and r'-porl:-

and of those physicians appointed by OWCP as well, in Dr.

Jamil's case file with OWCP, clearly support this claim and
further indicates the following facts:
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1. The very Cirr.L pai.i of Uic nt. Mnv|,.y'.. |,„,|,n, ;,|„| ,|„, .,,,,.
,

para of his letter to Dr. Jamil, l>nili .uo { ri con I r ;nl i c f i on u i i li

the foregone conclusion oE tlic OVvri" nppo i n tod (Jhyn i c i a ii , It.
Lawrence A. Rrain. lit. n r ,t i n in hi-. ;; f 1. 1 .ml .«

t ?, I
" ii r*

coiiipr chcnr. i V e i^iioiL, in ic:|<ui". l.i ()W(r intpiity,' i I i . .

examining Dr. Jamil, emphatically staler.:

"In reviewing contributors to tli^ onset oC the depreris ion , .

I find no factor outside of employment that would bo
contributory. ... there appears to bo corroborating evidenco t'j
support the claim by him that he has boon nubject to action ori'l

attitudes by his supervisors that were deleterious to his Cutur--
and undermined his employment stability. Hence, being faced with
even further regressions in his career objectives and his very
job being placed under threat, it would be my opinion that Hif^
claimant began to experience a Orprcrr,} v process which initial ly
has its onset as somatic complaints but lias subsequently
progressed, ... Therefore, in answer to the specific question?
raised, it is my conclusion that the claimant presents with o
Major Depression (DSM III: 296.2). It is my further concluFion
based on the above rationale that his condition is caurn 1 1 y
related to conditions oC eiiiployment and at this time temporarily
disables the claimant from employment."

2. Mr. Moxley's memo is also in contradiction v/ith hin firrl
letter to Dr. Jamil dated October 22, 1992 in which hr. .1 i 'I

mention, "Your accepted condition i .'- anxious deprension . .
."

This letter was responded by Dr. Jami 1 'n November 10, 1992 leitrt,
and our November 16, 1992 letter. PI cane riote that Dr. Jamil h.i'l

appended to his response the copi'^r- of onr I e t If r .'^ to i; r . /•

.

Walter Hoover, M.D. dated 12/3/91 and (m i:ll,i McKoy -l.il'H ll/i/''^,

both are employees of 01>'CP. Those l"tterr; clearly addrer.r in
detail, all the questions tlr. Moxley had lai.-jed in h i .-5 letter tn

Dr. Jamil (please see the OWCP case I. ile).

3. Mr. Moxley responded to our letter with his 12/28/92 lettei.

informing us that our proposed rehabilitation process cannot !"

followed by OWCP due to the FECA. We again replied to his letf^r
with our 1/20/93 letter informing him that our r ehabi 1 i ta t i (jn

process is absolutely essential first to get Dr. Jairi 1 out of his
depression and then eventually take him back to tlie workforce
in his profession. Instead of comp)lying with our proposed f>1an
and to wait until the outcome of the Congressional efforts in

this matter, he hit Dr. Jamil with his 2/2/93 letter with which
any progress we have made in treating his depression has L^r^^^n

eliminated, worsening his depression further.

4. Despite the fact that we have clearly mentioned in onr

1/20/93 letter to Mr. Moxley tli.'i i Iw r-mi facior.-, ..r'- tli>'

essential parts of our proposed i di .d. i I i i 1 1 i on |.' I .m v/li i cli i
••

absolutely necessary to imp 1 emen t lo he I [i Dr. Jamij get out of

his depression and rehabilitate him in his profession, Mr. Moxley
has still misstated us in his memo by riating, "According to Drs.

A. Shamin Ahmad and Linda Frey, the claimant cannot begin any
rehab program until the following r.ici ot s are settled: ...". Ar a
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matter of fact, what wo men t ionocl war the ipl)ab proyram. Vvo had
also told him in our letter that evnr, if the OWCP in unable to

implement the rehab plan, the Cony i f-r-r; '\ r. taking intorest in br.

Jamil's case. It is tlicrcEoic P'r''V^li^}^ that wo give tlK-

Congress a chance to intervene and resolve tliis matter. \',o

believe, under the unusual and un precedent circum.stances
surrounding this case , the c o\\<\ i err will r. iippr)r t I h'•

r ehab i 1 i ta t ion plan wo pi opoGo. Th i r: w i 1 I not only pro v i<lo th"
Congress with an opportunity to enacl legislation to resolve tlie

problems created by misuse of security clearance and national
security but will also fully help ni. Jamil to ovorcoinr. h i r,

depression and re-enter his pro f (>.';:; i en.

5. Mr. Moxley seems to have totally overlooked the fact that

OWCP's originally accepted symptoiiT. ot Dr. Jamil's "Anxious
Depression" have never been fully cuietl. He has also ignored the

fact that psychological/emotional injuries are not so easily
repaired when the environment canning the injuries is not

changed or improved. Dr. Jamil is facing the dilemma where thr^

environment is actually getting worse. Mr. Moxley's threat to cut

off his workmen's compensation benefits prematurely, before he is

fully recovered from the original symptoms and a rehabilitation
program may have been implemented, has served to significantly
exacerbate his symptoms.

6. Mr. Moxley also has ignored 11>C' single mor.t important
factor contributing to Dr. Jamil's "Anxious Depression" which i

'-

the fact that he, being a computer systems analyst, had bern
grounded, to stop his criticism of m i rmannqemont niul war.lo, l.y

his supervisors Cor alino:;! two y<-,ii:-. pi ior to h i r; rifpr it:;; i nn ,
i 'i

merely a custodian job witli I'li.b. in Ajujlifd M a I hiina I i c;: ih'I

Computer Science. This very act is tantamount to sufrocntiny liim

professionally. This is like demoting a brain surgeon in a

surgery department of a hospital to nothing more than a janitor'r

job for almost two years. For any rehabilitation plan to succooO,

Dr. Jamil will require substantial ro-training to bring him up-

to-date in his field, and he will need to have the ability to

carry out his profession. This means tliat he will require the r-?-

institution of his wrongfully removed security clearance, for

further detail in this matter, plearc see our detailed letter to

Dr. Jamil's attorney, Mr. Schmidt, in hir OUCP case f;ile. V.'o a r <

also unable to understand Mr. l^o>.^ny'r. hnnte and i nipa I i rMif-

expressed in his memo to expedite Dr. Jan.il's rehabilitation,
despite the fact that in our correspondence with him we had

explained our prognosis and related i ohabi J i ta t i on plan,

also strongly recommended that any .u.l. Ion b" lihlfH
Congress has an opportunity to rcvi'v and i(;:i>lvo tliis ca

I, ad
ml i I

7. It should be par t icu I a i I y no I

stating in his memo, "The abov(> r

treating physicians appear to
conditions". We have proposed our

r,! I ha I ri 1 . Mox I "V i r, wr oti'i i ii

ukI i I i onr. i iiipor.-'rl on OWCI' by
bi ,'- iiiii 1 a r to re t t 1 en: on t

r o 1 1 ,1 b i M t a t i o n plan after a

great deal of research into the r,> iiptoms and causes of Dr.

Jamil's prolonged depression and tli-- boliavior and tactics of the

DoD officials, who have originally p"' ''''" '" this situation and
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have been continuously misusing tlio ii.ntiotioJ sccurily to kcop o
cover on their actions by stopping judiciary to bring then: to
justice. This is a very complex car.-f> nnd ono har, to go ov.r ;i

huge record to ascertain tlie real silunlion Ur. JoiiiiJ har; li«i n
put through just because he had s:pokcii out openly againr.t
mismanagement and waste of a vast r.uin oH taxpayers' money by
higher level DoD oCficials. This has had a devastating oCCcct on
his physical and emotional health and v/o 1 1 being. Under there
circumstances, which cannot be ignored, we believe out
rehabilitation plan is tlie best way wo have proposed considering
all the contributing Cactors lo help li i m i;f) qr>i- <)u^ of I Ix'

prolonged depression and at tln.> r.,iiiw time rt'turii him to work.
There is no doubt. Dr. Jamil is very anxious to go back to work.
But what kind of work? He is certainly not in a position to work
as a computer systems analyst. For this, he needs to more Cul ly
recover from his depression whicli is going to require a cliango in
the anxious environment which created lil s illness, as well as tlie

standard treatment of medication and psycliotherapy. Tlien as noted
earlier, he has to go through full education and training in the
profession for which he was fully qualified and for whicii he
spent many long hard years to be trained, resulting in the
"Outstanding ^Per formance" av/ards on his job.

VCe hope this letter will liolp you to understand Dr.
Jamil's current medical conditions, predicament, and dilemma lie

is facing and our proposed rehabilitation process which is good
both for his cure and rehabilitation, if implemented as
recommended. If you have any question in this regard, please feel
free to contact us.

S i nee re I y you r :•,

X: ,! •J ;/-
,.. !>•//

:

Linda R. Frey, M.D.
Psychiatr ist
Diplomate, American Board
of Psychiatry & Neurology

A. Shainim Ahmad
M . D . , F . I! . C . S .

cc: Mr. Kenneth Moxley
Honorable Congressworran Connie Morel la
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A. S. AUriAD, M.D., F.R.C.S.
7610 Carroll Avenue

Suite* 205
Takoina, Park, Ml) 20912

(301)891-6160

Honorable Constance A, Morella
U.S. House oC Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

March 24, 1993

PE: OWCP File # A25-277554

Dear Congresswoman Morella:

Dr. Jamil has given us a copy of the letter and
Termination of Compensation Order signed by Ken Moxley dated
March 12, 1993 and a copy of the memorandum from Ella McKoy to
the Director dated March 12, 1993. He has also informed us that
he has already faxed you the same, along with our March 4, 1993
letter to ,the Director of OWCP in response to Ken Moxley's
February 2, 1993 letter and memorandum.

Since you are a ranking minority leader of the
Subcommittee on Civil Service and you have been helpful to Dr.
Jamil in the past, we believe it is extremely important to
apprise you of recent events and seek your assistance. This is
extremely vital considering the devastating effect Mr. Moxley's
action has had on Dr. Jamil's health exacerbating the clinical
depression.

At present. Dr. Jamil has a significant sleep, appetite,
and sexual disturbance, difficulty in concentrating, diminished
energy and libido. His interpersonal relationships are disrupted
by increased irritability. He feels helpless and hopeless, and is

totally demoralized. He is also experiencing stress- induced
physical symptoms, particularly, neck and back pain and
gastrointestinal disturbance. Further, please note the following
facts in this matter:

1. MR. MOXLEY HAS OVERRULED THE MEDICAL OPINION OF ALL THE
OWCP APPOINTED INDEPENDENT PHYSICIANS:

Dr. Jamil has been examined at different times by OWCP
appointed specialists and they have filed their detailed reports
on Dr. Jamil's condition and prognosis. The most recent
specialist was Dr. Lee H. Haller, M.D., P.C. who had filed his
•detailed report to OWCP on December 10, 1990 after interviewing
Dr. Jamil and reviewing independent medical examination reports
of the following Dr.'s: Bruce Smoller, M.D., Lawrence Brain,
M.D., Allan Berger, M.D., Captain Gerald M. Welch, M.D. and Major
•William G. Ellien, M.D. (both of Walter Reed Army Medical
Center), J. Burke Mealy, Ph.D. psychologist, and Lawrence
Greenwood, M.D. He states in his report, "Again, I am in accord
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with previous examiners in that I find absolutely no basis other
than his work environment as a precipitant for his depression.
The letter from his colleague indicating that there war, a

conspiracy to get rid of him would, it cccms to me, indicate tliat

there were efforts being made to get rid of Dr. Jamil." (see page
10 of Dr. Haller's report in OV^CP case file of Dr. Jamil).
Despite his lack of medical training, Mr. Moxley contradicted
all of the above experts in his efforts to ignore the facts and
rewrite the history of this case in order to terminate Dr.
Jamil's compensation.

2. MR, MOXLEY IS EITHtK TOTALLY IGNOPAHT CF Till'; FACTS OF THIS
CASE OR HE IS TRYING TO OVERRULE THF FINDINGS AND COMMITMENTS
MADE BY THE OWCP DIRECTOR IN HIS OCTCBET 27, 1992 LETTER TO YOU:

In response to your October 4, 1992 letter to the
Secretary of Labor, the OWCP Director, Mr. Lawrence VJ. Rogers, in

his October 27, 1992 letter has clearly acknowledged by stating,
"The district office can implement a rehabilitation program, once
Dr. Jamil's condition has reached a level where rehabilitation ir

feasible. However, according to the medica 1 evidence of record,
his psychological condition has not stabil ized to a point where
he c an re-enter ^e work force. " (see attached letter from
Director OWCP), In view of this letter, Mr. Moxley's recent
correspondence indicates that he is completely ignorant of the
facts of this case. He has gone ahead and signed the Order of
Termination of Compensation on behalf of the OWCP Director,
perhaps without affording the Director a chance to review what he
was signing on his behalf.

3. THE ORIGINAL DEPRESSION CAUSED BY THE DOD OFFICIALS V.AS

NEVER FULLY CURED AND NOW THE OWCP OFFICIAL HAS EXACERBATED IT:

The above mentioned conspiracy of the DoD officials in Dr.

Haller's report and subsequent continuous cover up through misuse
of security clearance and national security were basic reasons
for Dr, Jamil's depression which we liave been trying to treat.
Dr. Jamil has been on antidepressant medication (first Pamelor
and currently Zoloft) and has been seen regularly for
psychotherapy. While some of his symptoms were lessened with the
treatment, his condition has deteriorated markedly because of
this extraordinary stress. His current clinical status is noted
earlier in this letter.

4. UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES, WE IMPLORE THE U.S. CONGRESS TO
INTERVENE AND HAVE THE DOD COOPERATE TO IMPLEMENT THE
COMPREHENSIVE REHABILITATION FLAN PROPOSED BY US AND HAVE THE
OWCP CONTINUE COMPENSATION UNTIL DR. JAMIL IS WELL AND
REHABILITATED IN HIS PROFESSION:

We would like to make it very clear that our only concern
is Dr. Jamil's health. We have nothing to do with the legal
aspects of his case as long as it does not have impact on his
health. In this case, however, it is patently clear that noxious
circumstances have caused his illness. Therefore, we believe that
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it is incumbent on the government, which created this noxious
environmenti to do something to improve it. Without these changes,
even with the best of medical care, it is unlikely that Dr. Jamil
will fully recover. Because of this, after careful deliberation,
we had designed and proposed a comprehensive rehabilitation plan
to help him get better and rehabilitate gradually. We were
encouraged by the OWCP Director's October 27, 1992 letter to you
stating that the OWCP will implement the fourth element of our
proposal as soon as it is feasible. The DOD has jurisdiction over
the first three elements and they should be addressed by DoD. We
feel it is especially critical that his security clearance;
wrongfully revoked, be restored. If not, he will remain crippled
in his ability to carry out his profession for which he trained
many years and for which he is well qualified. Under the
circumstances, it is now imperative that the appropriate
committees of the Congress, such as the Subcommittee on Civil
Service, intervene quickly.

Thank you very much for your help in this matter. If you
have any question, please feel free to contact us.

Sincerely yours,

Linda R. Frey, M.^. A. Shamim Ahmad
Psychiatrist M.D., F.R.C.S.
Diploma te, American Board
of Psychiatry & Neurology

Enclosure: a/s

cc: Director - OWCP
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U.S. Department of Labor

OCT 2 7 1992

Employnnen: 5"

Olliceol Wc-T
Washmglon Z

'>ddids Admintslfrilion

5 Compensaiion Programs

: 20210

A25-277554

»^uv J ,: m
The Honorable Constance A. Morella
U.S. Bouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congresswoman Morella:

Thank you for your letter dated October 4 concerning the

compensation claim of Dr. B. A. Jamil.

Dr. Jamil's treating physicians. Dr. A. S. Ahmad and Dr. Linda R.

Frey, have recommended a four point rehabilitation plan for

treatment of Dr. Jamil's psychiatric condition. Three of the

elements recommended: (1) paying the debt for his civil litigation
against the Department of Defense (DOD) ; (2) adjusting his grade,

with promotions, with other DOD employees with similar job titles,

education, qualifications, and experience, coupled with retroactive
compensation; and (3) reinstating Dr. Jamil at an adjusted grade

level in a different federal agency with a security clearance, fall

outside the purview of the Office of Workers' Compensation
Programs. These issues should be addressed by the DOD, as that

agency has jurisdiction over such matters.

The fourth element, providing technical and educational training
for Dr. Jamil, is part of the rehabilitation process provided under

the Federal Employees' Compensation Act. The district office can
implement a rehabilitation progrcim, once Dr. Jamil's condition has

reached a level where rehabilitation is feasible. However,
according to the medical evidence of record, his psychological
condition has not stabilized to a point where he can re-enter the

workforce.

If Dr. Jamil has additional questions, he may wish to contact the

U.S. Department of Labor; Office of VJorkers' Ccmpensation Programs;
800 North Capitol Street, N.W.; Room 800; Washington, D.C. 20211;
Telephone (202) 724-0713. That office has immediate access to

Dr. Jamil's case file and is in the best position to assist him.

Thank you for your interest in this matter.

erely. Dor 99
(j^ m?

LAWRENCE W. ROGERS
Director, Office of
Workers' Compensation Programs

1916 '^^1991
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STATEMENT OF

A. E. FITZGERALD

POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE COMMITTEE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL SERVICE

MARCH 31, 1993
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Mr. Chairman and Members:

Thank you for inviting me to submit this testimony for the

record of today's hearing.

To avoid repeating myself, I am resubmitting and including by

reference my June 26, 1985, statement to this same Subcommittee on

the same subject. In order to keep this discussion in proper

sequence, I would suggest that readers of this testimony read my

attached 1985 statement at this point.

My 1985 testimony apparently was not persuasive, so I want to

expand and elaborate on it in hopes of better results this time.

As with my earlier testimony, I have not submitted this statement

to my employer for clearance, so I cannot say whether the Air Force

or the Department of Defense will agree with me.

Now that the Civil Service "Reform" Act is nearly 15 years

old, it is clear that the big winners in the so-called reform

effort are dishonest patronage distributors, the parties who profit

from these distributions, the vast cover-up industry which shields

the unsavory workings from public view, and those who exploit the

victims of this nightmare system. The losers, of course, are the

taxpayers, the environment, public health and safety, and those of

the taxpayers' employees who try to live up to their public

interest obligations

.

In my 1985 statement, I agreed cryptically with Mr. O'Connor,

then the Special Counsel, that the system he supervised, awful and
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unfair as it was and is, was working exactly as its framers

intended it to work. I realize this was a harsh statement and

possibly needs more proof to convince fair-minded new members of

Congress who were not involved in the 1978 fiasco. I hope to do

this in part by submitting for your consideration excerpts from my

1989 book. The Pentaoonists .

This story starts with the 1976 Presidential campaign:

My friends believed that Caner would listeo to the sound of the

blowing whistles and would come down haid on waste and comiption.

Then Jimmy Caner told us so directly and personally. On October 23,

he came to Alexandria, Virgiaia— very near my home — and gave a

speech, saying in part:

As I've traveled across the country, I have heard thousands and

thousands of Americans say they don't bebeve the federal government

can be made to work again. This pessimism about government is so

widespread that many people have lost faith in the very idea of public

service. The word "bureaucrat" has become a pejorative word, almost

an insult.

It wasn't always like this and it doesn't have to be anymore. The

federal government can be well managed. It can be efficient. It can be

responsive. It can once agam be a source of pride to the public and the

pubbc servant.

I want to talk today about what government reorganization will

mean to the thousands of federal public servants. I share the pubUc's

disillusion with its government — and I know that you do, too. But the

backlash should not be directed against government employees who

want to do a good job, but against the barriers that hold them back.

If I become president, I intend to work «rith career civil servanu,

with Congress, %»rith leaders of business and labor, with academics, and

with many other groups to devise a reorganization that will eliminate

waste and inefficiency and overlapping and confusion in the federal

government and make our government truly efficient once again.

Going on in this vein, Carter arrived at a promised four-point pro-

gram, with the final point directed at my case:

Fourth, I intend to seek strong legislation to protect our federal

employees from harassment and dismissal if they find out and repon

waste and dishonesty by their superiors at others. The Fitzgerald case,

where a dedicated dvil servant was fired from the Defense Department

for reporting cost ovenuiu, must never be r^eated.

How often does a candidate soUcit somebody's vou by singling him

out by name and promising to tight the wrongs he suffered? 1 couldn't

help being optimistic. These were words I'd been hoping to hear for

years.
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In the book I went on to recount how in the period immediately

after President Carter's election, I had been invited to become a

board member for the Fund for Constitutional Government (FCG),

whose president then was famous civil rights lawyer Charles "Chuck"

Morgan, Jr., and how I had been solicited by the Carter transition

team to become a political appointee to help cut costs in the

Pentagon. I told how President Carter had then retreated from his

campaign commitment to reduce military expenditures and had become

an unabashed advocate of military spending increases. In the

course of this transformation, President Carter had selected Harold

Brown as the new Secretary of Defense. As outgoing Secretary of

the Air Force under Lyndon Johnson, Dr. Brown had recommended to

the incoming Nixon administration that they get rid of me after I

had told embarrassing truths about one of Dr. Brown's programs.

Brown's appointment was bad news for me and, as I explained in The

Pentaqonists . bad news for the taxpayers

.

Under Brown the pressure mounted to obligate and spend. The notes

of the DoD financial managers' meeting of February 21, 1977, reports

Assistant Secretary (Comptroller) Fred Wacker's words: "Mi. Wacker

stated that recent reports indicate that FY 1977 execution is lagging

behind plan to date, both in terms of obligations and outlays, and urged

the FM's to investigate the significance of this information." Transla-

tion from the buieaucratese: you guys aren't spending the money fast

enough. Quit stalling!

White House instructions for this speed-up came in the form of a

directive titled "The Economic Stimulas [sic] Program." My sarcastic

friends said that the spelling showed the educational level of Carter's

South Georgia brigade, but I knew that its spirit came straight from

Wall Street.

By May a, 1978, Fred Wacker was almost hysterically telling the

financial managers to get out there and spend. He told the meeting of

that date: "There is no cap on expenditures and . . . the DoD is certainly

not restricted from exceeding the esublished target. Any une:q>ended

' balance should be analyzed to determine cause."
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As President Carter retreated from the frugal statements of

his campaign, his enthusiasm for tellers of truths embarrassing to

the boondogglers diminished in lockstep. Ever the optimist and

steadfast believer in the perfectability of man, I tried to put

into practice President Carter's campaign proposals as part of my

middle management work in the Pentagon. The following passage from

The Pentaqonists recounts one of these attempts and shows how the

present cynical and wasteful Civil Service system got its start.

It starts with an invitation I received to address a national

meeting of the American Federation of Government Employees:

I took advanuge of theii hospitality by making a speech in which I

combined candidate Jimmy Caner's proiwsals for budget balancing and

remodvating government employees with my own suggestions from

the paper I had sent Mitzi Wertheim the previous fall. All in all, it was

a tough talk to address to the leaders of a government union. I told them

that integrity started with the understanding that there is no such thing

as government money. It is all taxpayers' money. I asked them (along

with the rest of us) to shape up and cut out waste. I said that meant they

would have to hve with lower budgets and help achieve lower costs. I

gave some examples of the trials and tribulations good stewards have to

suffer, but I reminded them that we were employed by the taxpayers to

do an honest job. It was up to us to beheve candidate Carter's

commitments and to take things into our own hands to follow through

The average American, brainwashed to believe that all merit-system

federal employees are mediocre hacks with very httle interest in their

work, would assume that such an audience was hostile to my message.

But let the Fedeial Times, a federal employees' newspaper, describe the

reaction:

Suddenly, Fitzgerald was part of the audience. He needed to explain

no more. The frxistration he apotheosized \sic] was written on almost

every face in the audience.

Hands were shooting up. Stories about waste, mismanage-

ment, corruption, and cover-ups began pouring out from all sides. Com-

plaints went uninvestigated, complainants were punished, documents

destroyed. ...

It seemed an endless orgy of accusations in southern lilts, midwest-

em drawls, and Bronx accents There were many Fitzgeralds now,

countless numbers, and all of them felt that the big shots who commit

crimes go scot free, while the little guys, honoring their Code of Ethics,

get slammed for revealing wrongdoing.
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Carried away by all this, I went too fai. I promised my audience that,

as a supergrade (one of the three highest dvil service categories) in the

office of the secretary of the Air Force, I'd try to follow up on any horror

tones they had documentation for or credible %«rimesses to prove.

In a vulgar but apt phrase from my itative Alabama, I was letting "my
mouth overload my ass." 1 began to get more horror stories than Alfred

Hitchcock ever dreamed of. Embarrassed yet encouraged by this reac-

tion, I bimdled up my speech and some of the favorable press notices

and sent them through chaimels to the president, nplaining to the

Mcretary of the Air Force— an inert figure named Stetson— that "I

would like for President Carter to know how well his program can be

received by the rank and file of D6D employees when it is put to them

die tight way." About a month later I got the package back with a note

uying that it was "iiuppropriate" to send to the president.

I persevered in trying to get a hearing. I got an appointment with Greg
Schneiders, a Carter adviser who was now a White House assistant. I

gave him my package from the highly successful AFGE pitch and the

material I had submitted to the Caner-Mondale recruiters the previous

fall outlining my ideas for squeezing the fat out of the military budget.

Schneiders was sympathetic but firm in telling me that Harold Brown
was in charge of the Penugon.

I redoubled my efforts to get an appointment with Brown to try to

make common cause with him in fulfilling jinuny Carter's campaign
commitments. Senator Proxmire tried to help me get appointments
both with Brown and with higher-ups in the Carter White House, but all

of our attempts met with stony silence. My friends wrote letters to the

president on my behalf and got back form replies from the Office of

CiviUan Personnel Operations at Randolph Air Force Base in Texas.

Chuck Morgan, interceding for me, had conversations with Hamilton
Jordan, Attorney General Griffin Bell, and other insiders. He never told

me specifically what they said, but much later he did remark cryptically,

"You never had a chance."

Discouraging though this was, I thought I might get somewhere with
Ralph Nader's support. During the Nixon and Ford administrations,

Nader had spoken out clearly to defend truth telling in government.
And he had helped me personally. At an October 28, 1970, conference of

government administrators in Washington he had deplored "the con-

cept of heroism in civil service that called for employees to sacrifice

their careers if they dared point out threats to the public purse or

safety Blowing the whistle is a cardinal safeguard of pubhc interest,

and we're not going to let you be heroes." He went on to say that

whistle blowers weren't the problem, it was the government employees
who lied or covered up facts who were. He wanted punishment for those

officials who practiced "bureaucratic tmaccountabihty." His talk drew
a standing ovation that lasted several minutes.

Nader and his organization did a lot of useful work in outlining what
was wrong with the federal government's civil service system. He and
his associate Peter Petktis published a good book on the subject called

Blowing the Whistle, and another Nader associate, Roben Vaughn,
%im>te a superb paper called "The Spoiled System" denouncing the

regression of the supposed merit system for government employees to a

de facto political spoils system.

Nader's group had acted effectively when Nixon tried to put the top

three levels at the federal merit system tmder his political control, a

5
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powei grab meant to smother dissent and communication with Con-
gress and the press. When Caner came into office and Peter Petkus was
given a White House staff appointment, my friends and I took it as a

cry good sign.

We had another organizationaJ ally in Chuck Morgan's Fund for

Constitutional Government. The FCC had helped subsidize an impor-
tant Nixon-era expose by pubhc-interest lawyers William Dobrovu and
Joe Cebhart. Their "Blueprint for Civil Service Reform" was both an
attack on Nixon's violations of the federal merit system and a proposal

lor greater public accounubility. Stewart Mott, the FCG's foimder;

Chuck Morgan, its president; and other board members had strong ties

to the Carter administration. Board chairman Ted Jacobs, who had been
Nader's second in command, knew many of the ex-Nader people now in

government. New Republic editor Ren Bodie, labor lawyer )oe Rauh,
and Georgetown University Professor John Kramer had close relation-

ships with Carter officialdom. This was the Uberal Estabhshment.
- These people, I was sure, would use their muscle to support a superb

civil service reform.

Thus I simply refused to believe Inderiit "Indy" Badhwar when he

telephoned me in December 1977. Indy, a native of the Punjab, was one

of the best reporters I ever knew. Writing for the Federal Times, a fuimy

little weekly (which was, nevertheless, a very good paper) he uncovered

scandals of national proportions. Indy and his colleague Sheila Hershow
kept a very good scrutiny on the federal bureaucracy. Badhwar said that

imimpeachable sources in the government had told him that Carter's

and Nader's people were cooking up a new civU service "reform" even

worse than the swindle Richard Nixon had tried to sell, which had been

hooted down by Congress. Indy said that the new plan would strip

government employees of any real protection against arbitrary action by

political appointees.

Nonsense, I said. This was exactly the opposite of Caner's campaign

promises. Furthermore, there was no way Ralph Nader would ever

involve himself in such blatant dishonesty. I told Indy we'd go to see

Nader and get his persoiul denial.

I had an unexpectedly hard time getting in touch with Nader, but

finally, through intermediaries, I got an appointment in early lanuary

1978. When Indy and I arrived, Nader was somewhere else. We were

taken in to see Alan Morrison, Nader's lawyer; Andrew Feinstein, the

organization's civil service lobbyist; and Robert Vaughn. Morrison

coldly said that Nader was unavailable— what did we want?

Indy recounted the stories he had heard about the proposed reform.

To my total shock and confusion, Morrison essentially confirmed

Indy's story. He said it was true they were going to "trade off" some

government employee rights ftw certain advantages he wouldn't name.

It was "too hard" to fiie government employees; the system needed an

easier way to get rid of people.

Indy and I said that the government had never had much difficulty

getting rid of whistle blowers or dissidenu, and we cited cases. And if

that was so, it shouldn't be too diffinilt to get rid of those who were bad

or incompetent. Indy cited the sutistics; a lot of people had been fired

in recent years. No argument made a dent. And whenever I tried to see

Nader, it was clear that he didn't want to meet with me on this issue.

Obviously the deal had been cut.
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Now, don't think that these "public interest" lawyers were

simply showing partisan favor to Democratic President Jimmy Carter.

This same group, with help from a lawyer from the ACLU national

office, exhibited similar bias in their motion for Morton Halperin

to intervene in the Supreme Court case of Nixon v^ Fitzgerald in

August 1981. Nader lawyers Alan B. Morrison and John Cary Sims and

the ACLU '8 Mark Lynch argued that there was substantial question of

whether my truth-telling before Congress was protected under the

First Amendment. Even if my Constitutional rights had been

violated, they suggested that the Court might follow the 1981 5th

Circuit decision in Bush v. Lucas which would severely limit both

my right to bring an action and my available remedies. Tragically

for the taxpayers and their employees, the Supreme Court did just

that when they took up Bush v. Lucas in the following year and

committed the legal atrocity described in my 1985 testimony before

this Subcommittee.

The bottom line of the Nader-ACLU lawyers' argument regarding

the Nixon v. Fitzgerald case generally was that my case against the

Lion of Whittier might be "... one for which absolute rather than

qualified immunity might be appropriate." Nixon and the "public

interest" lawyers won by 5 - 4

.

Following our January 1977 rebuff by the Naderite lawyers,

Indy Badhwar and I took the case to my own organization, the FCG.

The subject seemed timely because FCG was convening a series of

meetings during the first half of 1978 to consider whether the

organization should change its objectives and charter. Many

believed that the FCG charter "to expose government corruption" had

been rendered obsolete by the election of Jimmy Carter:
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^When the FCG board wanted to talk about the new utopia in . »encs
oi quo vadis meetings, I insisted that we include a discussion of civil
•emce reform. The White House considered the FCG important enough
to s«aid Sunon Lazarus, its chief civil ^rvice reform lobbyist and fonner
Nad«beutenant, to explain the proposal. Lazarus made no bones about
the fact that Caner was adopting the discredited Nixon plan to
politicize the top three civil .ervice grades (OS i6, 17, and i8|, but with
an added nasty twist. Nixon would have offered three-year contracts to
the supergradcs; Carter offered no contracts. These employees could be
dismissed for "incompatibility"; in fact, they would be pobtical appom-
tees. At first, Lazarus said that the number of such employees would
not exceed 10 percent, but after questioning, this percentage became a
bit slippery. As former merit system jobs were filled by pobtical
appointees, those appointees could "burrow in" and become career
employees, thereby freeing up slots for new politicals. Lazarus finally
admitted that Carter intended to replace the whole merit system, in
time, with politically appointed henchmen.
According to the minutes of that FCG meeting, Lazarus said that the

Carter plan, as Chuck Morgan had suggested, was to place "the burden
of proof in disciplinary proceedings ultimately upon the employee in
question." For all practical purposes, Caner could then get rid of
anybody in the civil service.

Lazarus explained that some people were already earmarked for
dismissal under the new plan, and he named one of them. Assuming
that the person named was a notorious incompetent, 1 offered to explain
the present system's mechanisms for firing incompetents.
No, said Lazarus, the employee wasn't incompetent.
What was the reason for removal, then?
Weil, the administration wanted to get rid of him because "he talked

to the press and said the wrong things to Congress."

So, there you have it. This is why Mr. O'Connor could say,

and I could agree, that the so-called whistleblower protection

system was working exactly as its framers intended. Far from being

unintended consequences of well-intentioned legislation, identi-

fication, isolation, persecution, and punishment or at least

neutralization of "whistleblowers" were what the Carter Administra-

tion had in mind all along.

As discussed in my 1985 testimony, our pre-Civil War slave

laws were essentially a code of prohibited personnel practices

aimed at making the system appear benign and palatable to society

in general. Just as it was then sometimes necessary to make an

example of some particularly brutal or out-of-favor owner for

mistreating slaves, it is now important to give honest government
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employees an occasional modest victory to perserve the good name of

the system. Now, as then, though, the system itself needs

abolition, not preservation. Here are some suggestions:

1. Abolish both the Office of Special Counsel and the

Executive Branch administrative law bureaucracy set up to hear

Civil Service appeals. At the same time, the Executive agencies

should be directed to employ alternate dispute resolution

approaches to screen cases and hopefully settle them before they

enter formal judicial processes. If, as a result of adoption of

this suggestion and those listed below, judicial branch workloads

increase, some of the money saved by this suggestion could be

reapplied to hire additional Judicial Branch magistrates and

special masters.

2. Affirm the personal liability of all federal government

employees for the consequences of their illegal acts. Chiseled in

stone above the portico of the Supreme Court building is the motto

"EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW". Living up to this motto would do

wonders to restore faith in the fairness of government. When I

have made this radical suggestion in the past, defenders of the

status quo have argued that this would be unfair to government

officials who would have to defend themselves just for doing their

jobs. Aside from the fact that tellers of unpleasant truths

(whistleblowers) have to do this all the time, a simple remedy is

available: Handle complaints against government officials in two

steps . Step 1 would be a screening to determine whether the

allegedly illegal acts fell within the scope of the accused's

official responsibilities. Until the accused's acts are determined

to be outside the scope of his or her official responsibilities,
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the accused could be represented by government counsel . On the

other hand, if judged in the preliminary screening to have acted

outside the scope of his official responsibilities, the accused

would then be on his or her own in the second step of the proceed-

ing.

3. Affirm full citizenship rights and remedies for federal

government employees. It used to be an axiom of law that without a

remedy there is no right. In the Bush v. Lucas outrage, the Courts

severely limited government employees' remedies so that their

Constitutional rights no longer mean much. It is important to

understand that the Supreme Court's Bush v. Lucas decision was not

based on immutable Constitutional principles, but rather on what

that Court believed Congress intended to do when it passed Civil

Service legislation.

4. Simplify Civil Service laws. Every citizen, including

government employees, should have a fair chance to solve his or her

own legal problems. Simplification of laws would enhance this

possibility under any system and would become a major factor in the

success of alternate dispute resolution approaches recommended in

Suggestion 1, above. Congress should resolve that all existing

Civil Service regulations and other personnel management rules will

expire on a date certain a year or so after the resolution.

Congress should then write a simplified Civil Service code which

will replace the present hodgepodge with simple, understandable

statutory rules written in plain English. Under Title I, Section

8, Clause 18 of the U.S. Constitution, Congress already has the

responsibility "To make all laws necessary and proper for carrying

into execution" the powers granted by the people to our government.

10
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It has been argued that the total body of Civil Service laws and

regulations are too complicated to be dealt with by Congress in the

manner suggested. I submit that this is an indication that the

present approach fails the acid test of allowing our citizens to

solve their own legal problems. If the body of rules is too

complex to be understood by members of Congress, mostly lawyers,

and their large staffs, assisted by experts in the Library of

Congress and the General Accounting Office, then certainly they are

not suitable for use by individual government employees.

Congress has already provided a statutory Uniform Code of

Military Justice (UCMJ) for the taxpayers' military employees and

there is no reason they can't do the same for civilian employees.

The UCMJ could be vastly simplified by cutting out over-lap with

civilian laws and the uniform code for civilians could be simpler

yet because of the Constitutionally unquestioned uniformity of

rights and remedies of all civilian citizens of the United States.

5. Start dismantling the government cover-up system. The

1990 FCG report, "Defense Power Games",* by noted Pentagon analyst,

Franklin C. "Chuck" Spinney, makes an excellent case for "open

books" in the Pentagon. Likening the Pentagonal budget-maximizing

mechanism to a voracious monster, Mr. Spinney rejects cosmetic

political and management games in favor of a direct approach: "We

must slay the monster." To this end Mr. Spinney wrote:

*FCG has provided a number of copies of this report for the Subcom-

mittee's consideration.
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If the monster thrives in darkness and stale air, the first

step in killing it is to eviscerate it by throwing back the

curtains and opening the windows; glasnost is the precondition

for perestroika.

Mr. Spinney's open books proposal, if applied across-the-

board, would obviate the need for most government employees to set

their hair afire just to shed a little light on the hidden workings

of government.

6. Facilitate punishment of government employees who falsify,

conceal, or cover-up material facts in carrying out our citizens'

business. The suggestion is a paraphrase of 18 USC 1001, so these

acts are already against the law and punishable by big fines and

imprisonment. As the Ralph Nader of the Nixon era pointed out, so-

called whistleblowers aren't the problem, it's government employees

who lie and cover-up facts who are. The problem with enforcement

is fundamental. Under our Constitutional arrangement, the

organization for law enforcement is different from that in most

states, where the Attorneys General are elected directly by the

people. We do not have the same degree of independence at the

federal level. Without prejudging our new and promising Attorney

General, it is just not realistic to expect the federal attorney

general to prosecute federal officials, especially patronage-

distributing officials, with great vigor and consistency.

Therefore, our politically appointed prosecutors may need help and

encouragement from time to time.

Vigorous Congressional oversight, such as we are now seeing on

the C-17 transport plane, reenforced by persistent follow-up, can

12
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be a powerful stimulus to prosecution of high-ranking cover-up

artists. Another useful catalyst would be to give citizens access

to investigating grand juries without the presence of Executive

Branch personnel for purposes of presenting evidence for the grand

jury's consideration. In civil false claims cases, Congress needs

to affirm that government officials who acquiesce in, or cover-up,

or conceal actions leading to false claims should be joined

personally as defendants in the damage suits.

*******************

With the present strong, widespread public sentiment for a

more frugal and accountable government, I believe we have the best

chance of my lifetime to fulfill our citizens needs and desires in

this regard, and that most government employees would join the

effort. I, for one, certainly would, and many people I work with

have expressed a desire to do so as well. Most of the people who

come to me with horror stories of waste, mismanagement, and failure

to protect our citizens' health and safety say they would do the

right thing if they could get away with it. The fact that they

don't believe they can survive doing "the right thing" — and

mostly they're right — is the greatest scandal of our government.

Please help us correct this situation.

13
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Hadane Chairwoman and Members:

Thank you for inviting me to appear here today.
''

— —^ -*• ,»

Since THE practice of law for people other than myself

IS outside t«Y RE6UUR DUTIES^ I HAVE NOT SUBMITTED MY STATE-

MENT FOR CLEARANCE TO MY EMPLOYE-R^ THE U.S. AlR FORCE. ThAT

BEING THE CASE/ I CANNOT SAY WHETHER MY TESTIMONY WILL REPRE-

SENT THE VIEWS OF THE AlR FORCE OR THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE.

I BELIEVE THAT IN ORDER TO PROPERLY ASSESS THE WORKINGS

OF THE Office of Special Counsel^ so-called "whistleblower"

PROTECTION^-- AND THE CiVIL SERVICE UWS GENERALLY^ WE NEED

TO UNDERSTAND THE ENVIRONMENT WE ARE DEALING WITH. ThAT

ENVIRONMENT CAN BEST BE UNDERSTOOD BY UNDERSTANDING WASHINGTON,

D.C. WASHINGTON, D.C. IS ESSENTIALLY A ONE-INDUSTRY TOWN.

Anyone who grew up, as I did> in a one-industry town, or mill

TOWN AS THEY USED TO BE CALLED, CAN READILY UNDERSTAND THE

SEEMINGLY COMPLEX GOINGS-ON IN WASHINGTON IF THEY GIVE IT A

LITTLE THOUGHT. OUR MILL TOWN'S INDUSTRY IS NOT STEEL OR

TEXTILES OR SOME OTHER USEFUL PRODUCT. OUR INDUSTRY IS

POLITICS>>AND THE LIFE BLOOD OF POLITICS IS PATRONAGE.

Patronage TAKES many forms. Among them are import quotas,

TARIFFS, TAX UWS, ESPECIALLY THE SPECIAL INTEREST VARIETY,

REGULATORY RULINGS OF ALL KINDS, SELECTIVE PROSECUTION,

LOCATION OF GOVERNMENT FACILITIES, GRANTS, APPOINTMENTS, AND
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MOST IMPORTANT^ GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS. ALTHOUGH THEY DON'T

talk about it publicly, both the legislative and executive

Branches are preoccupied with the distribution of patronage

in all its forms. because this distribution is so complex,

both branches prize employees who are 'responsive" in dis-

tributing the patronage as desired by the dominant parties

in the process.

Because the patronage distribution process is sometimes
SEEN as

MESSY and not /a FIT SUBJECT FOR FULL DISCLOSURE TO THE TAX-

PAYERS AND CONSUMERS, THE LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE BRANCHES

HAVE BANDED TOGETHER TO PRODUCE RULES WHICH GOVERN AND STEER

THE BEHAVIOR OF A CLASS 10F CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES (CALLED "INFERIOR

officers" in THE CONSTITUTION) WHO DO THE DAY-TO-DAY DIRTY

WORK. These rules are the Civil Service laws and regulations.

The genius of the Civil Service quasi-judicial system

is its ability to change the subject. a prime example is the

Spanton case. When. George Spanton and I first talked in March

of 1982, George was already in deep trouble because of his

attempts to save money. George had challenged the runaway

growth of contractor compensation, especially executive pay

and perquisites, and the appearance of improper contractor

entertainment of high-ranking government officials, including

some generals. As George told me at the time, he had deeply
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OFFENDED THE "PROCUREMENT COMMUNITY". He ESTIMATED HIS

CHALLENGE TO THE THEN ON-GOING CONTRACTOR COMPENSATION NEGO-

TIATIONS TO BE WORTH ABOUT $150M AT A SINGLE LOCATION. GeORGE'S

CHALLENGES TO APPEARANCES OF IMPROPER ENTERTAINMENT AND GRA-

TUITIES WERE EVEN MORE SENSITIVE. GRATUITIES^ ALONG WITH

THEIR BIG BROTHER - REVOLVING DOOR RETIREMENT JOBS - ARE THE

GREASE THAT INSURES THE SMOOTH WORKINGS OF THE PATRONAGE DIS-

TRIBUTION MACHINE^ ESPECIALLY AMONG MILITARY OFFICERS. In

SHORT/ George Spanton had become a threat to the patronage

DISTRIBUTION PROCESS AND THE SYSTEM DEMANDED THAT THIS THREAT

be REMOVED.

My ASSOCIATES AND I PERCEIVED THE IMPORTANCE OF THE

Spanton case right away^ but I was specifically instructed by

MY immediate supervisor NOT TO TAKE ANY "DIRECT ACTION" TO HELP

Mr. Spanton, even though Mr. Spanton's improvement initiatives

coincided exactly with the stated objectives of the secretary

OF THE Air Force. Being basically a good, responsive bureau-

CRAT> I DID EXACTLY AS I WAS TOLD AND AVOIDED HIEESJ. ACTION

TO HELP Mr. Spanton. Instead, I found a way to assist him

INDIRECTLY . I TOLD CLARK MoLLENHOFF, GREG RuSHFORD, THE

Project on Military Procurement and/ later on. Senator Grassley

about the Spanton case. They then took over and continually

subjected to public view the incredibly stupid, clumsy, and

dishonest attempts to remove or neutralize Mr. Spanton.
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At FiRSTy THE Office of Special Counsel (OSC) investi-

gators APPEARED TO BE PART OF THE PROBLEM IN THE SPANTON CASE.

-When I was first interviewed by OSC investigators > they were

DETERMINATELY DISINTERESTED. I KEPT TRYING TO GIVE THE IN-

VESTIGATORS DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE AND THEY KEPT GIVING IT BACK

TO ME. I FINALLY INSISTED THAT THEY CARRY AWAY SOME OF THE

DOCUMENTS^ BUT NEVER DID SUCCEED IN GETTING THESE PARTICULAR

INVESTIGATORS TO DISCUSS THE SUBSTANCE OF THE EVIDENCE. AlL

-THEY WOULD SAY WAS THAT THEY COULD NOT SEE ANY "NEXUS" BETWEEN

THE BAD TREATMENT OF Mr. SpANTON AND HIS ATTEMPTS TO SAVE THE

TAXPAYERS MONEY. IT HAS BEEN TRULY SAID THAT THERE ARE NONE

so blind as those who will not see.

Prospects for the Spanton case improved greatly when Mr.

O'Connor took a personal interest in the matter and assigned

investigator Delbert "Chip* Terrell to the case. I believe

THAT THE PERSONAL ATTENTION AND COMMITMENT OF Mr. O'CoNNOR^

THE DILIGENCE^ SKILL^ AND BOLDNESS OF Mr . TeRRELL's INVESTI-

gations^ and the continuing public scrutiny were INDISPENSIBLE

FACTORS IN THE SUCCESSFUL PROSECUTION OF SQil£ OF Mr. SpANTON'S

tormentors.

Mr. Spanton is widely believed to have "won". But> did

tJE? flR. Spanton^ «iinself^ was pushed into retiring before

41E really would have had he been allowed to follow

through on his reform initiatives. His cost savings
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INITIATIVES WERE LOST FROM VIEW AND SANK WITH HARDLY A TRACE

AS THE SLOW MOVING INVESTIGATIVE AND QUASI-JUDICIAL PROCESS

INEXORABLY CHANGED THE SUBJECT.

FURTHERMORE/ MANY OF Mr. SpANTON'S DETRACTORS AND OPPON-

ENTS EMERGED UNSCATHED. I BELIEVE THAT FURTHER INVESTIGATION

WOULD PRODUCE OVERWHELMING EVIDENCE THAT THOSE INDIVIDUALS

CONVICTED IN THE SPANTON CASE WERE ACTING AT THE BEHEST OF

MILITARY OFFICERS SEEKING TO PRESERVE THE STATUS QUO AND THAT

ALL WERE ACTING WITH THE KNOWLEDGE AND SUPPORT OF HIGHER-UPS

IN THE Executive Branch.

If we accept the dominant legal interpretation of today's

STATUTES AND PRECEDENTS^ THE SpANTON CASE WOULD END HERE/ WITH

THE TAXPAYERS AND ALL THE PARTIES DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN THE

SpANTON CASE/ EXCEPTING OSC/ AS LOSERS. ThE TAXPAYERS HAVE

LOST BECAUSE Mr. SpANTON'S PROMISING INITIATIVES HAVE BEEN

ALLOWED TO DIE. MR. SpANTON HIMSELF IS OUT OF THE GOVERNMENT.

Mr. SpANTON'S immediate superiors have been demoted or J IN

THE case of Mr. StarretT/ fired. The BIG winner is the

patronage distribution system and those parties WHO PROFIT

FROM IT. In ESSENCE/ I AGREE WITH Mr. O'CoNNOR THAT THE

system has jWORKED EXACTLY AS ITS FRAMERS INTENDED IT TO WORK.

While pretending sympathy for so-called "whistleblowers*

— that is/ tellers of truths embarrassing to powerful special
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interests — the carter administration and its supporters

pulled a fast one on the taxpayers and the taxpayers 'employees

wiTh the 1978 Civil Service Act. They created a superficial

appearance of protection while^ at the same time> seeking to

FORECLOSE MEANINGFUL REMEDIES. ThE 1978 ACT IS BAD ENOUGH

IN ITS LITERAL INTERPRETATION^, BUT IT IS SO POORLY PUT TOGETHER

THAT IT INVITES THE KIND OF OUTRAGEOUS INTERPRETATION EXHIBITED

IN THE BuSH VS. LuCAS SUPREME CoURT DECISION.

In that OUTRAGE^

"... THE Supreme Court assumed that Mr. Bush's

CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS HAD BEEN VIOLATED^ AND THAT

'civil SERVICE REMEDIES WERE NOT AS EFFECTIVE AS

AN individual DAMAGE REMEDY AND DID NOT FULLY

compensate him for the harm he suffered .'.."'

.
According to the Supreme Court^ Congress had decided

THROUGH ITS ACTIONS THAT Mr. BuSH DID NOT NEED FULL CONSTITU-

TIONAL rights nor THE PROTECTIONS AFFORDED OTHER CITIZENS BY

statutes and common law. as a substitute^ the court said:

'Federal civil servants are now protected by an

elaborate^ comprehensive scheme that encompasses

substantive provisions forbidding arbitrary action

by supervisors and procedures — administrative and

judicial — by which improper action may be addressed
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... as the record in this case demonstrates^ the

Government's comprehensive scheme is costly to

administer ... not only in monetary terms^ but

also in the time and energy of managerial person-

nel who must defend their (disciplinary) decisions," .

In other woRDSy according to those great Americans on

THE Supreme Court^ Congress has decided that Mr. Bush does

NOT need the full LEGAL PROTECTIONS ENJOYED BY OTHER CITIZENS

including^ not incidentally, convicted felons and people

ordered deported for infamous crimes because supposedly he is

protected in his work place by prohibitions against improper

personnel practices,

This concept has a notable precedent jn United States

LAW. Essentially, the pre-Civil War slave laws were a code

OF prohibited personnel practices. Contrary to much anti-

slavery opinion, ante-bellum slave owners did not have life

or death power over their slaves. since insubordination on

the part of the slave, as with today's civil servant, was

intolerable, it *«as permissible. to have a slave die "under

moderate correction*, but a north -carolina law providing that

fUNISHMENT^OR "MALICIOUSLY KILLING A SLAWE" WAS THE SAME AS

MURDER of' A REGULAR FREE PERSON IF IT COULD BE PROVED. (In

PRACTICE, THE MASTER'S AFFIDAVIT OF DENIAL WAS USUALLY ENOUGH

TO GET HIM OFF.)
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South Carolina's pre-revolutionary slave law was even

more specific in specifying prohibited personnel practices^

providing in part:

"... In CASE ANY PERSON SHALL WILFULLY CUT OUT THE

|ongue> put out the eye> castrate/ or cruelly scald^

burn/ or deprive any slave of any limb or member/ or

shall inflict any other cruel punishment/ other than

whipping/ or beating with a horsewhip/ cowskin/ switch/

or small stick/ or by putting irons on/ or confining

or imprisoning such slave/ every such person shall/

for every such offense/ forfeit the sum of one hundred

pounds current money."

Other laws stipulated minimum rations for slaveS/ days

OFF/ and other amenities. LOUISIANA/ WHOSE £qI2£ NoIR WAS

considered the most liberal of the slave LAWS/ FORBADETWE SALE

OF MOTHERS FROM THEIR CHILDREN LESS THAN 10 YEARS OF AGE AND

VICE VERSA/ OR BRINGING INTO LOUISIANA ANY SLAVE CHILD UNDER

10 YEARS OF AGE WITHOUT ITS MOTHER IF THE MOTHER WAS LIVING.

The PENALTY fOR VIOLATING THESE PROHIBITED PERSONNEL PRACTICES

WAS A FINE'CF $1/000 OR $2/000/ AN ENORMOUS SUM IN THOSE DAYS/

AND FORFEITURE OF THE SLAVE.

UNFORTUNATELY/ NONE OF THESE PROHIBITED PERSONNEL PRACTICES

MERE SYSTEMATICALLY MONITORED OR STRICTLY ENFORCED BY THE
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STATES. The State and society, in general were said to have

AN INTEREST IN HUMANE TREATMENT OF THE SLAVES BECAUSE MIS-

TREATMENT GAVE THE SYSTEM A BAD NAME. It JUST WOULDN'T DO

TO PROVIDE AMMUNITION FOR THE ABOLITIONISTS. OnE OF THE MOST

severe social censures was to charge that a slave owner *d1d

not use his people well*. every now and then it would become

necessary to make an example of someone for mistreating slaves.

However^ the slaves themselves could not bring actions on

THEIR OWN behalf. SlAVES OCCASIONALLY TRIED TO INITIATE

THEIR OWN ACTIONS^ AND IT APPEARS FROM MY READING THAT MANY

OF THESE ATTEMPTS WERE AIMED AT PROTECTING THEIR WIVES FROM

THE SEXUAL ATTENTIONS OF THEIR MASTERS. BuT ACCORDING TO

THE Attorney General of Maryland shortly before the Civil War:

''a slave has never maintained an action against the

violator of his bed."!/

In short^ the prohibited personnel practices of the

slave codes were aimed at preserving the good name of the

system and perhaps^ to some extent^ the productivity of the

5UVES themselves. IT WAS UNIFORMLY AGREED THAT "iT SIMPLY

n

1/ As KASrtlATURAL IN THOSE BAYS^ ANY WGHTS OF THE SLAVE

WOMAN WHO MIGHT HAVE BEEN VIOLATED WERE NOT EVEN CONSIDERED

siNCE> AS Stanley Elkins wrote, "such equivocal relationships

WERE NEVER PERMITTED TO VEX THE LAW."
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WOULD NOT D0% AS WiLLIAM RhENQUIST MORE RECENTLY SAID OF

"WHISTLEBLOWERS''^ TO ENCOURAGE DISSENT OR EVEN TO EDUCATE

SLAVES AS TO THEIR RIGHTS. It WAS SAID THAT RESULTS OF SUCH

AGITATION TtENDS TO DISSATISFACTION IN THEIR MINDS AND TO

PRODUCE INSURRECTION AND REBELLiON". ThIS SENTIMENT IS

REFLECTED ALMOST PRECISELY IN THE 10 MaY 1985 GAO REPORT IN

WHICH THE Comptroller General argues in opposition to full

First Amendment rights for government employees:

"Unrestrained whistleblowing could raise levels

OF dissidence and insubordination to the point

WHERE efficiency COULD BE AFFECTED."

Indeed. "Efficiency "of what? Of the patronage distributing

process? The best-known cases of so-called "whistleblowing"

have involved complaints of official waste and inefficiency.

Just what kinds of disclosures does the Comptroller General

fear?

In my opinion^ Congress should act immediately to remedy

and make amends for the mischief they unleased on the tax-

payers and .the taxpayers 'employees when they passed the 1978

Civil Service Act which may be the most costly piece of legis-

lation EVER passed.

If Congress in its wisdom decides to authorize a spoils

system across-the-board in the Executive Branch^ it should do

10
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so directly rather than under the subterfuge of civil service

"reform". An impartial observer would have to agree that the

SPOILS system in Congress works at least as well as the phony

Merit System in the Executive Branch. However^ please bear

IN mind tme profound differences between the two branches.

i believe the spoils system works after a fashion in the

Legislative Branch for two primary^ fundamental reasons:

diversity and accountability. There are at least 535 offices^

not including committees and independent Congressional bodies^

WHERE A PERSON MIGHT CONCEIVABLY GET A JOB IN CONGRESS. BeING

fired FROM ONE CONGRESSIONAL OFFICE DOES NOT NECESSARILY PRE-

CLUDE A PERSON BEING EMPLOYED BY ANOTHER. On THE OTHER HAND>

BEING FIRED IN THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH IS TANTAMOUNT TO BLACK-

BALLING THROUGHOUT THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH. MEMBERS OF CONGRESS

ARE ACCOUNTABLE. ThEY STAND FOR ELECTION EVERY TWO OR SIX

YEARS. Furthermore^ they can be and have been held account-

able IN THE Courts for improper personnel actions^ whereas^

if we accept the arguments of the defenders OF the present

system^ every petty tyrant in the Executive Branch would be

presumed IwMUNE IN LAWSUITS BROUGHT BY WRONGED EMPLOYEES OF

the TAXPAYERS.

PleXSE ABOLISH OUR LATTER-DAY SLAVE LAWS. PlEASE

AFFIRM THE TAXPAYERS EMPLOYEES' fULL CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS SO

la
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THAT WE CAN DO THE JOB WHICH YOU HAVE INSTRUCTED US TO DO

iJNDER Public Law 95303^ the Code of Ethics for Government

^ERVICES^ UNANIMOUSLY PASSED BY CONGRESS ON 27 JUNE 1980^

AND SIGNED >4NT0 LAW BY THE PRESIDENT ON 3 JuLY 1980.

12
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I want to thank you for the opportunity to discuss the

experience of the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB)

under the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 (WPA) and the

effectiveness of the present system for protecting

whistleblowers

.

Prior to enactment of the WPA, cases involving reprisal

for whistleblowing came to the Board as: (1) appeals of

personnel actions within the Board's jurisdiction, in which

the appellant raised the affirmative defense that the action

was in reprisal for whistleblowing, and (2) prohibited

personnel practice complaints filed by the Special Counsel.

The WPA added a third avenue to the Board by authorizing the

individual right of action (IRA) appeal, which may be filed

by an individual who has exhausted the procedures of the

Office of Special Counsel. The WPA also provided a new

right for appellants in whistleblower cases to request stays

of challenged personnel actions.

The WPA became effective July 9, 1989. Because its

provisions do not apply to any administrative proceeding

pending as of the effective date, however, the Board did not

begin to issue decisions applying the WPA provisions until

some months later. Furthermore, because an individual may

not file an IRA appeal until the Special Counsel terminates

its investigation of the individual's complaint, or 120 days

pass without notification from the Special Counsel that the

office will seek corrective action, even more time passed
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before the Board began to apply the IRA provisions of the

Act.

Between the effective date of the WPA and the end of FY

1989, our experience with WPA cases was limited to four stay

requests decided in the regional offices. Our first full

year of experience in deciding cases under the WPA came in

FY 1990, when judges in our regional offices issued 89

decisions on IRA appeals, 74 rulings on stay requests, and

163 decisions on appeals of otherwise appealable actions

allegedly based on whistleblowing. As noted, only the first

two categories represent new kinds of cases authorized by

the WPA. Many of the IRA appeals and stay requests received

in the first year were dismissed because they concerned

personnel actions initiated prior to the effective date of

the Act or because the appellant had not yet exhausted the

procedures of the Office of Special Counsel.

In FY 1991, our judges issued 196 decisions on IRA

appeals, 86 rulings on stay requests, and 275 decisions on

appeals of otherwise appealable actions. Obviously, this

represents a substantial increase over the previous fiscal

year for both IRA appeals and appeals of otherwise

appealable actions. As to stay requests, 13 of the 86 were

filed in non-whistleblower cases and were dismissed; thus,

the number of whistleblower stay requests decided was 73,

virtually the same as in the previous fiscal year.

In FY 1992, our judges issued 221 decisions on IRA

appeals, 97 rulings on stay requests, and 282 decisions on

-2-
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appeals of otherwise appealable actions. Of the stay

requests, 21 of the 97 were filed in non-whistleblower cases

and were dismissed; thus, the number of whistleblower stay

requests decided was 76. Comparing FY 1992 to FY 1991, the

numbers of whistleblower stay requests and appeals of

otherwise appealable actions decided were about the same,

while the number of IRA appeals decided represents an

increase of almost 13 percent.

In October 1992, the General Accounting Office (GAO)

issued its report. Determining Whether Reprisal Occurred

Remains Difficult, which included a review of 565

whistleblower cases closed by MSPB from July 9, 1989 through

September 30, 1991. In that review, GAO determined that

about one-third of the individuals who sought corrective

action from the Board after the Special Counsel closed their

cases obtained relief through either settlements or

reversals of adverse personnel actions. During the same

period, about one-third of the individuals who filed appeals

of otherwise appealable actions directly with the Board also

obtained relief. Our own records show that, in FY 1992,

about one-third of the appeals of otherwise appealable

actions resulted in relief for the appellants, while about

22 percent of the IRA appeals decided resulted in such

relief.

The first Special Counsel disciplinary action complaint

under the WPA was filed during FY 1990. To date, the Board

has issued decisions on three such complaints brought by the

-3-
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Special Counsel against Federal employees who allegedly took

personnel actions based on an individual's whistleblowing

.

In each of these cases, the Board ordered disciplinary

action--demotion in two cases, suspension in one. A fourth

Special Counsel disciplinary action complaint involving

whistleblowing is pending.

In FY 1990, the Special Counsel filed nine stay

requests in whistleblower cases. All were granted, except

one that the Special Counsel withdrew. In addition, the

Special Counsel filed 14 requests for extensions of stays

that had been granted, with more than one extension request

filed in several cases. All but two were granted. In FY

1991, the Special Counsel filed 3 initial stay requests and

14 requests for extensions of stays in whistleblower cases,

all of which were granted. In FY 1992, the Special Counsel

filed one stay request in a whistleblower case and one

request for extension in that case; a second request for

extension was filed early in the current fiscal year.

The number of Special Counsel cases the Board decides

is small in comparison to the number of employee appeals

decided, from the perspective of both the Board's caseload

as a whole and the cases involving whistleblower issues.

The Special Counsel cases brought to the Board, however, are

only a small part of that office's activity in investigating

and resolving whistleblower complaints and other complaints

of prohibited personnel practices.

As to the effectiveness of the present system in

-4-
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protecting whistleblowers, we do not believe a determination

can be made solely from data such as I have summarized

above, especially when you consider the relatively brief

experience we have had adjudicating cases under the WPA. We

do believe, however, that the Board can make a significant

contribution to evaluating the effectiveness of the present

whistleblower protection system through our statutory

authority to conduct studies to ensure that Federal merit

systems are free of prohibited personnel practices.

The effectiveness of whistleblower protections under

the Civil Service Reform Act (CSRA) was the focus of one of

the Board's earliest studies, based on a survey of 13,000

Federal employees. The study culminated in the October 1981

report, "Whistleblowing and the Federal Employee: Blowing

the Whistle on Fraud, Waste, and Mismanagement—Who Does It

and What Happens." The Board conducted a follow-up study

three years later, which resulted in the October 1984

report, "Blowing the Whistle in the Federal Government: A

Comparative Analysis of 1980 and 1983 Survey Findings."

The primary purpose of these studies was to determine

whether the Congressional intent to encourage Federal

employees to report instances of fraud, waste, and abuse was

being carried out. The studies also attempted to determine

whether employees who legitimately reported such activity

were being protected as intended by the CSRA.

The studies revealed that, in 1983, between 17 percent

and approximately one-third of all employees, depending on

-5-
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agency, claimed to have knowledge of some type of fraud,

waste, and abuse. Among those who possessed this knowledge,

however, almost 70 percent did not report it. Over half (53

percent) of the non-reporters in both surveys cited as a

reason for their decision not to report their belief that

nothing would be done to correct the activity. However,

fear of reprisal was also cited by approximately 37 percent

of the non-reporters in 1983. Of the employees who did

report an illegal or wasteful activity, and who were

identified as the source of that report, approximately 23

percent--or almost one out of every four--claimed in 1983

that they were the victims of some type of reprisal.

These Board studies played a part in the consideration

of whistleblower protections by the Congress for more than a

decade. Not only did the Board's first Chairman, Ruth

Prokop, cite the 1980 survey in testimony before the Senate

Committee on Governmental Affairs hearing on "Fraud in

Federal Programs" in 1981, but also the entire draft report

was printed in the committee report. When Senator Levin

first introduced the Whistleblower Protection Act in 1987,

he cited the Board's findings as "evidence that

congressional efforts to fight fraud and inefficiency by

protecting Federal employees from retaliation for

whistleblowing are not working." In the two years from that

time until the WPA was enacted in 1989, the Board's

whistleblower studies were cited in support of the Act not

only by Senator Levin, but also by Senators Byrd, Cohen,

-6-
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Grassley, and Glenn, and in a 1988 Senate Governmental

Affairs Committee Report.

Because of both the time elapsed since the Board's last

whistleblower study and changes in the law brought about by

the WPA, the Board decided almost a year ago to update our

research in this important area. A new MSPB survey, updated

to reflect significant events such as the WPA, was

distributed to a random sample of Federal employees, and we

have received over 13,000 responses. That data has been

collected and is currently being analyzed. We expect to

issue a report later this fiscal year that should provide

valuable insights into whether and how much progress has

been made.

To be sure, other researchers, including the General

Accounting Office, have made valuable contributions since

1983 by examining certain aspects of the issues involved in

protecting whistlebowers. The Board's whistleblower

studies, however, remain unique in their approach by asking

a large cross-section of Federal employees to share their

actual experiences.

In summary, the Board remains committed to making our

system of encouraging and protecting legitimate

whistleblowers as effective as possible, and we are acting

on that commitment.
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DISC and the Navy:

Spare parts and
technical advice

he Defense Industrial Supply

Center (DISC) In Philadelphia not

only provides spare parts for its

Navy customers but also supports

the Navy hy providing technical ad-

vice. This specialized support is al-

most as varied as the 860,000 differ-

ent hardware items procured and

managed by DISC.
: Each day DISC technicians help

the Navy by offering substitute

items to meet immediate demands,

providing technical assistance, re-

vicv.int «nd revioinj; ipecifications

and recommending items to meet

environmental concerns as well as

serving as advisors on Navy panels.

Technical experts at DISC recently

solved a Naval aircraft antenna

problem, revised hookup wire speci-

fications, corrected filter line prob-

lems and found more suppliers of air

frame wire.

When the Navy questioned the

type of jacket material covering ra-

dio cable, DISC experts confirmed

that the material met the original

specifications. As a result of the re-

view of this one item, the Navy

saved more than $500,000 in v

rewiring costs and submarine down
time.

DISC technicians often are asked

to locate national stock numbers that

may not be easily identified. When
the Johnsville Naval Air Develop-

ment Center, Pa., needed national

stock numbers for the RF-18 air-

craft, they a.'sked DISC. When the

regional contracting department of

Naval Supply Center Oakland need-

ed ntiioual ;>i.'ck numbers for urgent

engineering changes, they also

called on DISC. The Naval Re-

search Laboratory in Washington,

D.C., often tjueries DISC for na-

tional stock numbers.

DISC is the review activity for all

electrical wire and cable. When
shipboard cable specifications were

recently revised to include major ar-

mor requirements, DISC people met

with representatives from, the Naval

Sea Systems Command and the

Ships Parts Control Center to rein-

state national stock numbers, revise

coding and to help project annual

demands.
As tlje Defense Logistics Agen-

cy's adviSoV to the new Joint Logis-

tics Command Panel. DISC was also

involved in the development of joint

Navy, Anny and Air Force aircraft

wiring systems.

DISC'S primary mission is to sup-

ply replacement parts to the Navy
and other branches of the military

services, and providing technical in-

formation advice is a vital part of

that supply mission.

Edward Block is assigned to DISC'S di-

rfclornle of lechnicui operations.

Th« Dtfani* Industrial Supply Cantar auppllaa apara paria aa wall aa (achnical advica on mllllary aqulpmant auch aa F-18

reran.

28
September 1983 Dimensions
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^ejinsylvania Jt.y Verdict Kevied and Analysis

A BI-WEEKLY STATEWIDE SUMMARY OF SIGNQ-
nCANT PENNSYLVANU COURT OF COMMON
PLEAS AND FEDERAL CIVIL JURY VERDICTS
WITH C01.1MENTARY BY IRA J. ZARIN, ESQ.

A BASIS FOR EVALUATION AND SETTLEMENT OF
COMPARABLE CASES
AN OVERVIEW OF DAILY COURT EXPERJENCE NOT
REFLECTED IN APPELLATE REVIEW
NAMES OF EXPERT WITNESSES TESTIFYING FOR
PLAINTIFFS AND DEFENDANTS.
THEORIES OF LIABIUTY AND DEFENSE AS ACCFP-
TED OR REJECTtD BY JURJES
NAMES OF TRJAL COUNSEL FOR REFERRAL PURPOSES

Puhluhrd Bi Wetkly
SubKTipUcn Prue ll2i Per V'ea-

The caui summafized herein art obtaintd and aelectcd from a currant and onsoinfi county by a)unty surwy of all Court* of Common

Plaaj and th( Federal Diflfict Coum in the Commonwealth of Pennrylvania. Hoixevar mambm of the bar tn ancoutiged to ad«« this

publication of any current plaintiff or defendant jury verdict thry beliave to ba of fufficicnt intwt to mmnt publication.

Phila.

Volume I. Issue 4 - December 24, 1982

% 223.000 \'ERDICT - PRODUCTS LIABILITY' - NO PLAINTIFFS EXPERT
ON LIABILITY - GLASS PERMANENTLY EMBEDDED BEHLNT) EVE. The

plaintiff contended that be suffered the Lmplantation of a piece of glass behind his eye which

was, because of its location, inoperable, when the glass on the driver's side window of the 2'ii year

old automobile he was operating inexplicably Bhattered propelling the glass into his eye. Toe

plaintiff presented no expert on liability, but maintained that since there was no other caose

for the shattering, such as the presence of a rock or other foreign matter which might have

been thrown at the window, the only possible cause of the incident was a defect in the window

itself. Tbe plaintiff related that the day after the accident, he awoke to find that his eye would

tiot open because of the extensive presence of drainage material. He maintained that be went to

the hospital where a condition of pink eye was diagnosed. He was treated for this condition

for a vear and a half and during that time suffered a severe infection which caused extreme

sw elling of the face and a drooping condition of the eyelid which retjuired surgery. The plaintiff's

treating opthamologist, David Miller from Warminster, related that an ultra sound test was

then conducted which showed the presence of foreign matter behind the eye, next to the optic

nerve. He further maintained that x-rays indicated this matter was transparent. He opined

that this transparent foriegn matter was glass from the shattering window. The physician

related that the infection had cleared up with the use of antibiotics and that the drooping condition

of the eyelid had been resolved by the surgery. He contended, however, that surgery to remove

the particle of glass was not possible because of the proximity of the glass to the optic nerve

made the liklihood of injury to the nerve great. He opined that the plaintiff would experience

headaches and a grating sensation in the eye permanently, "^p^

The plaintiff was employed as a technician in the engineering field by the U.S. Government

He indicated that in order to be promoted to the next level, be would have to attend college and

^^__: (Cont'd on nexl P»9<l
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Poses Expensive
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Billions of dollars .irc likely lo be spent before (l)is burcjucroiic wch uf deficicni

wire selection, sole source intrigue, and unexpected [jroduciiun s/o/)/wycs /.';

cKirifird. And, electronic equipment manulactuiers in.iy find (hennohes ri[iht in

the middle of the controversy.

Alioul .\llii() iiinih.ii .Mcii;ifl iicnv In

scr\ii"e nrc Pt|iiippcJ "till scrkmsly

dclKiciii «iif. ttlii.li i.in cause cil.i-

vliiipliic .liui.ill ciiiiliiil failures.

Allhou^li 1111 ci3^ln;s .ic known to

have (xcuriftl Uc.iiisi; of llie wiring

piolilcrii. hici.ill) hundic(l< ol clcc-

Iticjl failuriN luve been alliibulcj 10

Ciaclcd.tiiiUHli-il, :\nil frayed aircraft

HI nruw.i I
:,ri:iMor(ir.5 jANUAnr iini

liy niclwd V. Unrlman o.'C 0> {'..Uy Yi l'^---;L r ,

wiiinj;. llicw iiitidcnn iiulndc nimni-

ons in-dnjlu fiic\ ami lii.ulirfti-iii ailu-

aliiiM of iritical conlrol clrnicril',. siicli

as s|«cj brakes and aiil.'piloi?.

Commercial aittrali may al.o have

experienced fires caused by using ilic

same types of wire; and. several com-

panies are nc>>. cliant-inR In dilfrtcni,

more durable wire. Yet in military air-

imIi. I.uiliv »fi'- c. frenuently

by ilic s.i.nc. iii:iilr.pi.ile type ol isite

siliilca Icnpllii, i^vlmital—and biiic.ni

craliL — ilcb.iic 1 or.!inucs over uhicl

«in- Id M-liU .1. a ici.l.ii-rnieril

[.L-placiiif. liiKiafl wiling v.l\\ ci'-.

billM.ns .•ri.l I..V . ;..ars, if a dcciM"ii i'

rsi:r made mand.iiing a coniplcie ir

fiiihislwn':nt; a prolilem so severe, ii i-

Cii:i- n-filor S«ivlct f.'.. 34
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,/^'-j 1.1 OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL COUNSEL
.l*5» )!) ^ S Mer.i Sysicms Proteciion Board

E/^cl ^3

Memorandum

DATE:

RE:

Ralph B. Eddy
Chief
Complaints Examining Unit

Dorothy J. Springfield 9 -'

Investigator

June 18, 1984

Ten-Day Report, Closure Recommendation
Edward Block, OSC File No. 10-4-00818

Synopsis of the Matter

Complainant

;

Edward Block
3444 Chestnut Street
Tresevose, PA 19047

Agency: Department of Defense
Defense Industrial
Supply Center
700 Robbins Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19111

Block is employed in the above agency as an Equip-
ment Specialist, GS-12. In his April 14, 1984, com-
plaint to the OSC he alleged reprisal for whistleblow-
ing. He claims that he has been subjected to a series
of im<inpgtf ^pf^ pfphibited pArannnel practices by agency
officials . He requested an investigation ot k.\\S actions
taken against him and what he considers a substantial
and specific danger to the public health and safety in

tgddition to jeopardizing national security. The com-
plaint provided no additional facts nor did it identify
any personnel action. However, it did provide the dock-
It number of the Board's decision on his appeal. A copy
of that decision was later obtained from the Board by
this office and reveals that Block was suspended for 35

days effective July 21, 1983, to August 25, 1983. The "

action was based on the charges that Block submitted
false claims to the government for travel expenses and
absence without leave (AWOL) . On January 26, 1984 , the

Board sustained the aqencv^ s action. The Board denied
bFocK's petition for r«viejri>f the initial decision on
June 8, 1984.

[^GOVERNMENTS
] EXHIBIT I

1
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Memo to Ralph B. Eddy
Page Two

II . Issues to be Inveatiqated

None.

III. RecomiDendation

On May 1, 1984, I informed Block that the informa-

tion he provided in the complaint was insufficient to .

determine what action this office should take and re-

quested specific information concerning his whistle-
blowing allegations. He stated that because of the
seriousness of these allegation they could not be dis-

cussed over the telephone and indicated that he would
submit the allegations in writing. Block stated that

he had talked to Don DiJulio in October 1983 and that

he was sent an OSC Form to complete and return. He did

not return the Form nor has he provided the information
requested during our telephone interview.

Since Block had failed to submit the requested
information and because the Board has sustained the

agency's action, I recommend this matter be closed
without further action. A closure letter is attached.

DJS/bld . ^A***^

^ ft.'
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&.M(LU**- <>~

OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL COUNSEL
U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board

NOV 9 1988
1 120 Vermont AvaniM, NW.. Suria 110O

Wuhlnglon, DC. 20005

Mr. Edward D. Block ^

3444 Chestnut Avenue

Trevose, PA 19047

Re: OSC File No. 10-8-01149

Dear Mr. Block:

This is in response to your complaint against the Defense

Industrial Supply Center. You alleged that you were terminated from

your position in reprisal for whistleblowing.

The Office of the Special Counsel is authorized by the Civil

Service Reform Act to investigate allegations of prohibited personnel

oractices and activities prohibited by civil service law, rule, or

regulation. 5 U.S.C. §§1206(a), (e), and 2302(b). We have carefully

considered the information you provided. However, we have found

insufficient evidence of any prohibited personnel practices or other

violations warranting further inquiry by this Office.

More specifically, you were Initially terminated for Abandonment

of Position. After you filed an appeal of that action, the Merit

Systems Protection Board ordered your reinstatement. When this

decision was issued and you were notified by the agency to report for

duty, you had an obligation to do so. However, you failed to report to

duty, and you were charged AWOL which is a valid basis for disciplinary

action. Therefore, while you may have made valid disclosures, the

agency, as the Merit Systems Protection Board found in your subsequent

appeal of the action, had a legitimate basis for terminating you for

AWOL. Thus, there is no basis for further inquiry into your

termination as possible reprisal for whistleblowing.
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Accordingly, finding insufficient evidence of any prohibited
activity warranting further inquiry by the Special Counsel, we plan no
further action in your complaint and have closed our file on this
matter. This letter should not be construed as an adjudication of any
matter you have pending or plan to file under any administrative
appeals procedure.

Leonard M. Oribinsk
Assistant Special C[ounsel

for Prosecution

LMD:RBE:PC/pc
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U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1120Varmonl Av*nu«., N.W , SulM nOO

Washington, DC. 20005-3501

April 7, 1992

Honorable Harris Wofford

United States Senator

9456 Federal Building

600 Arch Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

Re: OSC File Number 10-4-00818

£

Dear Senator Wofford:

I am writing in response to your correspondence on behalf of Mr. Edward B.

Block. Mr. Block had requested that the U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC)

reopen the file in this matter.

The OSC has concluded its review of the file and the materials Mr. Block

submitted with his request for reconsideration. We have determined that he has not

pres~ented any new information or evidence mat would justify a reopening of this

closed file. Should you have any further questions concerning this matter, please feel

free to contact me again. y*

-^ "
ruly,

nlliam G. Cinnamond

Director of Legislative

and Public Affairs t
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False travel

v-^^^W'^-5i vouclrers EK

t ^
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S.. -..

r^!.^.T;^ry^i .i..ii

suspected

Alioclaltd Pross Laierphoto

river of one of the trolleys Involved In yesterday's accident is carried by firo-

3.

' accident injiires 23
gation by SEPTA and the Na-
tional Transportation Safety
Board.

"The other trolley ran into

us. Its hard to say what hap-

behind pened. You have your head
terday down reading the paper and

then a loud bang," said passen-

ger William ZoUicoffer.

"If you've been skiing, It was
just like you fell off the chair-

lift," said passenger John Al-

brechter.
Fire Department battalion

Mtored chief Charles Lepre said 10 peo-

ipokes- pie on the rear trolley and 13 on

the front trolley were injured.

nvesti- Two people on the trolleys were

red

jple in

ospital-

d in a
Soulh-
anspor-
ay-Sur

not injured, he said.

"There was no blood to speak
of. Most of the injuries seemed
to be blunt trauma," Lepre said.

Five people ranging in age
from 25 to 66 had been admit-
ted to the Hospital of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania by ear-

ly afternoon, all in good con.li-

tion, spokeswoman Chris Binder
said. Other injured riders were
being treated at various hospi-

tals or did not receive hospital

treatment, officials said.

Frances Fields, 46, the sec-

ond trolley's driver, was being
evaluated for injuries at Thom-
as Jefferson University Hospi-

tal, spokeswoman Kellyann Mc-

NEWARK

A Bensalem man was indict-

ed yesterday on charges he sub-

mitted $17,000 in false travel

vouchers while working for a
government-funded fusion re-

search center in Princeton.

Barry Cohen, 41, of the 2600

block of Woodsview Drive, was
charged In a two-count indict-

ment returned by a Newark fed-

eral grand jury. The charges in-

cluded making false claims
against the United States and
wire fraud, according to Assist-

ant U.S. Attorney Jason W. Tan-
nenbaunp.

Cohen was employed as man-
ager of employment/employee
relations for Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory, located on
the Forrestal Campus of

Princeton University.

If convicted, he faces a maxi-
mum of 10 voars in federal pris-

on and $5d0,00() in fines, Tan-
nenbaum said.

Cohen, who left PPPL last

May, was responsible for hiring

personnel, employee counseling

and the development of per-
formance appraisals.

Federal officials allege Coh-
en submitted business-related
travel expense vouchers from
Jan. 1, 1987, through April 30,

19D1, to PPPL's petty cash de-

parlmrnt, including about $17,-

000 in fraudulent travel vouch-

ers for trips he never made, ac-

. cording to the indictment.

In fact, a telecommunica-
tions audit revealed that Coheo
had m.ide telephone calls from
his officf to his mother and
friends when he was allegedly

travcl:ni5 on business, according
to the indictment.

Cohen was released on $1,000

recognizance bail by U.S. Mag-
istrate Judge G. Donald Ha-
neke.

Contacted at his home yestc-

day, Cohen hung up on a report-

er when asked about the indict-

ment.

h»ll if-^TT-* I Donnell said She -y^ •';''-^'^"»K>iisjojsD3ucu^a
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Memorandum of Understanding
\€r

1. with respect to the following portions of the Master Agreement, DLA and
the DLA Council of AFGE Locals, on 25 March 1983, agreed to the following
language:

a. Article 4, Section 8 : "The private life of an employee Is his/her
own affair."

b. Article 13, Section 2.E : "Higher level duties and responsibilities
will not be assigned to employees on a continuing basis when such assignment is
not in accorJance with the provisions and intent of this Article since such
assignments create the Impression of favoritism and preselection and impair
employee confidence in the integrity of the promotion program."

c. Article 30, Section 3 ; "When a position in an organization is abolished
as a result of a reorganization and an identical position is to be established
at the same grade within 30 days in a new organization within the PLFA, the
incumbent of the old position will be offered the newly established position,
unless such offer would be In conflict with the assignment rights of another
employee."

d. Article 33, Section 3 ; "Bargaining unit employees will not be required
to be supervised by persons who are not officers or employees of the Federal
Government."

2. Subsequently, on 22 April 1983, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Civilian Personnel Policy and Requirements), pursuant to 5 USC 7114(c), dlsappi
these portions of the Master Agreement as being contrary to applicable law, ruli

or regulation.

3. In accordance with 5 USC 7114(c), and Article 2, Section 2, of the Master
Agreement, DLA is compelled to comply with the OSD Deputy Assistant Secretary's
directive; that is, DIA will not at this time implement the above portions of
the Master Agreement.

4. Until such time as these portions of the Master Agreement either are amende'
and approved by the OSD Deputy Assistant Secretary or a decision rendered by th
Federal Labor Relations Authority, they will be held in abeyance and subsequent
considered under Section 2 of Article 5.

5. In the meantime, these portions of the Master Agreement will be annotated a

follows to reflect its status:

"* (Reserved)*"

6. In accordance with Article 45, Section 1, the remaining portions of this Ma
Agreement are effective 10 June 1983.

E. V- GRlfJSTEAp^

FOR THE AGENCY: C .-Tf- '^ Uyt^^ /^ifJ/_^ FOR THE COUNCIL: TiLlh-l^Lti
E. V- GRraSTEAp' H- G. SPOKOW

Vice Admiral, SC, USN President

Director DU Council
AFGE Local

Date '

il
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fif' ^^ /v^. »^ I ^^1) ] '^'^"'^IL^'^
22Sjtine 1983 / M..J^<.^U

From: Edward Block GS-1670-11 , DISC-SGA rtF6-e'lC%

To: Gerald C. Kllng, Assistant Division Chief, Technical Support Division, * Ue^e«- on 6/17/

Directorate of Technical Operations ^><y •iiyvi^ibaviH'j

Subj: Proposed removal; reply to t^.'^^'^'fV="'i ?•

Ref: (a) DISC-SG letter of 7 June 1983 ^V/e'f+W-^

End: (1) numerous Awards, Certificate of Commendation, and letters of appreciation „ ,t^_.

1, By reference (a) I was advised of the proposal to renove ne fron employment at the la\\r
Defense Industrial Supply Center on the charge of subnlttlng a false claim for travel ^^"^ o.mw
expenses and absence without leave (AHOL) . pcopev+y

2, Reference (a) accurately summarizes the facta as they pertain to my filing of
^"^^ cioiXVi6<f^ t'7

DD Forms 1351. Since our meeting on the 26th and 27th of Hay, Indeed since my sub-
^f^j^Y-^-J^^

iilssloii of the false travel voucher, I'liave questloueJ my own behavior in this regard
^^j^^^^ p^^j

1 assure you that there is nothing in my background to suggest this kind of conduct; fpVi£«ytoRlQv

ny record as both a Federal employee and a private citizen, to this point, has been
,^(,^5,^ loy V

unblemished. I deeply regret ny actions and apologize for the embarrassment I have ^oV',VUi' W-
caused the Defense Industrial Supply Office. -Wpfi^ Ccg;

3, In reviewing my reply to reference (a), I ask you to consider the contribution i ^Y&«<1^ S^
have made to the mission of the Defense Industrial Supply Center as an employee. I s,avMvH"^
forward copies of correspondence which I believe attests to the fact that oy peTiozacinzi^(iQfy2i.[-

tMV
e\

has been of considerable value to DISC. I feel I have much more to contribute as an :ir-Sv^ cr.

employee, and heartily wish to continue ny Federal Bervice in order that I may do so. ^^ (J.mo'

4. I wish to point out that I have made restitution to the Personnel Support Detach- ^fgevw?-wA
oent Activity in the amount of $90.50 as specified by reference (a). Incident to ny ^^^^ ^.,1

official duty travel and stand ready to make any additional corrections or relnburse- i-jIq ce-d

raent for any amount I nay owe. I respectfully request that you reconsider the penalty ^^^i^^ ^,v\<i

of renoval. I further request that I be given an opportunity to orally reply to the J

charges of reference (a) and to amplify the above.

Respectfully,

i- '1

Edv/ard Block

Copy:
DLA Council AFGE Local 1698
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Congrc^if of ttjc Wniteb Btatti 0V)OL^
ftoujft of 3Reprt«ntatibti T<1~

Bla^bington. B.C. 20515

July 3, 1984

Hon. Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr, Chairman:

I am writing you on behalf of a constituent who is an employee at

the Defense Industrial Supply Center in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

and who characterizes himself as a "whistleblower. " As such he has
exposed mismanagement and waste in various procurement activities.

Unfortunately, and apparently because of his criticisms of

procurement procedures, this constituent has been the victim of

reprisals, and his job is currently under challenge.

Nevertheless, he has provided me with substantial documentation of

numerous and continuing practices which he contends are wasting

millions of taxpayer dollars. I think hie charges deserve
examination because of his obvious expertise in these areas, and I

am requesting that he meet with appropriate members of your staff to

review his documentation. While I understand the jurisdiction of

your committee may preclude Involvement in his specific problems

with the Office of Personnel Mangement, 1 would hope a meeting can

be set up in Washington at the convenience of your staff to review

the substance of his allegations of wasteful procurement practices.

Your staff may contact Chip Brewer of my staff in Washington to

discuss this request in greater detail. I appreciate your

consideration of this matter.

With every good wish. ...

Sincerely,

Peter H. Kostmayer

PHK/fhb

bcc. Edward Block '•
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Congreg^ of t(jc ®niteb g>tatei ,./ -^J^,!

J^ouie of 3Rtprt2entatibf« po^-' ^ J •''Cl

aaiftington, 3BC 20515 ,/«,C / i''-

September 18, 1990 ,# ^ ^/--
'

Senator Jim Sasser, Chairman
Subcommittee on General Services* Federalism,

and the District of Columbi^
Committee on Governmental Affairs
SH-432 '

INSIDE HAIL

Dear Mr. Chairman;

It has come to my attention that you may soon be holding
hearings on government whistleblowers and what happens to them.

A constituent of mine, Mr. Edward Block, has been credited with
saving the government billions of dollars by blowing the whistle
on a huge wire fraud problem in the Department of Defense. Ee
was fired a short while later.

The 'enclosed materials were sent to me by Mr. Block, who asked
me to forward them on to you. The Defense Electronics article,
"Unsafe Aircraft Wiring Poses Expensive Problem" describes some
of what Mr. Block discovered. Mr. Block would be more than
happy to discuss his unfortunate experience as a whlstleblower
with investigators on your staff. He has also expressed his
willingness to testify before your subcommittee.

Mr. Block can be reached at (215) 322-4645. His address is:
3444 Chestnut Avenue, Trevose, PA 190S3.

I would be most appreciative if you and your staff would review
Mr. Block's materials.

With every good wish.

Sincerely,

PHK/jl

Pejic^. Kostihayer^ /

THIS STATIOniHt niMTID OK ,Wia uaOC Of UCTCLCO 'lains
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Congress of tfjc ^nittb States

^ouse of J^epre^entatibtfl

SBasbington, 2DC 20513

July 12, 1991

The Honorable Nicholas Mavroules
Chairman, Subcommittee on Investigations
23'13 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am writing to you on behalf Mr. Edward Block, a constituent of
mine from Trevose, Pennsylvania. Mr. Bldfck was an employee of
the Defenss Industrial Supply Center. Six years ago, he
discovered major problems and a solution with regard to the
acquisition of radio cable. He has been credited with saving
the Department of Defense billions of dollars. As a reward, he
was fired and denied any compensation due under the Government
Employees' Incentive Awards Program, as it applied to the
Defense Industrial Supply Center.

I have had a longstanding interest in Mr. Block's case. I

understand that his situation has still not been redressed,
despite the fact that the United States Claims Court found in
Mr. Block's favor on the issue of compensation and entered an
order on his behalf dated June 11, 1991. Apparently, the
Department of Defense is still fighting him every inch of the
way. This continuing behavior calls into question the entire
concept of Government Employees' Incentive Awards Program as it
applies to the DOD.

Given your subcommittee's jurisdiction and your concern
regarding the issue of waste in military procurement, I wanted
to bring the case of Mr. Block to your attention. With this

letter I have forwarded to you for your review a package of

materials pertaining to Mr. Block's case, including a copy of

the Judge's recent order and some newspaper articles which focus

on his plight. Should you have any questions, Mr. Block can be

reached at 215-322-4645. His address is: 3444 Chestnut Avenue,

Trevose, PA 19053.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. Please keep ne

informed regarding any action that you might take regarding his

case.

PHK:rdg
Enclosure

ir H. Kostmayer

THIS STAT10NINY PKINTtO ON PAPIN MAOI Of RECYCLED riBCRS
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Congre£i£i of tt)e tHntteb S^iaitfi

ll^ouit of Slepretfentatibed

SBasfjinBton. DC 20515-3808

March 4, 1992

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr.
Chairman Government Operations Committee
24 26 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington D.c. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am writing to you on behalf of Mr. Edward Block, a constituent
of mine from Trevose, Pennsylvania. Mr. Block was an employee
of the Defense Industrial Supply Centar. Six years ago, he
discovered major problems and a solution with regard to the
acquisition of radio cable. He has been credited with saving
the Depatment of Defense billions of dollars. As a reward, he
was firod and denied any compensation due under the Government
Employees' Incentive Awards Program, as applied to the Defense
Industrial Supply Center.

T have had a longstanding interest in Mr. Block's case, I
understand that his situation has still not been redressed,
despite the fact that the United States Claims Court found in
his favor on the issue of compensation and entered an order on
his behalf dated June 11, 1991. Apparently, the Department of
Defense is still fighting him every inch of the way. This
continuing behavior calls into question the ontiro concept of
the Government Employee's Incentive Awards Program as it applies
to the Department of Defense.

Given the jurisdiction of your committee over the issue o^
Federal procurement and your concern over the retaliatory
actions taken against Mr. Aldric Saucier for exposing waste,
fraud and abuse in the Strategic Defense Initiative program, I
wanted to bring the case of Mr. Block to your attention and
inform you that he has expressed interest in discussing his
case with your committee staff. With this letter I have
forwarded for your review a package of materials pertaining to
Mr. Block's case, including a copy of the Judge's recent order
and some newspaper articles which focus on his plight, should
you wish to contact him, Mr. Block can be reached at 215/322-
4645. His address is: 3444 Chestnut Avenue, Trevose, PA 19053.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. Please keep me
apprised of any action that you might take regarding this case.

Sincerely,

Peter H. Kostmayor
PHK/dw

mis STATiONtorf wowrto on fafih mot o» ntcvcLEO rows
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U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
/ ^

1 120 Vermont Avtnu*., N.W.. Suit* 1100 ^
Washington, D.C. 20005-3561

January 29, 1992

Mr. Edward B. Block
3444 Chestnut Avenue
Trevose, PA 19053

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request; OSC File Nos. 10-4-00818
& 10-8-01149

Dear Mr. Block:

This responds to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests.
You requested a copy of OSC's FY 1990 Budget, as well as "all documents
relating to the case of Edward B. Block."

Your request has been carefully reviewed and considered. Our
records indicate that you have filed two complaints; OSC File Nos. 10-4-

00818 and 10-8-01149. All OSC files are destroyed three years after
closure, pursuant to routine file maintenance policies of the National

Records Administration. OSC File No. 10-4-00818 was ijpstrnvpd on

Qctobe r K 1987. pursuant to the above dqIjcy. There are, therefore, no

documeTTTs^which we could disclose from that file. I am, however,

enclosing a copy of our FY 1990 Budget.

OSC File No. 10-8-01149 contains a memorandum prepared by the

assigned examiner of the Complaints Examining Unit, 3 telephone
conference memoranda, 9 internal computer profiles, 6 matter reporting

forms, 6 routing and transmittal slips, several letters we exchanged and

documents concerning the appeal you filed with the Merit Systems

Protection Board. The memoranda are protected from disclosure under

FOIA exemption 5 as they would not be available to a party, other than

an agency in litigation with OSC, due to the attorney work product

privilege. This means that the above-mentioned memoranda were prepared

at the direction of an attorney, for an attorney's review. Moreover,

the memoranda are intra-agency documents which are protected from

disclosure under OSC's pre-decisional, deliberative process privilege.

Your request is, therefore, denied with respect to the above-mentioned
memoranda pursuant to FOIA exemption 5. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5).

Furthermore, the memoranda are protected from disclosure under FOIA

exemption 7 because they were compiled for a law enforcement purpose,

and because disclosure could be expected to result in an unwarranted

Invasion of the personal privacy of the witnesses or other individuals

named therein. This denial ensures that In the future, a witness will

feel free to speak candidly to an OSC Investigator. Therefore, your
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request is denied pursuant to FOIA exemption 7. See 5 U.S.C. §
552(b)(7).

Moreover, the computer profiles, matter reporting forms as well as

the routing and transmittal slips are being withheld under exemptions 2

and 7 because they relate solely to the internal practices and
procedures of our agency and are of no interest to the public, or to

protect the privacy of the witnesses or other individuals named therein.

The remaining documents in the file were either sent to you by us,

addressed to you or you have already seen, and we assume that you do not
want duplicate copies. If you do, please inform us.

If you are dissatisfied with the above decision, you must appeal,

in writing, within 30 days to William E. Reukauf, Associate Special
Counsel for Prosecution, at the above address.

Sincerely,

y/l^obert 0. L'Heureux
Associate Special Counsel

for Investigation
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